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 Preface

CICLing 2003 (www.CICLing.org) was the 4th annual Conference on Intelligent Text
Processing and Computational Linguistics. It was intended to provide a balanced view
of the cutting-edge developments in both the theoretical foundations of computational
linguistics and the practice of natural language text processing with its numerous
applications. A feature of CICLing conferences is their wide scope that covers nearly
all areas of computational linguistics and all aspects of natural language processing
applications. The conference is a forum for dialogue between the specialists working
in these two areas.

This year we were honored by the presence of our keynote speakers Eric Brill
(Microsoft Research, USA), Aravind Joshi (U. Pennsylvania, USA), Adam Kilgarriff
(Brighton U., UK), and Ted Pedersen (U. Minnesota, USA), who delivered excellent
extended lectures and organized vivid discussions.

Of 92 submissions received, after careful reviewing 67 were selected for
presentation; 43 as full papers and 24 as short papers, by 150 authors from 23
countries: Spain (23 authors), China (20), USA (16), Mexico (13), Japan (12),
UK (11), Czech Republic (8), Korea and Sweden (7 each), Canada and Ireland (5
each), Hungary (4), Brazil (3), Belgium, Germany, Italy, Romania, Russia and
Tunisia (2 each), Cuba, Denmark, Finland and France (1 each).

In addition to the high scientific level, one of the success factors of CICLing
conferences is their excellent cultural program. CICLing 2003 was held in Mexico, a
wonderful country very rich in culture, history, and nature. The participants of the
conference—in their souls active explorers of the world—had a chance to see the
solemn 2000-year-old pyramids of the legendary Teotihuacanas, a monarch butterfly
wintering site where the old pines are covered with millions of butterflies as if they
were leaves, a great cave with 85-meter halls and a river flowing from it, Aztec
warriors dancing in the street in their colorful plumages, and the largest
anthropological museum in the world; see photos at www.CICLing.org.

A conference is the result of the work of many people. First of all I would like to
thank the members of the Program Committee for the time and effort they devoted to
the reviewing of the submitted articles and to the selection process. Especially helpful
were Ted Pedersen and Grigori Sidorov, as well as many others—a complete list
would be too long.

Obviously I thank the authors for their patience in the preparation of the papers,
not to mention the very development of their scientific results that form the basis for
this book. I also express my most cordial thanks to the members of the local
Organizing Committee for their considerable contribution to making this conference
become a reality. Last, but not least, I thank our sponsoring organization—the Center
for Computing Research (CIC, www.cic.ipn.mx) of the National Polytechnic Institute
(IPN), Mexico, for hosting the conference for the fourth time.

December 2002 Alexander Gelbukh
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Abstract. For the specification of formal systems for a grammar for-
malism, conventional mathematical wisdom dictates that we start with
primitives (basic primitive structures or building blocks) as simple as
possible and then introduce various operations for constructing more
complex structures. Alternatively, we can start with complex (more com-
plicated) primitives that directly capture crucial linguistic properties and
then introduce some general operations (language independent opera-
tions) for composing them. This latter approach has led to the so-called
strongly lexicalized grammars, providing some new insights into syntactic
description, semantic composition, discourse structure, language gener-
ation, psycholinguistic and statistical processing, all with computational
implications. In this paper, we will illustrate some of these insights in
the context of the lexicalized tree-adjoining grammar (LTAG).

1 Introduction

How complex are the primitives of a formal system for characterizing various
properties of language? Conventional mathematical approach is to start with
primitives (basic primitive structures or building blocks) as simple as possible
and then introduce various operations for composition of more complex struc-
tures. There is another perspective we can take. We can start with complex
(more complicated) primitive structures that directly capture crucial linguistic
properties and then introduce some general, language independent operations,
for composing these complex structures. This latter approach allows the possi-
bility of localizing almost all complexity (in the form of a range of dependencies
of various kinds) in the set of primitives, thereby pushing apparently non-local
dependencies to become local, i.e., they are instantiated in the primitive struc-
tures to start with. This approach has led to some new insights into syntac-
tic description, semantic composition, discourse structure, language generation,
psycholinguistic and statistical processing– all of these are, of course, directly
related to computational properties of the system. We will illustrate some of
these insights in the context of the framework of the lexicalized tree-adjoining
grammar (LTAG).

The complexity of the primitives specifies a domain of locality, i.e., a domain
over which various dependencies (syntactic and semantic) can be specified. In
� This work was partially supported by NSF grant NSF-STC SBR 8920230
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2 A.K. Joshi

a context-free grammar (CFG) the domain of locality is the one level tree cor-
responding to a rule in a CFG (Fig. 1). It is easily seen that the arguments of
a predicate (for example, the two arguments of likes) are not in the same local
domain

Fig. 1. Domain of locality of a context-free grammar

The two arguments are distributed over the two rules (two domains of locality)–
S → NP V P and V P → V NP . They can be brought together by introducing
a rule S → NP V V P . However, then the structure provided by the VP node is
lost. We should also note here that not every rule (domain) in the CFG in (Fig. 1)
is lexicalized. The four rules on the right are lexicalized, i.e., they have a lexical
anchor. The rules on the left are not lexicalized. The second and the third rules
on the left are almost lexicalized, in the sense that they each have a preterminal
category (V in the second rule and ADV in the third rule), i.e., by replacing
V by likes and ADV by passionately these two rules will become lexicalized.
However, the first rule on the left (S → NP V P ) cannot be lexicalized. Can a
CFG be lexicalized, i.e., given a CFG, G, can we construct another CFG, G′,
such that every rule in G′ is lexicalized and T (G), the set of (sentential) trees
(i.e., the tree language of G) is the same as the tree language T (G′) of G′? It
can be shown that this is not the case (Joshi and Schabes [2]). This follows from
the fact that the domain of locality of CFG is a one level tree corresponding to
a rule in the grammar.

It can be shown that CFGs can be lexicalized (Joshi and Schabes [2]), pro-
vided we extend the domain of locality, i.e., make the primitives more complex.
This is achieved by making the primitives larger than just the one level trees
as in a CFG. Further, we introduce two composition operations: (1) substitu-
tion (Fig. 2) and (2) adjoining (Fig. 3). Adjoining involves splicing (inserting)
one tree into another. More specifically, a tree β as shown in Fig. 3 is inserted
(adjoined) into the tree α at the node X resulting in the tree γ.

The tree β, called an auxiliary tree, has a special form. The root node is
labeled with a nonterminal, say X and on the frontier there is also a node
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γ:

β

Xβ:
X

α:

X

Fig. 2. Substitution

X

X*

X

X

X

α β γ

β

Fig. 3. Adjoining

labeled X called the foot node (marked with *). There could be other nodes
(terminal or nonterminal) nodes on the frontier of β, the nonterminal nodes will
be marked as substitution sites (with a vertical arrow). Thus if there is another
occurrence of X (other than the foot node marked with *) on the frontier of β
it will be marked with the vertical arrow and that will be a substitution site.
Given this specification, adjoining β to α at the node X in α is uniquely defined.
If in a tree grammar with these two composition operations, each elementary
(primitive) tree is lexicalized, i.e., there is a lexical item associated with one of
the preterminal nodes (we call this lexical item as the lexical anchor of the tree),
it is called a lexicalized tree-adjoining grammar (LTAG). In short, LTAG consists
of a finite set of elementary trees, each lexicalized with at least one lexical anchor.
The elementary trees are either initial or auxiliary trees. Auxiliary trees have
been defined already. Initial trees are those for which all nonterminal nodes on
the frontier are substitution nodes.

1.1 Lexicalized Tree-Adjoining Grammar

Rather than giving formal definitions for LTAG and derivations in LTAG we will
give a simple example to illustrate some key aspects of LTAG. We show some
elementary trees of a toy LTAG grammar of English. Fig. 4 shows two elementary
trees for a verb such as likes. The tree α1 is anchored on likes and encapsulates
the two arguments of the verb. The tree α2 corresponds to the object extraction
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transitive

object extraction

S

NP VP

V NP

likes

S

NP(wh) S

NP VP

V NP

likes ε

α1 α2

Fig. 4. LTAG: Elementary trees for likes

NP

NP

*

*

β1 S

VP

V

think

β2 S

V

does

α3 NP

Harrywho

S

S

α4 α5 NP

Bill

Fig. 5. LTAG: Sample elementary trees

construction. Since we need to encapsulate all the arguments of the verb in each
elementary tree for likes, for the object extraction construction, for example,
we need to make the elementary tree associated with likes large enough so that
the extracted argument is in the same elementary domain. Thus, in principle,
for each ‘minimal’ construction in which likes can appear (for example, subject
extraction, topicalization, subject relative, object relative, passive, etc.) there
will be an elementary tree associated with that construction. By ‘minimal’ we
mean when all recursion has been factored away. This factoring of recursion
away from the domain over which the dependencies have to be specified is a
crucial aspect of LTAGs as they are used in linguistic descriptions. This factoring
allows all dependencies to be localized in the elementary domains. In this sense,
there will, therefore, be no long distance dependencies as such. They will all be
local and will become long distance on account of the composition operations,
especially adjoining.

Fig. 5 shows some additional trees. Trees α3, α4, and α5 are initial trees and
trees β1 and β2 are auxiliary trees with foot nodes marked with *. A derivation
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NP

NP NPNP

S

VPNP

V

S

V

NP VP

S

likes

V

S

S*

does

think

S*

who BillHarry

substitution

adjoining

α2

NP(wh)

β1

α3 α4 α5

β2

ε

Fig. 6. LTAG derivation for who does Bill think Harry likes

using the trees in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 is shown in Fig. 6. The trees for who and
Harry are substituted in the tree for likes at the respective NP nodes, the tree
for Bill is substituted in the tree for think at the NP node, the tree for does
is adjoined to the root node of the tree for think tree (adjoining at the root
node is a special case of adjoining), and finally the derived auxiliary tree (after
adjoining β2 to β1) is adjoined to the indicated interior S node of the tree α2.
This derivation results in the derived tree for who does Bill think Harry likes as
shown in Fig. 7. Note that the dependency between who and the complement
NP in α2 (local to that tree) has been stretched in the derived tree in Fig. 7.
This tree is the conventional tree associated with the sentence.

However, in LTAG there is also a derivation tree, the tree that records the
history of composition of the elementary trees associated with the lexical items
in the sentence. This derivation tree is shown in Fig. 8. The nodes of the tree
are labeled by the tree labels such as α2 together with the lexical anchor.1 The
derivation tree is the crucial derivation structure for LTAG. We can obviously
build the derived tree from the derivation tree. For semantic computation the
derivation tree (and not the derived tree) is the crucial object. Compositional
semantics is defined on the derivation tree. The idea is that for each elementary
tree there is a semantic representation associated with it and these representa-
tions are composed using the derivation tree. Since the semantic representation
1 The derivation trees of LTAG have a close relationship to the dependency trees,

although there are some crucial differences; however, the semantic dependencies are
the same.
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S

NP

S

VP

S

S

NP VP

NP

V

NP

V

Harry V

ε

Bill

who

does

think

likes

Fig. 7. LTAG derived tree for who does Bill think Harry likes

for each elementary tree is directly associated with the tree there is no need
to reproduce necessarily the internal hierarchy in the elementary tree in the se-
mantic representation(Joshi and Vijay-Shanker [3] and Kallmeyer and Joshi [4]).
This allows the so-called ‘flat’ semantic representation as well as helps in dealing
with some non-compositional aspects as in the case of rigid and flexible idioms2.

α3 α4β1

β2 α5

(likes)

(who) (think) (Harry)

(does) (Bill)

00 010

01

0 00

α2

Fig. 8. LTAG derivation tree

2 An Alternate Perspective on Adjoining

In adjoining we insert an auxiliary tree, say with root and foot nodes labeled
with X in a tree at a node with label X. In Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 we present an
2 For details of the LTAG grammar for English and the associated parser, the XTAG

system, go to http://www/cis.upenn.edu/xtag
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α

X

X

α1:

α2:

supertree of

subtree of

α

α

X

Fig. 9. Adjoining as Wrapping 1

X

X*

X

X

X

α β γ

β

α1

α2

α1

α2

Fig. 10. Adjoining as Wrapping 2

alternate perspective on adjoining. The tree α which receives adjunction at X
can be viewed as made up of two trees, the supertree at X and the subtree at
X as shown in Fig.9. Now, instead of the auxiliary tree β adjoined to the tree
α at X we can view this composition as a wrapping operation–the supertree of
α and the subtree of α are wrapped around the auxiliary tree β as shown in
Fig. 10. The resulting tree γ is the same as before. Wrapping of the supertree at
the root node of β is like adjoining at the root (a special case of adjoining) and
the wrapping of the subtree at the foot note of β is like substitution. Hence, this
wrapping operation can be described in terms of substitution and adjoining. This
is clearly seen in the linguistic example in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. The auxiliary tree
β can be adjoined to the tree α at the indicated node in α as shown in Fig. 11.
Alternatively, we can view this composition as adjoining the supertree α1 (the
wh tree) at the root node of β and substitution of the subtree α2 (the likes tree)
at the foot node of β as shown in Fig. 12. The two ways of composing α and β
are semantically coherent.

The wrapping perspective can be formalized in terms of the so-called multi-
component LTAGs (MC-LTAGs). They are called multi-component because the
elementary objects can be sets of trees, in our examples, we have two com-
ponents (in which α was split). When we deal with multi-components we can
violate the locality of the composition very quickly because the different com-
ponents may be ‘attached’ (by adjoining or substitution) to different nodes of
a tree and these nodes may or not be part of an elementary tree depending on
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S

NP(wh) S

NP VP

V NP

likes ε

S

NP VP

V

think

α β

S ∗

Fig. 11. Wrapping as substitution and adjunction 1

S

NP VP

V NP

likes ε

S

NP VP

V

think

S ∗

S

NP(wh) S

α1
β

α2

Fig. 12. Wrapping as substitution and adjunction 2

whether the tree receiving the multi-component attachments is an elementary
or a derived tree. We obtain what are known as tree-local MC-LTAGs if we put
the constraint that the tree receiving multi-component attachments must be an
elementary tree. It is known that tree-local MC-TAGs are weakly equivalent to
LTAGs, however they can give rise to structural descriptions not obtainable by
LTAGs, i.e., they are more powerful than LTAG in the sense of strong gener-
ative capacity (Weir [7]),Thus the alternate perspective leads to greater strong
generative capacity without increasing the weak generative capacity. MC-LTAG
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also allow the possibility of defining flexible composition3. Given two structures,
X and Y , elementary or derived, we can compose them in any order, i.e., X
with Y or Y with X subject to the following requirement– the structure which
is being composed into must be an elementary structure. This requirement as-
sures locality of composition, in the sense that the different nodes in the tree
being composed into are all part of the same elementary tree. It can be shown
that MC-LTAG can correctly describe (syntactically and semantically) all pos-
sible word orders within and across clauses up to two levels of embedding (i.e,
a matrix clause, embedding another clause, which in turn embeds yet another
clause). Beyond two levels of embedding, although the relevant strings can be
generated but certain compositions of the MC-LTAG trees may not be seman-
tically coherent. Note that this a formal result. Here we have a case where a
formal result leads to a result which is traditionally described as a performance
result, i.e., a psycholinguistic result (Joshi, Becker, and Rambow [1]).

So far we have illustrated how s system such as LTAG (with complex primi-
tives) has led to some novel insights for syntactic description, semantic composi-
tion, and psycholinguistic processing. In the next section, we will describe some
insights of this perspective for discourse structure.

2.1 Discourse Structure

At the discourse level, one can take discourse connectives as predicates (lexical
anchors) for elementary trees with argument positions to be filled in by the
appropriate clauses, some of which may be in the same sentence in which the
connective appears, and others in preceding sentences in the discourse. Thus we
have dependencies here which are analogous to the dependencies encoded in the
LTAG trees at the sentence level (Webber et al. [5]). These dependencies can be
stretched also as in the discourse D(1) below.

D1:(a) One the one hand, Fred likes beans. (b) Not only does he eat them
for dinner (c) but he also eats them for breakfast and snacks. (d) On the other
hand, he is allergic to them.
on the one hand and on the other hand is a paired connective , multiply anchoring
the same discourse LTAG tree. The dependencies between the arguments of this
tree have been stretched by the adjoining of the elementary tree corresponding
to the connective but.

Arguments of a discourse connective may be structural (i.e., clauses encoded
in the parse trees) or they may be anaphoric (much like pronouns and definite
NPs) as in the discourse D(2) below.

D2: (a) John loves Barolo. (b) So he ordered three cases of the ’97. (c) But
he had to cancel the order (d) because then he discovered he was broke.
The connective then gets its right argument from (d) and its left argument from
(b) and must cross the structural connection between (c) and (d) associated with
because. Treating the left argument of then as anaphoric avoids crossing. There
3 Flexible composition is also possible in the standard LTAG. However, in this case,

flexible composition does not give any increased strong generative power.
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are, of course, other reasons for treating the left argument as anaphoric (see, for
example, Webber et al. [6]).

3 Summary

We have shown that by starting with complex primitives and localizing depen-
dencies within the domain of the elementary (primitive) structures, in contrast
to starting with simple primitives, leads to some novel insights into syntactic de-
scription, semantic composition, discourse structure, and some psycholinguistic
issues, all relevant to computational properties.
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Abstract. In this paper we discuss the use of subsumption as device to model
linguistic generalizations. Constraint-based linguistic frameworks make ample
use of equality relations but, although equality is nothing but two-way
subsumption, subsumption itself has not been used much, except as a meta-
grammatical device in the HPSG type hierarchy. Here we investigate two cases
where subsumption is a useful device to model syntactic phenomena.

1   Introduction

Current constraint-based approaches to natural language modeling use equality
relations to assemble information that belongs to one informational unit at an abstract
level of representation even though it belongs to more than one unit in the surface
representation. This reliance on equality comes a bit as a surprise when one looks
back at earlier or current transformational approaches that tend to stress the
asymmetry or even the anti-symmetry of linguistic phenomena. For instance, it has
often been observed that elements higher-up in a treelike representation control those
lower down. This is formalized through c-command constraints on these elements.

Constraint-based approaches tend to retain the spirit of the main device used in
transformational approaches by modeling such command relations through tree-
structured configurations (e.g. by limiting the association of infinitivals to VP’s). In
this paper we propose another mechanism to manage such relations, subsumption, and
illustrate its use in two cases where the tree configuration solution leads to problems
that do not arise in our proposal, namely Partial Fronting in German and Subject
Inversion in French.

Subsumption is a familiar relation within several constraint-based formalisms (see
e.g. discussions in [3] and [11]).  It is used as a meta-grammatical device to
characterize the type hierarchy in HSPG, and in LFG the f-structure assigned to a
sentence is defined to be the subsumption-minimal model for the set of constraints
associated with the sentence.  In LFG the subsumption relation is also implicit in the
definition of the restriction operator proposed in [5], and in the generalization
operator used in [6]’s,  treatment of coordination.  However, explicit subsumption
constraints have not been used directly in accounts of any syntactic phenomena.
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2   Subsumption and Linguistic Phenomena

Informally, subsumption establishes an ordering relation between two units of
information stating that the one subsuming the other contains less information than
the one that is subsumed.  The formal definition of subsumption used in this paper is
given in Figure 1. and, for comparison the definition of equality is given in Figure 2.

Subsumption: f g  iff

f and g are the same symbol or semantic form, or
f and g are both f-structures, Dom(f ) ² Dom(g), and (f a)      (g a) for all a ³ Dom(f),
or f and g are both sets, and every element of f       some element of g

f =  
Ð
Ï
Î

à
ß
ÞA Ð

Î
à
ÞC +

Ð
Ï
Î

à
ß
Þ

A

Ð
Ï
Î

à
ß
ÞC +

D -

B E, ,

 = g

Fig. 1.

Equality: f  = g  iff

f and g are the same symbol or semantic form, or
f and g are both f-structures, Dom(f ) = Dom(g), and (f a) = (g a) for all a ³ Dom(f ),
or
f and g are both sets, and every element of g = some element of f

 f =  
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Î
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 =   
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D -

B E, ,

 =  g

Fig. 2.

A linguistic phenomenon that one might consider modeling with subsumption is
the relation between an equi controlling subject and the understood subject in an
embedded clause in a sentence such as 1

1.   John tries to work hard.

As has often been observed, in English sentence 2 is ungrammatical as is any other
version in which the shared subject shows up in the embedded position.

2. * Tries to John work hard.

Note, however, that an equality approach to equi via functional control such as found
in LFG, does not rule out (2), as was first discussed in [13], in the context of some
Dutch facts. LFG grammars of English handle the ungrammaticality of 2 with a VP
phrase-structure rule that does not provide a subject NP position in infinitival clauses.
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A different approach to the phenomenon would be to propose that the relation
between the matrix subject and the embedded subjects is one of subsumption rather
than of equality. Under that assumption the information would flow from the matrix
position to the embedded position and not vice versa, as diagrammed in Figure 3. If
the NP showed up in an embedded position, its information would not flow up to the
matrix and the f-structure would be incomplete.

Fig. 3.

For English this seems an unnecessary innovation as the PSR solution is adequate.
In other languages, however, it is not so clear that the PSR solution is the simplest and
most straightforward one available. In what follows we look at two phenomena,
Partial Verb Phrase Fronting (henceforward, PVPF) in German and Stylistic Inversion
(Henceforward, SI) in French and show how a subsumption based analysis accounts of
a wide range of facts.

3  Partial VP Fronting in German

As has been discussed extensively in the literature (see e.g. [12], [10], [9]), sentences
such as the following are grammatical in German1.

3. a. Das Buch zu geben schien Hans dem Mädchen.
The book to given seemed Hans the girl.

b. Dem Mädchen zu geben schien Hans das Buch.
The girl to give seemed Hans the book.

‘Hans seemed to give the girl the book.’

4. a. Ein Fehler unterlaufen ist ihr noch nie.
An error happened-to is her still Never
‘Until now she has never made a mistake.’

1 With other researchers we assume that discourse structure constraints account for the degree
of acceptability of various examples and concentrate on the structural characteristics of
PVPF.
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b. Ein Aussenseiter gewonnen hat hier noch nie.
An outsider won has here still never.
‘Until now no outsider has won here.’

In the sentences in 3 various pieces of what is in general assumed to be a VP have
been topicalized (there are more possibilities); in 4, some kind of infinitival clause is
topicalized that has the particularity of containing a subject (the nominative NP).  For
traditional transformational accounts these sentences present problems because the
topicalized elements do not correspond to units that are available in the Mittelfeld
from where they are hypothesized to be moved.  Non-transformational theories can
also have problems depending on their devices for subcategorization.

Fig. 4.

In LFG, there are rather less problems than in other theories because the framework
allows very supple PSR in which most if not all constituents are optional.
Subcategorization constraints are enforced at the level of the f-structure, where the
Completeness and Coherence principles need to be satisfied2.  In traditional LFG a
sentence like 3a will have the c-structure and f-structure representation in Fig. 4 and 5
respectively.
    These structures are licensed by the following set of rules and lexical entry.

5. S’ � XP V (S|VP)
       (� TENSE) �=�

    where  XP  = { NP | S|VP | …}
(� TOP) =� (� TOP) =�

(� COMPS* NGF) = �   (� COMPS* XCOMP) = �

6. a. S|VP �           NP*    (V’) ( S|VP )

2  Note that Completeness and Coherence are also rather simple notions in LFG: they hold over
complete f-structures: there is no cancellation procedure or the like.  Subjects are treated like
any other arguments and the obliqueness hierarchy holds only as a metaprinciple.

dem Mädchen

S|VP

Das Buch schien

NPV’NP V NP

zu-geben

Hans

S|VP

V
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(� COMPS* NGF) = � � = � (� XCOMP* COMPS) = �

b. V’ � (V’) V
(� XCOMP)=� � = �

(� XCOMP
+

 NGF) ½<f (� NGF)

7. scheinen     V (� PRED) = ‘seem<(� XCOMP)>(� SUBJ)’
(� SUBJ) = (� XCOMP SUBJ)

Fig. 5.

These rules are adapted from [17]. COMPS ranges over XCOMP and COMP3. NGF ranges
over all nominal functions. The functional uncertainty equations (indicated by the
Kleene star) define the functional paths that relate NP’s in the Mittelfeld or the
topicalized material to their embedded functions (see [7] for more information). The
functional precedence constraints impose the appropriate ordering on the NP
arguments of all the verbs in an XCOMP cluster (see [17] for discussion). Given that
all the constraints are equality relations, it does not matter in which of the positions
licensed by the PSR the equated entities show up in the c-structure.  We do not
distinguish between S and VP (and write the conflated category as S|VP).  In this way,
we allow the same elements in infinitival clauses and in tensed clauses except for the
requirement that there be a tensed verb in second position.

While this allows for all the sentences in 3 and 4, it overgenerates. It will, for
instance, allow two arguments to be fronted without the verb they depend on.
Moreover this account does not allow us to determine from the f-structure what is
topicalized and what is not4.

3 This is an overgeneralization for the dialects of German that allow only fronting out of
XCOMPS.  This type of variation is ignored in this paper.

4 Whether this is important or not depends on one’s view of the interaction between the f-
structure and other modules of linguistic information: for argument structure and purely
syntactic wellformedness conditions, this information is not important.  But if we assume that
there is a discourse-structural difference between the various versions of 3. and that the
discourse structure is read off the f-structure without separate input from the c-structure (and
even without covert c-structure information via f-precedence relations), the account given is
clearly inadequate.
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The use of subsumption will allow us to solve these two problems. Under that
hypothesis, the relevant part of the rule given in  5 will be replaced by the following:

8. S’ � S|VP V S|VP
 (� TOP) = � � = � � = �

�     (� COMPS* XCOMP)

Now the information flows only in one direction, from the topic to the embedded
XCOMP, as diagrammed in Fig.6.  The information in TOP is just what is fronted in the
sentence.

Fig. 6.

We can now also solve the problem with structures such as 9. where two dependents
are topicalized without the verb they are dependent on: this becomes a  case of
incoherence.

9. *  Ihr ein Märchen wird er erzählen.
 Her a story will he tell
‘He will tell her a story.’

But we need an adapted version of completeness because in grammatical sentences
the topicalized elements will typically contain predicates that are locally not saturated.
The following extension of the definition of Completeness in [4] will take care of this:

10. An f-structure g is complete iff each of its subsidiary f-structures is
either locally complete or subsumes a subsidiary f-structure of g
that is locally complete.

This approach to PVPF in German allows us to model in a very simple way the
interactions with raising and equi discussed in [9].  In the case of raising the
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subsumption analysis of fronting interacts with the equality analysis of raising to
describe the fact that in sentences like those in 4. we have raising in the f-structure
without c-structure raising. Simple equality allows for this as we pointed out above in
our discussion of 2. If we assume that in equi the matrix subject subsumes the XCOMP
subject we can account for the fact that, as observed by Meurers and De Kuthy,
sentences like the following are ungrammatical:

11. * Ein Aussenseiter zu gewinnen versuchte hier noch nie.
An outsider to win tried here still never
‘An outsider never  tried to win here.’

This is diagrammed as in Fig. 7

Fig. 7.

To summarize our proposal: the topic f-structure in PVPF always subsumes the
XCOMP f-structure.  The difference between raising and equi is that in raising there is
an equality relation between the matrix and the embedded subject, whereas in equi the
matrix subject subsumes the embedded one. The interaction of subsumption and
equality thus provides a simple account of the syntax of VP fronting in German. For a
more detailed discussion of these facts, see [18].

But new linguistic devices, however simple, are always suspect when they seem to
solve only one problem.  In the remainder of the paper we summarize another case in
which subsumption plays a role in a simple account of another rather complex
phenomenon, Stylistic Inversion in French.

4   Stylistic Inversion in French

A phenomenon discussed as much in recent French syntax, starting with [8], as PVPF
has been discussed in German, is Stylistic Inversion (henceforth SI), illustrated in
sentences such as 12.
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12. Voici le texte qu’ a écrit Paul.
See-here the text that has written Paul
‘Here is the text that Paul wrote.’

A first question that arises with respect to these sentences is what the grammatical
function is of the post-verbal NP. We follow here the analysis given in [2], who argue
that it is a subject.

The observations in [2], that are most relevant to the discussion at hand concern the
position of the post-verbal subject in sentences with equi and raising complements.
They show that there are two possibilities. The one that interests us here is
exemplified in 135.

13. a. le livre que semblait recommander le patron
the book that seemed recommend the head
du labo à cet étudiant
of the lab to this student
‘the book that the head of the lab could recommend to his student…’

The presence of the oblique complement of the verb recommander (to recommend),
shows that the subject of the matrix clause is within the lower VP (again see [2] for
arguments to that effect, especially for arguments excluding the possibility that there
might be free raising of any complement to a higher clause). The situation, then, is
similar to that found in German: we have an argument of a higher verb realized as a
constituent of a lower infinitival constituent. The difference between German and
French is that here we have a case of raising (with sembler, to seem) and a case of
equi control (with pouvoir, be able). Both allow the subject to show up in an
embedded position, whereas in German this is only possible with raising verbs as
discussed above. If we assume that in French, subject equi and subject raising are
both equality relations, the facts are accounted for. This becomes clear when we look
at the following lexical entries and partial phrase structure rules6.

14. sembler V (� PRED) = ‘semblerÆ(� XCOMP)Ö (� SUBJ)’
(� SUBJ) = (� XCOMP SUBJ)

15. pouvoir V (� PRED) = ‘pouvoirÆ(� SUBJ), (� XCOMP)Ö’
(� SUBJ) = (� XCOMP SUBJ)

1 6 . S � NP
(�SUBJ) = �

VP
� = �

NP
(�SUBJ) = �

5 For a discussion of how an LFG analysis handles both possibilities, see [18].
6 Several details about the phrase structure of French have not been worked out in detail, so the

rules given in the text can only be indicative.

b. le livre que pourrait recommander le patron
the book that might recommend the head
du labo à cet étudiant
of-the lab to this student
‘the book that the head of the lab might recommend to this student…’
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VP � V
� = �

(NP)            PP*
(�{SUBJ|OBJ}) = � (�OBL) = �

…

The rules in 16 allow a SUBJ within the VP and the equations in 14 and 15 insure that
this subject is also interpreted as the subject of the matrix verb.

Let us now turn to object equi verbs and object raising. If we assume that object
equi and object raising are also instances of an equality relation, we would expect SI
to be possible in their complements too. But this is not what we find, as can be seen
from the following examples.

17. * le livre que le libraire aa convaincu d’ offrir Jean
the book that the bookseller has convinced to offer Jean
à ma fille
to my daughter
‘the book that the bookseller convinced Jean to offer to my daughter…’

This is an example of an equi construction. It is not completely clear whether there
are object raising verbs in French but the perception verbs are plausible candidates
(see [1]). Attempting to combine SI with them also gives ungrammatical results as
illustrated in 187.

18. *  La pierre que j’ ai vu lancer ce sale gamin contre
the stone that I  have seen throw this nasty kid against
Le gendarme
the policeman
‘the stone that I saw this nasty kid throw against the policeman.’

These problems can be solved by modeling object raising and object equi with
subsumption rather than with the usual equality. So the traditional entries for
convaincre, to convince, and voir, to see, given in 19 become the ones given in 20:

19. convaincre V (� PRED) = ‘convaincreÆ(� SUBJ), (� OBJ), (� XCOMP)Ö’
(� OBJ) = (�XCOMP SUBJ)

voir V (� PRED) = ‘voirÆ (� OBJ), (� XCOMP)Ö’ (� SUBJ)
(� OBJ) = (� XCOMP SUBJ)

20. convaincre V (� PRED) = ‘convaincreÆ(� SUBJ), (� OBJ), (� XCOMP)Ö’
(� OBJ) (� XCOMP SUBJ)

voir V (� PRED) = ‘voirÆ (� OBJ), (� XCOMP)Ö’ (� SUBJ)
(� OBJ) (� XCOMP SUBJ)

This change will force the OBJ to appear in the matrix clause and not in a  lower
position, allowing only for the versions in 21 and 22

7 The source for this relative clause is:
(i) J’ai   vu ce  sale  gamin lancer une pierre contre le  gendarme.

I have seen this nasty kid     throw a      stone against the policeman
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2 1. le livre que le libraire a convaincu Jean de offrir
the book that the bookseller has convinced Jean to offer
à ma fille
to my daughter
‘the book that the bookseller convinced Jean to offer to my daughter…’

22. la pierre que j’ ai vu ce sale gamin lancer contre
the stone that I  have seen this nasty kid throw against
le gendarme
the policeman
‘the stone that I saw this nasty kid throw against the policeman…’

5 Discussion

Traditionally in constraint-based grammar formalisms, word order is determined by
PSR. Here we have looked at two cases in which the word order approach is not
obvious. We have proposed a solution in which ordering relations on the f-structure
and subcategorization requirements constrain the c-structure realization of elements
even though they are optional in the c-structure.

The use of subsumption is a  natural addition to the devices used in grammatical
formalisms as equality is simply two-directional subsumption. It raises, however,
questions about the nature of information flow in syntax. Most transformational
theories promote an asymmetric or even anti-symmetric view, where equi or raising
are associated with the appearance of the shared (through equi or raising) argument in
a commanding position in the surface structure. Constraint-based formalisms have
more stressed the non-directionality of the information flow and have in general left
non-symmetrical phenomena to be managed through PSR. Here we have presented two
cases in which some equi or raising controllers are not associated with a commanding
position in the c-structure. They illustrate that the non-symmetric intuitions are not
always correct. Subsumption, however, allows us to model the cases where a  non-
symmetric relation holds. The interaction of equality and subsumption gives a simple
account of these differences in the behavior between symmetric and non-symmetric
cases whereas a pure PS plus equality account requires the development of less natural
devices (see e.g. [2] and [9]).

From the perspective of linguistic generalizations, it is interesting to observe that
the use of equality versus subsumption does not coincide with the difference between
equi and raising: on the basis of the German facts alone one might be tempted to look
for a  semantically based explanation: the argument sharing in raising is purely
syntactical, whereas in equi, it is basically the referential index that is shared. But the
French facts show that this type of distinction does not coincide with the distinction
between the requirement that the shared argument be realized in the c-commanding
position or be allowed to show up in the c-commanded position. In French the
distinction is between subject-subject sharing and object-subject sharing.
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Abstract. We present Global Index Grammars, a grammar formalism
that uses a stack of indices associated to its productions. This formalism
has restricted context-sensitive descriptive power. The recognition prob-
lem for this class of grammars is polynomial: the time complexity of the
algorithm presented here is O(n6).

1 Introduction

There is increasing consensus on the necessity of formalisms more powerful than
CFGs to account for certain phenomena that are characteristic of Natural Lan-
guages (NLs).1 Typical natural language constructions that require context-
sensitive power can be exemplified as [10]: reduplication, leading to languages
of the form {ww |w ∈ Σ∗}, multiple agreements (or counting dependencies), cor-
responding to languages of the form {anbncn | n ≥ 1}, {anbncndn | n ≥ 1}, etc.
and crossed agreements, as modeled by {anbmcndm | n, m ≥ 1}.

Mildly context-sensitive grammars (MCSGs) [15] have been proposed as ca-
pable of modeling the above mentioned phenomena.2 It has been claimed that
a NL model must have the following properties:3 a) constant growth property
(or the stronger semilinearity property); b) polynomial parsability; c) limited
cross-serial dependencies.

Mildly Context-sensitive Languages (MCSLs) have been characterized by a
geometric hierarchy of levels4 (level-k control grammars and the corresponding
languages) [27]. A level-2 MCSL is able to capture up to 4 counting dependencies
(includes L4 = {anbncndn|n ≥ 1} but not L5 = {anbncndnen|n ≥ 1}). They
were proven to have recognition algorithms with time complexity O(n6) [19,18].
In general for a level-k control grammar the recognition problem is in O(n3·2k−1

),
and the descriptive power regarding counting dependencies is bound to 2k [26,
27]. Recently, Range Concatenation Grammars (RCGs)[4] were shown capable
1 See for example [21], [8] , [12], [10], among others.
2 There are many other equivalent or similar formalisms such as, range concatenation

grammars, multiple context-free grammars[20], minimalist grammars[22].
3 See for example, [16], [26], [17].
4 Similar hierarchies: multiple CFGs [20], multi-push down automata [6].
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of recognizing the three phenomena mentioned above in O(n3) exploiting the
possibility of computing intersection and negation of languages directly.5

Here we present Global Index Grammars (GIGs) - and GILs the corre-
sponding languages - as an alternative grammar formalism that has a restricted
context-sensitive power but more powerful than level-2 MCSGs (e.g. LIGs).
The class of GILs contains the languages L4 and L5 (above). We show that
GIGs have enough descriptive power to capture the three phenomena mentioned
above (reduplication, multiple agreements, crossed agreements) in their general-
ized forms. Recognition of the language generated by a GIG is in polynomial
time: the time complexity of the algorithm presented here is O(n6) (section 4).
We present a Chomsky-Schützenberger representation of GILs (section 3). These
are initial results, there are many interesting characteristics of this formalism and
its relations to MCSGs and related formalisms that will be addressed in future
research.

2 Global Index Grammars

2.1 Indexed Grammars and Linear Indexed Grammars

Indexed grammars, (IGs) [1], and Linear Index Grammars, (LIGs;LILs) [12],
have the capability to associate stacks of indices with symbols in the grammar
rules. IGs are not semilinear ( the class of ILs contains the language {a2n | n ≥
0}). LIGs are Indexed Grammars with an additional constraint in the form of the
productions: the stack of indices can be “transmitted” only to one non-terminal.
As a consequence they are semilinear and belong to the class of MCSGs. The
class of LILs contains L4 but not L5 (see above).

A Linear Indexed Grammar is a 5-tuple (V, T, I, P, S), where V is the
set of variables, T the set of terminals, I the set of indices, S in V is the
start symbol, and P is a finite set of productions of the form, where A, B ∈ V ,
α, γ ∈ (V ∪ T )∗, i ∈ I:

a. A[..] → α B[..] γ b. A[i..] → α B[..] γ c. A[..] → αB[i..] γ

Example 1. L(G1) = {anbncndn |n ≥ 0}
G1 = ({S, B}, {a, b, c, d}, {i}, P, S), where P is:
S[..] → aS[i..]d, S[..] → B[..], B[i..] → bB[..]c, B[ ] → ε

2.2 Global Indexed Grammars

In the LIG case, the stack of indices is associated with variables. It is a gram-
mar that controls the derivation through the variables of a CFG. The proposal
we present here, uses the stack of indices as a unique designated global control
structure, independent of local points in the derivation. In this sense these gram-
mars provide a global but restricted context that can be updated at any local
point in the derivation. GIGs are a kind of regulated rewriting mechanisms [9]
5 RCGs are closed under intersection and complementation.
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with global context and history of the derivation (or ordered derivation) as the
main characteristics of its regulating device. The introduction of indices in the
derivation is restricted to rules that have terminals in the right-hand side. This
feature makes the use of indices dependent to lexical information, in a linguistic
sense, and allows the kind of algorithm we propose in section 5. An additional
constraint that is imposed on GIGs is strict leftmost derivation whenever indices
are introduced or removed by the derivation.

Definition 1. A GIG is a 6-tuple G = (N, T, I, S, #, P ) where N, T, I are finite
pairwise disjoint sets and 1) N is the set of nonterminals 2) T the set of terminals
3) I a set of stack indices 4) S ∈ N is the start symbol 5) # is the start stack
symbol (not in I,N ,T ) and 6) P is a finite set of productions, having the following
form,6 where x ∈ I, y ∈ {I ∪ #}, A ∈ N , α, β ∈ (N ∪ T )∗ and a ∈ T .

a.1 A →
ε

α or A → α (epsilon or context-free rules)

a.2 A →
[y]

α or [y..]A → [y..]α (epsilon rules with constraints)

b. A →
x

a β or [..]A → [x..]a β (push rules)

c. A →̄
x

α a β or [x..]A → [..]α (pop rules)

Note the difference between push (type b) and pop rules (type c): push rules
require the right-hand side of the rule to contain a terminal in the first position.
Pop rules do not require a terminal at all. That constraint on push rules is a
crucial property of GIGs, without that constraint GIGs could be equivalent to
a Turing Machine.7

Derivations in a GIG are similar to those in a CFG except that it is possible
to modify a string of indices. This string of indices are not associated with
variables, so we can consider them global. We define the derives relation ⇒ on
sentential forms, which are strings in I∗#(N ∪T )∗ as follows. Let β and γ be in
(N ∪ T )∗, δ be in I∗, x in I, w be in T ∗ and Xi in (N ∪ T ).

1. If A →
µ

X1...Xk is a production of type (a.) (i.e. µ = ε or µ = [x], x ∈ I)

then:
δ#βAγ ⇒

ε
δ#βX1...Xkγ (production type a.1 or context-free) or

xδ#βAγ ⇒
[x]

xδ#βX1...Xkγ) (production type a.2)

This is equivalent to a CFG derives relation, in the sense that it does not
affect the stack of indices (push and pop rules).

6 The notation in the rules at the left makes explicit that operation on the stack
is associated to the production and neither to terminals nor to non-terminals. It
also makes explicit that the operations are associated to the computation of a Dyck
language (using such notation as used in e.g. [14]). The notation of the rules in the
right is intended to be more similar to the notation used in IGs and LIGs.

7 In forthcoming work[5] we show that GIGs are equivalent to a PDA with a con-
strained auxiliary stack. It is well known that a PDA with two stacks is equivalent
to a TM. However there is an extensive tradition of increasing the power of PDA
adding (additional) stacks with constraints on their operation mode (e.g. [13], [24],
[3], including generalized models of multistacks: [2], [6], [25]).
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2. If A →
µ

aX1...Xn is a production of type (b.) or push, µ = x, x ∈ I, then:

δ#wAγ ⇒
x

xδ#waX1...Xnγ

3. If A →
µ

X1...Xn is a production of type (c.) or pop, µ = x̄, x ∈ I, then:

xδ#wAγ ⇒̄
x

δ#wX1...Xnγ

The reflexive and transitive closure of ⇒ is denoted, as usual by ∗⇒. We define
the language of a GIG, G, L(G) to be: {w|#S

∗⇒ #w and w is in T ∗}.
It can be observed that the main difference between, IGs, LIGs and GIGs,

corresponds to the interpretation of the derives relation relative to the behavior
of the stack of indices. In IGs the stacks of indices are distributed over the
nonterminals of the right-hand side of the rule. In LIGs, indices are associated
with only one nonterminal at the right-hand side of the rule. This produces
the effect that there is only one stack affected at each derivation step, with the
consequence of the semilinearity property of LILs. GIGs share this uniqueness
of the stack with LIGs, but brought to an extreme. There is only one stack
to be considered. Unlike LIGs and IGs the stack of indices is independent of
nonterminals in the GIG case. GIGs can have rules where the right-hand side
of the rule is composed only of terminals and affect the stack of indices. Indeed
push rules (type b) are constrained to start the right-hand side with a terminal
as specified in (6.b) in the GIG definition.

The derives definition requires a leftmost derivation for those rules ( push
and pop rules) that affect the stack of indices.

Examples using trGIGS. We call trGIGs a subtype of GIGs where the pop
rules (type c.) are constrained to start with a terminal in a similar way as push
(type b.) rules in GIGs are. In other words, pop rules must be: A →̄

x
a β.

Example 2 (agreements).
L(G5) = {anbncndnen| n ≥ 1},

G5 = ({S, A, C, D1, D, E}, {a, b, c, d, e}, {a′, g′}, S, #, P ) and P is:
S → ACE A →

i
aAb A →

i
ab C →̄

i
cD1 D1 → CD

C →̄
i

cD D →
j

d E →̄
j

eE E →̄
j

e

The derivation of w = aabbccddee:
#S ⇒ #ACE ⇒ i#aAbCE ⇒ ii#aabbCE ⇒ i#aabbcD1E ⇒
i#aabbcCDE ⇒ #aabbccDDE ⇒ j#aabbccdDE ⇒ jj#aabbccddE ⇒
j#aabbccddeE ⇒ #aabbccddee

Now we generalize the example 2 and show how to construct a trGIG that
recognizes any finite number of dependencies:

Claim. The language Lm = {an
1an

2 ...an
k ‖ n ≥ 1, k ≥ 4} is in trGIL

Proof. Construct the GIG grammar
Gk = ({S, E2, O3, ..., Ak}, {a1, ..., ak}, {a′

2, a
′
4, ..., a

′
j}, S, #, P ) such that k ≥ 4

and j = k if k is even or j = k − 1 if k is odd, and P is composed by:
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1. S → a1 S E2 2. S→ a1 E2
and for every Ei and Oi such that i is odd in Oi and i is even in Ei add the
following rules:

3a.Ei →
ai

ai Ei 4a. Ei →
ai

ai Oi+1 5a. Oi →
āi−1

ai Oi Ei+1

6a. Oi →
āi−1

ai Ei+1

If k is even add: 3b.Ak → ak Ak 4b. Ak → ak

If k is odd add: 5b. Ak →
āk−1

ak Ak 6b. Ok →
āk−1

ak

L(Gn) = {an
1an

2 ...an
k | n ≥ 1, 4 ≤ k}

GIG examples. The following languages can be defined with a GIG and we
conjecture they cannot be defined using a trGIG. We mentioned the difference
between push and pop rules in GIG. This difference enables to use left recursive
pop rules so that the order of the derivation is a mirror image of the left-right
order of the input string. This is not possible in the trGIG case because pop
rules cannot be left recursive according to the additional constraint imposed on
trGIGs.

Example 3 (copy language).
L(Gww) = {ww |w ∈ {a, b}∗}, Gww = ({S, R}, {a, b}, {i, j}, S, #, P ) and P

is:
S →

i
aS S →

j
bS S → R R →̄

i
Ra ‖ a R →̄

j
Rb ‖ b

The derivation of abbabb:
#S ⇒ i#aS ⇒ ji#abS ⇒ jji#abbS ⇒ ji#abbRb ⇒ i#abbRbb ⇒
#abbRabb ⇒ #abbabb

The following example is the generalization of the previous one.

Example 4 (multiple copies language).
L(Gwwn) = {w1w2...wn |w ∈ {a, b}∗, n ≥ 2}
Gwwn = ({S, R, A, B}, {a, b}, {i, j}, S, #, P ) and P =

S → AS ‖ BS ‖ RS ‖ R A →
i

a B →
j

b A → a

B → b 6. R →̄
i

RA ‖ A R →̄
j

RB ‖ B R →̄
i

a R →̄
j

b

The derivation of ababab:
#S ⇒ #AS ⇒ i#aS ⇒ i#aBS ⇒ ji#abS ⇒ ji#abRS ⇒ i#abRBS ⇒
#abABS ⇒ i#abaBS ⇒ ji#ababS ⇒ ji#ababR ⇒ i#ababRB ⇒
#ababAB ⇒ #ababaB ⇒ #ababab

In the next example we can see that using the same mechanism (left recursion)
a language with a higher number of crossing dependencies than using a trGIG,
can be generated. It is easy to see that generalizing the same mechanism any
finite number of crossing dependencies can be generated.
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Example 5. Gcr3 = ({S, F, L, B, C, D, E}, {a, b, c, d, e, f}, {i, j, k}, S, #, P ), P :
S → FL F →

i
aF ‖ aB B →

j
bB ‖ bC C →

k
cC ‖ c

L →̄
k

Lf ‖ Ef E →̄
j

Ee ‖ De D →̄
i

Dd ‖ d

L(Gcr3) = {anbmcldnemf l}

3 GILs and Dyck Languages

We argue in this section that GILs correspond to the result of the “combination”
of a CFG with a Dyck language. The well-known Chomsky-Schützenberger the-
orem [7] shows that any CFG is the result of the “combination” of a Regular
Language with a Dyck Language. The analogy in the automaton model is the
combination of a Finite State Automata with a stack, which results in a PDA.
Push and pop moves of the stack have the power to compute a Dyck language
using the stack symbols. This “combination” is formally defined in the CFG case
as follows: each context-free language L is of the form L = φ(Dr ∩ R), where D
is a semi-Dyck set, R is a regular set and φ is a homomorphism (Cf. [14]) .

Dyck languages can also characterize GILs. A GIG is the “combination” of
a CFG with a Dyck language: GIGs are CFG-like productions that may have
an associated stack of indices. This stack of indices, as we said, has the power
to compute the Dyck language of the vocabulary of indices relative to their
derivation order. As we have seen above, GIGs include languages that are not
context-free. GILs can be characterized using a natural extension of Chomsky-
Schützenberger theorem (we will follow the notation used in [14]).

Theorem 1 (Chomsky-Schützenberger for GILs). For each GIL L, there
is an integer r, a CFL L1 and a homomorphism φ such that L = φ(Dr ∩ L1).

Proof. Let L = L(G), where G = (NT, T, I, S, #, P ).
T and I are pairwise disjoint and ‖T ∪ I‖ = r
The alphabet for the semi-Dick set will be Σ0 = (T ∪ I) ∪ (T̄ ∪ Ī). Let Dr be
the semi-Dyck set over Σ0.
Define φ as the homomorphism from Σ0

∗ into T ∗ determined by
φ(a) = a, φ(ā) = ε if a ∈ T .
φ(i) = ε, φ(̄i) = ε if i ∈ I.

Define a CFG grammar G1 = (N, Σ0, S1, P1) such that P1 is given according
to the following conditions. For every production p ∈ P where a ∈ T, i ∈
I, and α, β ∈ (N ∪T )∗ create a new production p1 ∈ P1, such that α1 and β1 ∈
(N ∪ T T̄ )∗ as follows:8

1. if p = A → αaβ then p1 = A1 → α1aāβ1

2. if p = A →
i

α then p1 = A1 → iα1

8 We use a subscript “1” to make clear that either productions and nonterminals with
such subscript belong to the CFG G1 and not to the source GIG.
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3. if p = A →̄
i

α then p1 = A1 → īα1

4. if p = A →
[i]

α then p1 = A1 → īiα1

It can be seen that L(G1) is a CFL, so we have defined Dr, φ and the correspond-
ing CFL. We have to show that L = φ(Dr ∩ L(G1)). The proof is an induction
on the length of the computation sequence.
First direction L ⊆ φ(Dr ∩ L(G1)). Suppose w ∈ L.

Basis
a) w = ε then #S ⇒ #ε and S1 ⇒ ε
b) ‖w‖ = 1 then #S ⇒ #a and S1 ⇒ aā
Both ε and aā are in Dr ∩ L(G1)

The induction hypothesis exploits the fact that any computation starting at a
given configuration of the index stack and returning to that initial configuration,
is computing a Dyck language.
Induction Hypothesis. Suppose that if there is a GIL derivation δ#uA

k⇒
δ#uyB (where u, y ∈ T ∗) implies there is a L(G1) derivation u′A k⇒ u′zB (where
u′, z ∈ (T T̄ ∪ I ∪ Ī)∗) such that z ∈ Dr and φ(z) = y for every k < n, n > 1
then:
Case (A) If:

#S
n−1⇒ #yB ⇒ #ya so by Induction Hypothesis and (1)

S1
n−1⇒ zA1 ⇒ zaā

It is clear that if z ∈ Dr, so is zaā. And if φ(z) = y then φ(zaā) = ya.
Case (B) If:

#S
k⇒ #uA ⇒

i
i#uaB

n−1⇒ i#uayC
n⇒
i

#uaya

by Induction Hypothesis, (2) and (3):
S

k⇒ u′A1 ⇒ u′iaāB1
n−1⇒ u′iaāzC1

n⇒ u′iaāzīaā
If u′, z ∈ Dr, so is u′iaāzīaā. And if φ(z) = y and φ(u′) = u then φ(u′iaāzīaā) =
uaza.
The reverse direction φ(Dr ∩ L(G1)) ⊆ L. Suppose w ∈ φ(Dr ∩ L(G1)).
Basis:

a) w = ε then S1 ⇒ ε and #S ⇒ #ε
b) ‖w‖ = 1 then S1 ⇒ aā and #S ⇒ #a and φ(aā) = a

Induction Hypothesis. Suppose that if there is a derivation uA
k⇒ uzB in

L(G1) and z ∈ Dr then there is a GIL derivation δ#u′ k⇒ δ#u′yA such that
φ(z) = y.
Case (A) If:

S1
n−1⇒ zA1 ⇒ zaā then

#S
n−1⇒ #yA ⇒ #ya

If z ∈ Dr so is zaāaā and if φ(z) = y then φ(zaāaā) = yaa.
Case (B) If:

S1
k⇒ u′A1 ⇒ u′iaāB1

n−1⇒ u′iaāzC1 ⇒ u′iaāzīaā then
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#S
k⇒ #yA ⇒

i
i#yaB

n−1⇒ i#uayC ⇒̄
i

#uaya

If u′, z ∈ Dr so is u′iaāzīaā and if φ(z) = y and φ(u′) = u then φ(u′iaāzīaā) =
uaza.

If other (possible) derivation were applied to u′iaāzC then the corresponding
string would not be in Dr. 
�

4 Recognition of GILs

4.1 Graph-Structured Stacks

We will use a graph-structured stack [23] to compute the operations correspond-
ing to the index operations in a GIG. It is a device for efficient handling of
nondeterminism in the stack operations. If all the possible stack configurations
in a GIG derivation were to be represented, the number of possible configura-
tions might grow exponentially with the length of the input. Each node of the
graph-structured stack will represent a unique index and a unique length of the
stack. Each node at length n can have an edge only to a node at length n − 1.
This is a departure from Tomita’s graph-structured stack. Although the number
of possible nodes increases, however the number of edges connecting a node to
others is limited. The set of nodes that represents the top of the stack will be
called active nodes (following Tomita’s terminology).

For instance in figure 1, active nodes are represented by circles and the inac-
tive ones are represented by squares. The numbers indicate the length.

$,0

i,1

j,1

i,2

j,2

i,3

j,3

$,0

i,1

j,1

i,2

j,2

i,3

j,3

Fig. 1. Two graph-structured stacks

The graph-structured stack at the left represents the following possible stack
configurations: iii#, iji#, ijj#, jjj#, jij#, jii#. The one at the right is equivalent
to the maximal combination of stack configurations for indices i, j with maximum
length of stack 3. (i.e.) #, i#, j#, ii#, ij#, ji#, jj#, iii#, etc.
The following operations are possible on the graph-structured stack:

Push(newnode,oldnode). Creates a newnode if it is not in the graph and
creates an edge from newnode to oldnode if necessary.

Pop(curretnode). Retrieves all the nodes that are connected by an edge from
the currentnode. Given we use nodes of unambiguous length, currentnode can
connect only to nodes of current length-1. Therefore the number of edges con-
necting a node to a preceding one is bound by the size of the indexing vocabulary.
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4.2 GILs Recognition Using Earley Algorithm

Earley Algorithm. Earley’s parsing algorithm [11] computes a leftmost deriva-
tion using a combination of top-down prediction and bottom-up recognition.
Earley main data structures are states or “items”, which are composed of a
”dotted” rule and a starting position: [A → α •β, pj ]. These items are used to
represent intermediate steps in the recognition process. Earley items are inserted
in sets of states. There are as many sets as positions in the input string. There-
fore, given a string w = a1a2...an with n ≥ 0 any integer i such that 0 ≤ i ≤ n
is a position in w. An item [A → α •β, pj ] is inserted in the set of states Si if α
corresponds to the recognition of the substring aj ...ai.

Algorithm 1 (Earley Recognition for GFGs) Let G = (N, T, S, P ) be a
CFG. Let w = a1a2 · · · an be an input string, n ≥ 0, and ai ∈ T for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Create the Sets Si:
1S0 = [S′ → •S$, 0]
2 For 0 ≤ i ≤ n do:

Process each item s ∈ S1i in order performing one of the following:
a) Predictor: (top-down prediction closure)

If [B → α •Aβ, j] ∈ Si and (A → γ) ∈ P :
add [A → •γ, i] to Si

b) Completer: (bottom-up recognition)
If [B → γ • , j] ∈ Si:

for [A → α •Bβ, k] ∈ Sj :
add [A → αB •β, k] to S1i

c) Scanner: equivalent to shift in a shift-reduce parser.
If [A → α •aβ, j] ∈ Si and wi + 1 = a:

add [A → αa •β, j] to Si + 1
3 If Si+1 is empty, Reject.
4 If i = n and Sn+1 = {[S′ → S$ • , 0]} then accept

Earley Algorithm for GIGs. We use the graph-structured stack and we
represent the stack nodes as pairs of indices and counters (the purpose of the
counters is to keep track of the length of the stack for expository and debugging
purposes).

We modify Earley items adding two parameters: [∆,O, A → α •β, pj ] where
∆, is a pointer to an active node in the graph-structured stack, and O used to
record the ordering of the rules affecting the stack, such that O ≤ n where n is
the length of the input.9

Algorithm 2 (Earley Recognition for GIGs) Let G = (N, T, I, #, S, P )
be a GIG. Let w = a1a2 · · · an be an input string, n ≥ 0, and ai ∈ T for
1 ≤ i ≤ n.
9 Indeed O ≤ 2n, if pop rules “erase” symbols from the stack. An example of such

case would be the following grammar: Gd = ({S},{a,b},{i},{#},{S},{P}) with P:
S →

i
aS | bS S →̄

i
S | ε
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Initialize the graph-structured stack with the node (#, 0).
Create the Sets Si:
1 S0 = [(#,0), 0, S′ → •S$, 0]
2 For 0 ≤ i ≤ n do:

Process each item s ∈ Si in order
performing one of the following:

a) Predictor
b) Completer
c) Scanner

3 If Si+1 is empty, Reject.
4 If i = n and Sn+1 = {[(#, 0), 0, S′ → S$ • , 0]} then accept

It can be seen that the structure of the main loop of Earley’s algorithm
remains unchanged except for the requirement that the initial item at S0 (line
1) and the accepting item at Sn +1 (line 4) point to the empty stack node (#, 0),
and have the corresponding initial order in the derivation.

The operations predictor, scanner, completer used in the For loop in 2
are modified as follows, to perform the corresponding operations on the graph-
structured stack. As we said, we represent nodes in the graph-structured stack
with pairs (δ, C) such that C ≤ n.
1. Predictor

If [(δ1, C1), O1, B →
µ

α •Aβ, j] ∈ Si and (A →
δ

γ) ∈ P :

1.2 add every [(δ2, C2), O2, A →
δ

•γ, i] to Si

such that:
if δ ∈ I then δ2 = δ, O2 = O1 + 1 and

push( (δ2, C2), (δ1, C1) ) s.t. C2 = C1 + 1
if δ = ī and i = δ1 then O2 = O1 + 1 and

(δ2, C2) ∈ pop((δ1, C1)) s.t. C2 = C1 − 1
if δ = ε then (δ1, C1) = (δ2, C2) and O1 = O2 (ε move)
if δ = [δ1] then (δ1, C1) = (δ2, C2) and O1 = O2

2. Scanner
If [∆, O, A →

µ
α •aβ, j] ∈ Si and wi + 1 = a:

add [∆, O, A →
µ

αa •β, j] to Si + 1

3. Completer A
If [∆1, O, B →

µ
γ • , j] ∈ Si:

for [δ2, C2, O − 1, A →
δ

α •Bβ, k] ∈ Sj where δ2 = i if µ = ī

add [∆1, O − 1, A →
δ

αB •β, k] to Si

3. Completer B
If [∆1, O, B →

µ
γ • , j] ∈ Si where µ = ε or µ = [i]:

for [δ2, C2, O, A →
δ

α •Bβ, k] ∈ Sj where δ2 = i if µ = [i]

add [∆1, O, A →
δ

αB •β, k] to Si
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The following example shows why the Order parameter is required in the
Earley items. Consider the language Lww = {ww |w ∈ {a, b}∗}, the productions
of the grammar Gww repeated here and the string aaba.

1. S →
i

aS 2. S →
j

bS 3. S → R 4. R →̄
i

Ra ‖ a 5. R →̄
j

Rb ‖ b

The following derivation is not possible (in particular step 4). The pairs in
parenthesis represent the nodes of the graph-structured stack:

(#,0) S 1⇒
i

(i,1) aS 2⇒
i

(i,2) aaS ⇒(i,2) aaR 3⇒̄
i

(i,1), aaRa 4⇒̄
j

(?,?) aaba

However the following sequences can be generated using Earley’s Algorithm if
no ordering constraint is enforced at the Completer Operation. In the following
example the square brackets represent substrings to be recognized.

(#,0) S 1⇒
i

(i,1) aS 2⇒
i

(i,2) aaS 3⇒
j

(j ,3) aabS ⇒(j ,3) aabR 4⇒̄
j

(i,2) aabR[b] 5⇒̄
i

(i,1) aabR[a][b] 6⇒̄
i
(#,0) aaba[a][b]

In the completer operation the just recognized substring jumps up two steps
and completes the “R” introduced after step 3, instead of the one introduced at
step 5. In other words, the following complete operation would be performed:

Given [(#, 0), 6, R →̄
j

a • , 3] ∈ S4 and [(j, 3), 3, S → •R, 3] ∈ S3:

add [(#, 0), 3, S → R • , 3] to S4

Then the following items are sequentially added to S4:
a) [(#, 0), 3, S →

j
bS • , 2]

b) [(#, 0), 2, S →
i

aS • , 1]

c) [(#, 0), 1, S →
i

aS • , 0]

Complexity Analysis. The algorithm presented above has one sequential it-
eration ( a for loop). It has a maximum of n iterations where n is the length of
the input. Each item in Si has the form:

[(δ, C), O, A → α •Bβ, j] where: 0 ≤ j, C, O,≤ i
Thus there might be at most O(i3) items in each Si. Scanner and Predictor
operations on an item each require constant time. The Completer operation (3)
can combine an item from Si with at most all the items from Sj (i �= j) where Oj

is Oi−1 : so it may require up to O(i2) time for each processed item. The required
time for each iteration (Si) is thus O(i5). There are Sn iterations then the time
bound on the entire 1-4 steps of the algorithm is O(n6). The computation of the
operations on the graph-structured stack of indices are performed at a constant
time where the constant is determined by the size of the index vocabulary I.

It can be observed that this algorithm keeps a CFG (O(n3)) complexity if
the values of C and O are dependant of i, i.e., if for each item:

[(i,Ci),Oi, A → α •Bβ, pj ], where 0 ≤ j ≤ i
there is only one value for Ci and Oi for each i.

In such cases the number of items in each set Si is proportional to i, i.e., O(i) and
the complexity of the algorithm is O(n3). This is true even for some ambiguous
grammars such as the following:
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Gamb = ({S, B, C, D, E}, {a, b, c, d}, {i, }, #, S, P ) where P is
S →

i
aSd S → BC B →̄

i
bB B →̄

i
b C → cC C → c

S → DE D → bD D → b E →̄
i

cE E →̄
i

c

L(Gamb) = {anbmcndn‖n, m ≥ 1} ∪ {anbncmdn‖n, m ≥ 1}
In this case, somehow the ambiguity resides in the CFG backbone, while the
indexing is so to speak, deterministic. Once the CF backbone chooses either the
“BC” path or the “DE” path of the derivation, only one indexing alternative
can apply at each step in the derivation.

The properties of Earley’s algorithm for CFGs remain unchanged, so the
following results hold:

O(n6) is the worst case; O(n3) holds for grammars with unambiguous in-
dexing10; O(n2) holds for unambiguous context-free back-bone grammars with
unambiguous indexing and O(n) for bounded-state11 and LR(O) context-free
back-bone grammars with unambiguous indexing. These results seem consistent
with those from [4] mentioned in the introduction.

About Correctness of the Algorithm. The correctness of Earley’s algorithm
for CFGs follows from the following two invariants (top down prediction and
bottom-up recognition) respectively:

Proposition 1. An item [A → α •β, i] is inserted in the set Sj if and only if
the following holds:

1. S
∗⇒ a1...aiAγ

2. α
∗⇒ ai+1...aj

The corresponding invariants of the Earley’s algorithm for GIGs are:

Claim. An item [(y, n), k, A →
µ

α •β, i] is inserted in the Set Sj if and only if

the following holds (where k indicates that k moves on the GIG stack have been
performed, according to the ordering parameter):

1. #S
k⇒ x...#a1...aiAγ

2. x...#α
∗⇒ y...#ai+1...aj

such that the length of y...# is n.

The CFG backbone remains the same, the only changes in the invariants
and the introduced item correspond to the configuration of the index stack.
What needs to be proven then is the correctness of the operations in the graph-
structured stack. This can be done using the same strategy we used to prove
Theorem 1.
10 Unambiguous indexing should be understood as those grammars that produce for

each string in the language a unique indexing derivation.
11 Context-free grammars where the set of items in each state set is bounded by a

constant.
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5 Conclusions

We have made a very succinct presentation of GIGs and GILs and what we con-
sider their most important properties. We showed a Chomsky-Schützenberger
representation of GILs, the main result in this paper. We showed the descrip-
tive power of GIGs regarding the three phenomena concerning natural language
context-sensitivity: reduplication, multiple agreements and crossed agreements.
We introduced a more restricted subset of GIGs (trGIGs): we conjectured they
are not able to capture the reduplication phenomena, and that they are more
limited regarding crossed agreements. An algorithm for the recognition problem
of GILs was presented with a bounded polynomial time result. This algorithm
must be analyzed in much greater detail, including an account of grammar-size,
time-complexity and space complexity properties, and complete analysis of the
ambiguity impact when originated from the indexing mechanism. The proof of
correctness of this algorithm is still due, although we sketched how to construct
it. We conjecture that GILs are semilinear therefore GILs might share mildly
context-sensitive properties. The similarity between GIGs and LIGs, suggests
that LILs might be included in GILs. However that might not be the case and
turn out to be incomparable. The possible relations between GILs and MCSLs
in general will be considered in future work. The equivalent automaton class for
GIGs is provided in [5].
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encouragement on this project and to R. Sauŕı for her comments on previous ver-
sions. Many thanks also to an anonymous reviewer who provided many detailed
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Abstract. A new sort of generative grammar is demonstrated to be
more radically “lexicalist” than any earlier one. It is a modified Uni-
fication Categorial Grammar from which even the principal syntactic
“weapon” of CGs, Function Application, has been omitted. What has
remained is lexical sign and the mere technique of unification as the en-
gine of combining signs. The computation thus requires no usual linguis-
tic technique (e.g. Move, Merge, traces, Function Application); which
promises a straightforward implementation of GASG in Prolog. Our
parser decides whether a Hungarian sentence is grammatical and cre-
ates its (practically English) DRS.

1 DRT, UCG, and Total Lexicalism

A “totally lexicalist” generative grammar will be demonstrated in this paper.
The first motivation of the enterprise was the stubborn problem of composition-
ality in DRT (Discourse Representation Theory; e.g. [7], [4])1.

The failure of elaborating a properly compositional solution to the language
→ DRS transition arises from the fundamental incompatibility of the strictly
hierarchically organized generative syntactic phrase structures (PS; e.g. [9], [5])
with the basically unordered DRSs. Nowadays [2], [4] some kind of Categorial
Grammar (CG) is held to promise the best chance for capturing the language
→ DRS transition in a properly compositional manner. The reason lies in the
fact that, in a CG system, language-specific information (about how words can
combine to form constituents, and then sentences), stored in PS rules in the
transformational generative theory, is stored in the Lexicon; the reduced syntax
only “concatenates”: it permits the words with compatible lexical information to
combine (this operation of concatenation is referred to as Function Application).
1 DRT is a successful attempt to extend the sentence-level Montagovian model-

theoretic semantics to the discourse level. Its crucial proposal is that a level of
discourse representation must be inserted in between the language to be interpreted
and the world model serving as the context of interpretation. The insertion of this
level, however, has given rise to a double problem of compositionality (language
→ DRS, DRS → world model), at least according to the very strict sense of the
Fregean principle of compositionality introduced by Montague [8]. As for the DRS
→ world model transition Zeevat [2] has provided a compositional solution, which
could successfully be built in the new version of DRT [4].

A. Gelbukh (Ed.): CICLing 2003, LNCS 2588, pp. 36–47, 2003.
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The problem with Classical CG is that it has only a context free generative
capacity, which is held to be insufficient for the description of human languages.
There seem to be two ways to increase the generative capacity of CCG: to let
in, in opposition to the original goals, a few combinatorial means or to introduce
the technique of unification, applied e.g. in Prolog (UCG). It is straightforward
in the spirit of what has been said so far that DRT is (more) compatible with
UCG insisting on a reduced syntax.

UCG is a monostratal grammar, which is based on the formalized notion of
the Saussurean sign: a structure that collects a number of levels of linguistic
description and expresses relations between the levels by sharing variables in the
description of the level information [3 : p145]. The set of well-formed expressions
is defined by specifying a number of such signs in the lexicon and by closing them
under rule applications (i.e. the selected lexical signs can be combined to form
sentences via a finite number of rule applications). In monostratal grammars
the syntactic and semantic operations are just aspects of the same operation. A
prime example of such grammars, besides UCG, is HPSG.

The basic problem with UCG, which has amounted to the starting-point
of GASG, lies in the fact that syntax, deprived of the information concerning
sentence cohesion in favor of the unification mechanism and reduced to the
primitive task of combining adjacent words, will produce linguistically irrelevant
constituents. According to Karttunen’s [1 : p19] remark on UCG trees: they look
like PS trees but they are only “analysis trees”; and he adds “all that matters is
the resulting [morphological] feature set.” Let us take this latter remark on trees
and feature sets seriously: adjacency of words is to be registered in the course
of analysis exclusively and precisely in the linguistically significant cases. The
corresponding technique is to be based on an approach where adjacency and
order among words are treated by, instead of the usual categorial apparatus,
the same technique of unification as morphological cohesion. And what will be
then the “engine” combining words to form sentences (since in CGs the lexical
features of words only serve as filters to avoid inappropriate combinations)?

There is no need for a separate engine at all! The engine must be unification
itself, which is capable of running Prolog programs properly. The rich description
of a lexical sign serves a double purpose: it characterizes the potential environ-
ment of the given sign in possible grammatical sentences in order for the sign
to find the morphologically (or in other ways) compatible elements and to avoid
the incompatible ones in the course of forming a sentence, and the lexical de-
scription characterizes the sign itself in order for other words to find (or not to
find) it, on the basis of similar “environmental descriptions” belonging to the
lexical characterizations of these other words. And while the selected words are
finding each other on the basis of their formal features suitable for unification,
their semantic features are also being unified simultaneously; so by the end of a
successful building it will have been verified that a particular sequence of fully
inflected words constitutes a grammatical sentence, and its semantic represen-
tation, a DRS, will also have been at our disposal.
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Section 2 provides the system of definitions of generative argument structure
grammars (whose superiority over PS grammars will be argued for in footnote
3), and in the last section our parser is sketched.

2 Definition System of GASGrammars

First of all, we provide the abstract definition of language, which is similar to the
one in [6]. Different alphabets (e.g. that of sounds and intonational symbols) can
be considered, however, depending on the task, and the definition of phonological
model is ambitious: it is the (morpho-) phonologist’s task to collect both the
relevant set of morpheme segments and the relations among them.

[Def1: 1.1. Let A be a finite set: the alphabet. Let # and “.” are special symbols
which are no members of A: the space symbol and the full stop. Suppose that,
together with other symbols, they constitute a set Y , that of auxiliary symbols.
A member s of (A∪ Y )∗ is called a sentence if at least one of its members is an
element of A, (s)1 �= #, (s)R

1 = . , there are no further full stops in the list, and
(s)i = # = (s)i+1 for no i.
1.2. An element of A∗ is the i-th word of a sentence s if it is the affix of s between
the i − 1-th and the i-th symbol #; the first word is the prefix of s before the
first #, and if the last # is the j-th, the suffix of s after it (and before the full
stop) is the j + 1-th, or last, word.
1.3. We call a subset L of (A ∪ Y )∗ a language (over alphabet A) if all of its
members are sentences.
1.4. We call Phon = 〈Mors, Rel〉 a phonological model (over alphabet A) if Mors
is a subset of A∗, called a set of morpheme segments, and Rel is a set of relations
in Mors.]
Numbering will prove to be a crucial question because corresponding elements
of intricately related huge representations should be referred to.

[Def2: 2.1. Let s be a sentence of a language L over an alphabet A. We call
an element n of (N3)∗ a (three-dimensional) numbering if (n)1 = 〈1, 1, 1〉, [if
(n)m = 〈i, j, k〉, either the first projection of (n)m+1 is i or (n)m+1 = 〈i+1, 1, 1〉],
and [for each number i in the first projection, the set of second elements consists
of natural numbers from 1 to a maximal value p, and for each pair 〈i, j〉 there
are exactly the following three members in the numbering: 〈i, j, 1〉, 〈i, j, 2〉 and
〈i, j, 3〉, necessarily in this order (but not necessarily next to each other)].
2.2. An element mos of (N3 × A∗)∗ is a morphological segmentation of s if [the
[1, 2, 3]-projection of mos is a numbering (the numbering of mos)], [it is excluded
in the case of each pair 〈i, j〉 that all three fourth members belonging to the
triples 〈i, j, 1〉, 〈i, j, 2〉 and 〈i, j, 3〉 in mos are empty lists], and [for each number
u of the domain of the first projection of mos, the u−th word of s coincides with
the concatenation of the fourth projection of the element of mos of the form
〈u, 1, 1, 〉 with the fourth projections of all the following elements with number
u as its first projection, just in the order in mos].
2.3. If 〈i, j, k, a〉 is an element of mos, we say that a is the 〈i, j, k〉-th morph seg-
ment of the given morphological segmentation; we can also say that the triple
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consisting of the 〈i, j, 1〉-st, 〈i, j, 2〉-nd and 〈i, j, 3〉-rd morph segments, respec-
tively, is the 〈i, j〉-th morph of mos.]

Thus each morpheme is divided into exactly three segments, 〈i, j, 1〉, 〈i, j, 2〉 and
〈i, j, 3〉 (out of which at most two are allowed to be empty). Why? In Semitic
languages certain stems are discontinuous units consisting of three segments
between which other morphemes are to be inserted in. It is allowed in GASG
that the cohesion between a morpheme and a particular segment of another
morpheme is stronger that the cohesion between the three segments of the latter.

In Hungarian, segments of the same morpheme can never be separated from
each other. It is useful, however, to refer to a certain segment of a morpheme
— in cases where another morpheme determines just the segment in question2.
Segmentation into just three parts is proposed as a language universal.

Important numbering techniques are defined below again.

[Def3: 3.1. We call an element m of (N2)* a strict (two-dimensional) numbering
if (m)1 = 〈1, 1〉, and [if (m)k = 〈i, j〉, then (m)k+1 = 〈i, j + 1〉 or 〈i + 1, 1〉].
3.2. A two-dimensional numbering m is a homomorphic correspondent of a three-
dimensional numbering n if there is a function hom such that for each triple
〈i, j, k〉(k = 1, 2, 3) occurring in n, hom(〈i, j, k〉) = 〈i, j〉; which can be said as
follows: member 〈i, j, k〉 of the three-dimensional numbering is the k-th segment
of member 〈i, j〉 of the two-dimensional numbering.]

Despite their great length, Def4-6 are worth commenting together because the
intricate construction of gasg’s described in Def4 can be evaluated through un-
derstanding its functioning: generation (acceptance) of sentences.

[Def4: 4.1. A sextuple G = 〈A, Phon, B, int, X, R〉 is a generative argument
structure grammar (gasg) belonging to the phonological model Phon = 〈Mors,
Rel〉 over alphabet A (see def1.4.) if [X is a list of lexical items [def4.3.] whose
members are elements of Lex(Term)], and [R is a ranked rule system [def4.4.]
also over term set B [def4.2.].
4.2. B, the set of basic terms, is the sequence of the following sets:

Con(j) =
⋃

Con(j)i, for j = 1, 2, 31, 32, and i = 0, 1, 2, . . .: finite sets of
constants of arity i,
Icon(j) =

⋃
Icon(j)i, forj = 1, 2, and i = 1, 2,: finite sets of interpretable

constants of arity i; int can be defined here as a total function int: Icon(j)→
Rel,
Numb: a set of numbers that necessarily includes all natural numbers,
VAR0: variables that can substitute for elements of Con(2)0 and Numb,
Rank = {r1, . . . , rK} (K=7).

4.3. A lexical item is a triple li = 〈ownc, frmc, pdrs〉 where [1–3]:
2 In this footnote Hungarian morphs are demonstrated with stable first and third

segments but altering middle ones: al-hat ‘sleep-can,’ szúr-hat ‘prick-can,’ kér-het
‘ask-can,’ űz-het ‘chase-can.’ Besides this frontness harmony, other morphemes are
sensitive to roundness as well.
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1. Set ownc, own word conditions, is a subset of the following set Form(1) of
well-formed fomulas:
a) For an arbitrary p ∈ Icon(1)k, k = 1or2, the expression p(t1, . . . , tk) ∈

Form(1) where an argument ti is a term, i = 1, 2, . . . , k.
b) Triples of numbers, precisely, elements of Numb2 × {1, 2, 3} are terms;

and lists of terms are also terms.
c) Formula p ∨ q is an element of Form(1) if p and q are its elements.

2. Set frmc, formal conditions, is a subset of the following set Form(2) of well-
formed fomulas:
a) For an arbitrary p ∈ Con(2)k, k = 2, 3, . . . , the expression p(t1, . . . , tk) ∈

Form(2) where argument ti is a term for i = 2, . . . , k, but ti /∈ Rank for
these values of i, whereas t1 ∈ Rank. We call the formulas defined in
this step ranked formulas. We also say that out of these ranked formulas
those which are members of set frmc belong to the given lexical item li.

b) For an arbitrary p ∈ Con(2)k or p ∈ Icon(2)k, k = 1, 2, . . . , the
expression p(t1, . . . , tk) ∈ Form(2) where argument t)i is a term for
i = 1, 2, . . . , k, but ti /∈ Rank for these values of i.

c) Elements of
⋃

Con(2)i, for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , are terms;
elements of

⋃
Icon(2)i, for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , are terms;

elements of Numb and VAR0 are terms;
lists of terms are also terms;
elements of Form(2) which are not ranked formulas are all terms too.

d) Formula p ∨ q is an element of Form(2) if p and q are its elements.
e) Formula p ∧ q is an element of Form(2) if p and q are its elements.

3. Set pdrs, the proto-DRS provided by the given lexical item, is a pair 〈 bdrs,
embc 〉 where bdrs (the basic DRS) is a subset of the following set Form(31)
of well-formed fomulas, and embc (the embedding conditions) is a subset of
set Form(32) of well-formed fomulas defined after that:

a) For an arbitrary p ∈ Con(31)k, the expression p(t1, . . . , tk) ∈ Form(31)
where an argument ti is a term. If the given formula is an element of sub-
set bdrs, the terms occupying its argment positions are called referents
belonging to bdrs.

b) Elements of {ref }×(NumbVAR0)3 are terms where ref is a distinguished
element of Con(31)3.

c) The expression p(t1, . . . , tk) ∈ Form(32) where argument ti is a term for
i = 1, 2, . . . , k, and p ∈ {oldref, newref} = Con(32)1 or p ∈ {fixpoint,
〈,≤, �=,∼} = Con(32)2.

d) Elements of {ref } × (Numb ∪ VAR0)3 are terms where ref is a distin-
guished element of Con(32)3, and it is also a
restriction that a quadruple ref(i, j, k) can be considered here a term if
it is a referent belonging to set bdrs.

4.4. The ranked rule system denoted by R is defined as an arbitrary subset of
the set rr(Form(2)) of ranked rules over set Form(2) of formulas (defined in
def4.3.2.): all formulas of the form p ← q is an element of rr(Form(2)) if p is a
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ranked formula, and [q is a conjunction of elements of Form(2): q = q1∧q2∧. . .∧qd

for some d].]

[Def5: 5.1. An element num of (N2 ×X)∗ is called a numeration (over a gasg
G) if [the [1,2]-projection of the list is a strict two-dimensional numbering],
and [members of the third projection are lexical items (coming from the fifth
component of G)].
5.2. If 〈i, j, li〉 is an element of num, we can say that the given lexical item li is
the 〈i, j〉-th element of the numeration.]

[Def6: 6.1. A sentence s – a member of (A∪Y )∗ in Def1, is grammatical according
to a gasg G = 〈A,Phon, B,int, X, R〉 if

there is a numeration num of (N2 ×X)∗,
there is a (cohesion) function coh: VAR0 → Con(2)0 ∪Numb (def4.2.!),
and sentence s has a morphological segmentation mos of (N3×A∗)∗ (Def2.2.)
such that the numbering of numeration num is a homomorphic correspondent
of the numbering of segmentation mos
and the 〈coh,int〉 pair satisfies [def6.2.] numeration num according to rule
system R.

6.2. Pair 〈coh,int〉 satisfies (def6.2.) numeration num according to rule system
R if for each possible 〈i, j〉, the lexical item li which is the 〈i, j〉-th member of
the numeration is satisfied. This lexical item li = 〈ownc,frmc,pdrs〉 is satisfied if
its all three components are satisfied.

1. Formula set ownc is satisfied if,
[in the case of 4.3.1.a., 〈int′(t1), . . . ,int′(tk)〉 ∈ int(p) ∈ Rel, where (Rel is
the set of relations in the phonological model Phon belonging to gasg G,
and) function int′ is an extension of int that assigns a number triple 〈i, j, k〉
the 〈i, j, k〉-th morph segment of the morphological segmentation mos, and
a number pair 〈i, j〉 the 〈i, j, 1〉-st morph of mos];
[in the case of 4.3.1.c., p is satisfied or q is satisfied].

2. Formula set frmc is satisfied if one of the cases discussed below is satisfied.
First of all, however, coh’(p) is to defined for elements of formulas of Form(2)
and Form(3): it is a formula whose only difference relative to p is that each
occurrences of variable v (elements of VAR0) has been replaced with coh(v).
In the case of 4.3.2.a., a ranked formula p(t1, . . . , tk) is satisfied if there is a
formula p(t′1, . . . , t

′
k)← q′ in rule system R such that

coh(p(t′1, . . . , t
′
k)) = p(t1, . . . , tk), there is a formula q such that coh(q) =

coh(q′), and q belongs to the 〈i′, j′〉-th lexical item in numeration num
for an arbitrary pair 〈i′, j′〉, and coh(q′) is satisfied.

In the case of 4.3.2.b., a formula p(t1, . . . , tk) is satisfied if
EITHER there is a formula p(t′1, . . . , t

′
k)← q′ in rule system R such that

coh(p(t′1, . . . , t
′
k)) =coh(p(t1, . . . , tk)), there is a formula q such that

coh(q) = coh(q′), and q belongs to the 〈i′, j′〉-th lexical item in nu-
meration num for an arbitrary pair 〈i′, j′〉, and coh(q′) is satisfied
(indirect satisfaction),
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OR coh(p(t′1, . . . , t
′
k)) belongs to the 〈i′, j′〉-th lexical item in numeration

num for an arbitrary pair 〈i′, j′〉 (direct satisfaction),
OR 〈int′(coh(t1)),. . . ,int′(coh(tk))〉 ∈int(p) ∈Rel (int′ has been defined
in def6.2.1. (direct satisfaction).

In the case of 4.3.2.d., p ∨ q is satisfied if p is satisfied or q is satisfied.
In the case of 4.3.2.e., p ∧ q is satisfied if p is satisfied and q is satisfied.

3. Formula sets bdrs and embc are satisfied if each formula p that can be found
in one of them is satisfied. This arbitrary formula p is satisfied without
conditions.

6.3. Let us denote sem the set consisting of the 〈coh(bdrs),coh(embc)〉 for all
lexical items in the numeration. We can call it the discourse-semantic represen-
tation of sentence s.]

In harmony with our “total lexicalism,” lexical item is the crucial means of a gasg
(def4.3.). Its first component out of the three (def4.3.1.) consists of conditions
on the “own word” deciding whether a morpheme in a (potential) sentence can
be considered to be a realization of the given lexical item (see def6.2.1. and the
last footnote on allomorphs). It is our new proposal [12] that, instead of fully
inflected words (located in a multiple inheritance network), li’s are assigned to
morphemes – realizing a “totally lexicalist morphology”

The component of formal conditions (def4.3.2.) is responsible for selecting the
other li’s with which the li in question can stand in certain grammatical relations
(def6.2.2.). It imposes requirements on them and exhibits its own properties to
them. As for the range of grammatical relations in a universal perspective [10],
there are unidirectional relations, e.g. an adjective “seeks” its noun, where the
“seeking” li may show certain properties (number, gender, case, definiteness) of
the “sought” one, and bidirectional relations, e.g. an object and its regent (in
whose argument structure the former is) “seek” each other, where the argument
may have a case-marking depending on the regent, and the regent may show
certain properties (number, person, gender, definiteness) of the argument. The
rule system in the sixth component of gasg’s (def4.4.), among others, makes it
possible to store the above listed language-specific factors outside li’s so frmc
(def4.3.2.) is to contain only references to the relations themselves.

It is ranked implication rules (def4.3.2., def6.2.2.) that we consider to be pe-
culiar to GASG. In addition to satisfying a requirement described in a li directly
by proving that either some property of another li is appropriate or the mor-
phemes / words in the segmented sentence stand in a suitable configuration, the
requirement in question can be satisfied indirectly by proving that there is a lex-
ical item which has a competitive requirement ranked higher. This optimalistic
technique enables us to dispense with phrase structure rules: the essence (precise
details in [13,14]) is that, if word (morpheme) w1 stands in a certain relation
with w2, w1 is required to be adjacent to w2, which can be satisfied, of course,
by putting them next to each other in a sentence, but we can have recourse to
an indirect way of satisfaction by inserting other words between them whose ad-
jacency requirements (concerning either w1 or w2) are ranked higher (and these
intervening words, in a language-specific way, may be allowed to “bring” their
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dependents)3. In def4.2. seven ranks are proposed as a universal concerning the
complexity of human languages.

The discourse-semantic component of li’s (def4.3.3.) is practically intended
to check nothing4 (def6.2.3.) but their “sum” coming from the whole numeration
(def6.3.) provides a “proto-” DRS in the case of sentences that have proved to
be grammatical. Our proto-DRSs seem to have a very simple structure in com-
parison to DRSs with the multiply embedded box constructions demonstrated
in [11]. Nevertheless, they store the same information due to the conditions of
a special status defined in def4.3.3.2. Moreover, several cases of ambiguities can
simply be traced back to an underspecified state of these special conditions. Let
us consider an illustration of these facilities.

(1) Most widowers court a blonde.

(2)

most(e0; e1, e2) fixpoint(e0), e0 < e1, e1 < e2, newref(e0)
widower(e1; r2) newref(e1), newref(e2)
court(e2; r2, r3) newref(r2), e1 ≈ r2

blonde(r3) newref(r3), r3 ≈ ???

(3) e2 ≈ r3: ‘It is often true that if someone is a widower he courts a blonde.’
e0 ≈ r3: ‘There is a blonde whom most widowers court.’

The basic proposition (whose eventuality referent is e0) is that a situation [e1:
somebody is a widower] often implies another situation [e2: he courts somebody];
symbols ‘<’ refer to these situations’ not being facts but their and some of their
characters’ belonging to fictive worlds [15]. The widower necessarily belongs to
the fictive world of our thinking about an abstract situation (e1 ≈ r2). But which
world does the blonde belong to? Referent r3 is looking for its place. . . And it
can find its place in different worlds (3) – without assuming different syntactic
structures behind the two readings5.

Let us finish the section with the definition of a language generated by a gasg:
3 We regard [14] the phenomenon of free-word-order languages sketched below as a

clear advantage (of (the ranked rule system) of GASG over PS grammars: the word-
order version ‘*I gave yesterday Mary in the library a paper.’ of the correct sentence
‘Yesterday I gave Mary a book in the library.’ is also acceptable in Hungarian (with
no difference in meaning), but not in English. Thus certain free adverbs (‘yesterday,’
‘in the library’) can be inserted between the finite verb and its arguments quite freely
(in the case of idioms as well, as if ‘Peter kicked yesterday the bucket.’ were correct
in English); which can be accounted for in GASG easily - by choosing the same rank
parameter, namely 7, for both the regent-argument adjacency requirement and that
between free adverbs and the finite element of sentences - in the case of Hungarian.
In English, however, the regent-argument adjacency requirement is to be qualified
as stronger. Whilst in a PS grammar a regent and its arguments are to constitute a
phrase so the case of Hungarian (with intervening free adverbs) is hard to explain.

4 Semantic restrictions (e.g. on the [+human] status of an argument) can be put in
the set of formal conditions (def4.3.2.) among morphologic and syntactic ones.

5 The freedom in finding the appropriate world has language-dependent restrictions
depending also on the argument status and other grammatical relations of the li of
the indefinite article in question, of course.
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[Def7: In the circumstances defined above in def6, we can say that gasg G gen-
erates sentence s through segmentation mos and numeration num, and G assigns
the given sentence DRS sem as its discourse-semantic representation. It can also
be said in this situation that gasg G has generated reading 〈s, mos, num, sem〉.
L(G) ⊂ (A∪Y )∗ is called the language defined by gasg G if L(G) consists of the
sentences generated by G.]

3 Implementation in Prolog

Our work is permanently developed, and the version which is available now can
parse uncompound neutral Hungarian sentences. In our parser we insist on the
theoretically clear principles of GASG, but naturally we have to make some
technical changes according to the special features of programming in Prolog.
Hence, parts of the lexical items in GASG are stored in different places in the
program. The database section contains the lexical items which are morphemes
and consist of the ownword, phonological features and some inherent syntac-
tic conditions (e.g. the argument structure). Other environmental conditions
and properties of morphemes that a lexical item searches are put down in the
synrelations predicate. This part means the syntactic parsing together with a
checking that contains the immprec predicate. The third part of a GASG lexical
item – which is semantics – is represented in the semantics predicates.

The parsing starts with the main predicate gramm, which, after a successful
phonological and morphosyntactic parsing, gives semantic representation formu-
lated as a DRS:

gramm(SENTENCE):-
words(SENTENCE,WL1), corr(WL1,WL), morphwl(WL, MLABL),
numberlist(1,MLABL,NMLABL), phon(NMLABL,WL), immprec(NMLABL),
synrel(NMLABL, SYNRELLIST, MIXEDLIST),
semantics(MIXEDLIST, DRS, SYNRELLIST, MIXEDLIST),
write(S), writeline(NMLABL), writeln2(SYNRELLIST), writeln3(DRS).

The first six predicates provide for the morphophonological cheking. The
input is a simple string e.g.: "A fiú beül a székbe." ‘the boy in-sit the chair-
INESS’ (The boy sits into the chair.). The words and the corr predicates find the
words in the string and give us a list: ["a", "fiú", "beül", "a", "székbe"],
and after this the morphwl predicate searches the morphemes in the sentence ac-
cording to the lexical items in the database section. Before the linguistic parsing
there is a technical but quite important step: to give serial numbers to the
morphemes. It is necessary because of the unambiguous identification of the
morphemes in the sentence. The morphemes get double numbers that shows in
which word is which morpheme. For example in the sentence Péter be-ül-tet-i
a lány-t a szék-be ‘Peter in-sit-cause-3sg.defobj the girl-ACC the chair-INESS’
(Peter sits the girl into the chair.) the morpheme -tet gets the numbers (2,3). In
this way we can always refer squarely to the morphemes.

The database section contains such lexical items as it is shown below:
lexi(m("","ül",""),labstem("sit",phonfst(1,1,1,2),2,[["NOM","LOC"]])).

lexi(m("t","A","t"),labder("cause",phonfsu(2,2,0.2,2),2,ac(-1,0,1))).
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All lexical items contain the ownword of the morpheme (m("","fiú","")),
and a “label” with the English “translation”, the phonological features
(phonfst), the category (1=noun/suffix for nouns, 2=verb/suffix for verbs,
3=determiners, 4=adjunct) and the syntactic conditions.

In this phase of the programme we can already account for such phonolog-
ical phenomena as vowel-harmony, lowering, V∼ � alternation, linking vow-
els, lengthening, shortening etc. Phonologically two kinds of requirements are
needed. The first one accounts for the choice of the possible realizations of the
given morpheme (lexical item), these possible realizations are technically vari-
ables in the own words. E.g. in the case of bokor (‘bush’) the own word is bokOr,
and the phonological realization depends on the following suffix: bokor-ban ‘bush-
INESS’ but bokr-ot ‘bush-ACC’. Or in the case of the suffix -ban/-ben (‘in’) the
own word is -bAn, and the frontness of the vowel depends on the frontness of
the stem: bokor-ban ‘bush-INESS’ but szék-ben ‘chair-INESS’. The other kind of
requirements says how the lexical items effect on the phonological realizations
of other lexical items in the same word (e.g. lowering stems or suffixes, or again
vowel-harmony).

The most simple example of indirect satisfaction (def6.2.2) is the calculation
of order of morphemes within words. Every suffix would like to be adjacent to the
stem, but these requirements are not equally strong. According to the definition,
if a requirement cannot be satisfied directly (there are more than one suffix in a
word), it could be satisfied indirectly. If a suffix A wants to be adjacent to the
stem on rank α, and a suffix B wants to be adjacent to the stem on rank β, and
α < β then the acceptable morpheme order is: stem, A, B.

The checking/parsing demonstrated above gives us a list that calls the synrel
predicate, which provides the syntactic parsing accordig to the morphemes in the
words of the sentence. The synrel predicate calls the synrelations predicates,
namely the morphemes call their own syntactic requirements. In this way the
programme creates a new list, where next to the morphemes there is always
another list, which contains the grammatical relations that the given morpheme
can establish in the given sentence. The representation of a grammatical relation
is an ordered septuple: gr[X,Z,Y, N,M, K,L]. In the expression the first three
elements are the determiners of the relation: the first string is the name of the
element that calls the relation, the second string is the environmental element
that the first one searches and the third one is the type of the relation. The other
four elements in the representation are the two numberpairs of the morphemes
that have the relations.

In our system finite verbs look for the two pillars of their arguments – the
arguments are defined in the lexical item. For example a non-transitive verb
searches the noun pillar and the determiner pillar of its nominativ argument
(relations: gr("regent", "noun", "subj", X, Y, N, M) and gr("regent",
"det", "subj", X, Y, K, L) and a transitive verb searches four elements: the
noun and determiner pillar of its nominative argument (the same as before) and
looks for the determiner pillar and an accusative suffix as the representative of
the noun pillar of its accusative argument. Determiners look for a noun stem
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for relation gr("det", "noun", "free", X, Y, K, L) and the stem of the fi-
nite verb for relation gr("det", "regent", " ", X, Y, K, L). The common
nouns search the finite verb for a subject relation if they do not have a case
marking suffix. In the case when the noun has a case marking suffix, it looks
for the environmental morpheme. And finally the affixes search the stem for
gr("pref/suff", "stem", "free", X, Y, N, M) and an environmental mor-
pheme for a grammatical relation. For example the prefix be- ‘in’ searches a case
marking suffix, which is the -bAn ‘INESS’.

At this point the programme executes a “local search” – in the sense that
every morpheme is to find environmental morphemes satisfying the appropriate
grammatical relations. But this is far from enough becuse in this way sentence A
fiú a lány ül ‘The boy the girl is sitting’ could be accepted as a grammatical one.
That is why some mutual search is required, which means that members of a
pair of morphemes in a grammatical relation must find each other but no further
morphemes can be found for the same relation. The mutual search is satisfied if
every relation gr(A,B,REL,X, ,Z, ) finds the relation gr(B,A,REL,Z, ,X, ).

If all predicates above are satisfied, the sentence is grammatical “according
to” morphosyntax, and the program gives us a right morphosyntactic output,
which calls the predicate semantics.

If a sentence has a right morphosyntactic output, predicate semantics carries
out semantic selection, and if it is also successful, it can provide the semantic
representation: a DRS.

According to DRT, determiners (and proper names) provide referents, com-
mon nouns predicate something of them, and finite verbs provide a situation
referent besides predicating something (of other predicates). In our new concep-
tion determiners tell in which world they provide the given referent [15]. The
output of our semantic representation is shown in (4-5). The referents contain
three numbers that refer to the morpheme that has provided it (e.g. r(3,1,1)=the
first provided referent by the first morpheme of the third word). The ordering
between the worlds they belong to (see (2-3)) is also represented by the following
relations: ∼, <or=, <.

(4) A fiú be-ül-tet-het-i a büszke medvé-jé-t a szék-em-be.
the boy in-sit-cause-can-sg3.objdef the proud bear-poss.3sg-ACC the chair-poss.1sg-INESS

‘The boy can sit his/her proud bear in my chair.’

(5) semantic output for sentence (4):
provref("old",[r(1,1,1)])
provref("<or=",[r(1,1,1),(e(4,4,1)])
pred("clever",[r(1,1,1)])
pred("boy",[r(1,1,1)])
provref("new",[e(4,2,1)])
provref("∼",[(e(4,3,1),e(4,2,1)])
pred("sit into",[e(4,2,1),r(5,1,1),r(8,1,1)])
provref("new",[e(4,3,1)])
provref("<",[(e(4,4,1),e(4,3,1)])
pred("cause",[e(4,3,1),r(1,1,1),e(4,2,1)])
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provref("fixpoint",[e(4,4,1)])
pred("may",[e(4,4,1),r(1,1,1),e(4,3,1)])
provref("old",[r(5,1,1)])
provref("<or=",[r(5,1,1),(e(4,4,1)])
pred("proud",[r(5,1,1)])
pred("bear",[r(5,1,1)])
pred("owns",[r(0,1,3),r(5,1,1)])
provref("old",[r(8,1,1)])
provref("<or=",[r(8,1,1),(e(4,4,1)])
pred("chair",[r(8,1,1)])
pred("owns",[r(0,1,1),r(8,1,1)])
yes
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Abstract. In this paper, we compare the performance of three proba-
bilistic pseudo context-sensitive models on parsing isolating languages.
These models are all based on the conventional probabilistic context-free
grammar (PCFG). The first one is well known for statistical parsing of
English, while the other two are novel models conditioning the siblings
of an expanding nonterminal. We experiment these models on Classi-
cal Chinese, a typical isolating language. And it is quite surprising to see
that through only a little more conditioning, the new models significantly
outperform the first model. To this end, our work shows the impact of
typological distinction on parsing and provides two simple-yet-effective
conditioning models for isolating languages.

1 Introduction

The traditional Probabilistic Context-Free Grammar (PCFG) is widely used for
parsing natural languages, but generally the results are far from satisfactory,
due to the wrong context-freeness assumptions. There are various approaches to
go beyond PCFG, such as Constraint-based grammar (like HPSG), and Mildly
Context Sensitive Grammar (like TAG). But the simplest method is to main-
tain the PCFG backbone and condition on some history or lexical information.
Typical instances include history-based parsing [7] and data-oriented parsing.
Some state-of-the-art statistical parsers [4,5,6] are also in this approach, condi-
tioning on lexical heads. In fact, this approach refines the nonterminal set with
additional features that represent contextual and lexical information. But theo-
retically it still remains context-free. So these models are generally called pseudo
context sensitive models, as in [3].

Ideally it is obvious that conditioning on more history results in better pre-
dictions. But practically as the sparse-data problem occurs, it is really a matter
of experimentation to decide what features to condition. In addition, typological
and genetic classifications suggest different methods of conditioning. Unfortu-
nately however, in recent years, the majority of statistical parsers have been for
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English and other inflecting languages. Then it should be really interesting to
do some pioneering study of conditioning for isolating languages. In these latter
languages such as Chinese and Vietnamese, all the words are morphologically
unanalyzable, and grammatical functions are expressed mostly by word order.
Intuitively one should condition more on contextual information for isolating
languages. And in the following sections, we will present and study three such
models on a typical isolating language – Classical Chinese.

2 The Three Models

Most state-of-the-art statistical parsers [4,5,6] make heavy use of conditioning on
lexical headwords. But in our work, as there are no large treebank for isolating
languages, we do not use lexicalization. Instead, all the three models in this
paper condition on parent and/or contextual nonterminals/terminals. All the
parameters are learned from a treebank, using the näıve Maximum Likelihood
Estimation, and without smoothing.

Model 1: The Old Model. Model 1 is essentially an abstraction and simpli-
fication of well-known conditioning models in the parsing literature. It is based
on pure PCFG and conditions on the parent nonterminal only. Given a rule
N → N1, N2, . . . , Nm, we use the conditional probability

P (N → N1, N2, . . . , Nm | parent(N)) (1)

in training and parsing. It is almost the same model used in [3], except that their
estimations are made from unsupervised iterations. Some later models like [4]
still use this as backbone.

Model 2: Parent-Rule Model. In comparison, Model 2 is a novel model, but
with only a small difference: it further conditions on the parent-rule, i.e., the
rewriting rule used by the parent to generate the expanding nonterminal. So we
condition the probability as

P (Ni → Ni,1, Ni,2, . . . , Ni,n | N → N1, N2, . . . , Ni, . . . , Nm) (2)

As the parent-rule already implies the parent nonterminal, Model 1 is properly
contained in this model. And intuitively this model is appealing for isolating
languages, because different parent-rule implies different siblings, thus different
context symbols (nonterminals or terminals).

Model 3: The Left-Right Model. Model 3 is a brand new model, also mo-
tivated for context distinction. It conditions explicitly on the direct left/right
context symbols. Here we use a simplified approach, defining the left/right sym-
bol to be the nearest symbol to the left/right on the path to the root. Consider,
for instance, a rule N → N1, N2, . . . , Nm, we have:

Left(Ni) = Ni−1(1 < i ≤ m), Left(N1) = Left(N) (3)

Right(Ni) = Ni+1(1 ≤ i < m), Right(Nm) = Right(N) (4)
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To complete the recursive Left/Right definition, we intentionally add a rule
TOP → LEFT S RIGHT to the grammar, where S is the original start
nonterminal. And the probability of a rule is conditioned as

P (N → N1, N2, . . . , Nm | Left(N), Right(N)) (5)

In some sense, this model considers more information than Model 2, as some
recursive backtracking symbols are lost there. Illustrations of the three models
are shown in Figure. 1.

Fig. 1. Illustrations of the three models. (a) Model 1. the siblings of the expanding non-
terminal are ignored. (b) Model 2. the siblings (contexts) are considered. (c) Model 3.
Examples: dashed lines point to the Left/Right symbols.

3 Results

To test the performances of these models, we conducted a very preliminary
experiment based on [1,2] for Classical Chinese, a typical isolating language. All
the three models are implemented by CKY-style dynamic programming. The
POS tags [1] incorporate some syntactic distinctions, and the forward-backward
tagger outputs for each word possible POS tags with probabilities. And there
are 1100 sentences in the treebank [2], where 5% (randomly chosen) is used
as testset, and the others as trainset. The average sentence length is only 5.376
words, since generally Classical Chinese is extremely succinct. And the grammar
rules [2] are binary or unary. To make a better comparison, we experimented the
three models against the baseline pure PCFG model (with a little variation [2]
inherited by the three conditioning models). We use the standard PARSEVAL
measures to compare the performance, and the results are shown in Table. 1.

All the results are generally much better than the state-of-the-art results for
Penn Treebank, mainly because the extremely short sentence length in Classical
Chinese. It is quite promising to find that with only a little more conditioning on
nonterminal history, the two new models substantially outperform Model 1. This
is partly because contextual distinction is very crucial in isolating languages.
And new models capture this distinction either by indirectly considering the
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Table 1. Results of different models. We use the same notation as in [4,5,6]

MODEL LR LP CBs 0 CBs ≤ 2 CBs

pure PCFG 86.9 85.7 0.31 72.5 92.4
Model 1 89.5 90.2 0.28 89.1 94.8
Model 2 96.1 96.1 0.10 96.5 97.8
Model 3 94.0 93.3 0.14 94.4 96.9

parent-rule or by directly conditioning the Left/Right symbol. In comparison,
such distinction for inflecting languages may be marginal, as evidenced by the
success of Model 1 in [3]. We also see that Model 3 is slightly below Model 2,
possibly due to data sparseness. Furthermore, it does not distinguish which side
(Left/Right) is closer to the expanding nonterminal, which is partially captured
by Model 2.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed three pseudo context-sensitive models for parsing
isolating languages. The two novel models, simple as they are, make promising
improvements against the old model that is successful for English. Our work
advocates different conditioning models for different families of languages and
suggested two working methods of context distinction.

Acknowledgements. We are grateful to Prof. Ruzhan Lu, Dr. John Chen,
Prof. Dan Jurafsky, and the two anonymous reviewers for their helpful advices
and comments.
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Abstract. We present a dynamic deontic model for the interpretation of im-
perative sentences in terms of Obligation (O) and Permission (P). Under the
view that imperatives prescribe actions and unlike the so-called “standard solu-
tion” (Huntley [10]) these operators act over actions rather that over statements.
By distinguishing obligatory from non-obligatory actions we tackle the paradox
of Free Choice Permission (FCP).

1 Introduction

The aim of this paper is to provide a model for the interpretation of direct imperative
sentences in terms of Obligation and Permission. The model possesses properties that
corresponds with our intuitions about the use of obligatory imperatives and is not
affected by inferential problems such as the paradox of Free Choice Permission (FCP)
(von Wright [34, 35, 36]; Wieringa and Meyer [39], Kamp [13]), which in non-
deontic approaches is known as Ross’s counterexample (Ross [28]; von Wright [34]).

In general, imperatives are conceived as sentences used to issue orders or com-
mands (Radford [26]; Lyons [15]; Nodine [21]; Megginson [19]; MacFadyen [16]).
Sentences involving requests, threats, exhortations, permissions, concessions, warn-
ings, advices, etc. can also be taken to be imperatives (see Huntley [11]; Sperber and
Wilson [30] and Hamblin [7] for an extensive classification of imperatives). This is a
broad characterisation, which may include other types of sentences. For simplicity of
exposition, we will adopt a syntactic view of direct imperatives, since this view lo-
cates appropriate sentences1 in a language and allows us intuitively to distinguish
them from statements and questions. We shall adopt the following definition.

Definition: Imperatives are sentences used to ask someone to do or not to do
something and that do not denote  truth-values.

                                                          
1 Imperatives are a type of sentence. Levinson says  “it seems that the three basic sentence

types, interrogative, imperative, and declarative are universals, all languages appear to have
at least two and mostly three of these” Levinson [14]  p. 242).
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This ‘something’ we shall call requirement. Examples are Come here! and Stop!
They have no truth conditions as such.

Arguably, Jorgensen [12] began the modern debate about the modelling of impera-
tives. His main concern was to account for the inferential role of imperatives under
apparent contradiction that they cannot be true or false. Having the imperative a) Love
your neighbours as yourself! and the premise b) Alison is your neighbour it seems
reasonable to infer c) Love Alison as yourself even thought a) and c) cannot be true or
false (this pattern is called Jorgensen’s dilemma, see Ross [28]; Walter [37]). Since
1937 there have been different ways of approaching imperatives (Weinberger [38]).
In particular the standard solution (Huntley [10]) describes a common feature in dif-
ferent approaches. Its key characteristic is the assumption that the core meaning of
imperatives is propositional: something that can be true or false. Typical of this ap-
proach is to split imperatives into two parts: a descriptive or propositional and a pre-
scriptive part2. Jorgensen’s offers a typical approach akin to the ‘standard solution’
where, for instance, Post the letter! is translated into !The letter has to be posted,
using the symbol ‘!’ and a statement. In this way classical logic is used to account for
practical inference3 leading to the derivation of unintuitive conclusions (see descrip-
tion in Pérez-Ramírez [22, 23]).

Deontic logic focuses on imperatives by using deontic concepts such as obligation
and permission (von Wright [34] p. 14). It is one of the most prolific branches de-
voted to the study of imperatives (norms: sentences conveying obligation or permis-
sion) by using the operators Op and Pp, where usually p is a statement.

von Wright [34] presents a standard deontic logic which is akin to the standard so-
lution. This logic validates the counterintuitive expression Op � O(p�q) which
means that if ‘it is obligatory that p’ then ‘it is obligatory that p�q’. For instance, “If
one ought to mail a letter, one also ought either to mail or to burn it” (von Wright,
1968: p. 20). If O(p�q) means that it is obligatory that p�q, a hearer may choose to
perform q.

In more recent approaches the operator P acts over actions. However Dignum et al.
[5] say that event thought dynamic logic solve some paradoxes in standard deontic
logic, the paradox of FCP still remains under the form P(�) � P(�+�) where � and �
are actions and + is the choice operator. They illustrate with the example P(Talk to the
president) � P(Talk to the president + Shoot the president). They propose a logic in
which P operates on actions and they distinguish strong (Ps) and weak permission (Pw)
(when applied to statements these operators satisfy Pw(p�q)�Pwp�Pwq and
Ps(p�q)�Psp�Psq). However, they face new problems, for instance their logic validates
the expression Ps(�) � Ps(�&�). They explain, “if � is permitted, it is (also) permit-
ted in any combination with other actions”. So the logic validates the example P(fire a
gun) � P(fire a gun & aim at the president). They propose a solution to these new
problems by making reference to context.

                                                          
2 Hare [8] used the terms phrastic and neustic respectively to refers these two components.
3 The term practical inference usually refers inferences in which imperatives take part as

premises.
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There have been different proposals to solve the paradox of FCP but according to
von Wright [36], even though a huge literature on the topic has grown up, a univer-
sally accepted solution to these difficulties has not yet been found.

The paradox of FCP is an inferential problem initially caused by the scope of the
classical logic connectives when used with non-propositional objects. Given a state-
ment we can introduce any other statement to form a disjunction. Also, given a con-
junction of statements we can eliminate one of the components. These properties are
not desirable when modelling imperatives. Approaches in which O and P operate over
actions try to restrict the scope of dynamic operators by introducing new operators
and sometimes also new problems. Thus, either we should restrict the application of
classical logic rules when operating on statements in the scope of O and P, or else we
can consider O and P to be applied to something other than statements, and consider
the rules that are appropriate for the operations on such expressions. It is the latter
option that we take here.

Thus, to this end, we follow the intuition that imperatives prescribe actions. Thus, a
dynamic deontic logic (LDL) is developed here in which the operators for Obligation
O(-) and permission P(-) operate over actions rather that over statements. The in-
tended meaning of the operators O(-) is “It is obligatory to –” and for P(-) is “It is
permitted to –” where “–” is the place for the requested action. The multimodal op-
erator ‘[-]’ is used to model actions behaviour [9] and Hoare’s triple (Pre�[�]Pos
where � is an action, Pre are pre-conditions and Pos are post-condition) is used to
verify correctness of actions. We use the dynamic operators composition ‘;’ and
choice ‘+’ to model the conjunction and disjunction of requirement respectively. One
of the key ideas introduced in the model is the intuition of encapsulating what is
obligatory in order to distinguish what is obligatory from what is not. This solves
some of the paradoxes mentioned above. Actually, it will be shown that the distinc-
tion between obligatory actions and simple actions solves the problem of FCP and the
model behaves according to our intuitions about the use of imperatives.

In particular, if an action is obligatory two things are assumed a) it belongs to a set
where all the obligatory actions are kept and b) it is satisfiable (the action can be per-
formed). The second assumption is analogous to Chellas’s axiom where ‘ought’ im-
plies ‘can’ (Chellas [4] p. 125).

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 analyses properties
of imperatives and their relation with the paradox of FCP. Section 3 presents the
model that involves the main features observed in Section 2. Section 4 illustrates the
use of the model to solve inferential problems. Section 5 includes the main conclu-
sions.

2 Analysis

It is not appropriate to use classical logical connectives between imperatives [22, 23].
Imperatives can be seen to prescribe actions. For this reason, it is more appropriate to
model imperatives in terms of actions and operations between them (as in Dynamic
Logic [9]). In turn, we will argue that obligation and permission (O and P) should
operate over imperatives, not statements. Modelling imperatives in terms of actions
help to solve some counterintuitive results such as the lack of truth–values. Further,
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by ‘encapsulating’ what is obligatory, we can solve the FCP in a fairly simple way.
This mirrors a proposal for the treatment of certain issues in the interpretation of im-
peratives and imperative inference.

2.1 Physical Action and Imperatives

We have said that imperatives convey requirements. Requirements are requests for
action or prescriptions of actions. This view is shared by other authors (Ross [28], von
Wright [34], Hamblin [7] p. 45 and Segerberg [29] among others). For instance
Segerberg [29] takes imperatives to be prescriptions for actions. For Ross ([28] p. 54),
an imperative is a sentence that expresses an immediate demand for action but that
does not describe a fact: an imperative is satisfied if we have the result of an agent’s
action.

Hamblin suggests that the core meaning of an imperative is an action. “We can
analyse, as it were, the kernel or content of the imperative -the action (though the
word is not sufficiently general) that the imperative enjoins- without worrying about
the way in which it enjoins it …” (Hamblin [7] p. 45, emphasis added).

An imperative might be used to indirectly change the world through the hearer or
to prevent an action, by conveying a requirement. Some examples of prescriptions of
actions are, Write a letter! that prescribes the action of writing and Come here! that
prescribes the action of approaching. Examples of imperatives requiring that a state of
affairs remains unchanged by forbidding or preventing actions are Don’t close the
door! and Don’t turn the lights off! Thus prescribing and forbidding actions are in-
cluded in our definition of imperative and requirements. In our model, imperatives
will prescribe obligatory or permitted actions. The following expressions illustrate
schemas of obligatory imperatives in which dynamic operators model the operators
between requirements.

- O(a) It is obligatory to a
- O(�1 ; �2) It is obligatory to �1 AND �2

- O(�1 + �2) It is obligatory to �1 AND �2

- O(� �) It is obligatory to � if �
- O((� �1)+(�� �2)) It is obligatory to (�1 if � else �2)

An action is not true or false. The operator ‘;’ describes a sequencing suitable to
model the property of dependence. As with conjunctions of imperatives, this operator
is not commutative. We will see that there is no rule to eliminate an action from a
conjunction of actions. The operator ‘+’ describes a disjunction of actions.

2.2 Obligation and Permission

One of the first intuitions about obligatory and permitted actions is that if the action is
obligatory, then it is permitted. That is, if we assume a fixed state of affairs, the set of
all obligatory actions in that state is contained in the set of permitted actions in that
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state. See Fig. 1 below, where PAct is the set of all permitted actions, OAct is the set
of all obligatory actions, and CAct is the complement set between permitted and
obligatory actions.

Usually it is assumed that O and P are interdefinable, as follows O(�) = �P(�’)
and P(�) = �O(�’), where � is an action and �’ is the negation of the action �. That
is, if an action � produces the result Q, then �’ produces the result �Q. We can define
the negation of composed actions as follows.

- If a is an atomic action then a’ is the negation of a
- The negation of (�1 ; �2) is (�’1 + �’2)
- The negation of (�1 + �2) is (�’1 ; �’2)
- The negation of (� �) is ((��)? + �’)

   Example: �=Come here   �’=Don’t (Come here)

Negation of composed actions does not necessarily correspond with common use
of sentences in language but logically actions behave according to the formulation
above. von Wright [35] p. 17 seems to hesitate about the idea of considering that O
and P are interdefinable. Weinberger argues, “If we understand normative systems as
control systems we cannot chose permission as the basic operator, because a system
embracing only permission cannot function as a control system, since permission does
not exclude any possible state” (Weinberger [38] p. 289).

Fig. 1. Relation between Obligatory (OAct) and Permitted (PAct) actions

2.3 Obligation in a Context

Intuitively, context refers to the situational information or state of affairs where im-
peratives and other type of sentences are uttered. Context might involve a variety of
different factors such as situation, agents (speaker and hearer) and their roles,
amongst others. Whatever precise nature, it appears to play a crucial role in the inter-
pretation of imperatives. Depending on the conditions provided by a context, an im-
perative can be obligatory in that context. For instance, in a military environment a
soldier is not usually in position to give orders to a general.

Authors such as Sperber and Wilson [30], Bunt [2], Manara and De Roeck [17]
agree that context is related to people’s view or perception of the world or a particular
situation rather than the world or the situation themselves. These authors conceive
context in terms of what people have in their minds. That is, the concept of context

PAct

                          CAct
OA

ct
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includes the broad band of beliefs, knowledge and intentions. All of them can be
represented as propositions. Following these authors, we subscribe to the view that:

Definition: A context is a consistent collection of propositions that reflects a relevant
subset of agents’ beliefs.

Nevertheless, the view of context as a set of propositions (see Buvac [3]) will not
commit us here to an ontology or classification of components or to the use of opera-
tors such as B for beliefs and K for knowledge (see Ramsay [27]; Turner [32]). We
simply assume that all that which constitutes a context can be represented in terms of
propositions so the context is viewed as a consistent set of propositions. We agree
with Chellas [4] that an imperative can be obligatory in some contexts but not in oth-
ers.

A context can be conceived of as a collection of beliefs. As with any logic of be-
liefs, there may be constraints upon what can be inferred. For example, if we believe
P, it need not mean that we can infer that we also believe (P � Q). Similarly, if we
believe that we are under an obligation to Post a letter, we do not necessarily believe
that we are obliged to Post the letter or burn it.

3 Model for Imperatives in Terms of Obligation and Permission

The model we present here goes along the lines of First-order dynamic logic, similar
to the logic provided by Harel [9], in which the operators for obligation and
permission are introduced in the language LDL. Once the set of action is defined we
encapsulate the actions that are obligatory or permitted. Thus the obligation or
permission of actions is given in terms of their membership in these sets.

3.1 Syntax of LDL

3.1.1 Definition of Sets
We define the following sets. Let C = {c, c1, c2, …} be a set of constant symbols; let V
= {x, y, z, …} be a set of variable symbols; let F= {f, g, h, …} be a set of function
symbols; let AtAct = {a, a1, a2, …} be a set of atomic actions; and let AtPred = {p, q,
r,…} be a set of atomic predicate symbols.

3.1.2 Definition of Terms

t ::= c|v|f(t1, t2, …, tn)

The recursive definition of terms is as follows: a term is a constant (c), a regular vari-
able (v), or a function (f(t1, t2, …, tn)) of arity n (n arguments), where f is a function
and t1, t2, …, tn are terms.
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3.1.3 Syntax of LDL

It is assumed here that Pred contains all formulae of LDL. Thus, if p 	 AtPred, t1,
t2, …, tn are terms, x 	 V, and � 	 Act (the set of actions, defined below), then all
possible wffs in LDL are defined as follows:

� ::=  p(t1, t2, …, tn) | t1 = t2 | �� | �1 � �2 | 
x� | O(�) | P(�) | [�]�

where p(t1, t2, …, tn) is an atomic formula (predicate), with arity n. t1 = t2 is the equal-
ity predicate (=). �� is the negation of �. �1 � �2 is the conjunction of formulae � and
�. 
x� is the existential quantifier. O(�) indicates that � is obligatory. P(�) indicates
that � is permitted. [�]� is a modal expression indicating that � holds after the action
� is performed. We assume the usual classical definitions for �,�, •, �, together with
[�]� = �<�>��.

Note that both O and P are introduced in LDL and both of them operate over actions.
If � is an action, O(�) stands for it is obligatory to � and P(�) stands for it is permit-
ted to �.

3.1.4 Category of Actions
We define here the set Act of actions as follows.

� ::= a(t1, t2, …, tn)|�?|�1 ; �2|�1 + �2

where a(t1, t2, …, tn) is the atomic action. �1;�2 is the sequential composition of ac-
tions used to represent conjunction of requirements. �1 + �2 is the disjunction of ac-
tions and is used to represent disjunction of requirements. �? is a test and it just veri-
fies whether � holds or not and is used to represent conditional requirements (�?;�) =
(� �).

3.2 Axioms

A0) T any tautology
A1)  O(� �) •       � � O(�)
A2)  P(� �) •       � � P(�)
A3)  [�?]�      •       � � �
A4)  [�1;�2]�    •       [�1]([�2])�
A5)  [�1+�2]� •       [�1]� � [�2]�
A6)  [�](� � �) �       [�]� � [�]�

          A7) �x�(x)   �       �(t)   Universal instantiation.  t is free in �(x).
A8)  �x(� � �)  �       � � �x�   provided that x is not free in �
OPA) O(�)   �       P(�)
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3.3 Inference Rules

a) Modus Ponens                           (MP) : If � and � � � then �
b) Necessitation rule for actions    (Nec) : If � then [�]�
c) Universal generalization            (UG) : If � then  �x�   provided x is not free in �

The following are derived rules, which operate between actions, obligatory or not.
Pre usually indicates pre-conditions and Pos post-conditions. Hoare’s triple
(Pre{�}Pos) will be represented by the expression Pre�[�]Pos in LDL (see Harel [9];
Gries [6]; Hoare [10]). The expression (Hoare´s triple) Pre�[�]Pos means that "If
the assertion Pre is true before initiation of the action �, then the assertion Pos will be
true on its completion" (Hoare [10] p. 577). We assume that Pre{�}Pos=
Pre�[�]Pos and that the equality restricts both sides to hold in the same context.

 (I;):  If  Pre �[�1]Pos’ and Pos’�[�2]Pos then Pre�[�1;�2]Pos
 (I+):  If Pre�[�1]Pos and Pre�[�2]Pos then Pre�[�1+�2]Pos
 (I ):  If  (Pre��)�[�]Pos and (Pre���)�Pos then Pre�[�?;�]Pos
 (WP):  If Pre�[�]Pos and Pos� then Pre�[�]
 CDR 1:  If  Pre�[�]Pos and P’�[�]Q’ then (Pre�P’)�[�](Pos�Q’)
 CDR 2:  If  Pre�[�]Pos and P’�[�]Q’ then (Pre�P’)�[�](Pos�Q’)

3.4 Interpretation

The interpretation for LDL and its soundness follows Harel’s (1979) semantics for first
order dynamic logic. A model for LDL is presented elsewhere [23]. Due to the lack of
space, we do not repeat the details here. The model uses a possible worlds semantics
in which actions define sets of pairs of states (w, w’) such that the performing of an
action starting in state w reaches state w‘. If a state w satisfies a formula � we use the
notation w ��.

3.5 Correctness of Actions

An action � is partially correct with respect to a state w iff w Pre�[�]Pos. � is
totally correct with respect to a state w iff w Pre�<�>Pos. Here ‘correctness’ cor-
responds to the term used by Hoare [10] for programs and that we adopt here for
actions. When an action is totally correct it means that it is possible to perform that
action: it is not an impossible action. In LDL, the assumption that an obligatory action
is satisfiable can be expressed as O(�)�<�>true.

3.6 Encapsulation

In Dynamic Logic [9], if � is an action, � is correct iff [�]� holds in some state.
Given the correctness of an action [�1]Pos1 it is possible to infer the correctness of a
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disjunction of actions [�1+�2]Pos. If we do not make explicit which actions are
obligatory and which are not, we would derive the wrong conclusions. We can encap-
sulate within a sequence all those actions which are obligatory or permitted. In this
way we can have expression such as O(�1) � [�1+�2]Pos which says that �1 is
obligatory and that the disjunction of the obligatory action �1 with �2 ([�1+�2]Pos) is
correct, but not that �1+�2 is obligatory.

3.7 Defining Sets of Obligatory Actions

Here we give some of the formal details of the idea of encapsulating what is obliga-
tory and permitted by defining subsets of Act as follows. A similar distinction can be
found in Segerberg [29] and Piwek [24, 25].

Definition: Permitted and Obligatory requirements   
Let Pact and OAct be the sets of permitted and obligatory actions, re-
spectively, such that OAct�PAct�Act.

The sets of permitted and obligatory actions at a world can be defined as follows.

Definition: Permitted actions at a world w
Let PActw be {�| �	PAct and � is permitted in w}

Definition: Obligatory actions at a world
Let OActw be {�| �	OAct and � is obligatory in w}

OAct can be expressed as the union of all obligatory actions at each world w in W
[OAct=�w�WOActw]. Analogously PAct can be expressed as the union of all permitted
actions at each world w	W, PAct= �w�WPActw. The following conditions apply on the
sets OActw and PActw respectively.

C1)  If �1	OActw and �2	OActw then �1;�2	OActw or �2;�1	OActw

C2)  If �1	PActw and �2	PActw then �1;�2	PActw or �2;�1	PActw

C1 indicates that if �1 and �2 are obligatory then both are obligatory. �1;�2 and
�2;�1 simply cover the case of dependent actions.

  The validity of obligatory and permitted actions can be expressed in terms of their
membership of the sets in which they are characterised

    w O(�) iff �	OActw

w P(�)  iff �	PActw
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4 Obligation/Permission and Inference

4.1 Jorgensen’s Dilemma

As we can see LDL combines obligatory actions and propositions in inference. The
analogous of Jorgensen’s dilemma would be as follows. If p(x) = x is your neighbour
and �(x) = Love x as yourself, then we can write the deontic version of the dilemma as
follows.

�x O(p(x) �(x)) = It is obligatory to love your neighbour as yourself
p(Alison) = Alison is your neighbour

1) k ��x O(p(x) �(x)) assumption
2) k ��x p(x)�O(�(x)) 1), axiom A1)
3) k �p(Alison) assumption
4) k �p(Alison)�O(�(Alison)) 2), Univ. Inst.
5) k �O(�(Alison))= It is obligatory to love Alison as yourself 3), 4) and MP

This shows that LDL mixes obligatory action with statements and allows making in-
ference without being affected by inferential problems.

4.2 Paradox of Free Choice Permission-FCP

There is no rule to infer the membership of a disjunction of actions from the member-
ship of one action in the set of obligatory or permitted actions. This is reinforced by
the condition C1). That is, from O(�1) is not possible to infer O(�1+�2), for some
other action �2 and from P(�1) is not possible to infer P(�1+�2). Thus, LDL does not
validate the following inferences.

O(Post the letter)�O(Post the letter + Burn the letter)
P(Talk to the president)�P(Talk to the president + Shoot the president)

Therefore, the model is not affected by the paradox of FCP and also it does not in-
troduce new problems.

4.3 Conjunction Elimination and Obligations

It is not possible to eliminate an action from a conjunction of either obligatory or
permitted actions. That is, from O(�1;�2) is not possible to infer either O(�1) or O(�2)
and from P(�1;�2) is not possible to infer either P(�1) or P(�2). This solves the prob-
lem of incomplete satisfaction derived in some approaches akin to the standard solu-
tion. For instance, if we represent the obligation of the imperative Buy oranges and
apples!, as O(Buy oranges ; Buy apples), the model validates neither
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O(Buy oranges ; Buy apples) � O(Buy oranges) nor
O(Buy oranges ; Buy apples) � O(Buy apples)

We can observe that the model describes properties of imperatives such as the lack
of truth-values and dependence. For instance the model may validate O(Write a letter;
send the letter to your family) but not O(send the letter to your family; Write the let-
ter). Examples using the operator for permission are analogous.

5 Feasibility of Implementation and Applications of the Model

Implementation of the model involves first a syntactic analysis as presented in [23]
where actions prescribed are associated with imperatives by identifying verbs in im-
perative mood. The analysis provides the Hoare´s triple representation of the impera-
tive in a formal language, which introduces Generalized quantifiers into dynamic
logic. Once we have a logical representation for imperatives, a theorem     prover
could be applied to reason with these representations, incorporating the notion of
encapsulation.

Regarding applications for a model for imperatives and deontic concepts, Mey-
den [20], mentions that the deontic modalities are becoming increasingly of wide
interest in computer science, with proposed applications including intelligent legal
information systems, computer security, software engineering, database integrity
constraints and agent oriented programming. Martino [18] provides more examples of
applications related to information retrieval, databases and legal information systems.
In a more ambitious plan, he proposes that the public administration might be auto-
mated on the basis of verification and application of regulations. Recently agents have
become quite popular. For instance Piwek [24, 25] models imperatives within a
framework for communicating agents. Vere and Bickmore [33] report the construc-
tions of a basic agent. They affirm that a person can make statements to the agent, ask
it questions, and give it commands. Thus, a robot receiving an order might be able to
assess the order before making decisions towards the satisfaction of the order. Such
autonomous behaviour requires a system of reasoning which does not derive inappro-
priate obligations.

6 Conclusions

LDL is given under first order dynamic logic, the operators for obligation and permis-
sion operate over actions rather that over statements. LDL models the deontic concepts
of obligation and permission not what it is uttered but what it is obligatory and per-
mitted. Obligation can be verified with respect to context.

LDL associates actions with imperatives; therefore it is not committed to assign
truth-values to these sentences. Rather, it evaluates the membership of the action in
turn in the set of obligatory actions. LDL combines obligatory actions and propositions
in inference. The model deals satisfactorily with the deontic version of Jorgensen’s
dilemma. It is not possible the elimination of an action from a conjunction of either
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obligatory or permitted actions. There is not rule to infer the membership of a dis-
junction of actions from the membership of one action in the set of obligatory or per-
mitted actions. This avoids the paradox of FCP. Both Segerberg [29] and Piwek
[24,25] model actions in terms of their descriptions, which are governed by classical
logic. We, instead, use a logic of actions. Because operations between actions are not
governed by classical logic, this avoids some counterintuitive conclusions.
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Abstract. In modern Chinese, interrogative sentences are transformed from
indicative sentences. At first, this paper gives the classification of modern
Chinese interrogative sentences and their transformation from indicative
sentences. Then we analyze the querying focus and point out that the querying
focus is an abstract of a component of an indicative sentence and so an
interrogative sentence is formed. Adopting the idea of the structured meaning
approach, we present the semantics of modern Chinese interrogative sentences
and their formal representations basing on the functor. All kinds of Chinese
interrogative sentences including “NP+ne” and “VP+ne” are analyzed. Why
we start from QF to study interrogative sentences is also discussed.

1   Introduction

As a kind of expressions, interrogative sentences play important roles in people’s
communication. In question-answering systems [1] and human-computer spoken
dialogue systems [2], the using of interrogative sentences is also indispensable. One
uses interrogative sentences to express doubts and put forward doubts [3].

Research on the interrogative sentence is continuous. With the development of
computational linguistics, the semantics of the interrogative sentence is investigated
from a formal view. A number of theoretical frameworks have been proposed [4], [5].
The two general approaches are proposition set approach and structured meaning
approach [6]. People always use these approaches to study English. As to Chinese, the
study has lagged behind. Almost all researchers study Chinese by focusing on
segmentation, tagging and parsing [7]. Only linguists study Chinese interrogative
sentences, but they rarely study them from the formal view.

Unlike English, Chinese has no morphology [8]. It is an open language. Its
expression is very flexible and full of ellipses. So the Chinese interrogative sentence
is. And there is no Wh-movement in Chinese. In addition, some Chinese interrogative
sentences have no corresponding format in English. Thus, theories that study English
cannot be applied to Chinese directly. They cannot present a reasonable interpretation
of Chinese sometimes.
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In this paper, we adopt the idea of structured meaning approach, present a formal
representation of Chinese interrogative sentences and give an interpretation to their
semantics. The paper is structured as follows. First, we describe the representation
and interpretation of Chinese semantics (in Section 2). In section 3, we give the
classification and querying focus of modern Chinese interrogative sentences. In
section 4, the formal representation and semantics of modern Chinese interrogative
sentences are described in detail. Then we give a discussion about why we start from
QF to study interrogative sentences. And the last part is a conclusion.

2   Representation and Interpretation of Chinese Semantics

As discussed above, Chinese is an open language and its word order is flexible. We
can not get its logical form for computation as easily as we get it from English. The
method for representing Chinese is a gradual process as follows [9].

Natural language sentence
�

Functor or expanded functor with all arguments
�

High order predicate formula
�

Logical form
�

The interpretation of semantics

Here we use functor as the media between a Chinese sentence and its logical form,
which makes it possible to get the logical form automatically. The functor has features
of both verbs and predicates. So it can be used to analyze and interpret semantics [10].

Functor needs all arguments. Although Chinese allows ellipses, in logic we must
figure out all its necessary components. Thus a functor is a whole high order
predicate. Here is an example of a Chinese sentence and its functor.

(1) Xin  shu  xuesheng  mai  le yiben.
New book  student  buy  le  one
The student has bought a new book.

The functor of (1) is :  VMAI (XUESHENG, YIBEN, XINSHU).
And we can get the logical form of the sentence:

�x �y(XUESHENG (x) � XINSHU (y) � VMAI(x, y))

We will interpret our sentences under the Chinese intentional language model with
possible world W [11].
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3   Classification and Querying Focus of Interrogative Sentences

It is not until 1980’s that linguists began to study Chinese interrogative sentences. The
structure, character and grammatical meaning etc. are their emphasis. Basing on their
achievements, we describe the classification of Chinese interrogative sentences and
how they are transformed from indicative sentences. Then we analyze the concept of
querying focus.

3.1  Classification

An interrogative sentence1 is transformed from its corresponding indicative sentence
[12]. In Chinese, the word order of an interrogative sentence is the same as that of the
indicative sentence. And there are no Wh-movement and no helping verb.
Interrogative sentences exist in four kinds. They are Yes/No (Y/N) interrogative
sentence, Wh-interrogative sentence, alternative interrogative sentence (A or B) and
Positive/Negative (P/N) interrogative sentence (A not A).
Y/N Interrogative Sentence. We can get a Y/N interrogative sentence by changing
the intonation from the indicative particle to the interrogative particle. Particle words
“a, ba, ma” can be attached to a Y/N interrogative sentence. For example:

(2) Jintian shi  xingqisan.  � Jintian shi xingqisan ma?
Today  is  Wednesday. � Today  is  Wednesday ma?
Today  is  Wednesday. � Is today Wednesday?

Wh-interrogative Sentence. We can get a Wh-interrogative sentence by changing the
intonation to the interrogative particle and substituting words in the indicative
sentence with corresponding interrogative pronouns without changing the word order.
Particle words “a, ne” can be attached to a Wh-interrogative sentence. For example:

(3) Zhangsan qu Beijing le. � Zhangsan qu na’er le?
Zhangsan go Beijing le. � Zhangsan go where le?
Zhangsan has gone to Beijing. � Where has Zhangsan gone?

Alternative Interrogative Sentence (A or B). We can get an alternative interrogative
sentence by juxtaposing several items of an indicative sentence and changing the
intonation to the interrogative particle. Particle words “a, ne” can be attached to an
alternative interrogative sentence. For example:

(4) Xiaohong chi pingguo. � Xiaohong chi pingguo haishi chi li?
Xiaohong eat apple. �  Xiaohong eat apple or pear?
Xiaohong eat apple. �  Does Xiaohong eat an apple or a pear?

P/N Interrogative Sentence (A not A). Actually, the P/N interrogative sentence is a
special kind of alternative interrogative sentences. We can get it by placing the

__________
1 Denoting the modern Chinese interrogative sentence in the following except for illustrating

clearly.
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positive and negative formats of the predicate together. So the P/N interrogative
sentence has a format of A-not-A. For example:

(5) Xiaohong chi pingguo. � Xiaohong chi bu chi pingguo?
Xiaohong eat apple. � Xiaohong eat not eat apple?
Xiaohong eat apple. � Does Xiaohong eat an apple or not?

3.2  Querying Focus

Querying focus (QF) is the information focus of an interrogative sentence and the
object that the interrogator wants to know [13]. No QF, no interrogative sentence
[14]. This is the essence of an interrogative sentence.
    In Y/N interrogative sentences, QF is the proposition. Sometimes it can be
centralized on a point. This point can be noted by accent when talking or stress when
writing[15]. In Wh-interrogative sentences, QF is interrogative pronouns. In
alternative interrogative sentences (A or B), QF is the difference between A and B.
For example, the QF of (4) is “apple or pear”. In P/N interrogative sentences (A not
A) , A-not-A embodies the interrogative information. So it is the QF[16]. In Chinese a
word or a phrase aiming at QF is enough to answer the question that an interrogative
sentence brings out. One needn’t to use a full sentence.

4   Representation and Semantics of Interrogative Sentences

4.1   Proposition Set Approach and Structured Meaning Approach

In computational linguistics, there are two general approaches proposed for the
meanings of interrogative sentences. They are the proposition set approach and the
structured meaning approach.
Proposition Set Approach. The proposition set approach dates back to Hamblin [17],
[18] and was further developed and refined by Karttunen [19] and Groenendijk &
Stokhof [20]. Its essential idea is that the meaning of an interrogative sentence is the
set of its possible full answers, that is, a set of propositions. For example

(6) Q: Did Mary like roses? {LIKE(R)(M), �LIKE(R)(M)}
A: No. [No]=�[Antecedent of]{LIKE(R)(M),�LIKE(R)(M)}

Structured Meaning Approach. The structured meaning approach goes back to
Ajdukiewicz [21], as noticed in Hiz [22]. It was developed by Hull [23], Tichy [24] ,
Hausser & Zaefferer [25], von Stechow [26] and Ginzburg [27]. Generalizing over a
number of important differences between the theories that follow this approach, the
basic idea is that the meaning of an interrogative is a function that, when applied to
the meaning of the answer, yields a proposition. For example:

(7) Q: Did Mary like roses? �f  [f(LIKE(R)(M))]
A: No. �p [�p]
Question applied to answer: �f  [f(LIKE(R)(M))](�p[�p]) = �LIKE(R)(M)
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Manfred Krifka [28] pointed out that the proposition set approach runs into three
problems. These problems also occur in Chinese. So we adopt the idea of structured
meaning approach to analyze the representation and semantics of Chinese
interrogative sentences. We formalize the sentence based on the functor. To keep
notation simple, we will suppress the reference to possible world and presume that
correct parsing tree is available.

4.2   Representation and Semantics of Chinese Interrogative Sentences

As we have known, an interrogative sentence comes from its corresponding indicative
sentence and QF is the unknown object. According to the formation of interrogative
sentences discussed above, we can conclude that QF is an abstract of a component of
an indicative sentence. Thus we define the semantics of interrogative sentences as the
result of abstracting indicative sentences. The representation of an interrogative
sentence is expressed as follows.

(8)  <� x[�(x)],R>

    � is the formal expression of its corresponding indicative sentence; x is the QF and
R is the restriction that restricts the domain of x.
Basing on this definition, we will discuss specific semantics of all kinds of
interrogative sentences respectively.

Y/N Interrogative Sentence. The QF of this kind is the whole sentence. According
to (8), we can get the formal expression as follows.

(9) <�f[f(�)],{�p[p], �p[�p]}>

    The truth-value operators �p [p] and �p [�p] form the restriction, which enable to
answer yes and no. For example, the formal expression of (2) is

<�f[f (VSHI(JINTIAN,XINGQISAN))] ,{�p[p], �p[�p]}>

We have mentioned above that sometimes QF can be centralized on a point, not the
whole sentence. For example:

(10) Q:Xiaohong chi pingguo ma? A: chi/bu chi
Q:Xiaohong eat apple ma? A: Eat/not eat
Q:Does Xiaohong eat an apple? A: Yes/No

Here QF is “chi”. This phenomenon is caused by the ellipsis of Chinese. The
interrogative sentence of (10) has the same meaning as (5). The answer to this kind of
question depends on the hearer’s understanding. It can be looked as a Y/N
interrogative sentence or an ellipsis of a P/N interrogative sentence.

Wh-interrogative Sentence. The QF of this kind is the interrogative pronouns.
According to (8), we can get the formal expression as follows

(11) <�x [�(x)],{D}>
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Here D is the domain that can be PERSON, TIME or PLACE etc. For example, the
formal expression of (3) is

<�x [VQU(ZHANGSAN, x)�OLE], PLACE>

OLE is the temporal operator.

Alternative Interrogative Sentence (A or B). The QF of this kind is the difference
between alternative items. According to (8), we can get the expression as follows.

(12) <�x [�(x)],{A, B}>

For example, the formal expression of (4) is

<�x [VCHI(XIAOHONG, x)], {PINGGUO,LI}>

P/N Interrogative Sentence ( A-not-A). This kind exists only in Chinese. The QF is
“A-not-A”. According to (8), we can get the expression as follows.

(13) �<�x[Vx (a1,…)],{ A, �A }>

For example, the formal expression of (5) is

�<�x[Vx (XIAOHONG, PINGGUO)], {CHI, �CHI>

The format of A-not-A also occurs as an attaching interrogative sentence. Then the
sentence is like “non-interrogative sentence, A-not-A? ”. According to (8), the formal
expression of this kind of questions is as follows.

(14) <�x[Vx(p)],{ A �A }>

Here, p is the formal expression of a non-interrogative sentence. For example

(15) Xiaohong chi pingguo, xin bu xin?
Xiaohong eat apple, believe not believe?
Xiaohong eats an apple, do you believe it or not?

The formal expression of (15) is

<�x[Vx (HEARER, VCHI(XIAOHONG, PINGGUO))], {XIN ,� XIN}>

In Chinese, the rule to distinguish that “A-not-A” serves as an attaching
interrogative sentence is that “A-not-A” can be canceled without destroying the
integrity of the whole sentence.

“A-not-A” as an attaching interrogative sentence in Chinese is not the same as it in
English. The positive or negative of English attaching interrogative sentence is
determined by its former indicative sentence. In Chinese, there is no such limitation.
A in “A-not-A” can be verb, adjective etc. But in English, the attaching interrogative
sentence can only be a positive or negative auxil.v. plus a pronoun of the subject.
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4.3   “W+ne” Interrogative Sentence

“W+ne” is a special phenomenon of Chinese interrogative sentences. It is an
abbreviated version of an interrogative sentence. W stands for a sentence of non-
interrogative format. “W+ne” includes “NP+ne” and “VP+ne”. We will describe their
meanings and representations respectively.

“NP+ne”. Almost all linguists think that “NP+ne” has two meanings [29].

(16) Meaning A: Querying the location of a person or thing, which equals to an
interrogative sentence “Where is NP?”
Meaning B: Querying other information except the location, which equals to
an interrogative sentence “How is NP?”

Correspondingly, we get formal expressions of  “NP+ne” as follows.

(17) A   <�x[Vzai(NP,x)], PLACE>
B   <�Q[Q(NP)], R>

    How to determine the domain R depends on the context and situation.
    “NP+ne” is sensible to the context and situation very much. It is often used in
spoken language. So to determine its concrete meaning is very difficult. Generally, we
think that meaning A is used as a beginning question and meaning B can only be used
as a continuing question. For example:

(18) Q: Xiaohong ne?        A: Zai wuli.
Q: Xiaohong ne?       A: In room.
Q:Where is Xiaohong?  A: In the room.

(19) Q: Xiaohong hen congming, Xiaozhang ne? A:Geng congming.
Q: Xiaohong very clever, Xiaozhang ne? A: More clever.
Q: Xiaohong is very clever, how about Xiaozhang? A: He is cleverer than
Xiaohong.

In (18), “Xiaohong ne?” chooses meaning A, whereas “Xiaozhang ne?” in (19)
chooses meaning B.

“VP+ne”. Here VP can be a verb structure, an adjective structure or a subject-
predicate structure. The general meaning of “VP+ne” is that “If VP, what should be
done or happened or other condition” [30]. So the formal expression of “VP+ne” is

(20) <�f[Logic Form(VP)�f], R>

There are two cases in which “VP+ne” has no presumption. The first case is that
the subject is the second person and that the predicate limits to cognitive verb such as
“kan, shuo, xiang, yiwei, xiwang etc.”. So, the meaning of “VP+ne” is that “what is
your opinion?”. The goal is to know the opinion of the other side. The second case is
that “VP+ne” has such a structure as “NP1 dui NP2 ne?”. The word between the two
NPs can be “dui, bi, wei, ba etc.”. The meaning of it is that “How is NP1 to NP2? ”.
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5   Discussion

In this section, we discuss the reason that we start from QF to study interrogative
sentences.

In past researches, the formal expression of interrogative sentences including
English was defined according to that of indicative sentences [31]. However, the
obtaining process of its formal expression is not pointed out clearly. This paper
describes how it is obtained by using the concept of QF. This approach also suits
English. More over, in Chinese, the answer to a question just needs to aim at the QF.
One can say a verb or its negative to answer a question, but this is not permitted in
English. So the �-expression in this paper is more suitable for interpreting Chinese
question and answer. For example:

(21) Q: Xiaohong chi bu chi pingguo? A: Chi.
Q: Xiaohong eat not eat apple? A: Eat.
Q: Does XiaoHong eat apple or doesn’t she? A: She eats an apple.

In (21), the first line is a Chinese question and its answer. We use our method to
interpret as follows:

Question: <�x[Vx(XIAOHONG,PINGGUO)], {CHI,�CHI }>
Answer: CHI
Question applied to answer: <�x [Vx(XIAOHONG,PINGGUO)], { CHI,�CHI } > 

( CHI)
=VCHI (XIAOHONG, PINGGUO)

This is a correct interpretation.
In (21), the third line is its corresponding English question and answer. We use

Ginzburg’s method to interpret as follows.

Question: <�f [f],{EAT(XIAOHONG,APPLE), �EAT(XIAOHONG, APPLE)}>
Answer: EAT( XIAOHONG, APPLE)
Question applied to answer: <�f [f],{EAT(XIAOHONG,APPLE),

�EAT(XIAOHONG, APPLE)}>
(EAT( XIAOHONG, APPLE))

= EAT( XIAOHONG, APPLE)

Using Ginzburg’s method to interpret its corresponding English question and
answer, we also get a correct result. But if we apply Ginzburg’s method to Chinese
(the first line), we have no way to get a satisfying result. Because some of the
phenomena in Chinese are not permitted in English, we can not use Ginzburg’s
method to interpret them.

6   Conclusion

Unlike English, Chinese is an open language. Its expression is flexible and full of
ellipses. It has many special features in its interrogative sentences. By adopting the
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idea of the structured meaning approach, this paper studied Chinese interrogative
sentences from a view of themselves.

In modern Chinese, interrogative sentences are transformed from their
corresponding indicative sentences. At first, we gave the classification of modern
Chinese interrogative sentences and their transformation. Then we analyzed the QF
and pointed out that the QF is an abstract of a component of an indicative sentence
and so an interrogative sentence is formed.

We also presented the semantics of modern Chinese interrogative sentences and
their formal representations basing on the representation and interpretation of Chinese
semantics. All kinds of Chinese interrogative sentences including “NP+ne” and
“VP+ne” were analyzed. And we gave a discussion about why we started from the QF
to study interrogative sentences.
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Abstract. Sentences with V+Adj format (VA-statements) have the same syntax
structure, whereas their semantic structures are always different owing to the
semantic pointer of the adjective of V+Adj. In this paper we separate the verb
and the adjective and start from the semantics of a VA-statement. The VA-
statement can be decomposed into two statements, one formed from the verb
(V-statement), and the other formed from the adjective (A-statement). We also
point out the difference between the V-statement and A-statement and present a
formal semantic representation using a fine-grained analysis of propositions in
situation semantics. Then we propose that the verb and the adjective of V+Adj
correspond to two kinds of predicates – relation and type, and give a formal
model of the semantic pointer. An automatic analysis of the meaning of VA-
statement is also presented. During the analysis, ambiguities that exist in VA-
statements can be distinguished.

1 Introduction

Verb complement phrases have been the focus of discussion among Chinese
grammarians because of their complexity. Since 1990s, many people, such as Peter
Ke [1], Qingzhu Ma [2] and Wangxi Zhang [3], have been trying to reconstruct the
Chinese verb complement system. The main notion about the verb complement is that
it belongs to syntax and consists of a verb followed by a complement [4]. As a kind of
verb complements, a “V+Adj ” phrase is composed of a verb and an adjective as the
complement. For example:
(1)a. Zhangsan he zui le jiu.

Zhangsan drink drunk le wine.
Zhang drank wine and Zhangsan was drunk.

(1)b. Zhangsan kan dun le dao.
Zhangsan cut blunt le reamer.
Zhangsan cut something and the reamer is blunt.

(1)c. Zhangsan chi wan le fan.
Zhangsan eat done/none le rice.
Zhangsan have eaten the rice. Or Zhangsan ate up the rice.

he zui , kan dun and chi wan in (1) are V+Adj phrases. They have the same syntax
structure, but their semantic structures are thoroughly different. This is a difficulty in
Chinese computational linguistics. Here we call a sentence with “V+Adj” format a
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VA-statement. The VA-statement has a more complex semantic relation than a general
subject-predicate sentence. This is because of the complex relation between the agent
of complementary adjective and the things related to the verb. In (1)a, adjective zui is
used to describe the status of Zhangsan, but adjective dun in (1)b illustrates the
property of the reamer. In (1)c, wan can modify either chi or rice. Thus, it is difficult
to give the agent of the adjective according to the syntax structure of V+Adj.
Shuxiang Lü [5] called the relation between the agent of complementary adjective and
the things related to the verb as an expression. Now, this relation is characterized by
semantic pointer of the complement [6].

    In Chinese computational linguistics, one of the difficulties is how to analyze the
meaning of a VA-statement automatically. Jiangsheng Yu [7] looked a V+Adj phrase
as a predicate. His method can solve this problem to some extent, but it also carries
other problems. In Chinese, there are lots of verbs and adjectives that can be
combined together randomly. So it is difficult to enumerate each V+Adj. It is also
difficult to express its arguments in a general form. As a result, he put the difficulty
into the representation of the predicate. However, the propositional content of a VA-
statement is looked as a composite proposition in Chinese logic theory [8]. In other
words, we should not look a V+Adj phrase as a single predicate. So it is necessary to
process the verb and the adjective of a V+Adj phrase separately.

This paper separates the verb and the adjective of a V+Adj phrase. We start from
the semantics of VA-statements. A VA-statement can be decomposed into two
statements [8], one formed from the verb that is noted as the V-statement, and the
other formed from the adjective as the A-statement. So the propositional content of a
VA-statement can be acquired from that of its V-statement and A-statement. In this
paper we point out the difference between the V-statement and the A-statement. A V-
statement corresponds to a thetic statement or a categorical statement [9], but A-
statements can only correspond to a categorical statement. We present a formal
semantic representation of the V-statement and the A-statement using a fine-grained
analysis of propositions in situation semantics [10]. We also give the propositional
content of a VA-statement. Then we present a method to process the V+Adj phrase
basing on the semantics of the VA-statement. We propose that the verb and the
adjective in a V+Adj phrase correspond to two kinds of predicates — relation and
type. Then we can process the VA-statement from its syntax structure. We give a
formal model of the semantic pointer that connects the agent of the adjective and the
things related to the verb. An automatic analysis of the meaning of a VA-statement is
also presented. During the analysis, ambiguities that exist in VA-statements can be
distinguished. Finally, we give a conclusion.

2   Difference between V-Statement and A-Statement

We first give the V-statement and the A-statement of (1)a in (2):

(2)a. Zhangsan he jiu. (V-statement)
Zhangsan drink wine.
Zhang drank wine.
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(2)b. Zhangsan zui le. (A-statement)
Zhangsan drunk le.
Zhangsan was drunk.

We compare (2)a and (2)b according to whether they have a sentence topic. The
result is related to an interesting distinction identified by [9], namely the distinction
between categorical and thetic statements, which has received attention in the
linguistics literature [11], [12], [13], [14].

The two statements in (3), from Schmerling [15], exemplify a categorical statement
and a thetic statement, respectively. In English, different intonation patterns are used
for the two types of statements. A thetic statement is made by placing primary stress
on the subject, whereas a categorical statement is made by placing stress on the
predicate as well as the subject. (4) illustrates how a different intonation type, hence a
different type of the statement, is chosen depending on the context.

(3)a. TRUman’s DIED. (categorical)
(3)b. JOHNson’s died. (thetic)

Both (3)a and (3)b describe an event of death of some individual, but they are
uttered in different ways to make different packaging of information possible. We
could characterize the different contexts for (3)a and (3)b using different salient
questions in (4)a and (4)b, respectively.

(4)a. What happened to Truman?
(4)b. What is new?

As these questions show, in (3)b the information of Johnson’s death is significant
as a whole. Both parts, the event and the individual involved, are of equal
communicative values. In (3)a, the question is put in such a way as to require
information about Truman. Hence, it is assumed that Truman and the event of his
death are of different communicative values.

In sum, categorical statements name an individual and an event, ascribing a
property to and thereby adding information about an independently established
individual, which is denoted by the “predication base” or “sentence topic”. On the
other hand, thetic statements simply posit a state of affairs and no entity involved is
picked out as a predication base; all are presented simply as a part of the event [16].

Now let’s consider the difference between (2)a and (2)b. Using the distinction
between thetic and categorical statements relating to the sentence topic, we can say
that the V-statement is a thetic statement1 and the A-statement is a categorical
statement with Zhangsan as the sentence topic for the VA-statement of (1)a, the V-
statement is the main component that describes the state of an affair, whereas the A-
statement is the complementary component that shows the property of Zhangsan. We
could characterize the different contexts for (2)a and (2)b by using different questions
in (5).

(5)a. What’s new?
(5)b. What about Zhangsan?

                           
1 A V-statement can be a categorical statement sometimes, but it doesn’t matter when analyzing

the semantic pointer in a VA-statement.
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Thus, (2)a describes the situation and no part is singled out as a predication base.
The information of Zhang drank wine is significant as a whole. Both the state and the
individual involved are of equal communicative value. On the other hand, (2)b is used
to characterize Zhangsan. The word Zhangsan and its characteristics are of different
communicative values.

We can analyze (1)b and (1)c similarly, and we can also get that the V-statement is
a thetic statement and the A-statement is a categorical statement.

3   Formalizing VA-Statements in Situation Semantics

We have shown that the V-statement and the A-statement in a VA statement indicate
different information articulation. We need a more fine-grained tool than those
provided by the classical view of propositions as sets of possible world to incorporate
such distinction in a formal analysis. In situation semantics, a fine-grained
classification of information is achieved by adopting a structured universe of situation
theoretic objects, in which various things such as individuals, properties, relations,
types, situations, propositions and units of information are objects in their own rights.

We base our account on the distinction between two kinds of propositions —
Russellian propositions and Austinian propositions [17]. We use Extended Kamp
Notation (EKN) of Barwise and Cooper [18] which represents situation theoretic
objects using a graphical notation similar to DRT( Discourse Representation
Theory)[19]. Propositions in EKN include objects of the form (6).
(6)

(6) is the proposition that a situation S supports the infon �. A proposition like this
is called an Austinian proposition. A second kind of situation theoretic propositions is
a predication that some arguments are of a certain type, as represented in (7).
(7)

T is a type term and individual b is a proper assignment to the argument roles of T.
A proposition like this one is called a Russellian proposition.

A parameter term2 instead of a constant term can be used in any situation-theoretic
objects. For example, when a parameter X occupies the argument position of a type as
in (8), we call such a proposition a parametric proposition.
(8)

                           
2 A parameter is comparable to a variable in other formal languages, but a parameter is not

only a syntactic term but also a semantic object, unlike a variable.

T

b

T

X

�
S
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Operations between propositions include conjunction, disjunction, negation and so
on. Here we give the notation of the propositional conjunction as in (9).
(9)

where P1 and P2 are propositions.
According to Kim Yookyung [16], situation semantics can readily accommodate

different information articulations of a statement and the propositional content of a
sentence should reflect its information articulation. Therefore, a sentence may have
two different propositional contents depending on the information articulation: the
propositional content of a thetic statement is an Austinian proposition about a certain
situation, whereas that of a categorical statement is a Russellian one about an
individual denoted by the sentence topic. A similar distinction was also exploited by
Glasbey[20] to account for the existential reading and the generic reading of bare
plurals[21]. So we can get that the propositional content of a V-statement is an
Austinian proposition and the propositional content of an A-statement is a Russellian
proposition.

Now, we consider (2) again. The V-statement in (2)a and the A-statement in (2)b
are analyzed formally as an Austinian proposition and a Russellian proposition in
(10)a and (10)b respectively.
(10)a.

(10)b.

How to compound (10) to form the propositional content of the VA-statement in
(1)a depends on the logic relation between the verb he and the adjective zui. In
Chinese, there are two kinds of logic relations between the verbs and the adjectives of
VA-statements. They are p �q and p�q�(p�q) where p and q are propositions. For
simpleness, we just consider the case of conjunction of p �q.

Then we get the propositional content of (1)a as (11)

(11)

VHE (ZHANG, WINE)

sd

VZUI

ZHANG

P1

P2

VHE (ZHANG, WINE)

sd

VZUI

ZHANG
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4 Analyzing VA-Statements

In section 3, we present the formal expression of a VA-statement from its meaning. In
this section, we will present a method to get the formal expression from its syntax
structure. As we have shown the propositional content of a V-statement is an
Austinian proposition and that of a A-statement is a Russellian proposition. So we
propose that the verb and the adjective in a V+Adj phrase correspond to two kinds of
predicates–relation that can form an Austinian proposition and a Russellian
proposition and type that can only form an Austinian proposition.

In the automatic analysis of a VA-statement, the difficulty is how to determine the
agent of the adjective, which is also a difficulty in Chinese computational linguistics.
VA-statements have the same syntax structure, but their semantic structures are
different. Here we need the concept of semantic pointer that directly posits the
semantic relation between components of a sentence.

4.1 Formal Model of Semantic Pointer

In a sentence, the semantics of a component A is directly related to that of another
component B. Then B is the semantic pointer of A. The process to determine a
semantic pointer is called semantic pointer analysis.

Jianming Lu [22] pointed out that there are six kinds of semantic pointers of the
adjectives of VA-statements. They are the behavior of verb itself, the agent of the verb
predicate, the patient of the verb predicate, the tool of the verb behavior, the location
of the verb behavior and the goal of the verb behavior. We can conclude that they are
all related to the verb in the VA-statement.

Now we can get that the semantic pointer of zui in (1)a is the agent of verb
predicate Zhangsan, while the semantic pointer of dun in (1)b is the tool of the verb
behavior dao. wan in (1)c has an ambiguity, its semantic pointer can be either the
behavior of the verb itself chi or the patient of the verb predicate fan.

As mentioned above, the adjective in a V+Adj phrase corresponds to the predicate
type in situation semantics, whereas the verb corresponds to the relation. We assume
that we have a denotation function D that assigns a denotation to the basic constants
and parameter symbols. For instance, if R is a verb, then D(R) is a relation. The
predicate type of an Adjective can be represented as D(Adj). We note (12) as a
parametric Austinian proposition formed by type D (adj).
(12)

As to the possible scope of the semantic pointer, we can get that the scope is a set
composed of the objects appropriate for the arguments of the verb relation and the
behavior of the verb itself. Here we define the behavior of the verb itself as an
argument of the verb relation. So a verb relation has roles of behavior, agent, patient,
tool, location, goal and so on. In our automatic analysis, the verb relation must have
roles necessary for determining the semantic pointer except that the verb relation does

D(adj)

X
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not have certain arguments in nature. For example the relation D(walk) has no patient.
The relation can be represented as (13) in the format of Keith Devlin [23].

(13)  < D(V)| Behavior, Agent, Patient, Tool, Goal, Location, Time, … >

Assuming a1, a2…, an are objects appropriate for the roles of D(V). Then parameter
X in (12) can be anchored to one of the objects.

Now we can define the formal model of a semantic pointer of the adjective of a
VA-statement.

Definition. The semantic pointer of an adjective of a VA-statement is the object to
which the parameter X in (12) is anchored. In other words, any condition such as
X = ai indicates a semantic pointing from the adjective to ai, where X is a parameter
and ai is an object appropriate for a role of D(V). The process is called the semantic
pointer analysis.

4.2 Automatic Analysis

In this section, we give an automatic analysis of a VA-statement from its syntax
structure. Here we presume that correct parsing trees of relevant sentences are
available. There are three steps:

Step1. Determining the roles of the verb relation.
Step2. Analyzing the semantic pointer.
Step3. Acquiring the propositional content.

According to these steps, let’s look at sentences in (1). To consider VA-statement in
(1)b3, we rewrite (1)b as (14).

(14) Zhangsan kan dun le dao.
Zhangsan cut blunt le reamer.
Zhangsan cut something and the reamer is blunt.

Step1. Determining the roles of the verb relation. The kan relation VKAN is
represented as in (15)

(15)  < VKAN | Behavior: KAN, Agent: ZHANG Patient: DEFAULT, Tool: DAO,
Goal: DEFAULT, Location: DEFAULT, Time: DEFAULT >

We express it in the propositional format as (16)4.

(16)

Step2. Analyzing the semantic pointer. The parametric Austinian proposition
formed by type D (dun) is expressed in (17).
                           
3 The automatic analyses of VA-statements in (1)a and (1)b are similar. The difference lies in

the semantics pointing from adjectives in V+Adj to different roles in Verb relations.
4 We ignore roles whose values are DEFAULT.

VKAN (ZHANG, DAO)

sd
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(17)

The role in (15) that satisfies (17) is Tool. Then X can be anchored to the object
DAO. So we get (18).
(18)  X= DAO

Step3. Acquiring the propositional content. The propositional content of (14) can
be acquired from (16), (17) and (18). We represent it in (19)

(19)

The VA-statement in (20)(=(1)c) is a little different from that in (1)a and (1)b in
that there is an ambiguity.

(20) Zhangsan chi wan le fan.
Zhangsan eat done/none le rice.
Zhangsan have eaten the rice. Or Zhangsan ate up the rice.

Here the semantic pointer of wan can be the behavior of eating that is done or the rice
that has been eaten up. Now we analyze the VA-statement in (20) using our method.

Step1. Determining the roles of the verb relation. The chi relation VCHI is
represented as in (21)

(21) < VCHI | Behavior: CHI, Agent: ZHANG Patient: RICE, Tool: DEFAULT,
Goal: DEFAULT, Location: DEFAULT, Time: DEFAULT >

We express it in the propositional format as (22).

(22)

Step2. Analyzing the semantic pointer. The parametric Austinian proposition
formed by type D (adj) is expressed in (23).

(23)

VDUN

X

VDUN

X

VKAN (ZHANG, DAO)

sd

VCHI (ZHANG, RICE)

sd

VWAN

Y
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Either Behavior or Patient in (21) satisfies (23). Then Y can be anchored to the
object CHI or RICE. So we get (24).

(24)a. Y= CHI  or
(24)b. Y= RICE

Here we get an ambiguity. In other words, our method can distinguish the
ambiguity in a VA-statement5, which is an important step in an ambiguity resolution.
The resolution of this ambiguity can only be achieved in the context of certain
situations. Here we do not plan to discuss it further. We just give all possible results.

Step3. Acquiring the propositional content. The propositional content of (20) can
be acquired from (22), (23) and (24). We represent it in (25).

 (25)a. (25)b.

5 Conclusion

The understanding of VA-statements is a difficulty in Chinese computational
linguistics for their semantic complexity. All VA-statements have the same syntax
structure, whereas their semantic structures are always different owing to the
difference between semantic pointers of the adjectives. Jiangsheng Yu looked a
V+Adj phrase as a predicate. He put the difficulty into the representation of the
predicate. In this paper we separated the verb and the adjective of a V+Adj phrase
according to Chinese logic theory. We started from the semantics of VA-statements.
A VA-statement can be decomposed into two statements: a V-statement, and an A-
statement. So the propositional content of a VA-statement can be acquired from that
of its V-statement and A-statement. Then we pointed out the difference between the
V-statement and the A-statement. A formal semantic representation of the V-
statement and the A-statement using a fine-grained analysis of propositions in
situation semantics was also presented. We gave the formal representation of VA-
statements. Then we proposed that the verb and the adjective of a V+Adj phrase
correspond to two kinds of predicates–relation and type, and gave a formal model of

                           
5 There are many kinds of ambiguities in Chinese. But the ambiguity in (20) is difficult to

distinguish with classical methods such as methods of hierarchy, syntax or sentence style
because from the views of hierarchy, syntax or sentence style, the VA-statement in (20) is the
same. So semantic pointer is an efficient method to distinguish this kind ambiguity.

VWAN

CHI

VCHI (ZHANG, RICE)

sd

VWAN

RICE

VCHI (ZHANG, RICE)

sd
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semantic pointers. We also presented an automatic analysis of the meaning of a VA-
statement. During the analysis, we can distinguish the ambiguity that can’t be
discerned with classical methods.
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Abstract. This paper describes the results of a study on the semantics of so-
called support-verb-nominalization (SVN) pairs in English. These constructions
consist of a semantically impoverished verb and a complement nominalization
sharing an unexpressed role with the verb. The study builds on the results of
Davis and Barrett (2001), where it was argued that the semantic roles of the
support-verb have a compatibility constraint with respect to the roles present in
the nominalization. The results of the present study point to additional
constraints based upon the Aktionsart category of both the support-verb and the
verb from which the nominalization is derived.

1 Background and Problem

The English support-verb-nominalization (SVN) construction consists of a
semantically impoverished verb and an associated nominalization. Such constructions
have been analyzed previously by creators of the NOMLEX nominalization
dictionary (Macleod et al 1997, 1998), and by Danlos (1992), Krenn and Erbach
(1994), and Mel’cuk (1996), as well as work on light verbs in various languages by
many other scholars. Each entry of the approximately 850 in NOMLEX contains the
verb associated with the nominalization and encodes the relationship between the
nominal arguments and the predicate argument structure of the verb. Some examples
appear in (1):

(1) a.  Microsoft launched a takeover of Intel.
b. Intel suffered a setback.
c. The negotiators reached an agreement.
d. Mary took a walk.

The relationships between arguments encoded in NOMLEX entries express the
associations between the support-verb subject and arguments in the nominalization.
Thus in (1a) above, the subject “Microsoft” is the subject of the support verb and the
nominalization of the verb “take over”. In other words, the construction in (1a) has a
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paraphrase “Microsoft took over Intel”1. In (1b), however, notice that the subject of
the support-verb “suffer” is the object of “setback”. The theoretical basis for the
encoding of these relationships is derived from classes discussed in ��������	
����
Davis and Barrett (2001) explored a semantic explanation for the associations
between arguments found in English nominalizations and encoded by NOMLEX. In
particular, to predict, and eventually extract, all support-verb nominalization para-
phrases of a particular sentence, a combinatory diagnostic would have to be derived
from principles based upon data like (1). Thus, for example, are there any constraints
on SVN constructions that would rule out (2c) and (2d) as paraphrases of (2a), while
allowing the attested (2b)?

(2) a.  Mary bathed yesterday.
b. Mary took a bath yesterday.
c. *Mary made a bath yesterday.
d. ??Mary did a bath yesterday.

Simple encoding of associations, while helpful for certain information extraction
tasks, is not enough to predict grammatical support-verb-nominalization combina-
tions, or to rule out unattested and ungrammatical ones. While idiosyncrasies and
blocking effects of individual SVN constructions may make the goal of complete
prediction impossible, we believe that it is possible to find constraints on attested
SVNs that rule out many combinations of support verb and nominalization.  At least
two types of constraints are operative: compatibility of semantic roles and Aktionsart
relationships, which are the focus of this paper.

1.1 Semantic-Role Constraints as a Predictive Model

Grefenstette and Teufel (1995) used nominalizations as a seed to find examples of
support verbs. Their algorithm was successful in finding lists of grammatical verbs
matching a given nominalization, and is a useful source for finding good support-verb
examples. It is not, however, a robust methodology for finding paraphrases, due to its
lack of extensibility to new data. Here we will compare two methodologies based on
the underlying assumption that support-verbs are a type of “light” verb and constitute
a limited class. First, without obtaining extensive corpus data, we aim to find good
associations between support-verbs and nominalizations by semantic algorithms
alone.

Davis and Barrett (2001) proposed that a set of constraints on semantic role
associations could successfully account for many of the ungrammatical combinations
of support verbs and nouns. Using an inheritance hierarchy of semantic roles, we
argued that the “controlling” argument of a support verb must bear a role that is the
same as or more general than the role of its complement nominalization that it merges
with. The following examples illustrate this point:

(3) a.  *Kim made a drop (of the book)
b.  The Army made an airdrop (of supplies)

                                                          
1 There is an inchoative component added here as well
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In (3b), the nominalization and support-verb share a Volitional Actor subject, but
in (3a) the nominalization denotes a possibly unintentional action. This idea is based
upon relationships of inclusion in a hierarchy of semantic roles; Volitional Actor is a
more specific role than (possibly non-volitional) Actor. We assume that semantic
roles can be arranged by specificity in a partially-order hierarchy, and that two roles
are compatible if they are the same or one is a subrole of the other.

While semantic role compatibility seems to be helpful in ruling out some ill-
formed SVN combinations, there are many others it does not prohibit.  The examples
in (4) are illustrative:

(4) a.  *Kim made a walk/ride/bath.
b. *Sandy took a belief/claim that the stock was more valuable than Beanie

Baby futures.

There are sufficient numbers of such ill-formed combinations that we are led to
seek additional constraints to rule them out.  In the remainder of this paper we
examine the influence of Aktionsart on the grammaticality of SVN constructions.
The analysis we present here suggests a more robust predictor of support-verb-
nominalization compatibility not plagued by exceptions like those in (4). We suggest
that Aktionsart classes of support verbs and the verb roots of complement
nominalizations fall into certain patterns, which we discuss in the following section.

2 Aktionsart Classes and SVN Combinations

In this paper, we employ the standard four-way classification of predicators into
stative, activities, accomplishments, and achievements (Vendler 1967, Dowty 1979),
while acknowledging that determining the Aktionsart of a verb or nominalization in
isolation, without regard to its complements, can be difficult.

Our first observation is that the Aktionsart of the SVN construction as a whole is
generally determined by the Aktionsart of the nominalization. This differs somewhat
from Krenn and Erbach’s (1994) observations about German support-verb
constructions; they claim that the support verb is the primary source of the Aktionsart
in a support verb construction. Most of their examples, however, differ from ours in
that the complement of the support verb is not an event nominalization, and the
semantics of the support verb determines not just Aktionsart of the construction but
also its causal structure (for example, ins Schwitzen kommen, ‘to break out into a
sweat’, vs. zum Schwitzen bringen, ‘to make somebody sweat’).

In our data, we find that the complement nominalization does generally determine
the Aktionsart of an SVN construction. For instance, although ‘make’ in its non-
support-verb uses is not typically an achievement, the SVNs ‘make a bet’, ‘make a
gift’, ‘make a claim’, ‘make an attempt’, and so on are all achievement-like in their
behavior. ‘Take a walk’, ‘take a bath’, ‘give a ride’, and ‘give a performance’ are all
activities or accomplishments, though the verbs are typically achievements in their
non-support-verb uses.

With the exception of stative support verbs and stative nominalizations, which do
tend to combine (as we will see in the following section), attested SVN constructions
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frequently involve support verbs and nominalizations with different Aktionsarten. But
the pattern is not random, and suggests that some features of the support verb’s
Aktionsart must be compatible with those of its complement nominalization.

2.1 First Sample and Results

We began by compiling lists of support verbs and nominalizations in each of the four
Aktionsart categories. The main sources for the examples were Van Valin and La
Polla (1997), Dowty (1979) and Levin (1993). We then used the lists as input to a
LISP program that produced all the possible combinations of verbs and
nominalizations. The output of the program yielded 3,049 SVN pairs. We went
through the new list by hand to determine the grammaticality of each combination.
The “good” and “bad” examples were then automatically extracted and reclassified.
We noted that the percentages of “good” examples varied with the category. The data
is shown in Table 1:

Table 1. Grammatical Pairs

Category %"good" % of corpus
st/st 0.088968 0.267
act/act 0.044248 0.111
accm/accm 0.17126 0.166
Ach/ach 0.086093 0.445

Taking a correlation statistic where Cov(R) is given by:

R= ( )( )∑
=

−−
n

j
yjxj yx

n 1

1 µµ   and –1 ������
 (1)

We found R= -.049, showing an extremely weak negative correlation between the
percentage of a category’s “good” examples, and the percentage of the overall corpus
represented by the category.

When we separated and reclassified the “good” examples together, however,
generalizations emerged, falling into two categories. First, we noticed that like-
categories were most common. That is, among “good” samples, a support verb of a
given Aktionsart category was most likely to be found with a nominalization of the
same category. The exception to this was in the category Accomplishment; support-
verbs in this category combined most commonly with Achievement nominalizations.
The second generalization is that Achievement and Accomplishment support-verbs
combine commonly with either category. We attributed this initially to a certain
amount of ambiguity in the classification metrics causing overlap. However, the
relationship between support-verb Aktionsart category and nominalization Aktionsart
category was strong. For the data in Table 2 below, ²= >45.0, showing significance
at <.0000001 with 9 degrees of freedom.

Having observed these tendencies in the preliminary test sample, we conducted
another test on newspaper-corpus data to compare real-world data against this sample.
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Table 2. Selected Pairs

 StV accV AchV actV

stN 64 5 13 0

accN 2 31 37 1

achN 0 46 45 3

actN 9 5 22 11

2.2  Testing on Corpus Data

We used the tools created by Dekang Lin (see Lin 1998) to find nominal objects for
each of the support-verbs in our original corpus. In particular, we utilized the tool,
which finds dependencies between a verb and following nominal object (see
http://www.cs.ualberta.ca/~lindek/ ). We took all the resulting combinations of
support-verbs and nominalizations and classified each nominalization according to its
Aktionsart category. There were 231 combinations in total. Achievements were the
most common category, followed by accomplishments and activities. Statives were
least common. Achievement support-verbs and Achievement nominalizations were
the most prevalent combination. No examples were found in the corpus of Stative-
Activity or Stative-Accomplishment. In general, support verbs combined most often
either with a nominalization in the same category, or an Achievement nominalization.
The evidence of interaction between the Aktionsart category of the support-verb and
the Aktionsart category of the nominalization is strong; a chi-squared test showed
significance at  <.0000001 with 9 degrees of freedom. Table 3 below shows the actual
data.

Table 3. Observed Pairs

 StateN accN achN actN

StateV 20 0 3 0

AccV 3 11 21 18

AchV 2 27 64 9

ActV 11 6 20 16

We attribute at least some of the outlying data in both the first and second samples
to a degree of semantic overlap between Aktionsart classes. In fact, Van Valin and La
Polla (1997) recognize a fifth class (in a departure from the original four classes
proposed in Vendler 1967) of “active” accomplishments. The logical form proposed
for this class is as follows:

do’(x,[predicate1’(x,(y))])&BECOME predicate2’ (z,x) or (y) (2)

We did not include a fifth Aktionsart class for this study, nor did we have sufficient
context in every case to make judgments clear-cut. Without the surrounding context
of the examples, which we did not obtain from the corpus, the culmination of an event
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could not always be determined. Such contextual ambiguity could be a cause of
mislabeling particularly between the Achievement and Accomplishment categories. A
pairwise correlation test between matching categories in the two samples discussed so
far was positive at R=.66.

3   Summary and Conclusion

Despite possible ambiguities in categorization metrics, which may have accounted for
category overlap, the generalizations that can be derived from the analysis of both
samples fall into two categories. First, the most likely candidate nominalization
following a support verb is that which is of the same Aktionsart category. Second, the
most likely candidate nominalization following a support verb, other than a
nominalization of its own type, is a nominalization in the Achievement class. Such
generalizations, although not perfect estimators of all and only good English SVN
combinations, can be used to create an estimation algorithm to choose the n-best
candidate combinations in a corpus. This is a significant improvement over previous
combinatory diagnostics for these constructions.
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Abstract. In this paper, we present a spoken language understanding method
based on the maximum entropy model. We first extract certain features from the
corpus, and then train the maximum entropy model with an annotated corpus.
We use this model to analyze spoken Chinese into semantic frames.
Experiments show that the model can work effectively.

1   Introduction

Spoken Language understanding, the focus of this paper, is an important subsystem of
both human-machine dialog systems and machine translation systems (Figure 1) – the
subsystem in which the users’ voice input is processed by an Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR) module and then sent to a Language Understanding module,
which can analyze a sentence in order to obtain its semantic representation.
(Thereafter, the semantic representation is sent to a Natural Language Generation
(NLG) module or Dialog Management module, according to the task.)
    The task of spoken language understanding is to extract the semantic meaning from
a sentence. In spoken language, sentences are seldom grammatical – there are many
repetitions, omissions, reversals, etc. [3] – so it is difficult to analyze sentences with
purely rule-based methods. It is true that some systems have obtained better results by
adapting and improving rule-based methods, for example Alon Lavie’s [4] and Yan
Pengju’s [5]; but all of these systems have been specialized for certain limited
domains. When they are applied to other domains, much time and work is necessary
for adaptation.

Recently, statistical approaches have shown several advantages over rule-based
approaches for natural language processing. One advantage of the statistical approach
is that a statistical model can be easily ported to a new domain. Since a statistical
model is trained with an annotated corpus, if it needs to be transplanted to a new
domain, one need only annotate the corpus of the new domain, and then use this
annotated corpus to train the model.

For example, [1,3,8] presented a statistical method for understanding natural
language in which the semantic analyzer is an HMM (Hidden Markov Model) [11]. In
the HMM, the words of a sentence are treated as observations and the semantic
meaning of the sentence is treated as states.   
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One shortcoming of HMMs is that they can use only the adjacent few words to
predict the semantic meaning of the current word [10].  Our goal here is to make
greater use of grammars and word information to analyze sentences, in order to obtain
better results. For this purpose, we will employ the maximum entropy (ME) model
[12], which can indeed combine various features of grammars or words into a
probability model for sentence analysis. These features may be dependent upon, or
independent of, each other.

The ME model is a powerful mathematic tool which has been applied to many
NLP studies. In [14], the author adopted the ME model to perform natural language
ambiguity resolution, including sentence boundary detection, part-of-speech
identification, parsing, and prepositional phrase attachment. In [6], the author built a
language model based on the ME model; and in [12], the ME model was used to
select the proper words in statistical machine translation. All of these studies obtained
good results. Natural language understanding is an important part of NLP, and many
statistical models have been applied to it, but apparently the ME model has seldom
been chosen. In this paper, however, we will attempt to apply this model to perform
spoken Chinese understanding. We first extract features for every word of an
annotated corpus, and then train the ME model on that corpus, based on these
features. We apply this model to extract the semantic meaning of spoken Chinese, and
obtain good experimental results.

For this work, we have used a corpus taken from the hotel reservation domain, and
have manually annotated 2500 sentences to train the ME model.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses semantic representation and
semantic symbols; Section 3 describes the maximum entropy analysis method;
Section 4 discusses our experiments and analyzes our results; and Section 5 presents
our conclusions.

2   Semantic Representation and Semantic Symbol

There are many methods for representing the semantic meanings of sentences, e.g.
first-order logic, semantic networks, etc. All these methods have some advantages
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when applied to different domains. For now, rather than concentrate on the choice of
method, we will first consider sentence annotation.

The first step when building a model is to annotate the relevant corpus. We do this
by converting the semantic representation into symbol sequences and then assigning
these symbols to every word in every sentence. But this process is not arbitrary. The
result of our analysis will be precisely such a symbol sequence, so we must ensure
that symbol sequences can be converted into the semantic representation correctly and
easily. Thus the symbols must include information about their original position in the
semantic structure. We will call these symbols annotated symbols or semantic
symbols. If the semantic representation is structurally complex, the position
information in our semantic symbols will also be complicated; and as the number of
semantic symbols increases, the difficulty of the semantic analysis will also increase
accordingly. For this reason, we want the semantic representation to be as simple as
possible in structure. Fortunately, one characteristic of spoken language is that
sentences are short and simple, the average sentence length being 7.8 words [3].  This
relative brevity ensures that a sentence’s semantic meaning can in fact be represented
with a simple semantic structure.

IF (Interchange Format) is an artificial semantic representation or interlingua based
on medium-level semantic relations [15]. It has been adopted by C-STAR (the
Consortium for Speech Translation Advanced Research)[16], which aims to build
speech-to-speech translation systems. The IF semantic representation is now quite
mature, following many years’ development and improvement.  An IF structure is
composed of speech-acts, concepts, arguments, and relations between them [15]. IF
structures can express the meanings of most dialogues in the travel planning domain.
We originally hoped to adopt the IF as our semantic representation.  However, an IF
structure for a sentence normally has two or more levels in depth. For example, the IF
structure for the sentence I want to reserve a single room has four levels, as shown in
Figure 2(a). And unfortunately this sort of structure is too complex to meet the
simplicity constraint for our semantic symbols, as described above.

Thus we choose to define our own semantic representation, derived from the IF
representation. We call it the Semantic Frame representation. It is composed of
frames and their slots. A frame represents the main idea of a sentence, while slots and
their fillers can be words which convey the sentence's semantic details. Most frames
and slots are similar or equal to the concepts or arguments of the IF format. For
example, the semantic frame reserve_room, which expresses the concept of reserving
a room, is derived from reserve and room, which are IF concepts. The slots of
reserve_room include who, for_whom, room_spec, quantity etc, which are the same as
the corresponding IF arguments: who represents the person or people who want to
reserve a room, for_whom represent the people for whom the room is reserved,
room_spec represents the room type to be reserved, and quantity represents the
number of rooms to be reserved. Our Semantic Frame format can thus be thought of
as a subset of the IF format, except that we restrict the Semantic Frame to two levels
in structure – the frame and its slots, with the frame at the top level and the slot level
below it. (All slots are at the same level.) IF expressions which have three or more
structural levels will be converted to two levels in the Semantic Frame representation.
For example, the IF in Figure 2(a) has been converted to the structure shown in Figure
2(b), in which the concepts reserve and room are merged into the frame name
reserve_room, and the argument quantity has been upgraded.
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A Semantic Frame has only two levels, so we need only two kinds of semantic
symbol: the frame name, marked with f: as its prefix; and the slot name, marked with
c: as its prefix. We add braces to all semantic symbols for programming convenience.
For example, the Semantic Frame {f:reserve_room} is a frame name, and {c:room} is
a slot name.  Those words that we can’t assign semantic symbols are simply assigned
a pair of empty braces {}, which will be omitted when mapping the semantic symbol
sequence into the Semantic Frame. Following is an example of a sentence and its
corresponding semantic symbols. C is Chinese, E is English and S is the semantic
symbols.

C:                                                                                
E: I             want     reserve                        one                           single room
S: {c:who} {}     {f:reserve_room} {c:quantity}  {}         {c:room_spec}

After studying the corpus, we defined 166 different Semantic Frames, with 297
slots in total.

3   The Maximum Entropy Analysis Method

3.1   The Maximum Entropy Model

Most natural language processing tasks can be reformulated as statistical
classification problems, in which the task is to estimate the probability of class A
occurring in context B [13]. For semantic analysis, we can conceptualize this process
as a search for the s that will maximize the conditional probability p(s|c).  Here, s is a
semantic symbol and c is a word’s context. In practice, training data is often sparse,
so it is impossible to get all statistics (s,c) in order to calculate p(s|c); thus the key
problem is to find a good method for estimating p(s|c) with sparse data.

The ME model gives a feasible way of solving this problem. It can convert
different kinds of context to features and at the same time assign every feature a
weight. Then it uses these features and weights to estimate the p(s|c). In this paper the
ME model is a probability model defined over C*S, where C is the set of word
contexts and S is the set of semantic symbols.

Fig. 2. (a) IF structure.  (b) Semantic frame structure
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Given a context c and a semantic symbol s, their joint probability can be expressed
as follows in the ME frame:

                       ∏
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where k is the number of features, Z(c) is a normalization factor and {a1, a 2,…… a k}
are the parameters of the ME model. {f1,f2,……fk} are features, where fj�{0,1}. Each
parameter aj corresponds to a feature fj, which can be thought of as the weight of this
feature. c is the context, and s is the semantic symbol. The parameters can be obtained
by training on an annotated corpus. Indeed, the point of the training process is to
assign aj the right value under certain constraints so that the entropy of the probability
distribution p(s,c) is maximized. The constraints are supplied by the training corpus.

The entropy of the probability distribution is defined as follows:
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training data. Thus the constraints force the model to match its feature probabilities
with those observed in the training data. In practice, since C is often very large and it

is impossible to compute jfE
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directly, one often uses following approximation [6]
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where )(~ cp  is the observed probability of the context c  in the training data.

3.2   Features for ME Analysis Model

Features are relative to words.  They show which semantic symbol should be assigned
to a word in a certain context. In the ME semantic analysis model, the features
normally take certain words in context as constraints. If these constraints are satisfied,
the feature value will be 1; otherwise, it will be 0. For example, consider
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in which w0 is the current word with the given POS condition; s0 is the semantic
symbol corresponding to the current word; wright1 is the first word to the right of the
current word (but not including it) with the given POS condition. The POS condition
is inside the bracket directly following w*., where the star * represents a subscript like
right1. This feature’s meaning is that if the current word is reserve and its POS is
verb, and the first noun word to the right of the current word is room, and the current
semantic symbol is {f:reserve_room}, then the feature value is 1; otherwise it is 0.

The features play important parts in the ME analysis model: their plausibility will
directly affect the analysis results. In theory, we could define features for every word
by hand in order to obtain reasonable feature distributions, but this is impossible in
practice. So we actually extract features for every word from the training corpus
automatically. We begin by defining a number of feature templates. The program can
then try to match these feature templates with every word and its context in the
training corpus. If a template matches with a word and its context, the program will
generate a feature for the word according to the template.

Some of the feature templates are shown in Table 1, in which wleft1 is the first word
with the given POS to the left of the current word (not including the current word);
wleft is the first word to the left with the given POS; and wright is the first word to the
right with the given POS. As mentioned, the POS condition is inside the bracket
following w*. Feature templates give some constraints concerning words which must
be matched, including POS and position. Given a word in a sentence and a feature
template, if all words specified in the template can be found in the sentence, they will
be extracted from the context as the feature constraints, and we can generate a new
feature with these constraints.

Table 1. Feature Templates

Features Templates

1 w0(v),  wright1(n) 5 w0(n),  wright (q),wright1(l)

2 w0(v),  wleft1(n) 6 w0(p),  wright1(v)

3 w0(n),  wright1(v) 7 w0(q),  wright (l),wleft1(v)

4 w0(n),  wleft1(v)

s0

8 w0(q),  wright (l),wright1(n)

s0

Let’s take the first template in the table as an example. This template requires that
two words be matched, w0(v) (the current word with the verb POS), and wright1(n) (the
first noun to the right of the current word). In other words, given any word, if it is a
verb and there exists one or more nouns to its right, then the template is matched, and
we can take the word and the first noun to its right as constraints of new features.

We now display a sample sentence and its features, generated from the templates
of Table 1. As shown in Table 2, C indicates Chinese, E indicates English, P indicates
POS and S indicates semantic symbols.

    C:                                                            
    E:I          want to      reserve                one                     single room
    P:p              va             v                        q            l          n
    S:{c:who} {}    {f:reserve_room}  {c:quantity} {}  {c:room_spec}
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Table 2. Features

Word Features Template NO.

(I)
w0(p)= (I) && wright1(v)= (reserve) &&
s0={c:who}

6

(res
erve)

w0(v)= (reserve) && wright1(n)= (single
room) && s0={f:reserve_room}

1

(tow)
w0(q)= (two) && wright (l)= , wright1(n)=
(single room) && s0={c:quantity}

8

(
single
room)

w0(n)= (single room) && wleft1(v)= 
(reserve)&& s0={c:room_spec}

4

The feature templates are defined according to the characteristics of natural
language as seen in the training corpus. For example, in natural language, the
semantic meaning of simple sentences is often decided by the verb and its object.
Thus we can define a template to generate features which show the verb-object
relation. However, in natural spoken language, there are also many extra-grammatical
phenomena, as mentioned. Therefore we must design some feature templates to
capture these phenomena as well.

After generating features according to the feature templates, we will obtain a
complete feature set. Most of the features will appear many times. Certain authors [9]
believe that features which appear only a few times can’t embody significant
language phenomena; accordingly, these authors simply filter out features with low
hit counts. In our case, however, the current training corpus is very limited, so even
the rare features are often reasonable. If we filter them, many reasonable features will
be lost; so in our model, we filter the features in the following way. As a first
alternative, as in [9], we use a threshold value for hit counts, and retain features
whose counts pass this threshold. Our second alternative method proceeds as follows:
(1) if the current feature is the only feature that contains a word as w0 (the current
word) in its constraints, it can’t be filtered. (If it were filtered, the relevant word
would never satisfy any feature’s constraints no matter what its context might be, so
the ME model would be unable to analyze the word’s semantic meaning correctly.)
(2) If there are two or more features containing the same w0 and s0 in their constraints,
and all of them appear only once, we merge them into a new feature and then filter
them out. (Merging involves taking the common or shared constraints of the merged
features as constraints of a new feature.) Section 4 gives the number of features
filtered using these two alternative methods.

3.3   Parameter Estimation and Semantic Analysis

The parameter of the ME model can be trained with the Generalized Iterative Scaling
(GIS) algorithm [7] which must be calculated repeatedly. Normally, it is a good "rule
of thumb” to carry out 100 iterations [14]. More iterations would not increase the
accuracy of the parameters.

The semantic analysis can be expressed as following:
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where S is the set of all semantic symbols, s is a semantic symbol corresponding to
the current word, and c is the context of the current word (including the current word).
Combining (2) and (1) yields the following expression:
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To find the s, one needs only a simple search algorithm. However, in a practical
system, k and s are very large, so the algorithm is time-consuming. One way to reduce
the time is to limit the scope of the s to be searched. Thus we limit our calculation to s
elements which correspond to the current word in the training corpus. That is, we
traverse the training corpus to construct a list containing the s for every word; and
then, when analyzing the semantic symbol of a word, we calculate s only for members
of this list. This technique improves the analysis speed dramatically.

4   Experiments and Results Analysis

We used 2500 annotated sentences to train our ME model. The training originally
yielded 2930 features. We filtered these features with (1) the simple threshold value
method and (2) our alternative method, as described above. The resulting number of
features was 980 and 1168, respectively. We then tested our analysis model with 300
sentences taken from the training corpus and 300 sentences from outside of the
training corpus. The analysis accuracy figures and model training times are shown in
Table 3.

Table 3 shows that the best test results are obtained when 1167 features are used.
Either increasing or decreasing the number of features degrades the results. This is
because, when we increase the number of features, certain unreasonable features are
added to the feature set; and conversely, when we decrease the number, certain
reasonable features are discarded. The analysis results are affected accordingly.

Table 3. Training time and Test results

Features amount Training time Closed test Open test

2930 4 hours 87 72%

1167 2 hours 92% 83%

980 1.5 hours 90% 73%

Analysis of the results indicates that the errors are caused mostly by:

(1) Long sentences. Sometimes in spoken language people say several sentences
without clearly pausing between them. The ASR (automatic speech recognition)
result is then one sentence. In such cases, the ME model can’t detect sentence
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boundaries, so the words in earlier sentences may be treated as words in later
sentences, and analysis errors result.

(2) Implausible features and parameters. Even though we have filtered features, some
implausible features remain in some feature sets.  Further, certain parameters
can’t be estimated correctly using only our sparse training corpus. These
shortcomings directly cause errors.

In the future, we hope to increase the size of the training corpus in order to obtain
more reasonable feature distributions and parameters.  We also hope to add sentence
boundary detection to our model. It is hoped that these improvements will yield
improved ME analysis models.

5   Conclusion

In this paper we employ maximum entropy models to analyze spoken Chinese. The
analysis result is represented as a Semantic Frame, a format derived from the IF
interlingua representation. We define a set of feature templates for generating word-
based semantic features; then these features are filtered to obtain reasonable feature
sets. Finally, we train ME models based on these features. Experiments demonstrate
that the ME analysis model can effectively analyze spoken Chinese.
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Abstract. This paper presents a study of the implementation of a discourse
parsing system, where only significant features are considered. Rhetorical rela-
tions are recognized based on three types of cue phrases (the normal cue
phrases, Noun-Phrase cues and Verb-Phrase cues), and different textual coher-
ence devices. The parsing algorithm and its rule set are developed in order to
create a system with high accuracy and low complexity. The data used in this
system are taken from the RST Discourse Treebank of the Linguistic Data Con-
sortium (LDC).

1   Introduction

Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) (Mann and Thompson, 1988) is a method of
structured description of text. It provides a general way to describe the relations
among clauses in a text, whether or not they are grammatically or lexically signaled.
RST can be applied in many fields, such as automatic text summarization, text gen-
eration and text indexing.

Recognizing textual rhetorical structures still remains a hard problem because dis-
course is complex and vague. Literature shows that a considerable amount of work
has been carried out in this area. However, only a few algorithms for implementing
rhetorical structures have been proposed so far.

One of the pioneering works has been proposed by Marcu (1997). His advanced
discourse parser is based on cue phrases, and therefore faces problems when cue
phrases are not present in the text. Corston-Oliver (1998a) improved Marcu’s system
by integrating cue phrases with anaphora, deixis and referential continuity. Webber
(2001) started from a different approach by implementing a discourse parsing system
for a Lexicalized Tree Adjoining Grammar (LTAG). Webber developed a grammar
that uses discourse cue as an anchor to connect textual trees. Like Marcu’s system,
Webber’s parser too cannot recognize relations when there is no cue phrase present in
the text.

Another trend in discourse analysis is learning-based, such as the decision-based
approach i(Marcu, 1999) and the unsupervised one (Marcu and Echihabi, 2002). This
approach produces an impressive result but requires a large enough corpus for train-
ing purpose to be available. Such a sufficient discourse corpus is difficult to find1.

                                                                
1 The biggest discourse corpus nowadays is the RST Discourse Treebank from LDC, with 385

Wall Street Journal articles.
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We take the approach proposed by Marcu (1997) and extended by Corston-Oliver
(1998a), and concentrate on improving the efficiency of the discourse parser. We
proposed to do this by several ways: improving the correctness of dividing text into
elementary discourse units (edus)2 by combining syntactic-based method with cue-
phrase-based method; using cohesive devices as relation’s predictors; refining rules
for the discourse parser; and improving Corston-Oliver’s parser to reduce its com-
plexity. The data used in the experiment are the discourse documents from The RST
Discourse Treebank.

Our discourse analysis
involves the following three
computational steps. Firstly,
we split text into elementary
discourse units. Secondly,
after defining edus, all po-
tential rhetorical relations
between these units are
discovered. Finally, based
on this relation set, all rhe-
torical structures will be
produced using a discourse
parser to combine small
texts into larger ones. The
basic framework for our
discourse analysis system is
depicted in Figure 1.

The way of dividing text
into elementary discourse
units is discussed in Sec-
tion 2. Section 3 analyzes
different factors that can be
used in deciding rhetorical
relations among discourse
units. The relation set and
the method for recognizing

Fig. 1. The framework for
a Discourse Analyzing System

relations are described in Section 4. The discourse parser and its rule set are discussed
in Section 5. We present our conclusions in Section 6.

2   Identifying Elementary Discourse Units

According to Mann and Thompson (1988), each discourse unit should have an inde-
pendent functional integrity. Thus, a discourse unit can be a clause in a sentence or a
single sentence. Marcu (1997) identifies edus based on regular expressions of cue
phrases. If all edus contain cue phrases, this method is simple and very efficient since
only a shallow parsing is required. However, Redeker (1990) has found that only 50%

                                                                
2 For further information on “edus”, see (Marcu, 1997).
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of clauses contain cue phrases. Marcu has not provided any solution to deal with the
non-cue phrase cases, and his system fails in this situation. In addition, the use of cue
phrases in Marcu’s system does not guarantee to produce correct edus. Cue phrases
do not provide any syntactic information; hence the edus generated by his system
might not have an independent functional integrity.

Instead of using cue phrases, Corston-Oliver (1998a) implemented a syntactic
parser and then used syntactic information to identify edus. This method suffers from
high complexity, but can solve the problems faced by Marcu’s system (Marcu, 1997).
Corston-Oliver’s parser did not process correctly the case where strong cue phrases
make noun phrases become a separate edu. Two edus shown below in example (1) are
considered as one edu in Corston-Oliver's parser:

 (1) [According to a Kidder World story about Mr. Megargel,] [all the firm has
to do is "position ourselves more in the deal flow."]

To deal with this problem, we divide the task of identifying edus into two proces-
ses. First, the system uses syntactic information to split text. In order to get the syn-
tactic information, a syntactic parser is integrated to the system. Then, the system
seeks strong cue phrases from the splitted text to make a further splitting when cue
phrases are found, as in example (1). Due to lack of space, a detail description of this
process is not presented in this paper.

3   Factors Used for Recognizing Relations

3.1   Text Cohesion as Relation’s Predictors

Syntax provides us with information about how words combine to form sentences.
What it does not show is how sentences combine to form an understandable and in-
formative text. This is the role of text and discourse analysis. Cohesion can fill up this
gap. They seek linguistic features and analyze their occurrence. Text can therefore be
evaluated according to how cohesive they are. Cohesive devices are not the unique
factor to make text coherence. However, they are chosen here because of their effi-
ciency and simplicity. Salkie (1995) presented different types of cohesive devices. We
have considered a few of them to be implemented in our system. They are synonyms,
superordinates/hyponyms, opposite words, ellipsis, reference words and connectives.
These cohesive devices are categorized into four groups: reiterative devices, reference
words, ellipsis and cue phrases.

The Reiterative devices include synonyms (employer/boss), superordinates/hypo-
nyms (country/Mexico), co-hyponyms (United Kingdom/Mexico), and antonyms
(simple/complex). They are important features to define relations. For example, co-
hyponyms (or multiple opposites), binary opposites (male/female) and antonyms
often express a CONTRAST relation.

The Reference words include personal pronouns (I, you, he, she, it, we, they), their
object forms (me, him, etc.) and their possessive forms (my, mine, your, yours, etc.),
demonstratives (this, that, these, those) or comparative constructions (the same thing,
a different person, etc.). Reference words need help from their environment to deter-
mine their full meaning. Thus, they create links between texts.
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Another important cohesive device is ellipsis. This is a special form of substitution,
where only a part of a sentence is omitted. Ellipsis can be found by analyzing syntax
of the sentence. The ellipsis situation often occurs in question/answer sequences.
Therefore, ellipsis can be used to recognize the SOLUTIONHOOD relation (see Sec-
tion 4).

In order to recognize the reiteration and reference words from text, a lexical data-
base is required. We have chosen WordNet for this purpose. It is a machine-readable
thesaurus and semantic network developed and maintained by the Cognitive Science
Laboratory at Princeton University. Two kinds of relations are represented in this
database: lexical and semantic. Lexical relations hold between word forms, whereas
semantic relations hold between word meanings. These relations include hy-
pernymy/hyponymy, antonymy, entailment, and meronymy/holonymy.

3.2   Cue Phrases

Cue phrases (e.g., however, as a result), sometime called connectives or conjunctions,
are used to indicate a specific connection between different parts of a text. This is the
strongest cohesive device due to two reasons. Firstly, most cue phrases have a rhetori-
cal meaning. If two text spans are connected by a cue phrase, their relation will be
determined by the cue phrase’s rhetorical meaning. Secondly, identifying cue phrases
is quite simple because it is essentially based on pattern matching. Syntactic informa-
tion is needed in order to explore other text devices such as synonyms and antonyms.
Because of its strength and simplicity, there are many approaches which use cue
phrases to recognize rhetorical relations (Knott and Dale, 1995; Marcu, 1997). How-
ever, these approaches have problems when no cue phrase is found.

One solution to this problem is to further expand the cue phrase's definition. We
propose three kinds of cue phrases:

1. Normal cue phrase (called cue phrase) ;
2. Special words or phrases in a main noun phrase of a sentence (called Noun-

Phrase cue or NP cue);
3. Special words or phrases in a verb phrase of a sentence (called Verb-Phrase cue

or VP cue).

Cue phrases must match exactly, whereas noun phrases and verb phrases are sim-
plified or stemmed before being compared with NP/VP cue. Examples of NP and VP
cues are shown in (2) and (3), respectively, below.

(2) [New York style pizza meets California ingredients,] [and the result is the
pizza from this Church Street pizzeria.]

(3) [By the end of this year, 63-year-old Chairman Silas Cathcart retires to his
Lake Forest, Ill., home, possibly to build a shopping mall on some land he
owns. "I've done what I came to do" at Kidder, he says.] [And that means
42-year-old Michael Carpenter, president and chief executive since Janu-
ary, will for the first time take complete control of Kidder and try to make
good on some grandiose plans. Mr. Carpenter says he will return Kidder to
prominence as a great investment bank.]
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The noun "result" indicates a RESULT relation in example (2); meanwhile the VP
cue "means” determines an INTERPRETATION relation in example (3).

A word/phrase can be a cue word/phrase in some cases, but this may not be in the
others. For example, the word "and" is a cue word in example (4), but not so in exam-
ple (5) as shown below.

(4) [Mary borrowed that book from our library last Monday,] [and she re-
turned it this morning.]

SEQUENCE
(5) Mary has a cat and a dog.

In contrast, some phrases (e.g., "in spite of") have a discourse meaning in all of
their occurrences. Thus, each cue phrase has a different effect in deciding rhetorical
relations. To control their strength, scores are assigned to different cue phrases.

If a word/phrase always has a discourse meaning and represents only one rhetorical
relation, it will get the highest score, 1. If a word/phrase always has a discourse
meaning and represents N relations (e.g., cue phrase “although” can express an AN-
TITHESIS relation or a CONCESSION relation), the score of that cue phrase for each
type of relation will be 1/N. If a cue phrase only has a discourse meaning in some
cases (e.g., “and”), its maximum score will be lower than 1.

Examples (4) and (5) show that the word’s position is also important in deciding
the word’s discourse role. Therefore, if a word or a phrase has a discourse meaning in
only some special positions inside a sentence, the information about its position will
be given to the word/phrase. If a word/phrase has a discourse role irrespective of its
position in the sentence, no information will be provided about its position.

For example, the word “second” only has a discourse meaning when it stands at the
beginning of a clause/sentence (indicated by the letter “B”). It has 50% certainty to be
a LIST relation (hence given a score of 0.5). Then it will be stored in the cue phrases’
set for the LIST relation as “second(B, 0.5)”.

Similarly, NP cues and VP cues also have scores depending on their strength in de-
ciding rhetorical relations.

4   Relation Set and Relation Recognition

To generate a rhetorical structure from text, we need to decide which rhetorical rela-
tions,3 and how many relations are enough. If we define just a few relations, the rheto-
rical trees will be easy to construct; but they will not be very informative. On the
other hand, if we have a large relation set, the trees will be very informative; but they
will be difficult to construct.

The RST discourse corpus consists of 78 rhetorical relation types. It is difficult to
automatically construct RST trees based on such a large relation set. Therefore, we
define a smaller set but sufficient to characterize relations by grouping similar rela-
tions into one. Based on the rhetorical relations that have been proposed in the litera-

                                                                
3 A rhetorical relation involves two or more text spans (typically clauses or larger linguistic

units) related such that one of them has a specific role relative to the other. For further infor-
mation on “rhetorical relation”, see (Mann and Thompson, 1988).
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ture, e.g., (Mann and Thompson, 1988), and (Hovy, 1990), the following set of 22
relations has been chosen to be used in our system:

LIST, SEQUENCE, CONDITION, OTHERWISE, HYPOTHETICAL, ANTITHESIS,
CONTRAST, CONCESSION, CAUSE, RESULT, CAUSE-RESULT, PURPOSE, SOLU-
TIONHOOD, CIRCUMSTANCE, MANNER, MEANS, INTERPRETATION, EVALUA-
TION, SUMMARY, ELABORATION, EXPLANATION, and JOINT.

4.1   Relation Recognition

Similar to Corston-Oliver (1998a), we divide the features, which help us to recognize
a rhetorical relation, into two parts:

(1) the conditions that two text spans must satisfy in order to accept a specific re-
lation between them;

(2) and, the tokens used for predicting a relation.

We call the features in part (1) as the necessary conditions and the features in part
(2) as the Cue set. A Cue set consists of heuristic rules which involve cue phrases, NP
cues, VP cues and cohesive devices. The necessary conditions ensure that the two text
spans has no conflict with the concept of the relation being tested. The necessary
conditions may not consist of any token to realize a specific relation. The system can
only recognize a rhetorical relation between two units if all necessary conditions and
at least one cue are satisfied.

Corston-Oliver tests the Cue set after the necessary conditions are satisfied. Thus,
all rhetorical relations have to be checked sequentially one by one (thirteen relations
are checked in his system).

The system that we propose detects relations in a different order. It first extracts
cues from the two edus. When several relations are suggested by cues, the necessary
conditions of these relations are checked in order to find the appropriate one. Since
each cue represents one or two rhetorical relations in average, there are much less
relations that need to be checked by our system. The definition of LIST relation dis-
cussed in Section 4.3 will further illustrate this idea.

4.2   Scoring Heuristic Rules

Cue phrases, NP cues, VP cues and cohesive devices have different effects in decid-
ing rhetorical relations. Therefore, it is necessary to assign a score to each heuristic
rule. The cue phrase’s rule has the highest score of 1, as cue phrases are the strongest
signal. NP cues and VP cues are the extension cases of cue phrases. They are also
strong cues, but weaker than normal cue phrases. Thus, the heuristic rules involving
NP cues and VP cues have the score of 0.9. The cohesive devices have lower scores
than NP cues and VP cues. Depending on their certainty, the heuristic rules corre-
sponding to these devices receive the scores of 0.2 to 0.8. It is of interest to notice that
each score can be understood as the percentage of cases in which the cue recognizes a
correct rhetorical relation.
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Heuristic scores can be trained by evaluating the output of the discourse parser
with RST trees in an existing discourse corpus. Unfortunately, no discourse corpus
large enough for training purposes currently exists. For this reason, scores are first
assigned to heuristic rules according to human linguistic intuitions. After building the
whole system, different sets of scores will be tested in order to find the optimal scores
for the system.

As mentioned is Section 3.2, each cue phrase, NP cue or VP cue has its own score.
It follows that the actual score for those cues is:

Actual Score = Score(heuristic rule) * Score(cue phrase, or NP cue, or VP cue).

The final score of a relation is equal to the sum of all heuristic rules contributing to
that relation. The system will test the necessary conditions of that relation if its final
score is more than or equal to a threshold �. 4

In the following section, we analyze the LIST relation to illustrate the usage of
necessary conditions, Cue set and scores in recognizing rhetorical relations between
two edus.

4.3   LIST Relation

A LIST is a multinuclear relation whose elements can be listed, but not in a CON-
TRAST or other stronger type of multinuclear relation. A LIST exhibits some sort of
parallel structure between the units involved in the relation (Carlson and Marcu,
2001). A LIST relation is often considered as a SEQUENCE relation if there is an
explicit indication of temporal sequence.

The necessary conditions for a LIST relation between two units, Unit1 and Unit2,
are shown below:

1. Two units are syntactically co-ordinates.
2. If both units have subjects and do not follow the reported style, then these subjects

need to meet the following requirement: they must either be identical or be syno-
nym, co-hyponym, or superordinate/hyponym; or the subject of Unit2 is a pronoun
or a noun phrase that can replace the subject of Unit1.

3. There is no explicit indication that the event expressed by Unit1 temporally pre-
cedes the event expressed by Unit2.

4. The CONTRAST relation is not satisfied.

The first condition is based on syntactic information to guarantee that the two units
are syntactically independent. The second condition checks the linkage between the
two units by using reiterative and co-reference devices. Syntactic and semantic infor-
mation are used to determine these units’ subjects and their relations. The third con-
dition distinguishes a LIST relation from a SEQUENCE relation. The last condition
ensures that the stronger relation, CONTRAST, is not present in that context. In order
to check this condition, the CONTRAST relation is always examined before the LIST
relation.

The cue set of the LIST relation is shown below:

                                                                
4 Threshold � is selected as 0.5.
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1. Unit2 contains a LIST cue phrase.   Score: 1
2. Both units contain enumeration conjunctions (first, second, third…). Score: 1
3. Both subjects of Unit1 and Unit2 contain NP cues.   Score: 0.9
4. If both units are reported sentences, they mention the same object.   Score: 0.8
5. If the subjects of two units are co-hyponyms, then the verb phrase of Unit2 must be

the same as the verb phrase of Unit1, or Unit2 should have the structure “so + aux-
iliary + sbj”.       Score: 0.8

6. Both units are clauses in which verb phrases agree in tense (e.g., past, present).
  Score: 0.5

7. Both units are sentences in which verb phrases agree in tense (e.g., past, present).
  Score: 0.2

For example,  the cue word “also” in the sentence “He also improved the firm’s
compliance procedures for trading” suggests a LIST relation between two discourse
units (6.1) and (6.2) in the following case 5:

(6) [Mr. Cathcart is credited with bringing some basic budgeting to tradition-
ally free-wheeling Kidder.6.1] [He also improved the firm’s compliance pro-
cedures for trading.6.2]

Since only cue 1 is satisfied in this case, the final score is:
Final score = Actual score(cue 1) = Score(cue 1) * Score(“also”). The cue word

“also” has the score of 1 for the LIST relation, so the final score is 1 * 1 = 1 > �.
Therefore, the necessary conditions of the LIST relation are checked. Text spans (6.1)
and (6.2) are two sentences, thus they are syntactically coordinate (condition 1). In
addition, the subject of text span (6.2), “he”, is a pronoun, which replaces for the
subject of text span (6.1), “Mr. Cathcart” (condition 2). There is no evidence of an
increasingly temporal sequence (condition 3), and also no signal of a CONTRAST
relation (condition 4). Therefore, a LIST relation is recognized between text spans
(6.1) and (6.2).

The cue word “and” is found in example (7):

 (7) [But the Reagan administration thought otherwise,7.1] [and so may the
Bush administration.7.2]

“And” is considered as a cue word because it stands at the beginning of clause
(7.2) (cue 1). The subjects of two text span, “the Reagan administration” and “the
Bush administration”, are co-hyponyms. In addition, clause (7.2) has the structure “so
+ auxiliary + sbj”. With the score of 0.3 for the cue word “and” in the LIST relation,
and with the satisfaction of cue 5, the final score is:

Final score = Score(cue 1) * Score(“and”) + Score(cue 5) = 1 * 0.3 + 0.8 = 1.1 > �.
As in the previous example, the necessary conditions of the LIST relation are

checked and then a LIST relation is recognized between clause (7.1) and clause (7.2).

                                                                
5 The superscripts such as 6.1 and 6.2 are used to distinguish different discourse units focussed

on in each example.
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5   Rhetorical Parser

5.1   Rules for the Rhetorical Parser

Rhetorical rules are constraints of text spans in a RST tree. They are used in a dis-
course parser to find rhetorical relations between non-elementary discourse units. To
formalize these rules, the following definitions are applied:

� <T> is a text span that can be presented by a RST tree, a RST subtree, or a leaf.
� <Ti Tj> is a text span in which a rhetorical relation exists between two adjacent

text spans <Ti> and  <Tj>. The possible roles of <Ti> and <Tj> in a rhetorical re-
lation are Nucleus – Nucleus, Nucleus – Satellite, and Satellite – Nucleus. These
cases are coded as <Ti Tj | NN>, <Ti Tj | NS>, and <Ti Tj | SN>, respectively.

� rhet_rels(<Ti>,<Tj>) is the rhetorical relations between two adjacent text spans
<Ti> and  <Tj>, each of which has a corresponding RST tree.

The paradigm rules in our proposed system are shown below:

Rule 1:
rhet_rels(<T1 T2 | NN>, <T>) � rhet_rels(<T1>, <T>) � rhet_rels(<T2>, <T>).

If: there is a relation between two text spans <T1> and <T2>, in which both of them
play the nucleus roles,

Then: the rhetorical relations between the text span <T1 T2> and its right-adjacent text
span T hold only when they hold between <T1> and <T>, and between <T2> and
<T>.

Rule 2: rhet_rels(<T1 T2 | NS>, <T>) � rhet_rels(<T1>, <T>).
Rule 3: rhet_rels(<T1 T2 | SN>, <T>) � rhet_rels(<T2>, <T>).
Rule 4: rhet_rels(<T>, <T1 T2 | NS>) � rhet_rels(<T>, <T1>).

Rules 1-4 are based on the proposal of Marcu (1997) which states, “If a rhetorical
relation R holds between two text spans of the tree structure of a text, that relation
also holds between the most important units of the constituent spans”. From this point
of view, Marcu (1997) and Corston-Oliver (1998a) analyzed relations between two
text spans by considering only their nuclei.

However, the rule with the left side rhet_rels(<T>, <T1 T2 | SN>), is not formalized
in the same way as rules 1-4. This is a special case which has not been solved in
(Marcu, 1997) and (Corston-Oliver, 1998a). This case is illustrated by example (8)
below:

(8) [With investment banking as Kidder's "lead business," where do Kidder's
42-branch brokerage network and its 1,400 brokers fit in? Mr. Carpenter
this month sold off Kidder's eight brokerage offices in Florida and Puerto
Rico to Merrill Lynch & Co., refueling speculation that Kidder is getting
out of the brokerage business entirely. Mr. Carpenter denies the specula-
tion.8.1] [[To answer the brokerage question,8.2] [Kidder, in typical fashion,
completed a task-force study....8.3]]
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Fig. 2. The discourse tree of text (8)

The cue “To (+Verb)” in text span (8.2)
indicates a PURPOSE relation between two
text spans (8.2) and (8.3), while the VP cue
“answer” in text span (8.2) indicates a SO-
LUTIONHOOD relation between two larger
text spans (8.1) and (8.2-8.3).

Example (8) shows that although the con-
tent of the satellite does not determine rhe-
torical relations of its parent text span, special

cue phrases inside the satellite are still a valuable source. We apply a different treat-
ment in this situation than the rules proposed by Marcu (1997), as shown below.

To recognize the relations rhet_rels(<T>, <T1 T2 | SN>), we firstly find all cue
phrases restCPs in text span <T1> which have not been used to create the relation
between <T1> and <T2>, then check rhet_rels(<T>, <T1>) by using restCPs. If a rela-
tion is found, it is assigned to rhet_rels(<T>, <T1 T2| SN>). Otherwise, rhet_rels(<T>,
<T1 T2 | SN>) � rhet_rels(<T> <T2>).

Applying this rule to example (8) with two text spans (8.1) and (8.2-8.3), we have
restCPs = “answer” since the cue “To” is used for the relation between (8.2) and
(8.3). The relation between (8.1) and (8.2-8.3) is recognized as SOLUTIONHOOD by
using the cue “answer” in restCPs. In contrast, if we use the Marcu’s rules,
rhet_rels((8.1), (8.2 8.3 | SN)) = rhet_rels((8.1), (8.3)). That means the cue “answer”
is not considered in this case.

5.2   Algorithm for Rhetorical Parser

The idea for this algorithm was first introduced by Marcu (1996) and then further
developed by Corston-Oliver (1998a). Marcu proposed a shallow, cue-phrase-based
approach to discourse parsing. Marcu’s system splits text into edus and hypothesizes
theirs rhetorical relations based on the appearance of cue phrases. Then, all the RST
trees compatible with the hypothesized relations are generated. Although Marcu’s
discourse parser was considerably advanced at that time, it still had weaknesses.
When the number of hypothesized relations increases, the number of possible RST
trees increase exponentially. Marcu’s parser creates all possible pairs of text spans by
permutation operations without considering of their usefulness. As a result, a huge
amount of ill-formed trees are created.

The improved algorithm in RASTA, proposed by Corston-Oliver (1998a), solves
this problem by using a recursive, backtracking algorithm that produces only well-
formed trees. If RASTA finds a combination of two text spans leading to an ill-
formed tree, it will backtrack and go to another direction, thus reducing the search
space. By applying the higher score hypotheses before the lower ones, RASTA tend
to produce the most reliable RST trees first. Thus, RASTA can stop after a number of
RST trees are built.

Although a lot of improvement had been made, RASTA’s search space is still not
optimal. Given the set of edus, RASTA checks each pair of edus to determine rhetori-
cal relations. With N edus {U1, U2, ..., UN}, N(N-1) pairs of edus {(U1,U2),

SOLUTIONHOOD

8.2 8.3

PURPOSE
8.2-8.3

8.1

NS

N N
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(U1,U3),…,(U1,UN),(U2,U3),…,(UN-1,UN)} are examined. Then, all possible relations
are tested in order to build RST trees.

The search space in our system is much less than that in RASTA. Since only two
adjacent text spans can be combined to a larger text span, only N-1 pairs of edus
(U1,U2), (U2,U3), ..., (UN-1,UN) are selected. Instead of checking every pair of edus as
in RASTA, only N-1 pairs of adjacent edus are examined by our system. The relations
recognized by this examination are called hypothesis relations (or hypotheses). They
are stored in a hypothesis set. Relations in this set will be called from the highest
score to the lowest score ones.

To illustrate this idea, we consider a text with four edus U1, U2, U3, U4, and the hy-
pothesis set H of these edus, H= {(U1,U2), (U1,U3), (U2,U3), (U3,U4)}. The set H con-
sists of all possible relations between every pair of edus. (Ui,Uj) refers to the hypothe-
ses that involve two edus Ui and Uj. Since two edus U1 and U3 are not adjacent, the
hypothesis (U1,U3) is not selected by our proposed parser. Figure 3 shown below
displays the search space for the set H. In this figure, each edu Ui is replaced by the
corresponding number i.

            (1,2)       (1,3)                      (2,3)                        (3,4)

     (1,3)  . . .  (2,3)  . . . (3,4)    (1,2) .. (2,3) .. (3,4)   (1,2) .. (1,3) .. (3,4)   (1,2) .. (1,3) .. (2,3)

(2,3)...(3,4) (1,3)...(3,4) (1,3)...(2,3)

Fig. 3. The search spaces for the hypothesis set {(U1,U2), (U1,U3), (U2,U3), (U3,U4)}. RASTA
visits all branches in the tree. The branches drawn by dotted lines are pruned by our proposed
parser 6

Another problem with RASTA is that one RST tree can be created twice by
grouping the same text spans in different orders. If derived hypotheses of the set H
contain {(U1,U2),(U3,U4)}, RASTA will generate two different combinations which
create the same tree as shown below:

Join U1 and U2 -> Join U3 and U4 -> Join (U1,U2) and (U3,U4).
Join U3 and U4 -> Join U1 and U2 -> Join (U1,U2) and (U3,U4).

To deal with this redundancy problem faced by RASTA, our algorithm uses a
tracing method. The hypothesis set is updated every time a new branch on the search
tree is visited. When the parser visits a new branch, all nodes previously visited in the
same level as that branch are removed from the hypothesis set. This action ensures
that the algorithm does not recreate the same RST tree again.

Let’s assume that both RASTA and our proposed parser start from the search space
drawn by solid lines in Figure 3. Our proposed tracing method is explained in more
detailed using Figure 4 below.

                                                                
6 Due to lack of space, all nodes of this tree cannot be presented together in this figure.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Fig. 4. Routes visit by the two parsers. RASTA vi-
sits all branches in the tree. The branches drawn by

dotted lines are pruned by our proposed parser, which
uses the tracing method

Our proposed parser first
visits the branches which start
with node (1,2) in level 1. After
visiting these branches, the
parser continues to the
branches which start with node
(2,3) in level 1. Since all RST
trees or subtrees involving the
node (1,2) are already visited,
this node does not need to be
revisited in the future. The
branch that connects node (2,3)

in level 1 with node (1,2) in level 2 is pruned from the search tree. As a result, the
route (2,3) � (1,2) � (3,4) is not visited by our algorithm.

The discourse parser for our system is explained below.
A set called Subtrees is used in our parser to store the temporal subtrees created

during the process. This set is initiated with all edus {U1, U2, ..., UN}.
All possible relations that can be used to construct bigger trees at a time t form a

hypothesis set PotentialH. If a hypothesis involving two text spans <Ti, Tj> is used,
the new subtree, created by joining <Ti> and <Tj>, is added to the set Subtrees. The
two small trees corresponding to the two text spans <Ti> and <Tj> are removed from
Subtrees. Thus, all members of the set Subtrees are disjoined and their combination
covers the entire text.

Each time the Subtrees changes, the hypothesis set PotentialH becomes obsolete.
The hypotheses in the PotentialH relating to the subtrees that are removed in the pre-
vious step cannot be used. For that reason, the hypotheses, which do not fit with the
new Subtrees, are removed from the PotentialH. Although some hypotheses are not
considered as candidates to construct RST trees at one round of the parser, they may
be needed later when the parser follows a different searching branch. All hypotheses
computed by the discourse parsing system are stored in a hypothesis set called
StoredH. 

The PotentialH has not got any hypothesis to process the new subtree after the
Subtrees changes. These relations will be added to the PotentialH after the relations
between the new subtree and its adjacent trees are checked by using rules of the rule
set.

When checking for a relation, the parser searches for that relation in the set of all
hypotheses StoredH. If it is not found, the new hypothesis will be created by applying
rules shown in Section 5.1. The hypotheses involving two unadjacent edus may be
created during this process when the algorithm tries to create a rhetorical relation
between two larger-adjacent text spans containing these edus.

The following algorithm briefly describes the steps in our discourse parser.

Function PARSER(Subtrees, PotentialH, <T1,T2>) {
/* <T1,T2> is created in the previous step by the two text spans

T1 and T2 */
If the number of final RST trees reaches a required limit,
Exit.

(1,2)

(2,3) (3,4) (1,2)

(2,3)

(1,2)(3,4) (2,3)

(3,4)

(3,4) (2,3) (3,4) (1,2) (2,3) (1,2)

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

... ... ...
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If Subtrees has only one tree, store it in the set of final
RST trees and Return.
If <T1,T2> = null (this is the first call to PARSER),

NewH = all rhetorical relations between pairs of adjacent
edus.

Else, NewH = all rhetorical relations between <T1,T2> with its
left adjacent text span LT and its right adjacent text
span RT.

Add all members of NewH to PotentialH.
Remove all obsolete hypotheses from PotentialH.
While PotentialH is not empty {
- AppliedH = the highest score hypothesis in PotentialH.
- Remove AppliedH from PotentialH.
- Find two subtrees ST1 and ST2 in Subtrees satisfying Ap-

pliedH. The text spans corresponding to ST1 and ST2 are
<T1> and <T2>, respectively.

- Remove ST1 and ST2 from Subtrees.
- Add the new subtree created by ST1 and ST2 to Subtrees.
- Call PARSER(Subtrees, PotentialH, <T1,T2>).

}
Return

}

6   Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a discourse parsing system, in which syntactic infor-
mation, cue phrases and other cohesive devices are investigated in order to define
elementary discourse units and hypothesize relations.

To determine relations between texts, we explored all variants of cue phrases,
combining with other feasible cohesive devices. It was shown that the position of cue
phrases in a sentence, Noun-Phrase cues, and Verb-Phrase cues are good predictors
for discovering rhetorical relations. In the case where cue phrases are not available,
other text cohesive devices (e.g., synonyms, and antonyms) can be a reasonable sub-
stitution.

The construction of a discourse parser from the set of elementary discourse units
was further analyzed. We have proved that the satellite in a rhetorical relation some-
times can provide good relation indications. This notation is implemented in creating
the rule set for the parser. Based on the adjacency constraint of discourse analysis
adapted from (Mann and Thompson, 1988), several improvements have been made to
reduce the algorithm’s complexity and at the same time improve its efficiency.
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Abstract. We developed a new method of machine learning for con-
verting Japanese case-marking particles when converting Japanese pas-
sive/causative sentences into active sentences. Our method has an ac-
curacy rate of 89.06% for normal supervised learning. We also devel-
oped a new method of using the results of unsupervised learning as fea-
tures for supervised learning and obtained a slightly higher accuracy rate
(89.55%). We confirmed by using a statistical test that this improvement
is significant.

1 Introduction

This paper describes how to automatically convert Japanese passive/causative
sentences into active sentences. We show some examples of Japanese
passive/caus- ative sentences in Figures 1 and 2. The sentence in Figure 1 uses
the passive voice. The Japanese suffix reta functions as an auxiliary verb in-
dicating the passive voice. The sentence in Figure 2 uses the causative voice.
The Japanese suffix seta functions as an auxiliary verb indicating the causative
voice. The corresponding active-voice sentences are shown in Figure 3. When the
sentence in Figure 1 is converted into an active sentence, (i) ni (by), which is a
case-marking particle with the meaning of “by”, is changed into ga, which is a
case-marking particle indicating the subject case, and (ii) ga (subject), which is
a case-marking particle indicating the subject case, is changed into wo (object),
which is a case-marking particle indicating the object case. When the sentence
in Figure 2 is converted into an active sentence, (i) kare ga (he subject) is elim-
inated, (ii) ni (indirect object), which is a case-marking particle indicating an
indirect object, is changed into ga, which is a case-marking particle indicating the
subject case, while (iii) wo (object), which is a case-marking particle indicating
the object case, is not changed. In this paper, we convert Japanese case-marking
particles (i.e. ni → ga) and eliminate unnecessary parts (kare ga in Figure 2) by
using machine learning.1 (In this paper, the word “conversion” includes the idea
of elimination.)
1 In this study, we do not handle the conversion of the expression of the auxiliary verb

because auxiliary verbs can be converted based on the Japanese grammar.

A. Gelbukh (Ed.): CICLing 2003, LNCS 2588, pp. 115–125, 2003.
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inu ni watashi ga kama- reta.
(dog) (by) (I) subject-case-marking particle (bite) passive voice
(I was bitten by a dog.)

Fig. 1. Passive sentences

kare ga kanojo ni kami wo kira- seta
(he) subject (her) indirect object (hair) direct object (cut) causative voice
(He had her cut his hair.)

Fig. 2. Causative sentences

The conversion of passive/causative sentences into active sentences is use-
ful in many research areas including generation, knowledge extraction from a
database written in natural languages, information extraction, and question an-
swering. For example, in question answering, when the answer is in the passive
voice and the question is in the active voice, a question-answering system cannot
match the answer with the question because the sentence structures are different
and it is thus difficult to find the answer to the question. Methods for convert-
ing passive/causative sentences into active sentences are important in natural
language processing.

The conversion of case-marking particles in the conversion of pas-
sive/causative sentences into active sentences is not easy because the choice
of particles depends on verbs and their usage. In the conventional approach, the
conversion is done by using a case frame dictionary with the rules that describe
how to convert case-marking particles. However, it is difficult to write the rules
for all the verbs and all their usages. So methods based on a case frame dictio-
nary are not effective. In contrast, we convert case-marking particles based on
machine learning using supervised data. We constructed a corpus with tags for
case-marking conversion to obtain supervised data. Our method based on ma-
chine learning has the following advantages: It enables obtaining higher precision
with a bigger corpus of supervised data. It forms the basis for the development
of other better methods of machine learning with higher accuracy rates.

2 Tagged Corpus as Supervised Data

We used the Kyoto University corpus [4] to construct a coprus tagged with tags
for the conversion of case-marking particles. It has approximately 20,000 sen-
tences (16 editions of the Mainichi Newspaper, from January 1st to 17th, 1995).
In the Kyoto University corpus, tags for morphology and syntax had already been
added. So we only had to add tags for the conversion of case-marking particles.
We extracted the case-marking particles in the passive/causative-voice sentences
from the Kyoto University corpus. There were 4,671 particles. We assigned to
each case-marking particle a corresponding case-marking particle of the active
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inu ga watashi wo kanda.
(dog) subject (I) object (bite)
(Dog bit me.)

kanojo ga kami wo kitta.
(her) subject (hair) direct object (cut)
(She cut his hair.)

Fig. 3. Active sentences

inu ni watashi ga kama- reta.
ga wo

(dog) (by) (I) subject-case-marking particle (bite) passive voice
(I was bitten by a dog.)

kare ga kanojo ni kami wo kira- seta
other ga wo

(he) subject (her) indirect object (hair) direct object (cut) causative voice
(He had her cut his hair.)

Fig. 4. Examples of corpus

voice. Some examples are shown in Figure 4. The five underlined particles, “ga”,
“wo”, “other”2, “ga”, and “wo”, which are given for “ni”, “ga”, “ga”, “ni”, and
“wo”, are the tags for the case-marking particles in the active voice. We call the
given case-marking particles of the active voice target case-marking particles,
and the original case-marking particles in the passive/causative-voice sentences
source case-marking particles. We created tags for target case-marking particles
in the corpus. If we can determine the target case-marking particles in a given
sentence, we can convert the case-marking particles in the passive/causative-
voice sentences into the case-marking particles of the active voice. So our goal
is to determine the target case-marking particles.

We show the distribution of the target case-marking particles in the corpus
in Table 1. The number of kinds of target case-marking particles is finite. So
we can determine the target case-marking particles by using classification as
in machine learning methods. In this study, we used the constructed corpus as
supervised data for machine learning. We also used it as a test corpus to evaluate
our method. (We used cross validation for the evaluation.)

2 The tag for “other” indicates that the noun phrase is eliminated when the sentence
is converted into the active voice.
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Table 1. Distribution of the target case-marking particles in the tagged corpus

Target case-marking particle Number
wo 1,348
ni 898
ga 744
to 724
de 702
kara 136
made 45
he 9
yori 3
Other 62
Total 4,671

3 Machine Learning Method (Support Vector Machine)

We used a support vector machine method as the basis for our machine learn-
ing method. This is because support vector machine methods are comparatively
better than other methods in many research areas [3,8,6]. The main point of
our study is to use machine learning methods for conversion of Japanese pas-
sive/causative sentences into active sentences. Although we used a support vec-
tor machine method for this study, we can also use any other machine learning
method for this study. In this section, we describe the support vector machine
method we used.

In the support vector machine method, data consisting of two categories are
classified by using a hyperplane to divide a space. When the two categories are,
for example, positive and negative, enlarging the margin between the positive
and negative examples in the training data (see Fig. 53), reduces the possibility
of incorrectly choosing categories in open data.4 The hyperplane which maxi-
mizes the margin is thus determined, and classification is carried out using that
hyperplane. Although the basics of this method are as described above, in the
extended versions of the method the region between the margins through the
training data can include a small number of examples, and the linearity of the
hyperplane can be changed to a non-linearity by using kernel functions. Classifi-
cation in the extended versions is equivalent to classification using the following
discernment function, and the two categories can be classified on the basis of
whether the value output by the function is positive or negative [1,2]:

3 In the figure, the white and black circles respectively indicate positive and negative
examples. The solid line indicates the hyperplane which divides the space and the
broken lines indicate the planes that indicate the margins.

4 Open data refers to data which is not used for machine learning, and closed data
refers to data which is used for machine learning.
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Fig. 5. Maximizing the margin

f(x) = sgn

(
l∑

i=1

αiyiK(xi,x) + b

)
(1)

b =
maxi,yi=−1bi + mini,yi=1bi

2

bi = −
l∑

j=1

αjyjK(xj ,xi),

where x is the context (a set of features) of an input example, xi indicates
the context of a training datum and yi (i = 1, ..., l, yi ∈ {1, −1}) indicates its
category, and the function sgn is:

sgn(x) = 1 (x ≥ 0), (2)
−1 (otherwise).

Each αi (i = 1, 2...) is fixed as the value of αi that maximizes the value of L(α)
in Equation (3) under the conditions set by Equations (4) and (5).

L(α) =
l∑

i=1

αi − 1
2

l∑
i,j=1

αiαjyiyjK(xi,xj) (3)

0 ≤ αi ≤ C (i = 1, ..., l) (4)

l∑
i=1

αiyi = 0 (5)
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Although the function K is called a kernel function and various functions are
used as kernel functions, we have exclusively used the following polynomial func-
tion:

K(x,y) = (x · y + 1)d (6)

C and d are constants set by experimentation. For all experiments reported in
this paper, C was fixed as 1 and d was fixed as 2.

A set of xi that satisfies αi > 0 is called a support vector (SVs)5, and the
summation portion of Equation (1) is calculated using only the examples that
are support vectors. Equation 1 is expressed as the following by using support
vectors.

f(x) = sgn

( ∑
i:xi∈SVs

αiyiK(xi,x) + b

)
(7)

b =
bi:yi=−1,xi∈SVs + bi:yi=1,xi∈SVs

2
bi = −

∑
i:xi∈SVs

αjyjK(xj ,xi),

Support vector machine methods are capable of handling data consisting of
two categories. In general, data consisting of more than two categories is handled
by using the pair-wise method [3].

In this method, for data consisting of N categories, pairs of two different
categories (N(N-1)/2 pairs) are constructed. The better category is determined
by using a 2-category classifier (in this paper, a support vector machine6 is used
as the 2-category classifier), and the correct category is finally determined on
the basis of the “voting” on the N(N-1)/2 pairs that results from analysis by the
2-category classifier.

The support vector machine method discussed in this paper is in fact a
combination of the support vector machine method and the pair-wise method
described above.

4 Method of Using the Results of Unsupervised Data as
Features

We developed a new method of using the results of unsupervised learning as
features.

We first describe our method of unsupervised learning. We can use active-case
sentences as supervised data for the conversion of cases. We show an example
in Figure 6. In this figure, an active sentence was converted into supervised
data. This means that the input passive/causative sentence is “inu (?) watashi
5 In Fig. 5, the circles in the broken lines indicate support vectors.
6 We used Kudoh’s TinySVM software [2] as the support vector machine.
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Active sentence:
inu ga watashi wo kanda.
(dog) subject (I) object (bite)
(Dog bit me.)

⇓
Supervised data:
inu (?) watashi (?) kanda

ga wo

Fig. 6. Supervised data construction from active sentences

(?) kanda”, source case-marking particles are not given as shown by “(?)”, and
the target case-marking particles are the two underlined particles, ga and wo.
Although we cannot use source case-marking particles, we can use the target
case-marking particles in the active sentence, so we use the active sentence as
supervised data. In this study, we call this method unsupervised learning and
call the supervised data constructed from an active sentence unsupervised data,
because active sentences are not the original supervised data, which are pas-
sive/causative sentences. We can use both supervised data and unsupervised
data simultaneously as instances for learning, because the forms of both types
of data are similar. In this study, we call the method using both supervised and
unsupervised data supervised/unsupervised learning.

Unsupervised data do not contain source case-marking particles and have
less information than supervised data. However we can use many examples as
unsupervised data because we have many active sentences and do not need to
tag target case-marking particles manually. So unsupervised learning or super-
vised/unsupervised learning can give a higher accuracy rate than supervised
learning.

We developed a new method of using the results of unsupervised learning
or/and supervised/unsupervised learning as features for supervised learning. In
this method, we add the results obtained by unsupervised learning or/and su-
pervised/unsupervised learning to features and use supervised learning. For ex-
ample, when certain supervised data have features {a, b, c} and the result of
unsupervised learning is “d”, features {a, b, c, unsupervised learning result=d}
are used as new features. This method is called stacking and it is used to com-
bine results obtained by many systems [9]. In this study, we used this method to
combine the results of unsupervised and supervised learning. Thus, we can use
the advantages of each method of learning.

5 Features (Information Used in Classification)

In our study, we used the following features:

1. the case-marking particle taken by N (source case-marking particle)
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2. the part of speech (POS) of P
3. the word of P
4. the auxiliary verb attached to P

(e.g., reru (an auxiliary verb for the passive voice), saseru (an auxiliary verb
for the causative voice))

5. the word of N
6. the first 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7 digits of the category number of N. The category

number indicates a semantic class of words.
A Japanese thesaurus, the Bunrui Goi Hyou [7], was used to determine the
category number of each word. This thesaurus is of the ‘is-a’ hierarchical
type, in which each word has a category number. This is a 10-digit number
that indicates seven levels of the ‘is-a’ hierarchy. The top five levels are
expressed by the first five digits, the sixth level is expressed by the next two
digits, and the seventh level is expressed by the last three digits.

7. the case-marking particles of nominals that have a dependency relationship
with P and are other than N,

where N is the noun phrase connected to the case-marking particle being an-
alyzed, and P is the predicate of the noun phrase. The features are made by
consulting experimental results in the paper [5]. We did not use semantic classes
of words for verbs because we obtained lower precisions when using semantic
classes of words for verbs in the paper [5].

The method of unsupervised learning cannot use the first feature since su-
pervised data are sentences in the active voice.

The stacking method described in the previous section uses the results of
other systems as features in addition.

6 Experiments

We used the constructed corpus described in Section 2 as supervised data, and
we also used it as a test corpus for evaluation. We used 10-fold cross validation to
evaluate our method. We used all the case-marking particles in the active-voice
sentences of the Kyoto University corpus as unsupervised data. The number of
case-marking particles was 53,157. The distribution of the case-marking particles
are shown in Table 2.

We conducted experiments for converting case-marking particles by using the
following methods:

– The use of supervised learning
– The use of unsupervised learning
– The use of supervised/unsupervised learning
– The use of stacking methods

• Stacking 1
The use of the results of unsupervised learning for stacking

• Stacking 2
The use of the results of supervised/unsupervised learning for stacking
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Table 2. Distribution of the target case-marking particles in the unsupervised data

Target case-marking particle Number
wo 14,535
ni 13,148
ga 9,792
to 7,849
de 5,654
kara 1,490
made 322
yori 187
he 177
nite 2
yo 1
Total 53,157

Table 3. Experimental results

Method Accuracy
Supervised 89.06%
Unsupervised 51.15%
Super/Unsuper 87.09%

• Stacking 3
The use of the results of unsupervised learning and super-
vised/unsupervised learning for stacking

The results are shown in Tables 3 and 4.
The following results were obtained:

– The accuracy rate of supervised learning was 89.06%. This means that we
can convert Japanese case-marking particles in passive/causative sentences
into target case-marking particles at least at this accuracy rate by using
machine learning. Because there are no previous studies on case-marking
particle conversion using machine learning, these results are valuable.

– The accuracy rate of unsupervised learning was very low. Information about
source case-marking particles would thus be critical.

– The accuracy rate of supervised/unsupervised learning was lower than that
of supervised learning. Unsupervised data would have characters different
from those in supervised data. So a simple adding of unsupervised data
would reduce the accuracy rate.

– As in Table 4, all the stacking methods improved the accuracy rate of su-
pervised learning. However, the improvement was not big. So we conducted
a statistical test by using a binomial test. The result is that all the stacking
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Table 4. Experimental results obtained by using stacking methods

Method Accuracy
Stacking 1 89.47%
Stacking 2 89.55%
Stacking 3 89.55%

methods had a significant difference in the accuracy rate against supervised
learning at a significance level of 0.01. Thus our new methods based on stack-
ing for using the results of unsupervised learning as features in learning are
effective.
Unsupervised data would have characters different from those in supervised
data. So a simple adding of unsupervised data would be not sufficient. The
use of stacking methods to combine the results of unsupervised learning
would enable us to use good the advantages of supervised learning and un-
supervised learning appropriately.
Another reason for unsupervised data to be ineffective in
supervised/unsuper- vised learning and effective in stacking is this.
The purpose of this study is to obtain the maximum accuracy rate for
the conversion of case-marking particles when converting passive/causative
sentences into active-voice sentences. So we must use machine learning
to obtain the maximum accuracy rate for the conversion of case-marking
particles when converting passive/causative sentences into active-voice
sentences. When we use supervised/unsupervised learning, we use both
supervised data and unsupervised data. Thus, in supervised/unsupervised
learning, learning is performed so as to give the maximum accuracy rate for
supervised and unsupervised data. Since unsupervised data are not for the
conversion of case-marking particles, supervised/unsupervised learning is
not performed to obtain the maximum accuracy rate for the conversion of
case-marking particles. In contrast, when we use stacking methods, we use
only supervised data as instances for learning. Unsupervised data are only
used to extend features. Thus, in stacking methods, learning is performed
to give the maximum accuracy rate for supervised data. Thus, stacking
methods can perform learning with the maximum accuracy rate for the
conversion of case-marking particles.

7 Conclusion

We developed a new method of machine learning for converting Japanese case-
marking particles when converting Japanese passive/causative sentences into
active sentences. We obtained an accuracy rate of 89.06% by using normal su-
pervised learning. Because there are no studies on the conversion of case-marking
particles by using machine learning, our results are valuable. We also developed
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a new method of using the results of unsupervised learning as features for super-
vised learning and obtained a slightly higher accuracy rate (89.55%) by using
this method. We verified that this improvement is statistically significant. Thus
we developed a new effective method for machine learning.

The conversion of passive/causative sentences into active sentences is use-
ful in many research areas including generation, knowledge extraction from a
database written in natural languages, information extraction, and question an-
swering. In the future, we intend to use our study for natural language processing.
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Abstract. This paper deals with a complex system of processing
raw Czech texts. Several modules were implemented which perform
different levels of processing. These modules can easily be incorporated
into many other linguistic applications and some of them are already
exploited in this way. The first level of processing raw texts represents
a reliable morphological analysis – we give a survey of the effective
implementation of the robust morphological analyser for Czech named
ajka. Texts tagged by ajka can be further processed by the partial
parser Dis and its extension VaDis which is based on verb valencies.
The output of these systems serves for automatic partial disambiguation
of input texts. The tools described in this paper are widely used for
parsing large corpora and can be employed in the initial phase of
semantic analysis.

Keywords: Morphological analysis, partial syntactic parsing, disam-
biguation, verb valencies

1 Introduction

Czech belongs to a family of highly inflectional free-word order languages.
These characteristics demand special treatment during text processing systems
of Czech words and sentences.

In analytical languages a simple approach can be taken in morphological
analysis: usually it is enough to list all word forms to capture most morphological
processes. In English, for example, a regular verb has usually only 4 distinct
forms, and irregular ones have at most 8 forms. On the other hand, highly
inflected languages like Czech and Turkish [7] present a difficulty for such simple
approaches as the expansion of the dictionary is at least an order of magnitude
greater; a Czech verb, for instance, can have up to fifty distinct forms.

Chunking in Czech is also more difficult than in English. There are two
reasons for this: first, a gap within a verb group may be more complex and
it may even be a whole clause. Second, Czech language is a free word-order
language which requires a much more complex approach to recognising the verb
group structure.

A. Gelbukh (Ed.): CICLing 2003, LNCS 2588, pp. 126–135, 2003.
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Statistical methods of disambiguation [3] are suitable for analytical languages
like English, but the problem of spare learning data arises for languages like
Czech with a huge amount of possible morphological tags (compare approxi-
mately 1600 tags in ajka to 160 tags in the BNC extended tagset). Thus, it
turns out that rule-based methods [5] have to be developed and employed to
obtain better results.

2 Morphological Analyser ajka

We developed a universal morphological analyser which performs the morpho-
logical analysis based on dividing all words in Czech texts into their smallest
relevant components that we call segments. We define several types of segments
– most of them roughly corresponds to the linguistic concept morpheme (e.g.
ending) and some of them represents the combinations of two or more morphemes
(e.g. stem).

Our morphological analyser consists of three major parts: a formal descrip-
tion of morphological processes via morphological patterns; an assignment of
Czech stems to their relevant patterns; and a morphological analysis algorithm.

The description of Czech formal morphology is represented by a system of
inflectional patterns with sets of endings and it includes the lists of segments
and their proper combinations. The assignment of Czech stems to their patterns
is contained in the Czech Machine Dictionary [6]. Finally, the algorithm of mor-
phological analysis using this information splits each word into its appropriate
segments.

2.1 Description of Czech Morphology

The main part of the algorithmic description of formal morphology, as it was
suggested in [6], is a pattern definition. The basic notion is a morphological
paradigm – a set of all forms of the lemma expressing a system of its respective
grammatical categories.

As stated in [2], the traditional grammar of Czech suggests a much smaller
paradigm system than exists in reality. For this reason we decided to build a large
set of paradigm patterns to cover all the variations of Czech from scratch. Fortu-
nately, we were not limited by technical restrictions, which allowed us to follow
a straightforward approach to a linguistically adequate and robust solution.

Nouns, adjectives, pronouns and numerals decline for case and number. Verbs
conjugate for person and number and have paradigms for different tenses (past,
present etc.). For example, the noun blecha (flea) displays the following forms in
the singular paradigm: blecha (Nom.), blechy (Gen.), bleše (Dat.), blechu (Acu.),
blecho (Voc.), bleše (Loc.), blechou (Ins.) and another seven forms for the plural
paradigm.

The corresponding word forms within each paradigm have the same ending
and that allows us to divide the given word form into two parts: a stem and
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an ending . For the word blecha we obtain the following segmentation: blech-
{a,y,u,o,ou}, bleš-{e,e}.

We introduced a system of ending sets and distinguish two types:basic and
peripheral ending sets. The basic ones (in our example {a,y,u,o,ou}) contain
endings that do not influence the form of the stem, while endings from the
peripheral ending sets (e.g. {e,e}) cause changes in the stem. These changes
occur regularly and represent typical alternations in the last letter (ch-š) or in
the final group of the stem.

Every ending carries values of grammatical categories of the relevant word
form. These values are encoded in the form of a grammatical tag which is assigned
to the respective ending. Thus, ending sets contain pairs of the ending and the
appropriate tag.

In the next step, because of possible alternations, we perform further seg-
mentation of stems into a stem base (e.g. ble) and an intersegment (e.g. ch, š).
The stem base is the part that is common to all word forms in the paradigm,
i.e. it doesn’t change, and the intersegment is a final group of the stem whose
form changes.

A pattern definition then stores the information about the only possible com-
binations of a stem base, intersegments and endings (e.g. ble-<ch>-{a,y,u,o,ou},
<š>-{e,e}). From this point of view, our system of declension and conjugation
patterns is considered to be a complete and systematic description of all the
alternations that can occur in the inflection process. Moreover, this approach
allows us not to store all word forms from the paradigm, but only the common
stem base assigned to the relevant pattern.

2.2 Implementation of the Analyser

The key to the successful implementation of the analyser is an efficient storage
mechanism for lexical items. A trie structure [4] is used for storing stem bases
of Czech word forms. One of the main disadvantages of this approach is high
memory requirements. We attempted to solve this problem by implementing the
trie structure in the form of a minimal finite state automaton. This incremental
method of building such an automaton was presented in [1] and is fast enough
for our purpose. Moreover, the memory requirements for storing the minimal
automaton are significantly lower (see Table 2).

There are two binary files that are essential for the analyser. One of them
contains definitions of sets of endings and morphological patterns; its source is a
plain text file. The second is a binary image of the Czech Machine Dictionary [6]
and contains stem bases and auxiliary data structures. We developed a program
abin that can read both of these text files and efficiently store their content into
appropriate data structures in destination binary files.

The analyser’s first step is loading these binary files. These files are not
further processed – they are only loaded into memory. This is mainly to allow
as quick a start of the analyser as possible.

The next steps of the analyser are determined by those within the morpho-
logical analysis algorithm. The basic principle of the algorithm is based on the
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segmentation described in Section 2.1. The separated ending then determines
values of grammatical categories. More details can be found in [10]. Another
feature of the analyser is a possibility to select various forms of the basic word
form, the so called lemma.

Finally, the user can have more versions of binary files that contain morpho-
logical information and stem bases, and can specify which pair should be used by
the analyser. Users can take advantage of this feature to “switch on” an analysis
of colloquial Czech, domain-specific texts etc.

Table 1 shows the sentence Já jsem se té přednášky zúčastnila. (I have par-
ticipated in that lecture.) fully but ambiguously morphologically analysed by
ajka. To explain the output, for example, the tag k5eApFnStMmPaP of the word

Table 1. Example of the sentence analysed by ajka.

Já <l>já
<c>k3xPnSc1p1
<c>k1gNnSc1 <c>k1gNnSc4
<c>k1gNnSc5 <c>k1gNnPc2
<c>k1gNnSc6 <c>k1gNnSc7
<c>k1gNnSc3 <c>k1gNnSc2
<c>k1gNnPc6 <c>k1gNnPc3
<c>k1gNnPc1 <c>k1gNnPc4
<c>k1gNnPc5 <c>k1gNnPc7

jsem <l>být
<c>k5eAp1nStPmIaI

se <l>sebe
<c>k3xXnSc4p2 <c>k3xPnSc4p2
<l>s
<c>k7c7

té <l>ten
<c>k3xDgFnSc2 <c>k3xDgFnSc3
<c>k3xDgFnSc6
<l>té
<c>k1gNnSc1 <c>k1gNnSc4
<c>k1gNnSc5 <c>k1gNnPc2
<c>k1gNnSc6 <c>k1gNnSc7
<c>k1gNnSc3 <c>k1gNnSc2
<c>k1gNnPc6 <c>k1gNnPc3
<c>k1gNnPc1 <c>k1gNnPc4
<c>k1gNnPc5 <c>k1gNnPc7

přednášky <l>přednáška
<c>k1gFnSc2 <c>k1gFnPc1
<c>k1gFnPc4 <c>k1gFnPc5

zúčastnila <l>zúčastnit
<c>k5eApNnPtMmPaP
<c>k5eApFnStMmPaP
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zúčastnila (participated) means: part of speech (k) is verb (5), negation (e) is
affirmative (A), person (p) is feminine (F), number (n) is singular (S), tense (t)
is past (M), modus (m) is participium (P) and aspect (a) is perfective (p). Lem-
mata and possible tags are prefixed by <l>, À respectively. This example also
depicts both lemma and tag ambiguity of Czech word forms. The first one is for
instance represented by the word form se which belongs to two possible lemmata
– sebe (reflexive pronoun) and s (preposition); the second one by the word form
zúčastnila which has two alternative tags for the same lemma – for neuter
plural and feminine singular.

The power of the analyser can be evaluated by two features. The most im-
portant is the number of words that can be recognised by the analyser. This
number depends on the quality and richness of the dictionary. Our database
contains 223,600 stem bases from which ajka is able to analyse and generate
5,678,122 correct Czech word forms. The second feature is the speed of analy-
sis. In the brief mode, ajka can analyse more than 20,000 words per second on
PentiumIII processor with a frequency of 800MHz. Some other statistical data,
such as number of segments and size of binary files, is shown in the Table 2.

Table 2. Statistical data

#intersegments 779
#endings 643
#sets of endings 2,806
#patterns 1,570
#stem bases 223,600
#generated word forms 5,678,122
#generated tags 1,604
speed of the analysis 20,000 words/s
dictionary 1,930,529 Bytes
morph. information 147,675 Bytes

3 Partial Parser Dis

The partial parser Dis consists of a robust grammar for the main sentence groups
in Czech – verb, nominal and prepositional – and the parsing mechanism. As
mentioned above, chunking in Czech is quite difficult particularly because of
some properties of verb groups.

Thus the main focus is put on the method for obtaining verb rules from an
annotated corpus. One of the most important results of our work is a complete
and robust algorithmic description of Czech verb groups; an appropriate version
of such a description was not elaborated before.
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On the other hand, noun and prepositional groups are quite well described
in Czech grammars. For the construction of the grammar rules for recognition
of such groups we have used existing resources but the rules have been slightly
modified according to the corpus data and our requirements (we prefered higher
recall to precision). Further details of the rules for noun and prepositional groups
in our system can be found in [11].

3.1 Verb Rules

Recognition and analysis of the predicate in a sentence is fundamental to the
meaning of the sentence and its further analysis. In more than 50% of Czech
sentences, the predicate contains a compound verb group (e.g. the group jsem
se zúčastnila in the example presented in the section describing ajka). Moreover,
compound verb groups in Czech are often discontinuous and contain so called
gaps. In our example the gap is té přednášky. Until all parts of a compound
verb group are located, it is impossible to continue with any kind of syntactic
or semantic analysis. We consider a compound verb group to be a list of verbs
and maybe the reflexive pronouns se, si. Such a group is obviously compound of
auxiliary and lexical verbs.

We describe here the method that results in definite clause grammar rules –
called verb rules – that contain information about all components of a particular
verb group and about their respective tags. The algorithm for learning verb
rules takes as its input sentences from the annotated and fully disambiguated
corpus DESAM [8]. The algorithm is split into three steps: finding verb chunks,
generalisation and verb rule synthesis. These three steps are described below.

1. The observed properties of a verb group are the following: their components
are either verbs or a reflexive pronoun se (si); the boundary of a verb group
cannot extend beyond a sentence boundary; and between two components
of the verb group there can be a gap consisting of an arbitrary number of
non-verb words or even a whole clause. In the first step, the boundaries of all
clauses are found. Then each gap is replaced by the symbolic tag gap. The
method exploits only the lemma of each word i.e., the nominative singular
for nouns, adjectives, pronouns and numerals, infinitive for verbs, and its
tag.

2. The lemmata and the tags are now generalised. Three generalisation oper-
ations are employed: the elimination of (some) lemmata, generalisation of
grammatical categories and finding grammatical agreement constraints.
All lemmata apart from forms of the auxiliary verb být (to be) (být, by,
aby, kdyby) are rejected. Lemmata of modal verbs and verbs with similar
behaviour are replaced by the symbolic tag modal. These verbs have been
found in the list of more than 15 000 verb valencies [9].
Exploiting linguistic knowledge, several grammatical categories are not im-
portant for verb group description (very often it is negation or aspect). These
categories may be removed.
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Another situation appears when two or more values of some category are
related. In the simplest case they are the same, but in more complicated
cases (e.g. formal modes of address in Czech) are treated through special
predicates.

3. Finally the verb rule in DCG formalism in Prolog is constructed by rewrit-
ing the result of the generalisation phase. For the verb group jsem se té
přednášky zúčastnila, which contains the gap té přednášky , the following
rule is constructed:
vg(vg(Be,Se,Verb), Gaps) -->

be(Be, ,P,N,tP,mI, ),
% jsem
reflex pron(Se,xX, , ),
% se
gap([],Gaps),
% té přednášky
k5(Verb, , ,P1,N1,tM,mP, ),
% zúčastnila
{ check num(N,N1,Be,Vy) }.

The interpretation of non-terminals used in the rule is following: be() repre-
sents auxiliary verb být, reflex pron() stands for reflexive pronoun se (si),
gap() is a special predicate for dealing with the gaps, and k5() stands for
an arbitrary non-auxiliary verb. The particular values of some arguments of
non-terminals represent obligatory properties. Simple cases of grammatical
agreement are not present in this example, more complicated situations are
solved employing constraints such as the predicate check num(). In the com-
ments there are mentioned words processed by the particular non-terminal.
The method has been implemented in Perl. More than 150 definite clause
grammar rules were constructed from the annotated corpus that describe all
the verb groups that are frequent in Czech.

3.2 Parsing Mechanism

Dis exploits the standard Prolog DC parsing mechanism extended in two ways.
First, the special predicate for processing gaps was designed, implemented and
incorporated. Second, it was extended by a procedure which controls the whole
parsing, calls the DC mechanism when necessary, and selects the best parses
for a particular context. In our example sentence, the partial parser recognises
the verb group jsem se zúčastnila and the noun group té přednášky . It assigns
to each word involved in one of these groups the correct tag in the context of
the whole sentence. More than one analysis of a group can be made and on the
partial parsing level it is not possible to choose the correct one. Dis outputs all of
these analyses to its extension VaDis which can solve some of these ambiguities.
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4 Extension VaDis

Techniques of partial parsing exploited by Dis aim to find syntactic information
efficiently and reliably from unrestricted texts by sacrificing completeness and
depth of analysis. The main purpose of the extension VaDis is to find more com-
plex syntactic relations from the output of the partial parser. It is based on the
processing of verb valencies and possible functions of nominal and prepositional
groups in a sentence.

The list of Czech verb valencies [9] was transformed to the dictionary suitable
for the effective processing by VaDis. The lexical verb from the verb group found
during the preceding partial analysis is searched in this dictionary. There can
be several verb valency frames associated with one verb. A verb valency frame
consists of one or more parts which express the requirements for their possible
participants. If there is at least one potential participant for every part of the verb
valency frame in the analysed sentence, this frame is tagged as a contender. Thus
we obtain a list of all possible verb frames with all their potential participants.
One of these frames is correct in the particular context. Although we are not yet
able to determine the correct frame automatically, selecting from possible cases
is very useful. Combination with other methods can bring even better results
in the future. In addition to processing verb valencies, VaDis searches for all
possible arguments of other functions of noun and prepositional groups in a
sentence. Thus, all possible functions are assigned to every such a group in the
particular clause.

The following results are obtained for our example input sentence: only one
possible verb frame (out of four frames in the dictionary) is selected for the
full-meaning verb zúčastnit se. The successful frame is zúčastnit se <čeho>
(participate <in st>) and its only potential participant is the noun group té
přednášky . The other relation found is Já as the only possible subject of the
sentence.

5 Partial Automatic Disambiguation

The output of both Dis and VaDis can serve for automatic partial disambigua-
tion of input texts. For every word in the analysed sentence, the output contains
all tags of the particular word which are involved either in a recognised group
containing this word, or the functions which the word can perform in the sen-
tence. One of these groups and roles is correct for the word in the given context.
Thus, if we reduce the full set of tags assigned initially to the word by ajka to
those tags which occur in the Dis or VaDis output, the only correct tag remains
in the new restricted set. This method is used for obtaining partially disam-
biguated texts. Table 3 shows our example sentence disambiguated according to
the output of the VaDis programme.

In this case the sentence is disambiguated fully and every word has been
assigned its correct tag in the given context. The recall of our system is 99.03%
and the precision of 66.10% which are slightly better results when compared with
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Table 3. Disambiguation performed according to the VaDis output.

Já <l>já
<c>k3xPnSc1p1

jsem <l>být
<c>k5eAp1nStPmIaI

se <l>sebe
<c>k3xXnSc4p2

té <l>ten
<c>k3xDgFnSc2

přednášky <l>přednáška
<c>k1gFnSc2

zúčastnila <l>zúčastnit
<c>k5eApFnStMmPaP

best current Czech rule-based disambiguator [5]. Considerably better precision
of disambiguation could be achieved by combining our system with an efficient
statistical component which is unfortunately not readily available to us now.

6 Conclusion

We have described our system consisting of modules performing two particular
levels of natural language analysis, namely, morphological and syntactic.

The morphological analyser has been tested on large corpora containing ap-
proximately 108 positions. Based on the test results we consider ajka to be
robust enough to analyse any raw Czech text. Nowadays it is being used for
lemmatisation and morphological tagging, as well as for generating correct word
forms, and also as a spelling checker. Moreover, ajka can be readily adapted
to other inflected languages that have to deal with morphological analysis. In
general, only the language-specific parts of the system, i.e. definitions of sets of
endings and the dictionary, have to be replaced for this purpose.

We have presented a survey of the main features of the partial parser Dis;
the main focus has been put on the algorithm for obtaining verb rules for Czech
from an annotated corpus. The extension VaDis recognises further syntactic
relations in the output of Dis. It is based on the processing of verb valencies
and it searches possible arguments of roles of noun and prepositional groups in
a sentence.

The results of the partial disambiguation performed by our system are slightly
better than results of other comparable rule-based systems for Czech. We achie-
ved a recall of 99.03% and a precision of 66.10%. A combination of our system
with an efficient statistical component will bring a considerably higher score of
precision.
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Abstract. We introduce a chunking system based on probability distri-
bution approximation and decision trees. The system was tested on the
large standard evaluation set for base noun phrases. While the training
time of the system is remarkable short (about 3 hours), results are com-
parable with the best systems reported so far. We trained our system
with different settings of POS tags and show how much chunking results
depend on POS tag accuracy.

1 Introduction

Chunking means extracting non-overlapping segments from a stream of data.
These segments are called chunks. Chunks can be consecutive but also inter-
posed. There are several applications in text analysis, e.g.:

– sentence segmentation
– core phrase detection
– named entity extraction
– word segmentation (in languages such as Japanese,

where words are not separated by spaces)

Other problems unrelated to text processing can also be reduced to chunking
tasks, e.g.:

– phoneme extraction from speech data
– finding genes in DNA

A frequent application for chunking is the detection of base noun phrases (noun
phrases which do not contain other noun phrases). The expression “core noun
phrase” is synonymously used. Most of the syntactic ambiguities in English
clauses are above base NP level. The following example shows an ambiguity
where a preposition can either attach to a noun (1) or a verb (2).

(1) saw (the man (with the telescope))
(2) saw (the man) (with the telescope)

However, this ambiguity does not exist in base NP chunk representation.

(3) saw [the man] with [the telescope]

A. Gelbukh (Ed.): CICLing 2003, LNCS 2588, pp. 136–147, 2003.
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Since many ambiguities of natural language can be left unsolved in base NP
chunking, recognition rates are comparatively high (word level accuracy of al-
most 99%). The basic idea is that employing accurate results of low level analysis
could be advantageous for solving more elaborate tasks. For example, Abney [1]
proposed chunking as a precursor for full parsing. But, also other low level NLP
tasks like POS-tagging could benefit from base NP chunk information.

Several chunking methods have been introduced in the past years, and it
seems that limits of result improvement are reached. The system we will intro-
duce in Section 4 is among the best, but has the additional merit that training
time is comparatively short.

Ramshaw and Marcus [7] proposed two test environments for base NP chunk-
ing. A problem of the larger environment is that POS tags must be added later.
This leaves room for using different tags than initially intended, but when differ-
ent tags are used, comparison with other systems becomes difficult. For under-
standing what impact other POS-tags have on the chunking results, we trained
our system with 4 different POS tag settings. Using this information, it should
be possible to estimate how results of other systems change when a different
tagset is used.

2 Chunking

A chunking problem can easily be transferred to a tagging task. Ramshaw and
Marcus [7] use the IOB tag set, where words are separated in words inside a
chunk (I), outside a chunk (O), and at the beginning of a consecutive chunk
(B). Other representations operate with chunk ends (IOE) or don’t distinguish
non-consecutive and consecutive beginnings (IOB2). However, not every possible
tag sequence is valid, e.g., in the IOB set B must not follow O. Therefore, care
has to be taken that no such wrong sequence be produced.

Muñoz et al. [5] proposed a method where two classifiers are trained to recog-
nize opening and closing brackets (O+C). This seems to be a different approach,
but on the other hand, there are at least similarities to a tagging problem with
four tags: beginning, end, both and neither.

Lüdtke [4] distinguishes four boolean categories: whether the word is first in
a chunk (f), inside a chunk (i), last in a chunk (l) and beginning of a consecutive
chunk (c). Each possible combination of these categories (there are 7) can then
be used as tag. Since all of the categories are boolean, tags are written as binary
4-tuples: 0000, 0100, 0110, 1100, 1101, 1110 and 1111. We call this representation
filc-representation, because of the first letters of the four categories (first, inside,
last, consecutive).

The advantage of this representation is that each of these four categories can
be learned independently. A combination of only 2 of the categories leads to the
tagsets mentioned before, e.g., combining only (i) and (c) is equivalent to IOB,
combining (f) and (l) is equivalent to (O+C).

Because the categories are binary, probability estimation is more tractable
and hence deviations lower. As an example, the tagging in filc-representation of
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the sentence beginning of “In [early trading] in [Hong Kong] [Monday] , [Gold]
was quoted at [$ 366.50] [an ounce] .” is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Example for our tagging system

word filc tags explanation
In 0000 outside
early 1100 first and inside
trading 0110 inside and last
in 0000
Hong 1100
Kong 0110
Monday 1111 first in a consecutive
, 0000
gold 1110 first, inside and last
was 0000

2.1 Probability Estimation

A typical approach for learning tags from a tagged text corpus is to look at
different types of patterns in the text and count how often the patterns appeared
(n) and how often it lead to each of the tags (k)1. A pattern type could be a
3-gram where the tag of the second word should be guessed.

From this point forward, tagging is a straightforward classification problem:
finding the best classification borders in the (pt, t, 〈n, k〉) space, where pt is the
pattern type, t the tag, and n and k the counts of t in the patterns of type pt.

Though it might be possible to work directly with the n and k counts, there
are two reasons not to do so. First, the optimal classification borders in 〈n, k〉
are usually non-trivial, hence much data is needed to learn them. Second, given
a distribution model, it is possible to approximate a probability p for each n and
k, without using additional data. Section 4.1 introduces our distribution model
and the probability approximations.

2.2 Combination of Pattern Types

The reason to make use of different patterns is, that long patterns like 5-grams
tend to give our guesses a high accuracy, but we hardly can use them, since
the longer the pattern the higher chance, that we have not seen it before. Short
patterns like single words, on the other hand, occur much more frequently, but
1 n and k are used for consistency with the notation of binomial distributions, where

usually n denotes the number of trials and k the number of positive outcomes.
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accuracy is low. A combination of different pattern types must hence lead to
better results.

In our experiments (described in Section 5) we were using 31 pattern types
(all patterns in a window of 5) for both the plain words and the POS tags.
For this step we used decision trees, which don’t return classes, but probability
estimates of the classes. This is further explained in Section 4.2.

Other classification methods could be used for this task. Support Vector
Machines [3] led to the best results we are aware of so far. The reason we decided
to use decision trees is that they are fast (both in training and runtime) and
flexible classifiers. Though there are theoretical limitations on accuracy, the low
training time allows the training and comparison of different systems, which is
one of the aims of this paper.

There also are fundamentally different approaches. Ramshaw and Marcus [7]
use Transformation Rules to improve incorrect tag sequences. The approach of
Argamon et al. [2] is memory based.

2.3 Combination of Categories

In our approach, probabilities are approximated independently for all four cat-
egories of the filc-representation scheme. Combining these categories leads to
filc-tags, which then can be used as representation for chunks. This combination
is also done by decision trees and described in more detail in Section 4.3.

A similar combination was also performed by other groups: e.g., Erik F.
Tjong Kim Sang et al. used weighted voting to combine the output of different
chunking systems.

It could be questioned, why the classification is not done in one step by using
the (pt, t, 〈n, k〉) space described earlier. Surely, a combination of all values in
one step is most powerful. But unfortunately this feature space is rather large.
In our case 248 probability estimates have to be combined. Our decision tree
algorithm could learn a classifier for this number of features even in a reasonable
time. But, with the size of training data provided our trees had an average depth
of between 10 and 15, so only 10 to 15 features are used for one decision. In a
large feature space many of the weaker (but still usable) features would never
be used.

3 Test Environments

Ramshaw and Marcus [7] proposed two test environments for noun phrase chunk-
ing which have become a quasi standard for the evaluation of chunking algo-
rithms. The first and smaller environment (baseNP-S) uses sections 15-18 of
the Wall Street Journal corpus for training and section 20 for evaluation. The
second environment (baseNP-L) uses sections 02-21 for training and section 00
for evaluation. Tjong Kim Sang [9] offers a script on his web site for extracting
Ramshaw and Marcus style data sets from parsed text in Penn Treebank format.
POS-tags were produced by the Brill tagger.
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While the baseNP-S dataset can be downloaded2, baseNP-L must be con-
structed from the Penn Treebank. Unfortunately, there is a source of confusion:
POS-tags are to be produced by the Brill tagger. However, the temptation to
use the more or less perfect tags of the treebank or another tagger (more accu-
rate then Brill’s or with another more promising tag set) is high, since this can
improve the results significantly.

While better results are of course always welcome, it has to be admitted that
methods are not comparable when different data is used for evaluation. This
paper examines the influence of different POS-taggers. And it is shown that
there are significant differences depending on the tags used.

It should also be noted that there is critics on using the Ramshaw and Marcus
datasets for evaluating chunking methods:

1. Overfitting in the base NP task: since chunking methods are more and more
optimized on solving this special problem, generality concerning other chunking
problems gets lost. Therefore, the original intention to compare standard chunk-
ing methods can not be maintained.

2. Overfitting in the evaluation set: the evaluation sets are relatively small
(there are usually only about 500 chunks which are not found3). A combination
of different algorithms or parameter settings which already proved to be suitable
to this task, could lead to too optimistic results.

3. Usefulness of this chunking scheme: base NP chunking is not the final goal.
Because chunking results are to be used in further applications, some thoughts
should be made about whether the chunking scheme is really optimal for this.
The chunks were automatically derived from treebank parses, which surely limits
the room for creative design. But there are some decisions we consider unfortu-
nate:

– Prepositions are outside the chunk. Astonishingly “’s” (between two noun
phrases, expressing possession) is usually inside the second chunk. This leads
to problems when the second NP is omitted or when it is complex. Despite
this, mistakes with other usages of “’s” lead to more chunking errors than
necessary.

– Conjunctions of simple noun phrases form only one chunk. This also makes
the task more difficult. And it is difficult to motivate why “with [A and B]”
and “with [A] and with [B]” should be treated different.

4. Usefulness of the evaluation scheme: evaluation is based on chunk f-score,
which equally weights chunk recall and chunk precision. It is questionable whe-
ther this represents the demands of the applications for chunking algorithms. A
word based evaluation would alleviate the penalty for partial errors (e.g., when
only the beginning of a chunk was guessed wrong) and decrease the overfitting
described in point 1. and 2. A sentence based evaluation could be useful when
full parsing is the application.
2 The address is ftp.cis.upenn.edu/pub/chunker/.
3 The evaluation part of baseNP-L consists of 46451 words or 12145 baseNP chunks.

A chunk recall of 95% leads to 607 chunks not found.
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4 Method

Our chunking algorithm consists of three steps:

1. Probability estimation: probabilities of filc-categories are estimated for word
and POS patterns by approximating probability distribution functions.

2. Combination of pattern types: probability estimates concerning one filc-
category are combined by decision trees.

3. Combination of categories: results of the previous step are combined by a
decision tree.

4.1 Probability Estimation

Supposed it should be decided whether the word “total” in the sentence “Today,
PC shipments annually total some $ 38.3 billion world-wide” is inside a noun
phrase or not. Since “total” can be used as an adjective, noun or verb, the
decision is non-trivial.

Table 2 shows different word patterns, how often they appeared in the train-
ing corpus (n) and how often the word at position i (which is “total” in our
case) was inside a noun phrase chunk (k).

Table 2. Patterns and their counts (k/n) for deciding whether the word at position i
is inside a noun phrase chunk.

pattern position count
type i − 1 i i + 1 k/n

(--w) some 18/362
(-w-) total 69/73
(-ww) total some 0/0
(w--) annually 0/22
(w-w) annually some 0/0
(ww-) annually total 0/0
(www) annually total some 0/0

A common approach to calculate probabilities from (k, n)-pairs is adding one
(or Laplace’s Law), where 1 is added to each class (in our case p = (k+1)/(n+2)).
This estimation produces good results for uniform probability distributions, but
can lead to high deviations in other cases.

Because of this problems, we chose the Bayesian approach described by
Lüdtke [4], where counts of (k,n)-pairs are used to approximate the probabil-
ity distribution. An example for count counts is given in Table 3. These count
counts are for the decision whether a word is inside a noun phrase (filc-category
i) given the word itself (pattern type (-w-)).
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Table 3. Count counts for category i and pattern type (-w-)

k/n: count count
0/3: 327
1/3: 89
2/3: 112
3/3: 1132

The count counts in this example suggest a parabolic distribution with high
frequencies of events with high and low probability, where näıve approaches like
adding one usually fail.

In our approach probability distributions are approximated by segments of
linear functions. Approximation is done by optimizing an equation system de-
rived from count count numbers. The probability distribution approximation for
category i and pattern type (-w-) is shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Approximated probability distribution of category i and pattern type (-w-).

From these distribution functions, the distribution of events given their k and
n values is easily computable. The mean of this function is used as probability
estimate. In this way errors are minimized.

The probability estimates for the patterns in Table 2 are shown in Table 4.

4.2 Combination of Pattern Types

In the previous section we described how to derive probability estimates for
filc-categories using the count count of word patterns. In this step probability
estimates for the same filc-category are combined.
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Table 4. Patterns and their probability estimates for deciding whether the word at
position i is inside a noun phrase chunk.

pattern position prob.
type i − 1 i i + 1 est.
(--w) some 0.057
(-w-) total 0.943
(-ww) total some 0.632
(w--) annually 0.039
(w-w) annually some 0.586
(ww-) annually total 0.555
(www) annually total some 0.588

When looking again to Table 4, we see, that the estimates can differ consid-
erably, e.g., the probability for pattern type (--w) was estimated with 0.057,
the probability for pattern type (-w-) with 0.943.

The combination is done by decision trees which don’t return classes, but
class probabilities. We developed a simple decision tree algorithm for this task,
where decisions are based on the information gain inside the training data (which
is equivalent to the improvement of entropy). By erasing constants the formula
of information gain can be reduced to:

−
∑

b∈B

∑

c∈C

freq(b, c) ∗ log(prob(b, c)), (1)

where B is the set of subtrees branching from the node in question (2 for binary
trees), C the classes, freq(b, c) the frequency of class c in the part of training
data which was branched to b, and prob(b, c) the probability of c in b.

The C4.5 decision tree package (Quinlan [6]) is also based on information
gain. There, prob(b, c) is approximated by

freq(b, c)∑
d∈C freq(b, d)

. (2)

Quinlan reports problems when using the pure information gain criterion,
because it does not punish very unbalanced decisions, e.g., where 1000 training
cases are separated in 2 groups of 1 case and 999 cases. In order to overcome
these problems Quinlan combines the information gain with another measure he
calls split info.

However, unbalanced splitting is not bad per se. The problem of a split where
only one case is separated is, that a probability estimation of 1.0 for the class of
this case is usually wrong.

We solved this problem by trying to find a better approximation of prob(b, c).
Assuming that the probability of the parent node has an influence on the children
nodes, we move the child probability a bit in its direction depending on the size
of the child. Our formula of prob(b, c) is:
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prob(parent, c) ∗ w + freq(b, c)
w +

∑
d∈C freq(b, d)

. (3)

w is a parameter expressing how much weight the probability of the parent node
should get. This parameter has an influence on the results and could be object
of further tuning. However, we were using a value w = 2 in all our experiments.

There is another reading of equation 3. The result is equal to the probability
mean of freq(b, c) if the parental distribution is a multinomial distribution with
a count of class c freq(parent, c) = prob(parent, c) ∗ w − 1 and a count sum∑

d∈C freq(parent, d) = w − size(C). The probability mean for class c in this
parental distribution is prob(parent, c).

This method is a generalization of adding one (also known as Laplace’s Law).
Adding one also assumes a multinomial distribution, though a uniform one. This
sets prob(parent, c) = 1/size(C) and w = size(C).

Our trees are pruned by cutting off all nodes where score increase was below
a certain threshold. This threshold is the one which performs best in a test on
unseen data. Because only one parameter has to be determined, this pruning
method does not need much data.

We compared our decision tree algorithm to C4.5 and found out that re-
sults of our algorithm were better. C4.5 is a broad coverage system using several
optimization strategies like windowing and cross validation, which makes it dif-
ficult to compare single system components. But we believe that our probability
estimation method of equation 3 largely contributed to the better results.

4.3 Combination of Categories

In the previous section, we explained how probabilities of different pattern types
are combined. At this point, we have a probability estimation for each of the 4
filc-categories for every word in the text. Now filc-categories of the word before,
the word itself and the word behind (12 features) are combined to filc-tags. This
is done by the same decision tree algorithm.

Table 5 shows probability estimations for filc-categories and result tags for
the sentence: “Today, PC shipments annually total some $ 38.3 billion world-
wide”.

When setting a threshold of 0.5, there were two mistakes in the filc-proba-
bility values. 1. the word “total” had a probability of 0.855 to be inside a noun
phrase chunk and 2. the word “world-wide” had a probability of 0.656 to be
inside and 0.838 to be at the end of a chunk. But due to the combination of
different values these errors could be removed. The result tags are equivalent
to the sentence chunked: “[Today], [PC shipments] annually total [some $ 38.3
billion] world-wide”.

5 Experiments

We performed experiments on the large evaluation environment for base NP
chunks provided by Ramshaw and Marcus [7]. The evaluation measure in this en-
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Table 5. Filc-probabilities and chunking result in IOB-tagset

filc-probabilities
word first inside last cons result
Today 0.994 0.996 0.583 0.000 1110

, 0.000 0.022 0.000 0.000 0000
PC 0.892 0.988 0.000 0.000 1100

shipments 0.002 0.988 0.989 0.003 0110
annually 0.002 0.000 0.002 0.013 0000

total 0.002 0.855 0.069 0.002 0000
some 0.806 0.997 0.025 0.013 1100

$ 0.008 0.996 0.000 0.002 0100
38.3 0.002 0.997 0.000 0.000 0100

billion 0.000 0.997 0.950 0.000 0110
world-wide 0.002 0.656 0.838 0.002 0000

. 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0000

vironment is the f-score of whole chunks where recall and precision are weighted
equally (α = 0.5 or β = 1).

In order to see the influence of different POS tags we trained our system with
four different settings:

– no tags: without using POS tags but only lexical data.
– brill 1: tags of the Brill tagger which was only trained on the Brown Corpus.
– brill 2: tags of the Brill tagger which was also trained on the Wall Street

Journal Corpus (the original tags of the evaluation environment).
– ptb tags: tags of the Penn Treebank which were corrected by human experts.

Table 6 shows the results of our experiments. For emphasizing the influence of
the tagger, tagging accuracy of the tagger (compared to the treebank tags) are
given next to the final results of our system.

Table 6. Results of experiments

setting
POS tag
accuracy chunk f-score

no tags — 91.56
brill 1 94.22 93.12
brill 2 96.29 93.90

ptb tags 100.00 94.99
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One training run needs about 3 hours on one 450MHz processor of a sun
enterprise machine, while more than half of the time is used for compiling the
training data from the Penn Treebank and less than half for actually training
the system.

Table 7 shows results reported in other publications4. It is not always high-
lighted whether brill 2 or ptb tags was used as tagset. Assuming that brill 2 was
used in all other systems as specified in the testset description, our system would
be third.

Table 7. Results of other systems

publication f-score
Ramshaw and Marcus [7] 93.3

Tjong Kim Sang and Veenstra [10] 93.81
Tjong Kim Sang [8] 94.90

Kudo and Matsumoto [3] 95.77

Also training times are not reported frequently. The best system [3] uses
Support Vector Machines which need weeks to get trained.

6 Discussion

Our chunking system achieved one of the three best results for base noun phrase
chunking. However, the best result was reported by [3] with their support vector
machine based system. SVMs can find much better classification borders than
decision trees, but since time costs are significantly higher, there are limitations
on training data size and number of features which are used for learning. This
limits the benefit of a larger corpus or usage of more features (such as capital-
ization or suffixes). Decision trees don’t have these problems.

Experiments show that POS tag accuracy has a considerable influence on
chunking results. The result of chunking without POS-tags was more than 3%
lower than the result with perfect tags. Under real world conditions results were
still more than 1% lower. Though it is rather dangerous to assume that other
algorithms will show a similar decrease, it is very probable that chunk f-score gen-
erally decreases some points, when doing experiments with a tagger not trained
on the test set.

We believe, that it will be difficult to further improve results of baseNP
chunking without using significantly larger corpora or exploiting other resources
like human made dictionaries or semantics. But even with a chunk f-score of
4 The numbers were taken from

lcg-www.uia.ac.be/̃erikt/research/np-chunking.html, a web page maintained by Erik
F. Tjong Kim Sang.
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less than 95%, baseNP chunks contain much information about the syntactic
structure of language. Despite this, we are not aware of applications making use
of NP chunks.

A topic for future work could be to examine how baseNP chunk information
could be used to improve POS tagging or full parsing. It would also be interesting
to apply chunking systems to other chunking tasks like named entity extraction
or word segmentation in languages like Japanese.
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Abstract. This paper describes and evaluates a simple modification
to the Brill Part–of–Speech Tagger. In its standard distribution the Brill
Tagger allows manual assignment of a part–of–speech tag to a word prior
to tagging. However, it may change it to another tag during processing.
We suggest a change that guarantees that the pre–tag remains unchanged
and ensures that it is used throughout the tagging process. Our method
of guaranteed pre-tagging is appropriate when the tag of a word is known
for certain, and is intended to help improve the accuracy of tagging by
providing a reliable anchor or seed around which to tag.

1 Introduction

Part–of–speech tagging is a prerequisite task for many natural language pro-
cessing applications, among them parsing, word sense disambiguation, machine
translation, etc. The Brill Tagger (c.f., [1], [2], [3], [5]) is one of the most widely
used tools for assigning parts–of–speech to words. It is a hybrid of machine
learning and statistical methods that is based on transformation based learning.

The Brill Tagger has several virtues that we feel recommend it above other
taggers. First, the source code is distributed. This is rare, as most other part–of–
speech taggers are only distributed in executable format. Second, the simplicity
of the transformation based learning approach makes it possible for us to both
understand and modify the process to meet our needs. Finally, the tagger is
quite accurate, and consistently achieves overall accuracy of at least 95%.

Part–of–speech taggers normally assume that the sentence it is processing is
completely untagged. However, if the tags for some of the words in a text are
known prior to tagging, then it would be desirable to incorporate that informa-
tion in such a way that the tagger can use it and hopefully improve its accuracy.
The act of manually assigning tags to selected words in a text prior to tagging
will be referred to as pre–tagging. The affected words are said to be pre–tagged
and the actual tags assigned to them are known as pre–tags.

Pre–tagging is intended to take advantage of the locality of part–of–speech
tags. The tag for any word is generally determined by one or two immediate
neighbors. Pre–tagging can be thought of as the process of manually priming or
seeding the tagging process with reliable prior information. If the part–of–speech
of a word can be manually assigned prior to tagging, then the surrounding tags

A. Gelbukh (Ed.): CICLing 2003, LNCS 2588, pp. 148–157, 2003.
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may be tagged more accurately as a result of this additional information. Pre–
tagging is possible because of this locality property; assigning a tag to a word
does not affect the tagging of the entire sentence and can be thought of as
introducing a very localized constraint on the tagging process.

We have developed a pre–tagging technique for the Brill Tagger that allows
words to be assigned pre–tags, and then guarantees that the pre–tag will remain
unchanged throughout tagging and will affect the tagging of its neighbors. Thus,
if we are certain that a word should have a particular part–of–speech tag, we
can provide that information and be assured that the pre–tag will remain in the
final output and will have been used to determine the tags of neighboring words.
While the Brill Tagger provides a form of pre–tagging, it gives no assurances
that the pre–tag will actually be used in the tagging process. Thus our approach
is distinct in that it guarantees that prior information about part–of–speech tags
will be incorporated into the tagging process.

This paper continues with a short introduction to the Brill tagger and its
existing form of pre–tagging. It goes on to introduce our guaranteed form, and
then discusses an evaluation of the impact of this new form of tagging.

2 The Brill Tagger

The Brill Tagger proceeds in two phases. In the first phase, the Initial State
Tagger assigns each word its most likely tag based on information it finds in a
lexicon. In the second phase, a series of contextual rules are applied by the Final
State Tagger to determine which of those initial tags should be transformed into
other tags. Our experiments and modifications are based on the August 1994
version of the Brill Tagger, known as RULE BASED TAGGER 1.14.

2.1 Initial State Tagger

The first phase of tagging is performed by the Initial State Tagger, which simply
assigns the most likely tag to each word it encounters. The most likely tag for a
word is given in the lexicon. If the word is not in the lexicon it is considered as
an unknown word and is tagged as a proper noun (NNP) if it is capitalized and
as a noun (NN) if it is not.

The lexicon (LEXICON.BROWN.AND.WSJ) we use in our experiments is
from the standard distribution of the Brill Tagger (1.14) and was derived from
the Penn TreeBank tagging of the Wall Street Journal and the Brown Cor-
pus. This lexicon consists of almost 94,000 words and provides their most likely
part–of–speech, based on frequency information taken from the aforementioned
corpora. It also lists the other parts–of–speech with which each word can be
used. Note that there are separate entries for the different morphological and
capitalized forms of a word. The lexicon shown in Table 1 follows the standard
form of a Brill Tagger lexicon and is referred to in examples throughout this
paper.
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Table 1. Example Lexicon

Word Most Frequent Tag Other Possible Tags

brown JJ NN VB . . . (L1)
chair VB NN . . . (L2)
evening NN JJ . . . (L3)
in IN FW NN . . . (L4)
meeting NN VB . . . (L5)
pretty RB JJ . . . (L6)
sit VB FW VB . . . (L7)
the DT NNP PDT . . . (L8)
this DT PDT . . . (L9)
time NN VB . . . (L10)
will MD VBP NN . . . (L11)

Entry L1 tells us that brown is usually used as an adjective (JJ) but may
also be used as a verb (VB) or a noun (NN). L2 shows that chair is most often
a verb (VB) but can also be a noun (NN). Note that the order of the other
possible tags is not significant, it simply indicates that the word was used in
these parts–of–speech in the corpus the lexicon was induced from.

The tags assigned by the Initial State Tagger may be transformed following a
set of lexical rules based on suffixes, infixes, and prefixes of the word. The tagger
comes with predefined lexical rule files that have been learned from the same
corpora used to learn the lexicon. The lexical rules file affects only the unknown
words and as such is not directly involved in or affected by pre–tagging, so we
will not discuss it any further.

2.2 Final State Tagger

The next stage of tagging determines if any of the tags assigned by the Initial
State Tagger should be changed based on a set of contextual rules. These rules
specify that the current tag of a word may be transformed into another tag
based on its context. This context usually consists of one, two or three words
(and their part–of–speech tags) to the left and right of the tagged word.

For our experiments we use a contextual rule file (CONTEXTUALRULE-
FILE.WSJ) provided in the standard 1.14 distribution of the Brill Tagger. This
consists of 284 rules derived from the Penn TreeBank tagging of the Wall Street
Journal. The examples in this paper rely on just a few contextual rules, and
those are shown in Table 2.

The rule C1 indicates that if a word is tagged as a noun (NN) then its tag
should be changed to verb (VB) if the part–of–speech of the next word is a
determiner (DT). Rule C2 says that the tag of a word should be changed from
adverb (RB) to adjective (JJ), if the next word is tagged as a noun (NN). Rule
C3 says that an adjective (JJ) should be changed to a noun (NN) if the next
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Table 2. Example Contextual Rules

Current Tag New Tag When

NN VB NEXTTAG DT . . . (C1)
RB JJ NEXTTAG NN . . . (C2)
JJ NN NEXTTAG VB . . . (C3)
NN JJ NEXTWD meeting . . . (C4)

word has a verb tag (VB). Finally, rule C4 is lexicalized, and says that a word
tagged as a noun (NN) should be changed to an adjective (JJ) if the next word
is meeting.

3 Standard Pre-tagging with the Brill Tagger

Pre–tagging is the act of manually assigning a part–of–speech tag to words in
a text prior to that text being automatically tagged with the Brill Tagger. The
following example will illustrate the general concept of pre–tagging, and show
the limitations of pre–tagging as provided in the standard distribution of the
Brill Tagger.

Suppose that it is critical to an application to know that chair is being used
as a noun (NN) in the following context. We could apply a pre–tag as follows:

Mona will sit in the pretty chair//NN this time (1)

The Initial State Tagger will assign the most likely tag to each word, except
for chair which is pre–tagged as a noun (NN) and for Mona which is not in the
lexicon but is tagged as a proper noun (NNP) since it is capitalized. The results
of this initial tagging are as follows:

Mona/NNP will/MD sit/VB in/IN the/DT

pretty/RB chair//NN this/DT time/NN (2)

The Final State Tagger will look for contextual rules to apply, and will trans-
form tags accordingly. It treats a pre–tagged word like any other, so the pre–tag
may be changed during the course of tagging. While the standard distribution
of the Brill Tagger allows a user to specify a different initial tag for a word via
pre–tagging, it does not guarantee that this be used throughout tagging. Given
the input above, the Brill Tagger will produce the following tagging:

Mona/NNP will/MD sit/VB in/IN the/DT

pretty/RB chair//VB this/DT time/NN (3)

Note that the tag of chair has been changed to a verb (VB). While chair can
be a verb, as in Mona will chair the meeting this time, in this case it is not. In
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particular, chair was pre–tagged as a noun (NN) but this was overridden by the
Final State Tagger which mis–tagged it as a verb (VB). This change occurred
due to the contextual rule C1 shown in Table 2. This rule says that a word that
is tagged as a noun (NN) should be changed to a verb (VB) when it is followed
by a determiner (DT). This error is compounded, since pretty was tagged by the
Initial State Tagger as an adverb (RB), due to lexicon entry L6 in Table 1. Since
chair is considered a verb, the initial tagging of pretty as an adverb (RB) will be
allowed to stand.

In this example the erroneous tagging of chair causes the tag of pretty to
remain unchanged. We can observe the opposite behavior with a simple change
in the example. Suppose that Mona is sitting in a brown chair. We could again
pre–tag chair to indicate that it is a noun:

Mona will sit in the brown chair//NN this time (4)

The Initial State Tagger will assign the same tags as it did in Sentence 2,
except that brown will be tagged an adjective (JJ) since that is its most likely
tag, as shown in L1 in Table 1.

Mona/NNP will/MD sit/VB in/IN the/DT

brown/JJ chair//NN this/DT time/NN (5)

From this the Final State Tagger will produce the following:

Mona/NNP will/MD sit/VB in/IN the/DT

brown/NN chair//VB this/DT time/NN (6)

Here the pre–tag of chair is changed to a verb (VB) due to contextual rule
C1. This triggers a change in the tag of brown due to rule C3, which says that
an adjective (JJ) should be changed to a noun (NN) when it is followed by a
verb (VB). Thus, the improper changing of the pre–tag of chair has resulted in
the incorrect tag being applied to brown as well.

The standard distribution of the Brill Tagger provides relatively weak pre–
tagging that simply overrides the Initial State Tagger. However, those pre–tags
can be altered by the Final State Tagger, and such changes can trigger other
transformations in the tags of neighboring words.

4 Guaranteed Pre-tagging

Our objective is to guarantee that a manually assigned pre–tag be respected (and
left unchanged) by both the Initial State Tagger and the Final State Tagger. We
believe that there are cases when the pre–tag should be considered absolute
and affect the outcome of the tags on surrounding words (and not vice–versa).
If a contextual rule changes a pre–tag from what is known to be correct to
something that is not, then the surrounding words may also be incorrectly tagged
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via applications of contextual rules that rely upon the improperly changed pre–
tag.

To achieve guaranteed pre–tagging, we have made a simple change to the Brill
tagger that prevents it from applying contextual rules that result in changes to a
pre–tagged word. However, we still allow contextual rules to change surrounding
tags based on the pre–tag. So while a pre–tag may not be changed, the tags of
surrounding words may be changed based on that pre–tag.

Let’s return to the examples of Sentences 1 and 4. In each a noun (NN) pre–
tag was assigned to chair prior to tagging, but it was overridden. As a result
chair was improperly tagged as a verb (VB) and this had an impact on the
tagging of pretty and brown.

With guaranteed pre–tagging, the final output of the Brill Tagger for Sen-
tence 1 is as follows:

Mona/NNP will/MD sit/VB in/IN the/DT

pretty/JJ chair//NN this/DT time/NN (7)

Note that the pre–tag of chair remains unchanged. The contextual rule C1
is not applied due to our prohibition against changing pre–tags. Since chair
remains a noun, contextual rule C2 changes pretty from having an adverb (RB)
tag to having an adjective (JJ) tag.

In the case of Sentence 4, the output of the Brill Tagger is:

Mona/NNP will/MD sit/VB in/IN the/DT

brown/JJ chair//NN this/DT time/NN (8)

Note that the pre–tag of chair has not been changed, and in fact no contextual
rules have been triggered. All of the other words in the sentence retain the tags
as assigned by the Initial State Tagger.

These simple examples show how guaranteed pre–tagging can affect the out-
come of the Brill Tagger. Next, we describe an extensive experiment that we
carried out in assessing the impact of pre–tagging in part–of–speech tagging
text to be used in a series of word sense disambiguation experiments.

5 Impact of Guaranteed Pre-tagging on Senseval-2 Data

We evaluated the effect of guaranteed pre–tagging on a large corpus of data that
we part–of–speech tagged. It was our experience with this data that actually
motivated the development of the guaranteed pre–tagging approach.

5.1 Experiment

The English lexical sample data for the Senseval-2 word sense disambiguation
exercise includes 4,328 test instances and 8,611 training instances [4]. Each in-
stance consists of a few sentences where a single target word within each instance
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is manually assigned a sense–tag that indicates its meaning in that particular
context. There are 73 different nouns, verbs, and adjectives that are sense–tagged
and serve as target words. This data is typically used for corpus–based super-
vised learning experiments where a model of disambiguation is learned from the
training instances and then evaluated on the test instances.

We part–of–speech tagged this data with the Brill Tagger in preparation for
some word sense disambiguation experiments. This tagging was done with the
posSenseval package, now available from the authors. The focus of the word sense
experiment was on the utility of part–of–speech tags of words near the target
word as features for disambiguation, so we were particularly concerned that the
tagging be as accurate as possible. Since the crude part–of–speech of the target
word is known (noun, verb, or adjective) we decided it would be worthwhile to
manually tag all of the target words with their appropriate part–of–speech tag,
so as to possibly improve the tagging of nearby words.

5.2 Results

The pre–tagging feature of the original Brill Tagger was used to specify the
appropriate pre–tags of the target words. An analysis of the tagging results
surprised us. Of the 4,328 target words in the test instances assigned pre–tags,
576 were changed. Of those, 388 were minor changes within a single part–of–
speech (e.g., from a past tense verb to a present tense) and 188 tags had been
changed to completely different parts–of–speech (e.g., from a verb to a noun).
We call the latter radical changes since they pose a greater concern. It seems
likely that the surrounding tags have a reasonable chance of being mis–tagged
as a result of radical errors. Of the 8,611 target words in the training data that
were pre–tagged, 1,020 of those were mis–tagged, with 291 radical errors and 729
minor errors. Since we were certain of the pre–tags we assigned, and since we
were quite concerned about the negative impact of radical errors in the tagging
of target words, we developed the guaranteed approach to pre–tagging described
here.

The guaranteed pre–tagging prevented radical errors and ensured that target
words retained their pre–tags. We noted that of the 291 sentences in the training
data where radical errors had previously existed, 36 sentences now had a change
of a neighboring tag due to the correctly applied pre–tag. In the 188 sentences
from the test data where radical errors had occurred, 18 sentences had a change
in a neighboring tag due to an erroneous change of a pre–tag.

5.3 Discussion

At first the number of changes in the neighboring tags struck us as rather small.
However, upon reflection they appear reasonable, and we shall explain how we
arrive at that conclusion.

There are approximately 529,000 tokens in the test data, and of those only
25,000 are changed from their initial state taggings via contextual rules. In the
training data there are 1,059,000 tokens, where 48,000 are changed from their
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initial state taggings via contextual rules. Thus, in both cases only about 5% of
the assigned tags are something other than what the initial state tagger decided.

Guaranteed pre–tagging corrected the 188 radical errors in the test data and
the 291 radical errors in the training data. Since most contextual rules affect
only one word to the left or one word to the right of the target word, we would
expect that contextual rules might change the tags of adjacent neighbors of the
target words about 5% of the time. Based on this rather loose analysis we would
expect that (188*2)*.05 = 19 neighboring tags should change in the test data
and (291*2)*.05 = 29 should change in the training data. It turns out that these
estimates are not far off, as the actual number of changes were 18 and 36.

In fact the analysis can be made a bit more precise, by noting that contextual
rules can be divided into those that are triggered by content words, e.g., nouns,
verbs, adjectives, and adverbs, and those that are triggered by function words.
In the test data 14,100 tokens were changed based on transformations triggered
by the current tag being a function word, and 10,300 were based on it being
a content word. In the training data, 27,800 were triggered by the current tag
being a function word and 20,500 were based on it being a content word.

This distinction is relevant since we know that the target words in the
Senseval-2 data are content words, and these are the only words that have
been pre–tagged. We can estimate the probability that a target word will trigger
a contextual rule by determining the overall probability in the test and training
data that a contextual rule will be triggered, given that the token under con-
sideration is a content word. The number of content tokens in the test data is
273,000 and the number in the training data is 546,000. Based on the counts of
the number of contextual rules triggered by content words already provided, we
can determine that the expected probability of a contextual rule triggering when
the given token is a content word is about 4%. Thus, the expected number of
changes that we computed above can be refined slightly, (188*2)*.04 = 15 and
(291*2)*.04 = 23. These are still reasonably close to the observed number of
changes (18 and 36). This suggests that pre–tagging is having an impact on the
assignment of tags, and that the rate of change to neighboring tags is consistent
with the rates of change of 4% and 5% that we have derived above.

We are uncertain whether we should expect 95% of the tokens to retain
their initial state tags in general. We suspect this figure would be lower if the
Senseval-2 data were more like the Wall Street Journal and Brown Corpus
from which the contextual rule file was learned. However, the Senseval-2 data
is from varied sources and is much noisier than the TreeBank and Brown Corpus
data.

6 An Anomaly in Lexicalized Contextual Rules

During the testing of guaranteed pre–tagging we noticed somewhat unusual be-
havior in the Brill Tagger. If a contextual rule is lexicalized with a word that has
been pre–tagged, then that rule will not be applied under any circumstances.
A lexicalized contextual rule is simply one where a specific word appears as a
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part of the rule, as in contextual rule C4 in Table 2. Consider the following case,
where we pre–tag meeting as a noun (NN):

Mona will chair the evening meeting//NN (9)

The Initial State Tagger of the standard distribution will assign the following
tags:

Mona/NNP will/MD chair/VB the/DT evening/NN meeting//NN (10)

We were surprised that in cases like these the Final State Tagger made no
transformations. In particular, it surprised us that it did not apply rule C4,
which says that if a noun (NN) precedes the word meeting then it should be
tagged as an adjective (JJ). By all accounts this rule should be triggered.

However, after some investigation in the source code we determined that the
Brill Tagger internally appends a backslash (/) to a word that has been pre–
tagged, which makes it impossible for it to trigger any contextual rule that is
lexicalized with that word. Thus in the above case the Brill Tagger viewed the
word in the sentence as meeting/, whereas it viewed rule C4 as requiring meeting.
But, as these are different the sentence does not trigger the contextual rule. We
see no particular reason to avoid this behavior, so we overrode this particular
feature and now allow lexicalized contextual rules to be triggered by pre–tagged
words as well. With that change in place, the Brill Tagger uses rule C4 and
produces the expected output:

Mona/NNP will/MD chair/VB the/DT evening/JJ meeting//NN (11)

7 Conclusions

This paper describes an approach which guarantees that the pre–tagged words
provided to the Brill Tagger will be unchanged throughout tagging and appear in
the final output, and that they will affect the tags of neighboring words. We argue
that this is a reasonable way to utilize prior knowledge that may be provided
to the Brill Tagger, and showed via an extensive pre–tagging experiment with
the Senseval-2 English lexical sample data that pre–tagging has a reasonable
impact on the tagging. We also show how the impact is commensurate with
what we would expect any change in contextual rule processing to have. The
authors have made a patch available to the Brill Tagger from their web sites
that will implement guaranteed pre–tagging, and also correct a slight anomaly
in handling lexicalized contextual rules.
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Abstract. In this paper, we attempt to make a formal analysis of
the performance in automatic part of speech tagging. Lower and upper
bounds in tagging precision using existing taggers or their combination
are provided. Since we show that with existing taggers, automatic perfect
tagging is not possible, we offer two solutions for applications requiring
very high precision: (1) a solution involving minimum human interven-
tion for a precision of over 98.7%, and (2) a combination of taggers using
a memory based learning algorithm that succeeds in reducing the error
rate with 11.6% with respect to the best tagger involved.

1 Introduction

Part of speech (POS) tagging is one of the few problems in Natural Language
Processing (NLP) that may be considered almost solved, in that several solutions
have been proposed so far, and were successfully applied in practice. State-
of-the-art systems performing POS tagging achieve accuracies of over 93-94%,
which may be satisfactory for many NLP applications. However, there are certain
applications that require even higher precision, as for example the construction
of annotated corpora where the tagging needs to be accurately performed. Two
solutions are possible for this type of sensitive applications: (1) manual tagging,
which ensures high accuracy, but is highly expensive; and (2) automatic tagging,
which may be performed at virtually no cost, but requires means for controlling
the quality of the labeling process performed by machine.

POS tagging is required by almost any text processing task, e.g. word sense
disambiguation, parsing, logical forms and others. Being one of the first pro-
cessing steps in any such application, the accuracy of the POS tagger directly
impacts the accuracy of any subsequent text processing steps.

We investigate in this paper the current state-of-the-art in POS tagging,
derive theoretical lower and upper bounds for the accuracy of individual systems
or combinations of these systems, and show that with existing taggers perfect
POS tagging is not possible (where perfect tagging is considered to be 100%
accuracy with respect to manually annotated data). Subsequently, we provide
two possible solutions for this problem. First, we show that it is possible to design
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a tagging scheme that guarantees a precision of over 98.7% with minimum human
intervention. Secondly, we show how individual taggers can be combined into a
new tagger, with an error reduction of 11.6% with respect to the best tagger
involved.

1.1 Classifiers Combination

Combining classifiers for improved performance is a technique well known in the
Machine Learning (ML) community. Previous work in the field has demonstrated
that a combined classifier often outperforms all individual systems involved [1].

Classifier combination has been successfully used in several NLP problems,
including POS tagging [4,14], word sense disambiguation [6,8], and others. Brill
[4] and van Halteren [14] show how several POS taggers can be combined using
various approaches: voting schemes (simple or weighted), decision trees, and rules
learned using contextual cues. Brill [4] uses four taggers: an unigram tagger, an
N-gram tagger, Brill’s tagger and the Maximum Entropy tagger, for an error
reduction of 10.4% with respect to the best tagger involved. In concurrent work,
van Halteren [14] combines again four different taggers and obtains a reduction
of 19.1% in error rate using a pairwise voting scheme.

In this paper, we attempt to formalize the combination of various taggers
for improved accuracy: we provide lower and upper bounds for POS tagging
precision. Since we prove that the performance of existing taggers or their com-
binations cannot exceed a certain limit, we suggest two possible solutions for
applications requiring high tagging accuracy: (1) a solution that involves mini-
mum human intervention for an accuracy of over 98.7%; and (2) a combination
of taggers using a memory based learning algorithm that succeeds in reducing
the error rate by 11.6% with respect to the best tagger involved.

2 Mathematical Foundations

This section describes a mathematical model for the problem of text tagging, and
shows how the level of confidence in tagging precision can be formally estimated.
First, given the fact that voting is a widely used scheme in classifier combination,
we are interested in finding lower and upper bounds for the tagging precision
on the set where two taggers agree. Results pertaining to this problem were
previously reported in [11]. Additionally, we want to determine lower and upper
bounds for the precision on the entire tagged set (including both agreement and
disagreement sets).

2.1 Precision on Agreement Set

It was previously shown [11] that given two classifiers with their estimated pre-
cisions, it is possible to determine a minimum and a maximum for the precision
achieved on the agreement set, i.e. the set where the two classifiers agree in the
tag they independently assign.

The following formulae were derived:
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minPA12 =
PT1 + PT2 − 1 + A12

2 ∗ A12
(1)

maxPA12 � PT1 + PT2 − 1 + A12 + (1 − PT1)(1 − PT1)
2 ∗ A12

(2)

where PT1 is the precision of the tagger T1, PT2 is the precision of the tagger
T2, PA12 is the precision on the agreement set, A12 is the size of the agreement
set. Experiments with POS tagging have validated this result, leading to almost
identical theoretical and empirical values.

2.2 Lower and Upper Bounds for Overall Precision

The second problem that we address from a theoretical perspective regards the
limitations in POS tagging precision. Similar theoretical analyses were previously
performed for the problem of word sense disambiguation [7], and recently for the
problem of question answering [9].

The simplest approach in POS tagging is the unigram tagger that lexically
disambiguates words based on their frequency in a large corpus, and was found
to perform very well, with an accuracy of about 93.26% precision [4]. This can
be considered as a lower bound (i.e. a baseline) for the problem of POS tagging
in general.

Finding the upper bound is a process significantly more difficult, since it has
to take into account the precision of all individual and combined classifiers. It
is however an important issue, since accurate predictions of upper bound would
enable a complete analysis of the performance in POS tagging. Moreover, such
theoretical evaluations may influence the decision in selecting the best individual
/ combined tagger for particular applications.

To the end of finding this upper bound, we differentiate the absolute preci-
sion of a tagger, as compared to the nominal precision. It is common to report
precision in POS tagging by referring to all words in a particular test set. This
is the nominal precision. However, a fairly large set of words in any text have
only one possible tag. These words are not lexically ambiguous, and therefore
they account for a subset with 100% tagging precision towards the overall nom-
inal precision of a tagger. The absolute precision is the precision achieved by
the same tagger when applied only to the set of ambiguous words. Measure-
ments performed on a large tagged corpus have shown that about 40% of the
words in the corpus are not lexically ambiguous. This is in agreement with the
corresponding figures reported in [4].

By denoting with PTi the nominal precision of a tagger Ti, and with APTi

the absolute precision of the same tagger, the following equation can be written:

PTi = 0.40 ∗ 1.0 + 0.60 ∗ APTi ⇒ APTi =
(PTi − 0.40)

0.60
(3)

meaning that the nominal precision of a tagger on any set can be divided in
two terms: the precision of 100% achieved on 40% of the set (i.e. the set of non
ambiguous words), and the absolute precision achieved on the rest of 60% of the
set (i.e. the set of ambiguous words).
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On the other hand, given two taggers T1 and T2, the overall precision for
these two taggers can be written as the precision on the set where the two
taggers agree, plus the precision on the set where the two taggers disagree:

P = A12∗PA12 +(1−A12)∗P1−A12 (4)

The maximum overall precision that can be achieved by these two taggers,
individually or combined, is determined as the sum of (a) the maximum precision
achieved by the two taggers on the agreement set and (b) the maximum absolute
precision of the individual classifiers on the disagreement set. This is based on the
observation that the words that are not lexically ambiguous are all included in
the agreement set, and this is why the maximum accuracy that can be achieved
by any individual tagger on the disagreement set is given by its absolute precision.

maxP = A12∗maxPA12 +(1−A12)∗max(APT1 , APT1)

= A12∗ PT1 +PT2 −1+A12+(1 − PT1)(1 − PT1)
2∗A12

+(1 − A12) ∗ max(APT1 , APT1) (5)

Using this theoretical model, we are able to derive lower and upper bounds
in tagging precision, for individual or combined classifiers. In addition to POS
tagging, this model is applicable to the analysis of other NLP labeling tasks,
such as word sense disambiguation, prepositional attachment and others.

3 Empirical Results

We provide in this section empirical support for the model derived above. First,
we measure the performance of four part of speech taggers on a test set extracted
from the Penn Treebank corpus. Next, we show that the values empirically de-
termined in practice are very close to the values found in theory. Finally, we
apply the formula derived in the previous section to derive an upper bound for
the overall precision that can be achieved with these state-of-the-art taggers.

3.1 State of the Art in POS Tagging

Several methods have been proposed so far for POS tagging, including transfor-
mation based systems, taggers based on maximum entropy models, or derived
using decision trees. The accuracies achieved by these taggers range from 94 to
96%, depending on the method employed, and/or on the training and testing
sets.
Transformation based tagger [T1]. The tagger developed by Brill [3] works
by first assigning the most frequent tag to each word; next, rules are applied to
change the tag of the word based on the context in which they appear. It is one
of the most popular taggers, due to its accuracy and public availability.
Maximum entropy tagger [T2]. Mxpost tagger was developed by Ratna-
parkhi [12]; it is a statistical model based on maximum entropy, integrating
many contextual features.
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TnT tagger [T3]. The TnT (Trigrams’n’Tags) tagger is a statistical part of
speech tagger, written by Brants [2]; TnT incorporates several smoothing meth-
ods, and is optimized for training on a variety of corpora. The tagger is an
implementation of the Viterbi algorithm for second order Markov models.
TreeTagger [T4]. TreeTagger [13] is a probabilistic tagger that attempts to
avoid the problems encountered by Markov model taggers: the transition prob-
abilities in TreeTagger are estimated using decision trees.

3.2 Experiments

To evaluate the precision of the individual taggers and to determine the upper
bound for overall combined precision, the following experiment was performed:
the Penn Treebank corpus [10] was divided in two parts: sections 0-19, used
for training the four POS taggers, and sections 20-60, separately tagged with
each of the four classifiers. Subsequently, during the experiments reported in
section 4.2, this second set was divided into a subset of 1,500,000 words for
training the classifier combination model, respectively 298,000 words for testing.

The precision of each individual tagger was measured on this last set of
298,000 words. This set is sufficiently large to provide accurate measures of
precision, and at the same time enables a fair comparison with the precision of
the combined taggers, which are tested on the same subset.

Table 1 lists the precisions for individual taggers, as found empirically on the
test set, and the size of the agreement sets and precision achieved on these sets.
Using equations 1 and 2, the theoretical values can be computed. Notice that the
values associated with the combination of all four taggers are determined in a
recursive manner: taggers T1 and T2, respectively T3 and T4 are paired and form
two “new” taggers, T12 and T34, with their associated minimum and maximum
precisions. As shown by the results in Table 1, the values determined empirically
are tightly close to the figures that can be computed in theory.

Furthermore, with the model described in the previous section, we can induce
upper bound values for the precision that may be achieved with various classi-
fiers. Table 2 shows the values determined using equation 5. It follows that the
taggers considered in this experiment, individually or combined, cannot exceed
the overall precision of 98.43%.

The equation for the maximum precision has an intuitive explanation: it
depends on the precision of the individual taggers, and it also depends on the
size of their agreement set. Brill [4] has noticed that higher differences among
classifiers can lead to higher combined precision. Here, a smaller agreement set
(e.g. the agreement set of taggers T1 and T2) results in larger overall precision,
compared with the smaller overall precision achieved with larger agreement sets
(e.g. the agreement set between T3 and T4).

4 Solutions for High Precision POS Tagging

In the previous section, we have shown – using theoretical and empirical means
– that the precision of current state-of-the-art taggers cannot exceed a certain
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Table 1. Values determined empirically on the Penn Treebank corpus

Measure Notation Value
Precision of the taggers
T1 PT1 0.9403
T2 PT2 0.9598
T3 PT3 0.9602
T4 PT4 0.9599
Absolute precision of the taggers
T1 APT1 0.9005
T2 APT2 0.9330
T3 APT3 0.9336
T4 APT4 0.9331
Size of agreement set between taggers
T1 and T2 A12 0.9369
T3 and T4 A34 0.9799
T1, T2, T3 and T4 A1234 0.9155
Precision on agreement set
T1 and T2 PA12 0.9810
T3 and T4 PA34 0.9702
T1, T2, T3 and T4 PA1234 0.9860

Table 2. Maximum overall precisions

Measure Notation Value
Maximum overall precision
T1 and T2 maxP12 0.9785
T3 and T4 maxP34 0.9686
Absolute maximum overall precision
T1 and T2 maxAP12 0.9641
T3 and T4 maxAP34 0.9476
Maximum overall precision
T1, T2, T3 and T4 maxP1234 0.9843

upper limit. In this section, we propose two possible solutions that can be used
for sensitive applications where high precision POS tagging is critical.

4.1 Solution 1: Highly Accurate Tagging Using Minimum Human
Intervention

One first solution is to use minimum human intervention for an overall higher
performance. Given several automatic taggers, we can devise a scheme where a
human checks only the part of the corpus where the taggers disagree. Assigning
a 100% accuracy to manual tagging, we can determine the minimum overall pre-
cision achieved by various combinations of taggers, using a variation of equation
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4, which encodes the precision of 100% achieved by a human on the disagreement
set:

minP12h = A12∗minPA12 +(1−A12)∗1 (6)

Table 3 shows the minimum values for overall precision for various combina-
tions of taggers, and the size of the set that has to be manually checked.

Table 3. Minimum overall precisions achieved with human intervention

Measure Notation Value
Minimum overall precision
T1 and T2 minP12h 0.9815
T3 and T4 minP34h 0.9700
T2 and T3 minP23h 0.9717
T1, T2, T3 and T4 minP1234h 0.9871
Disagreement set (to be manually checked)
T1 and T2 1 − A12 0.0631
T3 and T4 1 − A34 0.0201
T2 and T3 1 − A23 0.0349
T1, T2, T3 and T4 1 − A1234 0.0845

It is debatable what combinations are better from the point of view of preci-
sion and recall. A compromise between precision, recall and number of taggers
involved is achieved using the first two taggers. It guarantees a minimum pre-
cision of 98.15%, significantly larger than the best tagger involved, with 6% of
the tags being checked by a human.

4.2 Solution 2: Combining Taggers for Improved Precision

An alternative solution is to combine different classifiers using a machine learning
approach. The combination of taggers reported in [4] led to an error reduction
of 10.3%; we follow their direction and show that a memory based learner can
lead to a slightly higher reduction in error rate, of 11.6%.

The learning system is Timbl [5]. It is a memory based learner that works
by storing training examples; new examples are classified by identifying the
closest instance in the training data. The similarity among examples is computed
using an overlap metric (Manhattan metric), improved with an information gain
feature weighting. It provides good results in short time (learning from about
125,000 examples and testing 25,000 examples takes about 9 seconds).

First, we tagged sections 20-60 from Treebank using all four part of speech
taggers. Next, we divided this corpus in two sets: a training set, comprising
1,500,000 words and a testing set with 298,000 words. Finally, we eliminated
those examples for which all taggers agree. There are two reasons for this de-
cision: first, we have already proved that very high precision (98.6%) can be
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achieved on the agreement set, and therefore we want to focus only on the re-
maining “problematic” cases where the taggers disagree. Second, the cases where
all taggers agree account for about 91% of the examples. Since we use a learning
algorithm that computes the difference between training examples and testing
examples, these large number of cases where all taggers agree will favor the
majority voting algorithm, which might not always be the best decision.

After eliminating these cases when T1=T2=T3=T4, we are left with a training
set of 126,927 examples, and a testing set of 25,248 examples; they both contain
only disagreement examples. The precisions of the four taggers on these test
examples are 40.19%, 63.24%, 63.70% and 63.44%.

The following sets of features are used for learning:

– 4T. The tags assigned by the four taggers.
– 4T+TB. The tags assigned by the four taggers and the tag of the word

before the current word (assigned by the best performing tagger, i.e. TnT)
– 4T+TB+TA. The tags assigned by the four taggers, plus the tag of the

word before, plus the tag of the word following the current word.
– 4T+TB+W. The tags assigned by the four taggers, plus the tag of the

word before, plus the word itself.
– 4T+TB+TA+W. The tags assigned by the four taggers, plus the tag of

the word before, plus the tag of the word after, plus the word itself.

Table 4 shows the precision achieved using the memory based learning al-
gorithm on the test set. We also compute the minimum overall precision, using
equation 4.

Table 4. Precision for the combination of four taggers, for various sets of features.

Precision on
test set Min.overall

Feature set (disagreement set) precision
4T 70.10% 96.19%
4T+TB 71.06% 96.27%
4T+TB+TA 71.59% 96.31%
4T+TB+W 72.11% 96.36%
4T+TB+TA+W 73.55% 96.48%

Using the last set of features, which includes the tags assigned by the four
taggers and contextual clues, the largest reduction in error rate is obtained.
On our test set, the reduction in error rate is 27% (73.55% vs. the best tagger
precision of 63.70% on the same set). For the overall precision, the reduction in
error rate is 11.6% with respect to the best tagger involved.
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5 Conclusion

We have addressed in this paper the limitations of existing POS taggers. Even
though current state-of-the-art systems provide high accuracies in the range of
94-96%, we have shown that the precision of individual or combined taggers
cannot exceed an upper bound of 98.43%. Two solutions have been provided
for sensitive applications requiring highly precise tagging. First, we have shown
how minimum human intervention can guarantee a minimum overall precision
of 98.7%. Second, we have shown that a combination of existing taggers using a
memory based learning algorithm succeeds in reducing the error rate with 11.6%
with respect to the best tagger involved.

We have also derived a theoretical model for the analysis of lower and upper
bounds in POS tagging performance. This theoretical scheme is equally applica-
ble to other NLP labeling tasks such as word sense disambiguation, prepositional
attachment and others.
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An Efficient Online Parser for Contextual
Grammars with at Most Context–Free Selectors
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Abstract. Here we explore an efficient parser for a variant of contex-
tual grammars (CGs) which is available via the internet. Contextual
Grammar with context–free selectors allows for a simple representation
of many non–context–free phenomena such as the copy language. Up to
now, this specific type of selectors has hardly ever been addressed be-
cause even for simpler types no efficient parsing algorithms were known.
In this paper, we describe a new polynomial parser which is based on
the Earley algorithm. Furthermore we illustrate the linguistic relevance
of Contextual Grammars with context–free selectors.

1 Introduction

Contextual Grammars (CGs) were originally introduced by Solomon Marcus
[Marcus 1969] as “intrinsic grammars” without auxiliary symbols, based only
on the fundamental linguistic operation of inserting words into given phrases
according to certain contextual dependencies. The definition of CGs is simple and
intuitive. Contextual Grammars include contexts, i.e. pairs of words, associated
with selectors (sets of words). A context can be adjoined to any associated
element in the selector (selector element). In this way, starting from a finite
set of words (axioms), the language is generated.

For many variants of CG, a wide variety of properties has been stud-
ied. For instance, CGs do not fit into the Chomsky hierarchy (see, e.g.,
[Ehrenfeucht et al. 1997] for a recent overview of formal properties of CG). Con-
cerning applications, it can be shown that this formalism provides an appro-
priate description of natural languages (cf. [Marcus et al. 1998]) such as the
language L1 = {ancbmcancbm|n, m ≥ 1}, which is not a context–free language.
L1 circumscribes phenomena in a dialect spoken around Zurich (Switzerland)
[Shieber 1985], which allows constructions of the form NPn

a NPm
d NPn

a1 NPm
d .1

However, a surprising limitation of CGs with maximal global (Mg) use of selec-
tors is discussed in [Marcus et al. 1998]. There exist center–embedded structures
that cannot be generated by such a grammar even if regular selectors are im-
posed (cf. L3 in Section 3). This limitation has led to the study of the variant of
Contextual Grammars with context–free selectors which encompasses this short-
coming. Our claim is that CGs with context–free selectors provide a simple and
adequate specification of a wide variety of linguistic phenomena as the selectors
1 Here NPa stands for an accusative noun phrase and NPd for a dative one.

A. Gelbukh (Ed.): CICLing 2003, LNCS 2588, pp. 168–179, 2003.
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may range from linear to context–free and allow for a concise specification of
linguistic pattern.

In order to apply all linguistically relevant classes of CGs for natural lan-
guage processing an efficient parser has to be provided. In [Harbusch 1999], a
polynomial parser for CGs with finite, regular and context–free selectors is out-
lined. Here we describe how to overcome its shortcoming of dealing with selector
sets at run time. We propose to rewrite the selector language by an equivalent
context–free grammar. All exponents in the infinite selector set, i.e. the Kleene
star as well as up to two corresponding identical numerical ones, are couched
into recursive rules. This behaviour reduces the grammar size and accordingly
the average runtime. Furthermore, this paper focuses on the description of an
online parser for this grammar type.

In the following section, Contextual Grammars are defined. In Section 3, the
linguistic relevance of Contextual Grammars with context–free selectors is dis-
cussed. In Section 4, the online parser is presented. The paper ends by addressing
some open questions and future work.

2 The Formalism of Contextual Grammars

In this section, we introduce the class of grammars we shall investigate in this
paper. Here we adopt the terminology of [Marcus et al. 1998]2.

As usual, given an alphabet or vocabulary V , we denote by V ∗ the set of
all words or strings over V , including the empty string which is denoted by the
symbol “λ”. The set of all non–empty words over V , hence V ∗ −{λ}, is denoted
by V +. The length of x ∈ V ∗ is depicted as |x|.

A Contextual Grammar (with choices) is a construct G = (V, A, {(S1, C1),
. . . , (Sn, Cn)}), n ≥ 1, where V is an alphabet, A is a finite language over V ,
S1, . . . , Sn are languages over V , and C1, . . . , Cn are finite subsets V ∗ ×V ∗. The
elements of A are called axioms or starting words, the sets Si are called selectors,
and the elements (u, v) ∈ Ci contexts. The pairs (Si, Ci) define productions or
context–selector pairs.

For our purposes, the following terminology is added. For all si ∈ Si and all
pairs (cikl, cikr) ∈ Ci (1 ≤ k ≤ cardinality of Ci) and (Si, Ci) is a production of
the CG G, (si, (cikl, cikr)) is called a context–selector pair–element; cikl is called
a left context and cikr a right context of the selector element si.

2 The reader is also referred to [Mart́ın–Vide et al. 1995], [Ilie 1996],
[Ehrenfeucht et al. 1997], [Kudlek et al. 1997], [Marcus 1997], [Păun 1997], [Ehren-
feucht et al. 1998] [Marcus et al. 1998], [Mart́ın–Vide 1999], [Niemann & Otto 2002]
or [Boullier 2001] for discussions of CG variants and their properties.
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The direct derivation relation on V ∗ is defined as x =⇒in y iff x =
x1x2x3, y = x1ux2vx3, where x2 ∈ Si, (u, v) ∈ Ci, for some i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.3.
If we denote the reflexive and transitive closure of the relation =⇒in by =⇒∗

in,
the language generated by G is Lin(G) = {z ∈ V ∗|w =⇒∗

in z, for some w ∈ A}.
Two variants of the relation =⇒in are defined as follows:

– x =⇒Ml y (maximal local mode) iff x = x1x2x3, y = x1ux2vx3, x2 ∈
Si, (u, v) ∈ Ci, for some i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and there are no x′

1, x
′
2, x

′
3 ∈ V ∗

such that x = x′
1x

′
2x

′
3, x

′
2 ∈ Si, and |x′

1| ≤ |x1|, |x′
3| ≤ |x3|, |x′

2| > |x2|;
– x =⇒Mg y (maximal global mode) is defined the same as Ml but here all

selectors are regarded (x′
2 ∈ Sj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n, the number of selectors).

For α ∈ {Mg, Ml} we denote: Lα(G) = {z ∈ V ∗|w =⇒∗
α z, for some w ∈ A}.

In the next section, an example illustrating the selection according to the three
derivation definitions is outlined.

If in a grammar G = (V, A, {(S1, C1), . . . , (Sn, Cn)}) all selectors S1, . . . , Sn

are languages in a given family F , then we say G is a Contextual Grammar with
F choice or with F selection. The families of languages Lα(G), for G a Contextual
Grammar with F choice, are denoted by CLα(F ), where α ∈ {in, Ml, Mg}.

3 Linguistic Relevance of CG with Context-Free Selectors

In [Marcus et al. 1998], the appropriateness of CGs for the description of natu-
ral languages is outlined. This property basically results from the fact that the
grammar writer is able to straightforewardly describe all the usual restrictions
appearing in natural languages. These statements require often more powerful
formalisms than Context–Free Grammars (cf. reduplication, crossed dependen-
cies, and multiple agreement).

For instance, the language L2 = {xcx|x ∈ {a, b}∗}, which duplicates words
of arbitrary length (copy language), allows for the construction of compound
words of the form string–of–words–o–string–of–words as in Bambara, a language
from the Mande family in Africa [Culy 1985]. Furthermore, the non–context–free
language L1 introduced in the introduction (crossed dependecies) circumscribes
phenomena in a dialect spoken around Zurich (Switzerland) [Shieber 1985]. All
these languages can be specified, e.g. with CGs with regular selectors under the
assumption of Mg (cf. [Marcus et al. 1998])4.
3 The index in distinguishes the operation from =⇒ex, i.e. the external derivation

(cf. the original definition by [Marcus 1969]) where the context is adjoined at the
ends of the derived words: x =⇒ex y iff y = uxv for (u, v) ∈ Ci, x ∈ Si, for some
i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We do not investigate =⇒ex here. [Păun & Nguyen 1980] proposed
internal derivations.

4 ({a, b, c}, {c}, ({c}{ab}∗, {(a, a), (b, b)})) yields the copy language; ({a, b, c, d},
{abcd}, (ab+c, {(a, c)}, (bc+d, {b, d})) obtains crossed dependencies. Notice that for
both grammars holds that the languages they produce are the same under the as-
sumption of Ml and Mg, respectively.
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However, a surprising limitation of Contextual Grammars with maximal
global use of selectors was briefly mentioned in the introduction. As stated in
[Marcus et al. 1998] some so–called center–embedded structures such as L3 =
{ancbmcbmcan|n, m ≥ 1} cannot be generated. Note that L3 is a linear lan-
guage in Chomsky’s sense and that it belongs to the families CLin(FIN) and
CLMl(FIN). However, L3 is not in the family CLMg(REG)5

In the following we explore the class of contextual languages with context–
free selectors. Note here that CGs with context–free selectors yield in fact the
full range of finite, regular and context–free selectors. Consequently, they cover
all the languages mentioned in the beginning of this section. Furthermore, this
adequacy constraint imposed on the process of grammar writing reduces the av-
erage runtime of the parser. For reasons of space we only investigate the question
here whether Contextual Grammars with context–free selectors are able to cap-
ture L3. The grammar Gcf = ({a, b, c}, {bcb}, {({ancb∗cb∗can|n ≥ 0}, {(a, a)}),
({bmcbm|n ≥ 0}, {(b, b), (ac, ca)})}) generates L3 under the assumption of Mg.
For an illustration how CG essentially works, all accepted input strings of Gcf

up to the length 11 are outlined here:
The axiom bcb derives bbcbb or acbcbca according to in, Mg, Ml because b1cb1 is
the only applicable selector. For the two resulting strings the following holds:

– The string bbcbb derives bbbcbb and acbbcbbca according to Ml, Mg (here
x1 = λ, x2 = b1cb1, x3 = λ; x′

1 = b, x′
2 = b0cb0, x′

3 = b is suppressed as
it would produce the same string; according to in, furthermore bbacccabb,
bacbcbccab (i.e., x′

1 = bb, x′
2 = b0cb0, x′

3 = bb, x′
1 = b, x′

2 = b1cb1, x′
3 = b)

would be produced; for reasons of space, we omit their further consideration
here).

– The string acbcbca derives aacbcbcaa according to Mg (here x1 =
λ, x2 = a1cb1cb1ca1, x3 = λ; x′

1 = a, x′
2 = a0cbcbca0, x′

3 = a is sup-
pressed as it would produce the same string; according to in, furthermore
acbbcbbca, acbacccabca, acacbcbcaca would be produced (i.e., x′

1 = ac, x′
2 =

b1cb1, x′
3 = ca, x′

1 = acb, x′
2 = b0cb0, x′

3 = bca); again, we omit their further
consideration).

So, for the three strings bbbcbbb, acbbcbbca and aacbcbcaa the following holds:

– The string bbbcbbb derives bbbbcbbbb and acbbbcbbbca according to Mg with
the line of argumentation as before.

– The string acbbcbbca derives aacbbcbbcaa according to Mg (here x1 =
λ, x2 = a1cb2cb2ca1, x3 = λ; e.g., x′

1 = a, x′
2 = a0cb2cb2ca0, x′

3 = a or
x′

1 = aacb, x′
2 = b2cb2, x′

3 = bcaa are suppressed as they would produce

5 Here CLα(F ), α ∈ {in, Mg, Ml}, F ∈ {FIN, REG} denotes the contextual lan-
guage where the selectors belong to the family of regular (REG) or finite (FIN)
languages and the recursion definition is unrestricted (in) or selects maximal adjoin-
ings (Ml/Mg, i.e. the longest element of the same selector/all selectors); CF refers
to the family of context–free languages. For the formal definitions of FIN, REG, CF
see, e.g., [Rozenberg & Salomaa 1997].
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the same strings as acbbacccabbca, acbacbcbcabca, acacbbcbbcaca, acbbbcbbbca
according to in).

– The string aacbcbcaa derives aaacbcbcaaa according to Mg (x1 = λ, x2 =
a2cbcbca2, x3 = λ; e.g. x′

1 = a, x′
2 = a1cbcbca1, x′

3 = a, x′
1 = aa, x′

2 =
a0cbcbca0, x′

3 = aa or x′
1 = aac, x′

2 = bcb, x′
3 = caa).

Again, the string bbbbcbbbb derives bbbbbcbbbbb and acbbbbcbbbbca under the as-
sumption of Mg according to the line of argumentation as before.

4 An Earley-Based Parser for CGs

CG parsing is addressed, e.g., in [Ilie 1996] or [Boullier 2001]. In [Ilie 1996] Ex-
ternal Contextual Grammars (i.e. CGs where the contexts can be added only
at the end of the current string) are studied and it has been shown that this
variant is basically parsable in polynomial time. In [Boullier 2001] a subclass of
CGs is studied which can be translated into RCGs (Range Concatenation Gram-
mars). For the resulting grammar it can be shown that parsing is polynomial.
However some linguistically relevant variants cannot be covered by the trans-
formation process. A more general approach is presented in [Harbusch 1999] or
[Harbusch 2000]. Here, the basic idea of a polynomial parser for CGs with linear,
regular, and context–free selectors is outlined. In the following, we extend this
parser with respect to efficiency and describe the features of an online version
through the internet.

First, a sketch of the intertwined two–level Earley–based6 parser is presented
for Contextual Grammars with finite, regular or context–free selectors on the
basis of the three derivation definitions in, Ml, Mg.

In the following, the online parser becomes essentially extended in compari-
son to the algorithm described in [Harbusch 1999] or [Harbusch 2000]. Here the
transformation of the selectors into a grammar is no more dependent on the
length of the input string. From this fact the shortcoming arises that the gram-
mar transformation has to be performed during the run time. Furthermore, the
number of rules could grow dramatically because all accepted input strings up to
the length of the currently considered input were enumerated. In the variant pre-
sented here a Context–Free Grammar is exploited to yield the acceptable selector
pairs. We’ll show that this is more efficient than the comparison between strings.
The online parser provides an automatic transformation of specified languages
into a finite Context–Free Grammar lincensing infinite selector languanges. Fur-
thermore this routine is a test whether the grammar is at most context–free.
More powerful specifications are rejected. Before we address this transformation
we describe the components of the CG parser.

6 The Earley algorithm is adopted here as it basically avoids normal–form transfor-
mations such as the elimination of ε rules (rules such as X −→ λ) which are highly
appreciated to state empty selectors and contexts, respectively.
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4.1 The Components of the Parser

Our parser consists of two passes. Basically, in the first pass all individual con-
texts and selectors are identified and stored in items denoting the left and right
boundary of these fragments. This task is performed by an ordinary Earley parser
called FRAG (compute FRAGments) on the basis of a Context–Free Grammar
with rules (seli −→ si)7, (conikl −→ cikl), (conikr −→ cikr) for all selector
elements si ∈ Si and all its context pairs (cikl, cikr) ∈ Ci (seli, conikl, conikr are
nonterminals of the according Context–Free Grammar). All these items are used
in the second–phase Earley–parser (PROCO — PROduction COmbination) in
order to check the only context–free rule–type (seli −→ conikl seli conikr), i.e.
the identification of a derivation step of a CG. Notice that both components reuse
the same implemented procedures “PREDICT”, “SCAN” and “COMPLETE”
of the basic Earley algorithm. Any procedure is parametrized by the currently
considered grammar and the input string (parameters may differ in the individ-
ual reruns which result from the intertwined definition). All item lists are always
available for prediction, scanning and completion8.

In order to become able to identify context–selector pairs after the elimina-
tion of contexts in the input string9 the two phases run intertwined (reruns).
Beside continuing the iteration in PROCO, for each successfully applied rule
(seli −→ conikl seli conikr), the input string where conikl and conikr are elimi-
nated is handed back to the CG parser (i.e. FRAG and PROCO). It is important
to note that the numbering in the newly build input strings remains the same so
that the parsers in both phases can reuse all previously computed results. The
strings to be erased are only marked to be empty by the new terminal ε. The
rules (q −→ ε q) and (q −→ q ε) eliminate all occurances of ε and represents
that the selector element covers the eliminated context as well.

In the worst case the space complexity of this acceptor is O(n4) and the
run time is O(n6) for the ordinary recursion definition in. The computation
according to Mg, Ml and parsing according to in, Ml, Mg, i.e. the computation
of a condensed representation of all derivations, costs at most O(n6) space and
O(n9) time units (see, e.g., [Harbusch 1999]).

The online parser provides the selection of predefined grammars beside the
possibility of specifying the user’s own grammars. As output the transformed
7 Notice that this is exactly the point where the infinite length of selectors lead to

the enumeration of accepted input strings or a grammatical representation of these
strings. In Section 4.2, a more efficient alternative to circumscribe an infinite set Si

is presented.
8 As the parser is implemented in JAVA, according to the independence of process-

ing, all these procedures run as individual Threads on possibly different machines.
Actually, we use a 14x336 MHz 8–slot Sun Enterprise E4500/E5500 (sun4u) for our
testing. However, the online parser runs on the local machine of the user. Accord-
ingly, the performance may vary.

9 The following context-selector pairs provide an example of this necessity:
({bd}, {(a, λ)}), ({d}, {(c, e)}). A possible derivation is bd =⇒ abd =⇒ abcde.
Here the selector element bd is not a substring of the input string abcde. So the
proper items which are constructed in the first phase are missing.
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Context–Free Grammars, the initial item lists, the final item lists, a list of items
causing reruns and the enumeration of all individual parses are presented in
individual windows. With the decision of showing individual parses for reasons
of readability by a human reader, the online parser could run exponentially in
this final routine. If the core components become part of an natural language
system this routine is not required. Accordingly the entire system is polynomial.

In Figure 1 the start and result window for the CG similar to Footnote 9 =
({a, b, c, d, e}, {bd, a, λ}, {({bd, d}, {(a, λ), (a, b)}), ({d}, {(c, e)})}) is shown for
the input string = abcde. The representation of the item lists is omitted here
for reasons of space (run the online parser with the provided grammar1 for this
information).

4.2 Transformation of Infinite Selector Languages

In the following any given context–free selector w (i.e. the original rule
(S −→ w)) is wrapped up in a Context–Free Grammar which gives rise to a
more efficient parser. For this endevour the given selector language is inspected
for substrings with exponents of the sort ∗, +, and n, respectively. These sub-
strings are rewritten by recursive context–free rules. These procedures also allow
to identify context–sensitive selectors (e.g., anbncn) which are rejected as they
cannot be parsed by the parser presented here.

First, the procedure KLEENETRANS with the parameters (string s, non-
terminal nt), where initially s = w, nt = S, explores all substrings w′ with
exponent “*” or “+” or a numerical number that only occurs once in w. Its first
occurrence is rewritten by a new nonterminal nti in the rules (nt −→ w). The
rule (nti −→ w′ without the exponent nti) is added. In case of exponent “*”
(nti −→ λ) is also deployed. KLEENETRANS is activated for the revised w
and the substring w′ which may contain nested exponents of the respective sort
until no (more) exponents of these three sorts exist.

Second, the resulting rule set (which at least contains the original rule
(S −→ w)) is explored. Let us assume each rule has the form (lhs −→ rhs). If
in rhs two times the same exponent occurs, the recursive procedure CFTRANS
with the parameters (string w, nonterminal nt) with w = rhs, nt = lhs runs in
the following manner:
w is divided into x1x

n
2x3x

n
4x5 (cf. pumping lemma; see, e.g.,

[Rozenberg & Salomaa 1997]) where x1 does not contain any exponent. For the
five new nonterminals nt21, . . . , nt25, the following rules are constructed:

1. (nt −→ x1 nt21 nt22) + CFTRANS(x5, nt22),
2. (nt21 −→ nt23 nt21 nt24) + CFTRANS(x2, nt23) + CFTRANS(x4, nt24),
3. (nt21 −→ nt25) + CFTRANS(x3, nt25).

If no such exponents exist (nt −→ w) is returned (end of the recursion).
Basically it is clear that both procedures terminate because always one or

two exponents are rewritten. It can formally be shown that any context–free
language can be rewritten. For reasons of space, we skip this proof here. As for the
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Fig. 1. Start window and result window for a predefined CG
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Fig. 2. Example of a user–defined grammar

constructed rules in KLEENETRANS, it is directly obvious that the input word
w = a1x

{∗|+}
1 a2 . . . akx

{∗|+}
k ak+1 (in ai no exponents of the form “*” or “+” occur

(single numerical exponents are assumed here to be synonymously expressed by
“*” or “+”, respectively; 1 ≤ i ≤ k + 1); xj denotes a finite terminal string (1
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Fig. 3. Context–free transformations of the user–defined grammar in Figure 2

≤ j ≤ k)) is produced by a rule set consisting of (S −→ a1nt1 . . . akntkak+1)
and (nti −→ xinti) plus rules (nti −→ λ) in case of the exponent “*”.

Concerning related exponents: with the pumping lemma and Chomsky–
Schützenberger’s theorem (see, e.g., [Rozenberg & Salomaa 1997]), non–Dyck
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words are not context–free (e.g. ({[}])). Accordingly, CFTRANS identifies re-
cursively the outermost Dyck word (x1[x3]x5). Furthermore it checks whether
Dyck words (i.e. nested exponential structures such as am[bncn]m) only lay inside
a substring or behind the currently considered pair. By this method any con-
struction with crossed brackets and more than two controlled brackets is rejected
to be not context–free.

The runtime complexity of this procedure is linear with respect to the number
of inspected rules. In general, it can only find finitely many exemplars of expo-
nents in a rule of finite length to be rewritten. Any part without corresponding
exponents is transformed into a single (no exponent in the source specification)
or two (Kleene star repetition and inititialization rewriting the Kleene star in
the source specification) context–free rule(s) which costs O(1). The resulting
grammar is much more condensed compared to the original parsing method,
e.g., outlined in [Harbusch 1999] and hence impigning this represenation on the
online parser reduces the average runtime.

Figure 2 and 3 show the transformation of the grammar Gcf . Notice that the
online parser currently requires completely bracketed structures if exponents are
specified. Furthermore, the variables in any exponent are interpreted as greater
or equal to zero. Only for reasons of simplicity the user driven specification of
two types of exponents is omitted. In the code both variants are yet tested.

5 Final Discussion

In this paper, we have addressed the linguistic relevance of Contextual Grammars
with context–free selectors and described a more efficient version of the polyno-
mial parser for CGs with CLα(F ) (F ∈ {FIN, REG, CF}, α ∈ {in, Ml, Mg}).
The parser is implemented in JAVA and online available under the address:

http://www.uni–koblenz.de/∼harbusch/CG-PARSER/welcome-cg.html

In the future, we’ll focus on the following two questions. Since we are espe-
cially interested in natural language parsing with CGs, we are going to build a
Contextual Grammars with context–free selectors for English and German. Cur-
rently we are exploiting how to extract context–selector pairs from corpora. The
heads are specified as features for selectors. The patterns, i.e. the contexts are
extracted according to the significant examples in the corpus. On the theoretical
side the properties of Contextual Grammars with context–free selectors will be
studied in more detail.
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Abstract. In this paper we investigate the possibility of compiling off-line the
chains of lexical signs in order to improve on some known limitations of Head-
Driven generation with constraint-based grammars. The method allows the
detection of problematic constructions off-line and obtains substantial perform-
ance improvements over standard head-driven algorithms.

1 Introduction

Constraint-based Grammars that both can be used for parsing and generation are
called reversible grammars, and  their theoretical and practical aspects have been
largely acknowledged; see [1],[2] ,[3]. The most widespread control strategy for gen-
eration with reversible constraint-based grammars has been the idea of head-driven
generation, which is a control strategy almost symmetrical to head-corner parsing.
The underlying idea of this approach is that semantic information encoded in logical
forms originates mainly from lexical entries. Therefore, in order to generate from a
semantic structure, heads should be predicted first using top down information. Then,
the elements of the head’s subcategorization list should be generated bottom-up using
the rules of the grammar, until the generated semantics matches input semantics.
Rules that are used in a bottom-up fashion are called chain rules; and we define a
chain as a sequence of application of chain rules. The Semantic head-driven genera-
tion algorithm (SHDG) [4] and the bottom-up generation algorithm (BUG) [1] are
some well known instances of algorithms following a head-driven control strategy.

In spite of its natural elegance, head-driven generation suffers from different draw-
backs, even when generating from simple  logical forms:

� Some linguistically motivated constructions and analysis may lead to termination
or efficiency problems: empty heads and head movement, markers, raising to ob-
ject constructions and words with empty semantics.

� During the generation process, variables in the semantic representation may take
inappropriate values, causing over and undergeneration problems. As noted by [5],
[6],[1], precautions should be taken in order to guarantee that the semantics of the
generated string matches the original semantics.
It is well known that some of the problems before mentioned (termination, effi-

ciency, matching) are caused by uninstantiated variables during program execution.

mailto:{atuells@gcelsa.com
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Therefore, it is an interesting idea to investigate the possibility of  using off-line
compilation either to adapt grammars prior to processing or to improve the efficiency
of the control strategy1. In this paper we investigate this possibility by compiling off-
line all possible chains corresponding to the lexical signs of the grammar. This off-
line compilation technique, along with a grounding analysis, improves the perform-
ance of a standard head-driven algorithm and detects problematic constructions prior
to generation2. We will assume a lexicalist grammar formalism, such as HPSG [7]
where lexical categories have considerable internal structure. To assess the utility of
our investigation, the methods and generators described in this paper have been ap-
plied to the grammar described in [8]. This grammar follows basically HPSG and
covers – admittedly, in a simplified manner – among other linguistic phenomena, co-
ordination, control and raising verbs, passive constructions, auxiliaries, extraposition
and long-distance dependencies. The original grammar uses a flat semantics encod-
ing; to make it suitable for Head-driven generation we have adapted it to a structured
semantic encoding.

 The structure of rest of the paper is as follows: in section 2 we review the litera-
ture on off-line compilation of chains. In section 3 we describe the proper method that
computes chains corresponding to lexical signs. In section 4 we present some appli-
cations of our method; section 5 describes our experiments with a medium-size lexi-
calized grammar [8]. Finally, we present our conclusions. Hereafter we will assume
some familiarity on the reader’s part with Head-Driven Generation.

2 Related Work

The idea of off-line compilation of chains corresponding to lexical signs is not new:
[9] describes a method to compile HPSG lexical entries into a set of finite-state auto-
mata. The aim of their work is at parsing efficiency: by compiling off-line all possible
chains of lexical entries, many failing unifications can be avoided at run-time. [10]
Describes a similar method that translates HPSG into lexicalized feature-based TAG.
From our perspective, [9], [10] are concerned with the computation of maximal pro-
jections of HPSG lexical entries .

[11] Describes an algorithm for head-driven generation. The rules of the grammar
are reorganized to reflect the predicate-argument structure rather than the surface
string. This is done by compiling off-line chains corresponding to lexical entries.
Once the grammar reflects the semantic structure rather than the surface string, LR
parsing techniques are applied to obtain an efficient algorithm. His method can be
seen as using the same algorithm for parsing and generation, where the grammar for
generation  is obtained from the grammar for parsing. However, due to the nature of
LR Parsing, a grammar with a Context-free Backbone is assumed: this makes his
method unsuitable for lexicalist frameworks. Obviously, one could skip the second
part of his work (the application of LR parsing techniques) and apply other (parsing)
algorithms: this has been done for the AMALIA system [13] , where a bottom-up
parsing algorithm is applied. However, to the best of our knowledge, none of them
uses a grounding analysis to predict problematic constructions.
                                                          
1 See [12] for an excellent source of off-line compilation techniques for NLP.
2 For our purposes, grounding analysis consists in collecting information about how variables

states change during program execution.
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3 Offline Compilation of Chains

Before we describe the compilation method we make the following assumptions:

� Grammars have productions of the form :
X�X1,...,Xh�Xn

where the X constituents include complex syntactic and semantic information and
the constituent Xh is the head of the production.
� Only chain rules are considered.
� The method has to be applied to fully expanded lexical entries; no on-line applica-

tion of lexical rules is taken into account.
� Lexical entries are of the form X � [Phon], where X includes complex syntactic

and semantic information. Phon is the surface realization of the lexical entry.

 For illustration purposes we will use the tiny grammar shown in figures 1a,1b below.

1. s(Sem)�np(SemS), vp([np(SemS],Sem)
2. s(Sem)�  s(SemO), pp([SemO],Sem).
3. vp(Scat,Sem)� v(Scat,Sem).
4. vp([S|R],Sem)� vp([S|[Arg|R]],Sem), Arg.
5. np(Sem)� pn(Sem).
6. np(Sem)�  det(SemNp,Sem), nx(SemNp).
7. nx(Sem)� n(Sem).
8. nx(Sem)� nx(X), pp([X],Sem).
9. pp([X],Sem)� prep([X,Y],Sem),np(Y).

Fig. 1.a. Rules of the Grammar

%% Lexical Entries
n(banana) � [banana].
det(X,def(X) � [the].
pn(john)    � [john].
det(X,undef(X))  � [a].
v([np(X),np(Y)],eats(X,Y)) � [eats].  % transitive reading
v([np(X)],eats(X,Y)) � [eats].             % intransitive reading
prep([X,Y],on(X,Y)) � [on].
prep([X,Y],with(X,Y)) � [with].

Fig. 1.b. Lexical Entries of the Grammar.
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The head of each production is identified by underlying the syntactic category; for ex-
ample, the head daughter of rule 1 is the verbal phrase (vp). Note also that Preposi-
tional phrases can be attached at sentence level (rule 2) or at noun level (rule 8). Rule
4 deals with verbal complements. A further remark about this grammar is that we find
the transitive and intransitive readings of verb eat: we will refer to these entries exten-
sively throughout this paper.  Intuitively, a chain of a lexical category is a sequence of
rule applications which corresponds to the reflexive and transitive closure of the head
relation. We now turn to the inductive definition of the chain of a lexical sign:

Definition 1. A Chain of a lexical sign X1  is a sequence  �X1...XN� such that :

� X1 � [Phon].
� For every Xi,Xi+1     in �X1...XN�,

1�� i � N, there is a production of the form Xi+1�Y1,...,YH,�YK such that Xi  and YH

unify.

In figure 2 below we show  the computation of the chain for the intransitive read-
ing of eat, after aplication of rules 3 and 1.:

Fig. 2. Computing the chain for the intransitive reading of eat.

Some valid chains derived from the grammar in figure 1 are shown below.  For ex-
pository purposes, we only show major syntactic categories. Furthermore, we mark
with an upper index the rule from the grammar in figure 1 which has been applied to
obtain that category:

1. Chain(eats)  =  �v, vp3, vp4, sentence1�. (transitive reading)

2. Chain(eats) =  �v, vp3,  sentence1�. (intransitive reading)
3. Chain(banana) = �n, nx7�.
4. Chain(with) =  {�prep, pp9, nx8�,�prep, pp9, sentence2�}

Note that with has two possible chains which correspond to the sentence and nx
attachment of prepositional phrases. We provide the following simple iterative algo-
rithm which computes all chains of a lexical entry:

v([np(X)],eats(X,Y)) � [eats].

vp([np(X)],eats(X,Y))

s(eats(X,Y))
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Several things are noteworthy about the process just outlined:

� Chains are computed using syntactic and semantic information.
� There may be more than one chain for a given lexical entry.
� Our method computes maximal projections of lexical entries.

3.1 Termination Criteria

For the simple grammar in figure 1 termination of the method can be guaranteed since
it is off-line parsable. Informally, termination can be guaranteed if for each rule appli-
cation syntactic and semantic information of the mother node is identical to those of
the head-daughter node minus the information used to select the non-head daughter of
the rule. For example, in the HPSG head-complement schema, the list-value COMP
of the mother node is the list-value COMP of the head-daughter minus the value of
the non-head daughter.

In general, however, termination cannot be guaranteed. A good example is the well
known head-adjunct schemata in HPSG: the syntactic information of the mother node
is selected from the syntactic head-daughter, whereas the semantic information of the
mother node is selected from the non-head daughter node (the adjunct). The applica-
tion of our method to any adjunct would loop for the head-adjunct rule since the syn-
tactic information of the mother node would not be sufficiently constrained. Not sur-
prisingly, the solution to these problems is a restriction technique: a restrictor has to
be defined for each rule schema. Similar problems and solutions are described in [9],
[10].

Chains  = {�X�}.

Repeat .

NewChains = {}.

1 For every sequence �X1...XN� in Chains, do the fol-
lowing:

  1.1For every production of the form
XM�Y1,...,YH�YK such that YH and XN unify ,do the fol-
lowing:

          add �X1...XNXM� to NewChains.

2.  if NewChains not = {} Chains = NewChains.

Until  NewChains =  {}.
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3.2 Boundness Situation of Semantic Variables of a Lexical Sign

While computing the chains of lexical entries we maintain two data structures that
will track how semantic variables state changes in a chain derivation. Both structure
will be used to detect problematic constructions for head-driven generation.

The structure SemVars of a lexical sign X is a list of the variables in the  semantic
dimension of  lexical sign X along with his boundness situation. This structure con-
trols the coindexation of semantic variables among the head and non head daughters
in a chain derivation.  We represent this structure as a tuple:

SemVars(X) = {(V1, ),(V2, ),...,(VN, )} (1)

The flag ‘ ’stands for a connected variable, whereas ‘ ’stands for an unconnected
variable.  A connected variable is a variable which gets bound after rule aplication in
a chain computation with a variable of a non-head daughter.

An example will clarify this definition. Let us look at the transitive reading of eat
in figure 1, which we repeat here for expository purposes:

v([np(X),np(Y)],eats(X,Y)) � [eats]. (2)

The initial value of SemVars(eats) is {(X, ),(Y, )}, i.e, initially, all variables in its
semantic structure are unconnected. When computing the chain for this lexical entry,
we first apply rule 3, obtaining a goal of the form:

vp([np(X),np(Y)],eats(X,Y)) (3)

Since the variables in SemVars(eats) do not get bound with any variable of a non-
head daughter, their status does not change. Then, we apply rule 4, obtaining the fol-
lowing situation:

vp([np(X)],eats(X,Y)) �  vp([np(X),np(Y)],eats(X,Y)),  np(Y). (4)

We observe that variable Y in SemVars(eats) has been bound with a variable of the
non-head daughter of the rule. Therefore, SemVars(eats) is now the following:

{(X, ),(Y, )} (5)

Now it is the turn to apply rule 1; the obtained goal is shown below:

s(eats(X,Y)) �  np(X),  vp([np(X)],eats(X,Y)) (6)
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Here variable X has been bound with a variable of a non-head daughter. Thus, the
final situation of the Semvars(eats) structure is: {(X, ),(Y, )}

Let us now turn to the intransitive reading of eat:

v([np(X)],eats(X,Y)) � [eats]. (7)

Again, its initial SemVars structure is {(X, ),(Y,� )}. When computing the chain
for this lexical entry, we first apply rule 3, obtaining a goal of the form:

vp([np(X)],eats(X,Y)) (8)

Afterwards we can only apply rule 1, since the intransitive reading of eat does not
have any complements:

s(eats(X,Y)) �  np(X),  vp([np(X)],eats(X,Y)). (9)

Here variable X has been bound with a variable of a non-head daughter; however,
variable Y has not been bound during the computation of the chain. Thus, the final
situation of the SemVars(eats) structure is: {(X, ),(Y, )}.

3.3 Non Instantiated Variables in Non Head Daughters

So far we have seen that structure SemVars indicates whether a variable in the se-
mantic dimension of a lexical sign is going to bound a variable of a non-head daugh-
ter during the execution of a chain. Now we will concern us with a different problem,
namely, whether during the execution of a chain, a non instantiated variable of a non-
head daughter shows up. Consider the following infelicitious lexical entry:

v([np(Z),np(Y)],read(X,Y)) � [reads]. (10)

 The chain for this lexical entry would be the same as the chain for the transitive
reading of eat. After applying the rule 1, we would end up with a situation like the
following:

s(eats(X,Y)) �  np(Z),  vp([np(Z)],eats(X,Y) (11)
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Note that this situation indicates that the generator would try to generate a non in-
stantiated np. Therefore, we enrich our chains structure with information about the
degree of instantiation of non-head daughters variables. As a result, chains look now
like the following:

�(X1,-),(X2,+)...(XN,,+)� (12)

where ‘-’ indicates  non instantiated variables in non head daughters; ‘+’ indicates
fully instantiated variables in non head daughters. Of course, one is tempted to derive
all the information related to the boundness degree of variables by inspecting lexical
signs only. However, caution has to be taken with this approach. It is perfectly possi-
ble to have a non bound lexical variable that may get bound after applying a chain
rule. A look at a rule for simple NP formation will clarify this point. Assume the fol-
lowing skeletal lexical entries:

( cat: noun, sem:  rel: house, sem: def: X) � [house].

(cat:det , sem:def:yes) � [the].
(13)

and the following chain rule:

rule NP formation

        (cat:np,sem:S)�(cat:noun,sem:S,sem:def:D),(cat:det,sem:def:D).
(14)

It is clear that by inspecting solely the lexical entry for ‘house’ one cannot con-
clude whether a variable is going to be used or not. Variable ‘DEF’  is not used in the
lexical entry for house, but it gets bound after applying the rule on NP formation.

4  Applications

In this section we present some applications of the previously shown method de-
scribed to some known problems in Head-Driven Generation.

4.1 Preventing Over- and Undergeneration

Overgeneration has been defined as the production of sentences whose semantics is
more specific than input semantics, and undergeneration has been defined as the pro-
duction of sentences whose semantics is less specific than input semantics [5]. Fol-
lowing these definitions, a correct generator produces sentences whose semantics
matches exactly with the input semantics. Matching is defined in terms of mutual sub-
sumption between input and output semantics. Of course, an incorrect generator (i.e, a
generator that produces sentences whose semantics do not match exactly input se-
mantics) is generating sentences which are simply wrong. As reported in [4], [5] con-
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straint-based generators follow the common practice of using the metalanguage
(Prolog, for example) variables for object language variables in the semantic repre-
sentation, which may lead to unwanted unification of variables taking inappropriate
values.

Consider the lexical entries in figure 1 for the transitive and intransitive alternation
of verb eat, and the following input semantics for John eats a banana :
eats(john,banana). Both entries would qualify as lexical heads since they unify with
input semantics. However, only the transitive one had to. As noted by [4], [5], a sim-
ple way to prevent unwanted unifications would be to ground our semantic represen-
tations. If the lexical entry for the intransitive entry for eat looked like  the following:

vp([np(X)],eats(X,23)) (15)

where 23 has to be understood as a fresh atom, then we would avoid the problem.
Assuming that the grounding process should be done automatically, how can we

detect the variables to be ground ? The structure SemVars in section 2 provides the
source of  the necessary information to ground our variables; we refer to the the slo-
gan :  ‘a variable which is not going to get bound is a good candidate to get ground’.
We have seen in section 2 that the SemVars structure for the intransitive lexical entry
of eat is the following: 

{(X, ),(Y, )} (16)

Therefore, we observe that variable Y should be grounded.

4.2 Avoiding Failing Unifications

Unification is the most expensive operation performed in constraint-based frame-
works [14]; therefore it is an interesting issue to avoid failing unifications by applying
methods cheaper than unification. A crucial step in head-driven generation is the se-
lection of the chain rules that connect  lexical entries to the original semantics. The
connection is done by selecting the appropriate chain rules, i.e. those rules whose se-
mantic and syntactic features of the head-daughter node unify with the semantics of
the lexical entry. Instead of applying each chain rule in turn, a straightforward appli-
cation of our method consists in applying only those rules that appear in the chain
derivation of a lexical entry. The results of this experiment are shown in next section.

5 Evaluation

We have tested two versions of the BUG algorithm with the medium-size lexicalized
grammar described in [8]. The first version of the algorithm was the standard (non-
deterministic) version. The second (more deterministic) version uses off-line compi-
lation of chains. The grammar follows basically HPSG and covers a wide range of
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linguistic phenomena, including control and raising verbs, passive constructions, aux-
iliaries and long-distance dependencies. It contains about 1200 full-fledged lexical
entries and 6 rule schemata. We have tested the performance of the two algorithm on
30 sentences; results are given  below (average time per sentence):

Generator Msec / sentence
Standard BUG 467

Deterministic BUG 278

Mean string length was 5.5 words per sentence. On the other hand, the method cor-
rectly predicted problematic constructions related to object to raising constructions
and transitive/intransitive alternations (like verb to eat).

6 Conclusion

The off-line compilation technique described here treats some well known limitations
on Head-driven generation on a uniform basis. It has several advantages for generat-
ing with contraint-based grammars:

1. Problems related to uninstantiated variables occurring in run time can predicted
off-line. Thus, some adaptations prior to processing can be made.

2. Efficiency is improved compared to the standard BUG algorithm.
3. The method is especially suitable for lexicalist frameworks, where lexical entries

have considerable internal structure. Note that in lexicalist frameworks syntactic
covariation is expressed in different lexical entries rather than in multiple grammar
rules. Thus, there will be one or few chains for each lexical entry.

4. The method is compatible with other techniques designed to improve efficiency
(memoization, chart generation,...).
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Abstract. An incremental development environment for unrestricted
context-free languages is described and tested. Our proposal includes
a parse generator, an incremental facility to make the overall parsing
efficient in the context of program development; and a graphical interface
that provides a complete set of customization and trace facilities. The
tool, baptized Ice after Incremental Context-Free Environment, appears
to be superior to other general context-free parsing environments and is
comparable to deterministic ones, when the context is not ambiguous.

1 Introduction

There are many reasons for the development of incremental parsing in natural
language. Initially, interest was shown in it due to the need for efficient handling
of arbitrary changes within current input during text composition in language-
sensitive editors. Here, incremental parsing can be used to increase the efficiency
of the overall parsing process, in a context where several consecutive corrections
of the text are usually made. This means that preparing a text requires signifi-
cantly less effort than developing it from scratch. Another application that can
motivate incremental parsing is the growing importance of highly interactive and
real-time systems, where the analysis process must be prompted immediately at
the onset of new input. Incrementality is also required in systems allowing incom-
plete parsing, as is the case of speech recognition [4,5], where the input language
can only be approximately defined, and individual inputs can vary widely from
the norm. Finally, the incremental facility can be of interest in parse systems
capable of combining pieces of information from different sources of knowledge.
This is the case of systems involving multimodal communication.

In our proposal, parser generation is inspired by Bison [2], which we have
extended in order to deal with general context-free grammars (cfgs). Parsing
is stated in the context of parallel methods, a variation of Earley’s construc-
tion [3] proposed by Lang [6] that separates the execution strategy from the
implementation of the push-down automaton (pda).

Finally, incremental parsing within general context-free parsing has been
addressed by van den Brand [11] and Rekers [7]. Both authors take the variable
covering the modification as a parameter to which the text that is to be parsed
should be reduced, to prevent the system from doing unnecessary work during
the search for this minimal node, for example, when the input contains an error.
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Instead, we update runs in parallel to the parsing [12], which ensures the earlier
detection of errors, thus avoiding any unnecessary work.

2 Parser Generation

Parser construction is an extension from Bison [2] in order to permit the genera-
tion of extended lalr(1) pdas. More explicitly, the generation of tables has been
re-implemented in order to deal with both incremental and non-deterministic
parsing. We direct our attention to constraining the space bounds for the gen-
eration process, which involves to the consideration of default actions as well as
array compacting methods in the pda.

The language representing all possible elementary actions in the pda allows
us to decompose complex actions in terms of simple push and pop transitions,
which constitutes the basis for introducing dynamic programming in the parsing
process. In order to take care of the trace of pop transitions in reduce actions,
possibly in the context of non-deterministic interpretation, the system also pro-
vides the facility to go back over the schema in the automata. What follows is a
short description of tables and functionalities:

– yytranslate: vector mapping yylex’s tokens into user’s token numbers. The
token translation table is indexed by a token number as returned by the
user’s yylex routine. It yields the internal token number used by the parser.

– yyr1[r]: symbol that rule r derives.
– yyr2[r]: number of symbols composing the right hand side of rule r.
– yydefact[s]: default rule to reduce within state s, when yytable does not spec-

ify something else to do.
– yydefgoto[i]: default state to go to after a reduction that generates variable

yyntbase + i, except when yytable specifies something else to do.
– yypact[s]: index in yytable of the portion describing state s. The lookahead

token type is used to index that portion to find out what to do. If the
value in yytable is positive, it indexes the corresponding elementary action
on yyautomaton. If the value is zero, the default action from yydefact[s] is
used. We can avoid the access to yytable in the following cases:

• If the only action in state s is the default one. This case can be detected
in three different forms without accessing to yytable:

∗ When yypact[s] = yyflag.
∗ When yypact[s] + lookahead < 0.
∗ When yypact[s] + lookahead > yylast.

• If the current action is the default one, we can also avoid the access to
yytable when yycheck[yypact[s] + lookahead] �= lookahead, as will be
explained below.

– yypgoto[i]: the index in yytable of the portion describing what to do after
reducing a rule that derives variable yyntbase + i. This portion is indexed
by the parser state number as if the text for this non-terminal had been
previously read. The value from yytable is the state to go to. We can avoid
the access to yytable when the action to apply is the default one:
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• When yypgoto[i] + state ≥ 0.
• When yypgoto[i] + state ≤ yylast.
• When yycheck[yypact[s] + state] �= state.

– yytable: vector with portions for different uses, found via yypact and yypgoto.
– yycheck: vector indexed in parallel with yytable. It indicates, in a roundabout

way, the bounds of the portion you are trying to examine. Suppose that the
portion of yytable starts at index p and the index to be examined within
the portion is i. Then if yycheck[p+i] �= i, i is outside the bounds of what
is actually allocated, and the default from yydefact or yydefgoto should be
used. Otherwise, yytable[p+i] should be used.

– yyautomaton: vector containing the descriptors for actions in the automaton:
block → 0, halt → 1, non-determinism → 2, reduce → 3, shift → 4.

– yystos[s]: the accessing symbol for the state s. In other words, the symbol
that represents the last thing accepted to reach that state.

– yyreveal map[s]: index in yyreveal of the portion that contains all the states
having a transition over the state s.

– yyreveal: vector indexed by yyreveal map that groups together all the states
with a common transition.

where we have considered the following set of constants:

– yyfinal: the termination state. The only state where a halt is possible.
– yyflag: the most negative short integer. Used to flag in yypact.
– yylast: the final state, whose accessing symbol is the end of input. It has

a only one transition, over yyfinal. So, we obey the parser’s strategy of
making all decisions one token ahead of its actions.

– yyntbase: the total number of tokens, including the end of input.

recovered partsnew parts

Total recovery Grouped recovery

Fig. 1. Practical incremental recovery

3 Standard Parsing

Our aim is to parse a sentence w1...n = w1 . . . wn of length n, according to a
cfg G = (N, Σ, P, S), where N is the set of non-terminals, Σ the set of terminal
symbols, P the rules and S the start symbol. The empty string will be repre-
sented by ε. We generate from G a pda having as finite-state control a lalr(1)
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automaton built as indicated in Sect. 2. The direct execution of pdas may be
exponential with respect to the length of the input string and may even loop.
To get polynomial complexity, we must avoid duplicating stack contents when
several transitions may be applied to a given configuration. Instead of storing all
the information about a configuration, we must determine the information we
need to trace in order to retrieve that configuration. This information is stored
into a table I of items:

I =
{

[st, X, i, j], st ∈ S, X ∈ N ∪ Σ ∪ {∇r,s}, 0 ≤ i ≤ j
}

where S is the set of states in the lalr(1) automaton. Each configuration of
the pda is represented by an item storing the current state st, the element X
placed on the top of the stack and the positions i and j indicating the sub-
string wi+1 . . . wj spanned by X. The symbol ∇r,s indicates that the final part
Ar,s+1 . . . Ar,nr of a context-free rule Ar,0 → Ar,1 . . . Ar,nr has been recognized.

Z
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n

Forest to be recomputed from the modification ...u
k

u
l

Fig. 2. A pop transition XY �→ Z totally recovering a modification

We describe the parser using Parsing Schemata, a framework for high-level
description of parsing algorithms [9]. A parsing scheme is a triple 〈I, H, D〉, with
I a set of items, H = {[a, i, i + 1], a = wi} an initial set of special items called
hypothesis that encodes the sentence to be parsed1, and D a set of deduction
steps that allow new items to be derived from already known items. Deduction
steps are of the form {η1, . . . , ηk � ξ | conds}, meaning that if all antecedents
ηi of a deduction step are present and the conditions conds are satisfied, then
the consequent ξ should be generated by the parser2. In the case of the parsing
algorithm we propose, the set of deduction steps is the following one

D = DInit ∪ DShift ∪ DSel ∪ DRed ∪ DHead

where
DInit =

{� [st0, −, 0, 0]
}

1 The empty string, ε, is represented by the empty set of hypothesis, ∅. An input string
w1...n, n ≥ 1 is represented by {[w1, 0, 1], [w2, 1, 2], . . . , [wn, n − 1, n]}.

2 Parsing schemata are closely related to grammatical deduction systems [8], where
items are called formula schemata, deduction steps are inference rules, hypothesis
are axioms and final items are goal formulas.
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DShift = {[q, X, i, j] � [q′, a, j, j + 1]
/∃ [a, j, j + 1] ∈ H

shiftq′ ∈ action(q, a) }

DSel = {[st, X, i, j] � [st, ∇r,nr , j, j]
/∃ [a, j, j + 1] ∈ H

reducer ∈ action(st, a) }

DRed = {[st, ∇r,s, k, j][st, Xr,s, i, k] � [st′, ∇r,s−1, i, j], st′ ∈ reveal(st)}

DHead =
{

[st, ∇r,0, i, j] � [st′, Ar,0, i, j], st′ ∈ goto(st, Ar,0)
}

with X ∈ N ∪ Σ, st referring to the initial state and action, goto and reveal
referring to the tables that encode the behavior of the lalr(1) automaton:

– The action table determines what action should be taken for a given state
and lookahead. In the case of shift actions, it determines the resulting new
state and in the case of reduce actions, the rule which is to be applied for
the reduction.

– The goto table determines what the state will be after performing a reduce
action. Each entry is accessed using the current state and the non-terminal,
which is the left-hand side of the rule to be applied for reduction.

– The reveal table is used to traverse the finite state control of the automaton
backwards: sti ∈ reveal(sti+1) is equivalent to sti+1 ∈ goto(sti, X) if X ∈ N ,
and is equivalent to shiftsti+1 ∈ action(sti, X) if X ∈ Σ.

As is shown in [1], this set of deduction steps is equivalent to the dynamic
interpretation of non-deterministic pdas:

– A deduction step Init is in charge of starting the parsing process.
– A deduction step Shift corresponds to pushing a terminal a onto the top of

the stack when the action to be performed is a shift to state st′.
– A step Sel corresponds to pushing the ∇r,nr symbol onto the top of the stack

in order to start the reduction of a rule r.
– The reduction of a rule of length nr > 0 is performed by a set of nr steps Red,

each of them corresponding to a pop transition replacing the two elements
∇r,s Xr,s placed on the top of the stack by the element ∇r,s−1.

– The reduction of a rule r is finished by a step Head corresponding to a swap
transition that replaces the top element ∇r,0 by the left-hand side Ar,0 of
that rule and performs the corresponding change of state.

Deduction steps are applied until new items cannot be generated. The splitting of
reductions into a set of Red steps allow us to share computations corresponding
to partial reductions of rules, attaining a worst case time complexity O(n3)
and a worst case space complexity O(n2) with respect to the length n of the
input string. The input string has been successfully recognized if the final item
[stf , S, 0, n], with stf final state of the pda, has been generated.

Following [6], we represent the shared parse forest corresponding to the input
string by means of an output grammar Go = (No, Σo, Po, So), where No is the
set of all items, Σo is the set of terminals in the input string, the start symbol
So corresponds to the final item generated by the parser, and a rule in Po is
generated each time a deduction step is applied:
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– For Shift, a production [st′, a, j, j + 1] → a is generated.
– For Sel, a production [st, ∇r,nr , j, j] → ε is generated .
– For Red, a production [st′, ∇r,s−1, i, j] → [st, ∇r,s, k, j] [st, Ar,s, i, k] is gen-

erated.
– For Head, a production [st′, Ar,0, i, j] → [st, ∇r,0, i, j] is generated.
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Fig. 3. A pop transition XY �→ Z independent of the modification

4 Incremental Parsing

Incremental parsing has been attempted in two senses: firstly, as an extension
of left-to-right editing, and secondly, in relation with the full editing capability
on the input string. We are interested in the latter, called full incrementality, in
the domain of general cfgs, without editing restrictions, guaranteeing the same
level of sharing as in standard mode, but without any impact. In practice we
have focused on two cases, shown in Fig. 1:

– Total recovery, when recovery is possible on all the syntactic context once
the modification has been parsed.

– Grouped recovery, when recovery is possible for all branches on an interval
of the input string to be re-parsed.

which allows us to increase the computational efficiency by avoiding the recovery
of isolated trees in a forest corresponding to an ambiguous node. We consider
a simplified text-editing scenario with a single modification, in order to favor
understanding. Let’s take a modified input string from a previously parsed initial
one. We must update the altered portion of the original shared forest. To do so, it
is sufficient to find a condition capable of ensuring that all possible transitions to
be applied from a given position in an interval in the input string are independent
from the introduced modification. We focus our attention on those transitions
dependent on the past of the parsing, that is, on pop transitions. If the portion
of the input to be parsed is the same, and the parts of the past to be used in
this piece of the process are also the same, the parsing will be also the same in
this portion. That corresponds to different scopes in this common past: when
this extends to the totality of the structures to be used in the remaining parsing
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process, we have total recovery, as is shown in Fig. 2. If it only extends to a
region after the modification, we have grouped recovery, as is shown in Fig. 3.

To ensure that pop transitions are common between two consecutive parses,
in an interval of the unchanged input string, we focus on the set of items which
are arguments of potential future pops. This is the case of items resulting from
non-empty reductions before a shift. These items can be located in a simple
fashion, which guarantees a low impact in standard parsing.

Fig. 4. Analyzing a program

To now find a condition ensuring that all pop transitions from any given
transition, taking one of these items as argument, are common in an interval,
we use the notion of the back pointer i of items [st, X, i, j]. When corresponding
items between consecutive parses have equivalent back pointers, incremental
recovery is possible. Back pointers are equivalent iff they point to a position
of the input string not modified since the previous parsing, or when they are
associated to a position corresponding to a token belonging to a modified part
of the input string. In the first case, we can ensure total recovery since both
parses have returned to a common past. In the second one, we can only ensure
grouped recovery since common computations are only possible while there are
no pop transitions returning on the scope of the modification, which limits the
extension of the interval to be recovered.

5 User Interface

The tool helps the language designer in the task of writing grammars, with a
dedicated editor. At any moment the user can request a parse of the grammar,
which is done according to the parsing scheme chosen in advance, from an input
file written in a Bison-like format. A view of the interface is shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 5. Results on parser generation

The interface for the programming environment allows the user to choose
the parsing mode, standard or incremental, and load a language generated in
advance. A set of options allows the user to choose the class of information
reported: conflicts that have been detected, statistics about the amount of work
generated and so on. Debugging facilities also incorporate information about
the recovery process during incremental parsing, and errors are always reported.
The interface allows parse forests to be recovered and manipulated. We can
also select the language in which the system interacts with us: English, French
and Spanish are currently available. A help facility is always available to solve
questions about the editors and the incremental facilities.

6 Experimental Results

We have compared Ice with Bison [2], Glr [7] and Sdf [10], which are to the
best of our knowledge some of the most efficient parsing environments, from two
different points of view: parser generation and parsing process. We also show
the efficiency of incremental parsing in relation to the standard one, and the
capability of Ice to share computations. In order to provide a classical point of
reference, we have also included the original Earley’s parsing scheme [3] in Ice.
All the measurements have been performed using generic time units.

In relation to parser generation, we took several known programming lan-
guages and extracted the time used to generate parser tables, comparing Bison
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with the generation of lalr(1) schema in Ice3. Results are given in relation to
different criteria. So, Fig. 5 shows these according to the number of rules in the
grammar, and to the number of states associated with the finite state machine
generated from them4. At this point, it is important to note that the behavior of
Ansi-C does not seem to correspond to the rest of the programming languages
considered in the same test. In effect, the number of rules in the grammar, and
the number of states in the resulting pda may not be in direct relation with the
total amount of work necessary to build it. In order to explain this, we introduce
the concept of elementary building action as an action representing one of the
following two situations: the introduction of items in the base or in the closure
of a state in the pda, and the generation of transitions between two states.

We use the syntax of complete Pascal as a guideline for parsing tests. In
Fig. 6 comparisons are established between parsers generated by Ice5, Bison
and Sdf, when the context is deterministic. We consider Ice, Sdf and Glr when
the context is non-deterministic, as is shown in Fig. 7. We have considered two
versions for Pascal: deterministic and non-deterministic, the latter including
ambiguity for arithmetic expressions. Given that in the case of Ice, Sdf and
Glr mapping between concrete and abstract syntax is fixed, we have generated
in the case of Bison, a simple recognizer. To reduce the impact of lexical time,

3 Earley’s algorithm is a grammar oriented method.
4 Bison and Ice generate lalr(1) machines, Sdf LR(0) ones.
5 Using both, lalr(1) and Earley’s schema.
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we have considered, in the case of non-deterministic parsing, programs of the
form:

program P (input, output); var a, b : integer;
begin a := b{+b}i end.
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where i is the number of +’s. The grammar contains a rule Expr ::= Expr +
Expr, therefore these programs have a number of ambiguous parses which grows
exponentially with i. This number is:

C0 = C1 = 1 and Ci =
(

2i
i

)
1

i + 1
, if i > 1

All tests have been performed using the same input programs for each one of
the parsers and the time needed to ”print” parse trees was not measured. To
illustrate incrementality, we analyze the previous programs in which we substi-
tute expressions b + b by b. Results corresponding to incremental and standard
parsing are shown in Fig. 8, and those related to sharing in Fig. 9.

7 Conclusions

The Ice system is devoted to simultaneous editing of language definitions and
programs, in the domain of unrestricted context-free languages. The modular
composition includes a parser generator, standard and incremental parse in-
terpretation and a graphic interface, where customizations can be carried out
either interactively, or through an initialization file. In a practical comparison,
our algorithm seems to surpass previous proposals.

Although efficient incremental parsing may have seemed a difficult problem,
we were able to keep the complexity of the algorithm low. So, practical tests have
proved the validity of the approach proposed when the number of ambiguities
remains reasonable, as is the case in practice. In addition, Ice is compatible with
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the standard parser generators in Unix, which permits a free use of all the input
that has been developed for these generators.
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Abstract. The theory of realizational morphology presented by Stump
in his influential book Inflectional Morphology (2001) describes the
derivation of inflected surface forms from underlying lexical forms by
means of ordered blocks of realization rules. The theory presents a rich
formalism for expressing generalizations about phenomena commonly
found in the morphological systems of natural languages.
This paper demonstrates that, in spite of the apparent complexity of
Stump’s formalism, the system as a whole is no more powerful than a
collection of regular relations. Consequently, a Stump-style description
of the morphology of a particular language such as Lingala or Bulgarian
can be compiled into a finite-state transducer that maps the underlying
lexical representations directly into the corresponding surface forms or
forms, and vice versa, yielding a single lexical transducer.
For illustration we will present an explicit finite-state implementation of
an analysis of Lingala based on Stump’s description and other sources.

1 Introduction

Morphology is a domain of linguistics that studies the formation of words. It
is traditional to distinguish between surface forms and their analyses, called
lemmas. The lemma for a surface form such as the English word bigger typ-
ically consists of the traditional dictionary citation form of the word together
with terms that convey the morphological properties of the particular form. For
example, the lemma for bigger might be represented as big+Adj+Comp to in-
dicate that bigger is the comparative form of the adjective big. Alternatively,
the morphological properties might be encoded in terms of attribute-value pairs:
Cat:Adj, Degr:Comp.

There are two challenges in modeling natural-language morphology:

1. Morphotactics
Words are typically composed of smaller units: stems and affixes that must
be combined in a certain order. Most languages build words by concatena-
tion but some languages also exhibit non-concatenative processes such as
interdigitation and reduplication [3].

2. Morphological Alternations
The shape of the components that make up the word often depends on their
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context. For example, the comparative degree of adjectives in English is
expressed sometimes by -er, sometimes by -r, and the stem may also vary,
as in bigger.

Computational linguists generally take it for granted that the relation be-
tween the surface forms of a language and their corresponding lemmas can be
described as a regular relation [4]. If the relation is regular, it can be defined
using the metalanguage of regular expressions; and, with a suitable compiler,
the regular expression source code can be compiled into a finite-state transducer
that implements the relation computationally. In the resulting transducer, each
path (= sequence of states and arcs) from the initial state to a final state repre-
sents a mapping between a surface form and its lemma, also known as the lexical
form.

Comprehensive lexical transducers have been created for a great number of
languages including most of the European languages, Turkish, Arabic, Korean,
and Japanese. They are commercially available through companies such as In-
xight.

2 Realizational Morphology

The success of finite-state morphology has so far had very little impact within
linguistics as an academic discipline. Practical issues that arise in the context of
real-life applications such as completeness of coverage, physical size, and speed
of applications are irrelevant from an academic morphologist’s point of view.
The main purpose of a morphologist writing to an audience of fellow linguists
is to be convincing that his theory of word formation provides a more insightful
and elegant account of this aspect of the human linguistic endowment than the
competing theories and formalisms.

Gregory Stump’s work on Paradigm Function Morphology [17] is a con-
tribution to a theoretical tradition that goes back to Matthews [15], including
works by authors such as Zwicky [18] and Anderson [1]. In these inferential-
realizational theories, as Stump characterizes them, the presence of affixes in
the inflected form of a word arises from rules that express some morphological
property or a combination of properties that are present in its lexical represen-
tation. The paradigm functions that generate all the possible forms of a word
from all of its valid lexical representations are defined in terms of realization
rules, also called rules of exponence. These rules all have the general form
shown in Table 1. The subscript n is an index for a particular block of rules; τ

RRn,τ,C(< X, σ >) =def< Y ′, σ >

Table 1. A Template for Realization Rules

is the set of morphological features that are realized by the application of the
rule; C is the lexical category that the rule is concerned with; X is a phonological
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input string that is either a part of the lexical representation or has been derived
by realization rules that have already been applied, σ is a set of morphosyntactic
properties (= features), and Y’ is the resulting output string. The derivation of
Y’ may involve several steps. The first output of the rule, Y, is produced by
adding some (possibly zero) affix to X and subjecting the result to any number
of applicable morphophonological rules. An example of Stump’s morphophono-
logical rules is given in Table 2 (Stump p. 48). If no morphophonological rule is

If X=W[vowel1] and Y = [vowel2]Z, then the indicated [vowel1] is absent from Y’
and the indicated [vowel2] is stressed in Y’ iff [vowel1] is stressed in Y.

Table 2. A Morphophonological Rule

applicable, Y’ consists of the input form X possibly with some added phonolog-
ical material as in Table 3. This rule is in Block B and realizes the present tense
of a verb as e’ suffixed to the end of the stem.

RRB,Tns:pres,V (< X, σ >) =def< Xe′, σ >

Table 3. A Simple Realization Rule

The rule blocks are applied in a given order. Within each block the rules are
in principle unordered but ranked by Panini’s principle: If two or more rules
could apply, the most specific one takes precedence and the others do not apply.

Realization rules may also be specified in terms of other realization rules.
Such rules Stump calls rules of referral. For example, if there is a rule
that expresses some set of features by a given affix, another rule can be derived
from it by modifying the feature set but retaining the affix. This is an important
aspect of Stumps formalism because it gives an account of syncretism, that
is, cases where the same affix appears in several places in a paradigm, possibly
associated with different morphological properties. For example, in the case of
the Lingala inflected form bababetaki ’they hit them’, the same affix ba encodes
both subject and object agreement features.

Lexical representations are of the general form < Stem, Features > where
Stem is a phonological representation and Features is some collection of attribute-
value pairs. For example, the lexical representation of the Lingala inflected form
bambetaki ’they hit me’ might have a lexical representation shown in Table 4.

< bet, Sub : [Per : 3, Num : Pl, Gen : 1, 2], Obj : [Per : 1, Num : Sg], Tns : Past : Hist >

Table 4. A Lexical Form

The underlying stem of the verb is bet and its feature set consists of three
attributes Sub, Obj, and Tns whose values encode the subject and object agree-
ment features and tense.
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3 Formal and Computational Issues

Formal precision and unambiguous notation are clearly important for Stump but
there is no discussion in the book about what the formal power of Realizational
Morphology might be. It is obvious that the underlying lexical representations
constitute a regular language. Although the features may have set values,
there is no recursion. All the examples of realization rules given by Stump seem
to represent regular relations. The same is clearly true of Stump’s mor-
phophonological rules that are essentially rewrite rules in the old Chomsky-Halle
tradition [5]. As was first shown by Johnson [8] and subsequently by Kaplan and
Kay [10], such rules represent regular relations. They can be written as regular
expressions and compiled into transducers. If the lexicon itself is regular and if
all the realization rules and morphophonological rules are regular, it is possible
to compile the lexicon and the rules individually to finite-state automata and to
compose them into a single transducer.

The possibility of a finite-state implementation of realizational morphology is
not surprising to computational linguists. Lexical transducers have already been
constructed for a great number of languages using other finite-state formalisms.
However, it is not as evident that this can be done without losing the theoretical
advantages of the framework. Notions such as Panini’s Principle for resolving
competition between competing rules and Stump’s rules of referral have no ob-
vious finite-state implementation. In the next section we will show that rules of
exponence and rules of referral can be expressed simply and elegantly as regular
expressions and compiled with the publicly available parc/xrce xfst tool [4].

A finite-state implementation of realizational morphology has a fundamental
advantage over the implementations in systems such as datr/katr proposed by
Finkel and Stump [7]. A system of realization rules expressed as a datr theory
can be used to generate an inflected surface form from its lexical description
but such a system is not directly usable for recognition. In contrast, finite-state
transducers are bidirectional. The same transducer can generate an inflected
form from its underlying representation or analyze it into a lexical stem or stems
and the associated feature bundles.

4 Application to Lingala

In this section we will show in detail how Realizational Morphology can be ex-
pressed in terms of the parc/xrce regular expression calculus as defined in
Beesley and Karttunen [4]. The regular expressions given in this section consti-
tute a script that can be directly compiled with the xfst tool. The data and the
analysis of Lingala come from Chapter 5 in Stump’s book, from a short mono-
graph on Lingala by Meeuwis [16], and from Michael Gasser’s course notes at
http://www.indiana.edu/˜gasser/L103/hw10.html. Lingala is a Bantu lan-
guage spoken in Kinshasa and along the Congo river. Like other Bantu languages,
Lingala has an elaborate system of noun classes or genders. The verbs contain af-
fixes that mark agreement with the verb’s subject’s and object’s person, number,
and gender properties.
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4.1 Features

We start with the auxiliary definitions in Table 5. The xfst tool interprets the
command define as the instruction to bind the next symbol to the network
compiled from the regular expression that follows. The stems of Lingala are
assigned to the variable Stem. In this case, the set includes just the stem for
the verb meaning ’hit’. The braces around bet indicate that the stem consists
of a sequence of single-character symbols: b e t. The variable L is defined as
the surface alphabet (the union of all lower-case letters). The vertical bar is the
union operator. Following Stump, we ignore tones here.

define Stems {bet} ;
define L [a|b|c|d|e|f|g|h|i|j|k|l|m|n|o|p|q|r|s|t|u|v|w|x|y|z];

Table 5. Auxiliary Definitions

The next step consist of defining the feature set. To make comparisons easy,
we closely follow Stump’s notation altough it makes things more cumbersome
than they would need to be otherwise. A feature consists of an attribute, such
as Per for ’person’ and a value such as 1. For the sake of legibility, we separate
them with a colon (quoted for technical reasons). The definitions for Person,
Number, Gender, and Tense are expressed in Table 6. The value of the variable
Person1 for example, is a sequence consisting of three symbols: Per, :, and 1.

define Person1 [Per ":" 1];
define Person2 [Per ":" 2];
define Person3 [Per ":" 3];
define Number [Num ":" [Sg | Pl] ];
define Gender3 [Gen ":" [1 "." 2 | 1a "." 2 | 3 "." 4 | 5 "." 6 |

7 "." 8 | 9a "." 10a | 10 | 11 "." 6 |
14 "." 6 | 15]];

define PastTense [Past ":" [Rec|Hist|MoreRem|MostRem]];
define PresTense [Pres ":" [Cont|Hab1|Hab2]];
define FutTense [Fut ":" [Immed|MostRem]];

Table 6. Features with Atomic Values

The next set of feature definitions in Table 7 makes reference to features
already defined in Table 6. For example, the Tense feature consists of words
such as Tns:Past:Rec and Tns:Fut:Immed. The definition of Agreement includes
values such as Per:1 Num:Pl and Per:3 Num:Sg Gen:5.6. These values are to be
interpreted as sets containing a number of features separated a space.

The definition of Agreement feature in Table 8 builds on the definition of the
Agreement values in Table 7. There is a minor complication here. Gender 15 is
not expressed at all as an object marker. As a subject marker it only exists in the
singular. For this reason we have to eliminate some otherwise possible strings
by subtraction. The dollar sign in Figure 8 is called the contains operator.
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define Tense [Tns ":" [PastTense|PresTense|FutTense]];
define Agreement [[[Person1 | Person2] " " Number] |

[Person3 " " Number " " Gender3]];

Table 7. Features with Set Values

$15 denotes the language of strings that somewhere contain 15. The & operator
represents intersection. Thus [$Pl & $15] denotes strings that contain both
Pl (= plural) and gender 15.

define SubjAgr [Sub ":" Agreement] - [$Pl & $15];
define ObjAgr [Obj ":" Agreement] - $15 ;
define Agr [Func ":" Agreement];

Table 8. Subject and Object Agreement Features

We now have nearly all the definitions we need to define the lexical forms
of Lingala in the style of realizational morphology. The final definitions are in
Table 9. The verb lexicon consists of forms such as <bet,Sub:Per:3 Num:Sg
Gen:14,6 Obj:Per:2 Num:Sg>, <bet,Sub:Per:3 Num:Pl Gen:5,6 Obj:Per:3
Num:Pl Gen:5,6>, etc.,.in which the stem bet is paired with some valid com-
bination of morphosyntactic features.

define Features [SubjAgr " " ObjAgr " " Tense];
define VerbLex "<" Stems "," Features ">" ;

Table 9. Verb Lexicon

4.2 Realization Rules

The rules of exponence can be expressed in parc/xrce regular expression no-
tation quite easily using the replace operator ->. We will need two types of
rules. Certain rules introduce specific subject or object markers, others introduce
markers for both syntactic functions. Table 10 contains the specific rules.

Each rule inserts (= rewrites the empty string as) a particular affix in the
beginning of the form derived so far, that is, immediately after the initial <
bracket. For example, rule R302 inserts ko to the beginning of the stem if the
object agreement features of the stem include second person and singular. Thus
the rule will apply to an underlying lexical form such as

<bet,Sub:Per:1 Num:Sg Obj:Per:2 Num:Sg Gen:1.2 Tns:Past:Rec>
changing bet to kobet and leaving everything else unmodified. Note that although
the features occur in the underlying lexical form in a certain order, none of the
rules refer to the order and would apply even if the order was changed, say, by
reversing the subject and object agreement features. The naming of the rules
indicates what block each rule belongs to. The rules in Block 1 (R101, R102,
etc.) realize subject agreement markers; the rules in Block 3 (R301, R02, etc)
mark object agreement. In Lingala verbs, the subject markers precede the object
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define R101 [[. .] -> {na} || "<" _ [$[SubjAgr & $Person1 & $Sg]]] ;
define R102 [[. .] -> o || "<" _ [$[SubjAgr & $Person2 & $Sg]]] ;
define R103 [[. .] -> a || "<" _ [$[SubjAgr & $Person3 & $Sg & $2]]];
define R104 [[. .] -> e || "<" _ [$[SubjAgr & $Person3 & $Sg & $7]]];
define R105 [[. .] -> {ei} || "<" _[$[SubjAgr & $Person3 & $Sg & $15]]];
define R111 [[. .] -> {to} || "<" _ [$[SubjAgr & $Person1 & $Pl]]] ;

define R301 [[. .] -> n || "<" _ [$[ObjAgr & $Person1 & $Sg]]] ;
define R302 [[. .] -> {ko} || "<" _ [$[ObjAgr & $Person2 & $Sg]]] ;
define R303 [[. .] -> {mo} || "<" _ [$[ObjAgr & $Person3 & $Sg & $2]]];
define R304 [[. .] -> {ei} || "<" _ [$[ObjAgr & $Person3 & $Sg & $7]]];
define R310 [[. .] -> {lo} || "<" _ [$[ObjAgr & $Person1 & $Pl]]] ;

Table 10. Specific Subject and Object Agreement Rules

markers, and both come before the stem. Because the rules are designed to build
the verb forms “from inside out” starting with the stem, the rules in Block 3
have to apply before the rules in Block 1.

With the rules in Table 10 we can already produce some Lingala stems fully
marked with subject and object agreement markers. Table 11 illustrates the
process with the xfst program. The first command composes the input string
<bet,Sub:Per:1 Num:Sg Obj:Per:2 Num:Sg Tns:Past:Rec> with Rule R302 and
the result again with Rule R101. Because angle brackets, commas, and colons
have a special meaning in regular expressions, we have to put them in double
quotes. The separating space symbols, " ", also have to be quoted. The symbol
.o. is the composition operator. The result of the composition is a single
transducer containing one path. The xfst command ’print upper-words’ shows
the original input, the ’print lower-words’ shows the resulting output. In the
finite-state world, the linguistic notion of “rule application” corresponds to the
composition of an input string with one or more rules in a cascade. As we see in
Table 11, the effect of the two rules of exponence is to change bet, to nakobet.

xfst[0]: regex "<" {bet} "," Sub ":" Per ":" 1 " " Num ":" Sg " "
Obj ":" Per ":" 2 " " Num ":" Sg " "
Tns ":" Past ":" Rec ">"

.o.
R302
.o.
R101;

1.5 Kb. 34 states, 33 arcs, 1 path.
fst[1]: print upper-words
<bet,Sub:Per:1 Num:Sg Obj:Per:2 Num:Sg Tns:Past:Rec>
fst[1]: print lower-words
<nakobet,Sub:Per:1 Num:Sg Obj:Per:2 Num:Sg Tns:Past:Rec>

Table 11. A Cascade of Compositions
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This is almost what we want but it is evident that to produce actual surface
forms on Lingala, we need to suppress the morphological features on the output
side. For that we need the cleanup rule defined in Table 12. It eliminates every-
thing that is not part of the surface alphabet defined in Table 5, that is, brackets,
punctuation, spaces, numerals, and the multi-character symbols for attributes
and values. The backslash in Table 12 is the term complement operator. The
zero represents an epsilon. With Cleanup as the last rule of the cascade, the
lower-side output string on the single path is reduced to nakobet. The upper-side
string of the path still has its original form. That is, we now have a minimal
lexical transducer that generates and analyzes the string nakobet.

define Cleanup \L -> 0;

Table 12. Elimination Rule for Non-Alphabetic Symbols

4.3 Rules of Referral

In addition to specific subject and object markers, Lingala contains many affixes
that are used both for subjects and objects. To be faithful to the principles of
Realizational Morphology, we will not define them directly but derive them from
a common source by a rule of referral. Table 13 contains the common sources.
Note that the rules in this table all contain the symbol Agr defined in Table 8.
In other words, the rules do not identify themselves as Subject or Object rules.
The features are assigned to the place holder attribute Func.

Table 13. Shared Agreement Rules

The rules of referral in Table 14 all use a construct indicated by ‘ in the
parc/xrce regular expression calculus that modifies a given transducer by sys-
tematically replacing all occurrences of a given symbol with some other symbol.
Rule R106, for example, derives a subject agreement rule from Rule RAgr1 in
Table 13. Rule R305 derives an object agreement rule from the same source.
Alternatively, we could have chosen either the subject or the object agreement
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define R106 ‘[RAgr1, Func, Sub];
define R107 ‘[RAgr2, Func, Sub];
define R108 ‘[RAgr3, Func, Sub];
define R109 ‘[RAgr4, Func, Sub];
define R110 ‘[RAgr5, Func, Sub];
define R112 ‘[RAgr6, Func, Sub];
define R113 ‘[RAgr7, Func, Sub];
define R114 ‘[RAgr8, Func, Sub];
define R115 ‘[RAgr9, Func, Sub];
define R116 ‘[RAgr10, Func, Sub];
define R117 ‘[RAgr11, Func, Sub];
define R305 ‘[RAgr1, Func, Obj];
define R306 ‘[RAgr2, Func, Obj];
define R307 ‘[RAgr3, Func, Obj];
define R308 ‘[RAgr4, Func, Obj];
define R309 ‘[RAgr5, Func, Obj];
define R311 ‘[RAgr6, Func, Obj];
define R312 ‘[RAgr7, Func, Obj];
define R313 ‘[RAgr8, Func, Obj];
define R314 ‘[RAgr9, Func, Obj];
define R315 ‘[RAgr10, Func, Obj];
define R316 ‘[RAgr11, Func, Obj];

Table 14. Rules of Referral

rule as the basic one and derived the other by a rule of referral that substitutes
the attribute Sub for Obj, or vice versa. Either way, Rule RAgr1 gets used twice,
once as an object agreement rule, once as a subject agreement rule. Whatever
theoretical insight there is in insisting that it is the same rule that applies in
both cases, this insight is faithfully captured by the implementation.

define R201 [[. .] -> {ko} || "<" _ [$[Fut":"Immed]]] ;
define R401 [[. .] -> {ak} || _ "," [$[Pres":"[Hab1 | Hab2]|

Past":"[Hist | MostRem]]]];
define R402 [[. .] -> a || _ "," [$[Pres":"Cont Fut":"Immed]]];
define R501 [[. .] -> i || _ "," [$[Fut":"MostRem Past":"[Rec|Hist]]]];

Table 15. Rules of Tense and Aspect Marking

The final set of rules yet to be discussed involves the realization of Tense
and Aspect features. The rules are expressed in Figure 15. Unlike the agreement
features that come before the stem, most tense features are realized as suffixes
after the stem. Consequently, the context specification of the tense rules refer to
the comma, the marker that separates the stem from the feature specification
as the right context. The one exception is the immediate future tense that is
marked both by a prefix and by a suffix.
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All that remains to be done now is to define the cascade of compositions
that maps each of the lexical forms to its proper surface realization, and vice
versa. Figure 16 gives the explicit definition of Lingala verbs in Realizational
Morphology. The text following the hash mark is a comment, not part of the
definition.

define LingalaVerbs [
VerbLex
.o.
R301 .o. R302 .o. R303 .o. R304 .o. R305 .o. # singular object
R306 .o. R307 .o. R308 .o. R309
.o.
R310 .o. R311 .o. R312 .o. R313 .o. R314 .o. # plural object
R315 .o. R316
.o.
R201 # future
.o.
R101 .o. R102 .o. R103 .o. R104 .o. R105 .o. # singular subject
R106 .o. R107 .o. R108 .o. R109 .o. R110
.o.
R111 .o. R112 .o. R113 .o. R114 .o. R115 .o. # plural subject
R116 .o. R117
.o.
R401 .o. R402 .o. R501 # tense
.o.
Cleanup ] ;

Table 16. Definition of Lingala Verbal Morphology

Some examples to show how the system is working are given in Table 17 where
we are exploring the contents of the lexical transducer resulting from the script
in Table 16 and the preceding definitions in xfst. The command ’print random-
upper 5’ print five lexical strings at random; the command ’print random-lower
5’ prints five random surface strings. The command ’apply up loibeta’ prints
out all the possible feature bundles associated with the surface form. The last
command generates loibeta from one of its lexical interpretations.

5 Conclusion

What we have shown in this paper is that Stump’s theory of realizational mor-
phology is yet another incarnation of finite-state morphology, different in nota-
tion, but not in substance, from the technology that the successful commercial
morphology applications are based on. Moving from Stump’s notation to a more
standard regular expression calculus does not incur any loss of simplicity or
elegance. Rather the opposite.

Computational phonology and morphology have a curious non-relationship
with “real” linguistics extending back to more than three decades. Time after
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Table 17. Exploring Lingala Verbal Morphology

time, from Johnson [8] to Eisner [6], including Kaplan and Kay [9,10], Kosken-
niemi [14], myself [11,12], Beesley [2], Kiraz [13], and others, the computational
knights have presented themselves at the Royal Court of Linguistics, rushed
up to the Princess of Phonology and Morphology in great exitement to deliver
the same message “Dear Princess. I have wonderful news for you: You are not
like some of your NP-complete sisters. You are regular. You are rational. You
are finite-state. Please marry me. Together we can do great things.” And time
after time, the put-down response from the Princess has been the same: “Not
interested. You do not understand Theory. Go away you geek.”

This constant rejection of the most suitable suitor is puzzling. The Princess
must have a vested interest in making simple things appear more complicated
than they really are. The good news that the computational knights are try-
ing to deliver is unwelcome. The Princess prefers the pretense that phonol-
ogy/morphology is a profoundly complicated subject, shrouded by theories.

If that is the right analysis of the situation, computational linguists should
adopt a different strategy. Instead of being the eternal rejected suitor at the Royal
Court, they should adopt the role of the innocent boy in the street shouting “The
Princess has no clothes. The Princess has no clothes...” That is my conclusion.

Acknowledgements. I thank Louisa Sadler for stimulating discussions of
Stump’s work, and Jason Eisner, Ronald M. Kaplan, Kemal Oflazer and An-
nie Zaenen for many helpful suggestions and comments.
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Abstract. Development of morphological analysis systems for inflective lan-
guages is a tedious and laborious task. We suggest an approach for development
of such systems that permits to spend less time and effort. It is based on static
processing of stem allomorphs and the method of analysis known as “analysis
through generation.” These features allow for using the morphological models
oriented to generation, instead of developing special analysis models. Normally,
generation models are presented in traditional grammars and correspond very
well to the intuition of speakers. Systems based on this approach were devel-
oped for Russian and Spanish.

1   Introduction

Languages can have poor morphology (so called analytic languages, in which the
grammar categories normally are expressed by standalone functional words), e.g,
English or Chinese, or rich morphology (so called synthetic languages, in which the
grammar categories normally are expressed inside the word), e.g., Finnish or Russian.
Synthetic languages can use one of the following two ways of morphological ar-
rangement:

• Agglutination (a tendency to use a separate morpheme for each grammatical cate-
gory; there are no stem alternations or these alternations are predictable), e.g.,
Finnish or Turk languages;

• Fusion (a tendency to express all grammatical categories by one flexion; often
implies complex non-predictable stem alternations), e.g., Russian, Czech, and
other Slavic languages, Spanish, Portuguese; such languages are called inflective.

In this paper, we discuss an approach that allows for rapid development with little
effort (in comparison with other approaches) of systems for automatic morphological
analysis/generation for inflective languages.
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Morphological systems of inflective languages are finite (usually about 2-3 million
grammatical word forms for a dictionary of about 100,000 words), so in fact any
method leads to the same result. Still, there are differences in time and effort required
to apply different methods. In addition, there is a difference in similarity of the used
models to the models described in traditional grammars. In our opinion, the more
similar these two kinds of models the better the system, because computational mod-
els based on traditional grammars are much clearer intuitively and it is much easier to
apply them in the system’s development.

Note that our point in this paper is not to discuss the formalism (different formal-
isms can be used with our method) but the approach to the treatment of stem allo-
morphs, which does not depend on formalism.

2   Some Considerations on Inflective Languages

The main problem in automatic morphological analysis of inflective languages is the
treatment of non-predictable stem alternations. Indeed, if there are no such stem alter-
nations then the algorithm of morphological analysis is very straightforward:
(1) Beforehand, we assign a morphological class to each stem that uniquely defines a
set of flexions; it is enough to store only one stem in the dictionary for each word
because there are simple rules to build all its allomorphs. (2) During the morphologi-
cal analysis of a given wordform, we find the flexion in the wordform and after this,
the stem (the rest of the wordform; it may be modified according to the rules) is
looked up in the dictionary. (3) If the flexion is compatible with the stem, then the
analysis is finished.  This is the case of agglutinative languages, like Finnish or Turk.

The case of non-predictable stem alternations is more complicated. There are two
important points to discuss:

• Method of processing of stem allomorphs (static versus dynamic), and
• Morphological models used (“artificial” models for the direct analysis approach

versus “natural” models for the “analysis through generation” approach).

2.1   Static vs. Dynamic Methods

There are two methods of processing of stem allomorphs (sometimes, the terms “al-
lomorphs vs. morpheme” is used [2]): static and dynamic. Static method means that
all stem allomorphs are stored in the dictionary (normally there are 2–4 allomorphs,
so the dictionary size is not significantly affected; note that normally the majority of
words—say, in Russian more than 70%—does not have any stem alternations). The
allomorphs are generated beforehand, which is not difficult because the information
about each stem is available.

Dynamic method means that the allomorphs are constructed dynamically basing on
only one dictionary record. In inflective languages, the corresponding rules cannot be
standardized, so the number of such rules is very large (more than 1000 rules are
mentioned in [4]). Besides, they do not have any intuitive correspondence in common
knowledge of the language. For example, in order to generate the dictionary stem for
Russian okon- (window), it is necessary to delete -o-: okn-. The corresponding exam-
ple for English can be (in English, there are much fewer such words): for took it is
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necessary to change -oo- to -a- and add -e to obtain take. It is difficult, because we do
not have any beforehand information about the possible type of stem, so it is neces-
sary to develop and apply many unintuitive rules. This method is of high computa-
tional complexity (NP-complete) [2, p.255].

Therefore, the static method is more reasonable and easy to implement than the
dynamic one for inflective languages. On the contrary, for agglutinative languages it
is easy to use the dynamic method, because the rules are rather simple and intuitive.
For example, the dynamic method was applied in the well-known two-level morphol-
ogy [3] that was initially developed for Finnish. Indeed, the idea of the two-level
morphology is to create the correspondence between the abstract level of morphemes
and the level of their realizations, i.e., the allomorphs (these are the two levels). It is
dynamic processing of stem alternations that is used the two-level model for imple-
mentation of rules of correspondence between the two levels. As we have mentioned
before, for inflective languages it is possible to use this kind of processing, however,
this requires development of much greater number of rules, which are less intuitive in
these languages.

2.2   Morphological Models

Another choice deals with the kind of morphological models. The obvious direct way
for developing the morphological models is to create a new morphological class for
any paradigm that exists in the language; with this, the number of classes is calculated
up to 1500 for Czech [5] or 1000 for Russian [1]. These classes are artificial, created
for the purposes of analysis.

The other possibility is to use the morphological models that already exist for gen-
eration, say, in case of Russian there are as few as about 40 morphological classes.
These models are usually described in traditional grammars, because these grammars
are oriented to generation. Besides, they correspond very well to the intuition of
speakers. To be able to use these models, it is necessary to apply a method that allows
for applying generation instead of direct analysis, because usually generation is much
simpler than analysis. This method is known in artificial intelligence as “analysis
through generation.” In our case, it is applied as follows: first, the system generates all
possible hypotheses based on the possible flexions, and then tries to generate the
grammar forms according to each hypothesis using the corresponding stem and its
morphological class taken from the dictionary. Note that the number of classes is
small, while the peculiarities of words are described using morphological marks
stored in the dictionary entries for specific words, for example, the presence of alter-
nations, the absence of singular (pluralia tantum), etc. These marks are interpreted
during the process of analysis/generation.

Obviously, it is much easier for development of a system to have a small number
of morphological classes, which correspond very well to the intuition of speakers.
Sometimes these classes already exist, but if not, it is easier to characterize the words
in a given language applying the simple and intuitive classification.

We suggest to use during analysis the models created for generation. However,
there is another possibility to apply the same models. Namely, it is possible to gener-
ate all possible wordforms beforehand and during the process of analysis just to
search in the database that stores all these forms. This is another possibility to apply
analysis through generation. Its advantage is the simplicity of the analysis algorithm:
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it is just a lookup (note, however, that in any case an additional algorithm is to be
developed for generation of all forms). Still, its disadvantage is the size of the diction-
ary that is much greater than that of the dictionary of stems. The exact number de-
pends on the number of wordforms per lemma in a language, e.g., in Russian it is
more than 30 times. Thus, the choice is: a large dictionary and a very simple algo-
rithm versus small dictionary and more sophisticated algorithm. The latter can be
viewed as compression of the dictionary (and a very good compression, indeed).
There are other advantages of using of the algorithm of analysis over the database of
wordforms: the algorithm possesses additional grammar knowledge. For example,
processing of ungrammatical forms like *taked, the algorithm can understand what is
meant and suggest the correct form took.

3   Approach

We suggest using static method of processing of stem allomorphs (all allomorphs are
stored in the dictionary) and applying the natural morphological models created for
generation based on “analysis through generation” procedure.

The first stage is data preparation. The words of a language should be characterized
in terms of the morphological models used. Then, the stem dictionary is generated
with all possible allomorphs of each stem. Note that the stem allomorphs should be
marked according to the rule of their generation, for example, first, second, etc. stem.
This information is necessary during wordform generation, namely, for choosing the
correct stem allomorph.

The next stage is the development of the algorithm of morphological analysis. The
following modules (parts of the algorithm) are necessary:

• Module of hypothesis generation (the correspondence between the flexions and
the sets of possible values of grammar categories (flexion • values), e.g., in Eng-
lish, flexion –s can express plural for nouns or 3rd person singular for verbs, etc.).

• Module of choice of stem allomorphs (the correspondence between the sets of
values of grammar categories of morphological classes and the number of the stem
allomorph (values ������������	
������	����������������������������������	����
verb stems verify/verifi- as allomorphs, then the first allomorph is used for the pre-
sent tense (except for 3rd person, singular) and the second one for the past tense or
present tense 3rd person singular, etc. This can be done using bit patterns, direct
programming, etc. Note that we do not need the inverse correspondence because
we apply this module only in generation.

• Module of choice of flexions: which flexion is used for a given set of grammar
categories of a given class (values  � � ���������� ������ ��� ��������� ��	� 
�	��� ���
noun flexions –s or –es are used depending on the stem’s final letters.

• Module of processing of irregular forms. All irregular grammar forms (irregular
verbs, etc.) are stored in the dictionary with their lemma and the values of gram-
mar categories (number, tense, etc.). Therefore, their analysis consists just in
looking up in the dictionary (we should always check the hypothesis of the ir-
regular form with zero flexion). Their generation is also consists in looking up in
the dictionary—for the lemma and the corresponding values of grammar catego-
ries.
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The generation procedure is very simple. Its input is a set of values of grammar
categories and a string that identifies the word (stem allomorph or lemma). The pro-
cedure implies (1) obtaining the information from the dictionary (the morphological
class, etc.), (2) choosing the correct stem allomorph, and (3) choosing the correct
flexion (see the corresponding modules).

The analysis procedure also is not complicated. Its input is a character string. The
procedure works as follows:

• Remove characters from the string one by one in order to find the possible flexion
and the corresponding stem (zero flexion is always considered),

• Formulate the hypotheses for the flexion,
• Call the generation procedure for each hypothesis,
• Compare the result of generation with the input. If they coincide then the hypothe-

sis is correct.

Note that it is important to apply generation because otherwise some incorrect
forms would be accepted by the analyzer (overgeneration), for example: for *taked
(instead of took), both the stem take- and the flexion -d (past tense) do exist, but they
are incompatible, which is verified through generation (the correct form took for past
tense will be generated and the forms do not coincide).

If there are several affixes in a word (for example, in Russian there are suffixes of
participles), then this analysis procedure can be applied recursively. (This situation,
however, is not typical for inflective languages.) In this case, the algorithm is to
change the grammar information obtained from the dictionary to the grammar infor-
mation that corresponds to these affixes (for example, those Russian participles have
verbal stem but they have the same morphological class as adjectives).

4   Conclusions

We have presented the approach for developing systems of morphological analysis for
inflective languages. It allows for spending less time and effort on this development.
It is based on the static method of processing of stem allomorphs and the procedure of
analysis known as “analysis through generation.” These features allow using the mor-
phological models that are oriented to generation. These models are much simpler and
much more intuitive than those specially developed for analysis. Frequently these
models can be taken from the traditional grammars.

We have applied this approach for the development of the systems of morphologi-
cal analysis for Russian and Spanish with sufficiently large dictionaries (100,000 and
40,000 words, correspondingly). The development process was relatively simple and
fast even for such morphologically rich language as Russian: it took about 6 months
of development by one person for Russian (it would take less if we follow this ap-
proach from the very beginning) and about 2 months for Spanish of one master stu-
dent. In both cases, the dictionaries oriented to generation were already available.
Some part of the time was devoted to their preparation (transformation to database
format and generation of the stem allomorphs). These systems are freely available for
academic (see the author’s contact address).
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Abstract. Finite-state processing is typically based on structures that allow for
efficient indexing and sequential search. However, this “rigid” framework has
several disadvantages when used in natural language processing, especially for
non-alphabetical languages. The solution is to systematically introduce poly-
morphic programming techniques that are adapted to particular cases. In this
paper we describe the structure of a morphological dictionary implemented with
finite-state automata using variable or polymorphic node formats. Each node is
assigned a format from a predefined set reflecting its utility in corpora process-
ing as measured by a number of graph theoretic metrics and statistics. Experi-
mental results demonstrate that this approach permits a 52% increase in the per-
formance of dictionary look-up.

1   Introduction

Natural language dictionaries can be compactly represented as Finite State Automata
(FSAs) if word verification is seen as a process of moving from an input state to an
acceptance state in a space of letter transitions. FSAs allow common elements of
similar words to be factored out, which provides a more compact representation of
dictionaries than hash-tables, and if the organization of nodes and transitions is opti-
mized, traversal of an FSA need take no longer than hashing.

FSAs are most efficiently implemented with transition tables that enable rapid se-
lection of links between states, where these links are stored in an array indexed by
characters from the input language. However, this efficiency is purchased at the ex-
pense of considerable memory overheads. In [1] and [2] the problem was considered
purely from the perspective of compression, whereas the primary goal of our research
is directed at optimization for speed that balances the efficiency of node transition
with the effect of a node’s format on the size of the dictionary as a whole. The sim-
plicity of finite-state processing means that efficiency hinges primarily on the speed
of memory access. The classical memory organization of a computer is pyramidal,
with small amounts of fast memory dedicated to registers and a cache, and greater
amounts available to slower media such as disk. But traditional hardware and O/S
approaches to optimal memory usage, such as pre-fetching, assume a regularity of
access that is not valid for the highly transitional nature of finite-state processing.
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In this paper we suggest a systematic approach:

1. Ontologization of all useful node types in an FSA.
2. Classification of nodes according to their traffic-related role in an FSA.
3. A formal procedure for assigning a format to each node based on this role.

The finite state devices considered here are morphological dictionaries in which mor-
phosyntactic information is attached to final end-states (though the approach general-
izes to other FSA types). The optimization model is based both on an empirical analy-
sis and on the following heuristic assumptions about the global structure of dictionar-
ies:

1. The distribution of nodes ranked according to their out-degree is highly skewed.
Empirical analysis reveals that nodes with high out-degree are associated with
morpheme/grapheme bounds, while long filaments of nodes with only one in- and
out-flowing link generally represent proper names, idioms and non-lexical entries.

2. The distribution of nodes ranked according to their frequency of usage is Zipf-like,
with high-traffic nodes being less frequent than low-traffic nodes.

3. There is a positive correlation between a node’s traffic and its out-degree.

2   Per-node Classification

Generally speaking, the classification of a node primarily reflects the traffic experi-
enced by that node (especially if we assume the Markov property). Our classification
is presented in the Table 1.

Each node in an FSA is assigned a format according to the classification provided
in Table 1. “Heavy-traffic” nodes clearly require explicit lookup tables indexed by
input characters, since their frequency of use mitigates the memory overheads of such
tables. More problematic are the “Medium-traffic” nodes, which are those with many
out-flowing links but which carry less traffic than “Heavy-traffic” nodes. Implemen-
tation of such nodes without the memory overhead of lookup tables is especially im-
portant for the efficient finite-state processing of ideographic languages. Goetz et. al.
[2] has advocated that binary search be used for ideographic languages, while hash
tables might also be useful if speed is the developer’s primary concern.

For “Light-traffic” nodes with relatively few out-flowing links, a sequential list of
transitions, ordered by an empirically-determined usage frequency, typically suffices.
This ensures that the most useful transitions are accessed the quickest. Interestingly,
the results of our experiments indicate that even global character frequency alone
leads to efficient sorting of out-flowing links.

An empirical analysis reveals that a significant part of a dictionary is comprised of
filament-like “letter chains”, where the out-degree of several consecutive nodes is
one. Recognition of letter chains provides scope for optimization by allowing an FSA
to transit directly from the first node of a chain to the last. This method is known in
the construction of word graphs as compaction, and the resulting directed acyclic
graph (DAG) is called Compact DAG (see also path compression in [3]). In our ap-
proach, a dedicated node format is assigned to the head node of each letter chain, and
it is the responsibility of this node/format to perform the necessary test to allow direct
transition to the end of the chain.
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Table 1. One-parametric classification of FSA dictionary nodes relative to both their out-
degree and the frequency of their usage during corpora processing

One-Parametric Classification of FSA Dictionary Nodes

Classifi-
cation of
Nodes

“Start
of a Chain”:
A chain is formed
from nodes with
only one out-
flowing link
(except the last
node), which
leads to another
node in the chain.
All nodes in the
chain (except the
first one) have
exactly one in-
flowing link.

“Light-
Traffic”:
Typical nodes
with more than
one, but fewer
than a dozen,
out-flowing
links.

“Medium-
Traffic”:
Nodes with a
dozen or more
of out-flowing
links. This
format is used
instead of the
format of
“Heavy nodes”
when the
memory is of
concern.

“Heavy-
Traffic”:
Frequently
visited nodes,
these typically
also have a
large number
of out-flowing
links.

Preferred
format
and
technique
for selec-
tion of
apropos
out-
flowing
links:

The information
about intermediate
nodes can be
stored at the start
of the chain to
provide fast ac-
cess from the first
node in the chain
to the last one.

Links are stored
as a list of out-
flowing links
and they are
sorted according
to the frequency
of their usage.

Linear search.

Links are
stored as an
array of out-
flowing transi-
tions.

Logarithmic
search,
hash tables.

Links are
stored in an
array with a
size equal to
the number of
characters
presented in
the dictionary.

Direct lookup.

3   Assignment of Polymorphic Formats to Nodes

A dictionary FSA for a given language/corpus is constructed as follows:

1. The input list of words (surface forms), is compiled into a letter tree, which is then
minimized to reuse common prefixes and postfixes. Each word can be provided
with additional information (its part-of-speech categories, etc.), which can be at-
tached to the leaves (the terminals) of the letter tree; in this case two postfixes can
be merged only if they lead to exactly the same information.

2. The unoptimized dictionary FSA is used to process a large corpus. For each node
and each link in the FSA, its frequency of usage (traffic) is computed and stored.

3. The statistics collected in (2) is used to classify each node. First, chain detection is
performed. Secondly, the top  N  most-visited nodes are classified as heavy-traffic
nodes, where  N  is an empirical threshold. When dealing with alphabetical lan-
guages, all other nodes can be classified as light-traffic nodes, but for ideographic
languages, a threshold on the number of out-flowing links is used to further dis-
criminate between light- and medium-traffic nodes.
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4. The optimized dictionary is compiled, with dedicated node formats assigned to
each node to allow for optimal processing of the traffic through those nodes.

4   Experimental Results

Detailed experiments were done with an English dictionary. As a base case, an unop-
timized dictionary is constructed, which simply uses sequential search to select tran-
sitions from each node (and where links are ordered according to the alphabetical
order of input characters). This base-case processed an average of 9.130 x 230 two-
byte characters per hour (on an Intel Pentium III with 128MB of RAM running at
500MHz under Windows 2000). With an additional sorting of the out-flowing links in
each node based on global character frequency, an 18% performance increase was
obtained. However, the assignment of polymorphic node formats to each node based
on traffic, as described in this paper, yielded a 52% performance increase over the
base-case.

5   Conclusions and Future Work

The use of polymorphic node formats in FSA processing, as described in this paper,
uniformly encompasses known FSA formats while supporting new formats not previ-
ously used in the FSA literature. We have yet to test our hypotheses about the global
structural properties of dictionaries in a more general cross-linguistic manner; but our
experimental results regarding the effects of optimization do suggest some empirical
validity for these assumptions.
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Abstract. NLP system developers and corpus lexicographers would
both benefit from a tool for finding and organizing the distinctive pat-
terns of use of words in texts. Such a tool would be an asset for both
language research and lexicon development, particularly for lexicons for
Machine Translation. We have developed the waspbench, a tool that
(1) presents a “word sketch”, a summary of the corpus evidence for a
word, to the lexicographer; (2) supports the lexicographer in analysing
the word into its distinct meanings and (3) uses the lexicographer’s anal-
ysis as the input to a state-of-the-art word sense disambiguation (WSD)
algorithm, the output of which is a “word expert” for the word which can
then disambiguate new instances of the word. In this paper we describe a
set of evaluation experiments, designed to establish whether waspbench
can be used to save time and improve performance in the development
of a lexicon for Machine Translation or other NLP application.

1 Motivations

On the one hand, Human Language Technologies (HLT) need dictionaries, to tell
them what words mean and how they behave. On the other hand, the people
making dictionaries (herafter, lexicographers) need HLT, to help them identify
how words behave so they can make better dictionaries. This potential for syn-
ergy exists across the range of lexical data - in the construction of headword
lists, for spelling correction, phonetics, morphology and syntax, but nowhere is
it truer than for semantics, and in particular the vexed question of how a word’s
meaning should be analysed into distinct senses. HLT needs all the help it can
get from dictionaries, because it is a very hard problem to identify which mean-
ing of a word applies, and if the dictionary does not provide both a coherent
and accurate analysis of what the meanings are, and a good set of clues as to
where each meaning applies, then the enterprise is doomed. The MT version of
the problem is to find the appropriate translation for a word in a given con-
text, where the bilingual dictionary gives several possibilities, and this is just as
hard. The lexicographer needs all the help they can get because the analysis of
meaning is the second hardest part of their job [1], it occupies a large share of
their working hours, and it is one where, currently, they have very little to go on
beyond intuition. Synergy between HLT and lexicographer becomes a possibility
with the advent of the corpus.
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226 A. Kilgarriff and R. Koeling

Lexicographers have long been aware of their great need for evidence about
how words behave, and, in the late 1970s and 1980s, English language dictionary
publishers were rather quicker to pick up on the potential of large corpora than
most parts of the HLT world. The pioneering project was COBUILD [2] and its
first offering to the world, the Collins COBUILD English Dictionary came out
in 1987.

The basic working methodology, in those early days, was the ‘coloured pens’
method. A lexicographer who was to write an entry for a word, say pike, was
given the corpus evidence for pike in the form of a key-word-in-context printout,
as in figure 1. They then read the corpus lines, identifying different meanings as
they went along, assigning a colour to each meaning and marking each corpus
line with the appropriate colour. Once they had marked all (or almost all -
there are always anomalies) the corpus lines, they could then go back to write
a definition for each sense, using, eg, the red corpus lines as the evidence for
the first meaning, the green as the evidence for the second, the yellow as the
evidence for the third, and so on.

In this scenario, note that a meaning, or word sense, corresponds to a cluster
of corpus lines. This is a representation that HLT can work with. (It contrasts
with a conception of word senses as mental objects, which is not useful to HLT.)

As corpus-based HLT took off, in the 1990s, researchers such as [4] explored
corpus methods for word sense disambiguation (WSD). Here the correspondence
between word senses and sets of corpus lines was taken at face value, with a set
of corpus lines which were known (or believed) to belong to a particular sense
being used as a training set. A machine-learning algorithm was then able to use
the training set to induce a word expert which could decide which sense a new
corpus instance belonged to.

1.1 The waspbench System

Behind the current implementation of the English waspbench lies a database
of 70M instances of grammatical relations for English. These are 5-tuples:

< gramrel, word1, word2, particle, pointer >

gramrel can be any of a set of 27 core grammatical relations for English (includ-
ing subject, subject-of, object, object-of, modifier, and/or, PP-comp), word1 and
word2 are words of English (nouns, verbs or adjectives, lemmatized to give dic-
tionary headword form; word2 may be null), particle is a particle or preposition,
so that grammatical relations involving prepositions as well as two fully lexical
arguments can be captured. For all relations except PP-comp it is null. Pointer
points into the corpus, so we can identify where the instance occurs and retrieve
its context if required. Examples of 5-tuples are

PP-comp,look,picture,at,1004683
object, sip, beer, -, 1005678
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Fig. 1. BNC samples containing the noun pike

The database was prepared by parsing a lemmatised, part-of-speech-tagged
version of the British National Corpus, a 100M word corpus of recent spoken
and written British English.1

1 http://info.ox.ac.uk/bnc
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Using this database, waspbench prepares a set of lists for each word1 in
which, for each gramrel, the words which occur frequently and with high mutual
information as word2 are identified and sorted according to their lexicographic
salience. This set of lists is presented to the lexicographer for whom it is a useful
summary of the word’s behaviour. This is a word sketch [5].

The word sketch is a good starting point for the lexicographer to analyse
the different meanings (step 1). They study it. All underlying corpus evidence
is available at a mouseclick, in case they are unsure what contexts word1 occurs
in gramrel with word2 in. They reach preliminary opinions about the different
meanings the word has. They assign a short mnemonic label to each sense, and
type the labels into a text-input box provided. They then hit the “set senses”
button and the word sketch is updated, with each collocate now having a pull-
down menu through which it can be assigned to one of the senses.

The lexicographer then spends some time –typically some thirty minutes for
a moderately complicated word– assigning collocates to senses (step 2). The
majority of high-salience < collocate, gramrel > pairs relate to one sense of a
word only (in accordance with Yarowsky’s “one sense per collocation” dictum
[6]), and it is usually immediately evident to the lexicographer which sense is
salient, so the task is not unduly taxing. It is not necessary for the lexicographer
to assign all, or any particular, collocate, and any collocate which is associated
with more than one sense should be left unassigned.

When the lexicographer has assigned a good range of collocates, they press
“submit”. Then the WSD algorithm takes over, using the corpus instances where
the collocates assigned by the lexicographer apply as the clusters of instances
corresponding to a sense, and bootstrapping further evidence about how other
corpus instances are assigned (step 3). The algorithm produces a word expert
which can disambiguate new instances of the word.

1.2 waspbench and Machine Translation (MT)

waspbench is designed particularly with the needs of MT lexicography in mind.
In that context, the components of the problem take on a slightly different form,
sometimes with different names. A description of the same system in MT terms
follows.

MT has long needed many rules of the form,

in context C, translate source language word S as target language word
T

The problem has traditionally been that these rules are hard for humans to
identify, and, as there is a large number of possible contexts for most words and
a large number of ambiguous words, a very large number of rules is needed. In
step (1), the word sketch, waspbench identifies and displays to the user a good
set of candidate rules but with the target word T unspecified. In step (2), it
supports the assignment of target words, by the lexicographer, for a number of
the rules. In step (3), it takes this small set of rules and uses a bootstrapping
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algorithm to automatically identify a very large set of rules, so the word can be
appropriately translated wherever it occurs [7].

2 Evaluating waspbench

Evaluating how successful we have been in developing the waspbench presents
a number of challenges.

– We straddle three communities - the (largely commercial) dictionary-making
world, the (largely research) Human Language Technology (and specifically,
WSD) world, and the (part commercial, part research) MT world. These
three communities have very different ideas about what makes a technology
useful.

– There are no precedents. waspbench performs a function – corpus-based
disambiguating-lexicon development with human input – which no other
technology performs. We believe no other technology provides even a re-
motely similar combination of inputs (corpus + human) and outputs (mean-
ing analysis + word expert). This leaves us with no alternative products to
compare it with.

– On the lexicography front: human analysis of meaning is decidedly ‘craft’ (or
even ‘art’) rather than ‘science’. waspbench is, we hope, aiding the practi-
tioners of this craft in doing their job better and faster. But, in the dictionary
world, even qualitative analyses of the relative merits of one meaning anal-
ysis as against another are rare treats [8,9,10]. Quantitative evaluations are
unheard of.

– A critical question for commercial MT would be “does it take less time to
produce a word expert using waspbench, than using traditional methods,
for the same quality of output”. We are constrained in pursuing this route
because we do not have access to MT companies’ lexicography budgets, and
moreover consider it unlikely that MT companies would view the produc-
tion of disambiguation rules as a distinct function in the way that we do.
(Most existing MT systems take a highly domain-based view of word sense
ambiguity. In this approach, once the domain is identified, it is assumed that
ambiguity goes away, since words tend to only have one meaning and one
translation within a given domain. The domain is usually fixed by the user
selecting which lexicon they want to use. This strategy has taken MT a long
way. It has effectively been the only option available for commercial MT
for most words and language pairs, up until developments such as wasp-
bench. It also serves as a useful corrective to the tendency in the WSD
world to take the level of ambiguity displayed in paper dictionaries at face
value, rather than taking a serious interest in the concept of domain. While
clearly the solution for many ambiguity types, the domain-based view fails
for many cases where words have multiple meanings/translations within a
single domain, and is also hard to apply in situations where the user cannot
realistically be asked to select the domain, such as web-page translation. For
further discussion see [11,12,13,14])
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In the light of these issues, we have adopted a ‘divide and rule’ strategy,
setting up different evaluation themes for different perspectives. We have pursued
five approaches:

– waspbench as a WSD system, within the senseval evaluation exercise [15]
– the word sketches have been put to the test within a large scale commercial

lexicography project; they were used as the main source of corpus evidence
for a word’s behaviour in the production of the Macmillan English Dictionary
for Advanced Learners [16]; [17]

– three expert reports were commissioned from experienced lexicographers
– one set of experiments (with students at the Centre for Translation Studies,

Leeds University2) explored the performance of waspbench-based transla-
tions in comparison with translations produced by commercial MT systems

– a further set of experiments, with a larger group of subjects, explored the
extent to which different individuals, working with the same data, produced
consistent results.

It is the last evaluation strategy that we report on here. A report bringing
together evidence from all evaluation approaches is in preparation.

The Setting

Following a March 2001 workshop designed to set the stage for India-UK col-
laboration in HLT [18] and interest generated there, the University of Brighton
licenced waspbench to Prof. Rajeev Sangal of the Indian Institute for Informa-
tion Technology (IIIT) Hyderabad. This was the first time waspbench had been
used outside its development environment in Brighton, UK. waspbench was
installed and was then used in IIIT on a project which is developing an English-
Hindi translation system. The goal was this: where an English word3 had more
than one possible Hindi translation, the waspbench provides a computational
environment and high-level HLT support for the lexicographer in “telling” the
computer when it should be translated the one way, when the other.

In early 2002 we were seeking experimental subjects to evaluate waspbench.
We approached IIIT, who were glad to co-operate. We prepared datasets and
experimental protocols and sent them to IIIT where the staff, who were already
familiar with waspbench, trained a group of students in its use and ran the
experiments.

3 Experimental Setup

We asked the participants to work with the waspbench to create word experts
for the selected words. This task gave us information about how the users experi-
enced using the workbench, either explicitly, by giving us feedback, or implicitly
2 We would like to thank Prof. Tony Hartley for his help in setting this up.
3 The word would have to be a noun, verb or adjective; waspbench does not address

grammatical words or, at the current time, adverbs.
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by supplying us with data. This part of the experiment created the word experts.
The other task was to evaluate the word experts. We applied them to a set of
previously unseen test sentences and asked the participants to assess the results.

3.1 The Task

Creating the word experts. The main task for the participants was to use
the waspbench to create word experts for a list of selected ambiguous English
words. The evaluation task focussed on translation. The user was asked to use
the waspbench in order to find out how the word was used in English (i.e.
as represented by the BNC) and how the different uses of the word would be
translated in a target language of the participant’s choice. After the user has
chosen the translations for the word and selected the clues giving evidence for
when the word should receive a particular translation, the user submits the data
and the waspbench infers further rules to complete the word expert. The user
is presented the rule set and can manually inspect it. If they are happy with
the set, they can decide to submit the word expert and continue with the next
word. If they are not happy with the rule set, they can return to the wordsketch
definition form and add or amend the input. After submitting, the word expert
is applied to a set of test sentences.

Assessing the results. Evaluating a word expert is like evaluating the work
of a translator. The work of a translator can be judged by someone else, who
can disagree on certain decisions made by the translator. The disagreement can
be a matter of personal style. The assessment task here involves the same kind
of problem. In this experimental paradigm we do not define beforehand what
the desired translation is. Every subject may identify a different set of target
translations for each word and even if they work with the same set, people might
disagree on the preferred translation of a certain word in a particular context.
There is just no gold standard and thus we cannot evaluate the decisions auto-
matically. Therefore we asked the participants to assess the the word experts’
judgements.4

The assessment task can best be introduced by looking at a screenshot. In
figure 2 we present part of the evaluation screen with the results of applying
the word expert made by participant ‘one’ for the noun bank to the set of 45
test sentences. The assesser is asked to enter their own number for identification
purposes. The second column gives the test sentences with the word we are in-
terested in (here bank) highlighted. The third column presents the word expert’s
translation. The assesser is asked to judge the correctness of the translation
in this particular context in the fourth column. In case they disagree with the
translation offered, they can pick their preferred translation from the pulldown
menu in the fifth column (Alternative). This pulldown menu offers all the other
suggested target translations for bank as defined by participant ‘one’. In case the
4 Similar difficulties were encountered in the Japanese senseval-2 machine translation

task, and a similar strategy was adopted ([19]).
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assesser thinks the proper target translation is not available, the choice ’other’ is
offered in the alternatives list and their choice can be entered in the last column
(Other). After judging all 45 test sentences, the assesser is asked to submit the
form by pressing the button in the right upper corner.

Fig. 2. Snapshot of the evaluation screen
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3.2 Instruction and Available Time

Most participants had not worked with the waspbench before. They were given
a theoretical introduction and the opportunity afterwards to explore the user
interface and its functionality by creating a word expert. The participants were
allowed plenty of time to create the word expert and play with the waspbench.
They then applied the word expert to a set of test sentences and inspected the
results, to conclude the introduction.

After the instruction session, approximately four days were allowed for work-
ing on the task: about two days for creating word experts and two for assessment.
The participants were instructed to take their time to create the word experts,
but to keep in mind that we did not expect perfection. In order to finish all
33 words in two working days, only approximately 30 minutes per word was
available. Our first experiment taught us that that was not a reasonable thing
to ask. Even though our first experiment showed that the speed at which the
subjects created the word experts increased considerably as they became more
familiar with the task and the workbench, more time was needed and we did
not expect them to complete the full list. To ensure that every word on the list
would be covered by equally many subjects, everyone was asked to start at a
different position in the list.

3.3 Data

The Words. For the experiment we chose a set of words that are clearly am-
biguous in English. We only selected words that were fairly, but not extremely,
common (i.e. with 1,500 - 20,000 instances in the BNC). A total of 33 words
were selected: 16 nouns, 10 verbs and 7 adjectives. Some of the words have just
two clearly distinct meanings in English, others have more. There may of course
also be further, more subtle meaning distinctions. All of the words were checked
to confirm that the ‘clearly distinct meanings’ receive different translations in at
least one of the languages at our disposal (Dutch, German and French). While
we had identified a set of meanings for the words in the course of this process,
this set was never shown to the participants. They were asked to create their own
word expert with its own inventory of meanings/translations. This might result
in different sets of target translation for different languages. In some languages
two distinct different meanings might be translated with the same word, while
subtle meaning differences might produce different translations in the target lan-
guage. It is, of course, possible that, whenever more than participant was working
on the same language, they disagreed on the one set of target translations.

The Test Data. In order to test the performance of the word experts, we
selected for every word between 40 and 50 text fragments containing the target
word. These fragments consisted of the complete sentence in which the word
occurred plus one or two surrounding sentences. The test sentences were selected
from the North American News Text Corpus.5 Random samples were taken from
5 Available from the Linguistic Data Consortium (www.ldc.upenn.edu).
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the corpus and inspected for suitability. This was done to make sure that the
samples were usable (some samples, like words from headlines, did not have
much surrounding text) and to ensure that for every identified distinct meaning
there were at least some test sentences available. If we had chosen a large set of
test sentences from the corpus, we could have relied on pure random selection to
take care of the proper meaning distribution, but a considerably larger sample
than the 40 or 50 test sentences taken here would be necessary to rely on that.

The fact that we used an American news corpus for the test sentences and
that the waspbench currently uses the BNC for creating the word experts
caused another problem: some words are used differently in British and American
English, for example lot which has the ‘parking space’ meaning in American but
not British English.

3.4 The Participants

A group of eighteen people were involved in the experiment. None of them had
a specific lexicography or translation background, but all of them were post-
graduates in linguistics or a closely related discipline (e.g. natural language pro-
cessing). One of our goals for this experiment was to obtain data from several
participants on the same words for the same target language. In the Leeds eval-
uation we worked with several people working on different languages. In order
to minimize the effects of personal preferences we wanted to average the results
from several (at least five) people working on the same word and target lan-
guage. Most people worked with Hindi as target language (sixteen in total). Six
of them were native speakers, the others were all fluent speakers of Hindi. Two
subjects worked on other languages: Russian and Telugu. This was the mother
tongue for both of them. All subjects had an excellent command of English, but
were not necessarily fluent.

4 Evaluation of the Results

4.1 Summary of the Data

A total of 370 word experts were produced for the 33 words. This means that
an average of 11.2 word experts per word are available. The minimum number
of word experts per word was 9 and the maximum 13. As explained below, not
all the results of applying the word experts to the test-data could be assessed.
The results of a total number of 241 word experts was evaluated. This gives an
average of 7.3 per word, with a minimum of 6 evaluated word experts for a word
and a maximum of 106. We are planning to evaluate the remaining 129 word
experts at a later stage.
6 For some of the words, one of the word experts was made for the target language

Russian. This means that in a few cases we have a minimum of 5 different evaluated
word experts that can be compared.
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Total (241 word experts)
Correct Incorrect Unsure correct

All 6316 4011 485 58%
Nouns 3505 2014 236 61%
Verbs 1839 1238 101 58%
Adjectives 972 759 148 52%

Hindi (214 word experts)
All 5712 3472 435 59%
Nouns 3179 1786 216 59%
Verbs 1683 1065 91 59%
Adjectives 850 621 128 53%

Hindi by native speakers (103 word experts)
All 2721 1750 196 58%
Nouns 1608 928 94 61%
Verbs 762 571 56 55%
Adjectives 351 251 46 54%

Russian (22 word experts)
All 523 430 33 53%
Nouns 326 228 20 57%
Verbs 98 109 2 47%
Adjectives 99 93 11 49%

Fig. 3. Summary of the India evaluation data

In figure 3 a summary of the results is presented. In 58% of the test sentences,
the evaluator judged the word expert’s prediction to be correct. In 33% the
prediction was thought to be incorrect and in the remaining 5% they were not
sure.

It is difficult to work out whether these results are good or bad. We would
like to establish a ”baseline” to compare waspbench performance with.7 With
an average of 4.2 target translations per word (see figure 4) the waspbench
performs significantly better then the naive baseline that distributes the pos-
sible target translations evenly over the test sentences.A better baseline could
arguably be set by assigning the most frequent occurring target translation to
every sentence in the test set. However, this cannot be done once for all the par-
ticipants, but needs to be done for every single word expert, due to the fact that
different participants will often give different sense labels/translations for the
same concept or take incompatible views of the words ambiguity. As mentioned
above, test sentences were not a random sample of corpus instances containing
the word, but were a subset of a random sample, chosen manually, to ensure that

7 In our report on the results of the Leeds experiment we can compare with the
machine translation results and we can conclude that the waspbench outperforms
those results.
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a range of senses were covered. While this was necessary for experimental design,
it complicates the issue of producing a baseline. A single random sample might
well have produced 40 instances, all of the same meaning, implying a baseline of
100%, of little use for evaluating waspbench. The opposite position of selecting
test instances so that all senses were equally represented was considered, but
rejected on the grounds that it was too far removed from the typically Zipfian
facts of word frequency distribution. The approach adopted was a compromise.

4.2 Discussion

Considering the fact that the word experts were produced by inexperienced users
in a relatively short amount of time (an average of 20.5 word experts in two days),
we think that the overall results of the waspbench are promising.

We expected a significantly better result for the nouns. It is often easier to
determine the set of target translations for a noun than, for example, for a verb.
Verbs often occur in constructions that are translated completely differently in
the target language. This intuition is confirmed when compared to the results
for the adjectives, but even though nouns do score overall better than verbs, the
differences are small.

We did not find evidence for a difference in performance in the word experts
between those that were produced by the native speakers of Hindi and by those
that were non-native. Both the performance and the time needed for creating
them were nearly identical.

Three of the participants volunteered to do the assessment task for their own
word expert as well as for someone else’s. The data from these three participants
assessing their own word experts did not suggest any significant differences.

We expected decreasing success rates with increasing numbers of target trans-
lations. Although we do not have the space to give full results for every word,
we have selected a few words in figure 5. The results for, for example, the nouns
party and policy versus the noun line confirm this intuition. The verbs move
versus pray and the adjectives flat versus funny are more evidence for this trend.

Some participants reported difficulties with loan words. Even though they
experienced problems with particular sense of these words, the performance ap-
peared to be better than average (see the figures for film and charge in figure 5).
The other problematic cases reported were lexical gaps. The two words named
explicitly proved to be very problematic. The results for the words float and
moody were among the worst of the set.

One of our goals in this particular experiment was to find out how consistent
the results are when several people work on the same data. We found that for
most words the several word experts gave very similar results on the test data.
The fluctuation in the results were strongly correlated with the number of target
translations identified by the creator of the word sketch. Whenever the number
of target translation identified by the participants was close to the average, the
results for that word were close to the average.
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Word # Meanings # Target Word # Meanings # Target
translations translations

bank 2 2.6 charge 3 4.7
chest 3 2.8 float 3 5.2
coat 3 2.6 move 3 6.3
film 3 2.7 observe 3 3.4
fit 3 4.9 offend 2 4.2
line 6 7.5 post 4 5.7
lot 4 3.6 pray 2 2.4
mass 3 6.4 ring 4 4.6
paper 3 4.3 toast 2 3
party 3 3.1 undermine 2 2.8
policy 3 2.2
record 3 4.6 bright 4 4
seal 3 3.9 flat 4 7.4
step 2 4.4 free 5 3.8
term 3 5.4 funny 3 3.2
volume 3 4.9 hot 3 3.6

moody 2 3.3
strong 4 6.3

Fig. 4. Number of anticipated meanings and (average) number of target translations
per word

Word Correct Incorrect Unsure

film 74% 25% 1%
charge 65% 33% 2%

float 41% 48% 11%
moody 40% 52% 8%

party 72% 25% 3%
line 37% 54% 9%
policy 69% 29% 2%

move 29% 70% 1%
pray 86% 12% 2%

flat 43% 45% 12%
funny 66% 27% 7%

Fig. 5. The results for some individual words
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5 User Experience with the Workbench

The evaluation task did not only provide data; it also gave us feedback on work-
ing with the workbench. Many comments were given on the presentation of the
data, missing navigation abilities, buttons and correction facilities and other
user-interface issues. We will not go into details here, but will incorporate sug-
gestions into future releases of the workbench.

An important issue (also mentioned in the Leeds evaluation) is that people
have difficulties with many of the grammatical relations, and instead, focus on
example sentences. This is time consuming and it would be better if we could
clarify the grammatical relations, either on the same screen, or on demand (for
example by making help available).

A source of confusion and irritation is PoS tagger errors and errors made in
predicting the grammatical relations. It makes clear that these components are
critical for the usability of the workbench.

The participants also gave feedback on the evaluation task. Some of the is-
sues raised had an impact on the number of word experts they could produce,
others could influence the performance of their word experts. The most impor-
tant remarks were about the assessment task. In the Leeds experiment, most of
the subjects were native or near-native speakers of English. There was very little
difference in time needed for creating the word experts between the Leeds group
and the India group. However, most of the subjects in the Leeds group needed
much less time for the assessment task than the India group. We underestimated
the fact that for non-native speakers of English this task is much harder. For
the native speakers it does not seem to be necessary to read the test sentences
thoroughly. It is often enough just to look at the direct context of the ambiguous
word to understand what the correct meaning of the word in this sentence is. It
is much harder for the non-native speakers. They often want to understand the
sentences properly before deciding on the correctness of the suggested transla-
tion. The lengthy test sentences (see the screenshot in figure 2) slowed down the
progress of the assessment task considerably. As this had not been anticipated,
not all the word experts could be evaluated.

As mentioned above, some participants reported that ‘loan words’ were prob-
lematic in cross evaluation cases. Although words like the noun film and the
verb charge are used in the English form in Hindi for some of the senses, other
senses are translated with a Hindi word. There are differences for several Indian
languages with respect to which senses are translated. Some of the subjects ex-
perienced problems with assessing the results of a word expert made by someone
whose mother tongue is different from the assesser.

6 Conclusions and Further Research

The evaluation experiment presented in this paper has given us a rich source of
data. In this paper we have looked at this data from a few angles. The exper-
iments taught us that the waspbench is capable of organizing data in such a
way that the users are able to create word experts in a consistent way.
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Certain words are clearly causing problems. Identifying them beforehand,
so special care can be taken for those, might improve the overall performance
considerably. The case of lexical gaps, for example, needs extra attention. When
words are significantly more ambiguous, it is probably worthwhile spending more
time on creating the word expert. But it is probably not only the creator of the
word expert who can improve on these words. It might be necessary to combine
evidence from multiple sources, to decide which sense (or target translation) is
the most suitable in a certain context. waspbench currently uses a ‘winner takes
all’ strategy for deciding which rule is applied for disambiguation; Sometimes an
approach which accumulates evidence from different rules is better [20].

A nice aspect of the data we have gathered in this experiment is the reusabil-
ity of the data. Modifications of the WSD engine in the waspbench in the future
can be evaluated by testing again with this data (although we are aware of the
danger of overspecialising a system for a particular set of test data).

The feedback of the participants in both this experiment and in the Leeds
experiment are very valuable for future developments of the waspbench. Taking
the workbench out of the laboratory and into the field is an important step in
the development of a tool.
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Abstract. This paper generalizes the Adapted Lesk Algorithm of
Banerjee and Pedersen (2002) to a method of word sense disambiguation
based on semantic relatedness. This is possible since Lesk’s original algo-
rithm (1986) is based on gloss overlaps which can be viewed as a measure
of semantic relatedness. We evaluate a variety of measures of semantic
relatedness when applied to word sense disambiguation by carrying out
experiments using the English lexical sample data of Senseval-2. We
find that the gloss overlaps of Adapted Lesk and the semantic distance
measure of Jiang and Conrath (1997) result in the highest accuracy.

1 Introduction

Word sense disambiguation is the process of assigning a meaning to a word based
on the context in which it occurs. The most appropriate meaning for a word is
selected from a predefined set of possibilities, usually known as a sense inventory.

In this paper we present a class of dictionary–based methods that follow from
the Adapted Lesk Algorithm of Banerjee and Pedersen [2]. The original Lesk
algorithm [9] disambiguates a target word by selecting the sense whose gloss
(or definition) has the largest number of words that overlap (or match) with
the glosses of neighboring words. Banerjee and Pedersen extend the concept of
a gloss overlap to include the glosses of words that are related to the target
word and its neighbors according to the concept hierarchies provided in the
lexical database WordNet [4]. This paper takes the view that gloss overlaps
are just another measure of semantic relatedness, which is a point previously
noted by Resnik [13]. In this paper we evaluate several additional measures
of semantic relatedness when applied to word sense disambiguation using the
general framework provided by the Adapted Lesk Algorithm.

Supervised learning algorithms also assign meanings to words from a sense
inventory, but take a very different approach. A human manually annotates ex-
amples of a word with tags that indicates the intended sense in each context.
These examples become training data for a learning algorithm that induces rules
that are then used to assign meanings to other occurrences of the word. In su-
pervised methods, the human uses the information in the dictionary to decide
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which sense tag should be assigned to an example, and then a learning algorithm
finds clues from the context of that word that allow it to generalize rules of dis-
ambiguation. Note that the learning algorithm simply views the sense inventory
as a set of categories and that the human has absorbed the information from
the dictionary and combined it with their own knowledge of words to manually
sense–tag the training examples. The objective of a dictionary–based approach
is to provide a disambiguation algorithm with the contents of a dictionary and
attempt to make inferences about the meanings of words in context based on
that information. Here we extract information about semantic relatedness from
the lexical database WordNet (sometimes augmented by corpus statistics) in
order to make such inferences.

This paper begins with an overview of the original Lesk algorithm and the
adaptation of Banerjee and Pedersen. We review five other measures of semantic
relatedness that are included in this study. These include measures by Resnik
(1995), Jiang and Conrath (1997), Lin (1997), Leacock and Chodorow (1998),
and Hirst and St. Onge (1998). We go on to describe our experimental method-
ology and results. We close with an analysis and discussion, as well as a brief
review of related work.

2 The Lesk Algorithm

The original Lesk algorithm [9] disambiguates a target word by comparing its
gloss with those of its surrounding words. The target word is assigned the sense
whose gloss has the most overlapping or shared words with the glosses of its
neighboring words.

There are two hypotheses that underly this approach. The first is that words
that appear together in a sentence can be disambiguated by assigning to them
the senses that are most closely related to their neighboring words. This follows
from the intuition that words that appear together in a sentence must inevitably
be related in some way, since they are normally working together to communi-
cate some idea. The second hypothesis is that related senses can be identified
by finding overlapping words in their definitions. The intuition here is equally
reasonable, in that words that are related will often be defined using the same
words, and in fact may refer to each other in their definitions.

For example, in The rate of interest at my bank is. . . a human reader knows
that bank refers to a financial institution rather than a river shore, since each of
these words has a financial sense. In WordNet the glosses of the financial senses
of these three words overlap; the glosses of interest and bank share money and
mortgage, and the glosses of interest and rate share charge.

The main limitation to this approach is that dictionary glosses are often
quite brief, and may not include sufficient vocabulary to identify related senses.
Banerjee and Pedersen suggest an adaptation based on the use of WordNet.
Rather than simply considering the glosses of the surrounding words in the
sentence, the concept hierarchy of WordNet is exploited to allow for glosses of
word senses related to the words in the context to be compared as well. In effect,
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the glosses of surrounding words in the text are expanded to include glosses of
those words to which they are related through relations in WordNet. Pedersen
and Banerjee also suggest a variation to the scoring of overlaps such that a match
of n consecutive words in two glosses is weighted more heavily than a set of n
one word matches.

Suppose that bark is the target word and it is surrounded by dog and tail.
The original Lesk algorithm checks for overlaps in the glosses of the senses of dog
with the glosses of bark. Then it checks for overlaps in the glosses of bark and
tail. The sense of bark with the maximum number of overlaps with dog and tail
is selected. The adaptation of the Lesk algorithm considers these same overlaps
and adds to them the overlaps of the glosses of the senses of concepts that are
semantically or lexically related to dog, bark and tail according to WordNet.

3 WordNet

WordNet [4] is a freely–available electronic dictionary of nouns, verbs, adjectives
and adverbs that has been developed at Princeton University. It organizes re-
lated concepts into synonym sets or synsets. For example: {car, auto, automobile,
machine, motorcar} is a synset that represents the concept defined by the gloss,
4–wheeled motor vehicle; usually propelled by an internal combustion engine.

In addition to providing these groups of synonyms to represent a concept,
WordNet connects concepts via a variety of relations. This creates a network
where related concepts can be (to some extent) identified by their relative dis-
tance from each other. The relations provided include synonymy, antonymy, is–a,
and part–of.

The concept hierarchies in WordNet generally do not cross part of speech
boundaries, so semantic and lexical relations are confined to a particular part of
speech. For nouns, an is–a relation exists between two concepts when one concept
is–a–kind–of another concept. Such a concept is also known as a hypernym. For
example, a car is a hypernym of motor vehicle. An is–a hierarchy also exists for
verbs, although it represents is–way–of–doing, also known as troponomy. As an
example, walking is a troponym of moving. Each of these hierarchies has a very
general topmost node that is not related to a specific concept. As one traverses
down from these topmost nodes the concepts become more specific or topical.

We use WordNet 1.7 which contains nine separate noun hierarchies containing
74,588 concepts joined by 76,226 is–a links. In order to allow for paths between all
noun concepts in WordNet, we create a root node that subsumes the nine given
hierarchies. Verb hierarchies provide less information about relatedness between
separate concepts since there are 628 separate hierarchies for the 12,754 verb
concepts. While these could all be joined by a root node, the result would be a
tree structure that was very wide and would result in many different concepts
being located at approximately the same path length from each other.

The measures of semantic relatedness considered in this paper focus on the
noun is–a hierarchies in WordNet. These are the most developed relations in
WordNet, comprising over 70% of the total relations for nouns. Each hierarchy
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can be visualized as a tree that has a very general concept associated with a
root node and more specific concepts associated with leaves. For example, a root
node might represent a concept like entity whereas leaf nodes are associated with
carving fork and whisk broom.

Path lengths between concepts have been employed in other networks of con-
cepts to represent semantic relatedness (e.g., [12]). However, this is only appro-
priate when the path lengths between concepts have a consistent interpretation.
This is not the case with WordNet, since concepts higher in a hierarchy are more
general than those lower in the hierarchy. Thus, a path of length one between two
general concepts can suggest a large difference whereas one between two specific
concepts may not. For example, in WordNet mouse and rodent are separated by
a path of length one, which is the same distance that separates fire iron and
implement. The fact that path lengths can be interpreted differently depending
on where they occur in WordNet has led to the development of a number of
measures based on path lengths that incorporate a variety of correcting factors.

4 Measures of Semantic Relatedness

We make a distinction between relatedness and similarity, following Budanitsky
and Hirst [3]. Semantic similarity is a kind of relatedness between two words
that defines a resemblance. Semantic relatedness covers a broader range of re-
lationships between concepts that includes similarity (or difference) as as well
other relations such as is–a–kind–of, is–a–part–of, is–a–specific–example–of, is–
the–opposite–of to name but a few.

There are pairs of words that tend to occur together more often than we’d
expect by chance. Sometimes this is indicative of a semantic relationship between
the words. Even though these relations are quite diverse, humans can usually
judge if a pair of words is more related than another. For example, a human
would judge paper and pencil much more closely related than car and fork.

It would be useful to assign a value that characterizes the degree to which
two words are related. The gloss overlaps discussed previously can be viewed as
a very simple mechanism for assigning such values. For example, if two concepts
share two words in their respective glosses, they might be considered to be more
related than a pair of concepts whose glosses share one word.

What follows is a discussion of a number of measures that have been devel-
oped to assign values of semantic relatedness based on their relative position in
a concept hierarchy, and possibly augmented by corpus–based information. All
of these measures are based on the concept hierarchies as provided by Word-
Net. Please note that in the rest of this paper concept and word sense are used
somewhat interchangeably, since each concept in WordNet represents a distinct
meaning that can be considered a word sense.

4.1 The Leacock–Chodorow Measure

The measure of Leacock and Chodorow [8] is based on the lengths of paths
between noun concepts in an is–a hierarchy. The shortest path between two
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concepts is the one which includes the fewest number of intermediate concepts.
This value is scaled by the depth of the hierarchy, where depth is defined as the
length of the longest path from a leaf node to the root node of the hierarchy.

Thus, their measure of relatedness is defined as follows:

relatedlch(c1, c2) = max[−log(ShortestLength(c1, c2)/(2 · D))] (1)

ShortestLength(c1, c2) is the shortest path length (having minimum num-
ber of nodes) between the two concepts and D is the maximum depth of the
taxonomy (distance of the farthest node from the root node). Given our scheme
of introducing a hypothetical root node that joins all the noun hierarchies, D
becomes a constant of 16 for all nouns, meaning that the path length from this
root node to the most distant leaf node is 16 in WordNet 1.7.

4.2 The Resnik Measure

Resnik [13] introduces a measure of relatedness based on his formulation of infor-
mation content, which is a value that is assigned to each concept in a hierarchy
based on evidence found in a corpus.

Before describing this measure of relatedness we first introduce the notion of
information content, which is simply a measure of the specificity of a concept.
A concept with a high information content is very specific to a particular topic,
while concepts with lower information content are associated with more general,
less specific concepts. Thus, carving fork has a high information content while
entity has low information content.

Information content of a concept is estimated by counting the frequency
of that concept in a large corpus and thereby determining its probability via
a maximum likelihood estimate. According to Resnik, the negative log of this
probability determines the information content of the concept:

IC(concept) = −log(P (concept)) (2)

If sense–tagged text is available, frequency counts of concepts can be attained
directly, since each concept will be associated with a unique sense. If sense–tagged
text is not available (which is the usual situation) it will be necessary to adopt
an alternative counting scheme. Resnik [14] suggests counting the number of
occurrences of a word type in a corpus, and then dividing that count by the
number of different concepts/senses associated with that word. This value is
then assigned to each concept. For example, suppose that the word type bank
occurs 20 times in a corpus, and that there are two concepts associated with this
type in the hierarchy, one for river bank and the other for financial bank. Each of
these concepts would receive a count of 10. If the occurrences of bank were sense
tagged then the relevant counts could simply be assigned to the appropriate
concept.

In our experiments we choose to assign the total count to all the concepts
and not divide by the number of possible concepts. Thus we would assign 20 to
river bank and financial bank in the example above. This decision was based on
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the observation that by distributing the frequency count over all the concepts
associated with a word type we effectively assign a higher relative frequency
to those words having fewer senses. This would lead us to estimate a higher
probability and therefore assign a lower value of information content to such
concepts.

For example, suppose again that bank occurs 20 times and that there are two
possible underlying concepts. Further suppose that carving fork also occurs 20
times but that it only has one associated concept. In the counting scheme of
Resnik the two concepts associated with bank would have a higher information
content than the single concept associated with carving fork. However, the term
carving fork is certainly referring to just one concept, while occurrences of bank
could be referring to either of the two possible concepts. As such it seems that
the information content of carving fork should be at least as high as bank in this
case.

Regardless of how they are counted, the frequency of a concept includes the
frequency of all its subordinate concepts since the count we add to a concept is
added to its subsuming concept as well. Note that the counts of more specific
concepts are added to the more general concepts, but not from the more general
to specific. Thus, counts of more specific concepts percolate up to the top of the
hierarchy, incrementing the counts of the more general concepts as they proceed
upward. As a result, concepts that are higher up in the hierarchy will have higher
counts than those at lower more specific levels and have higher probabilities
associated with them. Such high probability concepts will have low values of
information content since they are associated with more general concepts.

The Resnik measure of semantic similarity [13] uses the information content
of concepts along with their positions in the noun is–a hierarchies of WordNet to
compute a value for the semantic relatedness of the concepts. The principle idea
behind his measure of semantic relatedness is that two concepts are semantically
related proportional to the amount of information they share in common. The
quantity of information common to two concepts is determined by the infor-
mation content of the lowest concept in the hierarchy that subsumes both the
given concepts. This concept is known as the lowest common subsumer of the
two concepts. Thus, the Resnik measure of similarity is defined as follows:

simres(c1, c2) = IC(lcs(c1, c2)) (3)

We note that this measure does not consider the information content of the
concepts themselves, nor does it directly consider the path length. The potential
limitation of this approach is that quite a few concepts might have the same
least common subsumer, and would have identical values of similarity assigned
to them. For example, in WordNet the concept of vehicle is the least common
subsumer of jumbo jet, tank, house trailer, and ballistic missile. Therefore any
pair of these concepts would receive the same similarity score.
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4.3 The Jiang–Conrath Measure

Jiang and Conrath [7] use information content as defined by Resnik and aug-
ment it with a notion of path length between concepts. This results in a hybrid
approach to computing semantic relatedness of pairs of concepts. This approach
includes the information content of the concepts themselves along with the in-
formation content of their lowest common subsumer. The measure is determined
by the formula:

distjcn(c1, c2) = IC(c1) + IC(c2) − 2 × IC(lcs(c1, c2)) (4)

This formula, however, results in a distance (or measure of unrelatedness)
between the two concepts. Concepts that are more related have a lower score than
the less related ones. In order to maintain consistency among the measures, we
convert this measure of semantic distance into a measure of semantic relatedness
via the following:

relatedjcn(c1, c2) =
1

distjcn(c1, c2)
(5)

4.4 The Lin Measure

The Lin measure [10] of semantic relatedness of concepts is based on his Simi-
larity Theorem. It states that the similarity of two concepts is measured by the
ratio of the amount of information needed to state the commonality of the two
concepts to the amount of information needed to describe them.

The commonality of two concepts is captured by the information content of
their lowest common subsumer and the information content of the two concepts
themselves. This measure turns out to be a close cousin of the Jiang–Conrath
measure, although they were developed independently:

relatedlin(c1, c2) =
2 × IC(lcs(c1, c2))
IC(c1) + IC(c2)

(6)

This can be viewed as taking the information content of the intersection
of the two concepts (multiplied by 2) and dividing it by their sum, which is
analogous to the well–known Dice Coefficient.

4.5 The Hirst–St. Onge Measure

All of the above measures of semantic relatedness consider only the is–a relations
for nouns in WordNet. Hirst and St. Onge [6] introduce a measure of relatedness
that considers many other relations in WordNet and is not restricted to nouns.
The measure was originally intended to identify lexical chains, which are a series
of words that are related and maintain coherence in a text.

As a result the Hirst–St. Onge measure assigns a relatedness score for word
types rather than concepts. In order to make this measure suitable for our pur-
poses, we eliminated one relation (extra strong) from the original formulation
that focuses on word types rather than concepts.
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This measure classifies all WordNet relations as horizontal, upward, or down-
ward. Upward relations connect more specific concepts to more general ones,
while downward relations join more general concepts to more specific ones. For
example, is–a is an upward relation while contains is considered to be a down-
ward relation. Horizontal relations maintain the same level of specificity, where
antonyms are an example.

The Hirst–St. Onge measure has four levels of relatedness: extra strong,
strong, medium strong, and weak. An extra strong relation is based on the
surface form of the words and therefore does not apply in our case since we are
measuring the relatedness of word senses.

Two words representing the same concept have a strong relation between
them. Thus, there is a strong relation between two instances of the same concept.
There are two additional scenarios by which a strong relations can exist: First, if
the synsets representing the concepts are connected via a horizontal relation then
this constitutes a strong relation. Second, if one of the concepts is represented
by a compound word and the other concept is represented by a word which is
a part of the compound, and if there is any kind of synset relation between the
two concepts, then there exists a strong relation between the two concepts.

The medium–strong relation is determined by a set of allowable paths be-
tween concepts that are described by Hirst and St. Onge [6]. If such a path
exists between two concepts, then we have a medium–strong relation between
them. The score or weight for the relation in this case is given by a formula that
considers the path length between the concepts and the number of changes in
direction of the path:

path weight = C − path length − (k × number of changes in direction) (7)

Following Budanitsky and Hirst, we use C = 8 and k = 1. The value of
strong relations is defined to be 2*C. Thus, two concepts that exhibit a strong
relation will receive a score of 16, two concepts with a medium strong relation
will be scored as in the formula above, and two concepts that have no relation
will receive a score of zero.

5 Disambiguation Using Semantic Relatedness

What follows is a description of the Adapted Lesk Algorithm of Banerjee and
Pedersen. It starts by selecting a window of context that consists of the target
word and some number of content words to the left and right that are known to
WordNet. For the experiments in this paper, we use a window of three words,
meaning that the glosses of the target word are compared with the glosses of
the content words immediately to its left and right. However, if the target word
occurs at the beginning or end of the sentence we adjust the window so that the
two content words are to the right or left of the target word.

The algorithm identifies candidate senses for each word in the window of
context based on the sense inventory in WordNet. If a word in the window is
used as part of a compound, then the senses associated with that compound are
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the candidates. Otherwise, the candidate senses include those associated with
the surface form of the word in the window as well as those of the base form of
the word, as determined by the WordNet stemmer.

Most of the measures of semantic relatedness that we employ are intended
for use with nouns; the only exceptions are the measures of Hirst–St. Onge and
the gloss overlaps of the Adapted Lesk Algorithm. As such we only consider
the noun senses of words found in the window of context. We do not part of
speech tag the words in the windows of context. Instead, we identify the first
word to the left and right of the target word that has a noun form that appears
in WordNet, regardless of whether that word is actually used as a noun in that
particular context. Our conjecture is that an adjacent verb or adjective that has
a noun form will be more related to the target word than will a potentially more
distant word that is used as a noun. Thus the window is formed by surrounding
words that have noun forms regardless of their actual usage in that context.

After the candidate senses are determined, we measure the relatedness of the
candidate senses of the target word to those of the surrounding words in the
window of context. From this a score is computed for each sense of the target
word that specifies how related it is to the senses of the words in the window
of context. While the general framework of Banerjee and Pedersen supports two
strategies for computing these scores, we employ their local paradigm.

This scoring method is similar to that of the original Lesk algorithm. The
semantic relatedness of each sense of the target word is measured relative to
every noun sense of the words in the window of context. The scores associated
with each combination of senses are summed and used to assign a value to each
candidate sense for the target word. The sense with the highest score is then
assigned to the target word.

Candidate senses are scored by the original Adapted Lesk Algorithm using
gloss overlaps. However, any measure of semantic relatedness could be used since
the gloss overlaps simply produce a numeric score that indicates how many
overlaps there are between the glosses of the senses of the target word and the
glosses of the senses of the words in the window of context. The larger these
scores, the more related the words. In this paper we extend the Adapted Lesk
framework such that we can plug other measures of relatedness into the algorithm
in place of gloss overlaps. All of the code used to calculate these measures and
perform word sense disambiguation is available from the author’s web pages.

6 Experimental Data

We compare the different measures of relatedness by employing them in the
Adapted Lesk framework in place of gloss overlaps. We carried out word sense
disambiguation experiments using the noun data from the English lexical sample
task of Senseval-2. In particular, this consisted of of 1,754 instances from the
evaluation portion of this data, where each instance is made up of three to four
sentences where a single word (the target word) has been manually assigned its
most appropriate sense from WordNet.
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This results in 29 nouns that serve as target words, each of which has between
1 and 14 possible WordNet senses. Table 1 lists the base form of the target words
and the number of instances available for that word. It also specifies the number
of WordNet senses for the base form of the target word in column WN and the
the total number of candidate senses considered for each word in column cand.
The number of candidate senses is greater than the number of possible senses of
the base form because target words may appear in multiple forms over a set of
instances.

These various forms consist of morphological variants and compounds. For
example, while art is the base form of one of the target words, it also occurs
as a target word in the data as arts and art gallery. WordNet has a separate
sense inventory for each form, so we will consider additional or different sets
of senses depending on the form of the target word. The number of candidate
senses shown is the total number of candidate senses considered across all the
instances and is not specific to any particular instance or form of the word.

7 Experiments and Results

Our empirical evaluation follows the model of Budanitsky and Hirst [3], who
compare the five measures of relatedness previously described when applied to
context sensitive spelling correction. We use those same measures in this study
in addition to the gloss overlaps from the Adapted Lesk Algorithm.

We use the local approach from Adapted Lesk with a three word window
of context. The framework of Adapted Lesk was generalized so that it could
perform word sense disambiguation based on each of the semantic relatedness
measures discussed above in addition to the original gloss overlap measure.

Results are reported as per word and overall accuracy, where the number of
correct instances is divided by the total number of instances. Table 1 shows the
disambiguation accuracy attained when using each of the different measures of
semantic relatedness. The results for the Resnik, Jiang–Conrath, Lin, Leacock–
Chodorow, Hirst–St.Onge, and gloss overlap measures are shown in columns Res,
Jcn, Lin, Lch, Hso and Lesk, respectively. The highest accuracy achieved for each
word is shown in bold face, while the least is italicized. The overall accuracy for
each measure is shown at the bottom of the table.

The measures of Resnik, Jiang–Conrath and Lin depend upon the corpus used
to estimate information content. We carried out experiments using five sources of
information content: SemCor (with and without sense tags), the Brown Corpus
[5], the Penn [11], and the British National Corpus.

The Brown Corpus is a 1,000,000 token corpus of balanced English. SemCor is
a sense tagged subset of the Brown Corpus that consists of about 200,000 sense–
tagged tokens, many of which are associated with concepts that only occur one
time. The Penn Treebank is a 1,000,000 token corpus of English taken from the
Wall Street Journal. The British National Corpus (BNC) is by far the largest of
these corpora as it is a 100,000,000 token balanced sample of English.
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Table 1. Experimental Results

Word Instance Senses Measures of Relatedness
count WN cand Res Jcn Lin Lch Hso Lesk

art 98 4 14 0.41 0.54 0.42 0.44 0.40 0.61
authority 92 7 9 0.14 0.16 0.17 0.19 0.20 0.27

bar 151 13 21 0.21 0.23 0.25 0.18 0.25 0.21
bum 44 4 4 0.20 0.73 0.41 0.59 0.31 0.13
chair 69 4 7 0.37 0.33 0.46 0.21 0.44 0.84

channel 73 7 13 0.15 0.15 0.16 0.23 0.20 0.10
child 63 4 5 0.27 0.43 0.38 0.02 0.16 0.62

church 64 3 9 0.37 0.41 0.37 0.41 0.48 0.38
circuit 85 6 15 0.43 0.51 0.48 0.34 0.41 0.53
day 134 10 18 0.12 0.43 0.32 0.28 0.19 0.15

detention 32 2 5 0.61 0.81 0.61 0.52 0.63 0.88
dyke 28 2 2 0.73 0.86 0.77 0.46 0.61 0.89

facility 58 5 7 0.24 0.34 0.29 0.21 0.23 0.29
fatigue 43 4 6 0.16 0.42 0.22 0.77 0.44 0.77
feeling 51 6 7 0.22 0.55 0.27 0.53 0.26 0.49
grip 42 7 8 0.22 0.19 0.19 0.17 0.18 0.12

hearth 32 3 3 0.43 0.72 0.59 0.38 0.42 0.75
holiday 31 2 3 0.55 0.16 0.32 0.55 0.55 0.16
lady 53 3 8 0.36 0.17 0.19 0.42 0.36 0.17

material 69 5 10 0.44 0.55 0.44 0.40 0.38 0.29
mouth 57 8 8 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.05 0.20 0.46
nation 37 4 6 0.18 0.35 0.26 0.22 0.26 0.59
nature 44 5 6 0.10 0.11 0.05 0.11 0.18 0.16
post 78 8 12 0.16 0.35 0.19 0.09 0.15 0.31

restraint 45 6 7 0.31 0.40 0.33 0.36 0.30 0.16
sense 50 5 11 0.49 0.40 0.51 0.40 0.43 0.50
spade 33 3 4 0.70 0.15 0.56 0.21 0.40 0.59
stress 39 5 5 0.32 0.38 0.33 0.44 0.39 0.31
yew 28 2 3 0.66 0.79 0.73 0.57 0.70 0.86
Total 1723 0.295 0.380 0.331 0.305 0.316 0.391

We report the best results for each of these three measures in Table 1. The
results for Jiang–Conrath and Lin are based on estimates of information content
from the British National Corpus, while those of Resnik are based on the sense
tagged version of SemCor. In addition, we provide the overall accuracies attained
by each of these measures when their information content is determined from
each of the indicated corpora in Table 2. Leacock–Chodorow, Hirst–St. Onge, and
Adapted Lesk are not included here since they do not employ corpus information
but instead only depend on information found in WordNet.
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Table 2. Overall Accuracy Using Different Sources of Information Content

Corpus Measure of Relatedness
Res Jcn Lin

SemCor 0.295 0.330 0.328
SemCor (untagged) 0.295 0.330 0.320

Brown Corpus 0.290 0.363 0.331
Penn Treebank 0.292 0.380 0.329

BNC 0.290 0.380 0.331

8 Analysis and Discussion

The gloss overlaps of Adapted Lesk and the Jiang–Conrath measure result in
disambiguation that was significantly more accurate than the rest of the mea-
sures. The gloss overlaps of Adapted Lesk result in the highest overall accuracy
(.391). In addition, it is the most accurate method for 13 of the 29 words. The
next most accurate method overall was that of Jiang–Conrath when information
content was estimated from the Penn Treebank or BNC (.380). This proved to
be the most accurate method for 7 individual words.

Of the three measures based on information content, Jiang–Conrath was the
only one that showed significant variations based on the corpora from which in-
formation content was estimated. It was most accurate with the British National
Corpus and the Penn Treebank, and least accurate with SemCor (tagged and
untagged).

Despite the very close similarity between the formulation of Jiang–Conrath
and the Lin measure, there was a significant difference between them in accuracy
for all corpora except SemCor (tagged and untagged). The accuracy of the Lin
measure did not vary much with information content estimated from different
corpora. The highest accuracy it attained was .331 and the lowest was .320. It
was the least extreme of all the measures in that it was most accurate for one
word and was the least accurate method for only two words. The Hirst–St. Onge
measure (.316) was similarly conservative in that it was most accurate for four
words and least accurate for just one.

The Leacock–Chodorow measure (.305) was most accurate for five words but
least accurate for twelve words. Its overall accuracy was slightly higher than that
of Resnik (.295), which was most accurate for three words and least accurate for
six. Like the Lin measure, the accuracy associated with the Resnik measure did
not vary a great deal with different sources of estimates for information content.
The highest level was .295 and the lowest was .290.

These measures use a variety of different sources of information to determine
the semantic relatedness of words. Leacock–Chodorow and Hirst–St. Onge rely
on the structure of concept hierarchies; Resnik, Jiang–Conrath, and Lin augment
this concept hierarchy with information content values estimated from corpora;
and the Adapted Lesk Algorithm relies on gloss overlaps from WordNet.
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The results attained by Leacock–Chodorow and Resnik suggest that simply
relying on the concept hierarchy structure or information content values is not
sufficient. The Jiang–Conrath measure combines the structure of WordNet with
information content values taken from corpora and does extremely well and
outperforms all other measures except the gloss overlaps of Adapted Lesk. This
is an interesting result since the gloss overlaps are a completely different source
of information.

8.1 Information Content Variations

We estimated information content from a number of corpora in order to study
the effect of different amounts and types of data on disambiguation accuracy.
Resnik’s original experiments were with the Brown Corpus, while Lin and Jiang–
Conrath used the sense–tagged version of SemCor.

We wanted to determine the effect of sense–tagged text on information con-
tent based measures. We expected sense–tagged text to be the best source of
information content values, since each sense–tag represents a single concept and
estimates derived from such data should be very reliable. We carried out disam-
biguation experiments using information content derived from the sense–tagged
version of SemCor and then we repeated the experiment after removing the
sense–tags.

Curiously enough, none of the three information content based measures per-
formed significantly differently with the tagged and untagged versions of Sem-
Cor. We believe this is because many of the sense–tags in SemCor occur only
once, thus creating a fairly sparse source of data. As a result the information
content of the sense–tagged corpora is not significantly different than that of the
untagged version.

We also wanted to assess the impact of increasing the size of the corpus from
which information content values are estimated. Our initial experiments were
done with SemCor, which has about 200,000 tokens. When carrying out the
same experiments using the 1,000,000 token Brown Corpus and Penn Treebank,
we observed that only Jiang–Conrath showed an increase in accuracy. Curiously
enough, it performed considerably better with the Penn Treebank (.380) than it
did with the more balanced Brown Corpus (.363). We say this is curious since
the Senseval-2 data does not seem terribly similar to typical Penn Treebank
text.

Both Resnik and Lin performed at nearly the same level of accuracy regard-
less of the corpora from which the information content values were estimated.
The Resnik measure was most accurate (.295) with SemCor whether it was sense–
tagged or not, and least accurate with the Brown Corpus and BNC (.290). The
Lin Measure was least accurate with the untagged version of SemCor (.320) and
most accurate with the Brown Corpus and BNC (.331).

Our final experiment was with the British National Corpus (BNC), which is
a 100,000,000 token sample of English. Despite the huge increase in size, Jiang–
Conrath performed at the same level of accuracy as achieved with the Penn
Treebank, and Resnik and Lin attained accuracy equal to (or less than) that of
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SemCor. Thus, the very large increase in size of the corpus did not yield any
benefit for word sense disambiguation. We are unclear as to why this would be
the case, and consider this an important issue for future work.

8.2 Window Size Variations

The results reported earlier were based on window sizes of three, which include
the target word and one content word to the right and left. We conducted several
experiments with a window size of five, which includes the target word and two
words to the right and left.

The most significant change in results when increasing the window size was
with the Jiang–Conrath measure. For SemCor the accuracy rose to .341 with a
window size of five (from .330) and for the BNC it attained .386 (from .380).
As a result Jiang–Conrath achieves a level of accuracy that is essentially equal
to that of the gloss overlaps of Adapted Lesk. The change of window size from
three to five did not change the accuracy of Adapted Lesk.

The Lin measure with information content estimated from the Brown Corpus
improved, rising from .331 to .341. The Resnik measure improved with respect
to the Penn Treebank, which achieved .302 with a window size of five versus
.292 with a window of three. In addition, the accuracy of the Hirst–St. Onge
improved to .333 when the window size is five.

Thus, it appears that among the information content measures of Resnik, Lin,
and Jiang–Conrath, the latter is the most able to take advantage of increased
amounts of information. It is most accurate with a window size of five where its
information content is estimated from the British National Corpus (.386). Given
this same combination of window size and corpus, Lin achieves accuracy of .334
and Resnik reaches .298.

9 Related Work

A number of other methods to measure semantic relatedness of words have been
proposed and used for word sense disambiguation. Agirre and Rigau [1] do not
exactly describe a measure of semantic relatedness. Rather they introduce a
notion of conceptual density and use this in the process of word sense disam-
biguation. This notion of conceptual density is again based on the WordNet is-a
hierarchy. The process of disambiguation of a target word starts by considering
all the possible senses of the target word and the senses of the words in the
window of context of the target word (window sizes of five to 30 words were con-
sidered in their experiments). Sub-hierarchies in the WordNet is-a taxonomy are
then determined, such that each sub-hierarchy contains one of the senses of the
target word along with senses of word in the context. The conceptual density for
each of these sub-hierarchies is computed as the ratio of the average number of
hypernyms per node for the senses of the context words to the average number
of hypernyms per node for all nodes of the sub-hierarchy. This ratio gives us
the distribution or density of these senses in the sub–hierarchy. The sense of the
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target word in the sub–hierarchy with the largest conceptual density is selected
as the implied sense. Though this method does not specify an exact formula for
semantic relatedness of words, it appears to be built upon node counting tech-
niques for measuring semantic relatedness and gives us yet another way to use
the WordNet is–a hierarchy for word sense disambiguation.

Leacock and Chodorow [8] have used their measure to augment a supervised
approach to word sense disambiguation that relies on local context, which are
features that occur in close proximity to the target word. They use their measure
(as well as Resnik’s) to determine the relatedness between a noun in each test
instance with nouns in the training data. If there is a noun in a test instance
that does not occur in the training data, then the most related noun found in
the training data is substituted in order to allow for disambiguation to proceed.

Lin [10] also used his measure of semantic relatedness to perform the task of
word sense disambiguation. However, unlike the procedure followed in this paper,
he used his measure of semantic relatedness to generate a list of local contexts
for each target word. This list of context would then restrict the possibility of
what could appear in the context of a given word for a particular sense. This
was used to disambiguate new instances of the word.

10 Future Work

The two most accurate methods in this study were quite dissimilar. Adapted
Lesk gloss overlaps are based on the definitions found within WordNet, while
the measure of Jiang–Conrath is based on the concept hierarchy of WordNet
and corpus statistics. This suggests that some combination of gloss overlaps,
information content, and path lengths might result in improved accuracy.

We are aware that our method of estimating information content employs a
different counting scheme than described by Resnik. In short, we do not divide
frequency counts of word types by the number of associated concepts while
Resnik does. We will carry out these same experiments using Resnik’s estimation
scheme. Our expectation is that the results will not vary significantly, since in
general we believe that the concept counts are fairly noisy regardless of how they
are made.

One of the curious results of these experiments was how little disambiguation
accuracy was affected by changing the corpora from which information content
values are estimated. The Resnik and Lin measures were fairly static in their per-
formance regardless of the source of these estimates. The Jiang–Conrath measure
improved with increasing corpus size, except when increasing to the very large
British National Corpus, where it resulted in the same disambiguation accuracy
as information content arrived at from the 100 times smaller Penn Treebank.
Our next step it to estimate information content from corpora that is more like
the data we are disambiguating to see if this changes the results.

A related point concerns the relatively low impact achieved by increasing the
window size. We are curious as to why such a large increase in the information
available to the disambiguation process would result in such minimal improve-
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ments. One possibility is that the very immediate context provides overwhelming
evidence that is difficult to improve upon. In order to evaluate this idea we will
carry out experiments using a two word window, that is the target word and one
content word that precedes it.

The difficulties of using WordNet as a source of path lengths and gloss over-
laps are well known. We have recently acquired Longman’s Dictionary of Con-
temporary English (LDOCE) and intend to use its more limited concept hier-
archy but richer and more regular glosses to carry out experiments similar to
these. While the results of measures based on path lengths may suffer (since the
hierarchy represented by LDOCE subject codes is fairly small) we are optimistic
that the richer gloss information might result in better performance for Lesk
inspired approaches.

11 Conclusions

We have shown that the Adapted Lesk Algorithm of Banerjee and Pedersen
generalizes to a method of disambiguation based on semantic relatedness. We
showed that several different measures of semantic relatedness work reasonably
well in this framework, and that the gloss overlaps of Adapted Lesk and the
Jiang–Conrath measure prove to be the most accurate for word sense disam-
biguation.
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Abstract. We present an automatic method to disambiguate the senses of the
near-synonyms in the entries of a dictionary of synonyms. We combine differ-
ent indicators that take advantage of the structure on the entries and of lexical
knowledge in WordNet. We also present the results of human judges doing the
disambiguation for 50 randomly selected entries. This small amount of annotated
data is used to tune and evaluate our system.

1 Near-Synonyms

Near-synonyms are words with close senses. They are described in dictionaries such
as Webster’s New Dictionary of Synonyms (Gove 1984) and Choose the Right Word
(Hayakawa 1994) (hereafter CTRW). An entry in these dictionaries presents a cluster
of near-synonyms, explains the core meaning that they share, and makes explicit the
differences between them. The differences include stylistic, attitudinal, and denotational
nuances (see Edmonds 2000, Hirst 1995 for more details). An example of a fragment of
an entry in CTRW1 is presented in Figure 1. CTRW contains 914 such entries.

We want to disambiguate the senses of the near-synonyms in each entry, as part
of a bigger project which aims to automatically acquire knowledge of near-synonym
differences from CTRW and other sources. A lexical knowledge-base of near-synonym
differences is useful in an MT system to preserve not only the meaning of the sentences
but also the nuances of meaning that words may carry and to avoid expressing unwanted
nuances. Similarly, the lexical choice process in an NLG system can greatly benefit
such information (Edmonds 2002). The first stage of the lexical acquisition process is
presented by Inkpen and Hirst (2001).

In this paper, we present an algorithm for automatic sense disambiguation that takes
advantage of the fact that the near-synonyms can help disambiguate each other, and the
text of the entry is a rich context for disambiguation. We also present the agreement
among judges in the task of annotating a small amount of data, which we use to both
tune and evaluate our system.

2 Sense Disambiguation

Sense disambiguation means to select one or more senses in which a word is being used
in a particular context. The task of disambiguating the meaning of near-synonyms is

1 We are grateful to HarperCollins Publishers, Inc. for permission to use CTRW in our project.
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Cluster: acumen, acuity, insight, perception
These nouns all refer to a highly developed mental ability to see or understand what is not
obvious. Acumen has to do with keenness of intellect and implies an uncommon quickness
and discrimination of mind. It requires acumen to solve an intricate problem in human
relationships, or to emerge unscathed from a venture into penny stocks. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Acuity means sharpness or keenness, and is applied exclusively to perception: visual acuity;
The intelligence test was used as a basis for judging the applicant’s mental acuity. See KEEN,
SENSATION, VISION, WISDOM. Antonyms: bluntness, dullness, obtuseness, stupidity.

Fig. 1. Part of the text of an entry in Choose the Right Word by S.I. Hayakawa. Copyright c©1987.
Reprinted by arrangement with HarperCollins Publishers, Inc.

easier than the general task of word sense disambiguation (WSD). But it is not a simple
task. As we show in section 3, disambiguating the meaning of the near-synonyms is not
easy even for humans.

For each sense we need to decide whether it is relevant for the entry or not. For
example, in Figure 1, acumen has two WordNet senses: acumen#n#1 glossed as “a
tapering point”, and acumen#n#2 glossed as “shrewdness shown by keen insight”. The
decision we want to make is that the second one is relevant for the entry, and the first
one is not. More then one sense of a near-synonym can be relevant for an entry, so we
view the problem as one of binary decisions: for each sense, decide whether it is relevant
for the context or not. To disambiguate each sense, we compute the indicators described
below. Then we combine them to decide if the sense is relevant.

In our task, the context is richer than in the general case of word sense disambiguation.
We can use the full text of each entry (including the cross-references). For each entry in
CTRW, we consider all senses of each near-synonym. We chose to use the WordNet1.7
sense inventory in order to integrate our word sense disambiguation program with other
components in our project that use WordNet. The average polysemy for CTRW is 3.18
(for 5,419 near-synonyms there are 17,267 WordNet senses).

2.1 Intersection of Text and Gloss

Our main indicator of sense relevance is the size of the intersection of the text of the entry
with the WordNet gloss of the sense, both regarded as bags of words. This is a Lesk-style
approach (Lesk 1986). When we intersect the text with the gloss we ignore stopwords
and the word to be disambiguated. (We experimented with stemming the words, but it
did not improve the results.) The other near-synonyms occur in the text of the entry; if
they happen to occur in the gloss, this is a good indication that the sense is relevant.

Sometimes the intersection contains only very common words that do not reflect
a real overlapping of meaning. In order to avoid such cases, we weight each word in
the intersection by its tf·idf score. The weight for the word i in the entry j is tf·idfi,j =
ni,j log ni

N , where ni,j is the number of occurrences of the the word i in the entry j, ni

is the number of entries that contain the word i, and N is the total number of entries.
While we could have imposed a general threshold for the intersection (if the score is
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lower than the threshold, the sense is not relevant), we preferred to train a decision tree
to choose a series of thresholds to better fit the data (see section 2.6).

We also intersected the text of the entry with the glosses of related words, such as
hyponyms, hypernyms, meronyms, holonyms, pertainyms for adjectives, and cause and
entailment for verbs. The hyponym/hypernym glosses can be expected to work well
because some of the near-synonyms in CTRW are in a hypernymy/hyponymy relation
with each other.

2.2 Other Words in Synsets Being Near-Synonyms

Our next indicator is the other words in each synset. They reliably indicate a sense being
relevant for the entry because the near-synonyms in the entry help disambiguate each
other. For example, if the cluster is: afraid, aghast, alarmed, anxious, apprehensive, fear-
ful, frightened, scared, when examining the senses of anxious, the sense corresponding
to the synset anxious#a#1, apprehensive#a#2 is relevant because the other word in
the synset is apprehensive, which is one of the near-synonyms.

We also used the words in the synsets of related words, where by related words we
mean words connected by a direct WordNet relation. If any of the words in the synsets
of the words related to the sense under consideration happens to be a near-synonym in
the same cluster, the sense can be judged as relevant.

2.3 Antonyms

The set of antonyms in the entry (the words following the keyword Antonyms in the
text of the entry) is intersected with the set of WordNet antonyms of the current near-
synonym. Figure 1 shows an example of antonyms in a dictionary entry. If two words
share an antonym, they are likely to be synonyms. By extension, if the sense we examine
has antonyms that intersect the antonyms of the cluster of near-synonyms, then the sense
is relevant for the cluster. For this reason we can compare our results with the ones from
Senseval2.

2.4 Systematic Polysemy

A word is systematically polysemous if its senses can be connected by a relation which
is also used to connect all the senses of other systematically polysemous words. For
example window and door have both sense that denote a moving barrier that closes an
opening, and senses that denote the space in the wall.

We tested the hypothesis that if a word is polysemous in a systematic way, all its
senses are included in a dictionary entry (because these senses act more like facets of the
same sense). We did this experiment for nouns only, using CoreLex (Buitelaar 1998), a
database of systematic polysemous classes covering around 40,000 nouns from WordNet
1.5. The 126 semantic types are derived by a careful analysis of sense distributions. We
experimented with both the original CoreLex, and with a new version of CoreLex we
built for WordNet1.7 using the same set of semantic types. This indicator selects as
relevant all the senses of a noun that is in CoreLex (and therefore is systematically
polysemous).
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Fig. 2. Context vectors in a 2D space for the words keen and insight, for the WordNet gloss os the
second sense of accumen,and for the CTRW entry from Figure 1.

2.5 Context Vectors

Sometimes, when the intersection of text and gloss is empty, it still could be the case
that they are semantically close. For example, for the sense reserved#a#2 with the
WordNet gloss “marked by self-restraint and reticence”, the intersection with the text
of the CTRW entry aloof, detached, reserved is empty. The text of the entry happens
to not use any of the words in the WordNet gloss, but the entry contains semantically
close words such as reluctant and distant. By considering second-order co-occurrences
(words that occur with the words of the text or of the gloss) the chance of detecting
such similarity increases (Schütze 1998). One problem with this approach is that false
positives can be also introduced.

We collected frequencies from the 100-million-word British National Corpus (BNC)
(http://www.hcu.ox.ac.uk/BNC/). We chose the 2,000 most frequent words as dimen-
sions, and the 20,000 most frequent words as features. By counting how many times
each feature word co-occurs with a dimension word in BNC, we can represent them in
the vector space of the dimensions. Then, the vectors of all feature words in an entry (ex-
cept the near-synonym to be disambiguated) are summed to compute the context vector
for the entry. The vectors of all words in a gloss are summed to get the context vector
for the gloss. The cosine between the two vectors measures how close the two vectors
are. The context vector for the entry will be the sum of many vectors, and it may be a
longer vector than the context vector for the gloss, but this does not matter because we
measure only the angle between the two vectors. Figure 2 presents a simplified example
of context vectors for the second sense of acumen. For simplicity, only two dimensions
are represented: plant and mental. Also, from the four content words in the gloss, three
happen to be feature words, and only keen and insight are presented in the figure. The
context vector of the gloss is sum of these two (or more) vectors. In a similar manner the
context vector for the entry is obtained, and the cosine of the angle α between the two
context vectors is used as an indicator for the relevance of the sense. Here, the cosine is
0.909, while the cosine between the context vector for the entry and the context vector
for the first sense of acumen is only 0.839.
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intersection_text_gloss > 4.41774 : Y (406.0/59.4)
intersection_text_gloss <= 4.41774 :
| intersection_text_gloss_related_words > 23.7239 : Y (28.0/1.4)
| intersection_text_gloss_related_words <= 23.7239 :
| | words_in_related_synsets = 0:
| | | words_in_synset = 0:
| | | | intersection_text_gloss_related_words <= 4.61842 : N (367.0/62.5)
| | | | intersection_text_gloss_related_words > 4.61842 :
| | | | | intersection_text_gloss_related_words <= 4.94367 : Y (4.0/1.2)
| | | | | intersection_text_gloss_related_words > 4.94367 : N (42.0/14.6)
| | | words_in_synset = 1:
| | | | intersection_text_gloss <= 1.19887 : N (16.0/8.9)
| | | | intersection_text_gloss > 1.19887 : Y (3.0/1.1)
| | words_in_related_synsets = 1:
| | | intersection_text_gloss <= 0 : Y (24.0/4.9)
| | | intersection_text_gloss > 0 :
| | | | corelex = 0:
| | | | | cosine <= 0.856407 : Y (3.0/2.1)
| | | | | cosine > 0.856407 : N (5.0/1.2)
| | | | corelex = 1:
| | | | | intersection_text_gloss <= 3.44834 : Y (3.0/1.1)
| | | | | intersection_text_gloss > 3.44834 : N (3.0/2.1)

Fig. 3. Simplified decision tree for the combination of indicators.

2.6 Using a Decision Tree to Combine Indicators

We use decision tree learning to determine the best combination of indicators. We use
C4.5 (http://www.cse.unsw.edu.au/∼quinlan/), a tree induction program, on our 904
data points. The attributes we employ for each data point are the values of the indicators:
intersection text and gloss (numerical value), intersection of text and gloss of related
words (numerical value), words in synset (0 or 1), words in synsets of related words
(0 or 1), antonyms (0 or 1), membership in CoreLex (0 or 1), and the cosine between
context vectors (numerical value). The classification is binary: Y/N, meaning relevant
or not relevant for the entry. We obtain the class for each of our training examples from
a standard solution we built (see section 3 for details about the standard solution). See
Figure 3 for a simplified decision tree that combines indicators.

We experimented with manual combinations, but we decided it is better to automat-
ically derive a decision tree, because this learning mechanism has the ability to decide
which indicators have more influence on the classification, and it can completely ignore
indicators with low influence. We use the standard solution built in section 3 as training
and test data in the decision-tree learning process. We could have split this data into
a training set and a test set, but we chose to do 10-fold cross-validation, as a better
method to estimate the error rate. Another advantage of using the decision tree is that it
determines the thresholds for weighted intersection and for cosine.

3 Building a Standard Solution

The goal of using human judges in our work was twofold: to get a measure of how
difficult the task is for humans, and to build a standard solution for use in evaluation.
The standard solution also serves as training and test data for the decision tree used in
section 2.6.
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We had k = 6 judges (native or near-native speakers of English) doing the same job
as the WSD program. We randomly selected 50 of the 914 clusters, containing 282 near-
synonyms with 904 senses in total. The judges were presented with the text of the entry
for each cluster, including antonyms and cross-references. For each near-synonym, all
the WordNet senses (with their glosses and all the words in the synset) were listed, and
the judges had to decide whether the sense is relevant for the cluster or not. The judges
had no information about hypernyms, hyponyms, or antonyms.

There were 904 decisions the judges had to make. If we consider the decisions as
votes, for 584 decisions, the judges voted 6–0 (or 0–6), for 156 decisions 5–1, and for
108 decisions 4–2. There were 56 ties (3–3).

The percent agreement among our judges was 85%. To get a more accurate measure
the agreement among the k judges, we used the well-known kappa statistic (Siegel and
Castellan 1988), (Carletta 1996), which factors in the agreement by chance. The chance
agreement is 50.2% in our case. Therefore the kappa coefficient is κ = 0.699. The
figures of agreement between pairs of two judges vary from 90% (κ = 0.80) to 78.8%
(κ = 0.57). If we leave out one of the judges, who expressed a particular bias, we get a
higher agreement of 86.8% (κ = 0.73).

We had the judges meet to discuss the ties. The discussion had a very small influence
on the agreement figures (because the number of cases discussed was small), but it
helped clarify the sources of disagreement. Senses which are “instances” or “proper
names” (e.g. the sense “the United States” for the near-synonym union) were rejected
by some judges as too specific, even if they were mentioned in the text of the entry.
There was disagreement about intransitive senses of some transitive verbs (or the other
way around). Another problem was posed by mentions of extended senses (literal or
figurative senses) in the text. For example, the CTRW entry for bombastic, orotund,
purple, turgid mentions that “these adjectives are used to describe styles of speaking or
writing”; and later on: “turgid literally means swollen or distended”. The question the
judges had to ask themselves is whether this literal sense is included to the entry or not.
In this particular case maybe the answer is negative. But it is not always clear whether
the extended sense is mentioned by the lexicographer who designed the entry because
the extended sense is very close and should be included in the meaning of the cluster,
or whether it is mentioned so that the reader will be able to distinguish it. Some judges
decided to include more often than exclude, while the other judges excluded the senses
when they thought appropriate. If we omit one of the judges who expressed singular
opinions during the discussion, we get a higher agreement of 86.8% (κ = 0.73).

In the standard solution, we decided to correct a few of the 56 cases of ties, to correct
the apparent bias of some judges. We decided to include senses that are too specific
or instances, but to exclude verbs with wrong transitivity. We produced two solutions:
a more inclusive one (when a sense is mentioned in the entry, it was included) and a
more exclusive solution (when a sense is mentioned, it was included only if the judges
included it). The more inclusive solution was used in our experiments, but the results
would change very little with the more exclusive one, because they differ only in 16
points out of 904.
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Table 1. Accuracy for different combinations of indicators

Method Accuracy
Baseline (select all senses) 53.5%
Antonyms 47.0%
Cosine (decision tree) 52.7%
CoreLex 54.2%
Words in synsets of hypernyms and hyponyms 56.4%
Intersection text & gloss of hypernyms and hyponyms (tf·idf) 61.0%
Words in synsets of related words 61.3%
Words in synset 67.1%
Intersection text & gloss of related words (tf·idf) (decision tree) 70.6%
Intersection text & gloss (no tf·idf) 76.8%
Intersection text & gloss (tf·idf) (decision tree) 77.6%
Best combination (no decision tree) 79.3%
Best combination (decision tree) 82.5%
Best combination (decision tree – Resnik’s coefficient included) 83.0%

4 Results and Evaluation

Table 1 presents the results of using each indicator alone and in combinations with other
indicators. We compare the results of our method with a standard solution (section 3
explains how the standard solution was produced). For the most of the indicators, we
use the standard solution to quantify their potential. We define accuracy for our task as
the number of senses correctly classified over the total number of senses.

For the indicators using tf·idf and for the cosine between context vectors we use
a decision tree to avoid manually choosing a threshold; therefore the figures in the
table are the results of the cross-validation. By manually combining indicators, the best
accuracy we obtained was 79.3% for the attributes: intersection text and gloss (with a
fixed threshold), words in synsets, and antonyms.

We found the best combination of indicators by training a decision tree as described
in section 2.6. We achieve an accuracy of 83%, computed by 10-fold cross-validation.
The indicators that contribute the most to improving the accuracy are the ones in the
upper-part of the decision tree (Figure 3): the intersection of the text with the gloss, the
intersection of the text with the glosses of the related words, the words in the synset, and
the words in the synsets of the related words. The ones in the lower part (CoreLex and
the cosine between context vectors) have less influence on the results. Their contribution
is likely to be included in the contribution of the other indicators.

If the evaluation is done for each part-of-speech separately (see the first row in Table
2), it can be observed that the accuracy for nouns and verbs is higher than for adjectives.
In our data set of 50 randomly selected near-synonym clusters, there are 276 noun senses,
310 verb senses, and 318 adjective senses. There were no adverbs in the test set, because
there are only a few adverbs in CTRW.

Another indicator that we implemented after the previous experiments were done
is Resnik’s coefficient, which measures how strongly a word sense correlates with the
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Table 2. Accuracy per part-of-speech.

Method All Nouns Verbs Adjectives
All indicators except Resnik’s coefficient 82.6% 81.8% 83.2% 78.3%
All indicators including Resnik’s coefficient 83.0% 84.9% 84.8% 78.3%
Only Resnik’s coefficient 71.9% 84.0% 77.7% –

words in the same grouping (in the case when we have groups of similar nouns). The
algorithm was originally proposed by Resnik (1999) in a paper that presented a method
for disambiguating noun groupings, using the intuition that when two polysemous words
are similar, their most informative subsumer provides information about which sense of
which word is the relevant one. The method exploits the WordNet noun hierarchy, and
uses Resnik’s similarity measure based on information content (Resnik 1999) (but see
(Budanitsky 2001) for a critique of the similarity measure). We also implemented the
same algorithm for verbs, using the WordNet verb hierarchy.

When we add Resnik’s coefficient as a feature in the decision tree, the total accuracy
(after cross-validation) increases slightly, to 83%. If Resnik’s coefficient is included,
the accuracy is improved for nouns and verbs (84.9% for nouns and 84.8% for verbs).
The accuracy for adjectives is the same, because Resnik’s coefficient is not defined for
adjectives. If the only feature in the decision tree is Resnik’s coefficient, the accuracy is
high for nouns, as expected, and very low for verbs and for all parts of speech considered
together.

In conclusion, the disambiguation method presented here does well for nouns and
verbs, but it needs improvement for adjectives.

5 Comparison with Related Work

Senseval (http://www.itri.brighton.ac.uk/events/senseval/) had the goal of evaluating
word sense disambiguation systems. We will refer here only to the experiments for
the English language. Senseval2 used WordNet1.7 senses; therefore we can compare the
Senseval2 results with my results, while bearing in mind that the words and texts are dif-
ferent (because of the nature of our task). Senseval2 had two tasks: all content words and
selected words (the last one seems closer to our task). The precision and recall reported
by the participating systems were all below 70%, and fancy supervised or unsupervised
algorithms could beat a Lesk-baseline by only 2%. Our WSD program performs at least
13% better. We admit that our task is relatively easier than the general WSD task, because
we have more context to help the disambiguation process. We report accuracy figures,
but this is equivalent to reporting precision and recall, since we disambiguate all the
near-synonyms (that is our algorithm handles all the instances). If we apply the method
of computing precision and recall used Senseval2 to our case, we obtain the accuracy
as we define it in section 4 (because in our task several senses of the same word can
be considered correct, conjunctively). Our value for inter-annotator agreement (85%) is
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comparable to that of Senseval2 (85.5% for the English lexical sample task, according
to the Senseval2 webpage).

Combining classifiers for WSD is not a new idea, but it is usually done manually, not
on the basis of a small amount of annotated data. Stevenson and Wilks (2001), among
others, combine classifiers (knowledge-sources) by using a weighted scheme.

An adapted Lesk-style algorithm for WSD that uses WordNet, but in a different man-
ner, is presented by Pedersen and Banerjee (2002). They intersected glosses of all words
in the context of a target word. The intersection is done pairwise, also considering inter-
sections between glosses of a word and words related to the second word (by hypernymy,
hyponymy, meronymy, etc.). They achieve an accuracy of 32%. Unlike Pedersen and
Banerjee, we focus only on the target word (we do not use glosses of words in context),
when we use the gloss of a near-synonym we include examples in the gloss, and we
achieve high accuracy.

Schütze (1998) uses context vectors to cluster together all the contexts in which a
word is used in the same sense. In this way it is possible to distinguish among word senses
without using a sense inventory from a lexical resource. We use the context vectors as
a measure of the semantic relatedness between the text of an entry and the gloss of a
synset.

6 Conclusion and Future Directions

We have presented a method to disambiguate senses of the near-synonyms in dictionary
entries. We also presented the inter-annotator agreement for the human task and analyzed
the sources of disagreements. We built a standard solution and used it to tune and evaluate
our automatic program.

We plan to reuse our WSD program in other components of our system. For example,
nouns that describe situations have associated semantic roles; we can extract them by
finding verb senses with the same meaning as the nouns. Moreover, we can use a similar
WSD algorithm for disambiguating senses of peripheral concepts (nuances) expressed
by near-synonyms.

Acknowledgments. We thank Eric Joanis, Jane Morris, Alex Budanitsky, and ZuZu
Gadallah for participating in the judging task. Our work is financially supported by the
Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada and the University of
Toronto.
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Abstract. The task of disambiguation is to determine which of the
senses of an ambiguous word is invoked in a particular use of the word
[5,8]. It is known that the statistical methods produce high accuracy
results for semantically tagged corpora [2]. Also, Word Net is a good
source of information for WSD [3,4]. Since for Romanian language does
not exist neither a corpus nor something similar with WordNet, we
propose an algorithm for WSD which requires only information that
can be extracted from untagged corpus. Our algorithm preserves the
advantage of principles of Yarowsky [9,7,10] and adds the known high
performance of a NBC algorithms. It learns to make predictions based
on local context with only a few labeled contexts and many unlabeled
ones.

Keywords: Word sense disambiguation, corpus.

1 Introduction

In [9], Yarowsky observed that there are constraints between different occur-
rences of contextual features that can be used for disambiguation. Two such
constraints are one sense per discourse and one sense per collocation. These
mean that the sense of a target word is highly consistent within a given dis-
course (document) and the contextual features (nearby words) provide strong
clues to the sense of a target word.

Notational conventions used in the following are: w is the word to be disam-
bigued (target word), s1, · · · , sK are possible senses for w, c1, · · · , cI are contexts
of w in a corpus, v1, · · · , vJ are words used as contextual features for disambigua-
tion of w. The contextual features v1, · · · , vJ occur in a fixed position near w, in
a window of fixed length, centered or not on w (”unrestricted collocations” , in
[6]).

A Naive Bayes Classifier (NBC) realizes the calculus of the sense s′, which
for the target word w and a given context c satisfies the relation [5]: s′ =
argmaxsk

P (sk | c) = argmaxsk

P (c|sk)
P (c) P (sk) = argmaxsk

P (c | sk)P (sk). The
Naive Bayes assumption is that the contextual features are all conditional inde-
pendent. This is not generally true, but there is a large number of cases in which
the algorithm works well. Concerning the probabilities P (vj | sk) and P (sk),
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these are calculated from a labeled (annotated) corpus. In our algorithm the
probabilities P (vj | sk) are re-estimated until all the contexts are solved.

2 A Bootstrapping Algorithm (BA) for WSD

The BA algorithm begins by identifying a small number of training contexts.
This could be accomplished by hand tagging with senses the contexts of w for
which the sense of w is clear because some seed collocations[9,10] occur in these
contexts.

The notational conventions are as above: C = {c1, c2, · · · cI} are con-
texts (windows) of w, as obtained with query w and with an on-line cor-
pus tool (at us htdig and a Romanian corpus). Each ci is of the form: ci =
w1, . . . , wt, w, wt+1, . . . ,wz where w1, w2, . . . , wt, wt+1, . . . , wz are words from the
set v1, . . . , vJ and t and z are selected by user.

Let us consider that the words V = {v1, · · · , vl} ⊂ {v1, · · · , vJ}, where l is
small (for example 2) are surely associated with the senses for w, such that the
occurrence of vi in the context of w determines the choice of a sense si for w
(one sense per collocation). Here {s1, · · · , sl} is a subset of {s1, · · · , sK}.

We mention that the set of words (V) used in the BA algorithm as contextual
features for the disambiguation is very important; the disambiguation results are
improved as the set V grows. This represents the first important characteristic
of the BA algorithm.

These rules can be done generally as a decision list:

if vi occurs in a context c of w then the sense of c is si, si ∈ S (1)

So, from the set of contexts obtained as query results, some contexts can be
solved.

For our algorithm, we define a relation δ ⊂ W ×P(W ), where W is the set of
all words and P(W ) is the power set of W . If w ∈ W is a word and c ∈ P(W )
we say that (w, c) ∈ δ if w ∈ c or, else, if exists a word w1 ∈ c so that the words
w and w1 have the same gramatical root (particularly c is a context).

So, a corresponding decision list has the following form:

if (v, c) ∈ δ and v has the sense si then the sense of the context c is si
(2)

The decision list (2) improved with the relation δ represents the second im-
portant characteristic of the BA algorithm.

Algorithm
Cres = Φ, determine the set V = {v1, · · · , vl}
For each context c in C apply the rules:

if (vi, c) ∈ δ then the sense of c is si, i = 1, · · · , l, Cres = Cres ∪ {c}
Crest = C\Cres

While Crest �= Φdo :
Determine a set V ∗ of words with a maximum frequency in Cres
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Define V = V ∪ V ∗ =
⋃K

j=1 Vsj
,

where Vsj is the set of words associated with the sense sj ( some Vsj

can be Φ)
For each ci ∈ Crest apply the BNC algorithm :

s∗
i = argmaxsP (s | ci) = argmaxsP (ci | s) × P (s)

Cres = Cres ∪ {ci | P (s∗
i | ci) > N, N fixed at 0.001}

Crest = Crest\Cres

In this algorithm: P (ci | s) = P (w1 | s) · · ·P (wt | s)P (wt+1 | s) · · ·P (wz | s)

and P (wi | sj) =
{

1 if(wi, Vsj
) ∈ δ

nr.occ.wi

nr. total of words otherwise

3 The Application for Words’ Disambiguation

The application is written in JDK 1.4 and its goal is to find the correct sense
for a given word (the target word) in some given contexts using the algorithm
described in section 2.

3.1 Experiment

Our aim is to use the BA algorithm for the romanian language, to disambiguate
the word poarta in some contexts obtained with an on-line corpus tool (at us
htdig and a Romanian corpus).

We make the following specifications:

– the target word poarta has, in romanian language, four possible senses (two
nouns and two verbs);

– we experiment our algorithm starting with 38 contexts for the target word;
– we start with four words as contextual features for the disambiguation (a

single feature for each sense).

The accuracy of the BA algorithm in the proposed experiment is 60%. We
note that the accuracy of the disambiguation algorithm is calculated with the
following formula

A =
number of correctly solved contexts

number of contexts
(3)

The experiment at Hearst (1991) shows that to achieve a high precision in word
sense tagging, the initial set must be large (20-30 occurrences for each sense).

We have to mention that, in our experiment, we associated a single occurrence
for each sense (for an easier evaluation of the algorithm).

We make the following specifications:

– in the above experiment we grow the number of occurrences for each sense
of the target word and we observe that: with two occurrences for each sense
the algorithm’s accuracy grows with 10%, with three occurrences for each
sense the accuracy grows with 15%;
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– we grow the number of input contexts (100) and we observe that the algo-
rithm’s accuracy grows with 15%.

As a conclusion, if the number of words used as contextual features for the
disambiguation and the number of contexts grow, the accuracy of the BA algo-
rithm grows, too.

3.2 Experimental Comparison with the NBC Algorithm

In the case of the algorithm described in section 2 (BA - Bootstrapping Algo-
rithm), the relation δ described in Equation 2 is very important. In order to
illustrate the efficiency of the BA algorithm (with an without δ), we ran at the
same time the NBC algorithm for the experiment proposed in subsection 3.1. We
note that ”BA without δ” is the BA algorithm (Section 2), in which a decision
list has the form described in Equation 1.

The comparative experimental results obtained are shown in Figure 1. In Fig-
ure 1, we give, for each algorithm, a graphical representation of accuracy/context.
More exactly, for a given algorithm, for the i-th context we represent the accu-
racy (see Equation 3) of the algorithm for the first i contexts. From Figure 1,
it is obvious that the most efficient is the BA algorithm with the relation δ (at
each step, the BA algorithm’s accuracy is maximum).

Fig. 1. The comparative experimental results

4 Further Work

Further work is planned to be done in the following directions: for assuring a
better efficiency of the disambiguation, we plain to retain in a database the
results of the learning process. We plain to study our approach in the context
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of combining labeled and unlabeled data with Co-Training as in [1]. Our own
goal is to solve with our method the disambiguation for a query in a future QA-
system in Romanian which is now in construction. We also planned to improve
the application using a subroutine which determines all the synonyms for the
initial features of the target word (a hierarchical clustering algorithm, which is
already implemented).
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Abstract. This paper explores a fully automatic knowledge-based me-
thod which performs the noun sense disambiguation relying only on the
WordNet ontology. The basis of the method is the idea of conceptual
density, that is, the correlation between the sense of a given word and
its context. A new formula for calculating the conceptual density was
proposed and was evaluated on the SemCor corpus.

1 An Extension of the Conceptual Density

The task of Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) consists of examining word to-
kens and specifying exactly which sense of each word is being used. The Word-
Net (WN) ontology, based on synsets (sets of synonyms), is the external lexical
resource which is often used to perform the WSD task. In most of the WSD ap-
proaches, a word is disambiguated along with a portion of the text in which it is
embedded, that is, its context. When the initial input source of information (i.e.,
the word and its context) is processed only together with the lexical knowledge
source (e.g. WN), a fully automatic method which does not require any kind of
training process is needed to perform WSD.

Conceptual Density (CD) is a measure of the correlation among the sense of
a given word and its context. The foundation of this measure is the Conceptual
Distance, defined as the length of the shortest path which connects two concepts
in a hierarchical semantic net. The starting point for our work was the CD
formula of Agirre and Rigau [1], which compares areas of subhierarchies:

CD(c, m) =
∑m−1

i=0 nhypi

∑h−1
i=0 nhypi

(1)

where c is the synset at the top of subhierarchy, m the number of word senses
falling within a subhierarchy, h the height of the subhierarchy, and nhyp the
� This work was supported by the Spanish Research Projects CICYT TIC2000-0664-

C02 and TIC2000-1599-C01-01, and the VIDI of the Univ. Politécnica Valencia.
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averaged number of hyponyms for each node (synset) in the subhierarchy. The
numerator expresses the expected area for a subhierarchy containing m marks
(word senses), while the divisor is the actual area.

The synsets of the senses of the word to be disambiguated fall in different
places in the hierarchy, and in most cases this means that the hierarchy can
be partitioned into subhierarchies (we refer them as clusters), each containing
exactly one sense of the word to be disambiguated (therefore, a word having six
senses in WN should determine six partitions). When two or more senses of the
word are one hyponym of each other the partition cannot be done. Therefore, in
such conditions the word sense disambiguation cannot be carried out.

Formula 1 considers the averaged number of hyponyms of each node in the
subhierarchy. Due to the fact that the averaged number of hyponyms for each
node in WN1.6 is greater than in WN1.4 (the version which was used in the
original work presented in [1]), we decided to consider only the relevant part of
the subhierarchy determined by the synset paths (from c to an ending node) of
the senses of both the word to be disambiguated and its context. The base for-
mula is based on the M number of relevant synsets (corresponding to the marks
m in Formula 1) divided by the total number nh of synsets of the subhierarchy.

baseCD(M, nh) = M/nh (2)

Formulas 1 and 2 do not take into account sense frecuency. It is possible that
both formulas select subhierarchies with a low frecuency related sense. In some
cases this would be a wrong election. This pushed us to modify the CD formula
by including also the information about frequency that comes from WN:

CD(M,nh, f) = Mα(baseCD)log f (3)

where M is the number of relevant synsets, α is a constant (the best results were
obtained with α near to 0.10) , and f is an integer representing the frequency of
the subhierarchy-related sense in WN (1 means the most frequent, 2 the second
most frequent, etc.). This means that the first sense of the word (i.e., the most
frequent) gets at least a density of 1 and one of the less frequent senses will be
chosen only if it will exceed the density of the first sense. The Mα factor was
introduced to give more weigth to the subhierarchies with a greater number of
relevant synsets, when the same density is obtained among many subhierarchies.

We included some adjustment factors based on context hyponyms, in order
to assign an higher conceptual density to the related cluster in which a context
noun is an hyponym of a sense of the noun to be disambiguated (the hyponymy
relation reflects a certain correlation between the two lexemes). We refer to this
technique as to the Specific Context Correction (SCC). The idea is to select as
the winning cluster the one where one or more senses of the context nouns fall
beneath the synset of the noun to be disambiguated.

An idea connected to the previous one, was to give more weight to the clusters
placed in deeper positions. We named this technique as Cluster Depth Correction
(CDC). When a cluster is below a certain averaged depth (which was determined
in an empirical way to be about 4) and, therefore, its sense of the noun to be
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disambiguated is more specific, the conceptual density of Formula 3 is augmented
proportionally to the number of the contained relevant synsets:

CD ∗ (depth(cl) − avgdepth + 1)β (4)

where depth(cl) returns the depth of the current cluster (cl) with respect to
the top of the hierarchy; avgdepth is the averaged depth of all clusters in the
subhierarchies obtained from Semcor; its value was empirically determined to be
equal to 4; and β is a constant (the best results were obtained with β = 0.70).

Finally, we investigated the possibility of expanding the context with the gloss
of the noun to be disambiguated. This led to worse results, since the gloss was
examined without considering the syntactic category of its words and a certain
“noise” was introduced as consequence of considering all lexemes as possible
nouns. A refinement was done by considering only monosemic words of the gloss
but, in spite of that, the performance for the noun disambiguation task did
not increase. In order to consider only nouns, we first Part-Of-Speech tagged
the gloss. We used a POS tagger based on Lexicalized-HMM. This tagger was
evaluated achieving a precision of 96.8% on the Wall Street Journal corpus [6].

2 Experimental Results and Conclusions

The first goal of our work was to determine an effective window context size.
Like many other researchers have done [4], we have carried out WSD experiments
using the Semcor corpus1. The best results in term of precision were obtained
with a context window size of 2 nouns, confirming that closer nouns give a more
precise definition of the context than farther ones. The drawback of this approach
is the average recall (around 60%). This is mainly due to the fact that many
nouns have senses that differ slightly one from each other. This can be viewed
in a hierarchy as deep clusters with only one synset inside them (corresponding
to the sense of the noun to be disambiguated). In most cases, there are no
context nouns falling in these “singular” clusters, and the result is that sense
disambiguation cannot be done.

We combined different correction models (SCC and CDC) over the whole
SemCor corpus and for different window sizes (two, four and six). All these
experiments outperformed the baseline precision (76.04%) and the baseline re-
call (23.21%)2. The best precision measure of 81.48% was obtained without any
correction factor and with a very small window of size two (recall 60.17% and
coverage 73.81%). Using the SCC technique, although precision was not affected
significantly, we obtained only small improvements on recall and coverage mea-
sures. With regard to the CDC technique, the results did not differ significantly
to those obtained with the previous correction factor. Improvements on recall
1 The results were obtained over the 19 randomly selected SemCor files: br-

a01,b13,c01,d02,e22,r05,g14,h21,j01,k01,k11,l09, m02,n05,p07,r04,r06,r08,r09.
2 The baseline precision was calculated assigning the most frequent sense to every

noun, whereas the baseline recall was calculated for monosemic nouns only.
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(61.27%) and coverage (77.87%) measures were obtained increasing the size of
the context window. Recall remained approximately around 60% and varied
slightly even when considering many context nouns (e.g. six), whereas coverage
improved even if at the price of obtaining a lower precision measure.

For each noun to be disambiguated, we investigated the possibility of ex-
panding its context adding the gloss, excluding the example phrases. In order
to reduce the “noise” introduced considering all the words of the gloss, only
monosemic words were added to the context of the noun to be disambiguated.
In a second approximation, we POS-tagged the words of the gloss and extracted
only its monosemic nouns which were included in the context.

The tests with this “expanded context” were conducted over the first 10 files
from Brown1 of SemCor, and the CDC factor was also employed. The results
of averaged P(recision), R(ecall) and C(overage) are the following: CDC model
and gloss P=78.42%, R=61.86% and C=78.80%; CDC model and POS-tagged
gloss P=80.77%, R=62.42% and C=77.24%; CDC model and no gloss P=80.91%,
R=62.19% and C=76.81%. In order to have a certain balance in terms of preci-
sion / recall, a window size of 4 (previous to its expansion with the monosemic
nouns of the gloss) was used in the experiments. The size of the expanded context
was 5.92 on average (i.e., it contained 6 nouns approximately).

Without POS-tagging the gloss, even considering only its monosemic words,
the recall decreased slowly and the precision decreased by an average of more
than 2% with respect to the precision obtained without the gloss. The POS-
tagging preprocess of the gloss permitted to obtain improvements both on recall
and coverage without practically losing in precision. These results are promising
if we compare them to those obtained using the original CD formula [1] (precision
81.97% vs. 66.4% and recall 69.02% vs. 58.8% for the file br-a01 of SemCor)
especially if we consider that the much more fine-grained 1.6 version of WN was
used and only a very small context window size of two to four nouns was needed.

At the moment, we are applying the proposed WSD method to sense-tagged
XML documents retrieval [3]. Further work needs to be done to perform the
all-word disambiguation task, the evaluation of the method against the Senseval
corpus and the comparison with other recent approaches [2,5].
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Abstract. We present a system for for computer-aided WSD mark-up of texts
in Spanish. The system is is based on Anaya dictionary, uses a Spanish
morphological analyzer and a WSD method based on Lesk algorithm (along
with the other standard strategies). This tool reduces time and effort for
preparation WSD-marked corpora in Spanish. We also discuss the requirement
for such type of systems, which our particular system satisfies only partially.

1   Introduction

Words in a typical explanatory dictionary have different senses; this is known as
polysemy. However, in a text each word occurrence corresponds to only one of these
dictionary senses. The problem of determining this word sense used in a given text is
referred to as word sense disambiguation (WSD). There are different methods for
WSD that can be classified into two main groups: statistical methods [1, 4, 6, 10] and
methods based on knowledge sources [3, 7, 8, 5].

The methods of either type require preliminary data preparation both for automatic
learning and for automatic verification of results that permits to evaluate the quality of
the method. Hence the necessity for a tool that would allow for manual or computer-
aided sense marking in texts. We do not call it “semi-automatic” since the important
decisions are taken by the human and not by the computer; an automatic or
semiautomatic tool of this kind is currently impossible since modern WSD methods
still have low precision.

In the rest of the paper, we first discuss the requirements for an “ideal” tool of this
kind, and then describe the system we developed for Spanish, which satisfies the most
part of these requirements.

                                                          
* Work done under partial support of Mexican Government (CONACyT, SNI), IPN, Mexico

(CGEPI, COFAA, PIFI), and RITOS-2.
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2   Requirements for a WSD Markup Tool

It is desirable that a system for computer-aided WSD markup of texts in any language
be able to:

� Pass automatically to the next word in the text that can have different senses and
present to the user a list of possible senses of each word (the words having only
one sense can be marked automatically),

In particular, the program should skip auxiliary words because their senses
normally are irrelevant for WSD. However, the user should be able to manually
choose the words that the program normally skips.

� Give the user a possibility to choose one or several senses that the word has in the
given context with the minimum number of actions (clicks and movements),

� Suggest automatically the most probable sense(s) and then wait for a user
confirmation.

If the task is that multiple senses are allowed, then the confirmation is just a
click on the OK button. However, if exactly one sense is to be chosen, then the
user is to choose one sense from this small list; the senses should be ordered
according to their probabilities so that in the majority of the cases the user could
click at the OK button, which is equivalent to select the first one.

The system that skips auxiliary words and calculates the probabilities of word
senses should use various procedures of linguistic analysis, namely:

� Processing of the given language’s morphology:

� Automatic morphological analysis,
� Generation of lemmas,
� Resolution of parts of speech (POS) ambiguity and ordering of lemmas

according to the probabilities of their parts of speech in the text. If syntactic
analysis (full or partial) is used for these purposes, then lemmas should be
ordered according to the results of syntactic analysis.

� Implementation of different WSD strategies or their combinations (the user should
have the possibility to choose the desired combination of these methods):

� Statistical and/or knowledge-based methods. In addition, the option should be
included to order the lemmas according to the POS probability, according to
the WSD strategy, or some combination,

� “Always first sense” strategy: the sense that is listed first in the dictionary is
taken; this is rather good strategy because lexicographers tend to order senses
intuitively according to their “importance” which in many cases coincides with
their frequency in texts, see some considerations in [7],

� “One sense per document” strategy [10]: the system supposes that the sense
once used in the document will be repeated in the same document. For the first
occurrence of the word, the sense is to be chosen by user and; for this, other
strategies should be applied for suggesting the most probable sense, but all
other occurrences of this word in the document are supposed to have the same
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sense. In addition, in this case the system should have an option of cleaning up
all the data about the used word senses, in case if there are several documents
in the file being processed.

We do not mention here some additional features: for example, what should be
done in case that the dictionary is changed—say, some senses are merged or a new
sense appears? The system should have a mode to reprocess the texts without
unnecessary repetition of a manual work.

2   Tool We Developed

We developed such a tool for Spanish (Fig. 1). Of the requirements discussed above,
the only one that our system does not implement is the resolution of POS ambiguity.
Also, of the WSD strategies we have implemented only a version of the Lesk
algorithm [7]; finally, we did not implement any graphical interface for combination
of different WSD methods (this is changed directly in the program code if needed).

We used Anaya dictionary as the source for words and senses. This dictionary has
more than 30,000 headwords. We preferred it over Spanish WordNet [9] because the
latter has definitions in English while our WSD method needs definitions in Spanish.

Fig. 1. Screenshot of the system.
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It is possible to use any other explanatory dictionary in the corresponding format (we
used a Paradox database).

For morphological processing, we applied a Spanish morphological analyzer /
generator developed in our laboratory [1].

According to our experiments, the best results are achieved by combining the
strategy of “one sense per document” and one of the WSD methods. The number of
necessary clicks is more than 25% less in comparison with marking without system
prompt. Note that the incorrect prompt is not penalized with any additional clicks
because we use a mode in which only one sense is allowed.

3   Conclusions

We discussed the desired features of a system for computer-aided WSD marking of
texts. We have presented a system for Spanish based on Anaya dictionary, which uses
Spanish morphological analyzer and a WSD method based on the Lesk algorithm
(along with some other standard strategies). The developed computer-aided tool
allows for spending less time and effort for WSD text preparation in comparison with
purely manual work.
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Abstract. We propose an algorithm that will augment the structure of
WordNet with links between the noun and verb hierarchies, by using word
definitions extracted from Longman’s Dictionary of Contemporary En-
glish. The results obtained show that a simple algorithm gives promising
results, and additional resources could bring substantial improvement.

1 Introduction

WordNet covers nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs. The hierarchies of adjec-
tives and adverbs are connected to the noun hierarchy through the pertainym
links. The verb hierarchy is isolated from the other three components of Word-
Net . Linking all these structures would offer interesting resources for a variety of
NLP tasks, such as language generation or semantic analysis. [Miller, 2001] has
stated that future versions of WordNet will offer more links between the existing
senses, notably noun-verb links. We use WordNet 1.6.

A manual analysis of glosses in WordNet has shown that it would be difficult
to establish a connection between the nominal and verbal forms of a word using
only this information. Glosses were not written in a controlled vocabulary, or
with the intention of revealing relations between the gloss of a certain sense and
the other closely connected senses.

For example, there is no overt, lexically expressed, connection between the
words:

ship (noun) - a vessel that carries passengers or freight
ship (verb) - transport commercially
We have therefore decided to look elsewhere for help with finding connections

between nouns and verbs. What we want is a phrase that shows a lexically
explicit link between two words. Dictionary definitions contain relations of the
following kind:

DenominalV erb = Phrase(Noun)
where Phrase(Noun) includes Noun – the noun that corresponds to the denom-
inal verb. We expect the verb from Phrase and its connection with Noun to
indicate the relation between DenominalV erb and Noun. For example, if Noun
is the syntactic object of the main verb be in Phrase, then the relation be-
tween DenominalV erb and Noun is Agent, as in the following example (from
LDOCE ):

A. Gelbukh (Ed.): CICLing 2003, LNCS 2588, pp. 281–294, 2003.
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host (verb) = to be the host on a radio or television programme
The availability of such definitions has convinced us to look into the usefulness

of dictionaries for the task of finding relations between noun and verb senses in
WordNet .

LDOCE is an attractive lexical resource for this problem because its defini-
tions are written in a controlled vocabulary of 2000 words. Words that are not in-
cluded in this set but appear in the dictionary can also be used in definitions, but
they are treated as references. This is why definitions tend to look like patterns
that are instantiated for each word. Also, if a noun and a verb are semantically
related, the vocabulary constraints on the definitions make it quite likely that
one will appear in the definition of the other. The pair ship(verb)/ship(noun)
shows promising lexical commonality when looked up in LDOCE :

ship (verb) – to send or carry something by ship
ship (noun) – a large boat used for carrying people and goods across the
sea
(Contrast this with the other sense of the noun ship: a large spacecraft or

aircraft.)
Definitions that connect a noun and a verb not only help discover that there

is a connection between those specific senses of the two words. We also want
an indication of what the relation might be. The preposition by in the example
above suggests an Instrument relation. Glosses in WordNet, even when they
are good indicators that two words are related (they use similar words), are not
always helpful in discovering the relation.

2 Related Work

Work on extending WordNet has focused on several aspects.
[Hearst, 1998] proposes an algorithm that discovers hyponym relations be-

tween entries in WordNet that are not already linked so. Given word/hyponym
pairs, Hearst’s system searches corpora for lexicosyntactic patterns indicative of
the hyponym relation. It then uses these patterns to discover other connected
concepts. If WordNet entries exist for those concepts, it proposes links between
these entries. The identified patterns unambiguously signal hyponym relations.
Other relations are not explored.

[Harabagiu, Miller, and Moldovan, 1999] present ideas for increasing the con-
nectivity of WordNet by disambiguating the senses of the words in the glosses,
and connecting, through topical relations, the defined sense with the senses that
occur in the definition. As a first step the glosses are disambiguated, then trans-
formed into first-order predicate logic based on the syntactic tree of the gloss.
The next step transforms this logical form into a semantic form. A pair of senses
is assigned either a semantic role (such as a-kind-of or a-part-of) or a thematic
role (such as agent or experiencer) based on the syntactic roles and the semantic
relations already in WordNet .

[Mihalcea and Moldovan, 2001a] present a progress report on this work. No
results are reported yet on the assignment of any of the relations.
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The use of WordNet in word-sense disambiguation has revealed the fact that
the resource is too fine-grained for certain tasks, leading then to work on de-
creasing its granularity [Mihalcea and Moldovan, 2001b].

[Mendes and Chaves, 2001] include qualia information in synsets to enhance
WordNet ’s performance with respect to natural language automated reasoning.
The use of qualia features would reduce redundancy in WordNet , by addressing
the cases when new synsets have been put in WordNet because they did not
quite fit closely related existing synsets.

[Montoyo, Palomar and Rigau, 2001] experiment with enriching WordNet
with classification systems. Synsets in WordNet are tagged with categories ex-
tracted from a general domain classification system.

3 Finding the Connection between a Noun and a Verb

In order to connect the noun with its verbal counterpart, we perform the follow-
ing steps (the selected elements are set in bold):

1. Establish a pair (noun, denominal verb), for example:
(hammer, to hammer)

2. Pick the appropriate sense from LDOCE for the denominal verb:
a) to hit something with a hammer in order to force it into a particular

position or shape;
b) to hit something many times, especially making a loud noise; ...

3. Connect the denominal verb definition with the appropriate definition of the
corresponding noun:
a) a tool with a heavy metal part on a long handle, used for hitting

nails into wood;
b) a tool like this with a wooden head used to make something flat, make a noise,

etc;
c) a wooden part of a piano that hits the strings inside to make a musical sound;

...
4. Connect the verb definition in LDOCE with the corresponding verb sense in

WordNet :
a) beat with or as if with a hammer;
b) of metals;

5. Connect the noun definition in LDOCE with the corresponding noun sense
in WordNet :
a) the part of a gunlock that strikes the percussion cap when the trigger is pulled;
b) a hand tool with a heavy rigid head and a handle; used to deliver

an impulsive force by striking; ...
6. Connect the noun and the verb senses in WordNet , inserting a relation if

possible:
hammer (noun) → Instrument → hammer (verb)

4 Augmenting WordNet ’s Structure

Our algorithm for finding links between nouns and verbs will proceed following
the six steps described in Section 3.
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4.1 Noun-Verb Pairs

We have started the experiment with the intention of looking at denominal verbs.
Since the purpose of this experiment is only to see if the algorithm we propose
gives promising results, we try to make the task as simple as possible. We avoid
bringing in resources other than those required (WordNet and LDOCE ), and
we choose denominal verbs whose form is homonymous with the noun form, to
avoid further processing. With the use of a lemmatizer, this constraint can be
relaxed, and the algorithm applied to (noun,denominal verb) pairs which have
similar, but not identical, forms.

Because of these working assumptions, we did not need to start with a list
of pairs, but only with a list of verbs, from which we will choose the denominal
ones, as it will be described in the next step.

4.2 Recognizing Denominal Verbs

As we said in the preceding subsection, we start with a list of verbs. In order to
identify the denominal ones, we will use the definitions. We have automatically
extracted a small sample of verb definitions from a Web version of LDOCE .
In order to recognize the denominal verbs, we note that a noun will be used
in the definition of the denominal sense of the homonymous verb. This is the
criterion according to which we pick from the possible definitions the one (ones)
for the denominal sense, if the verb has any such sense. This processing gives
342 definitions.

We have observed that LDOCE is organized in the following manner: for each
word form that can belong to several syntactic classes, there will be numbered
instances of this word to distinguish between the definitions for each such class.
Example: iron1 will be used to access the definitions for the noun iron and iron2
for the verb to iron. We have also observed that in the case of denominal verbs,
the noun is defined first (it will have the index 1).

We have incorporated these observations in the algorithm and extracted the
definitions for the second form of every word in the list (that is, with index 2).
The following phenomenon occurred: some of the verbs in the list were not de-
nominal, but they were either deadjectival (e.g. to better, to clean), or they had
deverbal noun counterparts (e.g. approach, associate). In the case of the dead-
jectival verbs the script extracted correctly the definitions for the deadjectival
sense of the verb. In the case of proper verb with a deverbal noun pair, the script
extracted the definition of the noun, since the verb was considered primary and
had the index 1.

We have not eliminated these cases from the list, since the algorithm we pro-
pose is general enough to handle (noun, denominal verb), (adjective, deadjectival
verb) and (verb, deverbal noun) pairs equally well.

For the present experiment we have used definitions of words alone, but no
definitions of idioms or examples of usage.

In the more general case of nouns and verbs related by derivation, we can
start either with the sense of the verb, or the sense of the noun, depending which
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definition explains the relation. For example, in the case of the noun traveller
and the verb travel, we would pick the sense definition for one of these words
that contains the other. In this case it is the definition of the noun that works
best:
traveller (noun) - someone who is on a journey or someone who travels often

In this case a lemmatizer should help detect in the definitions variations of
the word form under analysis.

At this point we have tested the use of LDOCE in the task of introducing
links between (noun, denominal verb), (adjective, deadjectival verb) and (verb,
deverbal noun) pairs, by comparing the number of definitions extracted with the
number of definitions extracted from WordNet under the same assumptions. We
pick definitions from WordNet that contain the same word as the one defined, for
the same words (and with the same part of speech) we used to extract definitions
from LDOCE . We have found 52 definitions in WordNet , as opposed to 342 in
LDOCE .

4.3 Word-Sense Disambiguation in LDOCE

The controlled vocabulary restriction also helps in matching the correct (noun,
denominal verb), (adjective, deadjectival verb) or (verb, deverbal noun) defini-
tions, because they use similar concepts in their definition. Example:

iron (verb) - to make clothes smooth using an iron
iron (noun) - a thing that you use for making clothes smooth, which has

a heated flat metal base
For comparison here are the other definitions of the noun iron:

– a common hard metal that is used to make steel, is magnetic and is found
in very small quantities in food and blood;

– a golf club made of metal rather than wood;
– a chain used to prevent a prisoner from moving.

To simplify the presentation, in what follows we will refer only to (noun,
denominal verb) pairs, but the considerations are also valid for (adjective, dead-
jectival verb) and (verb, deverbal noun) pairs. Differences will be mentioned
explicitly.

The algorithm that pairs definitions is very simple. It takes the definition of
the denominal verb, and selects the definition of the corresponding noun that
overlaps the most (simple word list intersection, no lemmatization). We filter
some stop words from the intersection ({ a, an, the, this, that, on, for, to, of,
and, etc, or, in, it, is}), and we filter out duplicates. For iron, for example, we
would intersect the list of unique words corresponding to the verb definition,
with the lists corresponding to the noun definitions:
{to,make,clothes,smooth,using,an,iron}
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{ a, thing, that, you, use, for, making, clothes, smooth,
which, has, a, heated, flat, metal, base}

→ {clothes,
smooth}

{ a, common, hard, metal, that, is, used, to, make, steel, is,
magnetic, and, is, found, in, very, small, quantities, in, food,
and, blood}

→ { make }

{ a, golf, club, made, of, metal, rather, than, wood} → {}
{ a, chain, used, to, prevent, a, prisoner, from, moving} → {}
Some definitions cannot be paired automatically, because the definition of

the verb provides too little information:
drum (verb) - to play a drum
drum (noun) - a musical instrument made of skin stretched over a circular

frame that you hit with your hand or a stick
- something that looks like a drum, especially part of a ma-

chine
- a large round container for storing liquids such as oil, chem-

icals, etc.

Without a connection between play and musical instrument we cannot es-
tablish a link between these two senses.

4.4 Word-Sense Disambiguation in WordNet

Mapping from WordNet to LDOCE was attempted before.
[Knight and Luk, 1994] perform semi-automatic mapping of nouns from

WordNet to LDOCE as part of their larger endeavour of building a large-scale
knowledge base. The mapping is performed in two steps. One is based on glosses
in WordNet and definitions in LDOCE , the other on the IS-A hierarchy in
WordNet and the semantic code and genus sense hierarchies in LDOCE . The
experiments were performed on a very early version of WordNet (1.4), where not
all words had a gloss attached.

[Kwong, 2001] uses LDOCE as an intermediary step in mapping between
WordNet and Roget’s Thesaurus. WordNet and LDOCE senses of a word are
mapped onto each other according to the best overlap between an LDOCE def-
inition and a synset, its gloss and its hypernym set in WordNet .

Our disambiguation process actually consists of two subtasks, one for each
member of the pair under analysis. For each verb, adjective and noun, we extract
from WordNet the synset and the gloss for each sense of the word. We gather all
these words on a list.
Example: apprentice (noun)

Gloss - works for an expert to learn a trade
Synset - apprentice, learner, prentice
List - {apprentice, learner, prentice, works, for, an, expert, to, learn, a,

trade}
We choose those word senses in WordNet whose lists overlap the most with

the definition of the word in LDOCE . We have tried several methods of com-
puting the overlap: filter / do not filter the word defined; filter / do not filter
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stop words; always choose a unique WordNet sense / choose a unique WordNet
sense only if there is overlap between the definitions1

For reasons of space we will not present the results for all these experiments.
In the Section 5 we present agreement measures for the best of these generated
files (exclude the word under analysis from the intersection, no filtering of stop
words, pick the unique sense of the word in WordNet ).

4.5 Linking the Noun with the Denominal Verb

On-line dictionaries, in particular LDOCE , are an attractive source of lexical
knowledge. Initiatives to organize this information into a more NLP-friendly
format include discovery of links between dictionary entries.

[Markowitz et al., 1986] used very simple patterns to discover a variety of
relations (hypernym-hyponym, member-set, generic agent), differentiation indi-
cators between action / stative verbs and adjectives, and collocational informa-
tion (for example, noun definitions starting with: {any NP} indicate taxonomic
relations).

[Jensen and Binot, 1987] link word senses in LDOCE to disambiguate prepo-
sitional attachment. Given a sentence with a prepositional attachment ambigu-
ity, they use LDOCE definitions of the verb, complement noun and the noun in
the prepositional phrase (PP) to decide where to attach the PP. For this pur-
pose they apply certain heuristics based on the lexicosyntactic information from
the definitions. A certainty factor is computed to help choose between ambigu-
ous attachments. The heuristics characterize two semantic relations, instrument
and part-of. A syntactic parser processes the sentences under analysis, and the
dictionary definitions.

[Dolan et al., 1993] try to transform an on-line version of LDOCE into a
graph-structured knowledge base. The vertices of the graph are the words in the
dictionary, and the edges are lexical relations extracted from the definitions. Ap-
proximately 25 relation types for verbs and nouns are recognized (for example
Location, Part-of, Purpose, Hypernym, Time). The algorithm employs lexical
patterns and syntactic information in the definitions. It focuses on linking spe-
cific words in the definition based on these indicators. The shortcoming may
be that the word defined is linked to other words in its definition, and not to
corresponding word senses.

We are interested in using LDOCE definitions to discover the nature of links
between specific pairs of words. At this point we have established the connec-
tion between words senses in WordNet through LDOCE . Now we must link
word-sense pairs, and label the links to show how words themselves are related.
WordNet already has some links between words in different parts of speech, but
the link is generically called pertainym.
1 The last choice refers to situations when a word has exactly one sense in WordNet ,

and the definition in LDOCE does not overlap with the list of words in the WordNet
synset and gloss. It may be that there is no corresponding WordNet sense for the
sense in LDOCE , or that the definitions use completely different words.
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We have deliberately chosen LDOCE to get definitions from which we can
extract the nature of the link between the two words in the pair. First we have
to establish a set of possible labels, and then search the definitions for patterns
indicative of these labels. We can use a machine learning system to extract
patterns from the definitions of the words.

The starting point for the labelling task was a set of 50 relations which our
research group has developed for the semantic analysis of texts [Nastase and
Szpakowicz (2001)]. For this particular task, the judges have tagged the LDOCE
definitions with semantic labels according to the following process:

For every word whose definition we analyse, build a semantic net which
describes its relations with possible arguments. One of these arguments
must be the word’s homonym that appears in the definition.

Example:
anchor (verb) - to lower the anchor on a ship or boat to hold it in one place.

anchor vesselperson anchor
OBJECTAGENT

INSTRUMENT

In this case the relation between anchor(verb) and anchor(noun) will be
labelled Instrument.

After tagging, we have generated data for the machine learning process. Each
of the definitions is a training example. The relation we assign will be the target
attribute, and there are two more attributes - the part of speech of the word
that is defined, and the definition itself which is represented as a bag of words.

We use C5.0 and RIPPER - machine learning systems that build rules based
on the attributes that describe the data. We choose rule-based systems because
we expect to see some of the indicators that the human judges have used in
determining the label to be associated with a certain definition.

5 Results

Each of the steps of the algorithm presented in Section 4 generates results
whose accuracy we need to test.

The nature of the data and the tasks prevents us from computing precision
measures because disambiguation and relation assignment tasks give ambiguous
results even when performed by human judges. The best we can do in these
circumstances is to compute agreement measures between the performance of the
system and the performance of the two human judges we employ [Carletta, 1996],
[Siegel and Castellan, 1988].
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If the agreement of the system and each of the human judges is comparable
to the agreement between the judges, we consider that the performance of the
system is good (comparable to the performance of a human for the same task).

In order to show the agreement between a pair of judges we use the kappa
statistic:

κ =
Agreementobserved − Agreementchance

1 − Agreementchance

This statistic is used to compute the agreement measure for classification
tasks. The kappa coeficient ranges from -1 to 1. A score of -1 shows complete
disagreement between the judges, and a score of 1 shows perfect agreement. A
score above 0.6 is considered to show good agreement.

The observed agreement is the percentage of instances on whose classifi-
cation the judges agree.

The chance agreement is the probability that the two judges agree after
randomly classifying instances.

The tasks we tackle are not classification, but word sense disambiguation
and semantic relation assignment tasks. To make it even more complicated, in
the WordNet disambiguation task the judges (but not the computer) are allowed
to pick several possible senses, because the granularity of the resource usually
precludes uniqueness. Similar problems may occur with LDOCE . Because of
this, the cardinality of the sets selected by each judge may be different. The
kappa statistic will be then adapted as follows:

– Agreementobserved will be the percentage of the instances that both judges
classify in the same way. It will be computed against the average number of
definitions over the two sets that each judge creates.

– Agreementchance will be the probability that the two judges assign the same
word sense to the words involved. For this we will find the average number of
senses in each resource. The average number of senses for the words we use
in WordNet is 3.56, and the average number of senses in LDOCE is 3.552. We
denote by P (JudgeX , SenseN ) the probability that JudgeX picks SenseN

for a certain word. The chance agreement will then be the probability that
both judges in a pair will pick the same sense:

Agreementchance = P (Judge1, SenseN ) ∗ P (Judge2, SenseN )

But

P (Judge1, SenseN )=P (Judge2, SenseN )=P (SenseN )=(Average#of senses)−1

Then the chance agreement will be

Agreementchance = 3.56−1 ∗ 3.56−1 ≈ 0.08 for WordNet

Agreementchance = 3.55−1 ∗ 3.55−1 ≈ 0.08 for LDOCE

2 We have eliminated from the definitions extracted from LDOCE the definitions of
idioms and the examples of usage.
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Table 1. Pairwise Agreement on Word-Sense Disambiguation

In LDOCE

Pair Avg# of def Agrobs Kappa
(Syst, Jdg1) 305 0.62 0.59
(Syst, Jdg2) 284 0.70 0.67
(Jdg1, Jdg2) 347 0.81 0.79

In WordNet

Pair Avg# of def Agrobs Kappa
(Syst, Jdg1) – 0.70 0.67
(Syst, Jdg2) – 0.62 0.59
(Jdg1, Jdg2) 722.5 0.73 0.71

5.1 Word-Sense Disambiguation in LDOCE

The system pairs nouns and verbs in LDOCE based solely on their definitions. In
order to evaluate the performance of the system for this task, two human judges
have manually picked definitions from LDOCE corresponding to the definitions of
denominal verbs. There were 342 target definitions, for which pairs were required.
Agreement was computed between the two judges, and between the system and
each of the judges.

Out of the maximum 342 pairs, the system recognized only 245. In computing
the agreement between the system and the human judges, we consider that for
the 98 definitions for which the system could not find a pair, there was no
agreement, in addition to the pair on which there is no agreement as shown by
different choices.

Because each of the parties involved has picked a different number of defini-
tions, in the percentages computed we will use the average of examples picked
between the members of the pair.

The pairing would improve if we lemmatize the words in the definitions, as
the following example shows:

package (verb) - to put something in a special package ready to be sold
package (noun) - the box, bag, etc. that foods are put in for selling
There is no link between the definitions because the system does not recognize

the two different forms of the verb sell.

5.2 Word-Sense Disambiguation in WordNet

The system chooses a definition from WordNet for each member of the pair from
LDOCE . Only definitions for the words in the pairs picked by the system in the
LDOCE disambiguation step are chosen. The maximum number of definitions
that could be selected from WordNet is 684 (342 pairs). The system selected 638
definitions.

The agreement between the human judges and the system was computed
as before, using the probability that a pair of judges will pick the same sense
for a word in WordNet as the chance agreement. The observed agreement is the
percentage of instances on which the judges agree, computed against the average
number of definitions picked by each of them.

The average number of senses in WordNet for the words under consideration
is 3.56. The human judges were allowed to pick several senses from WordNet
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for one sense in LDOCE . The granularity of WordNet has proven to be too
fine for certain word-sense disambiguation tasks, as shown by comparative re-
sults on coarse-grained and fine-grained WordNet in SENSEVAL competitions
[Edmonds and Killgarriff, 2001]. The system, however, was restricted to pick at
most one WordNet sense per LDOCE sense. Judge1 has picked 762 definitions,
Judge2 687 and the system 638 (a maximum of one per LDOCE sense). In
analysing the performance of the system, we will use 684 as a base for com-
puting the agreement percentages (the maximum number of definitions to be
picked). A human judge can decide that several WordNet senses match a given
LDOCE sense. If the system picks any of those, it is considered that it has disam-
biguated correctly. Therefore the average number of definitions is not relevant to
the system’s performance, and we will use it only when computing the agreement
between the human judges.

The kappa statistic shows that there is good agreement between the system
and the human judges, and between the human judges.

5.3 Labelling the Links with Semantic Relations

We have assigned semantic relations to the links established in LDOCE , based
on a list of semantic relations developed by our research group. We have assigned
the relations presented in Table 2

Both machine learning systems that we tried, C5.0 and RIPPER, perform
better in a binary classification task as opposed to an n-classification task. We
have therefore split our task of learning 20 relations into 20 binary learning
problems. Out of these classification tasks, we have selected the ones where there
are more than 10 examples for the positive class. We are left with the following
relations: Agent, Co-instrument, Instrument, Effect, Location At,

Location To, Object, Product, Purpose.
For each of these relations we have run RIPPER and C5.0 to build rules.

We expected to see in these rules what the system finds as indicators from the
definitions. RIPPER generates rules of the following format:

V alueTargetAttr : −Attr1 = V alueAttr1, ..., AttrN = V alueAttrN (NC/NM)

where V alueAttrX is one of the possible values of AttrX , NC is the number
of examples that the rule classifies correctly, NM is the number of examples
that the rule misclassifies. As expected, the Instrument relation seems to be
characterized mostly by the words using, with and by. RIPPER has generated
the following rules for this relation:

inst :- using=t (38/1).
inst :- with=t, cover=f (30/6).
inst :- by=t, protect=f, surface=f (19/4).
Word = t means that Word should be in the example (the definition under

analysis), and Word = f means that the word should not be in the example, if
we assign it to the particular class indicated by the rule.

For example, the interpretation of the rule inst :- using=t (38/1) is as follows:
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Table 2. Semantic relations assigned

Relation # ex Sample Definition
agent 10 host - to be the host on a radio or television programme
co-agent 1 crew - to be part of the crew on a boat
co-instrument 46 butter - to spread butter on something
instrument 125 anchor - to lower the anchor on a ship or boat ...
cause 1 sorrow - to feel or express sorrow
direction 3 target - to aim something at a target
effect 53 sound - to make the sound of a letter in a word
exclusion 1 dust - to clean the dust from a surface ...
location at 14 palm - to hide something in the palm of your hand ...
location from 1 shell - to remove something such as beans or nuts from

a shell or a pod
location through 3 coast - to sail along the coast while staying close to land
location to 14 cache - to put information in a cache
manner 4 mushroom - to spread up into the air in the shape of a

mushroom
object 22 apprentice - to make someone an apprentice
product 21 compost - to make plants, leaves, etc., into compost
property 2 associate - someone who has an associate degree
purpose 12 help - to be very useful or give a lot of help
source 4 smell - to have a particular smell
time through 4 holiday - to spend your holiday in a place, vacation
type 1 hurdle - to run in hurdle races

If the definition of a denominal verb V contains the word using, the
relation between V and the corresponding noun is Instrument. This
rule works correctly in 38 cases, and introduces an error in one case.

In finding patterns for the Agent label, both RIPPER and C5.0 focus on be
as an indicator. Manual analysis suggests that with additional information about
the syntactic roles of the verb’s main arguments, the system could produce better
rules.

Apart from the Instrument class, the others are very small compared to
the size of the data set. Effect is 15% of the data set, and is the second largest
class. Because of this, the systems get less than 15% error by classifying all
examples as negative by default. With appropriate misclassification costs, the
target class and the negative examples are discriminated, but the rules key in
on specific words, and have no generalization power.

6 Conclusions

We have shown a very simple algorithm to link word senses in WordNet and
LDOCE . Without any other resource than the dictionary itself, the algorithm
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performs very well, and shows good agreement with human judges on the same
task. Its performance is comparable with that of the human judges in dis-
ambiguating word senses in LDOCE and in WordNet based on definitions in
LDOCE.

The main purpose of the experiment is to label links between pairs of senses
in WordNet , using definitions of the corresponding senses in LDOCE . We have
used relations from a list developed by our research group. We have tried several
machine learning methods to extract rules or patterns from the definition that
indicate the presence of certain relation. For some of the relations we found the
pattern, or rather one of the patterns.

Many improvements can be brought to this experiment. The use of a lemma-
tizer to reduce the words in definitions (both in LDOCE and in WordNet ) to
their lemmas would enhance the performance of the algorithm at several stages:

– matching the definitions – a word may occur with different derivations in
the two definitions that we want to match, for example:
package (verb) - to put something in a special package ready to be sold
package (noun) - the box, bag, etc. that foods are put in for selling

– learning the patterns – the dimensionality of the vectors used for learning
would decrease by using one lemma to cover all possible inflected forms. This
could also affect the size of the decision tree or rules that are built, since at
different points, different forms of the same word will be used.

There is another way of improving the matching between definitions. Some
of them use generic words like something, someone as in the example:

ship (verb) – to send or carry something by ship
ship (noun) – a large boat used for carrying people and goods across the
sea
Something in the verb definition is the syntactic object of the verb carry. It

could be changed to a variable, which would match the syntactic object of the
verb carry, in the noun’s definition.

There are also methods of improving the process of finding patterns in def-
initions that indicate the presence of a certain relation. Our machine learning
experiments were simplistic, and used only the words in the definition as bags
of words. Order and syntactic information was discarded. This can be improved
by adding information extracted from a syntactic tree for the definition, by us-
ing also part-of-speech characterization of the words and not only the words
themselves.

We analyzed manually the placement of nouns homonymous with denominal
verbs. It turns out that the Agent relation is well predicated by the presence
of the noun in the syntactic object position of the verb be.

Adding syntactic knowledge efficiently is a challenging item of future work.

Acknowledgements. Partial funding for this work comes from the Natural
Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada.
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Abstract. This paper is focused on the syntactic and semantic struc-
tures of dictionary definitions (in Czech). The former are explored by
means of the partial syntactic parser Dis and their main types are pre-
sented together with their frequencies obtained from the sample of thou-
sands dictionary definitions. It is shown that it is important to know
valency frames for nouns that serve as genus proximum parts of the dic-
tionary definitions. Then the distinguisher parts of the definitions are
examined and the conclusion is made about their semantic structures.
It is pointed out that a special semantic metalanguage will be necessary
for the description of the semantic structures of the distinguishers. As
a base for such language the formalism of transparent intensional logic
(TIL) is suggested.

1 Introduction

In this paper we are going to explore both syntactic and semantic structures of
the dictionary definitions as they can be found in standard printed or machine
dictionaries (as e.g. SSJČ or NODE). Particularly, we would like to pay attention
to the usual ways of building dictionary definitions, and to examine whether and
to what extent they reliably and systematically follow the standard principles of
the formal description of language data. The results following from the presented
analysis should be applied to building dictionary definitions (glosses) for Czech
WordNet (being further developed in the frame of Balkanet Project) and also
the new Czech Lexical Database.

When working with various standard dictionaries (such as SSJČ for Czech,
or NODE for English) one can see that the lexicographers follow several general
but rather pragmatic principles in building the dictionary definitions. In other
words, the techniques applied in building the dictionary definitions are based on
the selected general principles but we can hardly say that they form a consistent
and complete theory. In this respect, it can be observed that there are consid-
erable differences between semantic theories (see e.g. Leech 1974, Lyons 1977,
Cruse 2000) and the lexicographer’s practice. However, the dictionaries are still
almost the only resources of the lexical data for NLP, thus we have to pay at-
tention to them at the first place. Though lexicographers follow the mentioned
general principles and use well established techniques it is no secret that many
objections can be raised with regard to the consistency of the dictionary defi-
nitions, both from the syntactic and semantic point of view. The considerable
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number of dictionary definitions represent quite often just examples (though
recently selected carefully from corpora, see for example Cobuild).

In building dictionary definitions the following techniques have been certainly
regarded as the standard ones:

– definitions using genus proximum (GP) and the distinguishers (typical for
nouns),

– definitions using semantic components or features (primitives) (with verbs:
kill = cause to die),

– definitions based on the relation of troponymy (verbs: e.g. talk — whisper),
– definitions using synonymical explanations or just one word synonyms (typ-

ical for adjectives, clever – bright),
– definitions based on collocational determination of the sense of the entry

(typical for adjectives: good student, good mile).
– definitions exploiting various kinds of ad hoc descriptions or explanations

(any POS),
– definitions based on the descriptions of events or situations (see e.g. definition

of table:2 if you ask for a table in a restaurant, you want to have a meal
there (Cobuild95, p.1697).

It is correct to say that the mentioned lexicographic techniques are not
strictly related to any of the standard semantic theories, such as presented by
Leech (1974) or Lyons (1977) and recently also by others (Cruse, 2000). For
example, the spontaneous lexicographer’s use of semantic components can be
certainly linked rather freely to the theory of the semantic features (primitives)
as we can find it in Leech (1974, p.89-122) but no standard dictionary exploits
them systematically. Similarly, the meaning relations like synonymy, antonymy,
homonymy and hyponymy as they are introduced, say, in Lyons (270-301), are
used in standard dictionaries but rather spontaneously and without the neces-
sary consistency. The obvious exception is, however, WordNet 1.5., or thesauri
like Roget (Roget) but they can hardly be labelled as a “standard” dictionar-
ies; unfortunately in its “dictionary part” containing glosses Wordnet 1.5 suffers
from many inconsistencies as any other “standard” dictionary (this is shown in
Pala, Smrz, 2002).

Moreover, the lexicographer’s above mentioned and widely used techniques
based on GP and distinguishers do not represent, as far as we know, an integrated
part of any well established semantic theory though they are used frequently
in many dictionaries. The only lexical resource in which the reasonably well
defined hypero/hyponymy (H/H) relations can be found and are systematically
exploited seems to be WordNet and lexical databases of this sort (according
to our knowledge). If we look for other theoretical works that could serve as
the theoretical basis for building formally more consistent dictionaries perhaps
The Generative Lexicon by Pustejovsky (1995) seems to offer a reasonably firm
ground on which this could be attempted. Project named Corelex (Buitelaar,
1998) seems to point in this direction as well but it can be hardly considered a
standard dictionary either.
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It can be pointed out that the need for a reasonable “dictionary theory” is
obvious and the progress in the area of the lexical resources strongly depends on
building such theory that will allow us to prepare the consistent and formally
well constructed lexical databases or machine dictionaries from which also the
classical dictionaries suitable for human user can be later and reasonably derived.

2 The Correspondencies between Syntactic and Semantic
Structures of Dictionary Definitions

Here we will try to explore the main types of correspondencies between syntactic
and semantic structures of dictionary definitions with respect to nouns as they
can be found in Czech dictionary SSJČ.

2.1 The Syntactic Structures of Dictionary Definitions (in Czech)

It is our strong belief that if we want to make the building of the (semantically)
consistent dictionary definitions more formal we have to know more about their
formal structure. In other words, we should examine their syntactic structures
and see what types can be found in this respect and how they can be related
to the semantic organization of dictionary definitions indicated above. For this
purpose we have chosen the representative Dictionary of Written Czech (SSJČ,
1960) that now exists also in the machine readable form (Pala, Smrz, 2001,
Slovko).

To examine larger data from SSJČ we need a tool that would enable us to
analyse the syntactic structures of dictionary definitions from SSJČ. For this
purpose we have chosen a partial parser for Czech (Žáčková, 2002) which after
a modification of the used rules can be used to parse dictionary definitions for
nouns (and for verbs, adjectives and adverbs as well but here we will deal only
with nouns). For the present purpose we have prepared a sample containing 10
000 dictionary definitions (with the following distribution: 40 % nouns, 30 %
verbs, 15 % adjectives, 15 % adverbs). The goal is to find the main types of
syntactic patterns appearing in the noun dictionary definitions as they occur in
SSJČ and to make the possible generalizations.

Preliminary examination shows that the dictionary definitions display some
regular syntactic structures which quite systematically correspond to the seman-
tic organization of the dictionary definitions and indicate their individual parts.

2.2 Noun Definions in SSJČ

We are interested here in the semantic organization of the noun definitions, or
in other words, in their “deep structure” and how it is related to their “surface”
syntactic structures. It can be seen that they mostly “behave” in a standard way,
typically, these definitions follow the classical dictionary definition pattern, i.e.
first part of the definition consists of the genus proximum (GP) and the second
one represents the distinguishers (d1, d2, . . . , dn).
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We can observe here a good parallelism between GP and the first noun group
in the dictionary definitions. What also can be done is to check semiautomati-
cally the heads of these noun groups against the corresponding nouns in Czech
WordNet and to see how regularly they contain the hyperonymical expressions
(such as furniture in our example group of selected furniture nouns) – this can
be done by comparing them with the corresponding H/H trees in WordNet (see
below).

At the first glance we can see that the distinguishers are expressed in several
ways: as noun groups, relative sentences, adjectival phrases with complements
or as prepositional groups. The closer examination, however, shows that the
picture is more complicated and the corresponding surface syntactic structures
are much richer (see below). Thus the parsing of the dictionary definitions
should discover the inventory of the syntactic structures that may correspond
to the GP + d1, d2, . . . , dn scheme. We give some typical examples from SSJČ
together with their English equivalents from NODE. Angle brackets in Czech
descriptions mark out the particular groups (and their cases in which they may
occur).

st̊ul : <kus>ng1 <nábytku>ng2 <tvořený>ap <(vodorovnou) deskou>ng7 <na
nohách>png6 <nebo>conj <na podstavci>png6
table : a piece of furniture with a flat top and one or more legs, providing a level
surface on which objects may be placed, and which can be used for such purpose
as eating, writing, working or playing games

židle : <přenosný kus>ng1 <nábytku>ng2 <(s opěradlem)>ng7 <k seze-
ńı>png3 <pro jednu osobu>png4
chair : a separate seat for one person, typically with a back and four legs

křeslo: <pohodlné sedadlo>ng1 <s opěradly>ng7
armchair : a large, comfortable chair with side supports for a person’s arm

skř́ıň : <vyšš́ı kus>ng1 <nábytku>ng2 <na ukládáńı r̊uzných předmět̊u>png4
<nebo>conj <na věšeńı šatstva>png4
cupboard : a piece of furniture with a door and usually shelves, used for storage,
wardrobe

letadlo: <zař́ızeńı>ng1 <schopné>ap <létáńı>ng2 <k dopravě>png3
<vzduchem>ng7
aeroplane : a powered flying vehicle with fixed wings and weight greater than
that of the air it displaces.
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3 Parsing Syntactic Structures of Dictionary Definitions
(in Czech – SSJČ)

The frequencies of the different definition types is shown in Table 1. Basic tables
show the main types of the syntactic patterns found within the noun dictionary
definitions in SSJČ. When we tried to extent the recall of the parser rules the time
necessary for the analysis has increased enormously since the mechanism of the
partial analysis is obviously not suitable for the exhaustive parsing. (Processing
approx. 3700 entries took about 3 days.)

Table 1. Frequencies of the different deffinition types.

1st file 2nd file syntactic structure
# entries 3672 5935
not processed (%) 21.0 20.3
processed (%) 79.0 79.7
from processed:
def1 (%) 13.0 11.6 E = one-word-synonym
def2 (%) 62.7 63.2 E = ( Ng | Pg )+
def3 (%) 18.0 18.5 E = ( Ng | Pg )+ Ap ( Ng | Pg )+
def4 (%) 2.3 2.0 E = Ng Sr
def5 (%) 0.1 0.1 E = ( Ng | Pg )+ Ap ( Ng | Pg )+ Sr
def6 (%) 3.4 4.2 E = [kdo|co|někdo|něco] .*
def7 (%) 0.4 0.4 E = [schopnost|neschopnost] .*

E in the examples of syntactic structures stands for the defined word (it is
simple nominal group) in the definition. Ng can represent both simple nomi-
nal groups but also quite complicated recursive nominal groups (including the
groups with coordination and genitive groups). Pg represents prepositional noun
and pronoun groups (usually we use separate nonterminals Png and Ppg). Stan-
dard conventions of context-free syntax are used: (+ sign represents one or more
repetition, * represents zero or more repetition, | stays for alternative etc.).

It can be observed that the type of definition labelled def5 is not very fre-
quent, but the question is whether the definitions of this type can be classified
under def4/def3, ev. to which category they belong. def6 a def7 represent very
specific types of the definitions established only on the base of the specific key
word like kdo (who) that do not belong into any of the previous category.

It can be said the definitions of the entries for whose no structure has been
found usually can be intuitively classified as belonging to some of the groups
1-5. However, they display very complicated structures (e.g. very complicated
attributive noun groups), that prevent the parser (the particular rules in it) from
recognizing them. There are only few entries that do not belong into any of the
introduced groups/categories, for example názor, že. . . (the opinion that. . . ).

The examples of the analyses of the individual definitions is given in Table 2.
Angle brackets mark out the particular groups forming definition body. Labels
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Table 2. Examples of the different definition types.

type example (literal translation)
def1 drožd́ı = <kvasnice>ng1 (<yeast>)
def2 afix = <společné označeńı>ng1 <pro předpony a př́ıpony>png4

(affix = <common label><for prefixes and suffixes>)
def3 balneografie = <obor>ng1 <lékařstv́ı>ng2 <zabývaj́ıćı se>ap

<vědeckým popisem>ng3 <lázńı>ng2 <a>conj <léčivých vod>ng2

(balneology = <field><of medicine><dealing with>
<scientific description><of spas><and><sanative waters>)

def4 akumulátor = <zásobńık>ng1 <elektrické energie>ng2

<, která v něm byla dř́ıve nahromaděna chemicky>sr

(accumulator = <store><of electric energy>
<that was accumulated into it previously by chemical processes>)

def5 konstantan = <slitina>ng1 <mědi>ng2 <a>conj <niklu>ng2

<vyznačuj́ıćı se>ap <velikým elektrickým odporem>ng3

<, který se málo měńı teplotou>sr

(constantan = <alloy><of copper><and><nickel>
<displaying><a strong electrical resistance>)
<which causes only small changes in temperature>)

def6 faľsovatel = <kdo>keyw něco faľsuje
(falsifier = <who> falsify something)

def7 výrazovost = <schopnost>keyw něco vyjádřit, vyjadřovat
(expressiveness = <ability> to express something)

used here are more specific then the ones used in the formal desriptions of the
particular definitions (but it is easy to transform them to the respective general
form).

If we examine the relations between syntactic and semantic structures of sev-
eral selected definitions for the nouns like př́ıstroj (apparatus), zař́ızeńı (device),
stroj (machine) or nauka (doctrine) and obor (discipline) we can observe that
the meaning of the nouns determines closely their valency frames which then
decide about the syntactic structure of the definition. It can be also observed
that the semantic nature of the headword also determines the meaning of genus
proximum – e.g. in the case of ampérmetr (ammeter) it has to be obviously ap-
paratus which is further determined by the distinguishers describing the purpose
of the apparatus – that it is designed for measuring, recording, determining,
displaying etc. If our goal is to be able to process the dictionary definitions for-
mally (algorithmically), then we have to deal with their valency frames as it
can be demonstrated for the noun př́ıstroj: valency frames for př́ıstroj contain
the prepositions k (to) with dative, na (on) with accusative, pro (for) with ac-
cusative. Apart from this noun př́ıstroj can co-occur with a relative sentence
and with verbal adjectives like měř́ıćı (measuring), zapisuj́ıćı, zaznamenávaj́ıćı
(recording), určuj́ıćı (determining) etc. Some examples of typical beginnings of
definitions with the keyword př́ıstroj (apparatus) and their formal structures
follow.
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př́ıstroj k měřeńı <čeho> <png3><ng2> (for measuring)
př́ıstroj na měřeńı <čeho> <png4> <ng2> (to measure)
př́ıstroj pro studium <png4> (for studying)
př́ıstroj, j́ımž, kterým, který <srel> (that, with what. . . )
př́ıstroj zapisuj́ıćı změny <adj><ng4> (recording changes)
př́ıstroj ukazuj́ıćı změny <adj><ng4> (displaying changes)
př́ıstroj měř́ıćı kmitočet <adj> <ng4> (measuring frequency)
př́ıstroj udávaj́ıćı rychlost <adj><ng4> (determining speed)
př́ıstroj určuj́ıćı, kdy <adj><srel> (determining when. . . )

As to semantic structure of the dictionary definitions, if we take the parsed
syntactic structures of the processed dictionary definitions and extract their head
noun groups representing (according to the parser) the GP pattern we obtain a
list of expressions that are hyperonyms of the headwords in the dictionary defini-
tions. This result can be regarded as reliable enough, thus in this way confirming
our starting assumption that GP patterns can be processed and obtained from
the dictionary definitions rather automatically.

The next question is in what extent one can try to recognize the semantic
structure of the distinguishers and if it can be done in a semi-automatic way.
If we have a look at the distinguishers in our examples for apparatus (př́ıstroj)
we can see that typically they describe what the particular apparatus does, i.e.
the activity of measuring, recording, determining, displaying. . . Thus we need to
have a lexical (knowledge) database that knows everything about these devices
and also formal means that would allow us to describe what the particular ap-
paratus does, i.e. a set of predicates within an appropriate logical formalism,
e.g. transparent intensional logic – TIL (Horák, 2002) that would allow us to
describe the particular activities semantically.

In Table 3 we show the same data for the selected items which contains
Table 1 for the complete test files of the definition samples. In addition to the
percentual representation of the particular definition types are shown also actual
numbers of the appropriate examples (first column for every selected word). The
meanings of labels used in this table are the following: all – number of definitions
with the selected keyword, nonproc – those definitions from the above mentioned
which were not processed by the parser, proc – processed definitions (all −
nonproc), def1-def4 – numbers (percentages) of the particular definition types.

It can be observed that apparatus, device and instrument display very similar
distribution of the definition types (also stroj (machine) could be included into
this group). This feature could be expected due to the similar meaning of all
these words.

On the other hand, discipline and doctrine are semantically close as well
but their distributions of definition types are quite different. The reason is that
valency frames of these wors are different. Definitions with the keyword nauka
(discipline) almost always starts with nauka o (def2, doctrine about), whereas
obor (discipline) is very often obor zabývaj́ıćı se <č́ım> (def3, discipline dealing
with). Definitition type distributions of nauka (discipline) and činnost (activity)
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Table 3. Different deffinition types for the selected items.

př́ıstroj zař́ızeńı nástroj obor
(apparatus) (device) (instrument) (discipline)

all 174 118 43 22
nonproc 19 10.9% 19 16.1% 5 11.6% 3 13.6%
proc 155 89.1% 99 83.9% 38 88.4% 19 86.4%
def1 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 1 5.2%
def2 140 90.3% 88 88.9% 32 84.2% 7 36.8%
def3 8 5.2% 3 3.0% 3 7.9% 11 50.0%
def4 7 4.5% 8 8.1% 3 7.9% 0 0.0%

nauka činnost mı́stnost stroj
(doctrine) (activity) (room) (machine)

all 85 71 63 51
nonproc 11 12.9% 1 1.4% 8 12.7% 3 5.9%
proc 74 87.1% 70 98.6% 55 87.3% 48 94.1%
def1 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 1 2.1%
def2 72 97.3% 68 97.1% 48 87.3% 45 93.7%
def3 2 2.7% 2 2.9% 7 12.7% 1 2.1%
def4 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 1 2.1%

are also similar. These are also semantically close words, but the distribution
similarity here follows from the fact that most frequent definition structures of
them – nauka o (doctrine about) and činnost <koho—čeho> (activity of st or
sb) – belong to the same definition type (def2).

Definitions of the type def6 a def7 could not occur in our sample at all
(because of the selected keywords); the occurence of def5 is not very likely here
as well. There are not almost any definitions of type def1 which also follows from
the selection of keywords.

4 Conclusions

We can conclude that this sort of analysis appears to be useful and helps in
testing the noun dictionary definitions for their syntactic and semantic consis-
tency. Its results can be, in our opinion, applied later to semi-automatic prepa-
ration of the dictionary definitions thus saving a considerable amount of manual
work. Therefore the following steps will be taken in building dictionary defini-
tions (glosses) for the developed Czech WordNet and prepared Czech Lexical
Database as well:

– to use the different types of definitions for the different parts of speech in
a systematic way, i.e. to use scheme GP + d1, d2, . . . , dn mostly for nouns,
the definitions based on semantic components and troponymy relations for
verbs and synonymical explanations combined with collocational examples
for adjectives and adverbs,

– to use the semantic classification of Czech verbs and integrate it appropri-
ately into the dictionary definitions (glosses),
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– to examine in a more detailed way the definitions with GP + d1, d2, . . . ,
dn pattern for nouns and to check whether the distinguishers can be inher-
ited systematically between H/H trees, eventually to explore further how the
properties represented by the distinguishers can be related and systemati-
cally organized,

– to examine whether the distinguishers can also capture the relation of meron-
ymy or holonymy and in the positive case to find out how frequent it is,

– to explore more systematically the semantic structure the collocational ex-
amples using corpus data and integrate them systematically into the adjec-
tive dictionary definitions (glosses),

– the ultimate goal of the mentioned steps is to obtain the systematic, formal
and consistent dictionary definitions (glosses) for the entries (possibly taking
form of synsets) in the Lexical Database and Czech WordNet.
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Abstract. The context of this paper is the application of unsupervised
Machine Learning techniques to building ontology extraction tools for
Natural Language Processing. Our method relies on exploiting large
amounts of linguistically annotated text, and on linguistic concepts such
as selectional restrictions and co-composition.
We work with a corpus of medical texts in English. First we apply
a shallow parser to the corpus to get subject-verb-object structures.
We then extract verb-noun relations, and apply a clustering algorithm
to them to build semantic classes of nouns. We have evaluated the
adequacy of the clustering method when applied to a syntactically
tagged corpus, and the relevance of the semantic content of the resulting
clusters.

Keywords. Semantics, knowledge representation, machine learning,
text mining, ontology, selectional restrictions, co-composition.

1 Introduction

Semantic representations are useful for many natural language processing tasks,
including information retrieval, word sense disambiguation, and automatic trans-
lation. However, in order to deal adequately with problems such as polysemy,
these representations should be sufficiently rich and fine-grained. Today, the use
of powerful and robust language processing tools such as shallow parsers allows
us to parse large text collections and thereby provide potentially relevant infor-
mation for extracting semantic knowledge. In order to decide what information
is relevant for modeling semantic representations, we need strong linguistic hy-
potheses to guide the automatic extraction process. In this paper, we present
a first step in an attempt to build tools for ontology extraction from scratch,
on the basis of specific domain texts. At the same time, we intend to process as
much as possible using strictly unsupervised methods on linguistically annotated
texts.

We will present here in a first section our linguistic assumptions, followed by
a description of the syntactic analysis we perform, a description of the semantic
information extraction process, and an evaluation of our results.
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2 Linguistic Assumptions

Due to the richness and the diversity of the information that a word may carry,
efficient lexical semantic representations should contain a multitude of informa-
tion of different kinds. In addition to the usual lexical information, these repre-
sentations should include for example pragmatic information or knowledge of the
world that might be useful to cope with problems such as ambiguity. In line with
other data-oriented approaches to semantics, we start from the assumption that
most of this information is present in plain texts in the way the words are orga-
nized and combined together to form complex expressions. The information that
allows us to combine the right words together in order to produce meaningful
expressions is assumed to be embedded in such texts, contained in the relations
between the words of a complex expression. We take a broad perspective on
these relations in that we do not restrict them to the hypernym/hyponym and
meronymic relations, but that we also focus on information about the function-
ality of the concepts associated to a word (its uses, capacities etc.) that can be
found in the way nouns and verbs, or nouns and adjectives are combined. The
main problem lies then in finding a convenient way to get this information and
retrieving it in an efficient way. We have chosen to begin this study by focusing
on an unsupervised method, in order to gain insight in how far we could get (in
terms of amount of and grain-size of the retrieved information) without human
expertise.

An important assumption underlying our method is the hypothesis that syn-
tax and semantics are not independent in natural language. They are closely
related and interconnected, and we will refer here to this assumption as the
principle of selectional restrictions: the syntactic structure of an expression pro-
vides relevant information about its semantic content.

The second hypothesis concerns the notion of co-composition [1]. Co-compo-
sition is an operation that occurs in the construction of meaning. If two elements
compose an expression, each of them imposes semantic constraints on the other.
In our studies, this is applied to the syntactic group noun-verb: the verb imposes
restrictions on the noun, but the noun as well constrains the verb. In other words,
each word in a noun-verb relation participates in building the meaning of the
other word in this context ([2], [3]).

Related to these assumptions, we can then define two major tasks: (i) access-
ing the information, and (ii) organizing the information. Of course those tasks
are related as the nature of the information retrieved will in some way influence
its future organization. Our purpose is to build a repository of lexical seman-
tic information, ensuring evolvability and adaptability. This repository can be
considered as a complex semantic network. We could also label it an ontology,
considering that an ontology is a collection of organized knowledge relative to
a particular domain. An important point is that we assume that the method of
extraction and the organization of this semantic information should depend not
only on the available material, but also on the intended use of the knowledge
structure. There are different ways of organizing it, depending on its future use
and on the specificity of the domain. In this paper, we deal with such a specific
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domain, but one of our future objectives is to test our methods and tools on
different domains. This brings us to the choice, composition, and annotation of
our corpus.

3 Syntactic Analysis

We take a special interest in the compositional aspects of noun-verb relations. In
order to provide information about these relations automatically in our corpus,
we used the memory-based shallow parser which is being developed in Tilburg
and Antwerp [4]1. This shallow parser takes plain text as input, performs tok-
enization, POS tagging and phrase boundary detection, and finally finds gram-
matical relations such as subject-verb and object-verb relations, which are par-
ticularly useful for us. The software was developed to be efficient and robust
enough to allow shallow parsing of large amounts of text from various domains.

In exploratory research, we used the Wall Street Journal corpus, but its vo-
cabulary seemed not specific enough for our method, as we did not get enough
occurrences for the different noun-verb pairs, at least for this first set of exper-
iments on which we wanted to test the method. Consequently, we decided to
test on texts representing more specific domains, and we used publicly available
Medline abstracts, focusing on a particular medical subject. Our corpus is com-
posed of the Medline abstracts retrieved by the Medline search engine under the
queries “hepatitis A” and “hepatitis B”. It contains about 4 million words. The
shallow parser was used to provide a linguistic analysis of each sentence of this
corpus, allowing us to retrieve semantic information of various kinds.

4 Semantic Information Extraction

Our method can be divided into two tasks. In a first step, we have used the
syntactic information to perform a clustering of the nouns according to their
relations with the verbs of the corpus. The second step will consist in building
hierarchical relations between the clustered nouns, and between nouns and verb,
making use of the results of the clustering.

4.1 Clustering

Method

As was mentioned earlier, the output of the shallow parser allows us to distin-
guish between noun-verb relations, where the noun appears as a subject in the
expression, and noun-verb relations where it appears as an object. This lead us
to focus particularly on the relation noun-verb and to use this information to
operate a clustering on the nouns according to the verbs they combine with2.
1 See http://ilk.kub.nl for a demo version.
2 With noun, we refer to the head of an NP having a subject or object relation with

the verb.
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Considering that most words have more than one meaning, we perform a
soft clustering, in order to allow a word to belong to different clusters([5]) that
represent different uses or meanings for this word.

The first step of the algorithm consists of processing the parsed text to re-
trieve the co-occurring noun-verb pairs, and remembering whether the noun
appeared in a subject or in an object position. This step is performed with the
use of a stoplist that skips all pairs implying the verbs to be or to have. We
want to point out that we are not implying by doing so that those two verbs do
not provide relevant information. They simply are too frequent and have such
a broad meaning that we cannot, with this method and at this stage of the
experiments, take them into account. We select then from the list we get the
most frequent co-occurrences: the 100 most frequent noun-verb relations with
the nouns appearing in the subject group, and the 100 most frequent relations
where the noun is part of the object group. What we obtain is a list of verbs,
each verb associated with a list of nouns that co-occur with it, either as subjects
only or as objects only. Here is an extract of the list:

– acquiring o: hepatitis infection virus disease
– associated o: diseases cirrhosis DNA polymerase carcinoma HCC
– compensated o: liver cirrhosis disease
– decompensated o: liver cirrhosis disease
– decreased s: rates prevalence serum incidence proportion number percentage
– estimated s: prevalence rate virus incidence risk
– estimate o: prevalence incidence risk number
– transmitted o: hepatitis infection disease

The next step consists of clustering these classes of nouns according to their
similarity. The similarity measure takes into account the number of common
elements and the number of elements that differ between two classes of nouns.
Each class is compared to all other classes of nouns. For each pair of classes C1-
C2, the program counts the number of nouns common to both classes (sim), the
number of nouns only present in C1 (dif1) and the number of nouns only present
in C2 (dif2). If sim, dif1 and dif2 respect some predefined values the matching
is considered to be possible. After the initial class has been compared to all
other classes, all the possible matchings are compared and the one producing
the largest new class is kept (in case of ties, the first one is kept). Each time
a new cluster is created, the 2 classes involved are removed from the processed
list. The whole process is iterated as long as at least one new matching occurs,
resulting in the creation of a new cluster. We will describe the measures we used
in the next section, along with the evaluation of the clustering.

Results

We display in Table 1 some examples of steady clusters that appear in the results
for each experiment in a series of experiments. Intuitively, the examples reported
here seem to make sense, given the verbs they are associated to. For example, the
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Table 1. Examples of extracted clusters

complete(o) contain(o) develop(o) analyse(s) decrease(s)
starting(o) induce(o) identify(s) estimate(o)

immunization antigen hepatitis aim incidence
vaccine virus infection objective risk

vaccination hepatitis disease purpose proportion
protein cirrhosis study rate
serum carcinoma

nouns associated to the verbs to decrease and to estimate all name something
that can be counted or represented by a number. The nouns associated to the
verb to complete name something that can be fragmented or incomplete.

As we have used soft clustering, some words are associated to more than one
cluster. This is the case for the word “hepatitis”, e.g., which appears of course
very often in this corpus. As shown in the table, “hepatitis” is associated with
other diseases in the cluster of nouns representing nouns that can be combined
with “to develop”, and associated with other nouns representing things that can
be considered as parts of a more important entity with the verb “to contain”.
But this anecdotal, intuitive approach does not tell us a lot about the general,
objective, relevance of our clusters. Therefore, we need a method to measure this
relevance, to ensure that the clusters indeed contain related words.

4.2 Evaluation of the Clusters

We evaluate our clustering method at two different levels. The first level concerns
the relevance of the clusters: do they associate semantically related words? The
second level concerns the method itself: is the syntactic tagging really useful, or
could we perform interesting clusters from unparsed text as well?

Relevance Level

We evaluated the relevance of the clusters with the help of WordNet. Considering
that we cannot automatically label the relations that unite the nouns of our
clusters, we hoped that the variety of relations proposed by WordNet would
fit the relations our clustering algorithm has built. The semantic information
provided by WordNet is only used in the evaluation process. We do not intent
to correct or enlarge the clusters with this information, as we wish to stay as
much as possible within the paradigm of unsupervised learning.

We have extracted from WordNet all possible pairs consisting of two words
present in the clusters, where the words of these pairs were linked in WordNet
by a relation of synonymy, hypernymy, hyponymy or meronymy. The next step
consisted of checking the presence of those pairs in the clusters. Of course, as
the domain is very specific, not all the nouns present in the clusters are included
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Table 2. Comparison of the percentage of words clustered and the average length of
the clusters

Number of Number of % of words Av. length
clusters words clustered of clusters

E1.1 120 153 94% 8.87
E1.2 28 105 64% 10.71
E2.1 155 148 91% 5.39
E2.2 32 108 66% 9.81

Table 3. Recall and negative recall values for the different clustering experiments

Number of Recall on Number of Negative
WordNet pairs the pairs incorrect pairs recall

E1.1 108 75% 11628 32%
E1.2 75 57% 5460 21%
E2.1 77 74% 10878 19%
E2.2 77 65% 5778 21%

in WordNet. Here are some examples of word pairs that could be extracted from
WordNet:

hepatitis – disease (hypernymic relation)
blood – cells (meronymic relation)
aim – purpose (synonym)

Due to the fact that we are aiming at elaborating tools, we concentrate
on experimenting and testing. Therefore, our clustering is not yet supposed to
classify as many nouns as possible. As we have reduced the input to the clustering
method to the 100 most frequent relations noun(subject)-verb and the 100 most
frequent relations noun(object)-verb, the set of nouns was limited to 163 (some
nouns appearing in the two sets). In the first experiment (E1.1), our criteria were
that two classes of nouns could be merged if they had more than 2 common
elements (sim>2), and not more than 5 different elements (dif<6). Once the
clustering process ended, we considered as clusters the sets that contained at least
3 nouns. From the initial set of 163 nouns, 153 were clustered, which represents
94% of them (see Table 2).

We then fed WordNet with those 153 words, and we retrieved 108 pairs of
words. As 27 of those pairs failed to appear in the clusters, we got, according to
the “WordNet sample” a recall of 75%. An evaluation of the precision score was
difficult to settle as we do not have a gold standard of the “real” clusters. We
therefore estimate a “negative recall”, by generating incorrect pairs of words,
and checking how many of them are present in the clusters. Those pairs are
composed from non-related nouns, according to WordNet. We have generated
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about 11,000 pairs, of which about a third were present in the clusters, which in
other words correponds to a negative recall of 32%. As the clustering is only a
first step in an unsupervised ontology extraction process, it seemed sensible to
focus on limiting the rate of errors and improve the results using other methods
rather than investigating the mistakes. In order to improve the negative recall,
we ran a new range of experiments (E2.1) where we allowed for more clusters
to be formed (dif-sim<1). We kept the clusters containing two elements, but we
eliminated the big clusters. A cluster was considered as too big when it contained
more than 20 items, a number based on the biggest class associated to one verb.
The same evaluation showed that about the same rate of words were clustered
(91%). We obtained a good recall (74%), and a better negative recall (19%).

The elimination of the big clusters improves the precision score and is bal-
anced by the creation of more small clusters, which improves recall. The weakness
of both sets of results lies in the high number of clusters produced: 120 clusters
for the first experiment, and 155 clusters for the second.

We tried to reduce the number of clusters by removing the smaller ones from
both sets of previous results (experiments E1.2 and E2.2). We obtained for E1.2
a group of 28 clusters, which corresponds to 64% of the words, with a negative
recall of 19%, but a recall of only 57%. The results for E2.2 were quite similar
with a better recall of 65%. We conclude from this that relevant information can
be found in the small-sized clusters, and that by removing the small clusters, we
lose this information without improving the negative recall measure.

The experiment that rates the best score according to our objectives is ex-
periment E2.1. It gives us the lowest negative recall, a good recall, and a high
rate of the set of initial words are clustered. Its weak point is the numerous
clusters generated. But this clustering is only the first result in an ontology ex-
traction tools process, and the next steps will aim at improving the results of
the clustering and making the clusters more precise.

A summary of the results discussed above appears in tables 2 and 3.

Efficiency Level

The second step of our evaluation consisted in comparing the results of the
clustering algorithm on parsed text with the results we would get processing
on plain text, in order to get a baseline. Our hypothesis is that the clustering
performed on a syntactically analyzed text is more accurate than one performed
on raw text. But we are also interested in the magnitude of the difference in
performance between both methods: is it really worth the trouble to analyze the
corpus syntactically, or can we get useful results already with raw text, results
that we could then improve by retrieving more semantic information from more
text?

We ran a set of experiments on plain text, using bi-grams as the equivalent
for plain text of the noun-verb pairs in the annotated text. We have compared
the two methods on the basis of the number of words clustered. The clustering
on annotated text worked on 163 words corresponding to the 200 most frequent
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Table 4. Percentage of words clustered using parsed text and using plain text

Nb of Nb of Nb of words % of words
clusters words clustered clustered

E2.1 155 163 148 91%
4000 m.f.bg 38 1663 206 12%
5000 m.f.bg 52 1931 263 14%

Table 5. Recall and negative recall values for the clustering on parsed text and on
plain text

Nb of correct Recall Nb of negative Negative
pairs pairs recall

E2.1 77 74% 10878 19%
4000 m.f.bg 51 29% 21037 6%
5000 m.f.bg 75 27% 34641 5%

relations, of which 148 were clustered in experiment E2.1. In the bigram experi-
ment, it appeared that considering the 4000 most frequent bigrams corresponded
to 1663 words and that 206 of those words were clustered at the end of the pro-
cess. We ran the clustering algorithm on different numbers of bigrams, and the
results were quite similar. As shown in Table 4, and considering that the bi-
grams, even with the use of a stoplist, select all kinds of words, the percentage
of words contained in the clusters was very low, which means that a lot of words
have to be taken into account to cluster only a (comparatively) small number of
nouns. As expected, the recall on the clusters using the WordNet pairs was low,
and never reaching more than 30%. The best measure we obtained for all bigram
sets was the negative recall, which never went over 6%. We give the results in
Table 5 for the 4000 and the 5000 most frequent bigrams. We can see there that
a difference of 1000 bigrams does not change significantly the recall values.

The results we get show that the use of annotated text improves the rate
of words clustered and the recall. The difference of those two rates is impor-
tant enough to balance the better negative recall, and to let us consider that
performing a syntactic analysis prior to the clustering is useful.

5 Ongoing Work: Labeling and Building a Hierarchy

The next task in our project consists of labeling the relations between the nouns
and building a hierarchy. To further pursue an unsupervised approach, the se-
mantic labeling should be done automatically. We therefore do not intent to
use WordNet and the different relations it proposes, but will try to get those
semantic relations directly from the corpus.
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The clustering we are performing does not provide any information con-
cerning the kind of relations between the clusters, hence between the words.
However, the different elements of a cluster have something in common that can
be specified as a relation. We can focus on two types of information: the rela-
tions between words belonging to the same cluster, and the relations between
the clusters of nouns and the verbs associated to them according to the relation
verb-noun (subject or object). We are planning to perform this by using methods
involving pattern matching or association rules ([6]), and automatic methods for
constructing hierarchies ([7], [8]).

6 Conclusions and Perspectives

We have shown that unsupervised learning methods can be used to retrieve
semantic information from text when a shallow syntactic analysis is available.
This syntactic analysis proved to be useful as the clustering performed on the
parsed text gave better results than the one performed on plain text. The next
step of this research is to elaborate the conceptual knowledge sets for the clusters
of nouns. Another interesting extension would consist in considering the groups
of verbs associated to the clusters of nouns. That information could allow us
to cluster the verbs and get selectional preferences associated with classes of
verbs, but also to relate nouns to verbs, where these relations represent the
semantic functions of the concept associated with the noun. Yet another issue is
the retrieval of the prepositions that introduce a nominal complement and use
this information to make the information associated with nouns more specific.
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Basis project, sponsored by IWT (Institute for the Promotion of Innovation by
Science and Technology in Flanders).
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Abstract. This work presents the results of the application of a technique for auto-
matic extraction of semantic relations among words from a corpus. The technique
used is the one proposed by Grefenstette in [1]. We brought contributions to the
syntactic context notion in [1], aiming to improve the identification of semantically
related words. Then, we carried on three different experiments using a Portuguese
language corpus: the first one compares the original Grefenstette’s technique with
the technique modified with our contributions, the second experiment investigates
which syntactic relation is more relevant when identifying semantic relations, and
the last experiment investigates the influence of the parser errors on the quality
of the extracted semantic relations. Results and their analyses are detailed in this
article.

1 Introduction

Identifying semantic relations among words in a corpus is an useful task mainly for auto-
matic thesaurus/ontology building. A thesaurus can improve considerably the precision
of systems for information retrieval, information extraction, document classification,
machine translation, text summarization, and others.

This work presents an extension of Grefenstette’s [1] strategy to obtain semantically
similar words from corpora. This is a knowledge-poor syntax-based technique, like
the ones in [2,3]. There are other kinds of techniques [4,5,6] that don’t use syntactic
information.

Grefenstette’s technique includes basically three steps: extracting the syntactic con-
texts of each noun in the corpus, comparing each pair of nouns using their syntactic
contexts through a similarity measure, and building lists of most similar nouns for each
noun in the corpus.

The two main points that differentiate Grefenstette’s technique from other syntax-
based techniques to identify semantic relations between words are: the notion of syntactic
context and the similarity measure.

According to Grefenstette, each word that is syntactically related to a noun is part
of its syntactic context. This way, each adjective, noun or verb that share a syntactic
relation with a noun is recorded as a syntactic context of the noun.
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The similarity measure used by Grefenstette is a weighted version of Jaccard’s mea-
sure, which assigns weights to each context extracted from the corpus, according to
context frequencies in local (word) and global (corpus) scope.

Our extension to Grefenstette’s technique is focused on the notion of syntactic con-
text. We observed that some useful fine-grained syntactic information available in the
corpus were not considered by Grefenstette when extracting the syntactic contexts. Our
hypothesis is that this information could help considerably in identifying semantic re-
lations between words. So, we decided to include the fine-grained information into the
syntactic contexts.

We carried on experiments to validate Grefenstette’s technique for Portuguese lan-
guage, and also to validate the proposed extensions. The corpus used in the experiments
consists of a 1,262,000-word subset of the FOLHANOT corpus, formed by news texts
written in Brazilian Portuguese and syntactically analysed by the parser PALAVRAS [7].

We present a sample of the results, that is constituted by lists of words semantically
related to some selected nouns. The analysis of such results is detailed, and a comparison
between the lists generated through the original Grefenstette’s technique and the lists
generated through the extended technique proposed is shown.

We also carried on other two experiments: one to investigate which syntactic relation
is more relevant when identifying semantic relations, and another to investigate the
influence of the parser errors on the homogeneity of the generated lists of semantic
related words.

In the next sections, we explain our contribution to Grefenstette’s syntactic context
notion. In section 3, we report our experiments to validate the proposed contributions.
In section 4, we report our experiment to identify the most relevant syntactic relation. In
section 5, we report our experiment to investigate the parser influence on the homogeneity
of the word lists. In section 6, we present our concluding remarks. Finally, in section 7,
we present the future phases of this work.

2 Syntax-Based Technique Adopted

Grefenstette’s work [1] presents a syntax-based technique to automatically extract se-
mantic relations between words. (This task is the opposite to the one considered in [8],
where possible syntactic relationships are shown to be predictable basing on the seman-
tic similarity between words.) The technique adopted consists on extracting syntactic
contexts for each noun in a partially parsed corpus. Each syntactic relation between a
noun and another word generates a syntactic context for this noun. The following nom-
inal syntactic relations are considered: ADJ (an adjective modifies a noun), NN (a noun
modifies another noun) and NNPREP (noun modifies another noun, using a preposition).

Verbal syntactic relations are also considered: SUBJ (a noun is the subject of a verb),
DOBJ (a noun is the direct object of a verb) and IOBJ (a noun is the indirect object of a
verb). Table 1 shows examples of some syntactic contexts.

To find the semantic similarity between the nouns, one compares them through their
syntactic contexts, using as similarity measure a weighted version of the binary Jaccard
measure [1]. The weighted Jaccard measure considers a global and a local weight for each
context. The global weight takes into account the amount of different words associated
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Table 1. Examples of binary syntactic dependencies

Sentence Noun Contexts
A cidade inicia a colheita da
maior safre de sua história.
(The city begins the crop of
the largest production of its
history.)

cidade <SUBJ, ini-
ciar>

colheita <DOBJ, ini-
ciar> <safra>

safra <grande>
<história>

with a given syntactic context in the corpus. The local weight is based on the frequency
of occurrence of the context with a given word.

By computing the similarity measure of all word pairs in the corpus, it’s possible to
generate the list of the most similar words to each word in the corpus.

2.1 Adaptations to Portuguese

Grefenstette relates [1] the experiments to validate his technique on identifying se-
mantically similar words using English language corpora. Nevertheless, we applied the
Grefenstette’s technique over a Portuguese corpus. We identified some points that had
to be modified when using a Portuguese corpus:

– using a Portuguese language parser or a parsed Portuguese corpus;
– ignoring the syntactic relations NN, that do not occur in Portuguese: in general, the

NN relations in English, are NNPREP in Portuguese. For example, the expression
planet area (<NN, area, planet>) is written in Portuguese as área do planeta
(<NNPREP, área, planeta>), using the preposition de (“of”).

2.2 Extentions to the Notion of Syntactic Context

We observed that Grefenstette doesn’t use all the information contained in the syntactic
dependencies in the corpus.

Considering other similar techniques ([3], [2]) and the hypothesis of new sorts of
contexts or information that could enrich the existing contexts, we could extend the
notion of syntactic context adopted in [1].

We propose the following four extensions to the Grefenstette’s notion of syntactic
context.

Explicit syntactic relation in context. According to Grefenstette’s notation, the con-
texts extracted from nominal relations (namely NN, ADJ, and NNPREP modifiers) do
not keep the name of the particular syntactic relation. Grefenstette differentiates just
the contexts derived from verbal syntactic relations (SUBJ, DOBJ e IOBJ). This way,
words that function as adjectives and nouns generate identical contexts, even when they
have different functions. For example, from the expressions a obrigação do técnico
(“the obligation of the technician”) and o relatório técnico (“the technical report”) the
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same syntactic context <técnico> for the words obrigação and relatório would be ex-
tracted, which is not correct for Portuguese. On the other hand, if the syntactic relation
was explicitly indicated in the context, the noun obrigação would receive the context
<NNPREP, técnico> and the noun relatório would receive <ADJ, técnico>.

We believe the explicit indication of the syntactic relation in the context contributes
to a better word discrimination.

Syntactic relation direction in context. In [2], when syntactic contexts are extracted,
they are bidirectional. That is, it is recorded that word p1 is modified by word p2, and
also that word p2 modifies p1. Consequently, the number of contexts extracted for each
word increases. We believe that the higher is the number of syntactic contexts to describe
word behaviour, the higher is the reliability of the results of the comparison with other
words.

To represent the direction of the syntactic relation, a direction indicator is included
in the context, which is determined on the point of view of the head of the syntactic
relation. The nominal syntactic relations ADJ and NNPREP are recorded as ↑ADJ and
↑NNPREP in the contexts of the head noun of the relation, and as ↓ADJ and ↓NNPREP in
the contexts of the modifier word (adjective or noun, respectively). The verbal syntactic
relations SUBJ, DOBJ e IOBJ are recorded as ↑SUBJ, ↑DOBJ and ↑IOBJ in the syntactic
contexts of the head verb, and as ↓SUBJ, ↓DOBJ and ↓IOBJ in the contexts of the noun.

Consequently, the fact of considering syntactic contexts for adjectives and verbs
allows the generation of lists of semantically related adjectives and lists of semanti-
cally related verbs. Grefenstette, in [1], just related tests comparing nouns, since he just
recorded the syntactic contexts of the nouns, not considering nouns as contexts of the
adjectives and verbs that were syntactic related to them. In [9] we present successful
experiments on generating lists of adjectives and verbs.

Syntactic relation SOBJ. We propose to consider a new sort of syntactic relation, which
associates the subject and the object of a verb. This one is not a syntactic relation usually
presented in grammars, but we believe this relation has relevant semantic information
to discriminate nouns, because the verb imposes semantic restrictions to its subject and
to its objects.

This new sort of syntactic relation is represented by SOBJ. For example, in the
expression a doença causou a morte (“the disease caused the death”), it is extracted the
context <↑SOBJ, morte > to the word doença, and the context <↓SOBJ, doença > to
the word morte.

Prepositions in syntactic relations NNPREP and IOBJ in context. According
to Grefenstette’s technique, when binary dependencies within the syntactic relation
NNPREP or IOBJ are extracted, the prepositions that are present in the original corpus
expressions are ignored. Nevertheless, we believe that these prepositions have relevant
semantic information to discriminate words.

For example, consider the following expressions: marca da camisa (“the brand of
the shirt”) and marca na camisa (“a mark in the shirt”). According to Grefenstette’s
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syntactic context notion, the same context <camisa> is extracted for the noun marca
in both expressions. Nevertheless, the preposition de (“of”) brings a different syntactic
dependency than the one for the preposition em (“in”). So, aiming to extracting semantic
regularities, the prepositions should be considered as part of the syntactic contexts.

3 Experiment 1

The first experiment we did was to validate the Grefenstette’s technique and the proposed
extensions over a Portuguese corpus.

We established a five-step procedure for this first experiment:

1. extracting the syntactic contexts from the corpus;
2. creating different sets of syntactic contexts: we created two sets for noun contexts -

one set according to Grefenstette’s syntactic context notion and another according
to the extended notion, to be compared;

3. calculating the word similarity (using the weighted Jaccard similarity measure);
4. building the lists of similar words: using each context set, we generated a list of

similar words for each noun of the corpus.

To appreciate the results of the experiments, we randomly selected the lists of 10
nouns with different occurrence frequencies in the corpus.

The two lists for each selected noun (lists generated with contexts according to each
syntactic context notion, Grefenstette’s and extended ones) were compared to identify
the contribution of the extension of the syntactic context notion considering improvement
on the homogeneity of the lists of related nouns.

To analyse the word lists, we took a subjective measure, the homogeneity, that means:
if a list contains several words that we consider semantically related to the given word,
this list is homogeneous. We didn’t find any systematic measure that could represent the
lists homogeneity.

On Table 2, we present the lists of the nouns semantically related to this 10 nouns.
The rows G of the table correspond to the lists generated from Grefenstette’s technique,
and the rows E correspond to the lists generated from the extended technique.

We can state that the lists contain several semantically related nouns. The E lists are
noisier than the G lists; for the most part, more semantically related words are present
in the second lists, and even words that appear in both lists are well positioned1 in the
G lists.

For instance, the list of the noun mês contains: co-hyponyms like março, setembro,
agosto; holonyms like ano, década; meronyms like dia, hora. The list of the noun mês
generated from the set of extended contexts is considered more homogeneous than the
list generated from the set of Grefenstette’s contexts, because:

– nouns that appear in both lists, like agosto, are well positioned in the second list. Its
position in the list is improved due to new contexts shared by agosto and mês, like

1 Ordering in the list of related words is related to the similarity value: the first word in the list
is more closely related to the given word than the last word in the list.
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Table 2. Lists of semantically related nouns

cultura/
culture

G produção/production teatro/theatre população/population imprensa/press capital futebol/soccer jor-

nal/newspaper filme/film cidade/city TV evento/event grupo/group música/music banda/band mer-

cado/market

E teatro/thetre produção/production revista/magazine música/music cinema edição/edition banda/band

experiência/experience população/population arte/art peça/play tradição/tradiction capital liter-

atura/literature imprensa/press

feijão/
bean

G sul-africanas/south-african preparado/prepared decepção/deception Casa/house grana/money

exército/army minoria/minority molho/sauce Homem/man pastel/pastry Barão/baron grão/grain

boné/cap fruto/fruit barro/clay

E soja/soy carne/meat trigo/wheat milho/corn leite/milk arroz/rice cesta/basket grão/grain massa/pasta

frango/chicken sugestão/sugestion molho/sauce palestra/lecture fio/line exército/army

inflação/
inflation

G custo/cost ı́ndice/index taxa/tax faturamento/invoice reajuste/ajust investimento/investiment

juro/interest salário/salary média/average contrato/contract variação/variation expectativa/expectation

moeda/currency velocidade/speed pista/track

E taxa/tax custo/cost salário/salary juro/interest média/average ı́ndice/index faturamento/invoice in-

vestimento/investiment nı́vel/level variação/variation produtividade/productivity contrato/contract

alı́quota/aliquot preço/price velocidade/speed

mês/
month

G dia/day semana/week ano/year edição/edition hora/hour final fase/phase eleição/election inı́cio/beginning

vez/time domingo/Sunday década/decade volume US$ agosto/August

E semana/week dia/day agosto/August ano/year março/March edição/edition final setembro/September

hora/hour década/decade outubro/October eleição/election janeiro/January dezembro/December

junho/June

perda/
loss

G aumento/rise redução/reduction ganho/profit variação/variation economia/saving crescimento/growth

ausência/absense investimento/investment alta/increase média/average expansão/expansion rea-

juste/adjust faturamento/invoice queda/fall salário/salary

E reajuste/adjust aumento/rise crescimento/growth alta/increase economia/saving faturamento/invoice

custo/cost prejuı́zo/injury valor/value redução/reduction salário/salary ausência/absense investi-

mento/investment variação/variation diminuição/decrease

pesquisa/
research

G estudo/study teste/test dado/datum resultado/result programa/program lançamento/publication pro-

jeto/project filme/film trabalho/work plano/plan negócio/business lista/list número/number re-

união/meeting experiência/experience

E estudo/study teste/test trabalho/work dado/datum resultado/result programa/program plano/plan cam-

panha/campaign empresa/company projeto/project artigo/article grupo/group lançamento/publication ex-

periência/experience produção/production

proprie-
tário/
proprietor

G dono/owner morador/resident japonês/Japanese concessionária/concessionaire gerente/manager

treinador/trainer editor Gol/gol seguradora/insurance agency associado/associate habitante/inhabitant

assistente/assistant emenda/emend produtor/producer bicheiro/illegal banker

E dono/owner editor comerciante/seller gerente/manager trabalhador/worker menina/girl prefeito/mayor

favorito/favorite morador/resident propriedade/property crédito/credit governador/governor

japonês/Japanese dona/owner associado/associate

região/ re-
gion

G rua/street cidade/city praia/beach hotel ilha/island bairro/district água/water parque/park pista/track cen-

tro/middle bar viagem/trip capital local/place escritório/office

E cidade/city ilha/islan bairro/district praia/beach rua/street banco/bank Banco/bank capital centro/middle

interior população/population festa/party bar condomı́nio/condominium restaurante/restaurant
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<↓NNPREP de, desempenho>, <↓NNPREP de, edição>, <↓NNPREP de,dia>.
Besides those contexts, other ones that were already shared had their global weights
increased. This is the case of the context <↑NNPREP, PROP>, that is more common
in the G set, and the context <↑NNPREP de, PROP>, that takes part of the E set of
contexts with lower frequency. This context is more rare than the first one (conse-
quently, it has a higher weight), because in the second context set there are also the
contexts <↑NNPREP em, PROP>, <↑NNPREP para, PROP>, <↑NNPREP a,
PROP>, which divided the occurrences of the context <↑NNPREP, PROP> of the
first context set.

– nouns as março, setembro and outubro appear just in the second list (E). In
the case of março, contexts like <↓NNPREP de, dia>, <↓NNPREP de, fim>,
<↓NNPREP de, inflação> increase its similarity with mês.

We believe the E lists are more homogeneous because the similarity computation is
based on more contexts and some of this contexts are more precise than the ones used
by Grefenstette. Lists of less frequent words tend to improve more than lists of frequent
words, since the number of contexts shared between the less frequent words is low, and
it allows that an increment in a context weight or the sharing of a new context produces
a significative increase in the similarity value.

4 Experiment 2

Our second experiment is investigating which syntactic relation is more relevant when
identifying semantic relations. We established the following four-step procedure for each
syntactic relation considered (ADJ, NNPREP, SUBJ, DOBJ, IOBJ, SOBJ):

1. extracting the given sort of syntactic contexts from the corpus;
2. calculating the word similarity from that contexts (using the weighted Jaccard sim-

ilarity measure);
3. building the lists of similar words.

The lists for each one of the 10 selected nouns were generated from 6 differents sets
of contexts. Each list was compared with the list generated using all sorts of contexts
together, according to the extended notion of contexts. These comparisions aim to esti-
mate in what extent each syntactic relation contributes on identifying semantic relations
among nouns. To do that, we:

1. observed the position (1 to 15) of each noun that was present in both lists;
2. assigned a weight corresponding to the position variation of each word in each list;
3. computed a similarity coeficient between the lists, considering the position variation

of the nouns.

So, comparing the 6 lists of each one of the 10 selected nouns with the corresponding
complete list, we conclude that the most relevant syntatic relation, the one that has more
influence on the similarity computation, is the NNPREP. We believe it’s because this
syntactic relation is the one that generates the higher number of contexts. The less relevant
syntactic relation showed to be the IOBJ, which has less influence on the similarity
computation.
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5 Experiment 3

The third experiment consists on investigating the influence of parser errors on the quality
of the extracted semantic relations. To measure the correctness of the syntactic contexts
extracted from the corpus, it was necessary to compare them manually with the original
expressions in the corpus, looking for parsing problems. So, we adopted the following
procedure:

1. selecting a portion of the FOLHANOT corpus to be manually analysed: this portion
contains around 7,500 words, where around 2,000 are nouns;

2. extracting the syntactic contexts of all the words of this portion;
3. comparing manually the extracted contexts with the original expressions in the

corpus, and then correcting the wrong ones and including the missing ones;
4. building the lists of similar words: using the set of uncorrected contexts, and another

set with the corrected ones.

The process of correcting and classifying the corrected contexts showed us that:
86.23% of the contexts were correctly parsed, 8.66% were incorrectly parsed, and 4.98
weren’t extracted due to a parsing error. The erroneuos contexts relate words that are not
syntactically related, which leads us to estimate false semantic relations. The missing
contexts could indicate or reinforce the syntactic relation between words.

Some pareser errors were more frequent than the others, so we distinguished them
according to specific points. Table 3 shows the most frequent parsing problems that
generated the erroneous and missing contexts, their percentage of occurrence and some
examples.

It should be noted that, that some errors concern actual linguistic decisions made
in the parsing process. For example, the PoS marking of past participles as verbs, not
matter whether they are adjectivally used or not.

After coorecting the syntactic contexts, we used them to extract the semantic relations
among the nouns. Table 4 presents the lists of semantically related words to some nouns
in the corpus. The rows U of the table show the lists generated from the uncorrected
contexts of the selected portion of the corpus, and the rows C correspond to the lists
generated from the corrected contexts.

To have a good homogeneity level, the used portion of the corpus should be larger. But
in this experiment we focus on the differences between the lists.We can observe that the C
lists are more homogeneous than the U lists. They are smaller and less noisy. For example,
when considering the uncorrected contexts, the word universidade shared contexts with
the words época, ferrovia and produtor, that do not seems to be semantically related to
universidade. So, when correcting the contexts, the shared ones were eliminated and the
words relation disappeared.

6 Concluding Remarks

Performing a global study of the experiment results, it is possible to point to the following
remarks:
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Table 3. Most frequent parsing errors

Errors Occurrence Examples
Prepositional phrase as adver-
bial phrase and vice-versa

22.87 disputar o campeonato na Holanda (dispute the
championship on The Netherlands): na Holanda
should be tagged as adverbial phrase

Proper nouns as common nouns 18.45 Barreiras (organization name) was treated as
the common noun meaning barrier or barricade;
Folha (newspaper name) was treated as the com-
mon noun meaning leaf

Incorrect subject, direct object
or indirect object tags

17.71 impediu o plantio de feijão (prohibited the plan-
tation of beans): de feijão should be a preposi-
tional phrase instead of an indirect verb object

Prepositional attachment errors 11.07 expansão de soja na fronteira (soy expansion on
the boundary): fronteira is attached to soy but
should be attached to expansão

Adjective as verb 9.96 ano passado (last year): passado should be
tagged as adjective instead of a verb form of
to pass; pesquisas confiáveis (reliable research):
confiáveis should be an adjective, not the verb to
rely on

Adjective as noun and vice-
versa

8.11 quinta: referring to quinta-feira (Thursday) in-
stead of the ordinal number quinto (fifth); alta
de preço (price increase): alta referring to the
increase instead of the adjective tall

Verb as noun and vice-versa 5.90 firma (firm): tagged as the verb “to firm" instead
of the noun “firm"

Preposition a as determiner and
vice-versa

1.47 se destina a implantação (it is destinated to the
implantation)

Table 4. Semantically related words

plantio/planting U cavalo/horse produtor/producer produção/production

C colheita/crop produção/production

cavalo/horse U condição/condition animal plantio/planting produtor/producer produção/production

C animal produção/production

ha/hectare U lavoura/crop quilo/kilo monocultura/single culture milho/corn palanque/platform pro-

jeto/project inı́cio/beginning nelore gado/cattle cultura/culture milhão/million US$

C lavoura/crop monocultura/single culture quilo/kilo inı́cio/beggining hectare projeto/project

etapa/phase exposição/exposition milhão/million produção/production US$

maioria/most U receita/recipe vantagem/advantage cliente/customer bezerra/heifer alı́quota/aliquot mod-

elo/model gerente/manager variedade/variety técnico/technician programa/program ir-

rigação/irrigation agricultor/farmer praga/plague processo/process produtor/producer

C vantagem/advantage receita/recipe

universidade/
university

U época/epoch ferrovia/railroad produtor/producer

C
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– different kinds of semantic relations could be identified between the given word and
the words in the list;

– the extensions proposed to Grefenstette‘s syntactic context notion [1] allowed to
increase the homogeneity of the noun lists.

– the NNPREP relation is the one that has more influence on computing the similarity,
since it is the relation that generates more contexts;

– parsing errors in the corpus decrease the quality of the word lists.

To continue this work, we intend to cluster the lists of similar words to identify the
different word meanings when treating polissemic ones. Another point is to look for
more representative sets of syntactic contexts for each word in the corpus: because of
the Zipf law, in traditional corpora most words of the language are not represented by the
number of occurrences sufficient for reliable statistical decisions. One way to deal with
this problem is the use of representative corpora collected from Internet [10]. Another
possible approach is use existing dictionaries of collocations [11].

Overall, we belive the most important work to be done is to develop an evaluation
procedure to measure the homogeneity of the word lists.We plan to implement systematic
measures like the one presented in [12] as a pseudo-disambiguation task.

Besides that, a study should be done to observe if each syntactic relation implies
on identifying an specific semantic relation. The classification of the semantic relations
encountered could be different of more detailed than the usual linguistic classification
as synonym, antonym, hyponum, meronym, etc.

Acknowledgements. We would like to thank NILC and AC/DC project for turning the
corpus used in our experiments available, and CNPq/Brazil for the DTI grant to the
first author (on COMMOn-REFs project) and for the Research Productivity grant to the
second author.
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Abstract. This work presents some results on the application of a cri-
terion used to compare the senses of a pair of words. A measure that
involves the senses of words was used to reinforce hypothesis like hy-
ponymy relationship between the words.

1 Introduction

Information Retrieval Systems (IRS) use lexical relationships (hyponymy, syn-
onymy, holonymy, etc.) in order to improve its performance. In particular, query
expansion techniques help to solve this task [4,2]. The problem is to construct
these lexical resources for different domains. In [6], for two words x and y, the
relation x hyperonym of y is obtained, through the subsumption notion: x sub-
sumes y if Ay ⊂ Ax, where Aw denotes the set of contexts (documents, sentences,
etc.) that contain the word w. For hyperonyms in general Ay ⊂ Ax is not satis-
fied, but 80% of the members of Ay are in Ax.

We are interested in the exploration of several lexical relationships. In the
present work the problem of comparing two sets is faced by computing how much
a set is included in another; this is the base to define the quantity subsumption
ratio. We specifically use the features of the contexts instead of the contexts.
Features of a context follow the IRS idea of document representation by index
terms. Now, the inclusion property of x subsumes y is expressed in the framework
of formal concepts by duality: Bx ⊂ By, where Bw is the set of features that
each member of Aw holds.

Thus, we will conceive the contexts that use a word w (a subset of Aw) with
the same meaning as instances of a concept. In the formal concept theory [1]
we can compare two concepts using its components, namely intent and extent.
The extent is the set of objects which are instances of the concept, and the
intent is the set of features that are satisfied by all the objects ascribed to the
concept. In this approach, a concept is more general than another if the extent
of the former contains the extent of the latter or, equivalently, if the intent of
the former is contained in the intent of the latter. This supports the use of the
intent to compare the sets of contexts.

A. Gelbukh (Ed.): CICLing 2003, LNCS 2588, pp. 325–328, 2003.
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The next section specifies the notion of subsumption ratio. Next the exper-
iment carried out is described, and at the end the conclusions of this work are
presented.

2 Subsumption Ratio

Let us consider a corpus T and the set of all sentences that use in T the word w,
Aw, and let Ai

w ∈ Aw. We may represent Ai
w by its index terms or features, Bi

w,
i.e. the most representative words of Ai

w with respect to Aw. To determine the
representative terms, v ∈ Bi

w, the discrimination value model is used ([5] presents
this model). Discrimination value model defines the document frequency of v,
dfv, as the number of documents that contain the term v. Thus, for some i,
v ∈ Bi

w if dfv ∈ [nw/100, nw/10], where nw = #Aw. Let us denote the k-th
sense of the word w by wk. wk will be represented by some subset A(wk) ⊂ Aw,
where each context, member of A(wk), uses the same sense of w. Aw may be
partitioned to group the most similar Ai

w ∈ Aw that represent wk. For this task
we use Bi

w instead of Ai
w. Thus, we may represent the concept of the k-th sense of

w with the extent A(wk) and the intent B(wk). The goal is to compare different
meanings of two words, through its intents to conclude a semantic relationship
between them. We define the subsumption ratio of xi to yj as:

ρ(xi, yj) =
#(B(xi) ∩ B(yj))

#B(xi)

where B(wk) is the set of features of the k-th sense of the word w. Note that
B(xi)∩B(yj) is the intent of a more general concept. Certainly if B(xi) ⊂ B(yj)
then ρ(xi, yj) = 1. Thus, we can use the ratio of features in B(xi) that are in
B(yj) to indicate how much xi subsumes yi. If ρ(xi, yj) is high then xi will
subsume yj with degree ρ(xi, yj). This point is directly related with the riches
of the corpus.

Besides, we need to compute ρ(yj , xi) which will complement the knowledge
about xi and yj . For example, if both ratios have a high value we can strengthen
the hypothesis of synonymy relationship between those word senses. From the
previous remark it can be established the conditions to find some relationship
between two word senses. Fixing the words x and y, and denoting ρ(xi, yj) by
ρij , we propose the following rules:

yj synonym of xi: ρij is high and ρji is high
yj hyponym of xi: ρij is high and ρji is low
strongly related: ρij is high and ρji is medium
weakly related: ρij is low and ρji is medium
very low relation: ρij is low and ρji is low

This classification has implicit two thresholds µ1, the maximum for low values
of ρij and µ2, the maximum for medium values of ρij .
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3 Experiment

The corpus1 (10Mb) is composed of 2057 articles, 61,216 sentences, a vocabulary
of 136,988 signs (different words including punctuation, abbreviations and num-
bers) and 18,092 stems. The frequency of words was observed to choose those
words that could provide sufficient contexts to the processing. Stop words were
removed and the remaining words were stemmed. The test was performed on the
words: triunfo ‘triumph’, victoria ‘victory’, militar ‘military’, coronel ‘colonel’,
teniente ‘lieutenant’, avión ‘plane’, aeroplano ‘airplane’, aeropuerto ‘airport’,
and hijo ‘son’ whose frequencies are 120, 140, 520, 251, 100, 590, 62, 166, 507,
respectively. In the experiment were carried out the next steps:

1. Given a word w:
a) To obtain Aw.
b) To represent each member Ak

w ∈ Aw by Bk
w, using the discriminator

terms contained in Aw.
c) To partition the collection Aw according to the most similar uses of

w: A(w1), A(w2), . . . A(wp), (Aw = ∪q≤pA(wq)). In this task Jaccard
similarity measure is used. A(wk) has the corresponding B(wk); each
pair (A(wk), B(wk)) represents a sense wk.

2. Given two cluster collections corresponding to x and y, all pairs (taking only
the largest groups) are produced, then ρ(xi, yj) and ρ(yj , xi) are applied,
where i and j range from 1 to the number of elements in the cluster collection
of x’s and y’s, respectively.

3. The highest values of ρ(xi, yj) and ρ(yj , xi) and its difference (∆max) are
used to classify the dominant relationship between x and y.

Table 1. Classification with the subsumption ratio.

x-y ∆max i,j ρ(xi, yj) ρ(yj , xi) Class
triunfo-victoria 0.09 1,1 0.54 0.45 synonym
militar-teniente 0.40 2,2 0.50 0.08 hyponym
militar-coronel 0.48 3,2 0.66 0.18 hyponym
aeroplano-avión 0.63 2,1 0.02 0.66 hyponym
aeropuerto-avión 0.54 2,2 0.31 0.85 strongly related
aeropuerto-aeroplano 0.31 2,2 0.36 0.05 weakly related
hijo-aeropuerto 0.07 4,2 0.18 0.10 unrelated

In the table 1 we used the thresholds µ1 = 0.2 and µ2 = 0.4. For x =“militar”
the number of largest clusters was six and for y =“teniente” was two, which gives
12 combinations. Both values ρ(xi, yj) and ρ(yj , xi) were calculated and plotted
1 It is a collection of selected articles from the Mexican newspaper El Universal, titled

80 Años Informando (1916-1996) ‘80 years of information’.
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for each one of these combinations. The graph is shown at fig. 1-b. The first half
of the graph corresponds to one sense of x varying all senses of y. The similarity
matrix obtained in the clustering process was used to visualize the main senses
of the word militar (see fig. 1-a), this is an iso-analogical representation of the
word senses [3].
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Fig. 1. (a) Clusters of contexts for militar. (b) Subsumption ratio for teniente and
militar.

4 Conclusions

In this paper we have defined a measure based on the subsumption notion and
formal concept theory in order to know the degree of relationship between two
senses of words. This measure uses only a raw corpus and its advantage is that no
domain knowledge is required. For this approach we have shown some examples
but it is necessary an exhaustive test.
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Abstract. This paper presents a graph-theoretical approach to lexical
disambiguation on word co-occurrences. Producing a dictionary similar to
WordNet, this method is the counterpart to word sense disambiguation and thus
makes one more step towards completely unsupervised natural language
processing algorithms as well as generally better understanding of how to make
computers meaningfully process natural language data.

1    Introduction

Automatic disambiguation of lexically ambiguous words is generally a two-tiered
problem. First, a dictionary containing information necessary for the disambiguation
is needed. In this dictionary all meanings for each word are listed. Second, this dic-
tionary is used to determine which word sense is the appropriate one in a given piece
of text. This last step has already been researched to a wide extend, see [C. D.
Manning & H. Schütze 1999] for an overview. Recognition of the correct word
meaning with the help of a manually created dictionary usually presents no serious
problems anymore, given that the analysed text is long enough and, what is more
important, that the word is actually in the dictionary. This last condition is also the
most difficult one to fulfill, as creating a complete dictionary manually would be very
time consuming to say the least. Therefore an algorithm which could produce at least
a partially filled dictionary (in form similar to WordNet, see also [S. Banarjee, T.
Pedersen 2002]) would certainly contribute to Information Retrieval systems as well
as lead to a better understanding of statistical properties of natural language usage. As
a side effect, the effectiveness of Information Retrieval systems could indeed be
improved because for any desired semantical field, a dictionary could be created
based on an appropriate corpus.

Using results of previous work of colleagues at the ‘Deutscher Wortschatz Leipzig’
corpus, who investigate the properties of co-occurrences of word forms in the German
language for extraction of semantic information, see [F. Schmidt 1999], it was
possible to develop such an algorithm. Based on purely statistical methods it
distinguishes the most apparent contexts of a given word form. There are different
kinds of co-occurrences of words in sentences such as left-neighbour (which words
occur significantly often on the left side of the given word), right-neighbour (same on
the right side) or whole sentence (which words occur significantly often together with
a given word in a sentence – note that this is a symmetrical relationship). To solve the
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problem of lexical disambiguation, the whole sentence co-occurrences were used but
others might be useful as well, although the property of being symmetrical is
important. A further important aspect of the Deutscher Wortschatz corpus is that it
contains word forms along with frequency and all sentences as opposed to collecting
only lemmas.

2    The Graph-Theoretic Approach

The algorithm is based on the mentioned co-occurrences of word forms as well as the
recently discovered properties of so-called “small-world-graphs” (which are a special
kind of a graph), see [D. J. Watts, S.H. Strogatz 1998] for the first paper on that topic
and [R. Ferrero i Cancho, R. V. Solé 2001] for an application to language. A graph
representing relationships between words in a language can be constructed by viewing
the co-occurrences of two words as a relationship of two nodes which are connected,
if these words are co-occurrences, and are not connected, if they are not co-
occurrences. The resulting graph looks like a random graph, but it is not. Where a
random graph has small average shortest paths from any point to any other, it also has
only a small clusteredness (clusteredness is calculated by observing how often a node
A is connected to another node C if A and B are connected and B and C as well). A
graph of co-occurrences has instead a very high clusteredness while still having small
shortest paths between any two of its points. This again is unlike the regular graph,
which also has a high clusteredness, but extremely long shortest paths between two
points of the graph.

The fact that small worlds thereby lie ‘somewhere between’ the regular graphs and
the random graphs is due to a special kind of organization of the graph. First, there are
so-called ‘long-range nodes’, which have connections to many clusters, thereby
providing those clusters with a shortcut to many others without lowering the
clusteredness coefficient, because there aren’t many such long-range nodes in the
graph compared to the overall number of nodes. Common verbs, articles and other
function words are the representants of these long-range words. Second, the clusters
by themselves are highly interwoven, so that it is often possible to traverse only a
small number of clusters and reach any other, although this way the paths are longer
then when taking shortcuts. These facts might become interesting for psycholinguistic
research concerned with lexical access mechanisms.

Exploiting the fact that, though the words in the co-occurrence graph are arranged
in clusters, these clusters are not maximal (i.e. not all nodes are connected with each
other), the algorithm computes the nearest neighbours of a word, split into the
different clusters. As the clusters are not maximal, performing the algorithm for each
word of the same clusters usually results in slightly different word sets. The algorithm
is further based on the assumption that three given words together almost never are
ambiguous (an example is ‘Gold Silber Kupfer‘ – ‘gold silver copper’, a counter
example is ‘Gold Silber Bronze’ – ‘gold silver bronze’ as these still can mean either
metals or Olympic games awards). Under this assumption it is enough to provide two
more words in order to fully specify the required word sense in the given text.

The algorithm begins with creating triplets of words related to the input word. This
is achieved by taking the direct neighbours of the input word, creating all possible
pairs from them and then adding the input word to each pair. For each item in the
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resulting set of triplets, a set of words can be determined, which are connected to each
member of the triplet, represented as a word vector over the corpus. It is clear that if
the three words are from one cluster containing more then these three words, all or
most of the other words from this cluster must be returned by this – otherwise nothing
is returned1. A set of word triplets along with a word vector for each triplets is the
result. The word vectors can then be clustered using a clustering algorithm, for
example hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC), see [H. Läuter, R. Pincus
1989] for detailed mathematical discussion. After clustering, the sets of triplets are
grouped together on the base of their word vectors. By merging the words from the
word vectors for each group, groups of words occur, which correspond to the different
clusters in the co-occurrence graph. Each of these clusters represent then one of the
word’s meanings or better: usage contexts.

3    Examples and Discussion of Results

As an example the German word ‘Stich’ was disambiguated, which has several
completely different meanings: 1. a hole left after thrusting a knife into something
( 3κ ), 2. a certain move in the popular card game ‘Skat’ ( 2κ ), 3. ‘Michael Stich’, a

famous tennis player ( 1κ ) and 4. an art product (usually on copper) made with the

help of a special needle. The algorithm was able to find the first three (and most
frequent) distinguishable word clusters and one group of words, B , which could not
be clustered. Noteworthy is that apart from other items in this example, this set
contains the linguistic collocation (idiomatic phrase) of ‘letting someone down’, in
German ‘jemanden im Stich lassen’ or differently formulated, ‘to feel let down’ –
‘sich im Stich gelassen zu fühlen’. If the word to be disambiguated is a part of an
idiomatic expression, then the other constituents of this expression will usually be
found in the set B , as such idiomatic expressions often let words occur statistically
significant often together in a sentence without there being a semantically based
correlation.

Stich

1κ
ATP Achtelfinale Agassi Alleinspieler Andre Andrej Antwerpen As Asse Atout

Aufschlag Australian Australier Ball Becker Beckers Bernd Biscayne Boris Break
Breaks Brust Bälle Carl-Uwe Carlos Cedric Centre Chang Claus Coach Coeur [...]

2κ Alleinspieler As Bube Dame Fehler Gegenspieler Herz Herz- Herz-As Herz-Bube
Herz-Buben Herz-Dame Herz-König Hinterhand K Karo Karo- Karo-As Karo-Bube
Karo-Buben Karo-Dame Karo-Karten Karo-König Karte Kreuz- Kreuz-As [...]

3κ Bauch Brust Herz Messer Oberschenkel Schulter Stiche gestochen schlug stach
verletzte versetzte zog

B gelassenen fühlte gelassene ließen Groeneveld Herzgegend lasse Riglewski

                                                          
1 Except for the long-range nodes, which are connected to almost every word in the corpus.

But these can be easily filtered out by word form frequency.
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The success of the algorithm depends on the kind of corpus on which the algorithm
is used. It is obvious that when using a certain corpus, the results can differ very much
in comparison to application on another corpus. The ‘Deutscher Wortschatz’ corpus is
mainly based upon printed media, which results in some topics being
underrepresented while others are overrepresented. This can be seen in the given
example: the group from ‘Stich’ as corresponding to ‘Michael Stich’ is by far larger
than the group for the ‘wound’. This illustrates that words concerning sports, politics
or even medicine can be treated well, while words from other fields like literature, art
and science that are not frequent in newspapers cannot be treated well. This can also
be seen from the fact that there is not the slightest trace of the fourth meaning of
‘Stich’ in the data.

Further research will go in the direction of automatic categorization based upon the
presented algorithm and some given precategorization of a small set of words. In
Information Retrieval this categorization can be used for a dimensionality reduction,
see [F. Sebastiani 2001] for an overview. It is still to be investigated how the
unsymmetrical co-occurrence types mentioned above can contribute to the process
and how the unbalance in the representation of certain topics can be neutralized.
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Abstract. To achieve a human level of understanding of natural language,
cognitive systems need a representation of knowledge that can distinguish
nuances of meaning as well as preserve intended ambiguity. Among the most
important of the basic concepts in such a knowledge base are the
representations for events and processes, and also for objects and substances.
Although each concept in these related pairs of concepts appears distinct
intuitively and linguistically, the distinction is sometimes lost when the
concepts are formalized. In different ontologies one finds a variety of different
representations for these four fundamental concepts. This paper presents a new
representation which uses an extension of dimensional analysis to qualitative
dimensions to provide distinct and logically well-defined yet intuitively
acceptable definitions for these four fundamental concepts, and specifies how
they relate to other fundamental concepts in an upper ontology. In this analysis,
processes extended through time result in events, and substances extending
through space constitute objects. These representations are expected to be better
suited than alternatives for representing the nuances of meaning in linguistic
utterances.

1   Introduction

The intuitive notion of an "event" is a concept which is fundamental to much of
human reasoning, and a frequent topic of linguistic communication. An event is a
series of changes in real-world objects occur which have a more or less well-defined
beginning and end (e.g. a movement, a decisive battle, the destruction of Gommorha,
the 2000 Olympic Games), and people can refer to such happenings as conceptual
units which usually take the form of a noun, and can have properties which are
expressed linguistically as adjectives. Events may recur, in the sense that similar
occurrences that can be categorized as belonging to the same class can have multiple
instances in our real world of experience. Thus we may attend many beautiful
weddings, or view many thrilling parades, and it is reasonable to use the similarities
between individual instances of such happenings to label them with a common name.
In order to represent such happenings in a computer database, so as to allow a
computer to reason about them as accurately as people do, we need to be concerned
with: (1) what actually happens to the physical objects participating in an event, as
can be determined by measurements on the objects; (2) how such happenings are
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viewed by humans; as evidenced by the terms and phrases people use to refer to such
happenings, when they communicate with each other in natural language; and (3) how
our logical representations can capture all of the important aspects of both the
physical reality as well as the common perception of such events1.

Closely related to Event is the notion of Process, which also encompasses changes
in objects over time, but contains more of an intuition of something happening at
some point of time, and does not by itself specify a starting or ending point. Thus the
process John running may exist at any one of many points of time, in many different
unrelated time intervals. If we discuss the process of John running during some
specific time interval, however (e.g. a race), what happens in that interval may be
viewed as a discrete event. According to this view, every process, extended over a
particular time interval, gives rise to an event. Conversely, every event is the result of
some process. Both of the notions of event and process are useful and frequently used,
and give rise to alternate basic but distinct linguistic representations for something
happening, respectively with or without being bound within some particular period of
time. We here present a formalization of this relation between Process and Event
which captures the linguistic intuition within a precise logical specification.

There have been different opinions about the fundamental nature and linguistic
representation of events. A diverse selection of views regarding the linguistic labels
for events, particularly with respect to the aspectual properties of event descriptions,
has been presented in Higginbotham, Pianesi and Varzi [1]. Much of the analysis of
Event and Process has been directed toward the identification of the participants in
the events, motivated by the accessibility of the surface syntactical forms for such
roles within linguistic utterances. In the present paper the focus is not on the
participants in an event, nor on causal relations between events, agents, and the
properties of objects, nor on the syntactic forms taken by the participants, nor on the
different types into which events can be classified, but on the fundamental question of
how to represent what has changed in the course of an Event or Process, and how
these two concepts are related. This representation may be elaborated further to
include such other aspects of events.

A Process is the formalization of the notion of something happening, without
reference to a specific bounded time interval, (e.g. John is running). This notion may
be nominalized, and will then often be expressed in English as a gerund in the -ing
form, (e.g., John’s running, the pleasures of cooking) without an article. Properties of
processes may be expressed as adjectives (strenuous running can cause ...), or as
adverbs (running strenuously can cause ...). By contrast, events do not take adverbial
modifiers (e.g. decisively winning but not *a decisively win). Linguistically and
intuitively there appears to be a clear distinction between Event and Process, which
should be reflected in our representations. However, linguistic phrases are sometimes
ambiguous, and might refer to either an event or its associated process, introducing
                                                          
1 To emphasize the notion of the important (or relevant) aspects of reality and thought is

essential. With a few exceptions, our representations of physical reality will be necessarily
incomplete, and the aspects of reality that are abstracted out for our representation serve our
practical purpose. Different representations (or theories or hypotheses) may be used to serve
different purposes, but if these representations are intended to refer to the same consensus
reality, each should be logically compatible with the others, i.e. should not lead to
contradictory conclusions from the same data. Here we are concerned with finding a
representation of the highest-level concepts on which has the widest range of applications.
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some potential confusion. In addition, because every process gives rise to at least one
and potentially many events, and conversely every non-atomic event is the result of
some process proceeding over time, there is an intimate logical and causative
connection between the two distinct concept types which has led in some cases to the
creation of ontologies where the distinction is unclear or absent.

The relationship between Event and Process bears a certain analogy with the
relationship between the concepts of Substance and Object. It has been noted that
processes may be subdivided into temporal parts which still retain the same process
identity, and quantities of a substance may be divided into spatial parts which still
retain the same substance identity. In English, substances are referred to by mass
nouns, and objects by count nouns. Thus the concept of a substance is qualitatively
different from that of an object, and one may say that a certain object is composed of
a particular substance (a bar of gold, or a rod made of iron). From the linguistic
evidence, there appears to be clear cognitive distinctions between process and event
on one hand, and also between substance and object on the other hand. But multiple
objects and repeated processes make the distinction fuzzier. Jackendoff [2] has
observed that ". . . plurals behave in many respects like mass nouns, and repeated
events behave like processes". Others have noted some similarity between the
intuitive and linguistic behavior of substances and processes. For example, in their
discussion of the CYC Ontology, Lenat and Guha [3] also note the similarity between
the homogeneous behavior of both substances and processes, leading them to refer to
a substance as "physical stuff" and a process as "temporal stuff". As we shall discuss
later, multiple objects and events can form quasi- homogeneous entities, provided
that one can defocus one’s attention from the individual entities and view the group at
a level of granularity greater than the individual. We will see that it is the selection of
a level of granularity that can determine whether the same extended entity is viewed
as homogeneous “stuff” or a collection of discrete individuals.

The above distinctions, when formalized, are sometimes less than clear. The CYC
Upper Ontology [4] released publicly shows no clear distinction in its hierarchy
between substance and object. Specific substances are represented as some quantity
of substance, (e .g. "plastic" is the collection of all instances of a piece of plas-
tic). In CYC a process is represented as a subclass of event; e.g. a
#$EnergyConversionProcess is a subclass of #$PhysicalEvent (though distinguished
by also being an instance of #$TemporalStuffType). Thus the subclass relation
between Process and Event confuses what should be a clear distinction. In contrast,
John Sowa [5] has suggested that a continuous process can be represented as a
differential function, which accurately reflects the common mathematical
representation of processes in physics and chemistry. He then considers a discrete
process as better represented as a series of events separated by states, and for
computational convenience as a Petri Net. The representation of Processes in the
Situation Calculus, Event Calculus, and within the Process Specification Language
has focused on representations of intuitively discontinuous processes which can be
decomposed into atomic units of Event (or Action) and State (or Situation). Sowa
points out that such a discontinuous process can be represented as a Discrete Process
and mapped into the representation of a continuous process, and this allows both
views of Process to be represented within one consistent formalism. Nevertheless
Discrete Process is viewed as a subclass of Process. We suggest here that such
representations of discontinuous processes result from the unfortunate linguistic
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ambiguity of the word Process, which, in industrial settings is used as a synonym for
Procedure, i.e. a specified series of Events which are designed to achieve some
practical goal. Although it is possible to specify a type of discontinuous process
which is a subtype of continuous process, an industrial “process” which consists of a
series of discrete steps is more accurately a subtype of Event. The task of this paper is
to provide a clear formalization of this alternative representation.

To formalize the above interpretations of Process and Event, we wish here to
provide a small extension to Sowa's analysis to show that the intuitive distinctions
between Process and Event can be represented so as to make the distinction clear and
logically precise, yet accommodate both continuous and discrete process
representations, while retaining the intuitive behavior expected from linguistic
expressions and everyday experience. To provide additional motivation for the
analysis presented here, we use an extension of the techniques of dimensional analysis
as used in the physical sciences, extending it to qualitative dimensions that can help
clarify the differences that need to be preserved and properly represented.

In order to properly define Process and Event, certain other fundamental building-
block concepts are required. These are describe here briefly, and their preferred
arrangement within a top-level ontology is suggested. We then discuss the analogous
relation of Substance to Object. The atemporal objects defined in this way can also be
related to the time-extended four-dimensional objects proposed by perdurantist
philosophers as described by Loux [6]. However, discussing those relations would
require considerably more space than is available here. Some additional related
definitions are contained in a longer document available on the Internet2, or directly
from the author.

2   Representation Formalism

The definitions of the foundation concepts of Set, Class, Relation, and Subclass are
those used in the Ontolingua [7] Frame-Ontology, and the details will not be repeated
here, so as to focus on the aspects of representation that are most relevant to the
distinctions we wish to make. The logical relations and predicates will be expressed in
the KIF [8] notation, using some of the SKIF extensions proposed by Hayes and
Menzel [9], such as row variables. The logical operators and, or, not, equals, implies,
and the quantifiers, forall and exists are used as in KIF notation. Some of the
definitions of classes in this analysis use quantification over relations, and thus go
somewhat beyond the usual first-order uses of the KIF notation. These notations are
not defined here.

In this discussion, the term "predicate" will be used to mean a logical sentence of
the form (?R ?arg1 @arglist), where ?R is some defined Relation between entities in
the ontology, ?arg1 is an argument which is an instance of an entity (corresponding to
the domain of a binary relation), and @arglist is a row variable, being a list of other
instances or classes of entities filling the other argument positions of the relation.

The hierarchy of the topmost classes of the ontology which are relevant to this
discussion is presented in the longer paper as an indented list.

                                                          
2 Available at: http://www.micra.com/process/prcevent.doc
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3   Dimensional Analysis

The procedure of dimensional analysis is familiar to students of the physical sciences
performing calculations in which measures expressed in physical units of
measurement are multiplied or divided. As one form of check on the correctness of
the calculation, the dimensional units themselves are treated as algebraic symbols and
are multiplied or divided for each corresponding manipulation of the numbers
associated with the units of measure. The resulting derived unit of measure, which is
commonly some product or ratio of the fundamental units, can be compared against
the expected resulting unit, as a precaution against some inadvertent miscalculation.
The Systeme Internationale recognizes seven fundamental physical units: kilogram,
meter, second, mole, candela, ampere, and kelvin. Other measures are either
multiples of these fundamental units or composite measures derived by multiplication
or division of the basic units. Physical measures are scalar, expressed as a real number
followed by the unit of measure (e.g. 4.33 grams). The derived unit density, for
example, would have the units of kilograms per cubic meter (kg�m-3). For our purpose
in organizing the top level of an ontology we will use these basic units and also add
the qualitative dimensions of AttributeValue, SubstanceType, and Object (which in
some cases may be a composite dimensional unit). Manipulations of these qualitative
dimensions in a manner analogous to those with scalar physical dimensions can assist
in clarifying distinctions among some of the most general concepts of an upper
ontology. AttributeValue is defined as the value of one the variable arguments of a
predicate having some entity as its domain. Such AttributeValues may include
quantifiable physical properties such as mass and velocity, or more intangible
qualitative attributes such as monetary value, happiness, ownership, or existence.
Each SubstanceType is specific to some distinct kind of definable substance, of which
there may be many millions. Each PureChemicalSubstance, for example, has a
defined atomic composition and molecular structure, but in the real world almost all
substances encountered (e.g. tap water) are mixtures of PureChemicalSubstance, and
each such mixture will count as a different Substance on the SubstanceType
dimension. This is not a metric dimension, it is more appropriately considered as a
composite dimension. For the purposes of this discussion, the component dimensions
need not be specified, and SubstanceType can be taken as a primitive. The notions of
AttributeValue and SubstanceType as dimensions are useful primarily for analyzing
relations and specifying distinctions between higher-level concepts, and are not
themselves logical components of the definitions, nor do they figure directly in
reasoning about these higher-level concepts. The qualitative dimension of
PhysicalObject will be shown to be composable from PhysicalSubstance and Space.

As an example of simple dimensional analysis in physics, we can consider the
formula relating force to acceleration, F=m�a, where the symbol "�" represents
multiplication, the mass m is in kilograms, and the acceleration a is in meters per
second per second (meter�second-2). Thus the force F has the dimension
kilogram�meter�second-2. If one wants to calculate the amount of work performed by
exerting a force through some distance d, the calculation requires a simple
multiplication of force and distance (assuming the simplest case of movement in the
direction of the force): Work = F�d = m�a�d and the resulting units are
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kilogram�meter2�second-2, which is correct as the dimensions for the unit of work (or
energy), the Joule.

For the qualitative dimensions we will use in this analysis, a group of entities of the
same type will have the same qualitative dimension as the component entities. Thus, a
group of physical objects will have the qualitative dimension of a physical object. A
group of events will have the same dimension as a single event. It is important not to
use qualitative dimensions in this analysis literally as elements in mathematical
calculations, as one can with the physical dimensions. The analogy lies rather with the
ability to combine dimensions precisely though non-mathematically, so as to
recognize what entities are dimensionally incompatible with others.

4   Basic Concepts

The basic concepts required to provide a rationale for the definitions of Process and
Event can be only briefly described here. The basic concept classes required, in
addition to the fundamental ones adopted from KIF, are: Object, Attribute, Group,
System, Time, Function, State, GrainSize, PhysicalSubstance, and Space (for
PhysicalObjects equivalent to Volume). From these the entities Process and Event can
be derived. Other more abstract concepts may be used to define the basic concepts of
concern here, but that analysis is not needed for the present discussion. The topmost
concept class, of which all other concept classes are subclasses, is here labeled Entity.

4.1   Object

Object is a primitive notion in most ontologies, and is at the topmost level of the PUO
ontology (Proposed Upper Ontology), which embodies the ontological principles
discussed here. Nevertheless, in this analysis, the qualitative dimension of Object will
be shown to be a composite dimension, with the more primitive dimensions of
SubstanceType and space as components.

Every Object must have at least one attribute (which can be a location), and is
disjoint from Attribute, Predicate, Event, Process, State, and Space. Attributes may
modify Objects, Processes, Events, or other Attributes, but an ObjectAttribute (a type
of AttributeValue) must modify some Object. Formally, the fact that Object is disjoint
with Attribute can be represented by the predicate:

(disjoint Object Attribute) (1)

A PhysicalObject is an Object that has mass and exists in space-time.

4.2   Attribute

Each Attribute necessarily relates to some other Entity, and cannot exist
independently. The values of Attributes which may change over time are sometimes
called fluents, and the values of such attributes are the ones that are of interest in
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defining Processes and Events. The value of an Attribute, the AttributeValue, is one of
the basic qualitative dimensions used in this analysis.

The most common relation in the PUO that relates objects to their attributes is the
ternary relation hasAttribute, for which the arguments are an instance of Entity, a
class of Attributes, and an AttributeValue which is an instance of that class of
attributes. Generally, the hasAttribute relation as applied to Objects has the form:

(hasAttribute Object ObjectAttributeType ObjectAttribute) (2)

The argument "ObjectAttributeType" specifies a class of attributes, and
"ObjectAttribute" specifies an instance of an attribute. For example, to say that a car
Car0123 has a color which is "InfernoRed", the predicate would state:

(hasAttribute Car0123 SurfaceColor InfernoRed) (3)

where InfernoRed is an instance of SurfaceColor. Some attributes have quantitative
AttributeValues which are composed of more than one component, such as
measurements, which have a quantity plus a unit of measure. Such AttributeValues
may be reified to fit in the above formalism. Alternatively, they can be represented as
higher-arity relations, as below:

(hasAttribute Rocket0123 AltitudeAboveSeaLevel 35.7 Mile) (4)

Predicates that relate to real-world situations (as contrasted with terminological
definitions) will contain some reference to the time point or interval at which the
assertion is true. They may be contained within a wrapper provided by a special type
of predicate which is an Assertion, or alternatively Time may be a required element in
the predicates on physical objects. In the latter case the predicate might take a form as
below, with the time as the last argument:

(hasAttribute Rocket0123 AltitudeAboveSeaLevel 35.7
Mile GMT2002Jan06:10:54.345)

(5)

In either formalism, the set of AttributeValues (e .g 37.5 miles) of such predicates
at different points in time may be represented as a function which specifies the value
of the attribute at each point in time. A continuous process may be represented as
such a function, as discussed by Sowa[5].

4.3   Group

A Group as defined here is an assemblage of one or more component entities, may be
defined either extensionally or intensionally, but is not a type of mathematical set.
The special functions that are used to represent physical processes are instances of
PhysicalGroup; a subclass of Group. These functions are similar in some respects to
the relations defined in set theory, but they are not mathematical objects and they
have a location in space-time. Like the processes and events they represent, instances
of such groups may be described by attributes appropriate to physical entities. One
restriction on Group is that no Group can be a component entity of itself. Formally,
Process and Event are subclasses of PhysicalGroup.
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4.4   System

A System is a Group of Objects plus their Attributes and all relations between the
component Objects, and the Processes involving those Objects. A System may have
one or more than one Object. and the Objects may be composed of parts (which are
not defined here).

The objects in a system may have predicates relating them to objects outside the
system, and their relations to those objects may be significant in the analysis of
processes. However, the properties of objects outside the system are not an element of
the state of a system, and are not considered as directly affecting the processes within
the system.

4.5   Time

Time is defined here as a physical metric dimension, isomorphic to the real line.
Unlike the spatial dimensions, time is measured by a clock. Intervals of time may be
open, closed, or open on one end, but in all cases the size of the time interval is
determined by the difference in the values of the time points which define the two
ends of the interval. Each TimePoint is contained within some TimeInterval. Other
relations of time intervals are as described in the DAML-Time ontology [12].

4.6   Function

A Function is a Relation for which there is only one instance of the first argument for
each instance of the set of remaining arguments. A Relation is defined similarly to
relation in KIF, but is a subclass of Group (rather than MathematicalSet) and is not an
abstract entity, but can have location in space and time.

4.7   State

A State of a System is the group of AttributeValues for the attributes (e.g. temperature,
location, rate) of the objects and processes in that System. This differs from the use of
this term in PSL [10] and certain other ontologies. For a PhysicalSystem, the less
ambiguous term would be InstantaneousState which is the set of values at one
TimePoint for those AttributeValues. Time is defined by a clock which may be outside
the system. The most important predicates will in general be those assigning attributes
(such as quantity, location, and physical properties) to the objects and specifying the
relations of objects in the system to each other. This definition of InstantaneousState
is similar to the notion of Situation in situation calculus, but differs in its precise
relations to other entities. Two important subclasses of InstantaneousState are
BeginningState and EndingState, being respectively the InstantaneousStates holding
at the TimePoint which defines the BeginingPoint and the state at the EndPoint of an
Event. At the user’s discretion, only a subset of such predicate argument values may
be used, namely those that are to be modeled in a cognitive system.
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4.8   GrainSize

A GrainSize is either a unit of a metric space, or some number of entities, which sets a
lower limit on the size of an entity in order for it to be considered homogeneous. The
example in the next section shows how it is used with PhysicalSubstance.

4.9   PhysicalSubstance

A PhysicalSubstance is, unlike in CYC, not considered as a piece of some substance
(e.g. gold), but something more abstract. PhysicalSubstance is one of the qualitative
dimensions, which can be used as a primitive concept which is intimately connected
to the concept of an Object. It is intended to be homogeneous, and is thus dependent
on the notion of granularity – it has an associated grain size, and an object can be
composed of a particular substance only if the object is several times the grain size of
that substance. If a PhysicalObject does not extend at least four grains (of some
PhysicalSubstance) in each spatial dimension, it must be considered as a collection of
individual objects, and not composed of that PhysicalSubstance. Thus a
PhysicalSubstance cannot in general be indefinitely divided and still remain the same
substance. This concept of Substance is unrelated to the Substance of Aristotle, e.g.
as described by Loux [6].

Where the ontologist wishes to represent a Substance as continuous (e.g. for
simplified mathematical treatment), the grain size of that Substance for that object
may be set to zero. This permits the use of functions which are densely continuous in
the mathematical sense. In many situations, the calculations thus performed are
accurate to within the limits of measurement and can be viewed as approximations to
some (perhaps unknown) more accurate theory.

5   The Representation of Process and Event

With the above concepts, we can now define Process and Event in a way that clearly
distinguishes between them while preserving the intuitions contained in several earlier
representations.

Following Sowa [5] we will consider a ContinuousPhysicalProcess as being a
Group of Functions describing the InstantaneousState of a system as a function of
time, and whose granularity is zero for both Time and AttributeValues. The rate of
change of the AttributeValues of a System would be the derivative of that function..
The present representation differs somewhat from Sowa's in the manner in which
periods of stasis (time intervals with no change of attribute values) are represented.
As specified in the definition above, the InstantaneousState of a system is the set of
all those AttributeValues that the ontologist chooses to represent, at a particular
TimePoint. Those AttributeValues will be the values of the arguments of certain
predicates in which an object or process of the system is an instance of the predicate
domain. Each distinguishable process (e.g. rusting) will have distinctive and
characteristic changes in the values of specific arguments as a function of time. A
PrimitiveProcess would be the function describing the changes with time for only one
of the AttributeValues of that System. These values are what are called the "fluents" in
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some other representations, i.e. those attribute values which change over time as a
process progresses. A ComplexProcess will be a Group of Functions representing
changes with time of more than one AttributeValue.

As mentioned above, an event is intuitively understood as some change or changes
occurring in a system within some bounded time interval. It follows that any two time
points within the time course of a process can be used to identify the boundaries of a
named Event. The event would consist of all the perceptible changes during that time
interval. This definition can be used to represent a diverse array of events, and it is the
definition of PhysicalEvent which will be used here. Sowa also notes that arbitrary
time points may be marked in the representation of a continuous process, but he does
not specifically identify the intervals between such points as defining individual
events.

The suggestion that arbitrary Events may be defined as a result of a continuous
Process at first may seem to violate the intuition that events should have reasonably
well-defined starting and ending points, and for many events that intuition is true. It is
natural that a naive person or an ontologist choosing to define a specific event will use
beginning and ending time points that have some significance, usually periods of
relative stasis for the variables of interest. But there is no compelling reason to create
any restriction in this ontology against using arbitrary starting and ending time points
for Events.

The relationship between a Process and an Event in this representation therefore
may be expressed by saying that operation of a Process over some interval of time
results in an Event: (hasResult Process Event TimeInterval). Conversely, every
Event is the result of some corresponding Process operating over some interval of
time.

The dimensional analysis of these definitions will help to make the difference
between PhysicalProcess and PhysicalEvent more distinct. The distinctive character
of a PhysicalProcess is the change of specific values of attributes over time. Its
“dimension” would therefore most appropriately viewed as change of AttributeValue
per TimeInterval. The resulting conceptual dimension is therefore
AttributeValue�TimeInterval-1. This conforms to the representation of Sowa [5],
where differential equations are recognized as the appropriate mathematical
specification for many continuous physical processes. A PhysicalEvent, however, is
the totality of all changes that occur within a time interval, i.e. a Group of changes in
AttributeValues. Changes in both attribute values and time intervals are involved.
Representing an Event as a group of changes suggests the mathematical analogy of an
integral function of the associated Process, which would give a dimension of
AttributeValue�TimeInterval. This, however, would be misleading since it would
suggest that a change of twice the magnitude in half the time of another change would
be an equivalent event. The time dimension is important, not only in the magnitude of
the interval, but also in its absolute location on the time line. A simple arithmetical
summation of the two units involved is also precluded by the incommensurable units
for attributes and time. The appropriate conceptual dimension for PhysicalEvent, then
should be a complex concatenated dimension, specifically the pair (AttributeValue,
TimeInterval). As emphasized in the introduction, these conceptual dimensions do
not participate directly in any logical inferencing processes, and should not be viewed
as providing information about the physical nature of the Events and Processes
represented, but they can be useful to help tease apart the subtly interrelated
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conceptual elements contained within these fundamental concepts. The important
point is that the conceptual dimensions of Process and Event are different, and
neither class can be a subclass of the other.

The above analysis focused on continuous processes, where the GrainSize is zero
for both AttributeValue and TimeInterval. For realistic physical processes, there is
some minimum measurable difference in both attributes and in time. These minimum
values serve in effect as the GrainSize for PhysicalProcesses. If the differences in all
of the relevant attributes of a process are always measurable within the smallest
represented time interval, the process will appear to be homogeneous, i..e. the process
may be divided down to the grain size, and the nature of the process will appear to be
similar within each division.. This is the sense in which processes appear to be
divisible, like substances. It will be true only if the grain size is small enough so that
each measurement shows some change in all the AttributeValues whose changes
define the Process. However, if all attributes remain constant for some measurable
time interval, the Process may appear to be discontinuous, i.e. periods of change
followed by periods of stasis. A DiscontinuousProcess includes periods of stasis (the
NullProcess) and is not homogeneous.

It is necessary here to emphasize that these logical structures are only
representations of reality chosen to serve a specific purpose. They are abstractions
that leave out some details of reality. The ontologist is therefore free to choose the
grain size that suits the purpose at hand, and where one ontologist may choose a grain
size that makes a process effectively homogeneous, another may choose a larger grain
size that makes the represented process discontinuous. The representations will be
logically consistent, provided that the grain size is explicitly stipulated, as required for
every Process.

5.1   Special Cases of Event

It is often not necessary for an ontologist to be concerned with the details of the
process that produces a PhysicalEvent, but only with the difference in the
InstantaneousStates at the beginning and ending TimePoints of the PhysicalEvent.
Such an Event may be treated as an AtomicEvent, i.e. one in which only the before-
and-after states are represented explicitly. Where one application developer may be
interested only in the results of an explosion, for example, an explosives expert may
be concerned with the millisecond-by-millisecond progress of the detonation and the
details of how its effects are generated.

A special and problematic case of AtomicEvent is the idealized and physically
unrealistic but sometimes useful concept of an instantaneous PhysicalEvent, which
might be viewed as the result of a PhysicalProcess that takes zero time. However,
allowing such a PhysicalEvent could cause a logical contradiction, if a
PhysicalSystem were allowed to have two different attribute values at the same time
point. If an InstantaneousEvent is properly defined, such a contradiction can be
avoided. But for conformance to physical reality, every PhysicalEvent should be
represented as taking place over some non-zero interval of time, which can be smaller
than the smallest measurable time interval, provided that the beginning and ending
time points are never considered as identical. The PhysicalProcess that produces that
PhysicalEvent must operate within that non-zero TimeInterval.
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A special, limiting case of a continuous Process may be termed the NullProcess,
i.e. a PhysicalProcess in which no AttributeValues for the System change by more
than the specified GrainSize, within some TimeInterval. A linguistic label might be
“stasis” – nothing is happening. A NullProcess operating over some period of time
will result in a special, limiting case of Event, the NullEvent, i.e. an Event during
which no relevant AttributeValues change. This NullEvent is identical to what has
been called a State in certain process representations, such as PSL and in the Petri
Nets described in Sowa [5]. Hobbs and Pustejovsky [11] also consider states and
circumstances as a subtype of Event. For the sake of making the terminology of the
PUO ontology closer to that of other treatments, the NullEvent could also be assigned
a synonym, a “PersistentState”, with no difference in meaning. Regardless of the
terms used, the basic concept, that some attributes of objects may remain unchanged
over time, is the same and can in all cases be represented as a ContinuousProcess
with null changes. This concept will be useful in analysis of discontinuous processes.

6   Discontinuous Processes

To the extent currently measurable, at the fundamental physical level all physical
processes are physically continuous in time, although when observing instruments
have insufficient resolution, certain events may appear instantaneous. Nevertheless,
many important processes and practical procedures seem to be naturally
decomposable into discrete periods of time when something significant changes,
followed by periods when no significant change occurs. Sowa [5] has provided a
summary of the various ways that such decomposable processes ("discrete
processes") may be represented, as alternating units of Events when some perceptible
change occurs, and States when no significant change occurs. As mentioned above,
the States (intervals of time when specific fluents are "constant") are logically
indistinguishable from NullEvents. Thus a series of Events interspersed with
NullEvents is, in the view of our proposed ontology, actually a ComplexEvent, and
has the conceptual dimensions of PhysicalEvent. The "discrete process" represented
by Sowa as Petri Nets would, in our view, be a subclass of PhysicalEvent, with the
same conceptual dimension. The representation of discrete processes as Directed
Acyclic Graphs is consistent with the above representation of all PhysicalProcesse as
fundamentally continuous. Though the each discrete process would, in the current
view, be a subtype of PhysicalEvent , it can be mapped to a continuous process by an
Embedding as described by Sowa. The difference in terminology can be resolved by
agreement on the use of appropriate synonyms for the same concepts.

7   Substance and Object

The familiar "substances" of everyday life, such as water, air, steel, milk, glass, or
coffee, have been represented in different ways in different ontologies. Linguistically,
they are treated as mass nouns rather than count nouns, and to reflect this distinction,
an ontology should be able to discriminate substances from objects.
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In CYC substances are represented as the collection of all objects consisting of that
substance; e.g. for glass, the CYC documentation states: "Each element of #$Glass is
a piece of glass; e.g., a wine bottle, a plate glass window, a microscope slide, a crystal
water goblet, the mirrors of a reflecting telescope." Thus the class "#$Glass" in effect
is a class of all pieces of glass; and this representation is similar in CYC for other
substances. The distinction between objects and substances in CYC is not directly
reflected in the hierarchy, but is achieved by assigning specific classes as instances of
either #$ExistingStuffType or #$ExistingObjectType. We feel that such indirect
assignment of important properties unnecessarily obscures their meaning, and for
clarity believe that substances and objects should be differentiated within the class
hierarchy. More seriously, the assignment of one entity as a subclass of another of
different conceptual dimension risks creating a logical inconsistency.

To achieve the clear differentiation of PhysicalSubstance and PhysicalObject we
consider a PhysicalSubstance to be an Entity which is one point in a qualitative
dimension of PhysicalSubstanceType, and a quantitative dimension of Density. The
conceptual units would therefore be PhysicalSubstanceType�Mass�Volume-1. As a
concept which has an associated property of homogeneity, each substance must be
associated with a specific granularity. Therefore a PhysicalObject which is composed
of some PhysicalSubstance, must have a size of at least four GrainSizes in each length
dimension; otherwise it must be viewed as an aggregate of individual objects or parts.

For each case of a homogeneous PhysicalSubstance (e.g. water) there are
two associated concepts, a QuantityOfSubstance and a PhysicalObject. A
QuantityOfSubstance corresponds to some volume of space filled with that substance.
For a PhysicalSubstance, i QuantityOfSubstance would have a mass which is the
product of its density times the volume occupied by the PhysicalSubstance, (e.g. ten
milliliters of water having a mass of ten grams). This concept, however, represents
only a generic quantity of that substance, of which there may be may instances. A
homogeneous PhysicalObject is formed by a QuantityOfSubstance which fills some
specific region of space, e.g. the 200 ml of water sitting in a specific glass on my
table, or the thirty ounces of wood in my baseball bat.. Both of these concepts have
the same qualitative dimension:

(SubstanceType�Mass�Volume-1) �Volume = SubstanceType�Mass (6)

A homogeneous PhysicalObject can be divided, and the result would be two
PhysicalObjects of the same composition, and if the object is large enough, two
quantities of the same substance. But the division process may not go on indefinitely,
and it will fail when it reaches the level of the grain size of the substance.

This representation of PhysicalSubstance provides a natural and precise way to
represent mixtures of substances, whether macroscopically heterogeneous, such as
cement, or microscopically homogeneous, such as aqueous solutions. The details are
beyond the scope of this paper.

8   Conclusion

The use of conceptual dimensional analysis for Event and Process helps to clarify the
distinction between Process and Event that is evident in linguistic utterances. The
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suggestions above for representation of the relation between Process and Event can
form a firm logical basis for reasoning about what actually happens in all kinds of
processes. A working demonstration of the use of this representation in a practical
computational system, has not yet been attempted, however, and this fundamental
ontology has as yet not been shown to be superior to others previously suggested.
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Abstract. This paper describes how to automatically classify the func-
tional relations from the Factotum knowledge base via a statistical
machine learning algorithm. This incorporates a method for inferring
prepositional relation indicators from corpus data. It also uses lexical
collocations (i.e., word associations) and class-based collocations based
on the WordNet hypernym relations (i.e., is-subset-of). The result shows
substantial improvement over a baseline approach.

1 Introduction

Applications using natural language processing often rely predominantly upon
hierarchical semantic relations (e.g., is-a, is-subset-of, and is-part-of), along with
synonymy and word associations. These are readily available in lexical resources
such as Princeton’s WordNet [1] or can be extracted directly from corpora [2].
Other types of relations are important, although more difficult to acquire. These
correspond to dictionary differentia [3], that is, the distinguishing relations given
in definitions. Differentia provide information such as attributes, typical func-
tions, and typical purpose. This paper shows how to infer such relations from
examples in a knowledge base (KB). For the purpose of this work, the term func-
tional relations refers to these non-hierarchical relations, excluding attributes.

The Factotum semantic network [4] developed by Micra, Inc. makes ex-
plicit many of the functional relations in Roget’s Thesaurus.1 Outside of pro-
prietary resources such as Cyc [5], Factotum is the most comprehensive KB
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with respect to functional relations. OpenCyc2 does include definitions of many
non-hierarchical relations. However, there are not many instantiations (i.e., rela-
tionship assertions), because it concentrates on the higher level of the ontology.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents more background on
the usefulness of differentiating relations, and discusses the main differentiating
relations in Factotum. Section 3 shows how corpora can be used to infer clue
words for these relations. Section 4 presents results from experiments on classi-
fying the functional relations in Factotum. Section 5 discusses related work. The
last section summaries the paper’s contributions and mentions areas for future
work.

2 Background

2.1 Importance of Non-hierarchical Semantic Relations

Distinguishing features play a prominent role in categorization. For instance, in
Tversky’s [6] influential contrast model, the similarity comparison incorporates
factors specific to either term, as well as factors common to both, Tversky also
conducted experiments [7] showing that, in certain cases, the distinctive features
are given more weight than common ones. Similar results are reported by Medin
et al. [8].

Conceptual knowledge for natural language processing is commonly orga-
nized into hierarchies called ontologies (e.g., the Mikrokosmos ontology for ma-
chine translation [9]). The concepts in these hierarchies are usually partially
ordered via the instance and subset relations (i.e., is-a and is-subset-of). Each
is a relation of dominance, which Cruse [10] considers as the defining aspect of
hierarchies. He points out that an important part of hierarchies is the differenti-
ation of siblings. This is the role of conceptual differentia, that is, the semantic
relations that distinguish sibling concepts. Without these relations, the infor-
mation in hierarchical lexicons would only indicate how the lexicalized concepts
represented are ordered without indicating the differences among the concepts.

Manually-derived lexicons, such as the Mikrokosmos English lexicon [11],
often contain differentia in the rich case-frame structures associated with the
underlying concepts. This contrasts with semi-automatically derived lexicons
such as WordNet [1], which emphasize the lexical hierarchy but not the un-
derlying semantics. For instance, Mikrokosmos3 averages about 2.4 properties
per concept (including some inverse relations), whereas WordNet4 only aver-
ages 1.3 (including inverses).5 This suggests that the reason large-scale lexicons
tend to incorporate less differentia is due more to the difficulty in acquiring the
2 Version 0.7 of OpenCyc, a publicly available subset of Cyc (www.opencyc.org).
3 1998 version of Mikrokosmos (crl.nmsu.edu/Research/Projects/mikro/index.html).
4 Version 1.7 of WordNet (www.cogsci.princeton.edu/˜wn).
5 Properties refers to functional relations, attributes and part-whole relations (e.g., is-

member-meronym-of), excluding just the instance and subset relations. WordNet 1.6
only averages 0.64 properties, so version 1.7 represents a substantial improvement.
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information than to the relative worth of the information. Factotum compares
favorably in this respect, averaging 1.8 properties per concept. OpenCyc pro-
vides the highest average at 3.7 properties per concept (with an emphasis on
argument constraints and other usage restrictions).6

Hirst [12] advocates adding case structures to standard dictionaries, in the
same manner that learner’s dictionaries indicate verbal subcategorization frames.
This would provide a common resource for more-detailed language knowledge,
useful for humans as well as for computerized processing.

Work in formal semantics tends not to cover functional relations much, al-
though there are some notable exceptions. Pustejovsky’s Generative Lexicon
theory accounts for them in his qualia structure [13]. Mel’čuk’s Meaning Text
Theory [14] accounts for them via lexical functions in his Explanatory Combi-
natorial Dictionary. Both of these theories are quite influential, adding more
support that functional relations are desirable although perhaps difficult to ac-
quire. Heylen [15] discusses the connection between the two theories.

2.2 Factotum

The Factotum semantic network [4] is a knowledge base derived initially from
the 1911 version of Roget’s Thesaurus. Part of purpose is to make explicit the
relations that hold between the Roget categories and the words listed in each
entry. It incorporates information from other resources as well, in particular the
Unified Medical Language System (UMLS), which formed the basis for the initial
set of semantic relations.

Figure 1 shows a sample from Factotum. This illustrates that the basic Roget
organization is still used, although additional hierarchical levels have been added.
The relations are contained within double braces (e.g., “{{has subtype}}”) and
generally apply from the category to each word in the synonym list on the
same line. Therefore, the line with “{{result of}}” indicates that conversion is
the result of transforming, as shown in the semantic relation listing that would
be extracted.7 There are over 400 relations instantiated in the semantic net-
work. Some of these are quite specialized (e.g., has-brandname). In addition,
there are quite a few inverse functions, since most of the relations are not sym-
metrical. Certain features of the semantic network representation are currently
ignored during the relation extraction. For example, relation specifications can
have qualifier prefixes, such as an ampersand to indicate that the relationship
only sometimes holds.

Table 1 shows the most common relations in terms of usage in the semantic
network, and includes others that are used in the experiments discussed later.8

6 These figures are derived by counting the number of relations excluding the instance
and subset ones. OpenCyc’s comments and lexicalizations are also excluded (implicit
in Factotum and WordNet). The count is then divided by the number of concepts.

7 For clarity, some of the relations are renamed to make the directionality more ex-
plicit, following a suggestion for their interpretation in the Factotum documentation.

8 The database files and documentation for the semantic network are available from
Micra, Inc. via ftp://micra.com/factotum.
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A6.1.4 CONVERSION (R144)
#144. Conversion.
N. {{has subtype(change, R140)}} conversion, transformation.
{{has case: @R7, initial state, final state}}.
{{has patient: @R3a, object, entity}}.
{{result of}} {{has subtype(process, A7.7)}} converting, transforming.
{{has subtype}} processing.
transition.
⇒
〈change, has-subtype, conversion〉 〈change, has-subtype, transformation〉
〈conversion, has-case, initial state〉 〈conversion, has-case, final state〉
〈conversion, has-patient, object〉 〈conversion, has-patient, entity〉
〈conversion, is-result-of, converting〉 〈conversion, is-result-of, transforming〉
〈process, has-subtype, converting〉 〈process, has-subtype, transforming〉
〈conversion, has-subtype, processing〉

Fig. 1. Sample entry from Factotum with extracted relations

The functional relations are shown in boldface. The exclusion of the meronymic
or part-whole relations (e.g., is-conceptual-part-of) accords with their classifi-
cation by Cruse [10] as hierarchical relations. Note that the usage counts just
reflect relationships9 explicitly labeled in the KB data file. For instance, this
does not account for implicit has-subtype relationships based on the hierarchical
organization of the thesaural groups.

Table 2 shows the relation usage in WordNet version 1.7. This shows that
the majority of the relations are hierarchical (is-similar-to can be considered as
a hierarchical relation for adjectives). Therefore, the information in Factotum
complements WordNet through the inclusion of more functional relations.

3 Inferring Relation Markers

Note that Factotum does not indicate the way the relationships are expressed
in English. WordNet similarly does not indicate this, but does include defini-
tion glosses that can be used in some cases to infer the relation markers (i.e.,
generalized case markers). For example,

Factotum: 〈drying, is-function-of, drier〉

WordNet: {dry#1, dry out#3} remove the moisture from and make dry
{dryer#1, drier#2} an appliance that removes moisture

Therefore, the Factotum relations cannot be used as is to provide training data
for learning how the relations are expressed in English. This contrasts with
corpus-based annotations, such as Treebank II [16] and FrameNet [17], where
the relationships are marked in context.
9 For clarity, relationships refers to relation instantiations, and relations to the types.
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Table 1. Sample relations from Micra’s Factotum. Boldface relations are used in the
experiments in Section 4.

Relation Usage Description
has-subtype 37355 inverse of is-a relation
is-property-of 7210 object with given salient character
is-caused-by 3203 indicates force that is the origin of something
has-property 2625 salient property of an object
has-part 2055 a part of a physical object
has-high-intensity 1671 intensifier for the property or characteristic
has-high-level 1564 implication for the activity (e.g., intelligence)
is-antonym-of 1525 generally used for lexical opposition
is-conceptual-part-of 1408 parts of other entities (in case relations)
has-metaphor 1313 non-literal reference to the word
causesmental 1208 motivation (causation in the mental realm)
uses 1157 a tool needing active manipulation
is-performed-by 1081 human actor for the event
performshuman 987 human role in performing some activity
is-function-of 983 artifact that passively performs the function
has-result 977 more specific type of causes
has-conceptual-part 937 generalization of has-part
is-used-in 930 activity or some desired effect for the entity
is-part-of 898 distinguishes part from group membership
causes 866 inverse of is-caused-by
has-method 830 method used to achieve some goal
is-caused-bymental 810 inverse of causesmental

has-consequence 785 causation due to a natural association
has-commencement 663 state that commences with the action
is-location-of 655 absolute location of an object
requires 341 object or sub-action necessary for an action
is-studied-in 331 inquires into any field of study
is-topic-of 177 document or other communication for the subject
produces 166 what an action yields, secretes, generates, etc.
is-measured-by 158 instrument or method for measuring something
is-job-of 117 occupation title for a job function
is-patient-of 101 action that the object participates in
is-facilitated-by 98 object or sub-action aiding an action
is-biofunction-of 27 biological function of parts of living things
was-performed-by 22 is-performed-by occurring in the past
has-consequenceobject 21 consequence for the patient of an action
is-facilitated-bymental 9 trait that facilitates some human action

However, given the increased coverage of the web, the relation markers can
be inferred. For example, each of the relationships can be used in proximity
searches involving the source and target terms. For example, using AltaVista’s
Boolean search10, this can be done via ‘source near target’. Unfortunately, this

10 AltaVista’s Boolean search is available at www.altavista.com/sites/search/adv.
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Table 2. Relation usage in WordNet (version 1.7)

Relation Usage Description
has-hypernym 88381 superset relation
is-similar-to 22492 similar adjective synset
is-member-meronym-of 12043 constituent member
is-part-meronym-of 8026 constituent part
is-antonym-of 7873 opposing concept
is-pertainym-of 4433 noun that adjective pertains to
also-see 3325 related entry (for adjectives and verbs)
is-derived-from 3174 adjective that adverb is derived from
has-verb-group 1400 verb senses grouped by similarity
has-attribute 1300 related attribute category or value
is-substance-meronym-of 768 constituent substance
entails 426 action entailed by the verb
causes 216 action caused by the verb
has-participle 120 verb participle

technique would require detailed post-processing of the web search results, possi-
bly including parsing in order to extract the patterns. As an expedient, common
prepositions11 are included in a series of proximity searches to find the prepo-
sition occurring the most with the terms. For instance, given the relationship
〈drying, is-function-of, drier〉, the following searches would be performed.

drying near tendril near of
drying near tendril near to
...
drying near tendril near “because of”

To account for prepositions that occur frequently (e.g., ‘of’), mutual infor-
mation (MI) statistics [2] are used in place of the raw frequency when rating the
potential markers. These are calculated as follows:

MIprep = log2
P (X,Y )

P (X)×P (Y ) ≈ log2
f(source near target near prep)

f(source near target)×f(prep)

Such checks are done for the 25 most common prepositions to find the preposition
yielding the highest mutual information score. Using this metric, the top three
markers for the 〈drying, is-function-of, drier〉 relationship are ‘during’, ‘after’,
and ‘with’.

This technique can readily be extended to finding relation markers in foreign
languages, such as Spanish, given a bilingual dictionary. Ambiguous transla-
tions pose a complication, but in most of these cases, similar relation markers
11 The common prepositions are determined from the prepositional phrases assigned

functional annotations in Penn Treebank II [16].
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should be likely unless the relations between the alternative meaning pairs di-
verge significantly.12 For example, when the process is applied to the translated
relationship for the example, namely 〈secar, is-function-of, secarador〉, the top
three markers are ‘con’, ‘de’, and ‘para’.

4 Classifying the Functional Relations

4.1 Methodology

Given the functional relationships in Factotum along with the inferred relation
markers, machine learning algorithms can be used to infer what relation most
likely applies to terms occurring together with a particular marker. Note that
the main purpose of including the relation markers is to provide clues for the
particular type of relation. Because the source term and target terms might
occur in other relationships, associations based on them alone might not be as
accurate. In addition, the inclusion of these clue words (e.g., the prepositions)
makes the task closer to what would be done in inferring the relations from
free text. In effect, this task is preposition disambiguation, using the Factotum
relations as senses.

A straightforward approach for preposition disambiguation would use stan-
dard feature sets for word-sense disambiguation (WSD), such as those used in the
Senseval competitions [19,20]. These include syntactic features for the immedi-
ate context (e.g., the parts-of-speech of surrounding words). More importantly,
WSD feature sets include semantic features based on collocations (e.g., word
associations). The latter can be highly accurate, but might over-fit the data and
generalize poorly. To overcome these problems, class-based collocations are also
incorporated, using WordNet hypernym synsets.

Figure 2 gives the feature settings used in the experiments. These are similar
to the settings used by the grling-sdm system in the first Senseval competi-
tion [21], except for the inclusion of the hypernym-based collocations.

Word collocation features are derived by making two passes over the training
data. The first pass tabulates the co-occurrence counts for the words in a window
around the target word and each of the classification values or categories (e.g.,
the preposition senses). These counts are used to derive a conditional proba-
bility estimate of each class value given the various potential collocates. Those
exceeding a certain threshold are collected into a list associated with the class
value, making this a “bag of words” approach. As shown in Figure 2, a potential
collocate is selected whenever its co-occurrence with the class category increases
the probability for the latter by 20%. The second pass determines the value for
the collocational feature of each classification category by checking whether the
current context has any of the associated collocation words. For the test data,
only the second pass is made, using the collocation lists derived from the training
data.
12 Sidorov et al. [18] illustrate the differences that might arise for terms referring to

non-adults in English, Spanish, and Russian.
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Features:
POSsource: part-of-speech of the source term
POStarget: part-of-speech of the target term
Prep: preposition serving as relation marker (or ‘n/a’ if not inferable)
WordColli: true if context contains any word collocation for relation i
HypernymColli: true if context contains any hypernym collocation for relation i

Collocation selection:
Frequency constraint: f(word) > 1
Conditional independence threshold: p(c|coll)−p(c)

p(c) >= 0.2
Organization: per-class-binary grouping [22]

Model selection:
Decision tree (via Weka’s J48 classifier [23])
10-fold cross-validation

Fig. 2. Features used in semantic role classification experiments

In generalizing this to a class-based approach, the potential collocational
words are replaced with each of their hypernym ancestors from WordNet. Since
the co-occurring words are not sense-tagged, this is done for each synset serving
as a different sense of the word. (Likewise, in the case of multiple inheritance,
each parent synset is used.) For example, given the co-occurring word “money”,
the counts would be updated as if each of the following tokens were seen, shown
grouped by sense.

1. {medium of exchange#1, monetary system#1, standard#1, criterion#1,
measure#2, touchstone#1, reference point#1, point of reference#1, ref-
erence#3, indicator#2, signal#1, signaling#1, sign#3, communica-
tion#2, social relation#1, relation#1, abstraction#6}

2. {wealth#4, property#2, belongings#1, holding#2, mate-
rial possession#1, possession#2}

3. {currency#1, medium of exchange#1, monetary system#1, stan-
dard#1, criterion#1, measure#2, touchstone#1, reference point#1,
point of reference#1, reference#3, indicator#2, signal#1, signaling#1,
sign#3, communication#2, social relation#1, relation#1, abstraction#6}

Thus, the word token ‘money’ is replaced by 41 synset tokens. Then, the same
two-pass process described above is performed over the replacement tokens. Al-
though this introduces noise due to ambiguity, the conditional-independence se-
lection scheme [22] compensates somewhat (e.g., by selecting hypernym synsets
that only occur with specific categories).

Figure 3 contains sample feature specifications from the experiments dis-
cussed in the next section. This shows that ‘n/a’ is used whenever a preposition
marker for a particular relationship cannot be inferred. For brevity, the feature
specification only includes collocation features for the most frequent relations.
Sample collocations are also shown for the relations. In the word collocation
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case, the occurrence of ‘similarity’ is used to determine that the is-caused-by
feature (HC1) should be set on for the first two instances; however, there is no
corresponding hypernym collocation due to conditional-independence filtering.
Although ‘new’ is not included as a word collocation, one of its hypernyms,
namely ‘Adj:early#2’, is used to determine that the has-consequence feature
(HC3) should be on in the last instance.

Relationships from Factotum with inferred markers:
〈similarity, is-caused-by, connaturalize〉 n/a
〈similarity, is-caused-by, rhyme〉 by
〈approximate, has-consequence, imprecise〉 because
〈new, has-consequence, patented〉 with

Word collocations only:
Relation POSs POSt Prep WC1 WC2 WC3 WC4 WC5 WC6 WC7

is-caused-by NN VB n/a 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
is-caused-by NN NN by 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
has-consequence NN JJ because 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
has-consequence JJ VBN with 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Sample collocations:
is-caused-by {bitterness, evildoing, monochrome, similarity, vulgarity, wit}
has-consequence {abrogate, frequently, insufficiency, nonplus, ornament, useless}

Hypernym collocations only:
Relation POSs POSt Prep HC1 HC2 HC3 HC4 HC5 HC6 HC7

is-caused-by NN VB n/a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
is-caused-by NN NN by 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
has-consequence NN JJ because 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
has-consequence JJ VBN with 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

Sample collocations:
is-caused-by {N:hostility#3, N:inelegance#1, N:humorist#1, V:stimulate#4}
has-consequence {V:abolish#1, Adj:early#2, N:inability#1, V:write#2,

V:write#7}

Combined collocations:
The combination of the above specifications:
that is, 〈Relation, POSs, POSt, Prep, WC1, ... WC7, HC1, ... HC7〉.

where POSs and POSt are the parts of speech for the source and target terms,
and the relations for the word and hypernym collocations (WCi and HCi) follow:

1. is-caused-by 2. is-function-of 3. has-consequence 4. has-result
5. is-caused-bymental 6. is-performed-by 7. uses

Fig. 3. Sample feature specifications for the different experiment configurations. The
collocation features are not shown for the low frequency relations.
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4.2 Results

For this task, the set of functional relations in Factotum are determined by
removing the hierarchical relations (e.g., has-subtype and has-part) along with
the attribute relations (e.g., is-property-of). In addition, in cases where there are
inverse functions (e.g., causes and is-caused-by), the most frequently occurring
relation of each inverse pair is used. This is done because the approach currently
does not account for argument order. The boldface relations in the listing shown
earlier in Table 1 are those used in the experiment. Only single-word source
and target terms are considered to simplify the WordNet hypernym lookup.
The resulting dataset has 5959 training instances. The dataset also includes the
inferred relation markers, thus introducing some noise.

Table 3 shows the results of the classification. The combined use of both col-
location types achieves the best overall accuracy at 71.2%, which is good consid-
ering that the baseline of always choosing the most common relation (is-caused-
by) is 24.2%. This combination generalizes well by using hypernym collocations,
while retaining specificity via word collocations. Note that the classification task
is quite challenging, given the large number of choices and high entropy [24].

Table 3. Functional relation classification, using inferred prepositions along with
source and target. The accuracy figures are averages based on 10-fold cross valida-
tion. The gain in accuracy for the combined experiment versus the word experiment is
statistically significant at p < 0.01 (via a paired t-test).

Experiment Accuracy Stdev
Word 68.4 1.28
Hypernym 53.9 1.66
Combined 71.2 1.78

# Instances: 5959
# Classes: 21
Entropy: 3.504
Baseline: 24.2

5 Related Work

Recently there has a bit of work related to preposition disambiguation and se-
mantic role classification. Litkowski [25] presents manually-derived rules for dis-
ambiguating ‘of’; Srihari et al. [26] present manually-derived rules for disam-
biguating prepositions used in named entities. Gildea and Jurafsky [27], as well
as Blaheta and Charniak [28], address the more general problem of assigning
semantic roles to arbitrary constituents of a sentence. We provide a detailed
comparison elsewhere [29], including other work in preposition disambiguation.
Syntactic functional relations are important as well. Dini et al. [30] show how
relations extracted from parse annotations facilitate word sense disambiguation.

Scott and Matwin [31] also use WordNet hypernyms for classification, in par-
ticular topic detection. Their approach is different in that they include a numeric
density feature for each synset that subsumes words appearing in the document,
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potentially yielding hundreds of features. We just have a binary feature for each
of the relations being classified. They only consider nouns and verbs, whereas
we also include adjectives.13 As with our approach, they consider all senses of a
word, distributing the alternative readings throughout the set of features. Gildea
and Jurafsky [32] instead just select the first sense for their hypernym features.

Factotum has been used in other language processing research. Cassidy [4]
shows how control of inference might be done for Factotum and discusses its
use in word sense disambiguation. Bolshakov et al. [33] discuss the translation
of Factotum into Russian and the complications due to the mismatch in the
lexicalization of various concepts. Gelbukh [34] shows how Factotum can be use-
ful for word-sense disambiguation and related tasks (e.g., machine translation)
via path-based distance measures derived from the network. Follow-up work
[35] discusses additional tasks that can be solved via the path minimization ap-
proach, such as resolving prepositional phrase attachment. This also describes
more customizations to the standard shortest-paths algorithms for use in lan-
guage processing applications (e.g., dealing with the different types of links in
the semantic network).

6 Conclusion

Factotum provides complementary information to that contained in WordNet
and other lexical resources. This paper shows how automatic classification of the
functional relations from this data can be done, using a combination of word and
hypernym collocations. The approach achieves good accuracy (71.2%), which is
nearly three times the baseline. We also illustrate how relation markers can be
inferred using corpus-based techniques (via AltaVista’s proximity search).

Recent work by Gildea and Jurafsky [32] illustrates the use of mappings from
FrameNet’s fine-grained relations to coarse-grained ones more commonly used
in computational linguistics. This suggests a method for converting annotations
from one lexical resource to another. Future work will pursue this with Factotum
and other knowledge bases such as OpenCyc. We will also investigate more
fully the inference of relation markers for foreign languages (e.g., via proximity
searches of the source and target terms from the translated semantic network
produced by Gelbukh’s technique [35]).
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Abstract. We can still create computer programs displaying only the most
rudimentary natural language processing capabilities. One of the greatest
barriers to advanced natural language processing is our inability to overcome
the linguistic knowledge acquisition bottleneck. In this paper, we describe
recent work in a number of areas, including grammar checker development,
automatic question answering, and language modeling, where state of the art
accuracy is achieved using very simple methods whose power comes entirely
from the plethora of text currently available to these systems, as opposed to
deep linguistic analysis or the application of state of the art machine learning
techniques.  This suggests that the field of NLP might benefit by concentrating
less on technology development and more on data acquisition.

1   Introduction

Despite decades of research and development, we can still only create machines with
the most rudimentary natural language processing capabilities.  One of the greatest
barriers to advanced natural language processing is our inability to overcome the
linguistic knowledge acquisition bottleneck. It turns out that building a robust,
scalable NLP system is vastly more difficult than would appear at first blush.
Language is complex and highly idiosyncratic, or, in the words of Edward Sapir:
“Unfortunately, or luckily, no language is tyrannically consistent. All grammars
leak.” [11] Over the years, there has been an ongoing debate as to how best to
improve NLP systems: via better linguistics or more powerful machine learning, or
perhaps some hybrid of the two. During this time, the amount of on-line text has
ballooned from the ubiquitous million-word Brown corpus and few million-word
Penn Treebank to close to a trillion words currently accessible on the Web. We
believe this huge increase in available text has huge implications for the debate on
how best to proceed toward our goal of building machines with sophisticated
language processing abilities.
    Much of the challenge NLP is faced with involves generalizing from the finite to
the infinite.  Given a finite set of training instances for a learning algorithm or a set of
development instances for creating a hand-crafted system, we attempt to generalize to
cover the infinite set of instances the system could potentially encounter. From an
engineering perspective, the importance of generalization is proportional to the
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percentage of strings the system will encounter that did not appear in the original
training set.  At one extreme, if the training set is complete, i.e. it contains all strings
the system will encounter, then there is no need for generalization; we can simply
hard code the behavior for each such string. However, if our training set only covers a
small percentage of future instances then performance will be abysmal without proper
string generalization.
    It has long been a tenet of natural language processing that the first step in any NLP
pipeline is for the system to first syntactically annotate a string (e.g. with
morphological analysis, parts of speech, named entity labels, syntactic structure) and
then possibly also semantically label the string (e.g. with lexical meaning, logical
form).  This, in part, serves the purpose of string generalization. A system can operate
on the generalized annotated string, thereby attaining better coverage than would be
possible without these linguistic preprocessing steps. Although many linguistic
generalization components have been developed, they still have not brought with
them the level of generalization necessary for a computer to perform advanced natural
language processing.
    In this paper, we suggest that in the end, true progress might very well come not
from the traditional areas investigated by our field, but rather simply by employing
simple techniques over the vast text collections now readily available (and preparing
relevant text collections where none currently exist). We discuss some recent work
that suggests that concentrating our efforts on data acquisition rather than linguistic
technology advancement might be the most fruitful path to follow.

2   Confusion Set Disambiguation1

The amount of readily available on-line text has reached hundreds of billions of words
and continues to grow.  Yet for most core natural language tasks, algorithms continue
to be optimized, tested and compared after training on corpora consisting of only one
million words or less.  We evaluated the performance of different learning methods
on a prototypical natural language disambiguation task, confusion set disambiguation,
when trained on orders of magnitude more labeled data than has previously been
used.
    Confusion set disambiguation is the problem of choosing the correct use of a word,
given a set of words with which it is commonly confused. Example confusion sets
include: {principle, principal}, {then, than}, {to, two, too}, and {weather, whether}.
Numerous methods have been presented for confusion set disambiguation. The more
recent set of techniques includes multiplicative weight-update algorithms [5], latent
semantic analysis [7], transformation-based learning [10], decision lists [12], and a
variety of Bayesian classifiers (e.g. [6]). In all of these approaches, the problem is
formulated as follows: Given a specific confusion set (e.g. {to, two, too}), all
occurrences of confusion set members in the test set are replaced by a marker;
everywhere the system sees this marker, it must decide which member of the
confusion set to choose.
    Confusion set disambiguation is one of a large class of much studied natural
language problems involving disambiguation from a relatively small set of

                                                          
1 The work described here originally appeared in [1].
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alternatives based upon the string context in which the ambiguity site appears.  Other
such problems include word sense disambiguation, part of speech tagging and some
formulations of phrasal chunking. One advantageous aspect of confusion set
disambiguation, which allows us to study the effects of large data sets on
performance, is that labeled training data is essentially free, since the correct answer
is surface apparent in any collection of reasonably well-edited text.

2.1   Learning Curve Experiments for Confusion Set Disambiguation

This work was partially motivated by the desire to develop an improved grammar
checker. Given a fixed amount of time, we considered what would be the most
effective way to focus our efforts in order to attain the greatest performance
improvement. Some possibilities included modifying standard learning algorithms,
exploring new learning techniques, and using more sophisticated features. Before
exploring these somewhat expensive paths, we decided to first see what happened if
we simply trained an existing method with much more data. We generated learning
curves for various machine learning algorithms: winnow, perceptron, naïve Bayes,
and a very simple memory-based learner.  For the first three learners, we used the
standard collection of features employed for this problem: the set of words within a
window of the target word, and collocations containing words and/or parts of speech.
The memory-based learner used only the word before and word after as features.
    We collected a 1-billion-word training corpus from a variety of English texts,
including news articles, scientific abstracts, government transcripts, literature and
other varied forms of prose.  This training corpus is three orders of magnitude greater
than the largest training corpus previously used for this problem.  We used 1 million
words of Wall Street Journal text as our test set, and no data from the Wall Street
Journal was used when constructing the training corpus. Each learner was trained at
several cutoff points in the training corpus, i.e. the first one million words, the first
five million words, and so on, until all one billion words were used for training. In
order to avoid training biases that may result from merely concatenating the different
data sources to form a larger training corpus, we constructed each consecutive
training corpus by probabilistically sampling sentences from the different sources
weighted by the size of each source.
    In Figure 1, we show learning curves for each learner, up to one billion words of
training data.  Each point in the graph is the average performance over ten confusion
sets for that size training corpus.  Note that the curves appear to be log-linear even out
to one billion words. These results suggest that natural language technologists may
want to carefully consider the trade-off between spending time and money on
algorithm development versus spending it on corpus development. At least for the
problem of confusion set disambiguation, none of the learners tested is close to
asymptoting in performance at the one million word training corpus size commonly
employed by the field.  Note also that the relative differences in performance between
learning algorithms trained on a million words is dwarfed by the improvement to all
systems when trained on orders of magnitude additional data. This draws to question
the utility of the sort of incremental improvements in accuracy on a fixed (typically
very small) training corpus that currently account for a large percentage of NLP
research.
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Fig. 1. Learning Curves for Confusion Set Disambiguation

3   Lexical Probabilities and Language Modeling

Another core natural language task is the problem of language modeling – predicting
the next word given the history of previous words. An ngram model estimates the
probability of a word wi given the history as P(wi | wi-1 .. wi-n-1). On the surface, this
seems like a terribly inadequate model, and one would assume that success at this task
would require deep linguistic analysis. Despite the obvious weaknesses, the ngram
language model has proven to be extremely effective for speech recognition. There
are two major problems with these models: (1) representational inadequacies and
(2) insufficient training data for probability estimates. The first problem cannot
readily be solved. For the second, again a problem of string generalization, could big
gains come again simply by throwing more data at the problem, or is this a case where
true linguistic generalization is necessary?  Two recent papers address this issue.
    In [13], Zhu and Rosenfeld use the World Wide Web as a large corpus from which
they can extract trigram probabilities to augment a domain-specific language model
trained on a much smaller corpus.  Using a search engine that returns frequency
counts for a query, one can estimate Pweb(w3 | w1, w2) (the probability of w3 following
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w1, w2 in text on the Web) by querying the search engine with the two queries “w1 w2

w3” and “w1 w2” and computing Pweb(w3 | w1, w2)  = count(w1 w2 w3)/count(w1 w2).
    Zhu and Rosenfeld used the 103 million word Broadcast News corpus to build their
original language model.  They found that about 40% of the trigrams that appeared in
their test set were not present in their training corpus, whereas only 10% of the
trigrams were not present on the searchable Web (which they estimate at the time of
their experiments to be approximately 100 billion words). They were able to obtain a
significant decrease in speech recognition word error rate using a language model
created by interpolating the Broadcast News language model with that from the Web,
compared to using the Broadcast News language model alone.
    Keller et al. [8] looked at a similar problem.  They studied to what extent the Web
could be used to get reliable bigram probability estimates for noun-noun, adjective-
noun and verb-object bigrams.  They observed that their Web-obtained bigram counts
were on the order of 759 to 977 times greater than those obtained using the 100
million word British National Corpus (BNC). Since Web data is very noisy and
unbalanced compared to the BNC, they next studied to what extent the Web counts
correlate with the BNC counts.  They found a very high correlation coefficient,
indicating that the vast amount of text available on the Web outweighs the noisy and
unbalanced nature of this resource. As further evidence that the Web-derived counts
are meaningful, Keller et al. demonstrate that, for adjective-noun bigrams, the bigram
counts from the Web closely correlate with human plausibility judgments.

4   AskMSR: Data-Driven Automatic Question Answering 

2

The goal of a question answering system is to retrieve ‘answers’ to questions rather
than full documents or even best-matching passages as most information retrieval
systems currently do. The TREC Question Answering Track which has motivated
much of the recent work in the field focuses on fact-based, short-answer questions
such as “Who killed Abraham Lincoln?” or “How tall is Mount Everest?”
    We have developed a question answering system, AskMSR.  The design of our
question answering system is again motivated by the idea that significant
improvements in accuracy can be attained simply by increasing the amount of data
used for learning. Following the same guiding principle we take advantage of the
tremendous data resource that the Web provides as the backbone of our question
answering system.  Many groups working on question answering have used a variety
of linguistic resources – part-of-speech tagging, parsing, named entity extraction,
semantic relations, dictionaries, WordNet, etc. We chose instead to focus on the Web
as gigantic data repository with tremendous redundancy that can be exploited for
question answering. The Web, which is home to billions of pages of electronic text, is
orders of magnitude larger than the TREC QA document collection, which consists of
fewer than 1 million documents. This is a resource that can be usefully exploited for
question answering. We view our approach as complimentary to more linguistic
approaches, but have chosen to see how far we can get initially by focusing on data
per se as a key resource available to drive our system design.

                                                          
2 The work described here originally appeared in [4].
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    Automatic QA from a single, small information source is extremely challenging,
again because of the difficulty of accurate string generalization.  Since there is likely
to be only one answer in the source to any user’s question, a system has to adequately
generalize across a large number of potential answer surface realizations in order to
effectively identify the answer to a question. Given a source, such as the TREC
corpus, that contains only a relatively small number of formulations of answers to a
query, we may be faced with the difficult task of mapping questions to answers by
way of uncovering complex lexical, syntactic, or semantic relationships between
question string and answer string. The need for anaphor resolution and synonymy, the
presence of alternate syntactic formulations and indirect answers all make answer
finding a potentially challenging task.  However, the greater the answer redundancy in
the source data collection, the more likely it is that we can find an answer that occurs
in a simple relation to the question.  Therefore, the less likely it is that we will need to
resort to solving the aforementioned difficulties facing natural language processing
systems.3

4.1   Utilizing Data Redundancy in Automatic Question Answering

We take advantage of the redundancy (multiple, differently phrased, answer
occurrences) available when considering massive amounts of data in two key ways in
our system.

Enables Simple Query Rewrites.  The greater the number of information sources we
can draw from, the easier the task of rewriting the question becomes, since the answer
is more likely to be expressed in different manners. For example, consider the
difficulty of gleaning an answer to the question “Who killed Abraham Lincoln?” from
a source which contains only the text “John Wilkes Booth altered history with a
bullet. He will forever be known as the man who ended Abraham Lincoln’s life,”
versus a source that also contains the transparent answer string, “John Wilkes Booth
killed Abraham Lincoln.”

Facilitates Answer Mining.  Even when no obvious answer strings can be found in
the text, redundancy can improve the efficacy of question answering. For instance,
consider the question: “How many times did Bjorn Borg win Wimbledon?”  Assume
the system is unable to find any obvious answer strings, but does find the following
sentences containing “Bjorn Borg” and “Wimbledon”, as well as a number:

(1) Bjorn Borg blah blah  Wimbledon   blah blah 5 blah  
(2) Wimbledon blah blah blah Bjorn Borg   blah 37 blah.  
(3) blah Bjorn Borg blah blah 5 blah blah Wimbledon    
(4) 5 blah blah Wimbledon blah blah Bjorn Borg  .  

    By virtue of the fact that the most frequent number in these sentences is 5, we can
posit that as the most likely answer.

                                                          
3 For other examples of systems that capitalize on answer redundancy to improve performance,

see [3, 9].
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4.2   AskMSR System Architecture

The architecture of our system can be described by four main steps: query-
reformulation, n-gram mining, filtering, and n-gram tiling. In the remainder of this
section, we will briefly describe these components (see Figure 2).

Fig. 2.  Overview of the AskMSR Question-Answering System

4.2.1   Query Reformulation
Given a question, the system generates a number of weighted rewrite strings which
are likely substrings of declarative answers to the question. For example, “When was
the paper clip invented?” is rewritten as “The paper clip was invented”. We then look
through the collection of documents in search of such patterns. Since many of these
string rewrites will result in no matching documents, we also produce less precise
rewrites that have a much greater chance of finding matches. For each query, we
generate a rewrite which is a backoff to a simple ANDing of all of the non-stop words
in the query.
    The rewrites generated by our system are simple string-based manipulations. We
do not use a parser or part-of-speech tagger for query reformulation, but do use a
lexicon for a small percentage of rewrites, in order to determine the possible parts-of-
speech of a word as well as its morphological variants. Although we created the
rewrite rules and associated weights manually for the current system, it may be
possible to learn query-to-answer reformulations and their weights.

QUESTION
REWRITES Search

Collect Passages,
Mine N-grams

Filter N-GramsN-Gram Tiling

N-Best
Answers

Where is the Louvre
Museum located?

“+the Louvre Museum +is located”, 8
 “+the Louvre Museum”, 3
Where, is, the, Louvre, Museum, located, 1

In Paris France    59%
Museums             12%
hotels                   10%
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4.2.2   N-Gram Mining
Once the set of query reformulations has been generated, each rewrite is formulated
as a search engine query and sent to a search engine from which page summaries are
collected and analyzed.  From the page summaries returned by the search engine, n-
grams are collected as possible answers to the question. For reasons of efficiency, we
use only the page summaries returned by the engine and not the full-text of the
corresponding web page.
    The returned summaries contain the query terms, usually with a few words of
surrounding context. The summary text is processed in accordance with the patterns
specified by the rewrites. Unigrams, bigrams and trigrams are extracted and
subsequently scored according to the weight of the query rewrite that retrieved it.
These scores are summed across all summaries containing the n-gram (which is the
opposite of the usual inverse document frequency component of document/passage
ranking schemes).  We do not count frequency of occurrence within a summary (the
usual tf component in ranking schemes).  Thus, the final score for an n-gram is based
on the weights associated with the rewrite rules that generated it and the number of
unique summaries in which it occurred.

4.2.3   N-Gram Filtering
Next, the n-grams are filtered and reweighted according to how well each candidate
matches the expected answer-type, as specified by a handful of handwritten filters.
The system uses filtering in the following manner. First, the query is analyzed and
assigned one of seven question types, such as who-question, what-question, or how-
many-question. Based on the query type that has been assigned, the system
determines what collection of filters to apply to the set of potential answers found
during the collection of n-grams. The candidate n-grams are analyzed for features
relevant to the filters, and then rescored according to the presence of such
information.
    A collection of 15 simple filters were developed based on human knowledge about
question types and the domain from which their answers can be drawn. These filters
used surface string features, such as capitalization or the presence of digits, and
consisted of handcrafted regular expression patterns.

4.2.4   N-Gram Tiling
Finally, we applied an answer tiling algorithm, which both merges similar answers
and assembles longer answers from overlapping smaller answer fragments. For
example, "A B C" and "B C D" is tiled into "A B C D." The algorithm proceeds
greedily from the top-scoring candidate – all subsequent candidates (up to a certain
cutoff) are checked to see if they can be tiled with the current candidate answer. If so,
the higher scoring candidate is replaced with the longer tiled n-gram, and the lower
scoring candidate is removed. The algorithm stops only when no n-grams can be
further tiled.
    In our experiments with AskMSR, we found that when AskMSR used only the
TREC corpus the results were about half as good as those obtained using the entire
Web, another example of a huge performance gain coming solely by using orders of
magnitude additional data.
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5   What If an Annotated Corpus Is Needed? 

4

In the examples presented above, we have demonstrated that big gains are possible on
a number of different tasks solely by vastly increasing the size of the training corpus.
However, all of these tasks had the property that they could benefit from unannotated
data.  There are many tasks for which annotated data is necessary. Is it feasible to
think of, for instance, ever having a billion-word Treebank to use as training material
for tagging, parsing, named entity recognition, and other applications?  Perhaps not,
but let us run through some numbers.
    To be concrete, assume we want a billion words annotated with part of speech tags
at the same level of accuracy as the original million word corpus.5 If we train a tagger
on the existing corpus, the naïve approach would be to have a person look at every
single tag in the corpus, decide whether it is correct, and make a change if it is not. In
the extreme, this means somebody has to look at one billion tags. Assume our
automatic tagger has an accuracy of 95% and that with reasonable tools, a person can
verify at the rate of 5 seconds per tag and correct at the rate of 15 seconds per tag.
This works out to an average of 5*.95 + 15*.05 = 5.5 seconds spent per tag, for a total
of 1.5 million hours to tag a billion words. Assuming the human tagger incurs a cost
of $10/hour, and assuming the annotation takes place after startup costs due to
development of an annotation system have been accounted for, we are faced with $15
million in labor costs. Given the cost and labor requirements, this clearly is not
feasible. But now assume that we could do perfect error identification, using sample
selection techniques. In other words, we could first run a tagger over the billion-word
corpus and using sample selection, identify all and only the errors made by the tagger.
If the tagger is 95% accurate, we now only have to examine 5% of the corpus, at a
correction cost of 15 seconds per tag. This would reduce the labor cost to $2 million
for tagging a billion words.  Next, assume we had a way of clustering errors such that
correcting one tag on average had the effect of correcting 10. This reduces the total
labor cost to $200k to annotate a billion words, or $20k to annotate 100 million.
Suppose we are off by an order of magnitude; then with the proper technology in
place it might cost $200k in labor to annotate 100 million additional words.
    As a result of the hypothetical analysis above, it is not absolutely infeasible to think
about manually annotating significantly larger corpora. Given the clear benefit of
additional annotated data, we should think seriously about developing tools and
algorithms that would allow us to efficiently annotate orders of magnitude more data
than what is currently available.

6   Conclusions

In this paper, we have shown that great improvements in accuracy can be attained at a
number of natural language tasks solely by increasing the amount of training data
used.  Most NLP systems are currently derived from relatively small training corpora.
                                                          
4 This discussion is taken from [2].
5 We assume an annotated corpus such as the Penn Treebank already exists, and our task is to

significantly grow it.  Therefore, we are only taking into account the marginal cost of
additional annotated data, not start-up costs such as style manual design.
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The fact that huge gains are possible from large increases in training data size, and
that we now have access to vast amounts of on-line text, suggests that it might make
sense for the community to put a much greater emphasis on obtaining significantly
larger training corpora, and developing the tools that will allow us to effectively
access, annotate and make optimal use of such a resource.
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Abstract. The Ngram Statistics Package (NSP) is a flexible and easy–
to–use software tool that supports the identification and analysis of
Ngrams, sequences of N tokens in online text. We have designed and
implemented NSP to be easy to customize to particular problems and
yet remain general enough to serve a broad range of needs. This pa-
per provides an introduction to NSP while raising some general issues
in Ngram analysis, and summarizes several applications where NSP has
been successfully employed. NSP is written in Perl and is freely available
under the GNU Public License.

1 Introduction

A simple model of written text is as a series of symbols that carry some meaning
when considered as a whole. We may wish to treat those symbols as phrases,
words, or characters depending on our motivations. Ngrams are a simple rep-
resentation that suits this view of written language. An Ngram is a sequence
of N units, or tokens, of text, where those units are typically single characters
or strings that are delimited by spaces. However, a token could also be a fixed
length character sequence, strings with embedded spaces, etc. depending on the
intended application.

The identification of Ngrams that are interesting in some way is a fundamen-
tal task in natural language processing. An Ngram might be considered inter-
esting if it occurs more often than would be expected by chance, or has some
tendency to predict the occurrence of other phenomena in text. There is a long
history of research in this area. Character Ngrams were used by Shannon [10]
to estimate the per–letter entropy of the English language. In the last decade
there has been a large amount of work in developing corpus–based techniques to
identify collocations in text (e.g., [2], [3], [6], [9]).

This paper describes the Ngram Statistics Package (NSP), a general purpose
software tool that allows users to define Ngrams as they wish and then utilize
standard methods from statistics and information theory to identify interesting
or significant instances of Ngrams in large corpora of text.

Earlier versions of this package were known as the Bigram Statistics Package
(BSP). This was first released in November 2000 (v0.1) and was limited to dealing
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with two word sequences (bigrams). In June 2001 BSP became NSP (v0.5) and
was extended to handle Ngrams. As of this writing NSP is at v0.51 and remains
an active project, with future releases planned.

What follows is a summary of NSP designed to acquaint a potential user
with a few of the many features of the package. We also review general issues of
Ngram processing, and briefly discuss research that has incorporated NSP.

2 Tokenization of Text

The typical first step of any natural language processing application is tokeniza-
tion. The symbols that make up a text file are divided into tokens which represent
the smallest indivisible units in that text. Tokens are often defined to be space
delimited alphanumeric strings or individual ASCII characters, but could take
many other forms depending on the application.

NSP is designed to allow the user to define tokens through the use of Perl
regular expressions. In particular we define a token as a contiguous sequence
of characters that match one of a set of regular expressions. These may be
user-provided (via the --token option) and must be Perl regular expressions.
If the user does not provide a token definition, the following two regular
expressions provide a default, where the backslashes delimit a Perl regular
expression:

/\w+/ → a contiguous sequence of alpha–numeric characters
/[\.,;:\?!]/ → a single punctuation mark

This default says that a token is either an alpha–numeric character
string or an individual punctuation mark. Thus in President George
W. Bush visits with guests the tokens are: President , George ,
W , . , Bush , visits , with , and guests .

In our notation tokens are terminated by the meta–character , and
Ngrams composed of N tokens are represented by concatenating the ter-
minated tokens one after another. Such a representation is required since tokens
may include embedded spaces and using white space as a delimiter isn’t possible.
For example, George W. Bush represents a single token that starts with G,
ends with h and includes two embedded spaces. This token could then be paired
with another to create a bigram, as in President George W. Bush .

The NSP default definition of a token as a string of alphanumerics or a single
punctuation mark may not be suitable in all cases. For example, we may not
want to treat George , W. , and Bush as three separate tokens but
as one, since they represent a single entity known as George W. Bush . On
the other hand, in Welcome first–time home buyers! should the string first–
time be two tokens or one? Further, do we wish to distinguish between first–
time and first time? What about punctuation marks; should they be a part of
the previous word, a token by themselves or should they be ignored? Similarly,
there are various choices to be made in dealing with numbers, symbols, dates,
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abbreviations, etc. The lack of a universally appropriate definition for tokens
motivates our desire to support a very flexible notion of tokenization in NSP.

Tokenization in NSP is done via the program count.pl. It converts the input
file into one long string by replacing new–line characters with spaces. This string
is then matched against the user–provided regular expressions (or the system
defaults). Every regular expression specified is checked (in order) to see if any
of them match the string starting with the first character of the input string.
If none match, then the first character of the input string is considered a non–
token and is removed and henceforth ignored. Otherwise the matching process
stops at the first regular expression that yields a match. The longest sequence
of characters (starting with the first character of the input string) that matches
this regular expression is then identified as the next token and removed from the
string. This process continues until the entire string has been matched and all
the text identified as either tokens or not.

For example, assume that the following two regular expressions are being
used to define tokens: /George W. Bush/, /\w+/. That is, the string George W.
Bush will be considered a token, and so will every other unbroken sequence
of alpha numeric characters. Thus, given the sentence President George W. Bush
visits with guests, the output tokens are President , George W. Bush ,
visits , with and guests . Note that after President has been rec-
ognized as a token and removed, the resulting string George W. Bush visits with
guests is matched by both regular expressions. However since regular expression
are checked in the order in which they are provided, and the matching process
stops at the first successful match, the resulting token is George W. Bush
instead of just George . Thus the ordering of regular expressions in the token
definition imposes a sort of priority, and it should be clear to a user that different
orderings of a set of regular expressions can result in different tokenizations.

3 From Tokens to Ngrams

Once tokens are identified, count.pl assembles sequences of N tokens into
Ngrams. Typically Ngrams are formed of contiguous tokens, that is tokens that
occur one after another in the input corpus. Given President George W. Bush
visits with guests and the token definition regular expression /\w+/, the possi-
ble bigrams (Ngrams with N = 2) are: President George , George W ,
W Bush , Bush visits , visits with , and with guests . Sim-
ilarly, the possible trigrams (Ngrams with N =3) are: President George

W , George W Bush , W Bush visits , Bush visits
with , and visits with guests .
It may also be necessary to identify Ngrams from non–contiguous tokens,

that is tokens separated by some number of intermediate tokens. For example,
given the text President George W. Bush, it may be advantageous to identify
the bigrams President Bush and George Bush and the trigram
President George Bush in addition to the sequential bigrams described
above. This is useful when one wants to report having observed the bigram
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George Bush even when those two tokens are separated by the intervening
token W .

To allow Ngrams to be formed from non–contiguous tokens, count.pl pro-
vides a --window option. This defines a window of k contiguous tokens, where
the value of k is greater than or equal to the value of N. An Ngram can be formed
from any N tokens as long as all the tokens belong to a single window of size
k. Further the N tokens in the Ngram must occur in exactly the same order as
they do in the original window of text.

Thus given a window size of k and an Ngram size of N, we have kCN (k
choose N) Ngrams per window. For example, consider again the text Pres-
ident George W. Bush visits with guests. The following are all the possible
bigrams for a window size of 3: President George , President W ,
George W , George Bush , W Bush , W visits , Bush
visits , Bush with , visits with , visits guests , and with

guests .

4 Counting Ngram Frequencies

Having tokenized a given corpus of text and from that constructed Ngrams, the
program count.pl counts the number of times each Ngram occurs in the corpus.
It outputs the frequency of each unique Ngram, as well as the frequencies of the
various combinations of tokens that make up the Ngram.

4.1 Counting Bigrams

Suppose NSP is counting two token sequences of alphanumeric strings. The
output of count.pl consists of a count of the total number of bigrams in
the corpus, followed by a list of all the unique bigrams and their associated
frequency counts. Here we show a small example, which just shows a single
bigram and its counts:

1,319,237
George Bush 27 134 463

The value 1,319,237 is the number of bigrams found in the corpus, and
can be thought of as the sample size. Note that this is not a count of the unique
bigrams but rather the total number of bigrams without regard to repetition.
The next line represents the bigram George Bush and shows that the
bigram itself has occurred 27 times in the corpus. Further, the token George
has occurred as the “left hand” token in 134 bigrams in the corpus, which
includes the 27 instances of the bigram George Bush itself. Similarly the
token Bush has occurred as the “right hand” token in 463 bigrams, 27 of
which are George Bush .

The format of the count.pl output is a compact representation of a typical
two–by–two contingency table. For example in Table 1, the four internal cells
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Table 1. Contingency table for George Bush

Bush !Bush
George 27 107 134
!George 436 1,318,667 1,319,103

463 1,318,774 1,319,237

categorize the 1,319,237 bigrams in the corpus into four disjoint sets: 27 instances
of the bigram George Bush , 436 bigrams that have Bush as the second
token and do not have George as the first token, 107 bigrams that have
George as the first token and do not have Bush as the second token, and
the remaining 1,318,667 bigrams that have neither George as the first token
nor Bush as the second token.

Observe that the rest of the contingency table can be reconstructed from
the internal cell count 27, the marginal frequencies 134 and 463, and the sample
size of 1,319,237. Note that the sample size will be the same regardless of which
Ngram from the corpus is under consideration. Thus, this value need only be
represented once in the count.pl output.

4.2 Counting Ngrams

Although counting bigrams is the default behavior of program count.pl, the
user can set the value of N through the option --ngram. For trigrams and longer
Ngrams, frequency values of various combinations of tokens are also computed.
For example consider the following output after creating and counting trigrams:

1,316,737
President George Bush 2 338 134 463 3 2 27

The sample size is 1,316,737 and indicates the total number of trigrams in the cor-
pus. The next line gives counts for the trigram President George Bush ,
which occurs in the corpus exactly twice. Further, the token President
occurs as the first token in 338 trigrams, the token George occurs as the
second token in 134 trigrams and the token Bush occurs as the third token
in 463 trigrams in the corpus. Finally the tokens President and George
occur simultaneously as the first and second tokens in 3 trigrams, the tokens
President and Bush occur as the first and third tokens in 2 trigrams and
the tokens George and Bush occur as the second and third tokens in 27
trigrams.

This data is represented in Table 2. Here, the 1,316,737 trigrams are broken
up into eight categories depending upon whether they contain or do not contain
the three particular tokens in the three specific positions. Observe that count.pl
only produces the minimum number of frequencies required to reconstruct the
table. This is particularly important as the value of N grows larger.
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Table 2. Contingency tables for President George Bush

Bush !Bush
President George 2 1 3
President !George 0 335 335
!President George 25 106 131
!President !George 436 1,315,832 1,316,268

463 1,316,274 1,316,737

When given an Ngram, count.pl represents its leftmost token as w0, the
next token as w1, and so on until wn−1. Further let f(a, b, ..., c) be the number
of Ngrams that have token wa in position a, token wb in position b, ... and token
wc in position c, where 0 <= a < b < ... < c < n. Then, given an Ngram, the
first frequency value reported is f(0, 1, ..., n − 1); this is the frequency of the
Ngram itself. This is followed by n frequency values, f(0), f(1), ..., f(n − 1);
these are the frequencies of the individual tokens in their specific positions in
the given Ngram. This is followed by (n choose 2) values, f(0, 1), f(0, 2), ...,
f(0, n − 1), f(1, 2), ..., f(1, n − 1), ... f(n − 2, n − 1). This is followed by (n
choose 3) values, f(0, 1, 2), f(0, 1, 3), ..., f(0, 1, n−1), f(0, 2, 3), ..., f(0, 2, n−1),
..., f(0, n − 2, n − 1), f(1, 2, 3), ..., f(n − 3, n − 2, n − 1). And so on, until (n
choose n-1), that is n, frequency values f(0, 1, ..., n − 2), f(0, 1, ..., n − 3, n − 1),
f(0, 1, ..., n − 4, n − 2, n − 1), ..., f(1, 2, ..., n − 1).

This gives us a total of 2n−1 possible frequency values for Ngrams of
size n. We call each such frequency value a frequency combination, since it
expresses the number of Ngrams that have a given combination of one or more
tokens in one or more specific positions. By default all such combinations
are output, exactly in the order shown above. However the total number of
frequency values grows exponentially with the value of n, that is the Ngram
size under consideration. Since computing, storing and later displaying such a
large number of frequency values can be both very resource intensive as well as
unnecessary, the package gives the user the capability to specify which frequency
combinations he wishes to have computed and displayed. Specifically the user
can use the option --set freq combo to provide program count.pl with a file
containing the inputs to the hypothetical f() function above to specify which
frequency combinations she desires to have counted. For example, to compute
only the frequencies of the trigrams and those of the three individual tokens in
the trigrams (and not of the pairs of tokens), the user can tell the package just
to count the following f() functions: f(0, 1, 2), f(0), f(1), and f(2). This will
result in the following counts:

President George Bush 2 338 134 463

The only difference from the previous example is the fact that the fre-
quency values f(0, 1), f(0, 2) and f(1, 2) are not output. However, there are
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considerable internal differences as any frequency combinations that are not
requested are not counted, thus realizing a considerable savings in computation
time and memory utilization for large corpora and larger values of N .

4.3 Ngram Filters

Often it is necessary to filter the entire set of Ngrams and observe only a small
subset of all the possible Ngrams in a given input text. For example sometimes
Ngrams made up entirely of function words are not interesting and one may wish
to stop or ignore them. This package provides two different mechanisms through
which to create smaller subsets of Ngrams.

In the first mechanism, the user may use the option --stop to pass to pro-
gram count.pl a file containing a list of stop words, and Ngrams that are made
up entirely of these words will not be created. For example if the user provides
the words the and of as stop words, then given the sentence He is one of the worst
kinds, the bigram of the will not be created. However bigrams one of
and the worst will continue to be created since they are not made up en-
tirely of stop–words and have at least one word not in the stop list. This stopping
technique is particularly useful during the creation of non–contiguous Ngrams
when Ngrams composed entirely of function words become more likely.

In the second mechanism, the user may specify a frequency cut–off. Every
Ngram that occurs less than some specified number of times can be ignored
(option --remove), in which case they are excluded from the sample size and do
not affect any frequency counts, or they can be counted but simply not displayed
(option --frequency), in which case they are included in the sample size and
affect the various frequencies. The first case assumes that Ngrams that occur less
than the cut–off number of times are not significant enough to include in overall
counts, while in the second case these low frequency Ngrams affect the overall
counts but are not displayed in the count.pl output. These are radically different
approaches to counting, and both are appropriate under certain circumstances.
The user must choose between these cut–off mechanisms with some care so as
to avoid unexpected results.

5 Measures of Association for Ngrams

Once a user has identified and counted Ngrams and their components via the
count.pl program, NSP allows a user to go on and apply various measures of
association to that data with the program statistic.pl. Such measures judge
whether the tokens that make up the Ngram occur together more often than
would be expected by chance. If so, then the Ngram may represent a collocation
or some other interesting phenomena.

A measure that returns a score that can be assigned statistical significance is
referred to more precisely as a test of association. Examples supported in NSP
include the log–likelihood ratio, Fisher’s exact test, and Pearson’s chi–squared
test. Measures that do not allow for significance to be assigned to their value
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include the Dice Coefficient and pointwise Mutual Information. When discussing
both kinds of techniques we refer to them generically as measures of association
and use the more specific term test of association when appropriate.

5.1 Background

To support measures of association on Ngrams, NSP implicitly defines N random
binary variables Wi, 0 ≤ i < N , where Wi represents the ith token in the Ngram.
Each of these variables indicate whether or not a particular token occurs at the
given position. For example, the variable W0 could represent whether or not
George occurs in the first position of the Ngram.

In Table 1 the first row of the contingency table represents all Ngrams such
that W0 = George (it occurs), while the second row represents all Ngrams
such that W0 �= George (it does not occur). Similarly, the first column rep-
resents all Ngrams such that W1 = Bush while the second column represents
all Ngrams such that W1 �= Bush .

Tests of association between two random variables typically set up a null
hypothesis that holds if the two random variables are independent of each other.
A pair of words that fail this test might then be considered to be related or de-
pendent in some way, since they have failed to exhibit statistical independence.
Formally speaking, for two words that make up a bigram to be considered inde-
pendent, we would expect the probability of the two words occurring together to
be equal to the product of the probabilities of the two words occurring separately.

For example, if the bigram under consideration is George Bush , the
probability of its occurrence could be represented by P (W0, W1). For these two
words to be considered independent this joint probability would have to be
equal (or nearly so) to the product of the probabilities of the individual words
George and Bush , represented by P (W0) and P (W1). Thus, these tests
of association are based on the formal definition of statistical independence,
i.e., P (W0, W1) = P (W0)P (W1). To reject the hypothesis of independence, one
must find that the value of P (W0, W1) that is based on observed frequency
counts diverges from the expected values that are based on the hypothesis of
independence.

For Ngrams where N ≥ 3, there are numerous ways to formulate a null hy-
pothesis. With more than 2 random variables, the null hypothesis can capture a
wider range of possible models than simple independence. Here we are moving
from tests of association into the more general realm of statistical model evalu-
ation. For example, when N = 3, one can formulate the null hypothesis that the
observed probability of a trigram reflects that the three words are completely
independent of one another, or that two of the words are dependent on each
other but independent of the third. In these cases the null hypotheses could be
formulated as: P (W0)P (W1)P (W2) or P (W0, W1)P (W2) or P (W0)P (W1, W2) or
P (W1)P (W0, W2).

Each of these null hypotheses represents a different hypotheses, and the ex-
pected values for each could be compared to the observed value of P (W0, W1, W2)
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to determine how closely the observed values correspond with the expected val-
ues. Recall from the previous section that program count.pl allows the user to
compute all such frequencies through the option --set freq combo. Thus the
package allows the user to create a wide range of null hypotheses particularly as
N grows larger.

5.2 Implementation

Given the observed frequencies from count.pl, a user can apply a measure of
association to determine if the words in an Ngram are somehow related. Although
this package implements several measures of association, the primary design goal
was to facilitate the quick and easy implementation by the user of their own
favorite measures. This is achieved via the program statistic.pl, which is the
tool designed to process the list of Ngram counts produced by count.pl and
apply measures of association to that data.

The program statistic.pl remains unchanged regardless of the measure
of association it is performing. This is achieved by requiring that a measure be
implemented as a Perl module that exists as a file separate from the rest of the
program and is plugged into statistic.pl at run–time. Such a module must
follow a set of rules that specify the interface between it and statistic.pl. For
each Ngram in the corpus, statistic.pl passes to the module the size of the
corpus and the various frequency values associated with the Ngram. The module
is then expected to return a floating point number that expresses the degree to
which the tokens that make up the given Ngram are associated with each other.
Mechanisms exist for the module to throw exceptions so that statistic.pl can
exit gracefully.

A module that implements a measure of association must export two functions
to statistic.pl: initializeStatistic() and calculateStatistic(). The
former is the first function called by statistic.pl and is used to pass to the
module such information as the Ngram size, the total number of Ngrams in
the corpus and a data structure containing the list of frequency combinations
associated with each Ngram in this dataset. For every Ngram, statistic.pl
calls function calculateStatistic() and passes to it all the frequency values
associated with that Ngram. This function is expected to return a floating point
value proportional to the degree of association for the Ngram in question.

Besides these two functions, the user may also implement and export three
more functions: errorCode(), errorString() and getStatisticName(). The
first two can be used to throw exceptions while the last can be used to return a
string containing the name of the measure; if returned, this string is used in the
formatted output of the program.

The advantage of this design is that it allows the user to concentrate entirely
on the mechanism of the statistical measure without concern to the rest of the
infrastructure. For example the processing of the list of Ngrams in the corpus
of text, the counting and storage of their frequency values, etc is already taken
care of. The author of a new measure need only focus on the measure’s inputs,
outputs and internal computation.
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6 Comparing Ranked Lists of Ngrams

NSP is designed not only to create and analyze Ngrams in a corpus of text, but
also to allow the user to study the effect of new measures of association. Section
5 describes how the user can implement a new measure and integrate it into the
package. NSP also provides a program rank.pl that allows a user to compare
two ranked lists of Ngrams and determine how much they differ with respect to
each other. Thus if a user introduces a new measure it is possible to determine
how much it resembles or differs from some existing ones.

rank.pl implements the Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient to com-
pare two measures of association. This coefficient measures the correlation be-
tween two different rankings of a list of items. Specifically, given a set of Ngrams
and their frequencies as observed in a corpus of text, we rank them according
to each of the two measures of association, and then compute the correlation
between these two different rankings using equation 1.

r = 1 − 6
∑i=n

i=1 D2
i

n(n2 − 1)
(1)

In this equation, n is the total number of unique Ngrams in the corpus,
Di is the difference between the rankings of Ngram i in the two lists and r is
the value of the correlation. The value of r ranges from -1 to +1. A value of 0
implies no correlation between the two lists, while values that are further away
from 0 imply greater correlation where the sign of the value indicates positive
or negative correlation.

7 Applications of the Ngram Statistics Package

The range of applications in which NSP has been utilized reflects the generality
with which Ngrams can be employed.

An original motivation for developing NSP was to support the second au-
thor’s work in word sense disambiguation. He has developed a supervised ap-
proach to word sense disambiguation that learns decision trees of bigrams from
sense–tagged corpora (e.g., [7], [8]). In this approach a word is disambiguated
based on the word bigrams that occur nearby. This approach has proven to be
relatively successful and is quite easy to implement, at least in part due to NSP.

The language independence of Ngrams and NSP is demonstrated by sev-
eral applications with Dutch that identify collocations that involve non–content
words. Bouman and Villada [1] use NSP to identify collocational prepositional
phrases, while van der Wouden [11] uses it to determine a variety of non–content
collocations in Dutch text.

The range of possible applications for Ngrams and NSP is illustrated by
the following projects. Zaiu-Inkpen and Hirst [13] extend a database of near–
synonyms with information about their collocational behavior. Lopez et. al. [5]
use information about word bigrams to take the place of parses when no parse
was available in performing word alignment of parallel text. Gill and Oberlander
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[4] compare the writing styles of introverts and extroverts by identifying word
bigrams used by one group but not the other in written text.

8 Future Work

There are a number of possible enhancements to NSP that will be carried out
in the next few years.

Ngrams are counted by storing them in a hash table. This poses no problems
for relatively large corpora of a few million tokens, but to process 100 million
token corpora a more efficient mechanism must be developed. One possibility
would be the use of suffix trees as described by Yanamoto and Church [12].

NSP version 0.51 provides a small number of measures of association that
are only implemented for bigrams. We are beginning to implement measures
for trigrams and will include those in future releases. In addition, NSP is now
geared towards ASCII text. We attempted to incorporate Unicode support as
provided in Perl 5.6 but found that it was not yet stable. We are hopeful that
this situation will improve with Perl 5.8 and allow NSP to support Unicode.

At present NSP is a stand–alone package that runs from the command line.
We plan to implement it as a set of library modules that will allow it to be
included in programs and also to take advantage of some of the object oriented
features that Perl supports. We also plan to provide a graphical interface with
Perl/Tk in addition to the command line support. In conjunction with this we
would increase the graphs and charts available to the user for exploring their
data.
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Abstract. The study of minimum entropy of English has a long history
and has made a great progress, but only a few studies on other languages
have been reported in literature so far. In this paper, we present a new
method to estimate the minimum entropy of character in natural lan-
guages, based on two hypotheses of conservation of information quantity.
We also verified the hypotheses empirically through experiments with
two natural languages, Japanese and Chinese.

1 Introduction

Entropy, introduced by Shannon in 1948, is a standard measure for the quantity
and uncertainty of information. In the early time of the development of informa-
tion theory, the study of the entropy of natural languages was hindered by the
availability of large enough databases and capable machines. Then the dramatic
improvement in computer capability and the increase of corpus have accelerated
this study.

Shannon has estimated the entropy of a character in English by using the
appearance frequency of character groups[4]. With the assumption that each
character occurs with the same probability, entropy F0 is computed. Entropy
F1 is sought with the appearance probability of each character, then entropy F2
is calculated by means of character pairs. He thought that he could have got
entropy H as a limiting value of Fnif he had expanded the range of a character
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group. Here Fn is called entropy of n-gram. If n is small enough, Fn can be
computed through the appearance frequency of character group from a corpus.

Brown et al at IBM,[5,6] using a model based on tri-gram of character, com-
puted the entropy for all printable ASCII characters. They conducted an exper-
iment by using a corpus of about 600 million characters to develop a language
model of token unit. Then they applied this model to about 6 million charac-
ters to calculate the minimum entropy. It has been reported that the minimum
entropy of a character is 1.75 bits.

Asai estimated entropy of Japanese by statistically processing the results of
human estimation[3]. He randomly extracted sentences of 5, 8, 10, 15, 20 and 50
characters from newspapers. Then, making out questionnaires by deleting the
5th, 8th, ..., 50th character respectively, he asked testees to guess the deleted
character. The process was repeated if the testees guessed wrong answers. After
substituting of Pi, the probability of guessing correctly in the ith trial, into Shan-
non’s entropy formula, he obtained the value of entropy. The character total used
in his experiment was only 1,500. It was pointed out that this estimation method
using the results of human estimation was insufficient in many respects[2].

In recent years, researchers have estimated entropy of Japanese by means of
n-gram model of a morpheme unit[2]. This method is based on the following fact:
when a model is made to estimate the output for a given information source, its
cross-entropy defines the upper limit of its information quantity. So far, in many
studies a tri-gram model has been chosen, which is empirically effective, but it
has a drawback that the changes of entropy in a longer preceding context are
not clear. Thus, n-gram model of a morpheme unit has been utilized to compute
information quantity per character in Japanese. The experiment on EDR corpus
has shown that information quantity per character is 4.30 bits when n = 16.
In addition, their studies have indicated that raising the degree of the model
decreases information quantity only a little, but enlarging the corpus decreases
it quite a lot.

In this paper, we propose a new method for the estimation of minimum en-
tropy of character in languages with many characters, such as Japanese and
Chinese. This method is based on the hypotheses of conservation of informa-
tion quantity. The main features of this method are: (1) with a large quantity
of translation corpus, this method enables us to estimate the minimum entropy
without calculating the probability, (2) the fluctuation of the ratio between char-
acter quantities in two languages becomes negligible when the scale of translation
corpus increases, and (3) requirements on computer capacity and speed are not
critical.

In the following, Section 2 introduces the concept of minimum entropy in
natural languages. Section 3 describes a new estimating method of minimum en-
tropy of character in natural languages, based on two hypotheses of conservation
of information quantity. Section 4 discusses the collection of translation corpus
between Japanese and English and the experiment of estimating the minimum
entropy of Japanese. The results of the similar analysis on Chinese are presented
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in Section 5. Section 6 provides an empirical proof of conservation of information
quantity. Section 7 draws the conclusion.

2 Minimum Entropy of Natural Languages

The character rows of a natural language have habits, which can be measured
to some extents[1,7]. For example, if you see “q” in a head of a character row
in English, you can immediately say that the next character is “u”. Since the
relation is fixed, no extra information is gained. Shannon proposed a standard
called “information quantity” to measure this kind of redundancy. Suppose a
phenomenon has a probability of P , then its information quantity I is defined
by

I(P ) = log2
1
P

= −log2P (1)

Since “u” comes after “q” in character rows all the time, the information quantity
of “u” after “q” is I (P ) = 0 because P (u

∣
∣ q) = 1.

Assume that the probabilities of each character in a character row consisting
of n characters are P1, P2, ..., Pn. The entropy per character, H, is defined by

H = −
n∑

i=1

Pilog2Pi (2)

For example, suppose that the character total of Chinese is 12,370 and every
character occurs with the same probability, we can say the entropy of a Chinese
character is 9.65 bits.

−
12370∑

i=1

1
12370

log2
1

12370
= 9.65 (3)

The entropy per character for each of 75 Japanese Hirakana characters with the
same probability of occurrence only has a value of 6.23 bits.

3 Estimation of Minimum Entropy Based on a
Hypothesis of Conservation of Information Quantity

Although the study on entropy of character in English has an advantage due to
its small character total, it is still a difficult task in general. The task becomes
worse for languages with large character total, such as Japanese and Chinese.
Therefore, it is believed that a more accurate value for the minimum entropy
in character can be achieved as the processing capacity of a computer improves
and a large scale of machine-readable corpus is available. We have studied a
new method to estimate the minimum entropy of character in languages with
large character total. In this paper, we propose this estimating method of min-
imum entropy of character in natural languages, based on two hypotheses of
conservation of information quantity.
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Hypothesis 1 The information quantity Q in a writing is the product of its
character total M and its minimum entropy per character H.

Q = H × M (4)

Hypothesis 2 If each writing in different languages has the same content, the
information quantities of each writing are approximately equal to one another.

According to Hypothesis 2, the relationship between the minimum entropy and
the character total in multiple languages is described by

Mi × Hi = Mk × Hk + α (5)

Here α is the fluctuation coefficient. As Mi and Mk approach infinite, the fluc-
tuation coefficient comes to zero, and the above formula reduces to

Mi × Hi = Mk × Hk (6)

We call this as the estimation formula of minimum entropy based on conservation
of information quantity. With respect to three languages of Japanese, Chinese
and English, the following formula has been established.

Me × He = Mj × Hj = Mc × Hc (7)

Here, Me, Mj , and Mc and He, Hj , and Hc are the character total of a writing
and the minimum entropy of a character in English, Japanese, and Chinese,
respectively.

To reach the minimum entropy of character in English, Shannon used Jip’s
Law. First, he got the entropy of a word, and then converted it into the entropy of
a character, which gave a value of 2.62 bits. Moreover, taking the space between
words into consideration, this value becomes 2.14 bits. Through the experiment
of testees’ forecasting alphabet, Shannon showed the minimum entropy of a
character in English is in the range between 0.6 to 1.3 bits, using 100 characters
immediately before the character to be estimated. On the other hand, Brown
et al, using a language model based on tri-gram of characters, computed the
minimum entropy of character and found its value was 1.75 bits. Since Shannon’s
estimation has been criticized in many respects, in the following discussion we
take 1.75 bits as the minimum entropy of character in English.

Using the character total relations between English and Japanese as well as
between Japanese and Chinese, we can calculate minimum entropy of character
in Japanese and Chinese as follows.

Hj =
Me

Mj
× He = Rej × He (8)

Hc =
Mj

Mc
× Hj = Rjc × Hj (9)

Here Rmn is the ratio of characters between languages m and n.
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4 Estimation of Minimum Entropy of Character in
Japanese

The formulae (8) and (9) indicate that the character total ratio in writings in
English and Japanese enables us to estimate the minimum entropy of Japanese
from that of English. Here the problem to be solved is how to precisely com-
pute the character total ratio between English and Japanese. In general, Rej

varies, depending on the types of writings and whether the corpus is an original
or a translation version. For the former, once the scale of translation corpus
surpasses a level, the scattering of Rej , due to the types of writings and trans-
lators, seems to be absorbed. For the latter, after collecting both the corpus
of Japanese original and English translation and that of English original and
Japanese translation, the relation of Rej can be studied.

Table 1. Information of Japanese-English Translation Corpus

No En (TEn) Jn (TJn) nRej jRej

1 7661 (7661) 2681 (2681) 2.858 2.858
2 12614 (20275) 4966 (7647) 2.540 2.651
3 5597 (25872) 2259 (9906) 2.478 2.612
4 11298 (37170) 5250 (15156) 2.152 2.452
5 20648 (57818) 7509 (22665) 2.750 2.551
6 24913 (82731) 8892 (31557) 2.802 2.622
7 14450 (97181) 5041 (36598) 2.866 2.655
8 12989 (110170) 4506 (41104) 2.883 2.680
9 23673 (133843) 8821 (49925) 2.684 2.681

10 23403 (157246) 8842 (58267) 2.805 2.699
11 256330 (413576) 113968 (172235) 2.249 2.401
12 15579 (429173) 6648 (178883) 2.346 2.399
13 118192 (547365) 44412 (223295) 2.661 2.451
14 473921 (1021286) 186702 (409997) 2.538 2.491
15 29854 (1051140) 9939 (419936) 3.004 2.503
16 636719 (1687859) 240618 (660554) 2.646 2.555
17 27342 (1715201) 12886 (673440) 2.122 2.547
18 434183 (2149384) 164170 (837610) 2.645 2.566
19 27717 (2177101) 9538 (847148) 2.906 2.570
20 652372 (2829473) 242380 (1089528) 2.692 2.597
21 224366 (3053839) 99938 (1189466) 2.245 2.567
22 76466 (3130305) 25733 (1215199) 2.972 2.576
23 94897 (3225202) 34753 (1249952) 2.731 2.580
24 872727 (4097929) 342893 (1592845) 2.545 2.573
25 606056 (4703985) 230094 (1822939) 2.634 2.580
26 600502 (5304487) 236404 (2059343) 2.540 2.576
27 338184 (5642671) 142550 (2201893) 2.372 2.563
28 30475 (5673146) 10514 (2212407) 2.899 2.564
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For each data set, Japanese character total, English character total, cumula-
tive total, and nRej are shown in Table 1 and the meaning of their abbreviations
is given below.

En(TEn): English character total (Cumulative English character total)
Jn(TJn): Japanese character total (Cumulative Japanese character total)
nRej : Ratio of English and Japanese character totals in the nth
Japanese-English corpus
jRej : Ratio of cumulative English and Japanese character totals in the
Japanese-English corpus

Although the value of the ratio of English-Japanese character total to that of
cumulative English-Japanese character total fluctuates row by row in Table 1,
the accumulated value jRej approaches to its equilibrant value 2.56.

According to formula (8), the minimum entropy per character in Japanese is
computed from the formula below with value of 4.48 bits.

Hj1 = jRej × He = 2.56 × 1.75 = 4.48 (10)

Following the same process for Japanese-English translation corpus in the pre-
vious section, English-Japanese translation corpus has been gathered and ana-
lyzed. For each data set, Japanese character total, English character total, cu-
mulative total and eRej are shown in Table 2. Based on this table, the minimum
entropy of one character in Japanese is estimated as 2.85 bits.

Hj2 = eRej × He = 1.63 × 1.75 = 2.85 (11)

As mentioned above, we estimated two minimum entropies of character in
Japanese, using Japanese-English and English-Japanese translation corpora col-
lected. For the appropriate value of minimum entropy of character in Japanese,
we consider the following argument. While Hj1 is a result of estimation from the
corpus of Japanese original and English translation and Hj2 is the one from the
corpus of English original and Japanese translation, two values are different. The
reason of the difference depends on whether the original language is Japanese or
English. Regardless of Japanese and English, every language pair has the ten-
dency that the translation has larger character total than the original. In general
the following formulae are formed.

jRej = Rej + β1 (12)

eRej = Rej − β2 (13)

In these formulas, jRej is the ratio of cumulative character totals in Japanese
and English for the corpus with Japanese original and English translation while
eRej is the ratio of cumulative character totals in English and Japanese for the
corpus with English original and Japanese translation. In addition, β1 and β2
are positive fixed numbers and are called fluctuation factors of character total
ratios occurred in translation. β1 and β2 are generally in terms of statistics
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Table 2. Information of English-Japanese Translation Corpus

No En (TEn) Jn (TJn) nRej eRej

1 37598 (37598) 21747 (21747) 1.729 1.729
2 33870 (71468) 18465 (40212) 1.834 1.777
3 44929 (116397) 24497 (64709) 1.834 1.799
4 39937 (156334) 22567 (87276) 1.770 1.791
5 42904 (199238) 21456 (108732) 2.000 1.832
6 153941 (353179) 77644 (186376) 1.983 1.895
7 204919 (558098) 140788 (327164) 1.456 1.706
8 716347 (1274445) 516394 (843558) 1.387 1.511
9 117386 (1391831) 79813 (923371) 1.471 1.507

10 343030 (1734861) 225047 (1148418) 1.524 1.511
11 636719 (2371580) 240618 (1389036) 2.646 1.707
12 562091 (2933671) 385070 (1774106) 1.460 1.654
13 61140 (2994811) 37883 (1811989) 1.614 1.653
14 368538 (3363349) 198209 (2010198) 1.859 1.673
15 792420 (4155769) 481893 (2492091) 1.644 1.668
16 567153 (4722922) 388597 (2880688) 1.459 1.640
17 471576 (5194498) 297656 (3178344) 1.584 1.634
18 142298 (5336796) 93219 (3271563) 1.526 1.631

with enough data quantity and are almost the same. Based on the premise, the
following formula is formed.

Rej =
jRej + eRej + (β2 − β1)

2
=

jRej + eRej

2
(14)

According to the analysis above, Rej has value 2.09 as indicated below.

Rej =
jRej + eRej

2
=

2.56 + 1.63
2

= 2.09 (15)

Thus the estimation formula of minimum entropy indicates that the value of Hj

can be calculated from

Hj = Rej × He = 2.09 × 1.75 = 3.65 (16)

5 Estimation of Minimum Entropy of Character in
Chinese

Following the same procedure in the previous experiment of estimating the min-
imum entropy of character in Japanese, we can seek the minimum entropy of
character in Chinese by using the character total ratio of Japanese and Chinese
writings. Using Chinese novels and their Japanese translations as source data,
CJ-Corpus is created[9,10]. Analyzing data with the same method in the pre-
vious section, when an original is in Japanese and a translation is in Chinese,
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jRjc is 1.44; and cRjc is 1.66 when an original is in Chinese and a translation is
in Japanese. Therefore, Rjc is 1.55. Following the same analysis in the previous
section, based on the estimation formula of minimum entropy, Hc is 5.66 bits.

6 Empirical Proof of “Conservation of Information
Quantity”

In this section we will use an empirical method to verify the validity of the hy-
potheses of “conservation of information quantity.” In section 4, the character-
total ratios in Japanese and English computed from JE-Corpus and EJ-Corpus
have different values, 2.56 and 1.63, respectively. Consider that the minimum
entropy of character in English or Japanese is fixed. This statement seems to
contradict our hypothesis 2 that the product of the minimum entropy of char-
acter and the character total of any document is fixed regardless of languages.
But, in general a translation version of a document will have a larger value in
character total. This problem can be handled by introducing “fluctuation fac-
tors,” β1 and β2, to the character total ratios as indicated in formulae (12) and
(13).

Based on a large quantity of data, we consider that in terms of statistics
β1 and β2 are almost the same. Thus the formulae (12) and (13) are valid. In
addition, to verify the validity of our hypotheses, we will conduct an empirical
proof in the following.

To verify those two hypotheses of “conservation of information quantity,” we
adopt the following argument.

Assuming that the hypotheses of conservation of information quantity
are correct, for example, the entropy of character in Chinese estimated
in the order of “English → Japanese → Chinese” should generally agree
to the one estimated in the order of “Japanese → English → Chinese.”

Accepting the above argument, we have carried out the following experiment.
Since we do not have Chinese-English (or English-Chinese) translation corpus,
to create these collections is the first step. We have searched Web-sites, created
both in Chinese and English, in China, United States, Hong Kong, Singapore
etc., for experimental materials. With the consideration of quality and quantity
of translations, we have chosen the writing of “SELECTED ESSAYS” in both
Chinese and English, from the web sites of “Early News” as the corpus[8]. Table
3 shows the data of CE-Corpus and Table 4 the data of EC-Corpus. The meaning
of the abbreviations used in the tables is given below.

En(TEn): English character total (Cumulative English character total)
Cn(TCn): Chinese character total (Cumulative Chinese character total)
nRec: Ratio of English and Chinese character totals in the nth English-
Chinese (or Chinese-English)corpus
cRec: Ratio of cumulative Chinese and English character totals in the
Chinese-English corpus
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Table 3. Information of Chinese-English Translation Corpus

No En (TEn) Cn (TCn) nRec cRec

1 4246(4246) 1152(1152) 3.685 3.685
2 3958(8204) 1093(2245) 3.291 3.654
3 5075(13279) 1398(3643) 3.630 3.645
4 4955(18234) 1226(4869) 4.041 3.744
5 4690(22924) 1233(6102) 3.803 3.756
6 4473(27397) 1273(7375) 3.513 3.714
7 3667(31064) 946(8321) 3.876 3.733
8 4222(35286) 1237(9558) 3.413 3.691
9 2912(38198) 968(10526) 3.008 3.628

10 3421(41619) 970(11496) 3.526 3.620
11 3926(45545) 1108(12604) 3.543 3.613
12 4892(50437) 1242(13846) 3.938 3.642
13 4054(54491) 1101(14947) 3.682 3.645
14 4960(59451) 1194(16141) 4.154 3.683
15 4450(63901) 1225(17366) 3.632 3.679
16 5226(69127) 1262(18628) 4.141 3.710
17 3188(72315) 1027(19655) 3.104 3.679
18 5445(77760) 1833(21488) 2.970 3.618
19 5079(82839) 1246(22734) 4.076 3.643
20 4506(87345) 1213(23947) 3.714 3.647
21 3190(90535) 824(24771) 3.871 3.654
22 4774(95309) 1389(26160) 3.437 3.643
23 3292(98601) 1134(27294) 2.902 3.612
24 3962(102563) 1047(28341) 3.784 3.618
25 3450(106013) 922(29263) 3.741 3.622
26 4068(110081) 1266(30529) 3.213 3.605

eRec: Ratio of cumulative English and Chinese character totals in the
English-Chinese corpus

Table 3 indicates that cRec has value of 3.61, and Table 4 shows 2.75. There-
fore, Rec has the value of 3.18.

Rec =
cRec + eRec

2
=

3.61 + 2.75
2

= 3.18 (17)

If the assumed hypotheses of “conservation of information quantity” are true, the
entropy of character in Chinese estimated in the order of “English → Japanese →
Chinese” should generally agree to the one estimated in the order of “Japanese
→ English → Chinese.”

The entropy of character in Chinese was estimated in the order of “English
→ Japanese → Chinese,” resulting in a value of 5.66 bits. To the contrary, based
on the fact that Hj is 2.94 and He is 1.75, the estimated value of Hc in the order
of “Japanese → English → Chinese” is 5.57 bits.

Hc = Rec × He = 3.18 × 1.75 = 5.57 (18)
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Table 4. Information of English-Chinese Translation Corpus

No En (TEn) Cn (TCn) nRec eRec

1 5165(5165) 1869(1869) 2.763 2.763
2 3348(8513) 1183(3052) 2.830 2.789
3 2631(11144) 980(4032) 2.684 2.763
4 3598(14742) 1211(5243) 2.971 2.811
5 3406(18148) 1074(6317) 3.171 2.872
6 4229(22377) 1531(7848) 2.762 2.851
7 2968(24345) 1141(8989) 2.601 2.708
8 3689(28034) 1120(10109) 3.293 2.773
9 2414(30448) 1008(11117) 2.394 2.738

10 3002(33450) 1167(12284) 2.572 2.723
11 4077(37527) 1455(13739) 2.802 2.731
12 3781(41308) 1355(15094) 2.790 2.736
13 2953(44261) 1210(16304) 2.440 2.714
14 2862(47123) 877(17181) 3.263 2.742
15 1701(48824) 690(17871) 2.465 2.732
16 3496(52320) 1212(19083) 2.884 2.741
17 8162(60482) 2938(22021) 2.778 2.746

Estimating from both routes, the absolute error in entropies of character in
Chinese is 0.9 bits and the relative error is approximately 1.6%. From the above
result, we can draw the following conclusions.

– The quantity of translation corpus we collected is insufficient.
– The quality of translation corpus is inappropriate. For example, regarding

Japanese-English translation corpus we collected, approximately 18% of En-
glish characters remain in Japanese translation.

– The area of translation corpus is partial. For instance, Chinese-English trans-
lation corpus consists of only the one in Singapore.

Nonetheless from the view point of statistics, an error of 1.6% indicates that the
hypothesis proposed is experimentally acceptable.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a new estimating method of minimum entropy of char-
acter in natural languages, based on a hypothesis of conservation of information
quantity. The validity of this hypothesis has been verified by means of an empir-
ical proof. The results of this study show that an estimate of minimum entropy
of 3.65 bits for Japanese character by using 11 million character of Japanese-
English parallel corpus and 5.66 bits for Chinese character with 14 hundred
thousand character Japanese-Chinese parallel corpus.
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Abstract. The language model is an important component of any speech recog-
nition system. In this paper, we present a lexical enrichment methodology of
corpora focused on the construction of statistical language models. This meth-
odology considers, on one hand, the identification of the set of poor represented
words of a given training corpus, and on the other hand, the enrichment of the
given corpus by the repetitive inclusion of selected text fragments containing
these words. The first part of the paper describes the formal details about this
methodology; the second part presents some experiments and results that vali-
date our method.

1   Introduction

The language model (LM) is an important component of any automatic speech recog-
nition system. Its purpose is to reduce the search space in order to accelerate the rec-
ognition process. There are two kinds of language models: grammar based and statis-
tical. The statistical LMs have the capability to use the statistical properties of lan-
guage in context of two or more words. Because of this, statistical LMs are more
flexible than the grammar based ones, and allow capturing situations closer to spoken
language (where rules for written language are not always respected).

Statistical LMs are calculated from training corpora delimited by their vocabulary
size, the treatment of unknown words, and others [3]. The size of the training corpus
is an essential factor of a LM. Generally, a large corpus tends to have more contexts
for each word, and thus tends to produce more accurate and robust LMs.

The construction of a corpus is not an easy task mainly because the written texts do
not represent adequately many phenomenon of spontaneous speech. One way to di-
minish this problem is using web documents as data sources. Because many people
around the world contribute to create the web documents, most of them has informal
contents, and include many everyday as well as non-grammatical expressions used in
spoken language. This situation allows not only the construction of very large corpora
but also the creation of corpora combining good written grammatical text and free text
closer to the spoken language [2, 7].
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Once a training corpus is constructed from the web several questions emerge. For
instance, is the obtained corpus rich enough for the specified task? are the domain
words well represented? can the corpus be enriched? In this paper, we present a meth-
odology to respond to these questions. Basically, this methodology consists of two
steps: i) a lexical analysis of the training corpus in order to identify its weaknesses
relating to a given reference corpus1, and ii) a lexical enrichment process of the train-
ing corpus focused on reducing the identified weaknesses, and obtaining a better LM.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces formal concepts
of the lexical analysis of a training corpus, and explains the identification of its bad
represented words. Section 3 describes its enrichment process. Section 4 shows some
experiment results that illustrate and validate our method. Finally, section 5 presents
our conclusions and discusses future work.

2   Lexical Analysis of the Training Corpus

It is clear that the terms and expressions used in real dialogs considerably differ from
those occurring in texts. For instance, we can expect that the frequency of occurrence
of pronouns and verbs in the first and second person is not similar between a dialog
among people and a written text. Therefore the aim of this analysis is to find those
words having very different frequencies in two corpora (i.e. between a training corpus
and a reference corpus). The identified words can be over or sub represented in the
training corpus related to the reference one.

The method of lexical analysis of two corpora consists of two major stages:

1. Constructing the word probability distribution for each corpus (preprocessing
stage).

2. Measuring the difference between the probability distributions of the corpora, and
identifying the critical words (comparison stage)

These processes are described in the next two subsections.

2.1   Preprocessing Stage

This stage considers the creation of an index of the corpora. This index indicates the
words used in the corpora, and their corresponding frequencies of occurrence in each
corpus. We represent this index by an inverted file, and instrument it by a set of hash
tables [4].

Once the index is built, a frequency iC
tf  is assigned to each word t. This fre-

quency indicates the number of occurrences of the word t in the corpus Ci. Then,

using these frequencies of the words, a probability distribution { }iC
ti pD =  of the

                                                          
1 A reference corpus is a set of samples for a given interaction including the linguistics phe-

nomenon of the domain. These corpora are obtained from real (or almost real) conditions. In
our case, we built the reference corpus using the technique of the Wizard of Oz (see section
4.1).
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ability of occurrence of the word t in the corpus Ci. Here, n is the number of words
considered by the index.

2.2   Comparison Stage

This stage aims, at a first step, determining the general difference between the cor-
pora. Then based on this information, identifying the specific words mainly causing
this difference (i.e. the set of disparate words of the training corpus).

2.2.1   Comparison of the Probability Distributions
In order to measure the lexical difference between the corpora, we compare their word

probability distributions { }iC
ti pD = . Because we are interested in the general differ-

ence regardless of the direction, we propose a comparison measure Diff for two distri-
butions: the quotient of the difference area and the maximal area. This measure re-
flects an overall difference of the corpora and does not measures individual propor-
tions of difference of each individual word. More detail on this measure can be found
in [5].
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If the difference coefficient between the two probability distributions tends to 1,
then there exists a considerable lexical difference between the corpora. On the con-
trary, if the difference coefficient tends to 0, then we can conclude that the corpora are
lexically similar.

2.2.2   Identification of the Disparate Words
A global difference between the corpora is caused essentially by the abrupt differ-
ences dt of some individual words. We call these words disparate, and defined them
as those with a difference noticeably greater than the typical difference. Let µd  be a

“typical” value of td  and σd  be a measure of the “width” of the distribution (see

below). Then a word t for which ( )σµ α dddt ×+>  is identified as a disparate word.

The tuning constant � determines the criterion used to identify an individual differ-
ence as noticeable.
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3   Lexical Enrichment of the Training Corpus

On the basis of the lexical analysis of the corpora (i.e. the comparison of the training
and reference corpora), it is possible to determine, first, the appropriateness of the
training corpus related to the reference one, and then, the set of poor represent words
requiring to be enriched.

The appropriateness of the training corpus is determined by the difference coeffi-
cient. If this coefficient is closer to 0, then the word distributions of both corpora are
similar, and thus the training corpus is adequate for the task at hand in accordance
with the reference corpus. On the contrary, if the difference coefficient is closer to 1,
then the word distributions of the corpora are very different, and there are not suffi-
cient elements to generate a satisfactory LM.

For the situation where the difference coefficient is closer to 0, it is necessary to
enrich the training corpus. The lexical analysis allows determining the set of bad-
represented words (i.e. the set of disparate words). From them, the subset of sub-
represented words is of particular interest to be enriched. We call them critical words.

Two different data sources can be used to obtain samples of the critical words, and
thus enriching the training corpus. On one hand is a new group of documents obtained
from the web; on the other hand is the reference corpus. Since we are interested in the
creation of LMs for spoken language, and the spoken phenomenons are poorly repre-
sented in the web documents (for instance deictic and courtesy expressions; see sec-
tion 4.2), we decided to use the reference corpus as data source.

Basically, our method proposes to enlarge the training corpus aggregating to it sev-
eral times a set of selected phrases from the reference corpus. The following section
describes the selection of these phrases and their incorporation to the training corpus.

3.1   The Process of Enrichment

Given the set of critical words Wc (i.e. the set of sub-represented words in the training
corpus) the process of lexical enrichment of the training corpus consists of the fol-
lowing steps:

1. Construct the selected corpus Cs from the reference corpus Cr. This new corpus
contains only those phrases from the reference corpus having one or more critical
words (i.e. rs CC ⊆ and rs CC ≤ ).2 Some properties about the frequency of oc-

currence of its words are:

                                                          
2 The notation |C

i
| stands for the number of phrases in the corpus C

i
.
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2. Calculate the deficit of occurrence of each single critical word. This deficit indi-
cates the number of times the word cWt ∈  must be incorporated to the training
corpus Ce in order to reach its probability of occurrence in the reference corpus.

e
C

t
C

tt C)PP(deficit er ×−=

3. Determine the number of times (repetitions) the selected corpus must be aggre-
gated to the training corpus. This number of repetitions r̂  is calculated in order to
fulfill the occurrence deficit of all critical words.
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= : where, 

4. Construct the enriched training corpus Ce+. This step consists on aggregating r̂
times the selected corpus to the training one. The resulting enriched training corpus
satisfied the following condition: ( )see Cr̂CC ×+=+ .

4   Experimental Results

This section shows some experiments that validate our method. This experiments use
the corpus DIME as reference corpus, and the corpus WebDIME as training corpus.
The following subsections describe both corpora, and presents the results for their
lexical comparison, and for the lexical enrichment of the WebDIME corpus.

4.1   Description of the Corpora

4.1.1   The DIME Corpus
The DIME corpus is a multimodal corpus that provides empiric information for
studying the use and interaction between spoken language, deictic gestures and the
graphical context during human-computer interaction [8]. This corpus consists of a set
of dialogs corresponding to the domain of kitchen design. This domain was selected
because it is simple (most people can undertake it without previous experience), has a
constrained language, and allows the use of deictic gestures.

For the construction of the DIME corpus, we used a so-called Wizard of Oz ex-
periment. This experiment consists of a person (the wizard) playing the role of the
system, and other person (the subject) solving tasks in the domain of interest with the
help of the wizard [1].
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The construction, and the corresponding transcription, of the DIME corpus was
performed within the context of the DIME project “Intelligent Multimodal Dialogs in
Spanish” [6]. Table 1 resumes the main characteristics of this corpus.

4.1.2   The WebDIME Corpus
The creation of the DIME corpus was motivated by two different purposes: on one
hand, the study of multimodal human-computer interactions, on the other hand, the
construction of an automatic speech recognition system. Despite their richness for the
first purpose, the DIME corpus is very small to be used for obtaining a statistical LM
(i.e. to be used as training corpus). This situation motives us to collect a larger corpus
from the web: the WebDIME corpus.

The WEbDIME corpus is a large set of phrases containing just the vocabulary for
the domain of kitchen design (i.e. the same vocabulary of the DIME corpus). It was
constructed from almost 30 gigabytes of Spanish web documents gathered by the
CLIPS-Index web robot [7]. Basically, it consists of all the minimal blocks containing
the words of the domain vocabulary found in the collected documents. The table 1
resumes the main characteristics of this corpus.

4.2   Results of Lexical Comparison between DIME and WebDIME

The following bullets resume the results from the comparison of the corpora:

� The difference coefficient is equal to 0.71. It indicates an important disparity
among the proportions of occurrence of the vocabulary words in both corpora. This
situation predicts the construction of an inadequate LM from the WebDIME corpus
for the tasks of kitchen design.

� The set of critical words represents the 2.6% of the application vocabulary (see the
table 2). This words are of three main kinds:
� Domain words such as “refrigerator”, “cupboard” and “stove”. This is a seri-

ous problem since these words are very common in our application.
� Deictic words, for instance, “there” and “here”. This omission occurs because

these words are common in a multimodal interaction but not in written texts.
� Courtesy expressions including auxiliary verbs such as “can” and “would”.

These expressions are regular in Spanish spoken language but are almost null
in written texts.

It is important to point out that in spite of the small number of critical words (just
29 words from a vocabulary of 1110), the damage caused to the LM may be substan-
tial because it considers all usage contexts of these words. This supposition was con-
firmed by the experiments (see the section 4.3).

Table 1. Main data of the DIME and WebDIME corpora

DIME corpus WebDIME corpus
Instances of lexical forms 27459 27,224,579
Lexical forms 1110 1110
Lines 5779 4,520,513
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4.3   Results of Lexical Enrichment of WebDIME Corpus3

The enrichment of the corpus WebDIME was done in two steps (see the section 3.1).
First, we obtained a selected corpus Cs of 3278 phrases from the DIME corpus (Cr).
Then, we aggregate 402 times these phrases to WebDIME (Ce) in order to build the
WebDIME+ corpus (Ce+).

In order to estimate the adequacy of the enriched corpus, we evaluated the cover-
age of the resultant LM for the given task. Basically, we consider the following well-
known measures: the perplexity, the n-gram hit factor, and the number of learned
bigrams [3]. The table 3 compares the LMs constructed from the WebDIME and
WebDIME+ corpora. These results demonstrate that the LM obtained from the new
enriched corpus is better: the perplexity decreased, and the 2-gram hit factor and the
number of learned bigrams increased.

Additionally, we performed another two experiments for validating our methodol-
ogy. These experiments considered different ways of enriching the training corpus.

The first experiment consisted on varying the number of repetitions the selected
corpus was aggregated to the WebDIME corpus. Table 4 shows the results of this
experiment. In this table, WebDIME1 is a corpus conformed by WebDIME and only
one repetition of the selected phrases; WebDIME262 contains 262 repetitions of the

selected corpus4, and WebDIME800 contains 800 repetitions.
The results show that perplexity decreased considerably between WebDIME1 and

the WebDIME+, and just a few between WebDIME+ and WebDIME800. Therefore,
from table 4 it is clear that the WebDIME+ corpus maintains the best relation between
                                                          
3 All LMs used in the experiments were constructed by the same technique. Also, we reserved

a subset of the DIME corpus for evaluation purposes. This subset was excluded for the con-
struction of the selected corpus.

4 262 is the average of the repetitions of all critical words. The proposed calculus considers the
maximum instead of the average (see section 3.1).

Table 2. The set of critical words of the WebDIME corpus

ahí (there) esta (this, this one) ponga (put)
ahora (now) está (is) puedes (can)
Alacena (cupboard) éste (this one) quieres (would)
alacenas (cupboards) estufa (stove) quiero (would)
aquí (here) fregadero (kitchen sink) refrigerador (refrigerator)
así (so) hacia (for) sí (yes)
bien (well) mueble (stuff) tenemos (have)
bueno (good) okey (okay) vamos (lets go)
dónde (where?) pared (wall) ver (to see)
esquina (corner) poner (to put)

Table 3. Evaluation of the obtained LMs

Training corpus Perplexity Bigram hit factor Learned bigram
WebDIME 203.02 2797 163624

WebDIME+ 16.42 3068 164462
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cost and benefit. Additionally, the table 4 shows a strong correlation between the
perplexity and the difference coefficient.

In the second experiment the selected corpus was substituted by the complete
DIME corpus (i.e. the construction of the selected corpus was eliminated from the
procedure of section 3.1). Table 5 shows the results of this experiment. In this table,
WebDIMED1 is the corpus conformed by WebDIME and one repetition of the refer-
ence corpus; and WebDIMED402 consist of WebDIME and 402 repetitions of the
corpus DIME (i.e. the reference corpus).

The comparison of the results of tables 4 and 5 allows concluding that using a se-
lected corpus is an advantageous strategy for compensating the deficit of the critical
words (at least a better strategy than just aggregating the reference corpus). For in-
stance, the results show that perplexity was less and 2-gram hit factor was greater
when using the selected corpus.

5   Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we presented a methodology for lexical corpora enrichment focused on
the creation of statistical language models. This methodology consists of two major
steps: first, a lexical comparison between the training and reference corpora that al-
lows identifying the set of critical words (sub represented words) of the training cor-
pus; second, the lexical enrichment of the training corpus.

The proposed methodology was experimented with the DIME and WebDIME cor-
pora. The result of this experiment was the enriched corpus WebDIME+. We demon-
strated that the adequacy of this new corpus for the task at hand was better than that
for the original training corpus.

Additionally, we propose a new measure, the difference coefficient, to quantify the
difference between two corpora. Our experiments demonstrate that, similar to tradi-
tional measures such as perplexity, this coefficient may be used to evaluate the ade-
quacy of a corpus to a given domain.

Table 4. Experiments aggregating different times the selected corpus

Training
corpus Perplexity

Bigram
hit factor

Learned
bigram Diff

WebDIME1 60.21 3068 164462 0.72
WebDIME262 17.59 3068 164462 0.66
WebDIME+ 16.42 3068 164462 0.64

WebDIME800 15.04 3068 164462 0.59

Table 5. Experiments aggregating the reference corpus

Training corpus Perplexity Bigram hit factor Learned bigram
WebDIMED1 121.76 2947 165124

WebDIMED402 17.59 2947 165124
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As future work we plan to: 1) continue the evaluation of the obtained LMs over a
speech recognition system, 2) propose a iterative method for corpora enrichment
based on the dynamic calculus of the critical words and pertinent stop conditions, 3)
extend the corpora comparison in order to consider syntactic information (such as part
of speech tags).
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(project 31128-A), the “Laboratorio Franco-Mexicano de Informática (LAFMI)”, and
the Human Language Technologies Laboratory of INAOE.
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Abstract. To automatically extract Chinese collocations and build a large-scale
collocation bank, we are developing a one-million-word Chinese shallow
parsed treebank. The treebank can be used not only as a training set for our
shallow parser, but also as processed data from which collocations are ex-
tracted. This paper presents several issues related to this on-going project, such
as our definition of shallow parsing used in Chinese collocation extraction,
guideline preparation, and quality control.

1   Introduction

A collocation is a fixed usage of two or more words, occurring adjacently or separated
by other words. The exact meaning of a collocation usually cannot be derived directly
from the meaning of its components. Collocations are important for a number of ap-
plications, such as machine translation, computational lexicography, and so forth.
Many studies on automatic collocation extraction have been conducted in the past
decades [1, 2]. The techniques in these studies are mainly based on lexical statistics,
including frequency, mean and variance, hypothesis testing, and mutual information.

We consider that collocations should be restricted within grammatically bound ele-
ments that occur in a particular order. Co-occurred words like doctor – nurse or plane
– airport are not regarded as collocations. To determine whether two or more words
form a collocation, syntactic information must be introduced. Shallow parsing can be
used effectively to identify local structure of a sentence without the need for full
parsing, thus it becomes a natural choice for collocation extraction.

In order to extract Chinese collocations automatically and build a large-scale collo-
cation bank, we are developing a Chinese shallow parsed treebank. The treebank can
be used not only as a training set for the shallow parser, but also as processed data
from which collocations are extracted. Several efforts were made on building large
scale Chinese full parsed treebanks for general purpose [3, 4], but little has been done
to construct a shallow parsed treebank, especially for the purpose of collocation ex-
traction. This motivated us to build a one-million-word shallow treebank.   
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In this paper, we present several issues about how to build a Chinese shallow parsed
treebank for collocation extraction. Section 2 gives our definition of shallow parsing
used in collocation extraction. Section 3 discusses how to build such a shallow parsed
treebank. Conclusion and future plans are given in Section 4.

2   Shallow Parsing for Collocation Extraction

Shallow or partial parsing is usually defined as the task of obtaining only a limited
amount of syntactic information from running text. But this definition is equivocal,
especially when used for an engineering project. Under the context of our project,
shallow parsing for collocation extraction should be able to recognize basic blocks of
a sentence where the boundary of syntactic chunks can be identified. The marking of
the chunks can limit the identification of collocation either within a chunk or between
chunks depending on the types of collocation we are looking for. As nested chunking
sometimes can make training more difficult, we limit the nesting of chunks to only 2
levels at most. Any deeper syntactic structures are ignored. Consequently, our shallow
parsed tree will be a tree of no more than 2 in height. For example, a sentence (a) in
Figure 1 (on next page) is fully parsed as (b) in the LDC Chinese Treebank [3],
whereas it is bracketed as (c) in our corpus. The sub-structures in the phrase
“  (concrete measures and essentials on policy)” are not anno-
tated.

3   Some Issues in Treebank Annotation

3.1   Guideline Preparation

One important consideration in the preparation of the annotation guideline was to
make it applicable to Chinese collocation extraction. The workload of the annotation
must also be manageable. Consequently, the guideline must be simple and easy to
follow and the result can be of reasonable quality within a specified time frame.

3.2   Word Segmentation and Part of Speech Tagging

Unlike English, there is no space between Chinese words. Thus word segmentation
must be done as a necessary preprocessing step. To avoid the difficulties in defining
the notion of words, we simply derived the wordlist used in our annotation from a
widely used Chinese syntactical lexicon [5]. Moreover, to comply with the principles
adopted in contemporary linguistic theories, we defined POS tags based on syntactic
distribution rather than meaning and we have about 88 different POS tags.

One difference between our guideline and those of others is in the processing of re-
petitive structures, such as AA (e.g., /see), ABAB (e.g., /research), and
A- -A (e.g., /think). We regard such a repetitive structure as a single seg-
mentation unit. In addition to POS tag, we further annotate its internal structure (e.g.
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/v-AA). From this detailed information, we can easily obtain its stem, which will
be helpful to identify collocations even in a small corpus.

Fig. 1. A sample sentence and its parsed result

3.3   Syntactic Bracketing

In our annotation, each clause ended with punctuations such as period ( ), comma
( ), semicolon ( ), exclamation point ( ), colon ( ), and interrogation mark ( ),
is taken as a processing unit. The annotation is conducted in a Top-Down manner.
When we process a clause, the main predicate is first recognized. Then each phrase
with maximum length, which plays a distinct semantic role of the predicate, is brack-
eted. The concept of “phrase with maximum length” depends on contexts1. After rec-
ognizing the first level chunks, we further parse the chunks with nested structures.
When extracting candidate collocations, we first consider the headwords of the first
level chunks, and then the words within a chunk. We believe that when a chunk or a
clause is too short, further annotation may not bring more benefits. In fact, simple
statistical methods can filter false collocations derived from such chunks and small
chunks can be easily parsed.

In our annotation, each bracket has zero or more structural or functional tags as
well as a syntactic label (like [3]). For example, a noun phrase should be further an-
notated with its internal structure. If the internal structure is modifier-modified (e.g.,

                                                          
1 For example, “ ” is a noun phrase with maximum length in

the sentence “ ”, whereas “ ” is
such a maximum phrase in the sentence “ ”.
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/beautiful girl), we only care about the headword when extracting collo-
cations between different chunks. If the internal structure is parallel (e.g.,

/tables and chairs), each component in the chunk will be considered.

3.4   Annotation Process and Quality Control

Our annotation is conducted in two phases: first, word segmentation and POS tagging,
and second, syntactic bracketing. The treebank annotation is an iterative process, in
which incremental refinement of guidelines, corpus, and tools, is done step by step.
One supervisor and two annotators with linguistic background are involved in our
project. The one-million-word original text corpus was selected from news reports,
and mainly contains articles about economic development.

We take some measures to maintain the quality, i.e. annotation accuracy and inter-
annotator consistency. Every annotator is assigned about 60% of the entire data to
process. Thus about 20% of the data is randomly selected for double annotation.
These cross-annotated texts could be used to measure the inter-annotator consistency.
Moreover, the supervisor must check and re-annotate the same part based on the two
annotators’ work. The final result is used as gold standard to evaluate the annotation
accuracy of each annotator.

4   Conclusion and Future Plans

We have discussed some issues in building a Chinese shallow parsed treebank, which
include our definition of partial parsing used in collocation extraction, guideline
preparation, and quality control. Till now, we have finished the first annotation phase,
i.e. word segmentation and POS tagging, and a small part of texts have been syntacti-
cally bracketed. The final treebank is expected to be completed in June 2003.

As indicated above, our shallow parsed treebank contains very limited syntactic and
semantic information. We plan to annotate the syntactic function of each chunk and
the relationship between predicate chunk and other chunks in the future.
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Abstract. This paper deals with the methods of corpus constructions
for computerized dialogue system used in city information center. The
corpus of recorded, generated and simulated sentences is introduced. The
usage of corpus and the corresponding results are presented.

1 Introduction

A very important application in the human-machine interaction area is the do-
main of computerized dialogue systems. The new computerized dialogue system
developed at the University of West Bohemia, Czech Republic, in co–operation
with Technical University in Dresden, Germany, and Pilsen City Council, is in-
tended for Pilsen city information center. The aim of this dialogue system is to
introduce a more natural dialogue between a user and computer. Many results
are not used only for the developed dialogue system itself but they are intended
for other research activities in our laboratories.

The dialogue system architecture is modular and it follows the architecture
used in SUNDIAL project (described in [1]). It consists of word recognizer, mod-
ule of linguistic analysis, dialogue manager, application database and speech
synthesizer. This paper deals with one of the initial problems – corpus construc-
tion.

2 Corpus Construction

We used several methods during the corpus construction:

– dialogue recording,
– sentence generation,
– dialogue simulation.

The results of these methods are presented in the following sections. On
the base of these results we decided there was no need to use another special
methodology for corpus construction. Even so, we are able to cover more prob-
lems which are connected with the other parts of the dialogue system (analysis
of user requirements, determination of system boundaries, domain selection, di-
alogue modelling and speech recognition).
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2.1 Corpus of Recorded Sentences

The first detailed analysis of the problem area had been carried out by Jana
Schwarz, Institute of Slavistics, TU Dresden, Germany. She visited 12 informa-
tion centers in different regions of the Czech Republic to cover differences in
spoken language. About 500 dialogues were recorded with an overall length of
more than 13 hours. These dialogues were transcribed and widely analyzed [4].

These real dialogues are nowadays used in the process of dialogue modelling.
Another research group uses up these dialogues as a basis in their research of
Czech spoken language and in the research of differences between spoken and
written Czech.

The corpus of real dialogues is used within our dialogue system as:

– the source for analysis of user requirements,
– the source for determination of dialogue system boundaries,
– the first source for elaboration of syntactic construction used in spoken lan-

guage,
– the typical word collocations and phrases used in tourist information centers,
– the first source for dialogue modelling.

For our purposes we eliminated all the sentences connected e.g. with the pur-
chase and all the sentences that can be used only in human-human interaction.

We obtained following results:

– we are not able to cover all the questions asked in tourists information centers
by robust computerized dialogue system,

– we have to select only a subdomain of the problem area (two subdomains
were selected – public transport and institution – with respect to the fre-
quency of user questions, our experience and needs of Pilsen City Council.

2.2 Corpus of Generated Sentences

The corpus of recorded sentences was further analyzed to automatically create
the sentence templates. There was developed a special program package using the
method of a quantitative linguistic analysis working in two modes (generation
of a set of templates describing the syntactic structure of real sentence and
generation of a large corpus of unique training sentences on the basis of sentence
templates and stochastic complex-free grammar, described in detail in [4]. The
grammar rules had been several times reworked and experimentally completed by
terminal symbols (possible words and word collocations which had not appeared
in the real sentences before). Each nonterminal symbol (the basic element of the
sentence template) is marked by its probability of occurrence. Then the whole
corpus consists of more than 40.000 sentences.

The modified corpus of generated sentences (see Section 2.3) is used in our
dialogue system as:
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– the source for the training of speech recognizer [2],
– the source for the verification of sentence templates.

We obtained following results:

– the program package for sentence generation is very useful in the phase of
speech recognition (the generation of sentences adds no information to the
corpus but the corpus covers word collocations in the problem area as much
as possible, and the corpus used as a language model respects the probability
of occurrence of words and word collocations in the spoken language),

– it is sometimes very hard to decide which sentence is wrong because many
syntactically wrong sentences can appear in spoken language,

– the number of wrong sentences in the corpus of generated sentences is 7.8%,
– thus the corpus of generated sentences can be used for training of a module

of linguistic analysis.

2.3 Corpus of Simulated Sentences

The whole corpus of recorded dialogues (it means also corpus of generated sen-
tences) covers too wide area to be elaborated in the module of linguistic analysis
(see Section 2.1). Thus the corpus of real and generated sentences was divided
by another program tool into several domains. The principles of domain analysis
are described e.g. in [3]. Then the corpus for transport domain contains approx-
imately 4.000 sentences and the corpus for institution domain about 5.000 sen-
tences.

On the other side, the analysis of corpus of generated sentences for trans-
port domain showed that this corpus still did not cover all common situations in
spoken language in this domain. We also needed to simulate the change in the
dialogue strategy if people speak to computer instead of human being. 15 uni-
versity students and 50 people of different education and different social status
were asked to simulate dialogues with computer in the domain of transport (espe-
cially local transport in Pilsen area). The process of the dialogue simulation was
controlled by people experienced in human-computer interaction. The method
”Wizard of Oz” was partly used.

The corpus of simulated sentences is used in our dialogue system as:

– the source completing the set of typical dialogues in selected domains,
– the second source for the program package generating sentence templates,
– the source for the comparison of sentence templates obtained from the

recorded dialogues,
– the source for analysis of dialogue strategies in the case of human-computer

interaction.

We obtained following results:

– the final corpus contains more then 8.000 sentences for transport domain,
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– the final set of grammar rules contains 58% of grammar rules obtained by
analysis of simulated sentences, it means that we were not able to complete
most of the possible syntactic structures of spoken language in this specific
area without additional dialogue simulation,

– the final number of terminal symbols (words and word collocations) contains
only 14% of new items, it means that we were able to cover most of the vo-
cabulary in the first step of sentence generation by experimental completion
of grammar rules with terminal symbols in the transport domain,

– the proper and successful use of the method ”Wizard of Oz” is very difficult
and time-consuming.

3 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper describes the basic approaches to the corpus construction within
computerized dialogue system intended for city information center. The corpora
of recorded and simulated sentences serve as a base for generation of sentence
templates. Then the corpus of generated sentences is created. This final corpus
of generated sentences is used in the speech recognition module and in the lin-
guistic module. The very preliminary results (the speech recognition module is
still under construction) of the recognition accuracy rates show that the word
recognition accuracy reaches 91.7% and the sentence recognition accuracy 69.1%
(20 speakers and microphone quality). This paper shows the importance of the
corpus of real sentences (e.g. the analysis of user requirements), the corpus of
simulated sentences (e.g. the completion of possible syntactic structures) and
the corpus of generated sentences (usage within speech recognition module and
linguistic module). The usage of all methods described above enabled our team
to solve many other problems during dialogue system construction.
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Abstract. In this work we present a manually marked up corpus of Old
Galician language (460 documents, 5,601,290 running words) and a diachronic
dictionary extracted from it, as well as its potential applications, whose imple-
mentation is a topic of future work.

1 Introduction

In [7] we have described a tool for computer-aided stemming of documents written in
languages with no orthographic regulation. Basically, the tool works as follows.

It is based on an approach that we call the exhaustive approach. The exhaustive
approach consists in the definition of a collection of lexemes by means of exhaustive
enumeration. A lexeme is the set of all different orthographic forms for a particular
word and all its morphological forms. It is referred to by the lemma (dictionary form
of the word—infinitive for verbs, singular for nouns, etc.) in its modern grammatical
version. For example, English words love, loving and luv belong to the lexeme having
LOVE—the well-written infinitive form—as its lemma.

Working with our system involves two phases: First, the documents must be ana-
lysed using the Document Analysis Module and included in the database. Then, users
can perform different types of queries using the Database Querying Module. These
two phases and their corresponding system modules shown in Fig. 1 are described
below.

The Document Analysis phase is carried out by the Document Analysis Module of
the system. The process of stemming each running word (wordform) of an input
document is reduced to the comparison of the wordform with the content of each
lexeme present in the database, determining its correct classification and thus its cor-
responding lemma.

For this process, the system is capable of working in two modes: Supervised mode
and Non-Supervised mode. Supervised mode implies that the system always asks the
user the lexeme to which the wordform must be assigned, maybe making a suggestion
for a possible lexeme. Non-Supervised mode means that if the system can unambigu-
ously assign the wordform to a lexeme then it will do it, and only in case of ambiguity
it will ask the user.

                                                          
* This work was partially funded by CICYT (TEL99-0335-C04-02)
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Fig. 1. How the mark-up tool works

The Database Querying Module is used to extract information from the analysed
documents. It accesses all the documents in a corpus and, using the indexes created by
the Analysis Module, allows for a number of basic kinds of searches: (1) Wordform
search: to look for occurrences of a given spelling of a wordform; (2) Lemma search:
to look for occurrences of all wordforms of a given lexeme.

Since the system presents some information about the document, such as its origin
and date, it is a valuable tool for linguists studying the evolution of a language. For
example, given a lemma, all the documents that contain it can be obtained. An explo-
ration that considers the dates and places of writing of these documents gives a
straightforward indication of the evolution of the word. On the other hand, the tool
can also be used by other types of researchers, mainly from Humanities, to obtain
information about the society of the time when the documents were written.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the problems of
stemming non-normative texts. Section 3 summarizes the corpus obtained as a result
of application of the tool. Section 4 describes the possible applications of these re-
sults. Section 5 offers some conclusions and directions for future work.

2 Stemming Non-normative Texts

Every language has had a period where there were no strict orthographical, grammati-
cal, or syntactical regulations to write in this language. Writers using a language in
such period were not constrained by any kind of normative, so their writings reflect
different variations of the language. There are, for example, Spanish texts from the
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Mexican altiplano from the Colonial Period where 16 forms of the word “Iglesia”
(church) can be found.1 These variations make these documents of significant interest
for linguistic researchers, as they reflect the real evolution of the language through
time. Furthermore, there is also a community of researchers that is interested in
studying the culture that is reflected in these texts.

However, this linguistic richness and these different variations make it impossi-
ble—or at least impractical—the use of conventional Natural Language Processing
techniques (such as stemming) for supporting text retrieval. Such approaches based
on the definition of a stemming algorithm that relies on the well-defined and well-
known rules of the given language [3, 4], allow for the automatic and almost autono-
mous processing of documents (see, e.g., [1,5,6,8,9,10]). However, these stemming
techniques (i.e. rules) are not appropriate for the documents written in a non-
normalized language, because they assume that the texts are correctly written.

Without the possibility of stemming these texts, the automatic processing of the
cultural heritage that they represent is not possible. This is true for texts in any lan-
guage written before it became normative with strict orthographic and grammatical
rules, but it is especially important for the study of non-literary works or writings by
poorly educated people, because this really shows the evolution of a language.

Thus, for documents written without a clear and stable regulation, a different ap-
proach is needed. In this work we have applied a tool that follows the exhaustive
approach by defining a wide and complete collection of lexemes that allow for sys-
tematic word comparisons.

3 Corpus Obtained

We have applied our tool to 460 documents (5,601,290 running words) in Old
Galician language, from Middle Age to the present time.

Galician is the language spoken in Galicia, a region in the northwest of Spain. It is
very close to Portuguese, having the same syntactic, morphological, and lexical base.
After Spain and Portugal became different states, Galician entered a decline period
suffering a sharp demotion for three centuries (16th to 18th). It continued being used
but its exclusively oral use caused a strong dialectalization. During the 19th century,
the literary, cultural, political, and historical recovery of Galician took place. Writers
of this age had to “invent” their own orthographic regulations, all of them strongly
influenced by the Spanish ones. Finally, since 1977, an official orthographic regula-
tion exists but since it has many political implications, it has not been accepted by
many Galician writers and philologists, who have proposed and support different
alternative regulations. Four orthographic regulations exist nowadays. Thus, Galician
texts are perfect examples of documents written in a non-normative language.

Using our tool with the mentioned documents we have obtained a diachronic
stemmed corpus of Galician language. From this corpus, a dictionary can be extracted
with the following structure:

wordform lemma time

where time is a list of the centuries, with frequencies, when the form was used, e.g:
yglezya iglesia {16:321,17:45,18:2}

                                                          
1 In Spanish, this word has only two forms: singular (iglesia) and plural (iglesias).
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where 16 stands for years 1600s and 321 the number of occurrences found in the
corpus. The dictionary contains 80,649 lexemes, and 196,678 wordforms.

In our experiments, we use a corpus of Galician language built by ourselves from
many different sources, including Web documents, e-books, documents from digital
libraries and parts of other corpora, most of them available in Internet. Most of the
texts were collected from the Galician Virtual Library [414], the CORGA corpus,
Galician Wordtheque and technical documents from different people. Texts were
classified in categories: ECO (economy and society texts), JUS (legal texts), LIT
(literature), NEW (newspapers), and TEC (science and technology). Table 1 shows a
brief description of the sources:

Table 1. Corpus obtained

# Documents Size (MB) # Words # Wordforms # Lexemes
ECO 129 4.0 544,075 42,839 18,489
JUS 157 3.3 508,539 32,822 15,319
LIT 99 13 2,260,291 110,722 42,862
NEW 65 10 1,733,210 88,029 38,901
TEC 10 3.6 555,175 45,340 20,438
Total: 460 34 5,601,290 196,678 80,649

4 Possible Applications

Most existing corpora, e.g., those collected from Internet [11], reflect only the con-
temporary state of the language. Unlike them, our manually stemmed corpus is dia-
chronic since it contains documents from different epochs. We consider such a corpus
(and the corresponding dictionary of lexemes as sets of wordforms) a valuable lin-
guistic resource, which has the following potential applications both in automatic
processing of non-normative texts and in the Humanities:

1. Data mining techniques can be applied to this dictionary to induce the forms ab-
sent from it. For example, if we know the variants yglezya – iglesia, idiosincrazya
– idiosincrasia, etc., then we can automatically induce the correspondence gim-
názya – gimnasia absent from the initial dictionary. This is useful for automatic or
semiautomatic stemming of new documents.

2. One can suppose that stemming non-normative texts can be done on phonetic
base: both the words from the corpus and the words from a contemporary (norma-
tive) dictionary are transcribed to the phonetic form and are compared in this
form: yglezya -> [IGLESYA], iglesia -> [IGLESYA]. Though we did not imple-
ment such an algorithm, our dictionary can be used to estimate its accuracy.

3. Data mining techniques can be applied to this dictionary to discover the regulari-
ties in diachronic changes of the language. This is useful for linguistic study of the
language as well as for the application discussed in the next item.

4. Automatic prediction of the changes of a specific word in a specific century can
improve the accuracy of the automatic stemming describe in the item 1 above.
Specifically, only the wordforms predicted for the given century should be taken
into account in automatic stemming when processing documents with a known
date.
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5. Our dictionary, or its improved variant described in the item 4, can be used for
automatic determination of the date of the document.

5 Conclusions

We have presented a manually marked up corpus of Old Galician language (460
documents, 5,601,290 running words) and a diachronic dictionary extracted from it,
as well as its potential applications. Their implementation is a topic of future work.
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Abstract. It is argued that for some applications the total amount of web-pages
actually stored in an Internet search engine for a specific language is relevant. It
is shown that some elementary steps in getting statistics characterizing Google
engine’s database are bewildering: simple set theory operations gives evidently
inconsistent results. Without claiming an ultimate precision, we propose a
method of estimation of the total page amount for a given language in a given
moment. It takes amounts of Google pages for the words most frequent in a rep-
resentative text corpus, reorders these words, and gives maximum likelihood es-
timates for their contributions. The method is applied to Spanish and gives the
results with theoretically calculated precision much higher than really needed
while resting on such an error-prone mechanism outputting raw statistical data.

1 Google Is Extremely Unreliable in All Its Statistics

The most important modern application of Internet search engines like Google is the
retrieval of information on commerce, politics, science, technologies, etc. The appli-
cations of Internet searches directly to the needs of computational linguistics are
scarce [1, 2, 5]. However, such applications are reasonable and even topical. For ex-
ample, we can imagine a text editing system accessing Goggle to clear up the pre-
vailing orthography of a new term, to disambiguate the sense of a given word [1] or
test availability of a given collocation in the language [3].

For computational linguistic purposes, we sometimes need to statistically measure
amounts of web-pages containing specific words and collocations. These data should
be weighted, i.e. divided by the total amount of web-pages, given a search engine, a
specific language and a moment of time. For example, the criterion of that combina-
tion of words V and W is statistically stable enough to be considered collocation has
the shape of the so-called mutual information inequality [7]:

                                                          
* Work done under partial support of CONACyT, CGEPI-IPN, and SNI, Mexico. We are

grateful to Prof. A. Gelbukh for his valuable advices and to D. Filatov for his help in calcula-
tions.
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where N(V,W) is the amount of web-pages where V and W co-occurred, N(V) and
N(W) are amounts of their web-pages evaluated independently, Nmax is the total web-
page amount managed by Google for the given language.

We need accurate and actual data, since all statistics in large search engines are
subject to variations from day to day and even during a day. Some general statistics
about Google are published in its principal pages, but without their distribution be-
tween specific languages.

Seeking for a computational method resting on raw statistical data delivered by
Google, we encounter some bewildering results from the very beginning.

Let us take two Spanish word of high statistical ranks (e.g., que and de) and pass
them into Google. Then it may be seen that

N(que) = 7,350,000; N(de ¬que) = 2,980,000; N(que) + N(de ¬que) = 10,330,000;
N(de) = 6,740,000; N(que ¬de) = 1,220,000;  N(de) + N(que ¬de) = 8,960,000;
N(que OR de) = 7,440,000;  N(de OR que) = 7,340,000.

This implies that

� The operation OR, within the precision of �0.7% of the mean value, does not
depend on the order of the operands. This is OK.

� However, the three different ways of calculating the amount of pages where at
least one word of the two is available give drastically differing results. Indeed,
the summations without OR gives results differing in �17.3% of their mean
value, whereas the result of the OR operation differs from the mean value of the
two in –23.6% .

From this we can infer that the OR operation should not be used at all, and any re-
sults without OR are also rather doubtful.

The other deficiency of Google is poor attribution of languages. We mean not only
pages in one language attributed to other language (e.g., some pages in Portuguese are
recognized as Spanish ones, and some pages in Ukrainian and Bulgarian recognized
as Russian). Very confusing influence on statistics is exerted by the pages that are in
essence text-deprived (ads, banners, etc. with short texts within a picture or alike),
with some pseudo-texts in the pages’ descriptions given in a formal language. We
cannot guess what algorithm can assign such pages to a specific language. Numerous
repetitions among web-pages also can be seen.

However, for our purposes, we hazard to propose below a method of calculating
the full amount of pages in a specific language accessible in a given search engine at
the current moment, neglecting all Google errors mentioned above. Our task is to
determine the whole bulk in supposition that the Google-delivered data are reliable.

2 Method of Estimation

Our method can be formulated as follows.
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1. A few tens of words (functional word forms, to put it more exactly) of a given
language are taken, which are the most frequent in a text corpus of a rather high
length. For our purposes, as few as Kmax = 24 highest ranked forms proved to be
sufficient.

2. The forms taken are ordered once more according to the amounts of web-pages
where they occurred.

3. The number of pages N1 = N(W(1)) for the first-rank form W(1) is taken as the
initial approximation to the Ntotal to be computed.

4. The cycle is started:

� The word W(k2) is searched (k2 = 2, 3, ..., Kmax), for which N2 =
max{N(W(k2)¬W(1))} is reached, where the pages without W(1) are only taken
into account. The N2 is added to Ntotal.

� The word W(k3) is searched (k3 = 2, 3, ..., Kmax, k3 � k2), for which N3 =
max{N(W(k3)¬W(1)¬W(k2))} is reached, where the pages without W(1) and
W(k2) are taken into account. The N2  is added to Ntotal, etc.

Such contributions of words without all previous ones could be taken up to
W(Kmax) or even further, but Google does not permits to use more that K = 10 ele-
ments in the search formula. So we are forced to stop calculation of Ntotal with the last
increment max{N(W(k10)¬W(1)¬W(k2)¬W(k3) ...¬W(k9))}, i.e. with the 10th word
among the Kmax indicated above that gives the maximal contribution of pages not yet
taken into account.

The rest words can be taken into further consideration in the supposition that no
more than nine most influent words are cast away for each of them. This would evi-
dently gives an oversized result.

To get a more realistic estimate and at the same time to evaluate the standard de-
viation of this estimate, let us approximate the random values N1, N2 ..., N10 by the
infinite exponential series

≈totalÑ ea (1 + e–u + e–2u + ...) = ea / (1 � e–u),

where a >> 1 and u > 0 are determined through N1, N2, ..., N10 by the maximum likeli-
hood method [4]. This gives the following estimates for a and u:
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where M0 = �i=1...K ln(Ni), and M1 = �i=1...K ln(Ni) i. To estimate the dispersion �2 of
the random values ln(Ni), the following formula is valid

�2 = ∑
= K....1K

1

i

(ln(Ni) � ã � �i)2

In order to determine the dispersion D(Ñtotal), we deliberately ignore the random
nature of �2  and calculate the minimal covariation matrix of the random pair {a = ã, u
= }, as if only these two are to be estimated. Indeed, the influence of �2 is measured
by higher powers of its mean value, already rather small. In such a supposition, we
construct a linear combination of the covariation matrix entries and the second partial
derivatives of Ñtotal by a and u:
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where all values are taken in the estimate point { ã,  �2}.
After such calculations, the standard deviation )( totalÑD should be compared with

the value of Ñtotal.

3 An Example: Spanish

To realize the proposed method, a PERL program was developed for accessing Goo-
gle. The most frequent word forms were taken from LEXESP corpus of Spanish [6].
The form es is among them, but we have noticed that in too many cases it corresponds
to the suffix .es in the e-mail addresses, so we ignore it in our calculations. The statis-
tics and the results of the two sequential reordering of words are presented in the
table, where the column 1 gives the most common forms ordered by their web-page
amounts, the column 2 gives their specific page amounts in Google, column 3 gives
the rank numbers of these forms in the corpus, and the column 4 gives the ranks as-
signed to the forms while moving on by our algorithm.

Form
Page

amount,
 in 106

Rank
in

corpus

Rank
while

calculating
      Form

Page
amount,
 in 106

Rank
in

corpus

Rank
while

calculating
que 7.01 3 1 las 5.64 11 �
y 6.68 4 5 un 5.55 10 �
por 6.63 16 � los 5.54 8 �
una 6.30 14 � para 5.52 20 10
es 6.10 18 N/A como 5.46 22 �
el 6.08 5 9 su 5.35 17 �
en 6.08 6 6 o 5.10 23 �
con 6.08 15 � lo 5.06 19 �
la 6.07 2 8 al 4.85 21 �
de 6.00 1 2 a 4.81 7 3
del 5.99 12 7 sus 4.41 24 �
se 5.65 9 � no 4.31 13 4
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The cycle for the ten most influent words (without es) is given in other table and
repeated in the figure, where the points representing Ni are given in logarithmic scale,
while the straight line is the linear maximum likelihood approximation
ln(Ni) � 15.43 � 0.52 i with  ã =15.43 and   = 0.52. Hence, =totalÑ 12,431,000 with

the standard deviation )( totalÑD  = 26,550, that is only 0.2% of the measured value.

Page
amount

Combination of words tested

7010000 que
4610000 de ¬que
362000 a ¬que ¬de
302000 no ¬que ¬de ¬a
225000 y ¬que ¬de ¬a ¬no
169000 en ¬que ¬de ¬a ¬no ¬y
126000 del ¬que ¬de ¬a ¬no ¬y ¬en
79300 la ¬que ¬de ¬a ¬no ¬y ¬en ¬del
63900 el ¬que ¬de ¬a ¬no ¬y ¬en ¬del ¬la
44300 para ¬que ¬de ¬a ¬no ¬y ¬en ¬del ¬la ¬el

12991500 total

Such a deviation is totally negligible as compared to the suspected imprecision of
the raw data, not mentioning their systematic changes in time. Our instrument evi-
dently does not correspond to the job. We can only wait till Google’s managers will
make the raw statistics and set operations more reliable, to apply our algorithm. Till
then our negative knowledge stays valid, and we can answer “no” to the question at
the title.

However, we do have a tentative estimate just now: as Google testifies, at the mo-
ment of the measurements Spanish was represented in it by Ñtotal � 12,400,000 pages.
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Abstract. The determination of recurrent sound correspondences be-
tween languages is crucial for the identification of cognates, which are
often employed in statistical machine translation for sentence and word
alignment. In this paper, an algorithm designed for extracting non-com-
positional compounds from bitexts is shown to be capable of determining
complex sound correspondences in bilingual wordlists. In experimental
evaluation, a C++ implementation of the algorithm achieves approxi-
mately 90% recall and precision on authentic language data.

1 Introduction

All languages change through time. Table 1 gives an example of how much
English has evolved within the last fourteen hundred years. Words that make
up languages undergo sound changes (nū → now) as well as semantic shifts
(‘guardian’ → ‘ward’). Lexical replacement is a process in which lexemes drop
out of usage altogether, and are substituted by other, unrelated words (herigean
→ praise). Morphological endings change and disappear as well (-on in sculon).

Table 1. The first verse of Caedmon’s Hymn and its modern English translation.

Old English: Nū sculon herigean heofonr̄ıces weard
Modern English: Now we should praise heaven-kingdom’s guardian

When two groups of people that speak a common language lose contact with
each other, their respective languages begin to diverge, and eventually become
mutually unintelligible. In such cases, we may still be able to determine that the
languages are genetically related by examining cognates, that is words that have
developed from the same proto-form. For example, French lait, Spanish leche,
and Italian latte constitute a cognate set, as they are all descendants, or reflexes,
of Latin lacte. In general, the longer the time that has passed since the linguistic
split, the smaller the number of cognates that remain as a proof of a genetic
relationship.
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Because of gradual changes over long periods of time, cognates often acquire
very different phonetic shapes. For example, English hundred, French cent, and
Polish sto are all descendants of Proto-Indo-European *kmtom (an asterisk de-
notes a reconstructed form). The semantic change can be no less dramatic; for
example, English guest and Latin hostis ‘enemy’ are cognates even though their
meanings are diametrically different. On the other hand, not all similar sounding
words that have the same meaning are cognates. It can be a matter of chance
resemblance, as in English day and Latin die ‘day’, or an instance of a borrow-
ing, as in English sprint and Japanese supurinto. Borrowings are lexical items
that have been incorporated (possibly in modified form) into one language from
another.

An important phenomenon that allows us to distinguish between cognates
and borrowings is the regularity of sound change. The regularity principle states
that a change in pronunciation applies to sounds in a given phonological context
across all words in the language. Regular sound changes tend to produce regular
correspondences of phonemes in corresponding cognates. /d/:/t/ is a regular
correspondence between English and German, as evidenced by cognate pairs
such as day – tag, dry – trocken, and drink – trinken. Table 2 shows contains
examples of a regular sound correspondence between four Romance languages.
I prefer to use the term recurrent sound correspondences because in practice the
matchings of phonemes in cognate pairs are more tendencies than hard-and-fast
rules.

Table 2. An example of a recurrent sound correspondence in related languages.

Latin Italian Spanish French
nocte notte noche nuit ‘night’
octo otto ocho huit ‘eight’
lacte latte leche lait ‘milk’
factu fatto hecho fait ‘done’
tectu tetto techo toit ‘roof’

The determination of recurrent sound correspondences is the principal step
of the comparative method of language reconstruction. Not only does it provide
evidence for the relatedness of languages, but it also makes it possible to dis-
tinguish cognates from borrowings and chance resemblances. However, because
manual determination of recurrent sound correspondences is an extremely time-
consuming process, it has yet to be accomplished for many proposed language
families. A system able to perform this task automatically from unprocessed
bilingual wordlists could be of great assistance to historical linguists. The Re-
construction Engine [14], a set of programs designed to be an aid in language
reconstruction, requires a set of recurrent sound correspondences to be provided
beforehand.

The determination of recurrent sound correspondences is closely related to
another task that has been much studied in computational linguistics, the iden-
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tification of cognates. Cognates have been employed for sentence and word align-
ment in bitexts [16], improving statistical machine translation models [1], and
inducing translation lexicons [10]. Some of the proposed cognate identification al-
gorithms implicitly determine and employ recurrent sound correspondences [18,
15].

Although it may not be immediately apparent, there is a strong similarity
between the task of matching phonetic segments in a pair of cognate words,
and the task of matching words in two sentences that are mutual translations.
The consistency with which a word in one language is translated into a word
in another language is mirrored by the consistency of sound correspondences.
The former is due to the semantic relation of synonymy, while the latter follows
from the principle of the regularity of sound change. Thus, as already asserted
by Guy [5], it should be possible to use similar techniques for both tasks.

The method of determining complex recurrent sound correspondences that
I present here adopts the approach proposed in [13]. The idea is to relate cor-
respondences between sounds in wordlists to translational equivalences between
words in bitexts (bilingual corpora). The method induces models of sound cor-
respondence that are similar to models developed for statistical machine trans-
lation. It has been shown [13] that the method is able to determine recurrent
sound correspondences with high accuracy in bilingual wordlists in which less
than 30% of the pairs are cognates. However, in the one-to-one model employed
by the method, links are induced only between individual phonemes. This is a
serious limitation because recurrent sound correspondences often involve clus-
ters of phonemes. Many-to-many correspondences, such as the ones shown in
Table 2, may either be only partially recovered or even completely missed by the
algorithm.

This paper presents an extension of the approach described in [13], which
overcomes its main limitation by adapting the algorithm for discovering non-
compositional compounds (NCCs) in bitexts proposed by Melamed [16]. In Sec-
tion 2, I review previous work on determination of recurrent sound correspon-
dences. Melamed’s approach to inducing models of translational equivalence is
discussed in Section 3. Section 4 describes the algorithm for discovering non-
compositional compounds. Section 5 contains some implementation details. Sec-
tion 6 describes the data used for the experimental evaluation, and Section 7 is
devoted to the evaluation itself.

2 Related Work

In a schematic description of the comparative method, the two steps that pre-
cede the determination of recurrent sound correspondences are the identification
of cognate pairs [12], and their phonetic alignment [11]. Indeed, if a compre-
hensive set of correctly aligned cognate pairs is available, the recurrent sound
correspondences could be extracted by simply following the alignment links.
Unfortunately, in order to make reliable judgments of cognation, it is necessary
to know in advance what the recurrent sound correspondences are. Historical
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linguists solve this apparent circularity by guessing a small number of likely
cognates and refining the set of correspondences and cognates in an iterative
fashion.

Guy [5] outlines an algorithm for identifying cognates in bilingual wordlists
which is based on recurrent sound correspondences. The algorithm estimates
the probability of phoneme correspondences by employing a variant of the χ2

statistic on a contingency table, which indicates how often two phonemes co-
occur in words of the same meaning. The probabilities are then converted into
the estimates of cognation by means of some experimentation-based heuristics.
Only simple, one-to-one phoneme correspondences are considered. The paper
does not contain any evaluation on authentic language data, but Guy’s program
COGNATE, which implements the algorithm, is publicly available. The program
does not output an explicit list of recurrent sound correspondences, which makes
direct comparison with my method difficult.

Oakes [17] describes a set of programs that together perform several steps of
the comparative method, from the determination of recurrent sound correspon-
dences in wordlists to the actual reconstruction of the proto-forms. Word pairs
are considered cognate if their edit distance is below a certain threshold. The edit
operations cover a number of sound-change categories. Sound correspondences
are deemed to be regular if they are found to occur more than once in the data.
The paper describes experimental results of running the programs on a set of
wordlists representing four Indonesian languages, and compares those to the re-
constructions found in the linguistic literature. Section 7 contains a comparison
of the recurrent sound correspondences identified by JAKARTA and the ones
discovered by my method.

Because the tasks of determination of recurrent sound correspondence and
the identification of cognates are intertwined, some of the bitext-related algo-
rithms implicitly determine and employ recurrent sound correspondences. Tiede-
mann [18] considers automatic construction of weighted string similarity mea-
sures from bitexts. He includes three lists of the most frequent character “map-
pings” between Swedish and English, which correspond to his three mapping ap-
proaches (single characters, vowel and consonant sequences, and non-matching
parts of two strings). However, because genetic cognates in the data seem to
be outnumbered by borrowings, the lists contain few genuine correspondences.
Mann and Yarowsky [15] take advantage of language relatedness in order to
automatically induce translation lexicons. In their search for cognates, they dis-
cover most probable character “substitutions” across languages. In the provided
French–Portuguese examples, phonologically plausible correspondences b:v, t:d
mix with mere orthographic regularities c:q, x:s.

Knight and Graehl [9] in their paper on back-transliteration from the Japa-
nese syllabic script katakana to the English orthography consider the sub-task of
aligning the English and Japanese phonetic strings. They apply the estimation-
maximization (EM) algorithm to generate symbol-mapping probabilities from
8,000 pairs of unaligned English–Japanese sound sequences. It is possible to
view the sound pairs with the highest probabilities as the strongest recurrent
correspondences between the two languages. Naturally, the existence of those
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correspondences is an artifact of the transliteration process, rather than a con-
sequence of a genetic language relationship. Nevertheless, it may be possible to
employ a similar approach to discover recurrent sound correspondences in gen-
uine cognates. A drawback of the alignment model presented in the paper is an
asymmetric, one-to-many mapping between the English and Japanese sounds,
and a restricted set of edit operations that excludes both insertions and deletions.
These restrictions are designed to make the models less expensive to compute.

3 The Word-to-Word Model of Translational Equivalence

In statistical machine translation, a translation model approximates the proba-
bility that two sentences are mutual translations by computing the product of
the probabilities that each word in the target sentence is a translation of some
source language word. A model of translation equivalence that determines the
word translation probabilities can be induced from bitexts. The difficulty lies in
the fact that the mapping, or alignment, of words between two parts of a bitext
is not known in advance.

Algorithms for word alignment in bitexts aim at discovering word pairs that
are mutual translations. A straightforward approach is to estimate the likelihood
that words are mutual translations by computing a similarity function based on
a co-occurrence statistic, such as mutual information, Dice coefficient, or the χ2

test. The underlying assumption is that the association scores for different word
pairs are independent of each other.

Melamed [16] shows that the assumption of independence leads to invalid
word associations, and proposes an algorithm for inducing models of trans-
lational equivalence that outperform the models that are based solely on co-
occurrence counts. His models employ the one-to-one assumption, which for-
malizes the observation that most words in bitexts are translated to a single
word in the corresponding sentence. The algorithm, which is related to the
expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm, iteratively re-estimates the likelihood
scores which represent the probability that two word types are mutual transla-
tions. In the first step, the scores are initialized according to the G2 statistic [4].
Next, the likelihood scores are used to induce a set of one-to-one links between
word tokens in the bitext. The links are determined by a greedy competitive
linking algorithm, which proceeds to link pairs that have the highest likelihood
scores. After the linking is completed, the link counts are used to re-estimate the
likelihood scores. Three translation-model re-estimation methods are possible:
Method A calculates the likelihood scores as the logarithm of the probability
of jointly generating the pair of words, Method B uses auxiliary parameters to
represent an explicit noise model, and Method C conditions the auxiliary pa-
rameters on various word classes. The re-estimated likelihood scores are then
applied to find a new set of links. The process is repeated until the translation
model converges to the desired degree.

As demonstrated in [13], it is possible to adapt Melamed’s algorithm to the
problem of determining recurrent sound correspondences. The main idea is to
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induce a model of sound correspondence in a bilingual wordlist, in the same way
as one induces a model of translational equivalence among words in a parallel
corpus. After the model has converged, phoneme pairs with the highest likelihood
scores represent the most likely recurrent sound correspondences.

The most important modification to the original algorithm is the substitution
of the approximate competitive-linking algorithm of Melamed with a variant
of the well-known dynamic programming algorithm [11], which computes the
optimal alignment between two strings in polynomial time. Insertion and deletion
of segments is modeled by employing an indel penalty for unlinked segments,
rather than by null links used by Melamed. The alignment score between two
words is computed by summing the number of induced links, and applying an
indel penalty for each unlinked segment, with the exception of the segments
beyond the rightmost link. In order to avoid inducing links that are unlikely to
represent recurrent sound correspondences, only pairs whose likelihood scores
exceed a set threshold are linked.

The algorithm for the determination of recurrent sound correspondences
was evaluated on 200-word lists of basic meanings representing several Indo-
European languages. The results show that the method is capable of determin-
ing recurrent sound correspondences in bilingual wordlists in which less than
30% of pairs are cognates, and that it outperforms comparable algorithms on
the related task of the identification of cognates.

4 Discovering Non-compositional Compounds in Bitexts

The algorithm proposed in [13] can only discover recurrent sound correspon-
dences between single phonemes. This limitation, which is directly inherited
from Melamed’s original algorithm, may prevent the algorithm from detecting
many more complex correspondences, such as the ones in Table 2. A quite simi-
lar problem exists also in the statistical machine translation. Non-compositional
compounds (NCCs) are word sequences, such as “high school”, whose meaning
cannot be synthesized from the meaning of its components. Since many NCCs
are not translated word-for-word, their detection is essential in most NLP appli-
cations.

As a way of relaxing the one-to-one restriction, Melamed [16] proposes an
elegant algorithm for discovering NCCs in bitexts. His information-theoretic ap-
proach is based on the observation that treating NCCs as a single unit rather
than as a sequence of independent words increases the predictive power of statis-
tical translation models. Therefore, it is possible to establish whether a partic-
ular word sequence should be considered a NCC by comparing two translation
models that differ only in their treatment of that word sequence. For the objec-
tive function that measures the predictive power of a translation model Pr(s, t),
Melamed selects mutual information:

I(S; T ) =
∑

s∈S

∑

t∈T

Pr(s, t) log
Pr(s, t)

Pr(s)Pr(t)
,
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where S and T represent the distributions of linked words in the source and
target texts, and s and t are word tokens.

Melamed’s approach to the identification of NCCs is to induce a trial transla-
tion model that involves a candidate NCC and compare the model’s total mutual
information with that of a base translation model. The NCC is considered valid
only if there is an increase of the mutual information in the trial model. The
contribution of s to I(S; T ) is given as:

i(s) =
∑

t∈T

Pr(s, t) log
Pr(s, t)

Pr(s)Pr(t)
.

In order to make this procedure more efficient, Melamed proposes inducing the
translation model for many candidate NCCs at the same time.

A complex gain-estimation method is used to guess whether a candidate
NCC is useful before inducing a translation model that involves this NCC. Each
candidate NCC xy causes the net change ∆xy in the objective function, which
can be expressed as:

∆xy = i′(x) + i′(y) + i′(xy) − i(x) − i(y),

where i and i′ are predictive value functions for source words in the base transla-
tion model and in the trial translation model, respectively. i′(x) is estimated on
the assumption that the links involving x will not change in the trial translation
model unless y occurs to the right of x:

i′(x) = i(x : RC �= y),

where (x : RC �= y) denotes the set of tokens of x whose right context is y.
Similarly,

i′(y) = i(y : LC �= x),

where LC denotes word context to the left. Finally, i′(xy) is estimated as follows:

i′(xy) = i(x : RC = y) + i(y : LC = x).

Given parallel texts E and F , the algorithm iteratively augments the list of
NCCs. The iteration starts by inducing a base translation model between E and
F . All continuous bigrams which are estimated to increase mutual information
of the translation model are placed on a sorted list of candidate NCCs, but for
each word token, only the most promising NCC that contains it is allowed to
remain on the list. Next, a trial translation model is induced between E′ and
F , where E′ is obtained from E by fusing each candidate NCC into a single
token. If the net change in mutual information gain contributed by a candidate
NCC is greater than zero, all occurrences of that NCC in E are permanently
fused; otherwise the candidate NCC is placed on a stop-list. The entire iteration
is repeated until reaching an application-dependent stopping condition.

The method was evaluated on a large English–French bitext containing tran-
scripts of Canadian parliamentary debates (Hansards). In one experiment, after
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six iterations the algorithm identified on both sides of the bitext about four
hundred NCCs that increased the mutual information of the model. Another
experiment, which is particularly relevant for the application discussed in this
chapter, showed that the method was capable of discovering meaningful NCCs in
a data set consisting of spellings and pronunciations of English words (for exam-
ple, ph was determined to be a NCC of English spelling because it consistently
“translates” into the sound /f/). However, the full NCC recognition algorithm
was not tested in any real application.

5 Implementation of the Algorithm

The NCC algorithm of Melamed has been adapted to the problem of deter-
mining complex sound correspondences and implemented as a C++ program
named CORDI. The program takes as input a bilingual wordlist and produces
an ordered list of recurrent sound correspondences. Method C discussed in Sec-
tion 3 is used for the inducing of translation models, In Method C, phonemes
are divided into two classes: non-syllabic (consonants and glides), and syllabic
(vowels); links between phonemes belonging to different classes are not induced.

Adjustable parameters include the indel penalty ratio d and the minimum-
strength correspondence threshold t. The parameter d controls the behaviour of
the alignment algorithm by fixing the ratio between the negative indel weight
and the positive weight assigned to every induced link. A lower ratio causes
the program to be more adventurous in positing sparse links. The parameter t
controls the tradeoff between reliability and the number of links. The value of
t implies a score threshold of t · log λ+

λ− , which is a score achieved by a pair of
phonemes that have t links out of t co-occurrences. In all experiments described
below, d was set to 0.15, and t was set to 1 (sufficient to reject all non-recurring
correspondences). The maximum number of iterations of the NCC algorithm
should also be specified by the user, but the algorithm may terminate sooner if
two subsequent iterations fail to produce any candidate NCCs.

The NCC algorithm is adapted with one major change. After inducing a trial
translation model between E′ and F , the original algorithm accepts all candidate
NCCs that contribute a positive net change in mutual information gain. For
the detection of phoneme NCCs, I decided to accept all candidate NCCs that
result in a recurrent sound correspondence that has a likelihood score above the
minimum-strength threshold t described above. I found that the strength of an
induced correspondence better reflects the importance of a phoneme cluster than
the mutual information gain criterion.

6 The Algonquian Data

The test data suitable for the evaluation of the approach outlined above has to
fulfill several requirements: it should be sufficiently large to contain many surviv-
ing cognates, the lexemes should be given in a consistent notation that allows for
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an automatic transcription into phonetic form, and, finally, the cognation infor-
mation has to be provided in the electronic form as well, so that the performance
of the program can be measured objectively. The last condition is perhaps the
most difficult to satisfy. Even in the rare cases when machine-readable bilingual
lexicons can be acquired, the cognation judgments would have to be laboriously
extracted from etymological dictionaries. Note that optical scanning of phonetic
symbols or unusual diacritics is is not feasible with the current state of technol-
ogy.

Fortunately, the machine-readable Algonquian data [8] satisfy the above re-
quirements. It consists of two parts that complement each other: the etymological
dictionary, and the vocabulary lists from which the dictionary was produced.

The dictionary, which is also available in book form [7], contains 4,068 cog-
nate sets, including 853 marked as nouns. Each cognate set is composed of a
reconstructed proto-form and the corresponding cognates accompanied by short
glosses in English. Nearly all cognates belong to one of the four principal Algo-
nquian languages (Fox, Menomini, Cree, Ojibwa). The dictionary file is almost
identical with the book version, and required only minimal clean-up. The lex-
emes are already in a phonemic transcription, so no sophisticated grapheme-to-
phoneme conversion was necessary. A simple coding is used to express phonemes
that lack ASCII equivalents: c for /š/, q for the glottal stop, etc. In the exper-
iments described in this section, the dictionary file served as a source of the
cognation information.

Table 3. The size of the Algonquian vocabulary lists.

Language Dictionary only Dictionary and lists
All words Nouns All words Nouns

Fox 1252 193 4759 575
Menomini 2231 361 8550 1540
Cree 2541 512 7507 1628
Ojibwa 2758 535 6334 1023
Total 8782 1601 27150 4766

In contrast with the dictionary, the vocabulary lists can be characterized as
noisy data. They contain many errors, inconsistencies, duplicates, and lacunae.
The Fox file is incomplete. In the Menomini file, three different phonemes (/č/,
/æ/, and the glottal stop) had been merged into one, and had to be painstakingly
reconstructed on the basis of phonotactic constraints. As much as possible, the
entries were cross-checked with the dictionary itself, which is much more consis-
tent. Table 3 specifies the number of unique lexemes available for each language.
It appears that only about a third of the nouns present in the vocabulary lists
had made it into the dictionary.
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7 Experimental Evaluation

In order to test the suitability of the NCC approach, an experiment was per-
formed on a subset of the Algonquian data. The goal was to determine recurrent
sound correspondences from noisy wordlists and evaluate them against the set of
correspondences determined by Bloomfield [2,3]. Because of the large number of
complex 1:2 and 2:2 recurrent sound correspondences, the Algonquian languages
are ideal for testing the NCC approach.

The input data was automatically extracted from the raw vocabulary lists by
selecting all pairs of noun lexemes that had at least one gloss in common. The
end result of such an operation is bilingual wordlists containing both cognate
and non-cognate pairs. The Cree–Ojibwa list served as the development set, and
the Fox–Menomini list as the test set. The Cree–Ojibwa contained 732 pairs,
including 242 (33.1%) cognate pairs. The Fox–Menomini list turned out to be
even more challenging: it contained 397 word pairs, including only 79 (19.9%)
cognate pairs.

Since the vowel correspondences in Algonquian are rather inconsistent, fol-
lowing Hewson [6], I decided to concentrate on consonants and consonant clus-
ters. On the Fox–Menomini data, the algorithm terminated after 12 iterations,
which took several minutes on a Sparc workstation. (Each iteration involves
inducing anew both the base and the trial translation models.)

Table 4 compares the set of 31 correspondences enumerated by Bloomfield,
which is adopted as the gold standard, with the set of 23 correspondences de-
termined by CORDI, and eight correspondences identified by JAKARTA [17].
20 recurrent sound correspondences identified by CORDI are correct, while the
remaining three are wrong and can be traced to alignments of unrelated words.
The resulting precision was therefore 87%.

Table 4. The Fox–Menomini consonantal correspondences determined by a linguist
and by two computer programs. The correspondences shown in boldface are valid cor-
respondences that were present in the input set of word pairs.

Bloomfield: p:p t:t k:k s:s h:h h:q č:č š:s n:n m:m t:ht
hp:hp hk:hk ht:qt hk:hk šk:sk č:hč s:hs s:qs
š:qs s:hn s:qn šk:hk p:hp hč:qč k:hk hk:čk
hp:sp hč:hč ht:ht š:hs n:hn

CORDI: p:p t:t k:k s:s h:h č:č š:s p:č n:n m:m t:ht
hp:hp hk:hk ht:qt hk:hk šk:sk č:hč s:hs s:qs
š:qs s:hn s:qn hk:t t:sk

JAKARTA: p:p t:t k:k s:s h:h n:n m:m h:hs

In order to determine why the number of recurrent sound correspondences
established by Bloomfield was much greater than the number of recurrent sound
correspondences produced by the program, I manually analyzed the 79 cognate
pairs included in the input wordlist. I found that š:hk and p:hp occur twice in
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the input, hč:qč occurs once, and the remaining seven complex correspondences
do not occur at all. The h:q correspondence is dubious because it only occurs
within clusters. Since, by definition, recurrent correspondences are those that
occur at least twice, the recall on the test set was in fact 21/23 = 91%.

For comparison, on the same Fox–Menomini list, JAKARTA identifies only
eight consonantal correspondences of which the single complex correspondence
is not in Bloomfield’s set. The resulting precision is comparable at 88%, but the
recall is only 32%.

The results of the experiment are extremely encouraging. The accomplish-
ment of a very high precision and recall on a test set composed of 80% noise
confirms that the iterative statistical approach advocated here is highly robust.
The impressive outcome should, however, be interpreted with caution. Because
of the (unavoidably) small number of target correspondences, the change of a sin-
gle classification makes a difference of about 5% in the resulting precision/recall
figures. Moreover, the decision to ignore vowels and glides helped the program to
focus on the right type of correspondences. Finally, the Algonquian consonan-
tal correspondences are almost context-free, which nicely suits the program’s
principles.

8 Conclusion

I have proposed an original approach to the determination of complex sound
correspondences in bilingual wordlists based on the idea of relating recurrent
correspondences between sounds to translational equivalences between words.
Through induction of statistical models that are similar to those developed for
statistical machine translation, the method is able to recover recurrent sound
correspondences from bilingual wordlists that consist mostly of unrelated pairs.
The results presented here prove that the techniques developed in the context
of statistical machine translation can be successfully applied to a problem in
diachronic phonology. I am convinced that the transfer of methods and insights
is also possible in the other direction.
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Abstract. We describe an approach for generating a wide variety of
texts expressing the same content. By treating stylistic features as con-
straints on the output of a text planner, we explore the interaction be-
tween various stylistic features (from punctuation and layout to pronom-
inal reference and discourse structure) and their impact on the form of
the resulting text.

1 Introduction

Any reasonably complex message, comprising perhaps ten propositions, can be
expressed in billions of ways in English or any other natural language. An im-
portant challenge for computational linguists is to understand the contextual
and stylistic factors that make one version preferable to another. In the final
chapter of ‘Elements of Style’ [1], E.B. White posed this problem by contrasting
a memorable quotation from Thomas Paine:

These are the times that try men’s souls.

with several alternative formulations of the same literal content, including:

Soulwise, these are trying times.

As White points out, recognising the absurdity of the second formulation
is easy; explaining exactly why it is absurd is altogether harder. We describe
in this paper an approach that addresses some aspects of stylistic variation,
particularly those that apply at the structural level. This work is carried out
within the context of natural language generation (NLG).

Most NLG systems are restricted to one style of text. Moreover, with the
notable exception of Hovy’s pauline, existing NLG systems cannot reason about
the style(s) they produce; such decisions are hard-wired within the system [2].
Since style impacts on all aspects of text — from syntax and lexical choice
through to discourse structure and layout — changing the style of the output
texts of such systems can have far reaching implementational consequences. The
approach we describe here achieves a wide variety of styles in a flexible and
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efficient manner, at least at the level of text planning. Where appropriate, it
also gives control over stylistic choices to the user.

In describing a text as being ‘good’, one is really addressing two distinct
classes of criteria. The first concerns correctness: does the text conform to the
rules of the language? In other words, is it grammatical, is the punctuation
correct, are the correct words chosen, and so forth. Clearly, one would rule out
any text which does not satisfy such criteria. However, for a given content there
will be a wide variety of correct texts, their number increasing exponentially
with the size of the content (i.e., number of propositions). The second class of
criteria relates to the suitability of the selected text compared with alternative
‘correct’ solutions.

The first criterion accounts for ‘stylistic’ rules that are applied to any situa-
tion of communication and whose violation hinders seriously the quality of the
text. The second criterion brings us back to E.B. White’s point: to what extent
is a particular version of a text appropriate to the given situation of communi-
cation — e.g., the genre, the register, the idiosyncratic style of the author or the
house style of the publisher?

In what follows, we provide a general description of our approach to the
implementation of style at the level of text planning, taking into account the
different types of stylistic rules. We exemplify our approach through a working
example showing the operation of stylistic settings on the production of a text.

2 Hard and Soft Constraints

We treat stylistic rules as constraints and distinguish between the two classes of
stylistic criteria through their classification as hard or soft constraints.

A hard constraint is a fatal defect; texts violating hard constraints should
never be generated, regardless of their other merits. Among hard constraints
we include correct structure, both as regards syntax and higher textual levels,
and correct realization of rhetorical relationships. The system currently imposes
about 20 such constraints during text planning, including the following:

– Spans linked by a subordinating conjunction (e.g., since) must occur within
the same text-clause.

– The text-category hierarchy [3] must be respected: for instance, a text-
sentence cannot contain a paragraph (unless the paragraph is indented).

– Vertical lists cannot be used for the arguments of a nucleus-satellite relation;
the relation must be multinuclear.

Since soft constraints are non-fatal defects, there may be circumstances in
which violations are accepted as a necessary evil. Many stylistic dilemmas arise
because one soft constraint conflicts with another. For example, we may prefer
to avoid the passive voice, but we also prefer to place the current discourse topic
in subject position. How can such a conflict be resolved? Following Optimality
Theory [4], the constraints could be arranged in an order of priority, but this
leads to absurd anomalies: a single violation of one constraint might outweigh
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a hundred violations of constraints with lower rank. The alternative, which we
adopt, is to compute for each solution a cost, weighting violations according
to their relative importance. Style preferences defined by the user make their
presence felt by modifying some of these weights.

For efficiency, it is obviously desirable that solutions violating hard con-
straints are eliminated before any candidates are generated. We have shown
elsewhere [5] that this can be done by formulating text planning as a Constraint
Satisfaction Problem, which can be solved by Constraint Logic Programming
[6]. Briefly, the idea is that the features over which hard constraints are defined
are represented by finite-domain variables, and that unacceptable combinations
of values are ruled out before any specific solutions are generated.

To evaluate violations of soft constraints, we can find no sufficiently flexible
alternative to a generate-and-test method. Several hundred candidate text plans
are generated; each is assigned a cost by summing weighted scores for each
violation; the solution with lowest cost is selected, and passed forward for tactical
generation and formatting.

The obvious drawback to generate-and-test is that the number of candidates
increases exponentially with complexity (roughly, with the number of elementary
propositions in the semantic input). From informal experiments, we find that the
number of candidate solutions is around 5N−1 for N elementary propositions,
which means that even for a short passage containing a dozen propositions the
text planner would find about 50 million solutions satisfying the hard constraints.
One might try to address this problem by a statistical optimization method such
as a genetic algorithm [7], but we think a more natural and informative method
is to break up the problem into parts, so that at each stage only a manageable
part of the total solution is constructed. For instance, when planning a text,
the semantic material could first be distributed among sections, then perhaps
among paragraphs, thus spawning many small-scale text-planning problems for
which the search spaces would be measured in hundreds rather than billions.

We have followed this approach also in combining text planning with tacti-
cal generation. Once the best text plan has been selected, it remains fixed, no
matter what further costs accrue during syntactic realization. Moreover, the re-
alization of each proposition in the linear sequence is fixed before passing to the
next proposition. The tactical generator thus explores various ways of realizing
the first proposition, evalutes them according to soft constraint violations, and
chooses the best; the resulting linguistic context is then taken into account when
searching for the best realization of the second proposition.

3 A Working Example

3.1 The ICONOCLAST System

We have developed a system, iconoclast, which generates texts for the do-
main of Patient Information Leaflets (pils) — the package inserts which explain
ingredients, side-effects, instructions for using the medicine, and so forth.
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The user of the system can define the content of a leaflet by using the wysi-
wym method [8], and can also vary the style of the generated text by sliding
pointers along nine scales representing the following parameters:

Paragraph Length
Sentence Length
Frequency of Connectives
Frequency of Passive Voice
Frequency of Pronouns
Frequency of Semicolons
Frequency of Commas
Technical Level (use of technical terms)
Graphical Impact (use of vertical lists)

As examples of style profiles we have saved two configurations named ‘Broad-
sheet’ and ‘Tabloid’1. The broadsheet style has long paragraphs and sentences,
frequent use of passives, semicolons, and commas, relatively few pronouns, high
technical level, and low graphical impact; the tabloid style is the reverse. With
the broadsheet profile loaded, the output text for a short section of a pil on
‘Taking your medicine’ might read as follows:

To take a tablet, remove the tablet from the foil, and swallow it with water.
If you take an overdose, tell your doctor immediately, or go to your hospital’s
Casualty Department.

The user might induce small changes in this text by using the sliders, for
example by reducing the comma frequency or raising the pronoun frequency.
Every time this is done, the system generates a new text from the current model
and current style profile. Alternatively, the user might decide to change the style
completely by loading the tabloid profile, with perhaps the following result:

To take a tablet:
1 Remove it from the foil
2 Swallow it with water

If you take an overdose
• tell your doctor immediately, or
• go to your hospital’s Casualty Department.

3.2 Satisfying Hard Constraints

Figure 1 shows a simple model comprising two propositions linked by a ‘cause’
relation2. With standard settings for hard constraints, and two potential dis-
course connectives (since, consequently), our text planner generates eight candi-
date solutions for this input, including plans A and B in figure 2. After syntactic
realization, the texts resulting from these plans were as follows:

1 These labels should not be taken too seriously.
2 Details of the semantic representation are presented in [9].
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Fig. 1. Semantic Input

(A) Since Elixir contains gestodene, it is banned by the FDA.
(B) The FDA bans Elixir. It contains gestodene.

We will show later that under most settings of the style parameters, A is
preferred to B; first, however, we say a little more about how these candidate
solutions are obtained.

Fig. 2. Text Plans

The algorithm for producing plans like A and B, implemented in the Con-
straint Logic Programming language Eclipse [10], can be summarized as follows3:
3 Details are available in [5].
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1. A schematic plan is constructed by assigning one node to each rhetorical
relation and to each elementary proposition. Since the semantic input in
figure 1 has one rhetorical relation linking two propositions, we obtain a
schematic plan with three nodes (figure 2).

2. Each node is assigned text-category variables [3]. A text-category comprises
a level (e.g., section, paragraph, text-sentence) and an indentation (rel-
evant for texts with vertical lists). To simplify, we assume here that there
are no indented constituents.

3. Each node (except the root) is assigned a position variable representing its
order in relation to its sisters. This variable is omitted from figure 2, where
position is shown instead by left-to-right order on the page.

4. Nodes representing relations are assigned a marker variable whose value
ranges over the relevant discourse markers (e.g., since and consequently for
‘cause’), including an empty value (none) if the relation can be left implicit.

5. Nodes representing propositions are assigned Cb and Cp variables ranging
over the potential backward and forward centers [11].

6. Constraints are defined over the solution variables so that ill-formed text
plans cannot be generated.

7. All combinations of variables satisfying the hard constraints are enumerated;
every such combination defines a candidate text plan to be submitted to
further evaluation using soft constraints.

Note, incidentally, that the plans in figure 2 are still schematic: for instance,
plan A needs to be elaborated so that the discourse connective since is coordi-
nated with the first proposition.

3.3 Satisfying Soft Constraints

Having generated a set of candidate plans, including A and B, the program ap-
plies soft constraints in order to assign a cost to each plan. The cost is computed
by checking for a series of violations at each node, penalizing each violation by
a score that might depend on the current settings of the style parameters, and
then summing over the whole plan. We list below some soft constraints that are
currently implemented; note, however, that these constraints are provisional, and
that so far we have no empirical basis either for choosing these particular con-
straints or for fixing their relative weights. The purpose of the list is to indicate
some plausible stylistic constraints, and to show how they can be applied at the
text-planning stage.

The first five constraints represent general principles of good style, unrelated
to the style parameters controlled by the user.

Nucleus-Satellite Order
In most cases (including ‘cause’) the nucleus can be best emphasized by
placing it in final position. A penalty is therefore imposed when the nucleus
is placed first. Plan B violates this constraint.

Structure Branching
Right-branching structures are preferred to left-branching ones.
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Rhetorical Grouping
Text plans that express rhetorical groupings explicitly are preferred to ones
that leave them implicit. For instance, a plan which expressed three propo-
sitions by a paragraph of three sentences would be penalized if two of these
propositions were grouped together in rhetorical structure.

Marker Repetition
If two rhetorical relations that are neighbours in the semantic input are
expressed by the same discourse connective, a penalty is applied. This con-
straint would for example penalize a sentence in which since occurred twice.

Continuity of Reference
Three soft constraints based on centering theory are employed to score con-
tinuity of reference: they are salience (CpN = CbN ), coherence (CbN =
CbN+1) and cheapness (CpN = CbN+1) [12,13]. Plan B violates this con-
straint, since the Cp of the first proposition fails to predict the Cb of the
second.

On the basis of these five constraints, plan A (no violations) will be preferred
to plan B (two violations). However, this difference in favour of plan A might
be over-ridden by costs resulting from the remaining constraints, which depend
upon the style parameters controlled by the user.

Paragraph Length
Although no words have been generated yet, paragraph length can be mea-
sured from the number of propositions expressed in each paragraph. The cost
is calculated as a deviation from an ideal length determined by the user.

Sentence Length
The length of each text-sentence is also measured by the number of propo-
sitions it contains, and scored by deviation from the user-controlled ideal
length.

Connective Frequency
If the user requests frequent connectives, failure to use a discourse marker is
penalized; conversely, if the user requests few connectives, the presence of a
marker is penalized.

Passive Voice
Inclusions of passives in the output text are penalised if the user requests a
low frequency of occurence, and vice versa for actives when a high frequency
of passives are requested.

Semicolon Frequency
Following Nunberg’s punctuation rules [3], every text-clause will end in a
semicolon unless it is the final constituent of a text-sentence. If the user
requests frequent semicolons, text-sentences with only one text-clause are
penalized; if the user requests infrequent semicolons, text-sentences with
more than one text-clause are penalized.

Graphical Impact
Under standard settings, the hard constraints allow vertical lists only for
multinuclear relations (e.g. alternative, sequence). Failure to use an indented
structure in such cases is penalized if the user has requested high graphical
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impact; the presence of an indented structure is penalized if the user has
requested low graphical impact.

4 Conclusions

Although we have concentrated here on stylistic constraints at the level of text
planning, the approach we take to optimization means that possibilities at other
levels are also considered at no extra cost. For example, text planning constraints
on the setting for the preferred center (i.e., Cp, the most salient referent) will rule
out certain syntactic choices since even at the text-planning stage, the eventual
use of the passive can be foreseen if the actee of an action is the Cp. Similarly,
constraints on text category will have a direct bearing on the appearance of
semicolons.

The system we have developed has proved a useful research tool for inves-
tigating the interaction between stylistic goals. Through the generate-and-test
method, one can quickly evaluate the consequences of a given stylistic choice
and discover new constraints that should be added.

The system can also be viewed as an authoring tool that allows users to
specify not only the content of a document to be generated — as in other systems,
e.g., [14,15,16,17,8] — but also fairly fine-grained decisions over the style of the
output text.

Finally, the system has the added capability of being self-critiquing: the user
can, if he or she wishes, see the extent to which any or all of the generated
versions deviates from what would in theory be ideal. This too is achieved at no
extra cost.
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Abstract. GF (Grammatical Framework) makes it possible to perform
multilingual authoring of documents in restricted languages. The idea is
to use an object in type theory to describe the common abstract syntax
of a document and then map this object to a concrete syntax in the
different languages using linearization functions, one for each language.
Incomplete documents are represented using metavariables in type the-
ory. The system belongs to the tradition of logical frameworks in com-
puter science. The paper gives a description of how a user can use the
editor to build a document in several languages and also shows some
examples how ambiguity is resolved using type checking. There is a brief
description of how GF grammars are written for new domains and how
linearization functions are defined.

1 Introduction

1.1 Multilingual Authoring

We are interested in the problem of editing a document in several languages
simultaneously. In order for the problem to be feasible, we use a restricted lan-
guage. The idea is to use a mathematical structure (an object in type theory) as
the basic representation of the document being edited. This structure describes
the abstract syntax of the document. Concrete representations of the document
in the various languages are expressed using linearization functions, one function
for each language. The process of producing a concrete representation from the
abstract object is thus deterministic, each abstract object has only one concrete
representation in each language. The reverse problem (parsing) is not determin-
istic, a given concrete representation may correspond to many abstract objects
(ambiguity). The way we resolve ambiguity is by having an interactive system,
an ambiguity results in an incomplete abstract object which has to be completed
by the user. For instance, in the phrase Dear friend it is not clear whether the
friend is male of female, thus making a translation into Swedish impossible. In
the corresponding abstract object there is a field for gender which has to be filled
in by the user before the editing is complete.

Type theory is a completely formal language for mathematics developed by
Martin-Löf in the 70’s [9]. Versions of it are extensively used under the title of
Logical Frameworks in various implementations of proof editors like Coq [19],
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Alf [8], and Lego [7]. The type system of type theory is not only used to express
syntactic well-formedness, but also semantic well-formedness. This means that a
syntactically well-formed term also has a meaning. Moreover, it is often possible
to use type checking to resolve ambiguities that a weaker grammatical description
cannot resolve.

1.2 The GF Niche – Meaning-Based Technique

Grammatical Framework (GF) is a grammar formalism built upon a Logical
Framework (LF). What GF adds to LF is a possibility to define concrete syntax,
that is, notations expressing formal concepts in user-readable ways. The concrete
syntax mechanism of GF is powerful enough to describe natural languages: like
PATR [18] and HPSG [13], GF uses features and records to express complex lin-
guistic objects. Although GF grammars are bidirectional like PATR and HPSG,
the perspective of GF is on generation rather than parsing. This implies that
grammars are built in a slightly different way, and also that generation is efficient
enough to be performed in real time in interactive systems. Another difference
from usual grammar formalisms is the support for multilinguality: it is possi-
ble to define several concrete syntaxes upon one abstract syntax. The abstract
syntax then works as an interlingua between the concrete syntaxes. The develop-
ment of GF as an authoring system started as a plug-in to the proof editor ALF,
to permit natural-language rendering of formal proofs [5]. The extension of the
scope outside mathematics was made in the Multilingual Document Authoring
project at Xerox [3]. In continued work, GF has been used in areas like software
specifications [4], instruction texts [6], and dialogue systems [17]. In general, GF
works for any domain of language that permits a formal grammar. Since LF is
more general than specific logical calculi, it is more flexible to use on different
domains than, for instance, predicate calculus.

1.3 The Scope of the Paper

The GF program implementing the GF grammar formalism is a complex system
able to perform many NLP tasks. For example, it can do the morphological
analysis of French verbs, construct a letter in several languages, and even greet
you in the morning using a speech synthesizer. In this paper, however, we choose
to restrict the topic and only look at GF as a multilingual authoring tool. For a
more elaborated description of the system, we refer to [16,15].

The GF users can be divided into three competence levels:

– Author level
– Grammarian level
– Implementor level

On the author level all we can do is to work with pre-existing grammars. This
level is described in Section 2. On the grammarian level we write grammars
describing new language fragments. This, of course, requires acquaintance with
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the GF formalism. Examples of work on this level are given in Section 3. On
both of these levels, we have some control, for example, over parsing algorithms
to be used. However, the full control of parsing, linearization, graphics and other
algorithms, is only accessible on the implementor level. Since GF is open source
software, any user who wants can also become an implementor; but describing
the implementor level is outside the scope of this paper.

2 The GF Syntax Editor

The graphical user interface implemented in the GF Syntax Editor hides the
complexity of the system from the naive user. It provides access to the system
functionality without requiring knowledge of the GF formalism. In this section
we will show a simple example of GF syntax editing procedure.

When you start the GF editor you choose the topic and the languages you
want to work with. For instance, we decide to work within the LETTER topic
and want to have translations in four languages: English, Swedish, French and
Finnish. You can create a new editing object by choosing a category from the
New list. For example, to construct a letter, choose the Letter category (Fig. 1).
In Fig. 2 you can see the created object in the tree form in the left upper
part as well as linearizations in the right upper part. The tree representation
corresponds to the GF language-independent semantic representation, the GF
abstract syntax or interlingua. The linearizations area displays the result of
translation of abstract syntax representation into the corresponding language
using the GF concrete syntax.

Fig. 1. The New menu shows the list of available categories within the current topic
LETTER. Choosing the category Letter in the list will create an object of the cor-
responding type. The linearizations area contains a welcome message when the GF
Editor has just been started.

According to the LETTER grammar a letter consists of a Heading, a Mes-
sage and an Ending, which is reflected in the tree and linearizations structures.
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Fig. 2. The Abstract Syntax tree represents the letter structure. The current editing
focus, the metavariable ?1 is highlighted. The type of the current focus is shown below
the linearizations area. The context-dependent refinement option list is shown in the
bottom part.

However, the exact contents of each of these parts are not yet known. Thus,
we can only see question marks, representing metavariables, instead of language
phrases in the linearizations.

Editing is a process of step-wise refinement, i.e. replacement of metavariables
with language constructions. In order to proceed you can choose among the
options shown in the refinement list. The refinement list is context-dependent,
i.e. it refers to the currently selected focus. For example, if the focus is Heading,
then we can choose among four options. Let us start our letter with the DearRec
structure (Fig. 3(a)).

Now we have a new focus - metavariable ?4 of the type Recipient and a new
set of refinement options. We have to decide what kind of recipient the letter has.
Notice that the word Dear in Swedish and French versions is by default in male
gender and, therefore, uses the corresponding adjective form. Suppose we want
to address the letter to a female colleague. Then we choose the ColleagueShe
option (Fig. 3(b)).

Notice that the Swedish and French linearizations now contain the female
form of the adjective Dear , since we chose to write to a female recipient. This
refinement step allows us to avoid the ambiguity while translating from English
to, for example, a Swedish version of the letter.

Proceeding in the same fashion we eventually fill all the metavariables and
get a completed letter like the one shown in Fig. 4(a).

A completed letter can be modified by replacing parts of it. For instance, we
would like to address our letter to several male colleagues instead. We need first
to move the focus to the Header node in the tree and delete the old refinement. In
Fig. 5(a), we continue from this point by using the Read button, which invokes
an input dialog, and expects a string to parse. Let us type colleagues.

The parsed string was ambiguous, therefore, as shown in Fig. 5(b), GF asks
further questions. Notice that after choosing the ColleaguesHe option, not only
the word colleague , but the whole letter switches to the plural, male form, see
Fig. 4(b). In the English version only the noun fellow turns into plural, while
in the other languages the transformations are more dramatic. The pronoun you
turns into plural number. The participle promoted changes the number in the
Swedish and French versions. The latter also changes the form of the verb have.
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Fig. 3. (a) The linearizations are now filled with the first word that corresponds to Dear
expression in English, Swedish, French and Finnish. The refinement focus is moved to
the Recipient metavariable. (b) The Heading part is now complete. The adjective form
changes to the corresponding gender after choosing the recipient.

Fig. 4. (a) The complete letter in four languages. (b) Choosing the plural male form
of the Recipient causes various linguistic changes in the letter as compared to (a).

Fig. 5. (a) A refinement step can be done by using the Read button, which asks the
user for a string to parse. (b) When the parsed string in (a) is ambiguous GF presents
two alternative ways to resolve the ambiguity.
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Both the gender and the number affect the adjective dear in French, but only
the number changes in the corresponding Finnish adjective. Thus, the refinement
step has led to substantial linguistic changes.

3 The GF Grammar Formalism

The syntax editor provided by GF is generic with respect to both subject matters
and target languages. To create a new subject matter (or modify an old one),
one has to create (or edit) an abstract syntax. To create a new target language,
one has to work on a concrete syntax. Target languages can be added on the fly:
if a new language is selected from the Language menu, a new view appears in
the editor while other things remain equal, including the document that is being
edited. Fig. 6 shows the effect of adding Russian to the above example.

Fig. 6. Now we are able to translate the letter into Russian

The syntax editor itself is meant to be usable by people who do not know GF,
but just something of the subject matter and at least one of the target languages.
Authoring GF grammars requires expertise on both the subject matter and the
target languages, and of course some knowledge of the GF grammar formalism.

A typical GF grammar has an abstract syntax of 1–3 pages of GF code, and
concrete syntaxes about the double of that size. The use of resource grammars
(Section 3.5) makes concrete syntaxes much shorter and easier to write.

3.1 Abstract Syntax: Simple Example

An abstract syntax gives a structural description of a domain. It can be semanti-
cally as detailed and rigorous as a mathematical theory in a Logical Framework.
It can also be less detailed, depending on how much semantic control of the doc-
ument is desired. Asq an example, consider a fragment of the abstract syntax
for letters:

cat Letter ; Recipient ; Author ; Message ;
Heading ; Ending ; Sentence ;

fun MkLetter : Heading -> Message -> Ending -> Letter ;
fun DearRec : Recipient -> Heading ;
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fun PlainSent : Sentence -> Message ;
fun ColleagueHe, ColleaguesShe : Recipient ;

The grammar has a set of categories cat and functions fun. The functions are
used for building abstract syntax trees, and each tree belongs to a category.
When editing proceeds, the system uses the abstract syntax to build a menu of
possible actions: for instance, the possible refinements for a metavariable of type
C are those functions whose value type is C.

3.2 Concrete Syntax

Concrete syntax maps abstract syntax trees into linguistic objects. The objects
can be simply strings, but in general they are records containing inflection tables,
agreement features, etc. Each record has a type, which depends on the category
of the tree, and of course on the target language. For instance, a part of the
English category system for letters is defined as follows:

param Num = Sg | Pl ;
param Agr = Ag Num ;

lincat Letter = {s : Str} ;
lincat Recipient, Author = {s : Str ; a : Agr} ;
lincat Message = {s : Agr => Agr => Str} ;
lincat Heading, Ending = {s : Str ; a : Agr} ;

Both the author and the recipient have inherent agreement features (number),
which are passed from them to the message body, so that right forms of verbs
and nouns can be selected there:

lin MkLetter head mess end = {s =
head.s ++ "," ++
mess.s ! end.a ! head.a ++ "." ++
end.s} ;

Different languages have different parameter systems. French, for instance, has
gender in addition to number in the agreement features:

param Gen = Masc | Fem ; Num = Sg | Pl ; Agr = Ag Gen Num ;

3.3 Semantic Control in Abstract Syntax

The main semantic control in the letter grammar is the structure that is imposed
on all letters: it is, for instance, not possible to finish a letter without a heading.
This kind of control would be easy to implement even using a context-free gram-
mar or XML. Semantic control of more demanding kind is achieved by using the
dependent types of type theory. For instance, the abstract syntax

cat Text ; Prop ; Proof (A : Prop) ;
fun ThmWithProof, ThmHideProof : (A : Prop) -> Proof A -> Text ;
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defines mathematical texts consisting of a proposition and a proof. The type of
proofs depends on propositions: the type checker can effectively decide whether
a given proof really is a proof of a given theorem. Type checking also helps the
author of the proof by only showing menu items that can possibly lead to a
correct proof. Proof texts are linearized by to the following rules:

lin ThmWithProof A P =
{s = "Theorem." ++ A.s ++ "Proof." ++ P.s ++ "Q.E.D."} ;

lin ThmHideProof A P =
{s = "Theorem." ++ A.s ++ "Proof." ++ "Omitted."} ;

The latter form omits the proof, but the author is nevertheless obliged to con-
struct the proof in the internal representation.

Mathematical texts with hidden proofs are a special case of proof-carrying
documents, where semantic conditions are imposed by using dependent types
in abstract syntax (cf. the notion of proof-carrying code [12]). Consider texts
describing flight connections:

To get from Gothenburg to New York, you can first fly SK433 to Copen-
hagen and then take SK909.

There are three conditions: that SK433 flies from Gothenburg to Copenhagen,
that SK909 flies from Copenhagen to New York, and that change in Copenhagen
is possible. These conditions are expressed by the following abstract syntax:

cat City ; Flight (x,y : City) ;

fun Connection :
(x,y,z : City) -> (a : Flight x y) -> (b : Flight y z)

-> Proof (PossibleChange x y z a b) -> Flight x z ;
fun PossibleChange :

(x,y,z : City) -> Flight x y -> Flight y z -> Prop ;

The linearization rule for Connection produces texts like the example above,
with internal representation that includes the hidden proof. We have left it open
how exactly to construct proofs that a change is possible between two flights:
this involves a proof that the departure time of the second flight lies within a
certain interval from the arrival time of the first flight, the minimum length of
the interval depending on the cities involved. In the end, the proof condition
reduces to ordinary mathematical concepts.

3.4 Semantic Disambiguation

An important application of semantic control is disambiguation. For instance,
the English sentence

there exists an integer x such that x is even and x is prime

has two French translations,
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il existe un entier x tel que x soit pair et que x soit premier
il existe un entier x tel que x soit pair et x est premier

corresponding to the trees

Exist Int (\x -> Conj (Even x) (Prime x))
Conj (Exist Int (\x -> Even x)) (Prime x)

respectively. Both analyses are possible by context-free parsing, but type check-
ing rejects the latter one because it has an unbound occurrence of x.

Another example of semantic disambiguation is the resolution of pronominal
reference. The English sentence

if the function f has a maximum then it reaches it at 0

has two occurrences of it. Yet the sentence is not ambiguous, since it uses the
predicate reach, which can only take the function as its first argument and the
maximum as its second argument: the dependently typed syntax tree uses a
pronominalization function

fun Pron : (A : Dom) -> Elem A -> Elem A

making the domain and the reference of the pronoun explicit. Linearization rules
of Pron into languages like French and German use the domain argument to
select the gender of the pronoun, so that, for instance, the German translation
of the example sentence uses sie for the first it and es for the second:

wenn die Funktion f ein Maximum hat, dann reicht sie es bei 0

3.5 Application Grammars and Resource Grammars

GF is primarily geared for writing specialized grammars for specialized domains.
It is possible to avoid many linguistic problems just by ignoring them. For in-
stance, if the grammar only uses the present tense, large parts of verb conjugation
can be ignored. However, always writing such grammars from scratch has several
disadvantages. First, it favours solutions that are linguistically ad hoc. Secondly,
it produces concrete syntaxes that are not reusable from one application to an-
other. Thirdly, it requires the grammarian simultaneously to think about the
domain and about linguistic facts such as inflection, agreement, word order, etc.
A solution is to raise the level of abstraction, exploiting the fact that GF is a
functional programming language: do not define the concrete syntax as direct
mappings from trees to strings, but as mappings from trees to structures in a
resource grammar.

A resource grammar is a generic description of a language, aiming at com-
pleteness. From the programming point of view, it is like a library module, whose
proper use is via type signatures: the user need not know the definitions of mod-
ule functions, but only their types. This modularity permits a division of labour
between programmers with different expertises. In grammar programming, there
is typically a domain expert, who knows the abstract syntax and wants to map it
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into a concrete language, and a linguist, who has written the resource grammar
and provided a high-level interface to it.

For instance, the resource grammar may contain linguistic categories, syn-
tactic rules, and (as a limiting case of syntactic rules) lexical entries:

cat S ; NP ; Adj ; -- sentence, noun phrase, adjective
fun PredAdj : Adj -> NP -> S ; -- "NP is Adj"
fun Condit : S -> S -> S ; -- "if S then S"
fun adj_even : Adj ; -- "even"

The author of a grammar of arithmetic proofs may have the following abstract
syntax with semantically motivated categories and functions:

cat Prop ; Nat ; -- proposition, natural number
fun If : Prop -> Prop -> Prop ; -- logical implication
fun Ev : Nat -> Prop ; -- the evenness predicate

The concrete syntax that she writes can exploit the resource grammar:

lincat Prop = S ; Nat = NP ;
lin If = Condit ;
lin Ev = PredAdj adj_even ;

Experience with GF has shown that the abstract interfaces to resource gram-
mars can largely be shared between different languages. Thus a German resource
grammar can have the same type signatures as the English one, with the excep-
tion of lexical rules. In this case we have

lin Ev = PredAdj adj_gerade ;

Yet the effects of these rules are language-dependent. German has more agree-
ment and word order variation in the conditional and predication rules. For
instance, the syntax tree If (Ev n1) (Od n3) is linearized as follows:

English: if 1 is even then 2 is odd
German: wenn 1 gerade ist, dann ist 2 ungerade

Of course, there are also cases where different linguistic structures must be used
in the abstract syntax. For instance, the two-place predicate saying that x misses
y is expressed by a two-place verb construction in both English and French, but
the roles of subject and object are inverted (x misses y vs. y manque à x):

English: lin Miss x y = PredVP x (ComplV2 verb_miss y)
French: lin Miss x y = PredVP y (ComplV2 verb_manquer x)

4 Discussion

4.1 Comparison to Other Systems

In computer science, one of the earliest attempt of generating a syntax editor
from a language description was the Mentor [2] system at INRIA. Another early
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example is the Cornell program synthesizer [20], which uses an attribute gram-
mar formalism to describe the language.

The idea of using a strictly formalized language for mathematics to express
the abstract syntax of natural language was proposed by Curry [1] and used by
Montague [11] in his denotational semantics of English. The followers of Mon-
tague, however, usually ignore the abstract syntax and define relations between
natural language and logic directly. This makes generation much harder than
when using an abstract syntax tree as the primary representation.

The WYSIWYM system [14] by Power and Scott has many similarities with
our system. It is also a system for interactive multi-lingual editing. WYSIWYM
does not use a mathematical language to express abstract syntax and it seems
not to be possible for the user to change the structure of what they call the
knowledge base (our abstract syntax).

Processing natural language within restricted domains makes GF related to
the KANT translation system [10]. Kant Controlled English (KCE) put con-
straints on vocabulary, grammar and document structure in order to reduce
the amount of ambiguity in the source text in the pre-processing phase. The
remaining ambiguities are resolved via interaction with the author in the au-
thoring environment. The only source language in the KANT system is English.
KANT does not use any formal semantic representation.

4.2 Future Work

We would like to see the system as a (structured) document editor. This has
many implications. The major part of the screen will in the future be devoted to
the different documents and not to the various menus. The parts of the document
which is not filled in – now indicated by metavariables – will have a meaningful
label expressed in the language being presented. The natural action of refining
a metavariable by parsing a text from the keyboard is to put the cursor on
the metavariable and start typing. In the future it will also be possible to use
completions, so when the user enters for instance a tab character the system
responds with the longest unique possible continuation of the input together
with a list of alternatives. Completion in GF can be controlled both by the
application grammar and by statistics of the interaction history.

A grammarian-level user needs an advanced editor for editing grammar. So a
natural idea is to extend GF to make it possible to edit the GF formalism itself.

Creating resource grammars is an important part in the development of GF,
corresponding to the development of standard libraries for programming lan-
guages. The current libraries (end 2002) contain basic morphology, phrase struc-
ture, and agreement rules for English, French, German, and Swedish.

GF is generic program capable of using any set of grammars in an. Hard-
wired grammars, however, permit more light-weight implementations. We use
the name gramlets for Java programs implementing such light-weight special-
purpose editors. Gramlets can be used in PDAs and as web applets, and they
can be automatically compiled from GF grammars.
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Abstract. In this paper we present our investigations of constructing of
a generation module for the InBASE system - a commercially oriented
system for understanding of natural language queries to a Data Base.
The initial prototype of the module re-generates the user query from the
internal OQL representation into a natural language text presented in
the form of extended nominal group. We discuss the main principles and
methods of the organization of the generation module and peculiarities
of the approaches we use for the knowledge representation as well as
at planning and realization phases of generation. The initial prototype
demonstrates direct transition from the OQL register specific represen-
tation to morphologically marked up structured representation of the
query text. Directions of the further investigations are also discussed in
the article.

1 Introduction

In this paper we present our investigations of constructing of a generation module
for the InBASE system, which were declared in [1]. InBASE system is a natural
language (NL) interface to a Data Base (DB) that is intended for commercial
purposes1. It transforms the user NL query into the SQL query to the DB. After
the InBASE system has received the information queried from DB, it presents the
result to the user [2]. The system is the improved version of an earlier prototype
– the InterBASE, developed in 80th [3].

The process of query understanding realized in the InBASE system repre-
sents an original “semantically-oriented” approach organized in terms of register-
oriented concepts [5]. Thus, syntactic features of the text of user query are prac-
tically not used in the understanding process. The system is tuned on by the
adjustment of the dictionary to a specific DB. Another peculiarity of the InBASE
system is the separation of Domain Model (DM) from the DB itself [4].
1 http://www.inbase.artint.ru/
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The semantically oriented approach makes it possible to realize the real mul-
tilinguality of the InBASE system. To date, there are Russian, English and
German interfaces that are supported by the same InBASE-analyzer. Multi-
linguality is the feature that points out the InBASE system from the similar
systems that are made for a single language. One of the examples of such sys-
tems is MS English Query system that processes English queries2. See also the
recent investigations made for Spanish in Mexico [6], [7].

To date, the answers to a user query are presented by the InBASE system in
a table form as sets of Data, or as a number, if the query contains an operation
like “count”, “min” and so on, or as a fixed string like “Nothing was found
in the DB”. These types of answers usually do not satisfy the user. Moreover,
the user has no guarantee that his query is understood correctly by the system
while cases of misunderstanding really take place. For this purpose we have
built a special module QGen that is aimed to extend system’s answers to a
more friendly form. This module by means of a NL expresses how the query
content was formalized by the system and explains what kind of information is
represented by the system as a result. QGen is realized as NL generator module.
We consider the encapsulation of the generator into the InBASE system as a
first step to a more natural “user – InBASE system” communication like, for
example, in the START system3.

In this paper we consider the framework of the QGen module: it’s general
organization, knowledge representation as well as the content of the two main
phases of generation process - planning and realization in a specific NL. We also
analyze the linguistic background of the module.

2 Organization of the Generation Module QGen

QGen is encapsulated into the InBASE system in the following way. When the
user NL query is being converted by the system into the SQL representation, the
system processes the Object Query Language (OQL) representation - Q-query.
Q-query is transmitted to the input of the generator module, which re-generates
the query from its OQL representation into NL form.

The structure of QGen is presented in Figure 1. The generator is structurally
divided into a planning block and a block of realization. The Planning block
performs the tasks of strategic and tactical planning. It splits the OQL tree into
a sequence of tree segments (structures of further sentences) and transforms each
tree segment into a sentence plan. Block of realization receives the sentence plans
and applies to them a grammar of a specific NL. As a result sentence plans are
converted into the sentence grammatical structures - morphologically marked up
structured representations. By applying not complicated flattening algorithm to
the constructed trees, we get NL text.

Control structures (resources) contain the rules of tree transformations. They
are brought out into text files as separate resources that are interpreted by
2 http://fog.shore.mbari.org/samplesDB/queries/Default.asp
3 http://www.ai.mit.edu/projects/infolab/ailab.html
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Fig. 1. QGen structure

the appropriate programming components of the QGen module. Such approach
ensures an easy adaptation of the system to change of the DB Domain as well
as to possible change of the target NL. Every control structure is applied by
the Interpreter component to the nodes of tree structures in the following way.
Interpreter component traverses the tree top-down and from left to right and
applies the set of rules to each of the tree nodes.

The rule, that is applicable to a current node, changes the structure of its
subtree, and\or sets some features for the further grammatical realization of
the nodes of this subtree. Features are described in the following way: type
<operation> value. A Feature is considered a typified string label. It belongs
to one of three groups: lexical, morphological, or user defined. Lexical group
consists of only one type - lex. Lex feature sets the lexeme of the concept that is
associated with the node. Several types form a morphological group. It includes
such types as PartOfSpeech, Gender, Number, Case, Person, Tense etc. Types of
this group are determined by the NL grammar. All others features belong to the
“user defined” group, which is an open to various types, for example, semantic
features (SF).

Features restrict realization of the current node. They are pragmatic, seman-
tic, grammatical, morphological and lexical constraints. Features are collected
on phase of tactical planning until the tree structure is completely realized. Col-
lecting of the features in the tree nodes is the core idea of the implementation
of the QGen module. We distinguish two types of activities in the generation
algorithm. They are transformation of the tree structure from the Register spe-
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cific view (OQL) to the grammatical view, and collecting of the features for the
realization in NL.

Every generation phase has its individual sets of the most typical operations
of tree transformations. The most typical transformations at the planning phase
are structural transformations, while assignments of features are rare, and linear
ordering of one level nodes is not used at all. On the contrary, the most typical
transformations at the realization phase are assignments of features and ordering
operations, while the structural transformations in most cases do not take place.
Therefore we distinguish syntax of planning and syntax of realization, changing
the emphasis depending on specifics of transformations for the particular gener-
ation phase. This allows us to simplify the syntax of control structures and to
increase its performance in comparison to similar general-purpose formalisms,
for example, a language of the object production - SNOOP, which is used in the
InBASE system at the phase of query understanding [8].

Dictionary of the QGen module is also developed as a separate control struc-
ture. This resource describes all the concepts of the DM that can be involved in
the generation process, and some other NL specific means associated with these
concepts. We consider the dictionary as a part of Knowledge base of the genera-
tion module. This gives us opportunity to change the NL of the outcoming text
independently from the NL of the input user query. If the input query NL and
the NL of the re-generated query are different, the InBASE system, extended by
the QGen module, can be considered a knowledge based Machine Translation
system, which works in the register of NL queries to DB. Such comparison is
possible proceeded the “translation” of the query is performed through under-
standing of the query content.

3 Knowledge Representation

In [1] we have already discussed the structure of knowledge base that is used by
QGen module in the InBASE system. Knowledge is divided into two parts: static
- the DM, and dynamic - the expressions consisting of the DM concepts. The
static part is a DM hierarchy of objects presented as diagram of classes that are
associated with the attributes of DB [4]. DM redesigns DB by introducing human
specific view to Domain structure in such a way that it releases the process of
NL query analysis from the technical aspects of the DB organization. Every DM
concept is associated with a set of features that are used by the InBASE system
during the understanding process. In [1] we have showed that generator cannot
use the dictionary of the InBASE system, that is used for analysis, because the
process of analysis is not reverse to generation. Therefore, to solve the generation
task we enlarge the DM of the InBASE system by a special Dictionary resource.
The dictionary resource gives us ability to set extra features specific to the task
of generation. Here is the example of a string of the dictionary resource:

[’10’] ’gender’ (number: singular, SF: EssentialQualityOf)

The string describes the DM object with ID = ’10’ that should be lexified as
’gender’ and it has two predefined features.
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The dynamic part of knowledge representation is presented by Q-
queries.Their concepts refer to the objects and attributes of the DM but not
to tables of relational DB. Here is an example of Q-query that is expressed in a
text form:

SELECT count(Employee.Marital state) FROM Employee
WHERE (Employee.Marital state<>’married’) AND
(Employee.Sex=’f’)

OQL user query representation:
"How many single women work in the company"

Q-query uses the syntax of OQL that is very similar to the syntax of SQL.
Here we only draw attention to the fact that Q-query has a tree structure - a
hierarchy of typified (or named) objects, which is passed to QGen in XML form.

4 Planning

Algorithm of planning is usually divided into phases of strategic and tactical
planning. Strategic planner splits the knowledge into a sequence of segments of
further sentences that defines the order of narration. At the first step of the
QGen development we tackle the problem how to realize the generator of a user
query that is expressed only by one sentence. Thus, we do not concern the details
of the strategic planning in this paper.

However, sometimes a user query can be expressed in several sentences, i.e.
in a text form. Q-query can be considered to be a representation where some
“proposition knowledge” is hidden. We can develop it at the planning phase.
For example, if we ask about an employee with two children we can use the “ex-
istence” predicate: Are there any employees with two children? But to express
the information that we need about this employee (for example, we are inter-
ested in “age” and “salary”) we ought to formulate the next sentence: What are
their age and salary? Moreover there are cases when the Q-query can be prefer-
ably expressed by several sentences. For example, the query Get the information
about cheap cars is interpreted by the system as Everything about autos. The
information is arranged by increasing of price.

The tactical planner transforms the domain specific semantic structures, cho-
sen by strategic planner, into structures of further sentences. Besides the struc-
tural transformations, according to the directives of the planning resource, gen-
erator also adds SFs from the Dictionary to some of nodes of the structure of the
future NL sentence. These nodes will be treated by realization block as group
nodes. SFs will direct how the group, restricted by the group node, should be re-
alized. To date we use “SocialGroupOf”, “LocationOf”, “MeasuredParameterOf”
semantic SFs and some others.

At the phase of tactical planning we also decide what lexemes should be
mapped to the nodes of the structure, so as to realize them as the concepts of
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the DM. For this purpose tactical generator requests the Dictionary. It is neces-
sary to choose the lexical equivalents to the DM concepts at this phase because
the further grammatical realization of these concepts depends on the particular
lexical realization of features, chosen at the phase of tactical generation.

Planning resources consist of rules with the following structure4:

<Node of application>
<Assignments and conditions of application>

"=>" <actions to transformation >

Every rule performs a particular type of transformations of the subtree that
is restricted by the node of application5. To have the ability to perform the
structural transformations, we should name the nodes, which participate in these
transformations. For this purpose the Assignments mechanism was developed.
Assignment is the naming mechanism for the set of nodes of the substructure
restricted by the application node. Using the special expression we pick out a set
of nodes interpreted as a list. The further possible conditions of application and
actions work with these lists and their elements. Lists are accessed by names that
are associated with them. These named lists are called named local variables.

Let us consider an example of assignment that gets data for one of planner
actions:

#ands =
#this\And.ForEach(*.Length()=1).ForEach(Compare.Length()=1)

At first we consider the right part of assignment expression - the expression that
is used to pick out a set of nodes from the structure. According to the syntax
of planner rules we mark local variables with ’#’ sign. Value of #this variable
was set by the system as a list of one element - node of application. Expression
#this\And organizes the list of all the nodes named And that are related to the
nodes stored in #this variable. Then we apply the method-constraint ForEach
with argument “*.Length()=1” to the extracted nodes. This method realizes
constraint that every extracted And node should have only one related node
(asterisk means “any node”). The next ForEach constraint means that among
the nodes, related to #this\And it should be one and only one node named
Compare. So, as a result we have a list of And nodes that are related to the
focus node #this, that have only one related node and this node is Compare.
The result is mapped to the #ands label. So, after this assignment inside the
current rule we can refer to the results of this search using name #ands.

Assignments alternate with conditions of application of the rule. If at least
one of the conditions is not accomplished, the rule actions are not executed, and
the system continues to work with the next rule.

After the calculation of application conditions and assignments, transforma-
tion actions are performed. The following actions are possible:
4 Here and further the syntax is written in BNF notation.
5 Here and further nodes of the tree structure are associated with references to them

in the text of rule by the node name and context
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– Naming of a node
– Addition of a new node
– Moving of a subtrees
– Removing of a subtrees
– Addition of new features
– Spreading of features across different nodes
– Removing of features

5 Realization in Specific NL

At the realization phase generator applies the grammatical resource of specific
NL to the sentence plans, worked out at the planning phase. It realizes all out-
lined grammatical structures as well as morphological forms of lexemes that are
elaborated at the previous phases. Generator treats the tree structure as a recur-
sive structure of one level pattern - groups. Besides the possible extensions of the
tree structure, interpreter of grammatical resources calculates the grammatical
features for grammatical groups from SFs and spreads the latter ones through
the tree structure to the leaves. Grammatical features, collected in leaves, are
morphologically realized at this phase.

Grammar resource consists of rules that have the following structure:

< Node of application ><rule name><application constrains> "{"
<body of rule> "}"

Node of application sets the node that will be interpreted as the group node
for this rule execution. Group node is the node that has all members of the rule
related to it.

The rule is applicable if the current node is the application node and if the
rule application constraints are satisfied. We distinguish two types of constraints:
constraints that prove the existence of a particular node, and constraints that
prove the existence of its feature. Application constraints make up a logical
expression using basic logical operations such as and, or and not. The system
calculates the logical constraints before the rule is applied. If the result is true
the rule will be evaluated, otherwise the rule will be skipped.

The Body of rule consists of lines and accomplishes two tasks: ordering the
rule members and editing their features. Each line describes one member of the
grammatical rule. It has the following structure:

[\ˆ][*]"("<member before>")"<member> "("<member after>")" "="
("<features>")"

The left side of the line, before the sign of equality, orders the rule member
among its neighbors. Each of the members of the rule has an identifying name
that is unique in the context of a particular group. The right side of the line
controls the editing of features of the rule member. We distinguish the following
operations upon features:
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– Addition of a new feature
– Replacement or addition of a feature
– Moving off a feature

The values of features can be set explicitly, or implicitly by reference to the
feature of the same type of another group member. In the latter case we write
a name of this group member instead of the value to model agreement between
group members.

There are two attributes that can be used in the line definition. They are
“main member” (can be set as “*” sign) and “is to be inserted” (can be set as
“¬” sign). “Main member” attribute indicates that the there is no node in tree
structure related with the group node and that has the same name as the member
described in the line of rule’s body. This means that described rule member has
no node in the tree structure that can be mapped to it. Therefore a new member
should be inserted into the tree structure. The “is to be inserted” attribute
indicates that the member is the main member of the rule. That means that all
morphological features are copied from the group node (node of application) to
the main member. There can be several main members in a rule.

6 Linguistic Background

In [9]) the abstract forms of the sources for NL generation systems are con-
sidered. They are numeric data, structured objects and logical forms. We also
distinguish Register specific and NL specific types of communicated knowledge.
In application systems they are often presented in the same DM. Domain specific
knowledge is often introduced by the text structure. Language specific knowledge
is usually introduced by propositions that are the elements of this structure.

For example, in the AGILE system [10] texts of instructions are organized
as the structure of Goal / Method typified blocks of Actions. This structure
can be interpreted as following text string: “User needs to do Action1 (for ex-
ample, to draw a line; this is the Goal); to achieve this user should do Action2
(for example, to start the software system; this is the Method how to reach the
Action1) and so on.”. The shown “Goal / Method” alternation structure is Reg-
ister specific. Every Action is described close to linguistic semantic frame that
is a predicate with several participants also named propositions. When we real-
ize the register specific text structure as a sequence of propositions and express
some relations between them, we get a sequence of representations written in
the Sentence Planning Language of the AGILE system - SPLs [11]. SPLs are
semantic representations since their nodes are presented by meanings - concepts
from the Upper Model ontology [12] that is language oriented semantic resource.
The most part of the meanings are claimed to be shared by various NLs.

In our knowledge base we deal with OQL tree as a register specific structure.
OQL representation has no NL specific elements in its nodes. So, we have two
possibilities: to try to get morphological features and linear order directly from
the register specific OQL representation or to transform it into NL specific “uni-
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versal” representation and then to build up generation in the specific NLs. For
the initial demonstrator we have chosen the former paradigm.

We interpret OQL Objects, Attributes, Values and some of Operations (such
as “count” and “sum”) as “Thing” concepts expressed by Nouns. Other oper-
ations (such as “min”, “max”, and “avg”) are interpreted as “Qualities” and
expressed by Adjectives. The initial demonstrator re-generates the user queries
in a standardized NL form - the extended nominal group (NG) form. In contrast
to NL expressions that are usually used in the register of the NL queries to
DB, the standardized NL form expresses explicitly all the Attributes and Values
that are represented in Q-query. For example, to the user query What is the
director’ name? QGen generates the extended NG: The name of employee with
the position <director>. QGen puts the Values of attributes into the query text
in broken brackets in form they were in the OQL expression since they are too
diverse for the interpretation in NL for the initial demonstrator.

The extended NG as a query form has the following structure: the focused
members begin the query in Russian and English. They are Attributes of the
SELECT part of OQL representation. The center of the query structure is the
main Object, which is placed in the FROM part. The non-focused members of
the re-generated query are the Attributes of the WHERE part. Lexifying the
concepts according to the QGen dictionary we also should realize grammatically
relations between Attributes and the Object. Moving from the focused - through
the Object - to non-focused part of the query structure, we realize two types of
relations. The first relation between an Attribute of the SELECT part and the
Object is “Attribute-Object” relation. The second relation between the Object
and an Attribute of the WHERE part is “Object-Attribute” relation. Consider-
ing their realization by a specific NL means we get the following results.

“Attribute-Object” relation can be realized in a single way. It is expressed
by Genitive case in Russian, or using “of-” construction in English. Semantics
of related concepts has no influence on the choice of its expression in NL. For
example, Familija sotrudnika - the name of employee, zarplaty sotrudnikov -
salaries of employees, otdely sotrudnikov - departments of employees, and so on.

The “Object-Attribute” relation always depends on semantics of the two
related concepts and is realized by different prepositions or cases in Russian and
English. In the following examples <.> present concrete Value of the Attribute:
Sotrudnik v vozraste <.> let - Employee at the age of <.>, sotrudnik s zarplatoj
<.> - employee with the salary <.>, sotrudnik iz otdela <.> - employee from
the department <.>.

So, we distinguish various means for realization of the “Object-Attribute”
relation depending on semantics of the related concepts. In Dictionary we have
ascribed the SFs to the DM concepts that predefine the realization of relation.
Here are some SFs we use to date in QGen module:
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Name of feature: Attribute that is extended with this feature:

EssentialQualityOf: Gender, Color, . . . ;
MeasuredEssentialParameterOf: Velocity, Weight, Carrying capacity, . . . ;
MesuredParameterOf: Salary, NumberOfDoors (for a car), . . . ;
SocialGroupOf: Department, . . . ;
. . . . . .

The selection of a particular set of SFs depends on the specific means that
are used to express the OQL structure in a particular NL. For various languages
SFs can vary with more or less degree in granularity.

If one of “Object-Attribute” relations takes place in the OQL expression, at
the planning phase the appropriate SF is set to the group node of this relation.
At realization phase the group node with the particular SF is realized by one or
several rules from the set of rules of the grammatical resource. For example, the
SF “SocialGroupOf” is realized in English by the following grammar rule:

3 FROM:
[QUERY](defined(FROM, SELECT,WHERE), FROM(SF:SocialGroupOf)) {

*from = (PartOfspeech: noun)
ˆ(select)PREPFROM(from) = (PartOfspeech:prep, lex:’from’)
select =

}

But there are cases when we cannot use the form of NG to express relations
between the Attributes and the Object. In this case we ought to use a subordinate
or participle clause. For example, the “Attribute-Object” relation is sensitive to
the topological (cognitive) features in the Talmy style that are peculiar to spe-
cific language means [15]. For example, the cognitive constraints on the genitive
construction in Russian and on “of-construction” in English are violated when
we re-generate some user queries to DB, which describe objects like shops with
attributes like customers, town etc. We can generate the customers of the shop
. . . , but *the town of the shop would be a wrong expression. The problem is that
the genitive construction between two concepts assigns some topological balance
between these concepts. The depending member must be “more substantial”
than the syntactically governing member in any sense - material (bigger, more
stable), and so on, or social, since it is used in speech as a cognitive reference
point for the other. To avoid violation of this principle, we ought to insert a
predicate, for example, gorod, v kotorom nahoditsja magazin - the town in which
the shop is situated .

There are some other motivations for the inclusion of a predicate into the
representation. In particular, inclusion of a predicate is always necessary when
we want to generate a question form of the query. Question is usually described
as a transformation of a propositional declarative form [14]. Predicates have two
sources. The first one is the most “general” attribute that implements being and
having concepts. In particular, in English the Object is related to the Attribute
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using the predicate “to have”, and an Attribute is related to its Value using the
predicate “to be”.

An employee having the salary 5000
([DM Object] HAVING [Attr] [Value])

An employee, whose salary is 5000
([DM Object], whose [Attr] IS [Value])

Another source are “trigger” predicates for concepts. For example, if the
Attribute concept is typified as the “LocationOf”, the Object is situated in it.

7 Conclusion

To date we have developed a working version of initial demonstrator of the QGen
generation module. We have tuned the generation module on some particular
DM in Russian and English languages. Diverse resources can change the NL of
the outcoming text not depending on the NL of the input user query. The further
directions of the investigation are:

– Development of strategic block for the planning phase;
– Extension of flexibility of the generator;
– Adaptation of generator module to other tasks of generation, for example

to generation of NL answers from the DB results. The simplest possibility
is to extend the table form of the answer by a title which is in fact the
re-generated query;

– Attempt to realize a more general approach of generation by means of using
an intermediate “universal” NL oriented representation between OQL reg-
ister specific representation and the morphologically marked up structured
representation which is the result of tactical planning phase. We suppose
that representation in the style of UNL language would be the best choice
for the intermediate “universal” NL oriented representation [13] since the
nodes of the sentence representations are not meanings, but concepts.
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Abstract. The paper addresses issues of designing natural language interfaces
that guide users towards expert ways of thinking. It attempts to contribute to an
interface methodology with a case study, – the AutoPat interface, – an applica-
tion for authoring technical documents, such as patent claims. Content and
composition support is provided through access to domain models, words and
phrases as well as to the application analyzer and generator that provide for
natural language responses to user activity.

1   Introduction

The need for processing information and knowledge motivates work in developing
different kinds of computer applications. It is therefore imperative to design user-
adaptive easy-to-use software interfaces making communication with a computer as
natural as possible. A massive collection of papers on human-computer interaction
and interface design attempt to bring some structure to the often chaotic interface
design process pointing out the difficulty of designing for a complex world. Topics
include human limitations, usability principles, screen design, models of the user, task
analysis [3], techniques of scenario building and user interviews [9], practical meth-
ods of gathering data about users, tasks and environments and how to integrate con-
textual design into the software development process [1], [4]. It is stressed that there
are no minor issues in the field of interface design and even such common topics as
error messages, toolbars, tabbed dialogues, icons and responsiveness should be well
thought out [2]. To support their recommendations many of the authors conclude with
some case studies making it evident that what contributes a lot to the interface design
is specificity of application.

In this paper we also try to contribute to an interface methodology with a case
study, – an intelligent user-adaptive interface that interacts with the user in a natural
language. This interface is a part of AutoPat, an application for document authoring,
namely, for authoring patent claims.

Claims are parts of patents that contain crucial information about the invention and
are the subject of legal protection. They must be formulated according to a set of
precise rules and so as to make patent infringement difficult. Composing a patent
claim that meets all legal requirements to its structure is a complex task, even for
experts. AutoPat is designed to reduce composition effort, time and costs. It can also
be used for training patent attorneys.
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AutoPat is a product developed from the experimental patent authoring system de-
scribed in [8] and [9]. It features a lot of new functionalities and modules, signifi-
cantly revised and augmented knowledge base (lexicons, grammar rules and linguistic
algorithms), and an absolutely new user-adaptive natural language interface. This
version of AutoPat is a 32-bit Windows application developed to run in a number of
operating environments: Windows 95/98/2000/NT. It covers patents about appara-
tuses.

In what follows we first give a brief overview of the AutoPat system then concen-
trate on the design methodology and description of the AutoPat natural language user
interface.

2   AutoPat Overview

AutoPat is an NLP application and consists of an interactive technical knowledge
elicitation module and fully automatic text generation module. The input to the sys-
tem is natural language phrases. Apart from automatic generator AutoPat includes
morphological and semantico-syntactic analyzers that convert natural language input
into a shallow knowledge representation. The two stages of AutoPat are not strictly
pipelined. Lexical selection and some other text planning tasks are interleaved with
the process of content specification. The latter results in the production of a “draft”
claim. This draft, while not yet an English text, is a list of proposition-level structures
(“templates”) specifying the proposition head and case role values filled by POS-
tagged word strings in the form:

text::={ template){template}*
template::={predicate-class predicate ((case-role)(case-role}*)
case-role::= (rank status value)
value::= {word tag}*

where predicate-class is a label of an ontological concept, predicate is a string corre-
sponding to a predicate from the system lexicon, case-roles are ranked according to
the frequency of their co- occurrence with each predicate in the training corpus, status
is a semantic status of a case-role, such as agent, theme, place, instrument, etc., and
value is a phrase which fills a case-role. Word is a word included into a phrase filling
a case-role, and tag is a label, which conveys both morphological and semantic infor-
mation (see section 4).

The AutoPat knowledge base is corpus-based and draws heavily on the sublan-
guage. It contains AutoPat inherent knowledge and authoring memory (cf. "transla-
tion memory"). The inherent knowledge includes analysis and generation grammar, a
flexible depth tagging lexicon for tagging case-role fillers as mentioned above, and a
deep (information-rich) lexicon of predicates (heads of predicative phrases describing
essential features of an invention) [6]. The user can customize these lexicons through
the interface (see section 4). The authoring memory contains lists of terminological
units (words and phrases) that were used during user-AutoPat sessions. It is annotated
with document(s) it was used in. This supports content specification and terminology
consistency. The user through the application interface can easily access the content
of authoring memory.
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The knowledge supplied by the user is saved in a special file format, which stores
both the internal representation of the elicited knowledge and its “human” image on
the interface screen . The user can quit the program at any moment of elicitation ses-
sion so that next time she starts it she can resume her work where she left off. The
interface reproduces the selection exactly as it was and it is possible to continue the
session without delay.

3   User Interface

3.1  Desiderata for an AutoPat Interface Design

In the AutoPat system the user interface serves the purpose of eliciting technical
knowledge about invention from the user. When deciding on particular issues of its
development we found out that apart from the problem how to integrate user and task
analysis into the design of a user interface, there is also a problem of application and
engine analysis. In this framework the term application refers to a class of applica-
tions rather than to a specific product. Engine analysis implies the constraints imposed
by algorithms and programs (generator in our case) of a computer system. Below we
analyze four groups of constraints addressed by our interface.

Application and engine constraints. AutoPat falls into the class of NLP applica-
tions, – it concerns generation of patent claim texts. This immediately leads to a num-
ber of problems. First of all there is a well-known problem of knowledge bottleneck
or coverage. An interface of a natural language application should be designed so as
to make it possible and easy for the user to add linguistic knowledge to the system
knowledge base.

Second, even with the best available resources, present-day fully automatic NLP
systems working in realistic domains do not yield perfect results. There will always
be a “hard residue” of language processing problems that can be taken care of only by
foregoing the requirement of full automation. AutoPat engine relies on human aid in
a) semantico-syntactic analysis of user’s input, b) keeping the complexity of the inter-
nal meaning representation of a text plan below a certain threshold, c) recognizing
references to the same objects, known as coreferences, and d) making decisions about
the format of the claim (there are two formats of the claim text, – the first (European)
format is the text consisting of two parts divided by the expression "characterized in
that", where the novelty features are described in the second part, the second (US)
format does not contain this delimiting expression). The user interface should have
functionalities to make this process of “helping” the computer as easy as possible.

Task analysis The task is to elicit knowledge about the content of a patent claim to
generate a claim text in a legally acceptable format, as shown in Figure 3. If the in-
vention is an apparatus – which is specifically what this version of AutoPat is de-
signed for – the claim should contain the information about such essential features of
the invention as, main elements of the invention (obligatory), sub-elements of the
main elements (optional), shape and material of some elements (optional), other prop-
erties and relations of the elements (obligatory if essential). Other than that the claim
text should be such as to prevent infringement. In addition to the main claim a patent
may contain the so-called dependent claims in a special format.
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User constraints. The interface should meet general user requirements of making
the program as easy as possible to use despite its diverse and complex functionality.
We put user constraints in three categories.

First, it is necessary to model a professional behavior of a patent expert working
with an inventor that is usually an interview.

Second, we should adapt the knowledge elicitation interview to a user profile in
terms of proficiency. Users of our system, pursuing our addiction to classifying, can
be divided into three groups: trained patent experts, patent officers – beginners and
inventors who do not posses legal knowledge about the way patent claims should be
created and are far from being technical writers. It is evident that trained experts and
other two user groups need different guidance and pace of work. A trained user can be
irritated by what is an advantage for a beginner, e.g. by detailed instructions and strict
order of authoring steps. This type of constraints is difficult to meet in one mode
interface if at all. We addressed the problem by developing two user proficiency
adaptive modes, – Verbose and Professional. This is one of the main characteristics of
our interface.

Third, we should take into consideration human limitations and desire to automate
tedious tasks such as typing, revising texts and making sure terminology is consistent,
propagating changes through document [5]. Unavoidable linguistic work dictated by
the application analysis should be done so as not to require any linguistic skills. The
user also needs content support and control. For that it is desirable to visualize the
results of every step of elicitation procedure in the most “human’ way. All user-
computer communication should be done in the most natural way, i.e. in a natural
language. A possibility to redraft or edit text during one or several sessions is also
essential. All user constraints listed above are interleavingly addressed by different
design functionalities in both modes of the AutoPat interface.

3.2   Interface Overview

 Our elicitation technique is a domain-dependent automated mixed-initiative inter-
view. All user-computer communication is done in a natural language (English in our
case). The knowledge elicitation scenario consists of the system requesting the user,
in English, to supply information about the invention. Using common graphical inter-
face tools (mouse support, dialogue boxes, menus, templates and slide bars) the inter-
face draws the user through a step-by step procedure of describing every essential
feature of the invention. It provides content, composition and terminology mainte-
nance support through choices of standing and pull-down menus. These menus supply
access to words and phrases required in a claim. Though the user is encouraged to use
the AutoPat controlled language given in the menus the user has always a choice to
type in active text areas of interface windows. If a word is in a menu it will be auto-
matically completed right after the first characters are typed. In case the word cannot
be found in the inherent knowledge of the system the user will be asked to add it
through an easy-to-use pop-up entry box (see section 4). Phrases constructed by the
user are put in the authoring memory and stay displayed in the “Your terminology”
screen area through the end of the session. These and some other lexical units dis-
played on the screen can be transferred to a new text area on mouse click. All phrases
thus transferred can be edited. The interface has an underlying spell checker that is
linked to the AutoPat lexicons. This spell checker works in a regular way (i.e. under-
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lines words, which are considered misspelled, suggesting possible corrections). The
user can control the content elicited so far in an output window where the immediate
results of each quantum of acquisition are displayed. If the content appears incorrect,
the user can undo the latest quantum of acquisition and do it again correctly. The
interface has two main components, – the background window were the results of
elicitation procedure stay displayed through the whole session and a set of pop-up
windows corresponding to elicitations steps or providing for lexicon customization.
The two modes of the interface, Verbose and Professional, share the background
window while the sets of pop-up windows are mainly different. All pop-up windows
in both modes can be moved freely around the screen to allow the user to see any part
of the background window at any time.

Background Window (Figures 1, 2 and 3). The left pane of this window is headed
"Your invention comprises" and displays a graphical representation of the hierarchy
of all main elements and sub-elements after the user supplies the knowledge about
them into the system. The names of the elements at its nodes can be transferred to any
of pop-up windows by simply clicking on them. The right pane is headed "Essential
features of your invention". It displays the title of the invention and every essential
feature of the invention in the form of a natural language simple sentence that is gen-
erated every time the user supplies a quantum of technical knowledge. Visualization
of the results of the elicitation procedure is only done to make it possible and con-
venient for the user to control the results of her session. The simple sentences corre-
spond to statements in the system’s internal knowledge representation language that
are created from the knowledge elicitation procedures. At the stage of eliciting
knowledge about relations of invention elements a new section headed “Your termi-
nology” appears in the bottom of the left pane. Form now on all phrases used in rela-
tion descriptions stay displayed and “clickable” there for further reuse.

3.3   Verbose Mode

This mode of the interface is highly recommended for a beginner. It guides a user
through a step-by step procedure of describing essential features of invention. The
main screen elements of the interface are the background window and Verbose win-
dows that contain detailed instructions, the “Help” button and the “Back” button. A
brief description of Verbose windows and functionalities is given below.

Title. Helps the user to select the most appropriate title for the invention. This win-
dow contains a title template. The slots of this template contain menus of words and
phrases for optional inclusion in the title. To compose the title of an invention the user
can either select words from the template slot menus or type them in.

Main Elements. Prompts the user to describe the main elements of the prototype of
the invention. This window displays a template of menus similar to that in the Title
window.

Complex Element. Makes the user specify (by highlighting it in the element tree in
the background window) the element whose sub-elements it is necessary to include in
the claim. The name of the selected element is transferred to the next window to help
the user keep in mind what she is working on.
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Fig. 1. A screen shot of the AutoPat User interface at the stage of elicitation knowledge about
the relation between the elements “splice holder” and “cover part” of the invention. Verbose
mode.

Sub-Elements. Prompts the user to describe parts of the element selected at the pre-
vious step. This window displays a template of menus similar to that in the Title win-
dow.

Element with Novel Characteristics. Makes the user specify (highlight in the ele-
ment tree) the element whose novel properties (that, according to Patent Law, can
only be its shape or material) it is necessary to include in the claim. After an element
is selected in the tree it appears in the active text area of this window and it is possible
to edit it. For example, the user selects, say, the node “four doors” in the element tree
and it appears in the text area of the window. The user may now edit it into, say, “one
of the doors”, and this new phrase will appear in the next window to describe its
shape or material.

Shape/Material. Prompts the user to describe novel shapes of materials of the ele-
ments specified in the previous window. This window is divided into parts. One part
contains two menus of shapes and another displays two menus of materials. This
gives the user two ways to describe an element. If the word is selected from the pop-
up menus in the "shape" or "material" part of the window AutoPat generates sen-
tences as follows: “An element is in the shape of a circle.” If the word is selected
from one of the standing menus the user gets the description as follows: “An element
is round”. The knowledge about shape and material of one element can be elicited in
one take by just selecting the words in the shape and material menus. This window
has an area where the sentences following the elicitation step are generated (apart
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from being generated in the background window). This makes it more convenient for
the user to control her input.

Relations. Within the procedure the user selects two or more objects in the element
tree then specify the relation between them. The initial setup in this window involves
two menus, one listing names of relation types (semantic classes) and another listing
words (predicates) that can describe these relations. One can start by first selecting a
relation type and then, after a semantic class is selected the second menu displays
predicates which belong to this class for further selection. By checking a correspond-
ing radio button it is possible to start directly with selecting a predicate among all the
predicates included in the AutoPat knowledge base and listed in the predicate menu.
In case the selected predicate is polysemantic, i.e. belongs to more than one semantic
classes, these classes appear in the semantic class menu and the user is asked to select
one of them to specify the meaning of the predicate.

The user can also type in a new predicate if she does not find the word in the menu.
In such a case she is guided through a semi-automated and extremely easy procedure
of introducing a new word in the underlying predicate dictionary (see section 4). Se-
lecting a predicate constitutes lexical selection, whereupon the system determines the
roles played by the highlighted elements.

Relation Specification. Presents the user with a predicate (sentence) template based
on knowledge about the case-roles (semantic arguments) of the semantic class under-
lying the selected dictionary item. The user fills appropriate slots – “What”, “Where”,
“How”, and so forth (Fig. 1). (The system records the boundaries of the fillers and
their case-role status to be used later for morphological disambiguation, and syntactic
analysis and applied to AutoPat's automatic components). To make this easier apart
from clickable nodes in the element tree and in phrases in “Your terminology” section
every template slot has a pop-up menu of auxiliary phrases from the underlying predi-
cate dictionary entry.

Co-reference. Highlights coreference candidates and asks to mark any elements
that are coreferential among them. The coreference candidates are searched by mor-
phosyntactic analyzer and are noun lexemes regardless of their grammatical form.

Main Claim Format-All. Presents a "checkable" menu of all generated sentences-
features The user can either check the novel features of the invention to thus have a
final claim text containing generic and difference parts with the "characterized in that"
expression between them, which is a must according to the European Patent Office, or
skip this stage. In the latter case the final claim text will be generated without generic
and difference parts in the format accepted by the US Patent Office.

Main Claim Format-Generic and Main Claim Format-Difference. Appear only if
underlying meaning representation (hidden from the user) of the generic or difference
part of the claim built by the generator exceeds a given threshold of complexity. It
presents a "checkable" menu of generic/difference sentences-features for the user to
check those features of the invention that are closer related. This breaks the corre-
sponding knowledge representation into two parts thus improving the quality of the
generator output.

Main Claim Text. Presents the output of the Auto generator, - the main claim text
in legally acceptable format, as shown in Figure 2. If necessary the user may edit the
text right in this interface window.

The initiative in the Wizard scenario is mixed: the human can use any number of
iterations working with windows eliciting elements, shapes, materials or relations but
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Fig. 2. A screen shot of the AutoPat User interface at the stage of elicitation knowledge about
the format of the claim text. A final output of the system, a generated claim text, is shown in the
left bottom corner. Verbose mode.

the order in which the user is guided from window to window and, in the case of
eliciting coreferences, the order of the presentation of candidates is controlled by the
interface.

3.4   Professional Mode

Professional interface mode is designed for a trained user who is instructed by win-
dow buttons. The initiative in a Professional scenario is mainly for the human. The
content of knowledge elicitation and its output are the same as in Verbose. But Pro-
fessional allows for more speed and flexibility when authoring a claim, – the user may
freely navigate among the stages of claim composition, authoring them in any order.
In case of coreferences, for example, the user is presented with a list of coreference
candidates and is free to decide whether and which of them to check if at all. The user
can also see a generated claim part at any authoring stage. Professional is especially
convenient when editing a claim draft but can also be used for composing a claim
from scratch. This mode of interface keeps the standing background window while
elicitation windows change each other. The difference is that they do not appear after
the user fulfills a certain part of the interview as in Verbose but are called through the
Main Menu in any order. The setups of changeable windows are mainly different
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from those of Verbose. They are augmented with extra buttons and functionalities and
different menus.

Fig. 3. A screen shot of the AutoPat User interface at the stage of editing a claim draft in the
Professional Mode.

For example, the Elements window is a merger of the four Verbose windows de-
signed to elicit knowledge about elements and sub-elements. In this window an ele-
ment tree can easily be restructured; the names of elements can be edited.

All changes done at any stage of authoring propagate through the rest of the draft.
Deletion of an element in the element tree automatically deletes all invention features-
sentences with this element. Change of an element name in the tree automatically
changes its name in all corresponding sentences.

Using this mode of interface it is possible to delete/add/edit any essential feature in
a claim draft keeping the rest of the content intact. Pop-up dialogue boxes for diction-
ary customizing and content support through the menus of words and phrases are
provided in the same way as in Verbose.

Professional has two extra windows: Dependent Claims and Dependent Claim
Text. The former appears only if called by the user who wants to compose a depend-
ent claim, it elicits information upon which of other claims the current one depends
and lets the user return to feature elicitation pages. The latter presents the text of the
main claim and all dependent claims.
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4   Lexicon Customization through the Interface

The problem of lexicon customization by the user is very important and requires a
great deal of consideration on the side of system developers. On the one hand, a new
word should get a full description used by an application engine. This description is
often rather complex and requires linguistic training. On the other hand, the user, a
patent officer or an inventor in our case, can neither be expected, nor required to have
such linguistic skills. If an application forces the user to go through a tough procedure
when creating custom dictionaries1 this alone may ruin the reputation of an applica-
tion and provoke the user to reject it.

Our system, like many other NLP systems, relies on lexicons that are the essential
part of the system knowledge, which covers the lexical, morphological, semantic, and,
crucially for our system, the syntactic knowledge.

As was mentioned above, it includes two kinds of lexicons with different
descriptions of lexical units. In what follows we first briefly describe the content of
these lexicons and then show how the user can customize both of them through the
interface without any special effort.

The first lexicon is a flexible depth tagging lexicon for tagging case-role fillers (see
section 2). In this lexicon lexical units are listed with their class membership that is a
morpho-semantic classification of words and phrases. Every word or phrase in this
lexicon is assigned a tag, – a label, which conveys morphological information (such
as POS, number and inflection type) and some semantic information, an ontological
concept, (such as object, process, substance, etc.). For example, the tag Nf means that
a word is a noun in singular (N), means a process (f), and does not end in –ing. This
tag will be assigned, for example, to such words as activation or alignment. At present
we use 23 tags that are combinations of 1 to 4 features out of a set of 19 semantic,
morphological and syntactic features for 14 parts of speech. For example, currently
the feature structure of noun tags is as follows:

Tag[ POS[Noun[object[plural, singular]
process[-ing, other[plural, singular]
substance [plural, singular]
other [plural, singular]]]]]

In the AutoPat interface customization of the tagging lexicon is integrated with the
spell checking process. If the user at any stage of the knowledge elicitation procedure
types in a word which is not included in the tagging lexicon it is marked as unknown
as it would have been marked in any other spell checker with the difference that a
pop-up menu which appears on right mouse click in addition to spelling suggestions
contains a selection “Add as”. If the user knows that the word is spelled correctly,
then to add the word to the lexicon she only has to click this selection, which opens

______________________
1 In some applications to create a custom dictionary the user has to study instructions running

for several pages. When making an entry description the user is not only asked about the part
of speech of a new word, which might be easy, but also about. e.g., the declension (if the
word is a noun) and (if the word is a verb) the number of objects with which the verb is nor-
mally linked in a sentence, what auxiliary verb should be used with it and whether it has a
separable prefix, etc. This can be quite frustrating for users other than linguists.
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other intuitively understandable2 selections (see Fig. 4). A terminal selection being
clicked, the word is automatically transferred to the tagging lexicon with the corre-
sponding tag and is recognized by the system from now on.

Fig. 4. A fragment of a screen shot of the interface at the moment of adding a new word to the
tagging lexicon with the help of pop-up menus integrated with a spell checker. The word “aber-
ration” will be automatically added to the lexicon with the tag Nf (functional noun, singular).

The second lexicon in the AutoPat knowledge base is a deep (information-rich)
lexicon of predicates (heads of predicative phrases describing essential features of an
invention). An organization of a monolingual predicate dictionary is described by the
following structure (see [6] for more detail):
major-form The most frequent form of the predicate in which it occurs in patent
claims;
other-forms: morphological forms of the verb in which it occurs in patent text
semantics: the verb’s semantic class;
case-frame: the verb’s case-role frame;
patterns: a list of co-occurrence linearization patterns for the verb’s case-role frame.

If the user is not willing to use a predicate from the predicate menu suggested by
the system she can always type in a new predicate in the interactive text area of the
corresponding window, click the button “Add” and get a pop-up word box (see Fig.
5). This word box is a word template with the following slots: “Relation type” filled
by a pull down menu of the semantic classes of predicates, which are presented to the

______________________
2 The user can always open Help where the process of making correct selections when de-

scribing a new word is given without any linguistic terminology. However, the user normally
does not turn to Help at this point.
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user as types of relations between invention elements (which causes no misunder-
standing).

Fig. 5. A fragment of a screen shot of the interface at the moment of adding a new predicate to
the predicate lexicon with the help of pop-up wor template. The word “bounded” will be auto-
matically added to the knowledge base of the system.

This slot is filled with the selection of the relation type (semantic class) done by
the user at the previous stage of elicitation procedure (“connection” in the example in
Fig. 5). Relation type shown in this slot can be easily reselected. The next slot “word”
contains a predicate as typed by the user at the previous stage. Other slots that are
word forms of the new predicate. An underlying morphological generator automati-
cally fills out these slots. The user is only supposed to check the fillers and edit them
if necessary. Sublanguage restrictions allowed for reducing the number of predicate
word forms to just a few.

After user’s approval a click on the button “Add” puts a new predicate into the
predicate lexicon. The fillers of the word box slots are transferred to “major-form”,
“other-forms” and “semantics” fields of the new predicate entry. “case-frame” and
“pattens” fields of this entry are automatically filled by default depending upon the
chosen semantic class. For the example in figure 5, the following entry is created in
the AutoPat knowledge base:

bounded

(major-form  “bounded” F
more-forms ((“is bounded” Ss)(“are bounded” Sp)(“being bounded” Abs))
sem-class  connection
case-frame ((1 subject)(2 destination)(3 manner)(4 purpose)(5 means))
patterns ((1 * 2)(1 3 * 2)(1 * 2 4)(1 * 2 3)(1 * 3)(1 * 4)(1 * 2 5) (1 3 * 2 4)

All the new predicates thus added will further be found in the interface predicate
menu and used by the AutoPat engine.
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5   Conclusions

We considered the most essential guidelines for designing intelligent user-adapted
natural language interfaces. We claim that apart from the well-known problems of
user and task analysis designers should also analyze application, engine and user
proficiency. Our suggestions are supported by our research and illustrated with a case
study: The AutoPat users interface was designed to make the program as easy as pos-
sible to use despite its diverse and complex functionality. The AutoPat user interface
that can be adjusted to different user profiles and provides detailed and easy-to-use
facilities that contribute to the robustness of the system. It automates tedious tasks
such as typing, revising texts, propagating changes through document, etc. The inter-
face is tightly interconnected with text processing and can also be used for multilin-
gual generation and machine translation of both patent claims and patent disclosures
[6]. It can also be portable to other document authoring.
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Abstract. This paper describes a discourse system for conversational characters
used for interactive stories. This system is part of an environment that allows
learners to practice language skills by interacting with the characters, other
learners, and native speakers using instant messaging and email. The dialogues
are not purely task oriented and, as a result, are difficult to model using
traditional AI planners. On the other hand the dialogues must move the story
forward and, thus, systems for the meandering dialogues of chatterbots (for
example, AliceBot) are not appropriate. Our approach combines two methods.
We use the notion of dialogue game or speech act networks [1][2] to model the
local coherence of dialogues.  The story moves forward from one dialogue
game to another by means of a situated activity planner [3].1

1    Introduction

This paper describes a discourse system for conversational characters used for
language learning. Language learners take part in an adventure story and must use
dialogues similar to those found in basal language textbooks to move forward in the
adventure. Successful completion of the adventures requires that the students
collaborate on various tasks. Students communicate among themselves, advanced
students of the language, and with conversational characters using a range of
computer-mediated channels including email, instant messaging, audio and video
files, and web pages. The conversational characters communicate among one another
by structured instant messages. There is no central processor that guides the story; the
progression of the story is accomplished by characters pursuing a reactive strategy.

Placing conversational characters in this adventure environment is more
pedagogically sound than creating standalone conversational agents. The state of the
art is currently not sophisticated enough to create interesting standalone
conversational agents that can take part in creative dialogues. However, we can create
conversational agents that can take part in highly predictable dialogues. These agents
can be extremely useful, particularly for novice and intermediate students. Situating
such an agent in this adventure has a number of important advantages. First, the
adventure includes interacting with other people (fellow students and experts alike).
This provides students with an opportunity to practice language skills in a range of
contexts. Conversational characters augment this environment by being tireless

                                                          
1 I would like to thank Carlos Gomez and Adam Zacharski for their help with this project.
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discourse participants. An example of a dialogue (an instant message exchange)
produced by the system is shown in (1):

(1) Maria: hola, ¿ésta Rachel?
Ann: Sí
Maria: Qué bueno, ¿tienes el telefono de Marta?
Ann: Sí
Maria: ¡Qué Bién! ¿Cuál es el número?
Ann: 282-8992
Maria: Ok, ¡gracias!

The implemented prototype system allows three students of Spanish to take part in a
magical adventure centered on the famous Mexican polyglot and heroine, La
Malinche.

The discourse system for these characters consists of three main components:
�    A knowledge store representing the short and long term memory of the

conversational character including what the character is currently focusing
on. This component is based on file card pragmatics [4], a computational
model of a theory of givenness described by Gundel, Hedberg, and
Zacharski [5].

�    A speech act network described in §2, which represents the coherence of
short speech act sequences.

�    A situated-activity-based planner described in §3, which determines the
actions of the conversational character.

2    Speech Act Networks

As Austin [6], Searle [7], and others have noted, language is not simply a system for
conveying thoughts and information. Language is a set of actions that enable people
to cooperatively live in the world. These linguistic actions, such as promises, requests,
assertions, occur within an implied background of standard practices based on the
current context including what is normal in the particular speech community in which
the act is situated. Some linguistic actions, like requests and promises, can be initial
moves in a conversation and define a simple network of possible continuations For
example, if someone makes a request, you can promise, decline, or make a counter-
offer; if you then make a promise, the other person can accept or decline that promise;
if that person accepts the promise you can report completion or revoke the promise.
Any of these acts can be expressed in a number of different ways.

This notion of speech act networks has been used by Carletta [1] to develop agents
that describe map routes. In the current system this notion of dialogue games is
extended to include the standard 'micro' dialogues that occur in basal language
learning textbooks.2 One motivation for doing so is that the sentences that make up a
standard dialogue typically are learned as one unit by the language learner. These
speech act networks are modeled by finite state networks.

                                                          
2 An example of such a micro-dialogue  is utterances 3-7 of (1) above.
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It is important to distinguish these speech act networks from  finite state models of
discourse, which are typically used for spoken dialogue systems. In such dialogue
systems a large finite state network is used to model the entire conversation. An
extremely simplified version of a network for a flight reservation system might look
like:

ask origin airport    > ask destination airport   >  ask departure date  >  etc.

An agent based on this network would simply progress through the set of
questions. If the user responded to the initial question Where will you be flying from?
with I’d like to fly from El Paso to Houston on December 8th the system would only
extract the information related to the city of origin, ignore the rest, and ask the
redundant question Where will you be flying to? This problem can be fixed, to an
extent, by creating a network with more transitions; however, the size of the network
may become problematic.  In addition, while this network approach may work for
dialogues of simple inquiry (travel, financial, etc.) it will not scale up to model
dialogues dealing with complex tasks—for example, the diagnosis and repair of
equipment or dialogues dealing with negotiation.  Other problems with finite-state
dialogue models include difficulties with tasks that involve interdependencies (since
backtracking is difficult) and difficulties with verification—asking for verification of
each item of information tends to be unnatural and cumbersome.3 These criticisms do
not apply to the use of speech act networks. Speech act networks represent very short
exchanges and represent regularities in language use.

3    Situated Action Planner

The most widely recognized theory of dialogue within NLP research uses inferential
planning. This method is based on the work of Austin [5] who argued that uttering a
sentence is a type of action that is performed by the speaker with the intention of
having a specific effect on the addressee. Based on this theory, Cohen and Perrault [9]
argued that a standard STRIPS-type AI planner can be used to model dialogue. This
notion of plan-based dialogue has been used successfully in a wide range of
applications and is still an active area of research. However, Bickmore and
Cassell [10], among others, argue that this architecture is not well suited for dynamic,
real-time systems such as conversational characters used for interactive, dramatic
stories. Instead of STRIP-based planners researchers have used reactive systems (see,
for example, [11]) or reactive systems combined with traditional planners (for
example, [10]). Our approach uses a situational action planner along with the speech
act networks described above. While the prototypical situated action planner has no
internal representation and is stateless (see [3]), this system violates these restrictions
and has both an internal knowledge store and a sense of state (from the use of the
speech act networks described above, and from the knowledge store). The operators
of the system resemble those of a traditional planner. Each operator consists of a
situation, which is a set of propositions that must be in the current utterance and/or
knowledge store in order for the situation to be applicable, an action, which describes

                                                          
3  See [8] for a discussion on the limitations of finite state models for spoken dialogue systems.
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the action to perform (for example, initiate an instant message exchange with Ann
with the content speech-act-network-x), and result, which describes changes to the
knowledge store. This is similar to the notion of strong autonomy described by
Mateas and Stern [11]. An agent based on this notion of strong autonomy chooses its
next action based on local perception of its environment plus internal state
(knowledge store). At any point, multiple actions may be applicable. For example, the
character might choose to continue in an activated speech act network or choose to
interrupt that network in favor of pursuing a new action. Choosing among these
alternatives is based on a notion of activation similar to that proposed by Maes [13].

4    Conclusion

In this paper I have described an dialogue architecture for conversational characters
used for interactive stories. The innovation of the architecture is in its combined use
of speech act networks and a situated action planner. We have implemented this
architecture in a system that engages three language learners in a Spanish adventure.4
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Abstract. The growth of user needs for accessing information resources, the
technological advance in this field, and the limitations of graphical and form-
based interfaces, motivate the proposal of new solutions and the revision of
several others in order to solve one of the main problems in computer
applications: human-machine interface. Natural language processing has
experienced a new impulse in recent years, and it is proposed as the best
solution for the aforementioned problem. The first results of a project for
developing a natural language interface to databases are presented, which is an
extension of a larger project aimed at developing user interfaces for facilitating
access to databases via Internet. In this project the use of ontologies is proposed
as a means for making the interface portable to different databases, contributing
in this manner to facilitate the configuration task for this type of interfaces,
which is one of the main factors that have limited their application. In this paper
the conceptual architecture of a natural language interface to databases on the
Internet is described as well as the development attained.

1   Introduction

The fast growth of the Internet is creating a society where the demand for storage
services, organization, access and analysis of information is constantly increasing.
The advent of the Internet has completely changed the research directions in all areas
of computer science, especially those related to databases as can be seen in the
Asilomar report [5].

The growing need by users without wide knowledge of computers to access data
over the Internet has resulted in the development of many types of interfaces, such as
QBE (query by example) [42], form-based interfaces, restricted natural languages,
etc. These tools, despite all the facility they provide to users, always imply some
degree of difficulty when translating what the user would normally express to another
person, into a structured form appropriate for the query engine.
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A solution for the problem of enabling any user to express a data query easily is
natural language interfaces to databases (NLIDB’s). This topic has attracted interest
since the 70’s, and has motivated a large series of projects. However, these have not
been widely used because of their being considered “exotic” systems, and the
complexity and tediousness of their start-up configuration, in order to make the
interface work for the first time with a specific database or for using the interface with
another database, whose semantics is different from the original.

2   Previous Work of the Authors

The first project developed at the beginning of the last decade by the Distributed
Systems Group of CENIDET, Mexico, was the Distributed Database Management
System (SiMBaDD) [39]. In recent years, the group has focused on the problems of
data access via Internet, with particular interest in interfaces to databases that are
friendly enough for the great number of new Internet users, who are usually
inexperienced in handling databases. Some examples of projects developed for this
purpose are the following:

� A query by example (QBE) tool for databases on the Internet. Its main objective
was to develop a tool that enabled inexperienced and casual users to access
databases via Internet, in a platform-independent way (which was achieved
through its implementation in Java) [32].

� A query by example (QBE) tool for multidatabases on the Internet. This project
improved some features of the interface, such as the possibility of processing a
query that involves tables in different databases, subquery processing, help
windows, and a new three-tier architecture, which is the basis of the current
project [21].

� An EzQ query tool for multidatabases on the Internet. The purpose of this project
was to improve the human-machine interface, mainly concerning the ease with
which inexperienced users can formulate queries that involve joins, without the
user having to master the complex join concept [6].

These developments have led us to conclude that the next step is the integration of
a NLIDB, a point of view shared by several investigators [1], since we consider that
we have exhausted the possibilities of other types of database interfaces, either by
using formal query languages, like in the project SiMBaDD [39], or using graphic
tools for inexperienced users [32, 21, 6]. The current architecture of the QBE tool is
shown in Figure 1.

It is well-known that NLIDB’s are not the panacea for solving all the problems of
human-machine interaction, as shown in a study [37]. However, in the same study it is
demonstrated that in the cases when several tables are involved or when the solution
is not similar to the examples previously known by the user, NLIDB’s prove to be
simpler than graphical interfaces or formal query languages.

An experiment carried out using Intellect, concluded that natural language is an
effective method for the interaction of casual users with a good knowledge of the
database in a restricted environment. The evaluation criteria of such type of interfaces
are defined in [1].
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the Query by Example tool

3   Previous Work on NLIDB’s and Ontologies

3.1   NLIDB’s Projects

There exists in the literature a series of analysis about NLIDB’s [1, 36, 41] which
describe their evolution over the last four decades. Since our NLIDB is being
developed for the Spanish language, we will limit our description to a few of the most
important projects related to NLIDB’s for Spanish:

� NATLIN (Universidad de las Américas-Puebla, Mexico). This system is a NLI for
accessing databases expressed in logic using Sun Prolog (BIMprolog). NATLIN
accepts questions for a geographical database domain. A module was added
recently for translating into SQL the queries generated by NATLIN [35].

� INTERNAT (Ministry of Industry and Energy, Spain). INTERNAT is based on a
translation approach from natural language to a formal language like SQL. It was
implemented in C and can interact with dictionaries and other applications based
on NLP and menu-based database access systems. INTERNAT was installed at
AENA where its operation was validated [27].

� Silvia-NLQ (Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, Spain). The project was aimed at
developing a database query system using natural language. The system had a
multilingual character (English, German, French, Spanish and Italian) and its final
goal was to develop a commercial product (LanguageAccess), which was
introduced on the market. The participation of the Universidad Autónoma de
Madrid consisted of developing the Spanish grammars for analysis and generation,
as well as a dictionary and conceptual models for interpreting certain linguistic
subdomains [20].

� GILENA (Universidad de Concepción, Chile). Taking as input several parameters
(data dictionary, keywords and grammatical rules), it automatically generates all
the source programs for a NLI. This tool was used to implement several interfaces:
expert system for failure diagnosis of electric equipment, teaching system of Indian
cultures for grammar schools, NLIDB’s for products and/or services, and
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command shell for Unix in Spanish. The parser was implemented using a
nondeterministic augmented transition network [3].

It is worth mentioning that none of the aforementioned NLIDB’s was designed for
easy porting to databases different from the one for which it was originally developed
nor the dictionary and the NLIDB knowledge base were designed for reuse or sharing,
which are objectives that are pursued in our project.

3.2   Ontology Projects

Some of the most relevant projects aimed at using ontologies for achieving
interoperability among applications are the following:

� Process Interchange Format (PIF). Its purpose is to exchange business process
models using different representations. It uses an interlingua with local translators
between PIF and local process representations [30].

� Knowledge Sharing Effort (KSE). DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency) project aimed at the search of solutions for sharing knowledge among
heterogeneous systems [24].

� Knowledge Representation Specification Language (KRSL). Language developed
for representing plans and planning information. Its purpose is to provide a
common vocabulary for concepts, relationships and common conditions for
planning activities. KRSL considers two main aspects: an abstract ontology with
the main categories (time, space, agents, actions, and plans) and a set of specialized
modular ontologies with alternative concepts and theories common to planning
systems (e.g. specific ontologies for time instants, time relationships, etc.) [2].

� Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF). It is a language that intends to represent
through ontologies most of the current concepts and distinctions of the most recent
languages for knowledge representation. It mainly intends to serve as a bridge
between ontologies using proprietary language translators to/from KIF. It is a
language based on predicate logic extended for definition of terms,
metaknowledge, sets, nonmonotonic reasoning, etc. [19].

� Common Object Request Broker Architecture. Permits to retrieve and invoke
operations on objects through a network. It provides a mechanism where objects
can issue requests and receive responses transparently. CORBA defines an
Interface Definition Language (IDL) that specifies objects and operations for
remote/ distributed applications and incorporates informal notions of ontologies
[16].

� CYC (project of Microelectronics and Computer Technology Corporation). Its
ontology is organized as a microtheories network, where each microtheory captures
the knowledge and reasoning needed for a specific domain, such as space, time,
causality, or agents. A microtheory can show particular views related to a specific
domain, therefore in one domain may coexist several microtheories [16].

� Toronto Virtual Enterprise (TOVE). Intends to develop ontologies for businesses
using first order logic and permits to infer answers to common sense questions
[15].

� Simple HTML for Ontology Extensions (SHOE). This was the first ontology and
Web page tagging developed at the University of Maryland in 1996. SHOE can
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define ontologies and tags (which are meaning bearing XML tags), and a
knowledge representation language based on HTML. One of its limitations is that
it does not permit to define class negation and disjunction [38].

� Ontology Interchange Language (OIL). This language intends to combine Internet
models with logic representations and the descriptive structures of ontologic
approaches. OIL makes possible to infer conclusions about contents represented in
this language [25].

� Resource Description Frame (RDF). It is a model for defining semantic
relationships among different URI’s. RDF is based on the XML syntax and permits
to describe semantically a URI associating to it a set of properties and values. RDF
models are constructed as directed graphs specifying triplets (URI, property,
value). The metadata specified with RDF are understood by computers, and
therefore, can be processed automatically [33].

� DARPA Agent Markup Language (DAML). Consists of a formalism that permits
software agents to interact with each other. The DAML language is also an
extension of XML and RDF. It provides a large number of constructions for
ontology definition and increases semantic information to make it legible and
understandable for computers. Ontology definition with DAML provides a new
way to face the challenge of large scale integration of services. The proposed
extensible interoperability network provides the necessary mediation level to solve
the semantic differences among all the value chain participants. It has currently
been used for annotating ontologies on the semantic Web [8].

� EuroWordNet. The objective of EuroWordNet is the multilingual extension of the
English Word Net for the different languages involved (Italian, Spanish and
Dutch). EuroWordNet has been proposed as a standard for the semantic
codification of texts, and it is intended to be used as interlingua in multilingual
systems for information retrieval and automatic translation [23].

4   Natural Language Query Processing System

The system will be used for the Spanish language spoken in Mexico, and will have
additional elements with respect to other similar systems [3, 7, 10, 35]: a better
language coverage, much better portability of DBMS and operating system, and
transparent access through Internet.

The architecture used previously (Fig. 1) was substantially modified. The three-
level client-intermediate-server structure is preserved, but the functionality of each
level has been changed. The client functions will be much simpler, which will
partially solve the problems of the current QBE interface, at the expense of a more
active role of the intermediary level. The new architecture of the natural language
query processing system for Web databases is shown in Fig. 2.

At the onset of a session with the interface, the client will present to the user an
ontology (that will be stored in a repository), which represents the knowledge stored
in the database dictionary. This differs from the QBE interface that shows the
database designer’s abstractions through tables, which most of the times are difficult
to understand by the inexperienced users and also lack a lot of very important
semantic information. The presentation of this ontology permits the user to better
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understand the contents of the database, which facilitates the user to formulate his
query.

Fig. 2. Proposed system architecture

After receiving the ontology, the user issues a query using a voice interface. The
output of this voice interface is received by the client and passed on to the service
module of the intermediary, which in turn passes it to the natural language processing
module (NLP). The architecture of the NLP module is quite standard, except that the
lexicon consists of two parts: a general linguistic ontology based on the approach of
the WordNet project [23], and a domain ontology that describes the semantics of the
database (Fig. 3).

Upon reception at the NLP module, the natural language query is syntactically and
semantically parsed in order to transform it into an internal representation, which in
turn is translated into structured query language (SQL). The SQL query is sent back to
the session module, which forwards it for evaluation against a database management
system (DBMS). The session module forwards the result generated by the DBMS to
the final user through the client interface.

Even though, there exist other proposals for separating linguistic and domain
knowledge [12, 22], none of those possess a knowledge representation that is
reusable, shareable and implemented according to a standard. In contrast, this project
proposes the implementation of a lexicon following the outline of the WordNet
project [23], which is becoming a de-facto standard, and the development of the
domain ontology based on the DARPA Agent Markup Language (DAML) [6], which
is backed by DARPA and is being used for tools development and different
applications.

An important advantage that we find in DAML is that it can be used to implement
both the ontologies and the inference mechanisms that utilize the ontology
information. One innovative aspect of our proposal is that the semantic parser will be
implemented taking maximum advantage of the possibilities offered by DAML, such
as described in [29].
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Fig. 3.  Natural language processing module

5  Current Progress

Currently eighteen noun categories and seven verb categories have been input to the
lexicon, which were coded following the outline of WordNet. Additionally, the
lexical parser has been implemented [28], while the syntactic parser is being coded
and will use the Spanish grammar developed in a previous work [13]. Table 1 shows
an example of the grammar categories that are recognized by the lexical parser.

Table 1. Example of the lexical analysis of a sentence

WORD CLASSIFICATION
la ‘the’ Article, feminine, singular.
peregrina ‘pilgrim’ Common noun, feminine, singular.

llevaba ‘wore’ Verb llevar, 3rd person, preterit singular, imperfect indicative,
first conjugation.

sombrero ‘hat’ Common noun, masculine, singular.
negro ‘black’ Color adjective, masculine, singular.

The general operation of the lexical analyzer is shown in Fig. 4. The user inputs his
question by dictating it to the Dragon Naturally Speaking interface. This software
translates the question into text and stores it in a file. The question may contain words
that are not useful for the lexical analyzer, and therefore they are eliminated from the
question in the text file. The list of irrelevant words was determined through a survey
and can be modified as necessary. Examples of this type of words are the following:
quiero (I want), dame (give me), lístame (list for me), muéstrame (show me), etc.

After the previous filtering, the sentence is passed on to the lexical analyzer, which
classifies its words and tags them with syntactical information. Each tag includes all
the syntactical categories to which the word belongs.
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Fig. 4. General operation of the lexical analyzer

Fig. 5. Internal process of the lexical analyzer

The algorithm that performs the tagging (Fig. 5) consists of two steps. In the first
step short words (articles, conjunctions, unions, etc.) are tagged, since they have a
small probability of being ambiguous. In the second step, each word following a
tagged word is assigned a tag using a Markov grammar [13], which permits to predict
with some certainty the syntactic category of a word based on the syntactic category
of the preceding word (these two words are also known as bigram). Some examples of
the bigrams used are shown in Table 2. This last process is repeated for each
remaining untagged word.

Table 2. Fragment of the bigram table

Utterance Word Word Tag Next Word Tag
3 El A&MS N&13MS
2 El A&MS R&13MS
1 El A&MS V&13MS

It is quite possible that some lexical ambiguities arise when using bigrams, since
there might exist several alternative categories possible for a word. In order to
improve the disambiguation capabilities of the tagging algorithm, it is being expanded
to work with trigrams and higher order N-grams. It is important to point out that a
working assumption is that the database semantics defined by the ontology will
substantially limit the ambiguity possibilities in the query analysis.
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The algorithm stops when the entire sentence is completely tagged, then it can be
checked by the syntactic parser, so it can be restructured and a syntactic tree can be
generated.

The lexicon was implemented using different tables for different word types:
nouns, verbs (including the derivations corresponding to all tenses and persons), short
words (articles, pronouns, conjunctions, and unions, which are shorter than six
characters), adjectives, and adverbs. We chose this implementation instead of
lemmatization at execution time, because search time for words in these tables is very
fast, considering that today’s main memory sizes permits to keep entire tables in main
memory.

Fig. 6. Example of the verb conjugation dictionary

Verb stems were input manually into the verb table (Fig. 6), while the
morphological variants of each stem were generated and inserted automatically into
the table. Short words and their corresponding tags and bigrams were input manually
into the corresponding table. A fragment of this table is shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Fragment of the short words table

Num. Word Type Word Tag Next Word Tag
1 las ‘the’ Article A&FP N&&&FP
2 la ‘the’ Article A&FS N&&&FS
3 el ‘the’ Article A&MS N&&&MS
4 unas (some) Indefinite

ifi
E&FP N&&&FP

In order to obtain the noun variants corresponding to number and gender, it was
necessary a syllable divider. There exist 15 rules in the Spanish grammar for syllable
division [9]. Table 4 shows some of the results obtained.
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Table 4. Results of the syllable divider

Word Syllable Division Rules
Adscripción Ads-crip-ción VCC-CCVC-CDC
Inconsciente In-cons-cien-te VC-CVCC-CDC-CV
Costumbre Cos-tum-bre CVC-CVC-CCV

Where:
V  for vocal,
C  for consonant,
D  for diphthong.

6   Final Remarks

The importance of developing natural language interfaces is explained by the need to
make available computational resources to any user. This means that the language for
accessing computers has to be the same as human language, either in written or
spoken form.

A study conducted by a group of information system administrators on the
usefulness of different applications of natural language interfaces concluded that
those used for obtaining information from databases was preferred by users over those
for information retrieval and text preparation [37]. This type of interfaces left very far
behind other applications such as language translation.

Two aspects of this work are worth mentioning: the use of ontologies which is
scarce for Spanish NLIDB’s [22] and the portability of NLIDB’s over different
domains that can be achieved. The first aspect is very important because ontologies
are being used for a wide variety of research topics (knowledge management, NLP,
etc.). Equally important, the lack of portability together with other NLP problems has
resulted in little use and popularization of NLIDB’s.

In order to provide portability to our interface an ontology editor is being
implemented [10], which will help define ontologies for the database domains. This
editor will incorporate some features of other projects such as Protegé-2000 [31] and
OntoWeb [26]. Additionally, the ontology design method Methontology [4] will be
used for the domain ontology design and construction.

The work on natural language interfaces is necessary because there are more and
more people that need access to computer resources, but do not have experience in
this nor usually time to acquire it. Also, being Spanish the third language in the world
by the number of native speakers (around 390 million), it is very important to develop
appropriate tools for this huge market.
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Abstract. This paper deals with an auxiliary speech signal parametri-
sation method based on structural analysis of speech signal in time do-
main. The method called TIDOSA (TIme-DOmain Structural Analysis)
grounds in analysing the “shape” of incoming waveform peaks. The whole
input acoustic signal is transformed into a sequence of peak shape class
indices. The presented paper summarises the features of TIDOSA-based
processing of speech signal, gives an overview of the executory method
and the results reached so far (as the research and development is still not
finished), and proposes its applications in automatic speech recognition
(ASR) field.

1 Introduction

State-of-the-art ASR systems are able to recognise fluent speech and convert it to
its orthographic form with accuracy of more than 90%. But such a good perfor-
mance is usually gained through hard restriction of problem area vocabulary—
the recognizer WER1 usually exceeds 30%. The performance is reliant on a
language model which is dependent on the application area again—the above
said facts imply that the recognizer performance is determined mostly by train-
ing phase, quality and quantity of training data. Some articles (e.g. [1]) signalize
that preprocessing and signal parametrisation themselves are not so important in
case that powerful and “well-trained” language and semantics modelling is em-
ployed. The preparation of the training material is extremely demanding work. It
is crucial, too, to estimate which material should be used for recognizer training
and such an estimation is empirical only—there is still no technique to define
any minimal satisfactory training set . The influence of invalid training data
on the recognizer performance encourages search for non-empirical approach in
acoustic-phonetic analysis methods, which could reduce share of semantics
and language modelling on the recognition process and thus lower system sensi-
tivity to training data. The proposed TIDOSA-based parametrisation technique
has some properties which indicate its applicability in ASR in the previously
discussed way.

1 Word Error Rate; a value used to measure recognizer performance by expressing the
number of misrecognized words.
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2 TIDOSA Method Description

An incoming acoustic signal is at first segmented into the so-called “peaks”, i.e.
into segments bounded by zero points (fs(t) = 0). Each peak isolated by zero
crossing detector is classified into one class out of predefined class set (the classes
are discussed later). The given class is represented by a peak shape template
(PST) which is in fact an etalon and classification is based on “peak-to-PST”
distance evaluation, arg min

i
d(Peak, PST i). The distance defined by Euclidian

metric is not as distinctive as needed for this task. Lucid and fast method can
be used instead: For each peak few simple features are extracted: a) number
and positions of local maxima and minima, b) positions of global extremes, c)
symmetry characteristics, and d) value with physical meaning of gravity centre.
The PST classes are designed in the way that a peak can be classified according
to few if-then rules operating over the features and their mutual combinations.

The TIDOSA method core transforms an incoming acoustic signal
into a sequence of triplets {PST , Amplitude, Duration}, where PST is the
corresponding PST index, Amplitude is height of the peak, and Duration is
length of the peak in samples.

Assessment of Amplitude value is not fully straightforward. The peak max-
imum is not suitable to be taken as Amplitude value, for the maximum can
be influenced by channel distortion, or an electrical problem in the signal path.
Maximum of the incoming signal is often an isolated sample or Dirac-like impulse
caused by e.g. microphone plug, A/D board, etc. In order to avoid problems re-
sulting from this, the following formula is used to compute the Amplitude value
A, A = 0.5 · (x(n) + max x(n)), where x(n), n ∈ 〈0, N − 1〉 is the signal segment
corresponding to the N -sample long analysed peak.

3 TIDOSA Structural Primitives

Structural primitives for TIDOSA method, i.e. peak etalons, were defined after
thorough scanning of 65 digitized speech files. The goal was to figure out how
many different “peak shapes” they include. After gaussian convolutive filtering
which smoothed temporal course of the signal, it was observed that all the
peaks could be approximated by 8 basic peak shape templates (PST)
which thus represent the restricted set of structural primitives.

The small number of PSTs is reasoned: It is probably not necessary to record
superimposed sine waves which are more complex than y(t) = C0 · sin(t) + C1 ·
sin(3t) + C2 · sin(5t), where Cn ∈ 〈0, 1〉, because such a sine wave represents
signal including formants F0, F1 and F2

2. The restriction of Cn is also reasoned:
The high-frequency resonaces haven’t as much energy as base frequency in case
of voiced sounds. Unvoiced sounds also do not violate the above presented ideas
as they can be modelled as frequency-localised noise and therefore approximated
by sine peaks at certain frequency.
2 F3 and higher formants are not essential for speech intelligibility.
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As a result of this analysis, 8 basic peak shape templates (PST) were proposed and
designed. Two of them (0 and 7) have a special meaning and are not analytically
defined (see hereafter). Analytical functions used to sample the PSTs no. 1 - 6
either for distance-based TIDOSA transformation or for signal reconstruction
are listed in the following table:

PST Function f(t) t range PST Function f(t) t range
1 sin(t) 〈0, π) 4 6

√
1 − t6 〈−1, 1)

2 1
2sin(3t) + sin(t)♠ 〈0, π) 5 sin(tan(t))♣ 〈0, 0.4 · π)

3 1
2sin(5t) + 1

2sin(3t) + sin(t)♠ 〈0, π) 6 sin(tan(t)) 〈0, 0.4 · π)
♠ = Normalized, max

t
f(t) = 1. ♣ = left-to-right flipped.

The 2 etalons left are PST 0, which represents the signal peaks with amplitude
that is lower than a given threshold—simply said silence, and PST 7 representing
those peaks which are not long enough to be reliably classified into any of the 1 -
6 PST classes (because in case that the peak is some 10 samples long, resampled
PSTs are quite the same and it is impossible to decide which one could “fit” the
analysed peak best).

The table below lists frequencies of particular PST occurences (in percents)
in the pilot speech signals scanned during the analysis phase:

PST Description Freq [%] PST Description Freq [%]
0 silence 39.01 4 “table peak” 1.87
1 sine 2.67 5 left-to-right slope 8.85
2 composed sine 1.84 6 right-to-left slope 13.69
3 composed sine 1.26 7 “short peak” (noise) 30.82

The results were approximately the same for all the pilot speech signal files. This
might be accepted as a proof that the preliminary considerations were correct.
The signals include about approximately 40% of silence and about 30% of peaks
which were classified into PST 7 group—these are all the fricative sounds lying
at the very border of Nyquist frequency and therefore being sampled as isolated
oscillating samples or peaks with nearly no rise and fall, few (2-5) samples long.

4 Method Application

The primal purpose for developing the TIDOSA-based speech processing was to
learn whether temporal structure of speech signal can be used in ASR process. It
is evident that time-domain course of speech signal carries important information
(see e.g. [2])—some specific speech sounds can be located (by human expert)
when observing the raw waveform. It is usually not possible to decide what
phoneme is exactly observed, but it can be roughly estimated. For example all
the plosive speech sounds like [p], [t], [k], etc. have very significant time-domain
waveform courses; TIDOSA was designed to track such significances.

The method—according to its properties described above—is to be utilized
in automatic speech recognition in two ways:
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1. Preprocessing—Ability to “dehumanise” speech signal by suppressing vari-
ability introduced by different vocal tract configurations. The result is re-
synthesised speech signal to be further analysed in ASR system.

2. Parametrisation—PST indices sequence could be used as an auxiliary
parametrisation method together with some spectral-like one. PST indices
sequences are distinctive for various acoustic phenomena (e.g. plosives, oc-
clusives) which are hardly detectable using spectral-like features.

Forasmuch as the method replaces different varying peaks by indices of the best
matching PSTs, the speech variability is substantially suppressed. The figures
below show two utterances of plosive [t] (in [ta] syllable) by different speakers—
original speech signal together with its TIDOSA-based resynthesised projection:
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Fig. 1. Speech signal and its TIDOSA-based projection.

The most straightforward way to recognize phones from PST sequences is an ap-
plication of finite state automaton. The proposed TIDOSA-based phone recog-
nizer should go through TIDOSA sequence and find the occurences of sub-chains
that are apriori known, e.g. included in the recognizer vocabulary which is rep-
resented by a set of finite state automata detecting the appropriate sequence.

The method cannot operate over the signal alone because it is totally unable
to differentiate voiced sounds or vowels—the preferred operation mode is in
parallel with another (spectral analysis-like) method as described in [3].

As TIDOSA transformation is principally signal parametrisation method it
can be beneficially combined with thoroughly examined, well-known powerful
techniques for acoustic-phonetic decoding like e.g. Hidden Markov Models.

The tests carried out so far indicated that the approach is reasonable and
well-grounded but the testing and evaluation process is still in progress.

5 Conclusion

All the preliminary tests showed that TIDOSA-based parametrisation, acoustic-
phonetic decoding, and speech recognition is either possible and advantageous in
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case that it is combined with some spectral analysis method. Such a configuration
also allows to parallelize the computation so that for example multiprocessor
systems can be used to speed up the recognition process.
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Abstract. In this work we obtain robust category-based language mod-
els to be integrated into speech recognition systems. Deductive rules are
used to select linguistic categories and to match words with categories.
Statistical techniques are then used to build n-gram Language Models
based on lexicons that consist of sets of categories. The categorization
procedure and the language model evaluation were carried out on a task-
oriented Spanish corpus. The cooperation between deductive and induc-
tive approaches has proved efficient in building small, reliable language
models for speech understanding purposes.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, Automatic Speech Understanding (ASU) systems require a Language
Model (LM) to integrate the syntactic and/or semantic constraints of the lan-
guage. Thus, ASU systems can allow sequences of words in accordance with the
previously defined syntax of the application task, as generated by a Language
Model. The most reliable way to integrate LM into an ASU system is to infer sta-
tistical models, typically n-grams, from large training corpora. Statistical LMs
estimate the a priori probability P (Ω) of a sequence of words Ω ≡ ω1ω2 . . . ω|Ω|
being pronounced. Under the n-grams formalism, the estimation of P (Ω) is based
on the estimation of the probability of observing a word given the n−1 preceding
lexical units, P (ωi/ω1 . . . ωn−1), for every word ωi in the lexicon and for every
potential n-gram, i.e. combination of n words appearing in the application task.

However, when the size of the lexicon is high, the size of the training corpora
needed to obtain well trained statistical LM’s is prohibitive. In fact, the lack of
training samples for building reliable LM’s is an open problem when designing
ASU systems for current application tasks such as dialogue systems, speech
to speech translation, spontaneous speech processing, etc. The most common
solution is to reduce the size of the lexicon by grouping the different words into
categories.

� This research is supported in part by the Spanish Research Agency, project HERMES
(TIC2000-0335-C03-03), DIHANA (TIC2002-04103-C03-02) and by the University
of the Basque Country (9/UPV 00224.310-13566/2001).
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The aim of this work is to obtain reliable, small, robust Language Models
to be integrated into an ASU system. We combine natural language techniques
with traditional speech recognition techniques to tackle our objective. Deductive
rules are used to define the set of categories and to determine the category of
each word. Statistical techniques are then applied to generate category-based
LM’s.

A task-oriented Spanish corpus is used for category definition and language
model generation and evaluation. This corpus, called BDGEO, represents a set
of queries to a Spanish geography database. This is a medium-size vocabulary-
specific task designed to test integrated systems for Speech Understanding. The
lexicon consists of 1,459 words and the training material used for this work
includes 82,000 words.

2 Description of Categories

Two sets of categories (or word equivalence classes) are selected and evaluated
in the work. We employ the MACO [1] part of speech tagger to determine the set
of categories. The MACO toolkit applies deductive techniques to determine the
category of each word. In this case, each word belongs to exactly one word class.
In general, the number of word classes is smaller than the number of words, so
the size of the LM is reduced and it is better trained.

The first set of categories is based on the main classes recognized by the
MACO morphological analyzer. From this initial set, three classes are removed
since they have no sense in a Speech Understanding framework: abbreviations,
dates and punctuation marks. Nevertheless, we need to add the class sentence
beginning, required by the statistical language model to independently parse
each sentence, i.e. to reset the history of the n-gram model. Table 1 shows the
12 classes that constitute the Reduced Set of Categories (RSC). Table 1 also
shows the number of different words that correspond to each category in BDGEO
database. This database contains a large number of geographical entities (mount,
river, etc.) and proper names (Madrid, Ebro, etc.). Thus, the largest category
is Name, accounting for 46% of the lexicon: 669 words. The number of different
words in the category Article almost matches the number of different possibilities
of a Spanish article.

Table 1. Reduced Set of Categories (RSC) proposed.

category[tag](number) category[tag](number) category[tag](number)
Determinant[D00](40) Adverb[R00](31) Article[T00](10)
Conjunction[C00](12) Name[N00](669) Pronoun[P00](44)
Numeral[M00](47) Adjective[A00](231) Interjection[I00](1)
Verb[V00](348) Preposition[S00](25) Line begging[S](1)
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The second set of categories includes an extended set of the first one. Cate-
gories name, pronoun and verb are now expanded to proper name, interrogative
pronoun, relative pronoun, auxiliar verb, main verb, etc. We have also taken into
account the number of each word (singular (S), plural (P) or common (C)) and its
gender (masculine (M), feminine (F) or invariable (I)). Table 2 shows the whole
Extended Set of Categories (ESC), including characteristic expansion when con-
sidered (TFP: article, feminine, plural; TMS: article masculine, singular, etc.).
This table also shows the number of different words of BDGEO vocabulary cor-
responding to each category. This number is significatively reduced for previous
Name and Verb categories.

Table 2. Extended Set of Categories (ESC) proposed. Each cell represents the exten-
sion of the corresponding category of Table 1.

tag(number) tag(number) tag(number)
DMP(9) DFS(8) DCS(3) R00(31) TMP(2)
DCP(2) TMS(4) TFS(2) TFP(2)
C00(12) N00(305) NFS(140) NFP(45) PCP(5) PCS(9) PFS(5)

NMS(124) NMP(41) NMN(3) PMS(7) PT0(2) PCN(7)
NCS(6) NCP(5) PFP(3) PMP(4) PRO(2)

[M00](47) AFS(64) AMS(47) ACS(38) [I00](1)
ACP(17) AFP(28) ACN(4)

AMP(33)
VMG(13) VMS0(159) [S00](25) [S](1)
VMSM(13) VMN(33)
VMSF(8) VAN(2)
VMP0(90) VMPF(11)
VMPM(3) VAS0(11)
VAP0(5)

3 Language Model Evaluation

The test set perplexity (PP) is typically used to evaluate the quality of the LM.
Perplexity can be interpreted as the (geometric) average branching factor of
the language according to the model. It is a function of both the task and the
model. The test set Perplexity (PP) is based on the mean log probability that
an LM assigns to a test set ωL

1 of size L. It is therefore based exclusively on the
probability of words which actually occur in the test as follows:

PP = P (ωL)
1 )−1/L = e

− 1
L

L∑

i=1

log(P (ωi/ωi−1
1 ))

(1)

The test set perplexity depends on the size of the lexicon (classically the number
of different words in the task). Actually, the highest value of perplexity that
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could be obtained is the size of the lexicon when all combinations of words are
equally probable. Low perplexity values are obtained when high probabilities
are assigned to the test set events by the LM being evaluated, i.e., when ”good”
LM’s are obtained.

Several n-gram models, n = 2, ..., 4, are obtained using the CMU toolkit
[2]. In each case, the proposed set of categories, RSC (l = 12 categories in
Table 1) and ESC (l = 52 categories in Table 2), is considered to build the
language model. For comparison purposes, language models based on the lexicon
consisting of the whole set of words (l = 1459), are also considered. In such
cases, No Categorization (NC) is carried out. Table 3 shows the size of each
model measured by the number of different n-grams appearing in the training
set. Each model is then evaluated in terms of test set perplexity (PP). The
whole database is used to train and test models, maintaining training-test set
independency by using the well-known leaving-one-out partition procedure. As
the three sets of categories lead to very different lexicon sizes (l), the PP cannot
be directly compared in these experiments. Thus, a new measure, PP/l, is also
included in Table 3.

Table 3. Perplexity (PP) evaluation of n-grams with n = 2, ..., 4 for three different
lexicons (l): reduced set of categories (RSC) (Table 1), extended set of categories (ESC)
(Table 2 sets of categories and no categorization (NC). The number of different n-grams
(size) as well as pp/l measure are also provided.

sets of categories n=2 n=3 n=4
lexicon (l) size PP PP/l size PP PP/l size PP PP/l

NC 1459 7971 21.96 0.02 21106 14.99 0.01 36919 14.05 0.01
ESC 52 972 9.48 0.18 5043 6.61 0.13 13439 5.96 0.11
RSC 12 133 5.05 0.42 808 3.94 0.33 2962 4.04 0.34

Table 3 shows important reductions in the size of the model and in PP when
linguistic sets of categories are considered. Both measures decrease with the
size of the lexicon, leading to smaller, better trained, more efficient Language
Models. However, when the number of categories is too small (RSC) the number
of words corresponding to each category can be very high (see Table 1), making
recognition work more difficult. The aim of an ASU system is to provide the
most probable sequence of words according to the acoustic sequence uttered.
Therefore, the most probable word in each category has to be selected when the
LM is based on categories. This is measured to some extent by PP/l, which
expresses a perplexity per lexicon unit. This value is lowest when each category
consists of a single word and higher for small sets of categories. Up to a point,
it therefore gauges the difficulty if decoding a task sentence. A good agreement
between this measure, PP and model size and trainability is represented by the
extended set of categories (ESC).
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4 Conclusions

The objective of our experiments is to reduce LM complexity to get a set of
well trained LM’s. Thus, two sets of linguistical categories (or word classes) are
evaluated in terms of perplexity. Both sets lead to small, low-perplexity lan-
guage models that can be trained with reduced training corpora. Experimental
comparison carried out in this work enables us to propose the extended set of
categories, which includes the number of the word (singular and plural), the
gender of the word (masculine and feminine), etc., as an adequate lexicon for
building statistical language models for this task. However, these language mod-
els need to be integrated into the ASU system to be compared in terms of final
word error rates.
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Abstract. This paper presents an approach to segmenting Chinese utterances
for a spoken language translation (SLT) system in which Chinese speech is the
source input. We propose this approach as a supplement to the function of
sentence boundary detection in speech recognition, in order to identify the
boundaries of simple sentences and fixed expressions within the speech
recognition results of a Chinese input utterance. In this approach, the plausible
boundaries of split units are determined using several methods, including
keyword detection, pattern matching, and syntactic analysis. Preliminary
experimental results have shown that this approach is helpful in improving the
performance of SLT systems.

1   Introduction

In spoken language translation (SLT) systems, an input utterance often includes
several simple sentences or relatively independent fixed expressions. However, unlike
in written language, there are no special marks to indicate which word is the
beginning or the end of a simple sentence. Although some boundaries may be
detected by the system’s speech recognition module through the analysis of acoustic
features, some boundaries may still remain hidden in an utterance. For example, a
Chinese speaker may pronounce an utterance as follows: 

 ("Let me
confirm. You would like to reserve a single room with a bath. The budget is about one
hundred dollars per night. You prefer a downtown location. Is that right?"). In this
utterance, there are four simple sentences and one fixed expression, the confirmation
question.  The potential difficulty of understanding the utterance without punctuation
will be easily imagined. To make matters worse, the speech recognition result often
contains incorrectly recognized words and noise words. Thus it is clearly quite
important in SLT systems to split input utterances into simple units in order to
facilitate the job of the translation engine.
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To cope with the problem of boundary detection, many approaches have been
proposed over the last decade. Some of these approaches detect boundaries by
analyzing the acoustic features of the input utterance, such as its energy contour, the
speaking rate, and the fundamental frequency F0 (Swerts 1997, Wightman 1994). It is
true that some of the approaches take into account the linguistic content of the input
utterance (Batliner 1996, Stolcke 1996) to some degree. For instance, automatic
detection of semantic boundaries based on lexical knowledge as well as acoustic
processing has been proposed (Cettolo 1998). However, we believe that none of these
approaches have applied sufficient linguistic analysis for reliable sentence boundary
detection in speech recognition. We would argue that linguistic analysis on multiple
levels, including lexical analysis, syntactic analysis, and semantic analysis, is
indispensable. Therefore, we propose a new approach based on linguistic analysis, in
order to supplement or enhance this function.

The remainder of this paper will give emphasis on our methods of linguistic
analysis in approaching Chinese utterance segmentation. In Section 2, some related
work on utterance segmentation is briefly reviewed, and our motivations are
presented. Section 3 describes in detail our methods based on multi-level linguistic
analysis. Experimental results are presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 gives our
conclusion.

2   Related Work and Our Motivations

2.1   Related Work

Stolcke et. al. (1998, 1996) proposed an approach to detection of sentence boundaries
and disfluency locations in speech transcribed by an automatic recognizer, based on a
combination of prosodic cues, modelled by decision trees, and word-based event N-
gram language models. In Stolcke’s approach, syntactic and semantic analysis were
not involved. Ramasway (1998) introduced a trainable system that can automatically
identify command boundaries in a conversational natural user interface. Ramasway’s
system employs the maximum entropy identification model, trained using data in
which all of the correct command boundaries have been marked. The linguistic
features employed in this method include only words and phrases and their positions
relative to the potential command boundaries. However, this method is impractical for
segmenting input utterances for an SLT system, since sentences in such systems are
generally considerably longer than the commands used in dialogue systems. Cettolo
et. al. (1998) used lexical knowledge in his approach to automatic detection of
semantic boundaries, but his approach still treats acoustic knowledge as the main
basis for detecting semantic boundaries. Kawahara (1996) proposed a novel
framework for robust speech understanding, based on a strategy of detection and
verification. In this method (Kawahara 1996), the anti-subword model is used, and a
key-phrase network is used as the detection unit. Linguistic analysis is performed on a
shallow level.

Batliner (1996) proposed a syntactic-prosodic labeling scheme in which two main
types of boundaries and certain other special boundaries are labeled for a large
VERBMOBIL spontaneous speech corpus. The method only aims at segmentation of
these special boundaries. Furuse (1998) proposed an input-splitting method for
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translating spoken language which includes many long or ill-formed expressions. The
proposed method splits input into well-balanced translation units based on a semantic
distance calculation. However, the method relies heavily on a computational semantic
dictionary. Wakita (1997) proposed a robust translation method which locally extracts
only reliable utterance segments, but the method does not split input into units
globally, and sometimes fails to output any translation result. Zhou (2001) proposed a
method of splitting Chinese utterances by using decision trees and pattern matching
techniques, but the method lacks robustness when the input utterance is long and ill-
formed or when the results from the speech recognizer contain many incorrectly
recognized words. Reynar (1997) introduced a maximum entropy approach for
identifying sentence boundaries. However, Reynar’s approach focused on the
boundary identification of English sentences in written language: potential sentence
boundaries are identified by scanning the text for sequences of characters separated
by white space (tokens) containing one of the symbols !, . or ?. Of course, in spoken
language, there are no such specific symbols. Palmer (1994) and Riley (1989) also
described methods of identifying sentence boundaries in written text.

Unfortunately, before beginning our work, we found few papers specifically
addressing Chinese utterance segmentation.

2.2   Our Motivations

As outlined in Section 1, an utterance segmentation module operates between the
speech recognition module and the translation component of a spoken language
translation system (Figure 1).

In Figure 1, ASR signifies automatic speech recognition. A Chinese input utterance
is first recognized by ASR; then the speech recognition result is analysed and possibly
split by the utterance segmentation module (USM) before being passed to the
translation module. In fact, the input utterance may already have been segmented by
the speech recognizer using acoustic feature analysis. Thus in our experimental
system an utterance can be split at both the acoustic and the linguistic levels. And so
the input to the translation module is usually a simple sentence or a fixed expression,
at least in theory. In this SLT design, some analysis work is separated out of the
translation module and moved to the segmentation module. Thus the translation
module may employ simple direct translation methods, for example using template-
based or pattern-based translation engines.

Suppose an input utterance has been transcribed by ASR, and a part of the
recognition result is P = W1 W2 … Wn (where Wi is a Chinese word and n 1.). P is

Fig. 1. Location of the utterance segmentation module

ASR
Utterance
Segment.

Input Speech
Translation

Translation

results
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possibly separated into k units U1, U2, … Uk (1 k n) by USM. A split unit is one of
the following expressions:

� A single word
� A fixed expression, such as a greeting phrase in Chinese, “  (Hello)”.
� A simple sentence
� A clause indicated by certain special prepositions and conjunction words. For

example, an input matched with the pattern “ (because) … ,
(therefore) … ” will be separated into two parts “ (because)…” and

“  (therefore) … ”.

Each part P is analysed and segmented by USM through the following three steps:
(1) splitting using keyword detection; (2) splitting using pattern matching; and
(3) splitting using syntactic analysis.

In this approach, a long utterance, especially an utterance containing more than
two verbs, is usually split into small units, even if the original utterance is a complete
simple sentence. As shown in the following examples,

Example 1. (How much does it cost if I reserve two
single rooms?)

�  (I reserve two single rooms) ||

      (How much does it cost ?)

Example 2. 9 (May I check in after 9 o’clock in
the evening?)

� 9  (Register after 9 o’clock in the evening) ||

     ? (Is it OK?)

The examples show that it is no problem to understand the user’s intension even if
the utterance is split. This technique relies on the fact that the listener and the speaker
both know what they're talking about. That is, they understand the discourse context.
By taking advantage of such mutual knowledge, this splitting technique greatly
reduces the work of the SLT system’s translation component.

3   Segmentation Based on Multi-level Linguistic Analysis

In our methodology, if a string S from ASR is separated into n parts using the method
of keyword detection, each part will be further segmented using, in succession,
pattern matching methods and methods based on syntactic analysis.

3.1   Splitting by Keyword Detection

In the Chinese language, certain special words always indicate the beginning or the
end of a simple sentence. For instance, the Chinese characters ‘ (ne)’, ‘ (ma)’ and
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‘ (ba)’ always indicate the end of a question sentence. Two words ‘ (if)’ and
‘ (a mood word)’ often imply that the utterance is a conditional clause. Based on
these facts, several special rules have been designed to split an input string. The rules
are expressed by the two types of expressions as follows:

#KW1, KW2, …, KWn … (1)

%KW11, KW12, …, KW1m

$KW21, KW22, …, KW2k … (2)

 where KW is a keyword, and n, m and k are all integers greater than zero. In formula
(1), KW1, KW2,…, KWn are synonyms, and perform the same role in the utterance.
Formula (1) means that if the keyword KWi (i [1 .. n]) is present in the analysis
input, the input will be split into two parts after the keyword KWi. In formula (2),
KW11, KW12,  …, KW1m and KW21, KW22, …, KW2k are two sets of synonyms. Any KW1i

(i [1 .. m]) and KW2j (j [1 .. k]) compose a pair of keywords that collectively
determine the boundary of a split unit. KW1i is treated as the starting word and KW2j is
treated as the last word of the split unit.

Since the splitting procedure is based only on character comparison and does not
involve any lexical analysis, syntactic analysis, or semantic analysis, we say that the
splitting is performed at a shallow level. The algorithm is as follows.

Algorithm 1.  Segmentation based on keyword detection

Input: a string Sin from ASR;
Output: a string Sout with boundary marks of split units.

Suppose all keywords given in formula (1) are denoted as a set KSsingle, and all pairs
of keywords given in formula (2) are denoted as a set KSpair.

for �K KSsingle
{set the boundary mark after the keyword K; }

if Sin is separated into n parts: Pi (i = 1..n){
for �Pi{
   for �Kp KSpair {

set the boundary mark after the second word
of the keyword pair Kp;

}
}

}

Output Sout and return;

3.2   Splitting by Pattern Matching

Once an input has been separated into n parts after splitting at the shallow level, each
part P = W1, W2, …, Wm (where m 1, i [1..m], and Wi is a Chinese word) will be
parsed and tagged with its phrase structure. Each part may be split using the pattern
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matching method. All patterns are expressed by Chinese words and part-of-speech or
phrase symbols. For example,

#  AP … (3)
#IJ … (4)

where AP indicates an adjective phrase, and IJ is the symbol for fixed greeting
expressions in Chinese. Pattern (3) signifies that all strings matching the pattern will
be treated as a split unit, e.g. (It is too expensive.), (It is too high.).
Pattern (4) means that all fixed greeting expressions are treated as split units, e.g.

(Hello), (You are welcome), etc.
For phrase recognition, a partial parser is employed, based on the chart parsing

algorithm using a PCFG (Probabilistic Context-Free Grammar). In our system, the
goal of the parser is to recognize phrases rather than whole sentences. Although there
are large differences between spoken and written Chinese, we think these differences
are mainly reflected at the sentence level, e.g., by various orderings of constituents
containing redundant words in spoken Chinese expressions. By contrast, spoken and
written Chinese follow the same phrase construction patterns. Accordingly, the PCFG
rules employed in our system are directly extracted from the Penn Chinese Treebank1.
All of the rules comply with the condition of �iP(LHS��i)=1. For example:

    NN  NN  �  NP,  1.00
    MSP  VP  �  VP,  0.94
   MSP  VP  �  NP,  0.06

3.3   Splitting by Syntactic Analysis

Splitting on the syntactic level is carried out by recognizing syntactic components and
their dependency relations.

Suppose S is a string to be split on the syntactic level. After phrase recognition, S =
H1 H2 … Hn, where Hi (i [1..n]) is a phrase, and n is an integer 1.  As motivated in
Section 2.2, when analyzing dependency relations, we treat the verb phrase as the
centre of the segment to be analyzed. Notice that we do not treat the predicate as the
centre of the sentence, as is commonly done. There are two reasons: (1) in SLT
systems, an input is often not a complete sentence, and it is frequently difficult to
recognize the predicate; and (2) analysis of the dependency relation between a verb
phrase and other phrases is relatively simple, as compared with analysis involving
predicates, so analysis accuracy is increased.

In our approach, six dependency relations are defined between the verb phrase and
other components: agent, quantifier, complement, direct object, indirect object, and
adverbial adjunct. There are also six types of verb phrases:

(1) The verb phrase does not take any object, denoted as V0.
(2) The verb phrase takes only one object at most, denoted as V1.

                                                          
1 Refer to Fei Xia, “The Part-of-Speech Tagging Guidelines for the Penn Chinese Treebank

(3.0)“, http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/ctb/
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(3) The verb phrase usually takes two objects, denoted as V2. One object is the
direct object, and the other one is the indirect object.

(4) The verb phrase probably takes a clause as its object, denoted as Vc.
(5) The verb phrase takes a noun as its object, but the noun acts as the agent of

another following verb or verb phrase, denoted as Vj. In this case, the noun is
called a pivot word. The pivot word’s action verb is denoted here as Vp.

(6) The verb is a copula, such as (be), denoted as Vbe.

In the dictionary, each verb is tagged with one of the six types. From V0 to Vbe, the
level is considered to increase.  A higher level type may override a lower-level type.
For example, if a verb probably acts as a V1, but also as a V2, it will be tagged as V2 in
the dictionary. The type of a verb phrase and its context in an utterance can then be
used to identify boundaries in an utterance according to the following algorithm:

Algorithm 2.  Segmentation based on syntactic analysis

Input: a part of an input utterance tagged with phrase symbols;
Output: split units of the input.

for each phrase XP {
if XP = V0

{the boundary mark (BM) is set after the XP;}
   if XP = V1

{the BM is set after XP’s object;}
   if XP = V2 {

if there is indirect object {
the BM is set after XP’s indirect object;

}
else{
   the BM is set after XP’s direct object;
}

   if XP = Vc || XP = Vbe {
if there is only a noun after the XP {

the BM is set after the noun;
}
else{
   the BM is set after the XP;
}

   if XP = Vj {
if there is only a noun after the XP {

the BM is set after the noun;
}
else{
   the BM is set after the Vp’s object;
}

}

Figure 2 shows a sample application of the splitting algorithm based on syntactic
analysis.
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Input: (How much does it cost if I reserve two
single rooms?)

Analysis procedure:

  /P  /Vt  /Q  /L  /N   /Vt   /Q  /N

          NP        VP/V1              NP                      VP/Vc              NP

     ||   
(I reserve two single rooms) ||  (How much does it cost)

Fig. 2. Sample application of the splitting algorithm based on syntactic analysis

4   Experimental Results

An experimental USM has been developed for a Chinese-to-English SLT system. The
Chinese USM is built on 64800 collected utterances in the travel domain. From this
corpus, we extracted 18 rules for splitting input on the shallow level, 32 patterns for
splitting on the middle level, and 224 PCFG rules for partial parsing. Another 300
long utterances not included in the 64800 utterances are used as the test corpus, which
contain 560 simple sentences or clauses, and 210 fixed greeting expressions.  Thus
each utterance consists of 2.57 split units on the average. The experimental results are
shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Experimental Results

RESULTS
FIXED

EXPRESSIONS
SIMPLE SENTENCES

OR CLAUSES
Output 203 523
Correct 203 411
Correct Rate (%) 100. 78.6
Recall (%) 96.7 73.4

The table shows that the correct rate for the total output can be calculated by the
formula: ((203 + 411) / (203 + 523)) �100% = 84.6%. The recall rate is ((203 + 411)
/ (560 + 210))�100% = 79.7%. For the 560 simple sentences and clauses contained
in the 300 input utterances, 37 simple sentences or clauses are not successfully
separated out, and 112 utterances are split incorrectly.  There were three main reasons
for erroneous segmentation: (A) incorrect phrase parsing results, (B) incorrect
dependency analysis, and (C) lack of semantic consistency checking. Table 2 gives
the distribution of the three error types.
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Table 2. Error Distribution

RESULT
INCORRECT

PARSING
RESULTS

INCORRECT
DEPENDENCY

ANALYSIS

LACK OF SEMANTIC
CONSISTENCY

CHECKING
Number 71 24 17
Ratio (%) 63.4 21.4 15.2

Clearly, incorrect phrase parsing is the main cause of incorrect utterance
segmentation.

5   Conclusion

This paper introduces a new approach to Chinese utterance segmentation for Chinese-
to-English SLT systems, based on linguistic analysis. The preliminary results have
given us confidence to improve the performance of our SLT system. However, much
hard work remains for further research, including the development of robust
approaches to phrase boundary recognition, to identification of the field that a verb
phrase dominates, to verification of semantic consistency, etc. In the next step, we
will focus mainly on the following two points:

� Research on approaches to identifying the semantic boundaries of sentences;
� Combining segmentation methods based on linguistic analysis with statistical

methods, including the maximum entropy method, hidden Markov models (HMM),
and decision-tree methods.
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Abstract. In this paper we present a new approach to the automatic
semantic indexing of digital photographs based on the extraction of logic
relations from their textual descriptions. The method is based on shallow
parsing and propositional analysis of the descriptions using an ontology
for the domain of application. We describe the semantic representation
formalism, the ontology, and the algorithms involved in the automatic
derivation of semantic indexes from texts linked to images. The method
has been integrated into the Scene of the Crime Information System, a
crime management system for storing, indexing and retrieval of crime
information.

1 Introduction

The normal practice in human indexing or cataloguing of photographs is to use
a text-based representation of the pictorial record by recourse to either a con-
trolled vocabulary or to “free-text”. On the one hand, an index using author-
itative sources (e.g., thesauri) will ensure consistency across human indexers,
but will make the indexing task difficult due to the size of the keyword list.
On the other hand, the use of free-text association, while natural, makes the
index representation subjective and error prone. Human indexing and catalogu-
ing of pictorial records continues to be a task undertaken in major institutions
(http://lcweb.loc.gov), but the recent development of huge image collections
has given rise to content-based (or visually-based) methods in digital libraries
in order to overcome the manual-annotation bottleneck [17]. Content-based in-
dexing and retrieval of images is based on features such as colour, texture, and
shape. Yet image understanding is not well advanced and is very difficult even in
closed domains. Many research projects therefore have explored the use of col-
lateral textual descriptions of the images for automatic tasks such as indexing
[13], classifying [12], or understanding [15] of pictorial records.

In this paper we present a new method for deriving semantic relations for
the purpose of indexing and retrieval of photographs used to document crime
scenes. Crime investigation is a task that relies on both efficient multi-modal
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documentation of crime scenes and effective retrieval of the information doc-
umented. The current practice in documenting a crime scene involves a Scene
Of Crime Officer (SOCO) taking photographs or/and video recording the scene,
gathering, packaging and labelling evidence, and then producing an official re-
port of his/her actions. SOCOs create “photo-albums” which include an index
page with a description of each photograph or set of photographs [9]. All this
documentation procedure is done manually, which results in SOCOs devoting
significant time and effort in producing handwritten reports and repeating large
chunks of information again and again as they fill in various forms for the same
case. On top of this, retrieving available information from past cases, and indi-
cating possible similarities or “patterns” among cases, relies exclusively on the
investigators’ memory. Our method for semantic indexing of digital photographs
using natural language processing techniques has been adopted in the Scene of
the Crime Information System, a crime management prototype developed for
the SOCIS Project, a 3-year EPSRC funded project undertaken by the Univer-
sity of Sheffield and the University of Surrey, in collaboration with an advisory
board consisting of four U.K. police forces1. The project aims at the integration
of various AI technologies that will change current practices in documenting
crime scenes and retrieving case-related information. While research in informa-
tion retrieval has shown that detailed linguistic analysis is usually unnecessary
to improve accuracy for indexing and retrieval; in domains like scene of crime
investigation where precision is of great importance, a detailed, semantic anal-
ysis of textual descriptions can provide the “pattern-based” search facility and
precision required by the end users.

Unlike traditional “bag of words” approaches to photograph indexing, we
make use of a meaning representation formalism based on semantic relations,
where most of the complexity of the written text is eliminated while its meaning
is retained in an elegant and simple way. The triples we extract are of the form:
ARG1-RELATION-ARG2 and they are used as indexing terms for the crime
scene visual records, where RELATION expresses the relation that stands be-
tween two objects, e.g., relative position of the evidence [8]. This is supported
by a preliminary user-study on what and how information is conveyed in the
image descriptions: an analysis of captions produced by eight SOCOs reveals
that the information reported refers mainly to the identification of the object(s)
and their relative location in the photo and their relations one with another.

For example, for an image description such as “Showing footwear impression
in dust on table” our method generates the following semantic triples:

(1) footwear impression - Made Of - dust

(2) dust - On - table

(3) footwear impression - On - table

1 South Yorkshire Police, Surrey Police, Kent County Constabulary and Hampshire
Constabulary form an advisory board for SOCIS
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where On is a semantic relation between two physical objects denoting “where”
the evidence was found, in this case the triple footwear impression-On-table
was inferred from the other two logical relations.

The semantic triples, and their relationships, bear a loose relationship to the
semantic templates used as the basis of text representation in [18], although in
that earlier work, the RELATION would be instantiated by “action like” verbs
and prepositions, whereas in the present work, the instantiated relations are
“static” verbs and prepositions. The inference rules set out below are of the
general type applied to such triple-representations in [19].

Our approach consists of the application of the following steps in sequence:
(i) pre-processing (e.g., tokenisation, POS tagging, named entity recognition and
classification, etc.); (ii) parsing and naive semantic interpretation; (iii) inference;
(iv) triple extraction. In the rest of this paper, we concentrate on the description
of the natural language processing mechanisms and resources involved in the
derivation of the triples.

2 Automatic Analysis

Our analyser was developed using GATE components [2] enriched with full syn-
tactic and semantic analysis implemented in Prolog and based on the LaSIE
system [7]. The preprocessing consists of a simple tokeniser that identifies words
and spaces, a sentence segmenter, a named entity recogniser specially developed
for the SOC, a POS tagger, and a morphological analyser. The NE recogniser
identifies all the types of named entities that may be mentioned in the captions
such as: address, age, conveyance-make, date, drug, gun-type, identifier, loca-
tion, measurement, money, offence, organisation, person, time. It is a rule-based
module developed through intensive corpus analysis and the rules have been
implemented in JAPE [2], a regular pattern matching formalism within GATE.
Part of speech tagging is done with a transformation-based learning tagger [6].
We have tuned the default lexicon produced by the learning step with our own
vocabulary. The lexicon of the domain was obtained from the corpus and ap-
propriate part of speech tags were produced semi-automatically. In addition, the
rule set was modified to account for incorrect cases (i.e, uppercase nominals are
misinterpreted using the default set of rules). A rule-based lemmatiser is used
to produce an affix and root for each noun and verb in the input text. The lem-
matiser program is implemented as a set of regular expressions specified in flex
and translated into C code.

2.1 Robust Parsing and Semantic Interpretation

We use an implementation of bottom-up chart parsing [4], enriched with semantic
rules that construct a naive semantic representation for each sentence in first
order logical form. The analysis may be partial if no tree spanning the whole
sentence can be constructed. The parser takes as input a context-free phrasal
grammar of English enriched with features and values used during syntactic
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checking and semantic interpretation. The grammar is enriched with a one-rule
semantic grammar that is used to construct a semantic representation of the
named entities (e.g., a domain specific grammar).

The parser is a particularly accurate in its treatment of noun phrases. The
semantic rules produce unary predicates for entities and events (e.g., note(e2),
find(e1), desk(e3)) and binary predicates for properties (e.g., on(e2,e3)). Con-
stants (e.g., e1, e2, e3) are used to represent entity and event identifiers. Predi-
cate names come from the morphological analysis of the tokens (e.g., find for the
token “found”), syntactic logical relations (e.g., lsubj(X,Y) for the logical subject
and lobj(X,Y) for logical object), and specific names used for domain modelling
(e.g., address(e4), name(e4,’255 Murder Street’) for an expression like “255 Mur-
der Street”). The semantic representation produced by the parser is not enough
to produce the propositions we need for indexing. On the one hand, a normali-
sation process is needed to map equivalent constructions into the same standard
representation (e.g., “body on ground” and “body lying on the ground” are in-
deed equivalent); On the other hand, a rule-based reasoning process is used to
obtain relations missed during semantic interpretation.

2.2 Domain Modelling

In order to identify how conceptual information is expressed in SOC records, a
collection of formal reports produced by SOCOs has been studied. The reports
provide, among other things, information on the offence, the scene of the crime,
the physical evidence, and the photographs taken to document the scene and its
description.

We have collected a corpus consisting of official texts created by police officers
and news texts. In particular, the official police data files consist of reports pro-
duced at the scene of the crime, photo-indexes, and witness statements written
by SOCOs. The files have been collected through field work with police officers.
Photo-indexes and SOCO reports contain all the information needed to index
the scene of the crime.

Apart from our corpus we have made use of the Police Information Technol-
ogy Organisation [16] (PITO) Common Data Model which contains words and
phrases clustered semantically and hierarchically. We extracted from the model
semantic categories of interest for crime investigation applications. This infor-
mation is used for tuning the linguistic components in our system. We also used
OntoCrime, a concept hierarchy whose top node is “entity”, a number of ob-
ject, event and property classes. The object hierarchy consists of a disjunction of
classes that denote tangible and intangible objects. Currently, we have fourteen
object classes; each with its own subclasses and sub-subclasses down the word
level. The event hierarchy contains classes that denote a state or an action. At
the moment, we have specified only “criminal events” and “police action” events.
Last, the property hierarchy has a number of functional and relational proper-
ties/attributes that can be assigned to the object and event classes. Functional
properties are single-value e.g ’age’, whereas ’colour’ is a relational property since
an object may have more than one colour. The functional properties are further
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distinguished as mutable and immutable, according to whether the value of the
property can change at some point in time, or it is fixed.

Associated with the ontology there is a dictionary used to map lexical items
to their appropriate concept in the hierarchy. The ontology is available in two
formats: XI format for linguistic processing and XML format for Query Expan-
sion within the SOCIS prototype. An overview of the XML version of OntoCrime
is presented in Figure 1.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!DOCTYPE Entities SYSTEM "Entities.dtd">
<Entities>

<!-- 1 -->
<Entity Name="object">

<!-- 1.1 -->
<Entity Name="artifact">

<!-- 1.1.1 -->
<Entity Name="conveyance">

....
<!-- 1.5 -->

<Entity Name="evidence">
<Entity Name="impression evidence">

<Entity Name="impression">
<Entity Name="dental impression"></Entity>
<Entity Name="footwear impression"></Entity>
</Entity>

<Entity Name="mark">
<Entity Name="bite mark">
<Synonym Name="bitemark"/>

</Entity>
...
<!-- 2.7 -->

<Entity Name="semantic event">
<Entity Name="Above"></Entity>

<Entity Name="And"></Entity>

Fig. 1. OntoCrime (XML) showing the ’evidence’ and ’event’ sub-hierarchies.

2.3 Implementation

We have adopted the XI Knowledge Representation Language [3] in order to
implement the ontology and the reasoning processes. We have integrated XI
into GATE by implementing a Java-Prolog interface. XI provides basic language
constructs to specify hierarchical relations needed in OntoCrime. In XI, classes
are represented as unary predicates and individuals as atoms. An attribute or
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property is a binary predicate, the first argument of which is the class/individual
the attribute is assigned to and the second being the value of this attribute. The
value can be a fixed term or a term that became instantiated in appropriate
situations when new knowledge is deduced during reasoning. Below we show
how a fragment of Ontocrime is coded in XI:

evidence(X) =⇒ impression evidence(X) ∨ transfer evidence(X)
transfer evidence(X) =⇒ body intimate(X) ∨ fibre(X)
criminal event(X) =⇒ assault(X) ∨ criminal action with item(X)
∨criminal action with victim(X)...
assault(X) =⇒ beat(X) ∨ bite(X) ∨ burn(X) ∨ ...
criminal action with victim(X) =⇒ murder(X)

Clauses A =⇒ B are used to specify ‘inclusion’ relations (all B is an A).
Clauses I ←− C are used to specify ‘is a’ relations between individuals and
classes (I is a C). Operators ∨ and & indicate disjunction and conjunction
respectively. Properties of individuals and classes are specified through the props
predicate in the form:

props({Class|Individual},[Properties])

In addition to the declarative operators, a number of constructs can be used
during deduction: A ⇒ B is used to verify class inclusion (every B is a A),
A← B is used to verify if A ‘is a’ B, and hasprop(I, P ) is used to verify if I ‘has
property’ P (also, nodeprop(I, P ) can be used to verify properties but only at the
instance level). Properties can be attached to individuals or classes conditionally
on the actual state of the world. Conditional properties are specified with the
“if” operator (: −).

We map the naive semantic representation produced by the parser into the
ontology using a dictionary and disambiguation rules. The mapping is robust
in the sense that, if a semantic item cannot be mapped into the existing nodes
in the ontology, then a new node will be created for it below the “object” or
“event” nodes. Our semantic mapping mechanism relies on the use of specific
presupposition properties that can be defined within the system. Presupposi-
tions are used to complete the partial representation produced by the semantic
rules; as an example the following presupposition rule states that in case a prepo-
sition “on” (in the semantic representation) is found attached to a “find” event,
then a logical relation “On” should be created with the logical object of the
“find” event as first argument, and the object of the prepositional phrase as
second argument:

props(on,[(presupposition(on(Z,Y),[’On’(R),argument1(R,X),
argument2(E,Y)]):- Z <- find_event(_),hasprop(Z,lobj(Z,X)))]).

This rule is checked whenever the system is trying to map the logical form
on(Z,Y) into the ontology; the actual SOCIS extractor rules extract 17 different
types of relational triples, some of which denote meta-information:
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– ABOVE: e.g. “view of roof above seat...” = view ABOVE seat
– AND: the grouping relation. It is mainly used for inferring other relations

that hold for all the entities linked with the AND relation. It covers cases of
coordination and enumeration e.g. “bottles, gun and ashtray on...” = bottles
AND gun, gun AND ashtray

– AROUND: e.g. “tie around right arm” = tie AROUND right arm
– BEHIND: e.g. “view of bottles behind the bar” = bottles BEHIND bar
– BETWEEN: e.g. “photograph of deceased between vehicle and garage wall”

= deceased BETWEEN vehicle - garage wall
– DESTINATION: e.g. “view of Mansfield Road heading towards Wales Bar”

= Mansfield Road DESTINATION Wales Bar
– IN: for the literal meaning of ‘in’ (inside) e.g. “blood drops inside the bath-

room” = blood drops IN bathroom
– MADE-OF: e.g. “footwear impression in blood” = footwear impression

MADE-OF blood
– META-POSITION: e.g. “shot of bar with tables in the foreground” = bar

WITH tables, tables META-POSITION foreground
– NEAR: e.g. body NEAR table (denoted via ‘near’, ‘adjacent’ etc)
– OF: only for cases when a ‘part-of relation’ is denoted e.g. rear OF machine
– ON: e.g. “table showing bottles” = bottles ON table
– SOURCE: e.g. “rear garden from Lancing Street” = rear garden SOURCE

Lancing Street
– SOURCE-BEHIND: it denotes the viewpoint from which the photograph was

taken e.g. “shot of floor from behind the bar” = floor SOURCE-BEHIND bar
– UNDER: e.g. “chair leg found underneath table” = chair leg UNDER table
– WITH: e.g. “bag containing plant leaves” = bag WITH plant leaves
– WITHOUT: it captures negation/absence of something e.g. “table knife with

no blood” = table knife WITHOUT blood

As can be seen in the above examples, relation extraction goes beyond the
actual presence of prepositions in the captions. The arguments of these rela-
tional facts are not necessarily recorded in OntoCrime. Presuppositions rules
have been implemented through corpus-based analysis of lexical items that can
unambiguously be mapped into these relations.

2.4 Inference and Triples Extraction

After the “explicit” semantics is mapped into the ontology, the following proce-
dure is applied: each semantic relation mapped onto the model is examined in
the order it is asserted. For each semantic relation X-Rel-Y, the system checks
whether X and Y occur as arguments in other relations and in that case rules
that account for transitive and distributive properties of the semantic relations
such as AND-distribution, WITH-transitivity, WITH-distribution, etc. are fired
to produce new triples.

The WITH-distribution rule is stated as follows:

If X-With-Y & Y-REL-Z Then X-REL-Z
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So a caption such as “Shows Vauxhall Cavalier X777HET together with pedal
cycle in Accident Road” is represented with the triples:
(1) Vauxhall Cavalier X777HET - With - pedal cycle

(2) pedal cycle - In - Accident Road

(3) Vauxhall Cavalier X777HET - In - Accident Road

Our AND-distribution rule over “On” is stated with the following rule:

If X-And-Y & Y-On-Z Then X-On-Z

As another example of triple inference, consider the caption presented in
section 1 “Showing footwear impression in dust on table”: Two explicit relations
were found during semantic mapping: “footwear impression - Made Of - dust”
and “dust - On - table” one of our logical rules states the following:

If X-Made Of-Y & Y-On-Z Then X-On-Z

thus allowing the inference of the triple: “footwear impression - On -
table”. Rules have a number of exceptions that are used to block inference
that would result in incoherent triples. At the end of the process the triples ex-
tractor is called to produce a semantic index. Note that the new triples asserted
by deduction are not considered in the iterative process, and so the deductive
procedure finishes.

The triples extractor produces two different indexes for the text: a “lexical”
index, which is a list of all objects mentioned in the caption (i.e., members of the
object sub-hierarchy); and a list of all inferred triples < Argument 1, Relation,
Argument 2 >, where Relation is the name of the relation and Argumenti are
its arguments. The arguments of the triples and the elements in the lexical
index have the form Class : Object, where Class is the concept on the ontology
the entity belongs to, and Object is a canonical representation of the object
obtained from the morpho-syntactic analysis of the noun phrase or from the
named entity identification module. The Class is used for ontological expansion
during retrieval. The canonical representation of a common noun phrase is of the
form (Adj|Qual)∗Head, where Head is the head of the noun phase and Adj and
Qual are adjectives and nominal qualifiers syntactically attached to the head. For
example, the noun phrase “the left rear bedroom” is represented as premises :
left rear bedroom and the named entity “23 Penistone Rd.” is represented as
address : 23 Penistone Rd.

3 A Retrieval Mechanism

Our retrieval mechanism is based on a preliminary observation of a user-study
showing that, when looking for photographic evidence in past cases, the SO-
COs will submit caption-like queries looking specifically for objects in spe-
cific relations to each other. Given a natural language user query, SOCIS ex-
tracts triples in the way described in the previous sections. For each triple <
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Class 1:Arg 1, Relation, Class 2:Arg 2 > in the user query and < Class 3:Arg 3,
Relation, Class 4:Arg 4 > in the index, a similarity score is computed. Two
triples are considered similar in the following cases: (i) if Arg 1 = Arg 3 and
Arg 2 = Arg 4 then score=1; (ii) if Class 1 = Class 3 and Class 2 = Class 4
then score=0.75; (iii) if Arg 1 = Arg 3 or Arg 2 = Arg 4 then score=0.5; (iv)
if Class 1 = Class 3 or Class 2 = Class 4 then score=0.25; for each image the
similarity scores are summed-up in order to obtain its final relevance measure.
These weights implement a preference for identical triples without discarding
“conceptually” close triples (“knife on table” and “blade on kitchen table” are
considered similar but not identical). The images with relevance scores that are
non null are presented in quantitative relevance order. When no triples can be
extracted from the user query, a search for either the entities (score=1) or the
class (score=0.5) they belong to is performed in the “lexical” index.

4 Related Work

The use of conceptual structures as a means to capture the essential content of
a text has a long history in Artificial Intelligence [18,14,1] and debate continues
on what the inventory of semantic primitives used to capture meaning should be
[20]. For SOCIS, we have attempted a pragmatic, corpus-based approach, where
the set of primitives emerge from the data. Extraction of relations has been at-
tempted in the MINDNET project [10] in order to construct a lexical knowledge
base containing meaningful relations (e.g., wheel-Part-Car) going beyond simple
co-occurrence statistics. Some of the relations covered by MINDNET are indeed
present in OntoCrime but most of them have not been observed in our corpus.
MARIE [5] uses a domain lexicon and a type hierarchy to represent both queries
and captions in a logical form and then matches these representations instead
of mere keywords; the logical forms are case grammar constructs structured in a
slot-assertion notation. Our approach is similar in the use of an ontology for the
domain and in the fact that transformations are applied to the “superficial” forms
produced by the parser to obtain a semantic representation, but we differ in that
our method does not extract full logical forms from the semantic representation,
but a finite set of possible relations. In PICTION [15], a NLP module is used
to obtain semantic constraints on the entities mentioned in the caption (usu-
ally persons) using rules attached to lexical items providing spatial constraints
(e.g., “left”, “above”, etc.), locative constraints (e.g., “between”) or contextual
constraints (e.g, syntactic relations). The semantic constraints are mainly used
to guide an image understanding system in locating people in newspaper pho-
tographs, while in SOCIS we use the representation for semantic indexing and
posterior search. The ANVIL system [11] parses captions in order to extract
dependency relations (e.g., head-modifier) that are recursively compared with
dependency relations produced from user queries. Unlike SOCIS, in ANVIL no
logical form is produced nor any inference to enrich the indexes.
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5 Conclusions and Future Work

We have developed a new approach to photo indexing based on the extraction
of relational triples from their captions. The triples are a means to capture the
meaning of captions (the objects and their relations) in an elegant and simple
way. The formalism and the algorithm for semantic analysis have been devel-
oped through corpus analysis, the implementation relies on existing components
adapted for the purpose of the SOCIS system. The method is now undergoing
formal testing using a new set of captions from police sources.

Our indexing mechanism based on the extraction of semantic triples was
successfully integrated into the SOCIS prototype and is undergoing intensive
testing by professional users, and we are now implementing the retrieval mecha-
nism. But, the current interface allows the user to browse the indexes to search
for photographic evidence and to use the ontology for query expansion.
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Abstract. It seems the time is ripe for the two to meet: NLP has grown out of
prototypes and IR is having hard time trying to improve precision. Two
examples of possible approaches are considered below. Lexware is a lexicon-
based system for text analysis of Swedish applied in an information retrieval
task. NLIR is an information retrieval system using intensive natural language
processing to provide index terms on a higher level of abstraction than stems.

1 Not Much Natural Language in Information Retrieval So Far

Problems of finding the right data in a big data collection had been addressed long
before NLP and are still addressed without NLP. The two fields hardly meet: “There
is (…) an inherent granularity mismatch between the statistical techniques used in
information retrieval and the linguistic techniques used in natural language
processing.” [8]. The results obtained in attempts of using NLP in information
retrieval were so poor that the title of an article describing yet another test in 2000 is
meant to surprise: “Linguistic Knowledge Can Improve Information Retrieval” [1].
The tenet of SMART seems to be still generally valid in IR: “good information
retrieval techniques are more powerful than linguistic knowledge” [2].

When NLP-track was introduced in TREC in the nineties, several experiments
proved that language resources can actually help. The gain in recall and precision is
not negligible even if far from a dramatic breakthrough. For instance, adding simple
collocations to the list of available terms could improve precision by 10%. [2] More
advanced NLP techniques remain too expensive for large-scale applications: “the use
of full-scale syntactic analysis is severely pushing the limits of practicality of an
information retrieval system because of the increased demand for computing power
and storage.” [6].

2 NLIR – A Natural Language Information Retrieval

NLIR and Lexware are examples of projects which pursue improvement in IR by
incorporation of NLP, each in a different way. The conviction behind the Natural
Language Information Retrieval system – NLIR, is that “robust NLP techniques can
help to derive better representation of text documents for indexing and search
purposes than any simple word and string-based methods commonly used in statistical
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full-text retrieval.” [6] The system is organized into a “stream model”. Each stream
provides an index representing a document in one special aspect. Various streams
have been tried and reported in TREC, from 1995 on. Streams are obtained from
different NLP methods which are run in parallel on a document. Contribution of each
stream is optimised during merging the results of all streams.

All kinds of NLP methods are tested in NLIR. In TREC-5 a Head-Modifier Pairs
Stream involves truly intensive natural language processing: part of speech tagging,
stemming supported with a dictionary, sentence analysis with Tagged Text Parser,
extraction of head-modifier pairs from the parse trees, corpus-based disambiguation
of long noun phrases. Abstract index terms are obtained from the stream, in which
paraphrases like information retrieval, retrieval of information, retrieve more
information, etc can be linked together. In TREC-7 the streams are yet more
sophisticated, e.g. a functional dependency grammar parser is used, which allows
linking yet more paraphrases, e.g. flowers grow wild and wild flowers. The
conclusions are positive but cautious: “(…) it became clear that exploiting the full
potential of linguistic processing is harder than originally anticipated.” [7] The results
prove also that it is actually not worth the effort because the complex streams turn out
to be the less effective than a simple Stems Stream, i.e. content words.

The approach of NLIR is a traditional statistical IR backbone with NLP support in
recognition of various text items, which in turn is supposed to provide index terms on
a higher level of abstraction than stems. The approach of Lexware is almost opposite:
an NLP backbone plus support from statistics in assigning weights to abstract index
terms. These are constituted primarily by lexemes.

3 Rich Resources and Shallow Analysis in Lexware

Lexicon and the concept of lexeme are central in Lexware approach. This means that
word forms are associated with content from the beginning, which in its turn opens up
for adding content information dependent on a specific task. In the information
retrieval task described below Lexware performance is boosted by integration of its
lexicon with a thesaurus specifically developed for the domain of the documents to be
retrieved.

Text-analysis is shallow and it is not demanding in terms of computing power and
storage. [3] The strength of the system is its rich lexicon and the possibility to expand
the lexicon with external information without negative impact on access times. [4]
Lexware has about 80 000 lexical items represented with features and relations of
their forms and senses. Complex items are represented in terms of components.
Kernel vocabulary items are separated, which is important when weights are
calculated - occurrences of kernel items are less relevant than occurrences of more
specific items.
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4 Lexware Applied in Indexing of Swedish Parliamentary Debates

“Djupindexering” is the Swedish name of an application which assigns keywords to
documents of Swedish parliamentary debates. Keywords are chosen from a thesaurus
of about 4000 terms specially created for parliamentary debates. Each document is
assigned from 2 to 10 keywords that best represent its content. The indexing is
performed manually at the moment. The task for automatic indexing is the same as for
human indexer: choose such terms for keywords that not only are representative of the
subject of the document but also have proper level of specificity. For instance, when a
document takes up university education the term university education and not
education should be picked from the thesaurus.

The task is performed by Lexware as follows. In the preprocessing phase lexemes
are identified in thesaurus terms. A document is analyzed in order to establish its
index terms. Both thesaurus terms and lexemes are identified in text occurrences.
Independent occurrences of components of complex thesaurus terms are also recorded
if semantically heavy. Relevance weights of index terms in a document can be very
precisely calculated thanks to the possibility of taking into consideration thesaurus
relations. For instance, if a term occurs in a document together with its parent term or
with majority of its children its weight can be increased.

Lexware does not use parallel sources like in NLIR but it operates on index terms
of high level of abstraction from the beginning. When relevance of an index term of a
document is to be decided Lexware can invoke all information present in its lexicon
besides corpus statistics.

5 Evaluation

The Swedish parliament library – Riksdagsbiblioteket, designed and conducted tests
of software in order to determine whether manual indexing of the parliament
documents could be supplemented or even substituted by automatic indexing.
Software from Connexor, Lingsoft, Kungliga Tekniska Högskola and LexWare Labs
participated in the tests. The evaluation was based on a comparison of keywords
assigned manually and automatically by the tested programs. The overlap in
keywords assigned manually by two different indexers was only 34%, which is not
astonishing given a high detail level of the thesaurus. Lexware proved to obtain the
best F-value (2*precision*recall) / (precision + recall)): 36%, Kungliga Tekniska
Högskola 32%, Connexor 22%, Lingsoft 19%.

Recent tests of the fully developed Lexware application for indexing of parliament
documents proves to have surprisingly high coverage with full precision. Lexware
automatic indexing was compared with manual indexing for 1400 documents from
Riksdagsbiblioteket. 64.61% of keywords from Lexware are the same as those
assigned manually, 22.99% are closely related in the thesaurus to those assigned
manually. Thus 87.60% of keywords selected from the thesaurus are relevant. 9.84%
of Lexware keywords not found among manually provided keywords are significant
proper names. Only 2.56% of keywords are really different from the ones chosen in
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manual indexing. These require manual inspection in order to determine whether they
are different but relevant or different and irrelevant.

6 Conclusions

Natural language processing may not be of assistance in all information retrieval
applications but there are clear cases in which it leads to better results. For instance,
NLIR tests show that query building clearly gains from NLP. Lexware indexing
system based on a thesaurus performs very well: it is both fast and precise.
Considering the fine results of Lexware Djupindexering it seems that the limitation to
a specific language is not a major drawback.

The reluctance of IR people is not astonishing at all. They equate NLP with costly
syntactic analysis which helps them very little if at all. Language resources rather than
NLP techniques proved so far to have some impact on effectiveness in document
retrieval. The Meaning-Text Theory advocating enormous size lexicons and multitude
of paraphrasing rules in a description of any natural language may be the proper
inspiration for natural language processing in information retrieval tasks. Now that
language resources are built for many languages, it is not necessary that information
retrieval should be limited to methods which do not involve comprehensive
knowledge of a specific language. As a matter of fact, it is hard to see how precision
can be hoped to improve otherwise.
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Abstract. The purpose of any information retrieval (IR) system in response to a
query is to provide the user with the data that satisfy his information need. In
order to design a user friendly onomasiological system (one to find a word from
a description of a concept), we firstly must consider the searching process, i.e.
query and matching. This paper is organised in two broad parts. The first part
situates the general methodology for IR in relation to the particular problem of
onomasiological searching. The second part discusses an experiment in
onomasiological searching carried out on dictionaries to validate design
principles for an onomasiological search system.

1 Introduction

Users often need dictionaries to look for a word that has escaped their memory
although they remember and can describe the concept [1], [2]. Any dictionary used in
this way, where lookup is not by the headword but by concept, is an onomasiological
dictionary [3]. Such a dictionary can be considered an information retrieval system, as
it provides the user with the data that satisfy his information need.

Calzolari [4] suggests the use of dictionaries as full-text databases for practical
terminological searching. In full-text databases, attributes used to identify a set of
terminological data include the headword of a dictionary entry, meanings or
definitions, as well as examples, etymological and encyclopaedic information. Today,
most dictionaries available on CD-ROM allow the user some kind of onomasiological
search, using standard IR techniques, however these do not lead to good results
especially for technical and scientific terms. We thus investigate a novel method for
overcoming the main problems facing onomasiological search for term forms: how to
match up a user description of a concept with relevant term forms, and how to narrow
the search towards the term form required (as opposed to returning a large set of
potentially relevant term forms as found by a traditional IR approach). This method
involves constructing semantic paradigms by processing pairs of definitions for the
same senses taken from different dictionaries, and is found to have advantages over
standard IR approaches such as simple query expansion or reference to a thesaurus.
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2 Main Issues of IR

2.1 Database Structure

Records in full-text databases contain unprocessed text that, in basic search mode, is
processed to find any clue words of the query. However, these may not be present: the
concept the user has in mind may be there, but differently characterised. Thus,
significant material may be missed.

An efficient way to increase the search speed for a particular piece of data is to
construct an inverted index: only a search of the index is required to identify the data
that satisfy the query. A further increase in search efficiency may be gained by using
an index of indexes, hierarchically co-ordinated, resulting in various databases, each
with its own index. For example, in an inverted file scheme for onomasiological
search, each dictionary entry might be represented by a collection of index paradigms
(first, inner index), and similarly the paradigms may be assigned to one or more
keywords (second, outer index). When the user inputs the description of a concept,
the system matches it in the database of indexed keywords in order to differentiate,
among words entered by the user, relevant words from non-relevant or functional
words. After the relevant words of the concept are identified as keywords, the system
identifies the paradigms that match with those keywords, then from the paradigms can
index into the entries themselves. Each entry will be typically indexed by one or more
paradigms.

2.2 Searching

The use of natural-language queries has been developed in IR systems in order to give
greater flexibility in searching to the user. Natural language searching seems more
“natural”, since the user can input without syntax restrictions, sentences, paragraphs,
phrases, a set of keywords, or a combination of the above.

A natural language system does not necessarily “understand” the user’s input, since
it may, for example, just extract those words which are not in a stop list and connect
them by the usual Boolean operators. However, the Boolean NOT has a different
interpretation in natural language searching. For example, the input “not rain” means
the lack of rain, while the Boolean NOT yields wrongly the value 1 when there is not
the term “rain”. The success of natural language retrieval relies on the automatic
manipulation of the keywords, and on the online expansion of queries, together with
ranking and matching processes, all further discussed below.

2.3 Expanded Searching

A successful onomasiological search relies upon the clue words used in the query to
describe the concept that the user is looking for. Since the user often does not employ
precisely the same terminology as the indexed keywords or stored full-text database,
the retrieved words may be far from the concept desired. As a result, it has been found
advantageous to expand the original query with closely related keywords [5].
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Formalising a concept with the exact clue words is sometimes a heavy task for the
user, but searching can become harder if the user has also to identify clusters of
related keywords, particularly when the query is expressed in natural language. The
systematisation of this task has been hence placed on the system. Moreover, clusters
can be provided in the search session in order to allow the user to select the best ones,
or alternatively they can be automatically used by the system.

There are two main techniques used by IR systems to expand the original query
and improve retrieval effectiveness. The best known approach is to assign all related
morphological variants or inflected forms to the same word. Thus, every keyword is
automatically reduced to a stem or lemma. For inverted files, this technique allows
compression of the database file and expansion of the initial query keywords. As a
result of stemming the words of the query, the original keywords are mapped to the
file of index stems, and the system will retrieve the items corresponding to the stem.
In addition to the user’s own knowledge of expressing the same concept in alternative
ways, a relational thesaurus brings related words together and thereby helps to
stimulate his memory. In order to help the user focus on the search, it is appropriate
that the system produces and manages semantic paradigms transparently, without any
intervention by the user.

Therefore, the success of an onomasiological dictionary relies on the accurate
identification of the semantic paradigms. To achieve this, we adopted an algorithm
designed to construct semantic paradigms by aligning definitions from two general
dictionaries [6]. The method relies on the assumption that two lexicographers use
different words to describe the same concept. The alignment matches the words of
two definitions and shows the correspondence between words that can replace each
other in a definition without producing any major change in meaning. The difference
in words used between two or more definitions enables paradigms to be inferred by
merging the dictionary definitions into a single database and then using the alignment
technique.

2.4 Ranking

The performance of an IR system is often evaluated on a comparison between the
number of retrieved or unretrieved items, and the number of relevant or non-relevant
items. This evaluation fails to take into account two observations. First, the amount of
retrieved material is usually large, and second, simple systems retrieve either an
unordered set that is presented randomly to the user, or in the best case in simple
alphabetical order. Cooper [7] introduced the concept of ranking to evaluate the
efficiency of IR systems. Today, ordering according to relevance is seen as essential,
particularly when the user expects few hits, as in the case of onomasiological
searching. Ranking is used here to mean the capability of the system to discard
irrelevant words for relevant ones and present sequentially these relevant ones in
order of importance. In the best case, the system should present just one word, the one
expected by the user.
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2.5 Scoring

Scoring is the relevance value given to each retrieved item after the ranking algorithm
is applied. It gives positive numbers so that ranks with numerically higher scores are
retrieved in preference to those with lower scores. After ranking, the outcome is a
retrieved list of items ranked according to their designated scores, with those likeliest
to be relevant to the search query being shown at the top of the list. It could be
displayed in a continuous list, with limited size, or a set of short lists by levels up to N
scores. In the latter case, a level can represent just one term. When there is a bag of
retrieved items, all with the same weight, the most accessible way to present them is
sorted alphabetically.

3 Experiments

The preceding sections have described the bases for information retrieval in general,
and some topics in particular for an onomasiological search. We now discuss some
principles to be applied later in the design of the search system. According to Wilks et
al [8], an onomasiological search may be carried out on a dictionary, as a full-text
database, through a Boolean combination of keywords. This assumption allows us to
avoid the construction of an inverted file, which requires us to determine the
keywords associated with each concept. We assume a need for finding a combination
of unweighted keywords wherever they occur within the definitions of dictionary
entries that will lead us to our target word. The word we are looking for, let us further
assume, is “barometer”.

Two general language dictionaries were used, both available in machine-readable
form: the Collins English Dictionary [9] and the Oxford English Dictionary on CD-
ROM [10].

Keywords Query Keywords Query

3
device for measuring
atmosphere    6

meteorological device
for measuring
atmospheric pressure and
predicting

4
device for measuring
atmospheric pressure 7

meteorological device
for measuring
atmospheric pressure and
predicting changes

5
meteorological
device for measuring
atmospheric pressure

8

meteorological device
for measuring
atmospheric pressure and
predicting changes in
weather

Table 1. Hypothetical queries
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3.1 Query

Although the user may enter any kind of query, we assume here a natural language
query describing the concept, rather than an enumeration of related words, in order to
allow logical discussion.

3.1.1 Hypothetical Queries
Five queries were constructed, representing increasingly specific concepts (three to
eight keywords: Table 1). Terminologically speaking, the five-keyword query often
contains the necessary and sufficient elements to represent a concept [11].
Conversely, queries with fewer keywords tend to be incomplete descriptions, while
more keywords give insignificant properties of the concept. Our experiment shows
output behaviour in relation to an increase in the number of keywords.

3.1.2 Paradigms
Each clue word of the query is replaced by a cluster composed of all the members of
the paradigms wherever the clue word appears. These members are then used as
keywords to search in the definitions. The keywords for the eight paradigms (table 2)

Table 2. Intuitive paradigms

meteorological device measuring Atmospheric
*meteorol* device* measur* *atmosphere*
*aerolog* instrument* determin* Air
*climatol* *meter indicat* Gas
*weather* apparatus *record* Gases

machine* *show*
*tool* test
implement testing
utensil* weigh*

*estimat*
*graduat*
gauge
*assess*
*scale*

pressure predicting changes Weather
*pressur* *predict* *chang* *weather*
Weight *forecast* *variation* *climate*
*force* *foresee* *vary* *air

*estimat* *varie*
*foresight* *alteration*
*predetermin *deviation*

*difference*
move*
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Fig. 1. Retrieved items in a concentrated search

were determined with the aid of a thesaurus and selected by intuition (i.e., common
sense and knowledge of English) to assess the results. Similarly, the lemmatisation of
keywords was carried out manually in an indicative manner.

The keywords “weather” and “estimate” belong to two paradigms. Most of the clue
words would appear in several paradigms. Every member of a paradigm has a weight
equal to one, independent of the query. For example, for the query "measuring
instrument", "instrument" belongs to N paradigms; in each of these, "instrument" will
have the same weight as the other keywords in that paradigm, such as "tool" or
"utensil." A query is expressed by the knowledge the user has about a concept, while
definitions contain lexicographic knowledge. Comparison of definitions from
different sources shows they use different words. Compare these definitions for
"alkalimeter":

An apparatus for determining the concentration of alkalis in solution (CED)
An instrument for ascertaining the amount of alkali in a solution (OED2)

Because of this likely difference in terminology, the use of a paradigm is essential
to achieve good retrieval. In order to avoid high recall and increase precision, the
construction of paradigm members must be carried out with care.

3.2 Searching

Because of the extension of the original query to a large set of keywords with the
paradigms, an automatic Boolean combination of keywords and paradigms is applied.
Since the Boolean AND combines the items containing all the keywords, the result is
concentrated. Conversely, the result is extended when the Boolean OR selects those
items containing any of the keywords.

3.2.1 Concentrated Search
According to [5], concentrated search is the most typically adopted Boolean search.
Words occurring within the same paradigm are automatically combined by the logical
connective OR while those appearing in separate paradigms are combined by the
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operator AND. Therefore, an entry should only be retrieved if its definition contains at
least one word from each of the paradigms. Concentrated search automatically ranks
the output according to the number of keywords in the query. The more keywords a
query contains, the smaller the number of possible results that will be retrieved (see
fig. 1).

OED2 yields results for all our queries, but the target word is successfully retrieved
with queries up to five keywords. Conversely, CED does not yield any word with an
eight-keyword query, but any other query retrieves the target word.

3.2.2 Extended Search
In extended search, an entry is retrieved if its definition contains at least one word
from any paradigm. Both words occurring within the same paradigm and those
appearing in separate paradigms are automatically combined by the logical connective
OR. At the paradigmatic level, the Boolean operator is strictly used, i.e., the score is 1
if any member of the paradigm matches, and 0 if no members of the paradigm match.
At the syntagmatic level, a sum of paradigmatic scores is applied. The final score for
the retrieved entries ranges from 1 to N, where N is the number of paradigms related
to the query. Unlike concentrated search, extended search will yield a larger output if
the number of paradigms increases in a query. Furthermore, the output will increase
substantially if either a keyword appears in different paradigms or the size of the
paradigm is bigger (fig. 2 for CED).

3.2.3 Remarks on Searching
Neither concentrated nor extended search are efficient by themselves. Concentrated
search homes in on the target word by adding clue words, but just up to a certain level
because after this the retrieval is unsuccessful. Conversely, the list of words increases
directly in relation to the clue words in extended search. Therefore, ranking of the list
is essential.
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Fig. 2. Retrieved items in an extended search in CED
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3.3 Ranking

The retrieved results appear in alphabetical order. Concentrated search retrieves items
that contain just N paradigms, so that it is possible to rank by keywords. Extended
search retrieves any of N paradigms, so that ranking by the number of paradigms is
essential. Since both searches are applied to the whole entry, without differentiation
among senses, we can apply proximity matching as a filter for ranking.

3.3.1 Ranking by Keywords
Since concentrated search groups items, given a specific number n of paradigms, it
may be useful to rank by keywords when the number of retrieved words is large. Take
the following sense for “gauge” as an example:

“(of a pressure measurement) measured on a pressure gauge that registers zero at
atmospheric pressure; above or below atmospheric pressure: 5 bar gauge.”

It is possible to count: The total keywords (italicised here) appearing in a
definition = 10 items. The total of different keywords disregarding the paradigm = 4
items. When a keyword belongs to different paradigms, it will be counted as many
times as it occurs in the paradigms. For example, since “weather” appears in two
paradigms (meteorological and weather, see table 2), the definition “able to change or

any keyword different keywordsRank
word score word score

1 air 437 air 20
2 pressure 197 pressure 19
3 wind 84 gauge, gage 17
4 gauge, gage 79 wind 16
5 electric 36 centre, center 14
6 stand 31 electric 14
7 iso- 26 sea 14
8 give 26 stand 14
9 turn 24 give 13

10 storm 24 heat 13
11 beat 24 rain 13
12 rain 22 snow 13
13 jack 21 sun 13
14 wave 20 turn 13
15 open 20 hydro- 12
16 heat 20 iso- 12
17 sun 19 wave 12
18 barometer 19 barometer 11

Table 3. Top words ranked by keywords
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be changed; fickle: changeable weather” counts 3 items = 2 for weather + 1 for
change (from the changes paradigm of table 2).

Table 3 shows a comparison of the top items retrieved before the target word is
itself found, and ranked by the above two criteria, for a five-keyword query in OED2.

The high score for top words ranked by the total of keywords gives a clue to the
multiple senses for those entries in OED2. The difference between both criteria is
trivial in relation to the position for almost all the words. There are 35 retrieved
entries and the target word appears in position 18 after both ranking criteria are
applied. Thus, we conclude that the result is not satisfactory.

3.3.2 Ranking by Paradigms
Ranking by paradigms is applied in extended search, in a similar way to the quorum
function [12]. Given a query associated with N paradigms, a word has a hit for each
paradigm occurring in the entry and a score equal to the sum of the hits. Finally, the
output ranks scores in decreasing order. The first level corresponds to the highest
score, which could be • N. The second level corresponds to the next lower score and in
this way consecutively up to the lowest level which corresponds to a score of one. For
an eight-keyword query, the number of results at each level decreases exponentially in
relation to the upper level (fig. 3). The lowest level corresponds to the retrieved items
which contain only one paradigm, and it is too high. Conversely, for the top level, the
definitions which contain the N paradigms number just a few.

A comparison of the top levels among OED2 and CED for extended search ranked
by paradigms appears in table 4. The words that appear in the table correspond to the
headwords in each dictionary. Each level, separated by horizontal lines, consists of a
set of words with a common score, and the level with the highest score is presented
first, so that this is the first level ranking by paradigms in decreasing score order. The
list of words within each level is presented in alphabetical order.

The top level by this criterion corresponds to the top level of the concentrated
search. In the first level, CED presents the target word beside another word related to
the query with a score of seven, corresponding to the concentrated search for a seven-
keyword query. Levels below the top one do not correspond exactly, because a
concentrated search looks for N-1 specific paradigms, while by this criterion we look
for any N-1 paradigms.
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Fig. 3. Retrieved items ranked by paradigms for an eight-keyword query
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3.3.3 Proximity Match
Since each entry has one or more senses, there are two ways to retrieve entries when
searching for words in definitions. The first is to search for the word in all senses of
the entry, while the other is to look just for words for every sense. The proximity
criterion is applied for search by senses, rather than the distance between words,
because of the likely diversity of queries. In fact, the user may not enter a definition
of a concept, but a sentence with several non-relevant words among other relevant
ones. Retrieval effectiveness improves substantially with an extended search by
senses. In table 5, the first level corresponds only to the target word, while the second
level presents words closely related to the query. The scoring difference between first
and second level is seven to five, i.e., two paradigms. This means the degree of
confidence is higher when the target word is the word appearing at the first level.

3.3.4 Remarks on Ranking
Two ranking criteria by keywords have been considered, but neither improves the
concentrated search. Conversely, ranking by paradigms substantially improves the

OED2 CED
Word score Word Score

Give 8 barometer 7
Open 8 gauge 7
Storm 8 break 6
Air 7 clear 6
Balance 7 uncertain 6
Barometer 7 aneroid barometer 5
Beat 7 drag 5
Break 7 float 5
center, center 7 fly 5
drop- 7 lift 5
fall 7 line 5
Gauge, gage 7 record 5

… show 5

Stand 7 statoscope 5
Stress 7 storm 5
Summer 7 tumbler 5
Sun 7 weatherglass 5
thunder 7 whip 5
Weather 7 wind 5
wind 7 windage 5

Table 4. Top words ranked by keywords
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extended search, and this criterion is refined when proximity match is applied.
Although proximity match improves retrieval, a user can input two or more senses,
thinking that in this way he gives a better idea of the word he is looking for.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, the description of the methodology for terminological IR has been
covered, followed by a discussion of a design for an onomasiological search system.
Whatever the type of database structure used in the design, it is clear that it is
necessary to expand the query by reference to paradigms, both morphological and
semantic. An experiment was conducted on dictionary definitions as a full text
database, using some intuitive paradigms. We observed that general language
dictionaries provide enough information for onomasiological search. In the case of
such a concept-oriented search, it is not easy to assign weights to keywords or
paradigms, because this means the user should choose them, while the fact remains
that the user can choose keywords with low weight and then retrieve irrelevant terms.
Our experiment demonstrated how the use of unweighted keywords and paradigms
yields successful retrieval, thus we have firm evidence allowing us to reject any kind
of weighting. It should be emphasised that the user query is expressed in natural
language. Then the search procedure will analyse the words introduced by the user,
identify their paradigms, connect them with Boolean operators, search (extended
search and search by senses) either in the indexed or full text database, rank the
retrieved words and finally provide to the user an ordered list of words representing
potentially relevant concepts.

OED2 CED

word score word score

barometer 7 barometer 7

anemoscope 5 aneroid barometer 5

baby-house 5 barogram 5

baroscope 5 show 5

hydrometer 5 statoscope 5

pressure 5

statoscope 5

weather-glass 5

Table 5. Top words ranked by proximity matching in OED2 and CED
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Abstract. In this work we present a heuristic for query expansion and
its evaluation with information retrieval over the Internet. We obtained
the precision and recall measures for the top-50 documents from 13 dif-
ferent queries. For those we had good results on estimated recall and
F-measure values indicating that query expansion is a reasonable tech-
nique when few documents are retrieved.

1 Introduction

Today’s web search engines provide users with features like Boolean search and
full-text indexes. Boolean queries give the searcher a chance to say precisely
what he wants. For instance, a query could say: “give me all documents that
contain these words, and do not have these other words in it”. Full-text index
gives the search engines the ability to find a document by any word that appears
in the document body.

Evaluating a web search engine is quite a difficult task. Hoenkamp & Van
Vugt [4] tried to judge the importance of precision and recall measures in infor-
mation retrieval (IR) over the Internet, by observing a group of people on a set
of search tasks. Precision refers to the amount of relevant documents retrieved
over a set of documents retrieved, while recall informs how many relevant doc-
uments where retrieved over all relevant documents. The conclusions obtained
by Hoenkamp & Van Vugt were, that precision is the primary factor influencing
user satisfaction, while recall had virtually no importance on the user behavior
or satisfaction.

The recall measure can be obtained in a small collection of documents, with
exhaustive search by a human specialist. In a very large corpus, the task of find-
ing all existent relevant documents for a specific query is very difficult, perhaps
impossible. The Internet corpus, beyond its size, is a very dynamic corpus, docu-
ments can easily be published, modified and unpublished over the Internet. The
recall measure can only be estimated in an environment like the Internet, and
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the estimation can only be done over the documents previously indexed by the
search engine. We cannot assure 100% Internet cover by a search engine, nor
even 100% updated information of the documents content.

If precision of the top retrieved document drives users satisfaction, ranking
is probably the most important feature in a web search engine. Ranking values
are normally computed by the similarity of a query with its documents and
from the pages importance in the Internet. Query expansion is a technique that
web searchers use to restrict or expand the group of retrieved document in
a way to find the correct documents. In this paper we present an automatic
approach for query expansion that uses different thesauri in a unified way. Our
query expansion method is useful for searching small document collections as
demonstrated by a previous work [7]. The query expansion technique is also
known as query enrichment [2].

In this paper we show the result obtained with our query expansion technique
over the Internet. In the second section, we describe the heuristic used for query
expansion. After, in the third section, we show the differences between the IR
results obtained by the original queries and the expanded ones. Finally, we draw
conclusions from this work.

2 Query Expansion Heuristic

The proposed query expansion heuristic uses different thesauri defined according
to a standard XML definition. For this evaluation we used 4 different thesauri
combined as if it were only one large thesaurus. Three of them were manually
constructed and focus mainly on controlling vocabulary of keywords on library
indexing. These thesauri were offered by the libraries of the Brazilian Federal
Senate, USP University, and PUCRS University. The used corpus-based the-
saurus was constructed automatically by syntactic similarity measure described
by Grefenstette [3], and adapted to Brazilian Portuguese by Gasperin [1].

Robin & Ramalho [8] show that synonym expansion gives better results than
hyponym expansion. We assume that some word relations could give better IR
result than others. For that, our technique for generating an expanded query
gives different weights for different relation.

Tudhope et al. [9] instigate ways of using associative relations (RT relations
in ISO 2788 [5]) in IR. Tudhope et al. show that an associative relation that
links two terms in the same top concept tree, can be semantically closer than
a relation between different terms in different trees. In our work we propose to
give a value to terms according to their distance from the terms of an original
query.

In our technique a term is closer to another term if these values are bigger.
Since every relation had a weight inside the interval (0, 1], a distance between
two terms is the product of every relation in a path between one term to another.
Once the interval of the relation weight is (0, 1], the more distant two terms are,
the more this value is closer to zero.

The measured semantic distance is related to a path between two terms.
But, the query expansion is related to all terms in the original query. We needed
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a value that shows the semantic distance of a term with all query. This value
is attached to all the related terms, and it is calculated as the sum of all the
individual semantic distance between a term and every term in an original query.
Once the semantic distance measure of a term and all query terms, are bigger
than a certain value, the term is added to the expanded query. Details, and a
formalization of the query expansion method used can be found in [7] and in [6].

3 Expansion over the Internet

We have executed some tests using a tool that implements the heuristic pre-
sented in section 2 over the Internet. We use the AltaVista search engine at
www.altavista.com. We had chosen AltaVista because it implements a good
Boolean search, and it can treat queries bigger than 10 words.

We formulated 13 queries, and for every query we retrieved the top 50 doc-
uments published in Brazilian Portuguese. We expanded those queries and re-
trieved the documents over the same condition of the original queries.

We analyzed the first 50 document retrieved for both original and expanded
queries. We made a set of all relevant documents for every search done. It was
measured the precision of each search and the recall obtained. Precision was cal-
culated by dividing the number of relevant documents retrieved over the number
of document retrieved (50 or less, when there were less than 50 documents re-
trieved). Recall was measured using the number of relevant documents retrieved
over the number of documents in the union set of relevant documents in the
original and expanded queries.

We had obtained a decrease of precision and recall when using the ex-
panded query. The average precision decrease while using the expanded query
was 19,14%, and 8,30% for the recall measure. The average measures are shown
in table 1. In our previous work [7], we had shown that over a small and static
corpus, our query expansion obtained good results. The precision over the corpus
used had decreased but the recall obtained was much increased.

Since in this study we use top n documents for measuring recall, the re-
call measure are partial over the whole Internet search. Due to the Internet
size and its dynamic nature, obtaining a true recall measure is an impossible
task. Nevertheless we try to estimate the whole search recall, by assuming a
constant precision rate and using the estimate number of relevant documents
while estimating the recall rate. The total number of relevant document is the
total number of documents obtained by the expanded query, since all documents
retrieved by the original query are in the set of documents retrieved by the ex-
panded one. The recall of the top-50 documents was used to estimate a number
of relevant documents over the Internet.

By roughly estimating the recall measure for both types of queries, we con-
clude that for all documents retrieved we get a much larger recall rate in the
expanded query. Table 1 show the average estimated recall numbers. We calcu-
lated the F-measure (the harmonic mean) for both top-50 and estimated recall
and precision. The result, see table 1, shows that our query expansion technique
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Table 1. Average results

Query Type Precision Top-50 Recall Est. Recall Top-50 F-Measure Est. F-Measure
Original 0,5912 0,8596 0,1700 0,7005 0,3648

Expanded 0,5458 0,7215 0,4348 0,6215 0,6099
(-19,14%) (-8,30%) (+155,7%) (-11,28%) (+67,88%)

had degraded IR results, but when estimating a total IR, the result for query
expansion increased 67,88%.

4 Concluding Remarks

This paper focus on using the query expansion technique proposed in [7] over
the Internet, which is a very large, heterogeneous and dynamic corpus. This
paper had shown that this query expansion technique degrades precision which,
according to Hoenkamp & Van Vugt in [4], degrades user’s satisfaction. But
when considering the standard measures for IR evaluation (precision, recall and
F-measure) and estimating its values for the whole Internet search, we get a
lower precision with a larger recall, which gives us a better F-measure. The
number of documents retrieved where 41,62% larger for query expansion, which
shows that our query expansion technique could be used on the Internet when few
documents are retrieved. The higher recall is very important when few documents
are retrieved, but the user is not happy to analyse all documents when the IR
gives hundreds or thousands of them.
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Abstract. In interactive searching environments, robust linguistic techniques
can provide sophisticated search assistance with a reasonable tolerance to
errors, because users can easily select relevant items and dismiss the noisy bits.
The general idea is that the combination of Language Engineering and
Information Retrieval techniques can be used to suggest complex terms or
relevant pieces of information to the user, facilitating query formulation and
refinement when the information need is not completely defined a priori or
when the user is not familiar with the contents and/or the terminology used in
the collection. In this paper, we describe an interactive search engine that
suggests Named Entities extracted automatically from the collection, and
related to the initial query terms, helping users to filter and structure relevant
information according to the persons, locations or other entities involved.

1 Introduction

Current Internet search engines are quite efficient at finding information, but there are
still a number of (common) search scenarios where users are not properly supported:

� The requested information is available only in a foreign language. Even if the user
is able to read documents in some foreign language(s) (passive vocabulary) he
might not be able to formulate adequate queries in such language(s) (active
vocabulary), or he might just ignore in which language he will find the
information he is seeking for.

� The user is not aware of the appropriate wording for the search.  The missing
piece here is a better knowledge of the document collection and the specialized
terminology in the domain of the search.

� The user need is vague or not completely defined. Search engines are good at
solving precise information needs, such as “Where can I buy soja milk online in
the New York area?”. But for more vague requests navigation and browsing of
documents is also necessary for refining, tuning and accomplishing the
information need [4].

� The user aim is to compile or summarize pieces of information around a topic.
This kind of searching needs lots of queries and users don’t receive any kind of
help to cover the main concepts or entities around the topic. In a traditional
Information Retrieval setting, the system retrieves a set of relevant documents,
and the user has to analyse their contents and extracts the relevant information
without assistance.
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These challenges motivate further research on interactive search engines using
NLP techniques and wide lexical resources as CrossLexica [2] or EuroWordNet [8].
TREC experiences on interactive Information Retrieval failed to establish
quantitatively the benefits of interactive assistance in a classical Information Retrieval
task (Interactive Track Reports of TREC/3-91) but positive results are now being
obtained when fuzzy information needs are considered, and when the search task is
cross-lingual (the document collection is written in a language unknown to the
searcher) [6], [5]. The Website Term Browser (WTB) [6], [7] is an interactive
multilingual searching facility that provides, besides documents, a set of
terminological expressions (mainly phrases) related to the query as an alternative way
to access information. Such expressions match and refine the user needs according to
the contents and the terminology in the collection. This approach, based on the
automatic extraction, retrieval and browsing of terminology from the collection, was
showed to be helpful for users to access information when compared to the use of
Google’s document ranking.

Beyond phrase suggestion, linguistic techniques permit further kinds of processing
in order to improve searching facilities and overcome the limitations mentioned
above. The hypothesis underlying our approach is that, within an interactive
framework, robust linguistic techniques provide rich information without
compromising precision, because such information is offered as suggestions where
the user will make his final choices.

In this paper, we describe an interactive search engine that, along this general
philosophy, suggests Named Entities which are related to the initial query terms,
helping users to filter and structure relevant information according to the persons,
locations or entities involved. In a hypothetical searching task where the user has to
collect and summarize bits and pieces of relevant information around a topic, this
kind of information may help not only finding the appropriate documents, but also
finding and structuring the relevant information scattered along them.

The Named Entities are automatically extracted from the document collection
using linguistic processing software. This approach has been implemented in the first
Hermes2 project prototype. The following sections describe the parts of the system
aimed to extract, select and suggest Named Entities, as well as the kind of interaction
that this feature introduces to help users in the searching process.

2 Linguistic Processing of the Document Collection

The Hermes prototype applies NLP techniques to lemmatize documents and extract
Named Entities before they are used to index the collection. The document collection
currently consists of 15,000 news in Spanish (the final collection will be ten times
larger and will contain also documents in English, Catalan and Basque languages).
This collection has been lemmatized and POS tagged with MACO and Relax [3]. The
Named Entities (NE) have been recognized and classified with an NLP package
developed by the Technical University of Catalonia [1] in two steps:

                                                          
1 http://trec.nist.gov
2 This work has been supported by HERMES project under a grant (TIC2000-0335-C03-01)

from the Spanish Government. http://terral.lsi.uned.es/hermes
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1. Named Entity Recognition (NER), consisting of detecting the pieces of text that
correspond to names of entities.

2. Named Entity Classification (NEC), consisting of deciding whether each detected
NE refers to a person, a location, an organization, etc.

3 Search Process

Figure 1 shows the Hermes prototype interface. Results of the querying and retrieval
process are shown in four separate areas:

1. A ranking of classified Named Entities (Person, Organization, Location and
Miscellaneous, on the left area) that are salient in the collection and probably
relevant to the user’s query.

2. A ranking of documents (right) classified by date, subject or category (document
metadata fields).

3. An area where a refined query is built interactively (central part of the interface)
according to the available named entities and the documents being found at each
refining step.

4. An area to view individual documents (bottom part of the interface).

Fig. 1. Hermes Search Interface (first prototype)

All this information is presented to the user, who may browse the ranking of
entities, refine the query or directly click on a document to view its content. The
complete search process follows four steps:
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Initial querying. The user introduces some initial filtering words or a natural
language expression. From this first query the system determines the subset of
documents that will be explored. Then the system performs a local analysis over the
document subset in order to extract relevant information. Figure 1 shows that user has
written “Palestina” as a query, expressing a quite vague information need.

Query refinement. The system automatically identifies and classifies the entities
present in the document subset, obtaining statistics of their presence both in the subset
and in the whole collection. Entities are then shown to the user, ranked and organized
in a hierarchy according to:

� Type of Entity, i.e., Location, Person, Organization or Miscellaneous. Note that the
automatic classification of Named Entities highly depends on world knowledge
and context. As we don’t apply deep semantic processing there can be some errors
in the classification, but they are easily detected by users. For example, Figure 1
shows that “Arafat” has been classified as a location in some of its occurrences.
However, there are texts in which “Arafat” has been correctly classified as person,
so it will also appear under the Person hierarchy.

� Salience of the entities weighted according to their presence (document frequency)
in the pre-selected documents.

� Subsumed entities. For presentation purposes, a group of entities containing a sub-
entity are presented as subsumed by the most frequent sub-phrase in the
collection. For example, both “president Bill Clinton” and “Bill Clinton” are
subsumed as instances of “Clinton” in the hierarchy. This hierarchical
organization helps browsing the space of entities.

From the space of named entities suggested by the system, the user can drag and
drop his choices into the query refinement area. Names can be dropped over a new
field, implying a new search entity, or can be dropped over a pre-selected name,
implying a synonymy for search purposes. Figure 1 shows that the user has selected
both “EEUU” and “Estados Unidos” (United States) and has dropped them into the
same concept field.

The new query is submitted to the search engine as a boolean expression,
producing changes both in the document area and in the Named Entities area, as
illustrated by the flow arrows in Figure 1.

Listing of documents. Documents can be listed by date, subject or category
according to their metadata. These metadata were automatically assigned in a
previous classification process.

Document visualization. A selected document is shown to the user in the document
visualization area, where there is an alternative feedback facility: users can click over
a Named Entity in the text of the visualization area, producing the highlighting of the
documents in the list that contain the selected entity.
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4 Conclusions

The system described in this paper follows an interactive browse/searching paradigm
to help users stating and refining their information needs. For this task, the Hermes
first prototype uses automatically recognized and classified Named Entities. An initial
user query determines the context of documents in which salient entities are selected
automatically and presented for user selection. Entities become very significant to
locate relevant pieces of information and to reduce the space of documents to be
explored. This approach complements the traditional ranking of documents being
helpful when users have vague or broad information needs.

Our immediate work includes incorporating multilingual aspects to the search
process, scaling the system to deal with larger document sets, and designing a
methodology to establish quantitative and qualitative parameters to evaluate the utility
of Named Entities in interactive information access applications.
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Abstract. We propose a new method for computing the probabilistic
vector expression of words based on dictionaries. This method provides a
well-founded procedure based on stochastic process whose applicability
is clear. The proposed method exploits the relationship between head-
words and their explanatory notes in dictionaries. An explanatory note
is a set of other words, each of which is expanded by its own explanatory
note. This expansion is repeatedly applied, but even explanatory notes
expanded infinitely can be computed under a simple assumption. The
vector expression we obtain is a semantic expansion of the explanatory
notes of words. We explain how to acquire the vector expression from
these expanded explanatory notes. We also demonstrate a word simi-
larity computation based on a Japanese dictionary and evaluate it in
comparison with a known system based on TF · IDF . The results show
the effectiveness and applicability of this probabilistic vector expression.

1 Introduction

Word frequency vectors for information retrieval (IR) are generally calculated
with Term Frequency · Inverse Document Frequency (TF · IDF ) or simple nor-
malization. While these methods are certainly useful and effective in some appli-
cations, they are heuristic and do not seem to be firmly grounded in a principle
that explains why these methods are selected or why they work well. Papineni,
for example, showed that IDF is optimal for document self-retrieval with respect
to a generalized Kullback-Leibler distance [1]. However, this argument does not
take into account the co-occurrence of words and, therefore, cannot be applied
to TF · IDF . Such uncertainty regarding TF · IDF may often cause confusion
when it is applied to particular applications, for example, not knowing whether
these word frequency vectors can be reasonably added up or multiplied. To avoid
such confusion, we investigate a new well-grounded method for computing word
frequency vectors that can be used instead of TF · IDF or simple normalization.

Recently, learning methods based on stochastic processes have become popu-
lar in the field of computational learning theories because of their simple descrip-
tions and logically founded procedures. As for IR, some probabilistic methods
have also been proposed lately. Hofmann, for example, suggested Probabilistic
Latent Semantic Indexing (PLSI), which provides an alternative method that
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can be written as a matrix product resembling the singular-value decomposition
underlying Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [2]. Using a probabilistic description
makes it easy to understand what each process does and how the processes are
applied. Hence, we also try to apply a stochastic process to the computation of
word frequency vectors from dictionaries to establish a well-grounded method.

The method we propose constructs probabilistic vectors by expanding the
semantics of words that are given as explanatory notes in dictionaries. The ex-
planatory notes may not sufficiently describe the general meaning of the words,
but each explanatory note consists of words that are further explained by their
own explanatory notes. Such semantic expansion can be repeatedly applied to
assemble many large explanatory notes. We can therefore expect them to provide
a more general description of word semantics.

A way of dealing with these large explanatory notes expanded infinitely will
be described in the next section. We explain how to deal with headwords and
their explanatory notes in dictionaries and produce a word frequency vector
based on a stochastic process.

To check the effectiveness of the proposed vector expression, we examined an
application for measuring word similarity that is also based on a stochastic pro-
cess. Our definition of word similarity and our computational method is detailed
in Section 3. Results of computational experiments with a Japanese dictionary
are also reported in that section.

2 Probabilistic Word Vector

2.1 Basic Idea

Dictionaries are composed of sets consisting of a headword and a related explana-
tory note. However, the explanatory note does not always explain the headword
sufficiently. Therefore, we investigated a method of realizing ideal explanatory
notes from the original notes. This approach is based on the following assumption
(see Figure 1).

A headword is explained by its explanatory note, and the words in the ex-
planatory note are also explained by their own explanatory notes. Consequently,
hierarchical explanations may continue infinitely. As a result, a headword obtains
many large explanatory notes, each of which has a different depth of hierarchy.
Here, we assume that the ideal explanatory note is a probabilistic combination
of these large explanatory notes, whose ratios become smaller according to the
hierarchical depth. This assumption makes it possible to calculate the ideal ex-
planatory note even if the hierarchical explanatory note at infinity cannot be
computed.

2.2 Methods

Here, we describe how to compute ideal explanatory notes from dictionaries.
First, we explain the notation of word frequency in explanatory notes. Explana-
tory notes are expressed as a set of probabilistic word frequencies.
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We write the relationship between headword wi and word wj in the form
P (w(1)

j |wi), where w
(1)
j means word wj in the original (first) explanatory note.

This means that P (w(1)
j |wi) is the probability that word wj appears in the

explanatory note of headword wi. The probabilities over all headwords can be
formulated as a square matrix:
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where m is the number of headwords in the dictionaries. Each element P (w(1)
j |wi)

is equal to the probabilistic frequency of wj in the explanatory note of wi, i.e.,

P (w(1)
j |wi) =

N(w(1)
j )

∑
all k N(w(1)

k )
, (2)

where N(w(1)
j ), N(w(1)

k ) is the frequency of the word in the explanatory note
of wi. Column vectors of probability matrix A are the original word frequency
vectors.

Next, we try to obtain a secondary explanatory note that is a probabilistic
combination of the original explanatory notes. All words in the original explana-
tory note are regarded as headwords, and their explanatory notes are probabilis-
tically combined into a secondary explanatory note. The probability of word wj

in the secondary explanatory note of headword wi is expressed in a formula:

P (w(2)
j |wi) =

∑
all k

P (w(2)
j |w(1)

k )P (w(1)
k |wi), (3)
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Fig. 2. Model of secondary explanatory notes

where w
(1)
k is a word in the explanatory note of wi. Formula (3) over all words

can be written as a formula of matrix A: A2.
Figure 2 shows a model of secondary explanatory notes. All paths from a

headword on the top layer to a word on the bottom layer pass through one of
the words on the second layer. Formula (3) shows all of these paths, and matrix
A expresses the relationship between the neighboring two layers.

Generally, we can formulate probability P (w(n)
j |wi) as follows, where w

(n)
j is

a word in the nth explanatory note of headword wi:

P (w(n)
j |wi) = (4)

∑
all kn−1

∑
all kn−2

· · ·∑all k1
P (w(n)

j |w(n−1)
kn−1

)P (w(n−1)
kn−1

|w(n−2)
kn−2

) · · ·P (w(1)
k1

|wi).

Formula (4) over all words can also be written as a formula of matrix A: An.
Now, we probabilistically combine all the explanatory notes from the first to

infinity. That is, we compute the following formula:

C = P1A + P2A
2 + · · · + PnAn + · · · , (5)

where P1, P2, · · · , Pn, · · · are probabilities of selecting the models of the hierar-
chical explanatory note.

Figure 3 shows a model of the ideal explanatory notes. This model illustrates
the probabilistic combinations of all hierarchical explanatory notes as expressed
by formula (5).

Generally, it is extremely difficult to calculate C exactly. However, when
the probability Pn becomes smaller at a certain rate according to n, C can be
formulated as

C = b(aA + a2A2 + · · · + anAn + · · ·), (6)

where a, b are parameters that satisfy the following:
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Headwords

.....

...

...

w2(2) wm(2)...w1(2)

w1 w2 wm

w2(1) wm(1)w1(1)

w2(n) wm(n)...w1(n)

...w1* w2* wm*

Words in ideal explanatory notes

Pn

P2

P1

.....

A

A2

An

Fig. 3. Model of ideal explanatory notes

0 < a < 1, (7)
Pn = ban, (8)
∞∑

n=1

Pn = 1. (9)

We can obtain b as a formula of a from the infinite series given by these equations:

b =
1 − a

a
. (10)

Consequently, we can transform formula (6) into an equation:

(I − aA)C = (1 − a)A. (11)

If matrix (I − aA) is non-singular, we can directly compute matrix C by the
following formula:

C = (1 − a)A(I − aA)−1. (12)

Alternatively, we could use a numerical solution of linear equations of the ith
column vector vi of C:

(I − aA)vi = (1 − a)Ai, (13)

where Ai is the ith column vector of A. Otherwise, we could estimate vi with
some learning methods in formula (13). In any case, vector vi can be computed.

The (j, i) element of matrix C is P (w∗
j |wi), which indicates the probability

that word wj appears in the ideal explanatory note of headword wi. We can
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therefore regard the ith column vector of matrix C as a probabilistic frequency
vector of word wi.

2.3 Computation of Word Vectors

We next describe simulation results based on the method presented above. We
used a Japanese dictionary in the simulation [3]. As preprocessing, general nouns
and verbal nouns1 were listed as headwords, and example sentences in their
explanatory notes were as far as possible excluded. ChaSen [4] was used as a
morphological analyzer. The total number of headwords was 44,050, and the
average number of words in an original explanatory note was about seven.

First, probability matrix A was calculated with formula (2), which is a 44,050-
dimensional square matrix.

Second, all column vectors of matrix C were estimated by a learning method
that minimizes squared errors to solve equation (13), where parameter a was set
at 0.9. After the learning, we excluded words where the learning did not converge
or where the learning error was bigger than a certain threshold. The result
provided us with 43,616 headwords and their probabilistic frequency vectors.
The average number of non-zero elements of the column vectors was around
25,000. This means that more than half of all the headwords are used in each
ideal explanatory note.

Table 1 shows examples of the probabilistic frequency vectors.2 Probabilistic
frequencies in the original and ideal explanatory notes are listed in the table with
regard to two headwords. These values are elements of probabilistic frequency
vectors, and all of the elements of each column vector naturally add up to 1. We
can roughly say that the probabilistic frequency in an ideal explanatory note is
large according to the probabilistic frequency in the original explanatory note,
aside from the headword itself.

3 Word Similarity

To evaluate the probabilistic word vector, we tried to compute word similarity.
First, we define the similarity of words and explore a method for computing it,
which is based on a stochastic process.

3.1 Definition and Method

We define the similarity of words as the probability that a headword is estimated
from the ideal explanatory note of another headword. This similarity expresses
how closely a headword represents the ideal explanatory note of another head-
word. Therefore, the similarity of all headwords to a certain headword can be
described as a probability vector.
1 Some nouns work as verbs with a post-positional auxiliary verb “suru” in Japanese.

For example, “denwa”(telephone) + “suru” means ‘make a phone call’.
2 See the next section for a detailed explanation of word similarity.
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The probability that headword wi represents a word wj in an ideal explana-
tory note is formulated as follows:

P (wi|w∗
j ) =

P (w∗
j |wi)P (wi)∑

all k P (w∗
j |wk)P (wk)

, (14)

where P (wi) is the a priori probability of wi. Note that P (wi|w∗
j ) is the prob-

ability of a headword estimated from an ideal explanatory note, not of a word
in the next hierarchy of the explanatory note. We cannot calculate P (wi|w∗

j )
directly but can use the (i, j) element of the probabilistic frequency matrix C as
P (w∗

i |wj) in formula (14).
The similarity of headword wi from headword wj is obtained by processing

all the words in the ideal explanatory note of wj , i.e.,

P (wi|wj) =
∑
all k

P (wi|w∗
k)P (w∗

k|wj)

=
∑
all k

P (w∗
k|wi)P (wi)P (w∗

k|wj)∑
all l P (w∗

k|wl)P (wl)
. (15)

3.2 Simulation

To compute formula (15), we applied the results of the probabilistic frequency
vector obtained in Section 2.3. P (w∗

k|wi) in the formula is the kth element of
the probabilistic word vector of wi. By contrast, the values of another unknown
parameter, a priori probability P (wi), are not yet given. P (wi) means the prob-
ability of word wi appearing without a precondition. Here, it should be remem-
bered that all headwords appear once in a dictionary. Hence, we can assume the
a priori probabilities of all headwords to be equal, giving the following formula:

P (wi|wj) =
∑
all k

P (w∗
k|wi)P (w∗

k|wj)∑
all l P (w∗

k|wl)
. (16)

3.3 Evaluation

We evaluated our results by comparing them with those of the system proposed
by Kasahara et al. [5]. This system vectorizes original explanatory notes in a
dictionary using TF · IDF and measures word similarity in terms of the inner
product of those vectors. A feature of this system is that the vectors produced
by TF · IDF are manually tuned to accord with human feelings.
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Table 1. Examples of probabilistic word vector and similarity.

For comparison with our results, we used psychological data from question-
naires on word similarities [6]. In the psychological experiment, 77 subjects were
asked if the stimulus words were synonyms of the headwords or not. Stimu-
lus words that gained more than 50% agreement from the other subjects were
regarded as true synonyms.

We analyzed the population of the order of each true synonym in the com-
puted similarity. Associative words were also examined in the same manner.
Figure 4 shows the difference between our method and the tuned system. It il-
lustrates the ratio of accumulated true synonyms (A) and true associative words
(B) plotted over the order of similarity. In both cases, the plotted values of
the proposed method are almost always larger than those of the tuned system,
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Fig. 4. Comparison of proposed method and tuned system.

which means that these true words appear earlier in the order of similarity in our
results than in that of the tuned system. As for associative words, the effective-
ness is more significant. However, these are not accurate comparisons because
the tuned system contains words other than nouns, e.g., verbs and adjectives.
Nevertheless, we can easily expect our method to have almost the same results
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as the simulation results, even with words other than nouns, because common
or frequently used words such as verbs have a low similarity in our method as
shown in Table 1.

4 Discussion

As mentioned at the beginning of this paper, we know that the TF · IDF method
is useful and works well. However, it does not provide us with a well-grounded
comprehension. By contrast, due to the stochastic process, it is quite clear what
the proposed method computes, and why the procedure is necessary. This clarity
is required when we are confused as to how to apply frequency vectors. For
example, if we assume that an application contains the process (A + AT ), is it
possible to compute this reasonably? Here, A is a word-by-word square matrix
such as that used in our simulation. TF · IDF gives us no idea whether it is
possible to add A and AT . However, in terms of the stochastic process, it is clear
that adding P (wi|wj) and P (wj |wi) does not make sense. Of course, a matrix
based on TF · IDF need not abide by the rules of a stochastic process. However,
the meanings of the matrix elements are still the same. It is easy to understand
this idea if we assume a document-by-word matrix instead of a word-by-word
matrix.

In our simulation of word similarity, the probability P (wi|wj) was given
by formula (16). This process resembles a calculation of the inner product of
TF · IDF vectors when headwords are regarded as document indices. This is
because, in this case, the denominator adds up word frequencies over all doc-
uments, and the numerator is the word frequency in a document. A widely
used document similarity method computes the inner product of TF · IDF vec-
tors, i.e.,

∑
(TF )2 · (IDF )2. On the other hand, our method nearly computes∑

(TF )2 · IDF as follows:

P (wi|wj) =
∑
all k

P (w∗
k|wi)P (w∗

k|wj)∑
all l P (w∗

k|wl)

=
∑
all k

P (w∗
k|wi)√∑

all l P (w∗
k|wl)

P (w∗
k|wj)√∑

all l P (w∗
k|wl)

� TF√
DF

TF√
DF

.

As described above, our method clarifies how we can use the method for
other applications. From this point of view, the proposed method is significantly
different from TF · IDF , although these two processes work similarly in some
ways. As for the word similarity, we may be able to undertake some further work
to evaluate its accuracy, but the simulation results clearly show the effectiveness
of the probabilistic frequency vectors.
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5 Conclusions

We proposed a probabilistic method for computing word frequency vectors based
on dictionaries. This method is significant in its well-founded procedure. A
stochastic process clearly shows how to employ this method for certain applica-
tions. As an example of such applications, we demonstrated the computation of
word similarity. The results show the effectiveness of our approach.

The key feature of our method is the semantic expansion of dictionaries.
However, the dictionaries themselves may influence this expansion. To avoid such
an influence, we may need to use as many dictionaries as possible or investigate
a way of applying corpora to our procedure.
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Abstract. Web Document Indexing is an important part of every
Search Engine (SE). Indexing quality has an overwhelming effect on re-
trieval effectiveness. A document index is a set of terms which show the
contents (topic) of the document and helps in distinguishing a given
document from other documents in the collection of documents. Small
index size can lead to poor results and may miss some relevant items.
Large index size allows retrieval of many useful documents along with a
significant number of irrelevant ones and decreases the search speed and
effectiveness of the searched item. Though the problem has been studied
for many years there is still no algorithm to find the optimal index size
and sets of index terms. This paper shows how different attributes of the
web document (namely Title, Anchor and Emphasize) contribute to the
average precision in the process of search. The experiments are done on
the WT10g collection of a 1.69-million page corpus.

1 Introduction

The process of term selection for indexing in Web (text) retrieval systems is
known as feature selection. The frequency of word occurrences in an article fur-
nishes a useful measurement of word significance [1]. Salton [2]proposed a com-
mon feature selection method based on the number of occurrences of particular
terms in the documents. The feature selection algorithms usually perform three
steps to select the term for indexing:

– apply a stemming and stop-word algorithm, i.e. extracting the root of each
word and removing the common words (terms) (example and, or, etc.) from
the text of the document,

– compute the term frequency for all remaining terms in each document,
– select N terms with high term frequency from each document as index vector.

Another method involves inverse document frequency idf in the feature selection
process. The weight of a term Tj in a document Di is given by wij = tfijidf ,
where tfij is the term frequency of Tj in Di. Again N terms with the high-
est weights in all the documents are chosen as features. This method has the
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disadvantage that it may extract those features with relatively low document
frequency because the lower document frequency will give a higher weight of the
feature. Wong and Fu [3] proposed an algorithm which involves coverage of the
features (terms). Coverage of a feature (term) Ti is the percentage of documents
in the collection containing this feature. They observe that because the above
methods choose only the best N terms, there is no guarantee that these terms
cover a high percentage of the documents. So if the coverage is too low, there
will be many documents represented by a feature vector with zero weight in all
entries. They propose the following feature selection algorithm:

– randomly select a subset of documents with size M from the collection of
documents,

– extract the set of words that appear at least once in the documents,
– remove stop words and apply stemming algorithm,
– count the document frequency of the words which are extracted after apply-

ing stop-word and stemming,
– set lower = k and upper = k,
– select all words with document frequency in the range from lower to upper,
– check if the coverage of these words is larger than pre-defined threshold. If

so, stop. If not, set lower = lower − 1 and upper = upper + 1 and go to the
previous step.

The weakness of this method is that it depends on the number of documents and
the documents which are randomly selected. A better indexing scheme would not
depend on the coverage of the terms and document frequency in the collection.
In the next section we examine some indexing schemes used in the most popular
search engines in the Web. Much of the discussion in the next Section closely
follows those in [5].

2 Related Works

The indexing scheme mainly depends on the type of search which the engine
supports. Full text indexing is required when the engine supports search by
phrase. This kind of indexing is used by search engines such as Alta Vista, Ex-
cite, HotBot, InfoSeek Guide, OpenText etc. It can generate large indexes and
consequently requires powerful computers for search. To increase search speed
HotBot and InfoSeek Guide’s indexes are distributed across several computers,
which enables the search engine to process the queries in parallel. Depending on
the type of indexing, search engines use different weighting and ranking algo-
rithms. So InfoSeek for example ranks its output, calculating the RSV (retrieval
status value) by giving more weight to documents that contain the query terms
at the beginning of the document. Others give more weight to the words in the
Title tag etc.

To minimize the index size, some other search engines, for example Lycos and
Worldwide Web Worm (WWWW), use the meta tags in the web documents. So
Lycos indexes the terms which appear in titles, headings, and subheadings of
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HTML documents as the first few lines of the beginning of the document. Because
some of the documents include too many terms in these parts of the documents,
if the number of index terms exceeds 100, then only the 100 most-weighted terms
are taken. Lycos uses a tf.idf weighting scheme, but terms which appear in the
title and/or in the beginning of the document are given more weight.

Worldwide Web Worm uses a slightly different technique which indexes the
titles, anchor text and URLs of HTML documents. Title, anchor text, and URL
names alone cannot represent document content. Moreover, it has been estimated
that 20 percent of the HTML documents on the Web have no title. In the
next section we examine the different indexing schemes and report the results
obtained.

3 Web Documents Indexing Scheme

Our aim is to create an indexing scheme which extracts the valuable terms of the
documents and minimizes the index size without decreasing the quality of the
retrieved result with respect to precision and recall. As we mentioned in the above
section, title, anchor text, and URL names alone cannot represent document
content. This kind of indexing automatically would lead to poor retrieved results
and this is proved by our experiments. On the other hand, if the index includes
all terms which appear in the document, the index size can be very big and
consequently search processing would be very slow.

We decide to construct an index using the document’s whole content, but
giving special meaning to the following document attributes:

– title text (the text, which appears in <TITLE> </TITLE>),
– anchor text (the text, which appears in <A </A>),
– emphasized text (in our case emphasized include only <I> </I> and <EM>

</EM> tags of the HTML documents),
– and all words with frequency equal or greater than two, which appears in

the whole HTML document.

In addition to Worldwide Web Worm indexing scheme we included emphasized
text and all words with frequency equal or greater than two which appears in the
whole HTML document. Emphasized text was included because it conveys more
meaning than just the words themselves. There is a difference between ”Mars is
known as the red planet” and ”Mars is known as the red planet”. In the second
case, the word red contains more information than just the color of the planet.
Indexing the words with frequency equal or greater than two, which appears in
the HTML documents contributes for the index size and ensures (but does not
guarantee) that the index will not have zero size.

More information about HTML can be found on the official Web site of World
Wide Web consortium (http://www.w3.org/).

We denote these sets as follows:

– TITLE — the set of terms, which appears in <TITLE> </TITLE>,
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– ANCHOR — the set of terms, which appears in <A </A>,
– EMPHASIZED — the set of terms, which appears in <I> </I> and <EM>

</EM>,
– ALL — the plain text of the HTML document.

Then our indexing algorithm has the following steps.

– Create the sets TITLE, ANCHOR, EMPHASIZED and ALL for the HTML
document,

– Remove all the common terms from TITLE, ANCHOR, EMPHASIZED and
ALL (stop-word),

– Apply a stemming algorithm to TITLE, ANCHOR, EMPHASIZED and
ALL,

– For each term in ALL calculate the term frequency,
– Create index of all terms from TITLE, ANCHOR, and EMPHASIZED plus

all terms from ALL with frequency greater than one.

Our research aimed to study whether the parts indexed contribute to the average
precision, and if so, how they contribute to the average precision of the retrieved
results.

4 Experiments and Results

We performed experiments on a 10 gigabyte Web Task, i.e. using WT10g col-
lection of 1.69-million pages. All runs use only the title part of TREC-9 queries
451-500. Stop word lists of 595 English, 172 German and 352 Spanish words
were used. Porter’s [4] stemming algorithm was applied to both documents and
queries. Consider the following sets:

– All — all words, which appear in the document (its include all tags) (ALL);
– AllG1 — all words in the document with frequency greater than 1, i.e. all

words from ALL with frequency greater than 1;
– T — title texts of the HTML document (i.e. the set TITLE);
– A — anchor texts of the HTML document (i.e. the set ANCHOR);
– E — emphasized text of the HTML document (i.e. the set EMHASIZED).

We performed experiments using the following indexing schemes: All, AllG1,
AllG1 T, AllG1 A, AllG1 E, AllG1 T A, AllG1 T E, AllG1 A E, AllG1 T A E,
T, A, E, T A, T E, A E, and T A E. Using the above notation, it may be
seen, that for example AllG1 T A E means that the index includes all words in
the document with term frequency greater than 1 (i.e. all words from ALL with
frequency greater than 1), plus all words which appear in the TITLE, ANCHOR
and EMPHASIZED sets (without repetition).

Table 1 shows the average index size using different indexing schemes (the
index size depends on the collection). In the experiments we used a new weighting
scheme, which gave very good results:
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2.5 − 1
1 + log(tf)

, (1)

where tf is the term frequency of a particular term, which appears in a given
document. In contrast to other indexing schemes, we applied this weighting
algorithm to each indexed part of the document, that is the value of the weight
for given term in the document depends on the frequency of this term in the
whole document’s text.

All terms in the query were equally weighted by one. Inner product is used
as a similarity function in all experiments. The results are evaluated using
the trec eval package written by Chris Buckley of Sabir Research (available at
ftp://ftp.cs.cornell.edu/pub/smart/). Table 2 shows the results obtained.

Table 1. Average index size for different types of indexing sorted in order of decreasing
index size

Type of indexing Average index size

All 132.548
AllG1 T A E 60.590
AllG1 A E 59.845
AllG1 T A 57.735
AllG1 A 56.989
AllG1 T E 47.749
AllG1 E 46.982
AllG1 T 44.270
AllG1 43.503
T A E 30.016
A E 27.599
T A 25.463
A 22.852
T E 9.633
E 6.283
T 3.714

In Table 2, P@10 means the precision computed after 10 documents have
been retrieved. Each document precision average is computed by summing the
precisions at P@10 and dividing by the number of topics (50). R-Precision is
the precision after R documents have been retrieved, where R is the num-
ber of relevant documents for the topic. The average R-Precision for a run is
computed by taking the mean of the R-Precisions of the individual topics in
the run. The reader can find the experimental results of TREC-9 participants
on http://trec.nist.gov/pubs/trec9/appendices/A/web/ and compare them with
the results obtained using our indexing and weighting schemes. More detail about
the algorithms for indexing and weighting schemes and the retrieval algorithms
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Table 2. Results obtained using different indexing schemes. Results are sorted in order
of decreasing average precision

Indexing scheme Num. of docs Ave. prec. P@10 R-precision

All 1223 0.1673 0.2000 0.1895
AllG1 A E 1005 0.1419 0.1940 0.1765
AllG1 T A E 1007 0.1419 0.1940 0.1765
AllG1 T A 997 0.1413 0.1940 0.1742
AllG1 A 998 0.1412 0.1940 0.1742
AllG1 T E 977 0.1391 0.1940 0.1718
AllG1 E 975 0.1390 0.1940 0.1718
AllG1 T 965 0.1388 0.1940 0.1699
AllG1 963 0.1387 0.1940 0.1703
E 419 0.0514 0.1100 0.0830
A E 405 0.0514 0.1100 0.0830
A 351 0.0501 0.1200 0.0818
T A E 437 0.0407 0.0920 0.0687
T A 391 0.0393 0.0960 0.0657
T E 243 0.0372 0.0760 0.0533
T 206 0.0244 0.0600 0.0447

used by the Ninth Text REtrieval Conference (TREC-9) participants can be find
on http://trec.nist.gov/pubs/trec9/t9 proceedings.html.

5 Conclusions

As we expected, the results shows that full indexing of the text leads to large
average index size (132.548 terms in our case) giving high precision. On the
other hand, indexing only the title, anchor and emphasized text produces small
indexes, but leads to very poor results. Indexing words with frequency greater
than one contributes to the precision of the retrieved results. The results show
that the words belonging to the attribute title, which have frequency 1 in the
attribute, All do not contribute to the average precision and they can be omitted
in the process of indexing. So indexing scheme AllG1 T A E gives us the same
precision as AllG1 T A E. This is confirmed by the results achieved by AllG1 T
and AllG1 schemes, where the difference between the average precision is 0.0001
and the difference in the index size is 0.77 terms.

Approximately half of the index size of AllG1 T A E belongs to T A E
(30.754 terms of 60.590, i.e. 22.852 to anchor text, 3.714 to title, and 6.283
to emphasized text), but the difference in the achieved average precision is quite
big, respectively 0.1419 and 0.0407. So indexing only some attributes leads to
very poor results.

The results show that there is a big difference between average index size
of the AllG1 T A E scheme and AllG1 (16.342 terms) and a difference of only
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0.0032 in achieved average precision. We believe that this is because the WT10g
collection is created with the ultimate aim of testing different weighting and
ranking algorithms, which use link analysis, and therefore it contains too much
anchor text (average 22.852 terms per page).

We chose this collection because of the large number of documents which
it contains. We believe that omitting title, anchor and emphasized text and
indexing only the terms with frequency greater than one would lead to poor
results in other collections of documents, where the documents contain terms
with low frequency, which would lead to documents with index size zero and
that the optimal weighting scheme is AllG1 T A E. Sometimes the document’s
index can increase too much depending on its size, term frequency and other
attributes discussed above. In this case only the terms occurring in title, anchor,
emphasized text, and terms with high terms frequency, can be taken as index
terms.

6 Future Works

Currently we are developing a more complex indexer which will allow us to index
any attribute of the web and pdf documents. This will help us to investigate: (a)
in more detail how the different parts of the documents contribute to the average
precision in the process of search; (b) will allow users to perform more flexible
search for documents using different attributes (such as abstract, author, etc.)
of the text.
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Abstract. Information extraction is to extract information about the main events
in the text. This paper presents an event sentence extraction method in Korean
newspapers for information extraction. Event sentences contain meaningful in-
formation such as the agent, the time and the place of an event. To extract these
sentences, we acquire various features such as verbs, nouns, noun phrases, 3Ws,
and their weights. And then, the system computes weights of sentences and ex-
tracts event sentences by our extraction algorithm. The experimental result
shows the average precision of 86.1%.

1   Introduction

Information extraction (IE) is the process of analyzing natural language text and ex-
tracting specific information such as entities, relations or events [1]. Especially, the
ultimate purpose of IE is to extract information about the main events in the text.
‘Event’ can be defined as ‘something (non-trivial) happening in a certain place and a
certain time’. That is, event is some information that attracts users’ interests, but this
cannot be specified as a formal action or a formal situation. Namely, there is no gener-
alized event that can be applied to all cases. In this reason, most of IE studies have
usually focused on some narrow subject domain, and extracted event information
related with it.

Previous IE works can be classified into two methods: one is made up of four tasks
such as named entities, template elements, template relations, and scenario templates
[1]; and the other is composed of two phases such as key part extraction and pattern
recognition [2, 3, 4]. However, both of them must construct domain knowledge or
domain specific patterns requiring a lot of human effort.

In this paper, we will propose an event sentence extraction system which can re-
duce the cost of constructing domain knowledge and patterns. This system automati-
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cally learns domain knowledge from a document set related with some specific do-
main. By using this knowledge, we extract event sentences containing the subject,
object, time, or location, etc. Extracted sentences can be used for information extrac-
tion and utilized as domain knowledge.

2   Event Sentence Extraction

In this paper, we define three types of features which can be used in the event sentence
extraction as follows:

Verb: This represents action, condition, or experience leading topics of a specific
domain. To obtain this kind of feature, we extract verbs tagged like ‘PV’ and
‘NC+XSV’.

Noun and noun phrase: This will be used to reflect domain dependent informa-
tion. In the cases of nouns tagged like ‘NC’, ‘PERSON’, ‘LOCATION’, ‘OR-
GANIZATION’, etc., we extract their lexicons as noun features. And the other
cases, nouns tagged like ‘NN’, ‘PERCENT’, ‘DATE’, ‘TIME’, ‘QUANTITY’, etc.,
we extract their tags themselves, because these kinds of nouns has low frequencies.
After extracting of noun features, we generate noun phrases by combining adjacent
noun features.

3W(Who, When, Where): This is useful in order to take the subject, object, time,
and location related with an event. Each of named entities tagged like ‘PERSON’
and ‘ORGANIZATION’, ‘DATE’ and ‘TIME’, and ‘LOCATION’ is respectively
assigned to ‘Who’, ‘When’, and ‘Where’ feature.

To extract event sentences, this system takes two phases such as domain knowledge
learning phase and sentence extraction phase. Both of them use language processor to
get POS and named entity tags from the input documents. In the first phase, given a
document set as an input, the system extracts features mentioned in chapter 2 and the
weights of features by the following equations.

max1log w
df

D
tfw

i
ii 
















+×= (1)

2)( jiij www += (2)

The equation (1) is used to calculate weights of the verb features and the noun fea-
tures. The equation (2) is utilized to calculate the noun phrase weights. Here, itf  and

idf  are the term frequency and the document frequency of the feature i. D is the
document number of the training document set and maxw  means the maximum weight.
After calculating the weight, the system chooses features of high weights and stores
them into the domain knowledge base. Each type of features is stored respectively.
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In the sentence extraction phase, this system extracts event sentences by using the
domain knowledge and the event extraction algorithm. First, sentence extractor ex-
tracts features in each sentence of the text and then combines them with the domain
knowledge such as weights, frequencies, and sentence identifier lists. Moreover, it
collects information of the 3W features in each sentence such as

whereiwheniwhoi CCC ,,,   and  ,  , . These represent the number of the ‘Who’, ‘When’, and

‘Where’ features in the i-th sentence. After the sentence analysis, the i-th sentence
weight ( iW ) is calculated by the equation (3). jivnCo ,_  is the average weight of the

noun features that co-occurred with the j-th verb in this sentence. jivpCo ,_  is the

average weight of the noun phrases features that co-occurred with the j-th verb in this
sentence. verbiC ,  is the number of verbs in this sentence. 

jvW  is the weight of the j-th

verb.

( )( ) verbi

C

j
jijivi CvpCovnCoWW

verbi

j ,
1

,,

,

__∑
=

⋅+⋅×= βα (3)

As mentioned before, each sentence of the input text is processed and then the in-
formation will be used to extract event sentences by using the algorithm, as shown in
Fig. 1. To achieve the best performance, we tested various combinations of the fea-
tures. Among 19 combinations, iwhereiwheni WCC ∧∧ ,,    showed the best. Thus, we

adopted it and adjusted the sentence weight thresholds( kθ ).

FOR END

T;SELECT_SEN                

  THEN  )))()(()((  IF        

SENT;  max_weight SELECT        

Document    thisIN  entencesRemained_S  all  FOR

T;SELECT_SEN  THEN   ))((  IF        

Document    thisIN  Sententces  all  FOR

432

1,
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ii
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>∧<∨>

>∧∧ θ

Fig. 1. Event Sentence Extraction algorithm

3   Experiment Results

The empirical evaluation is done on three test sets: ‘Airplane crash’, ‘Traffic acci-
dents’, and ‘Disaster’. In each test set, 20 of them are used for training and all of them
are used for testing. Each of them has 40 documents. Human experts assigned five-
level score (0-4) to each sentence; they gave weakly related sentences with the domain
events the score 0 and the most strongly related sentences the score 4. In Table 1,
“Baseline” is the method of extracting sentences by using the POS features such as
noun, NP, verb and “Weighting” means the extraction method by the equation (3).
“3W” is the method of extracting sentences by using the features who, when, where.
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“Proposed method” means the method combining “Weighting” and “3W” by the algo-
rithm of Fig. 1.

We derive the measure of precision, shown in the equation (4) for the evaluation.
Here, in  represents the number of selected sentences with the score i. In the results,

we can see that the average precision is 86.1% and the features such as verb, who,
when, where is very important in event sentence extraction.

∑∑
==







×=
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j
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Table 1. Precision of Each Domain

4   Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed event sentence extraction system appropriate to Korean.
We used various features such as verbs, nouns, noun phrases, and 3Ws. The system
automatically trained domain knowledge with a document set and then extracted event
sentences by using the knowledge and the event sentence extraction algorithm. Ex-
periment results shows that our event extraction system can extract meaningful event
sentences for IE.
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Method Baseline Weighting 3W
Proposed
Method

Airplane crash 0.664 0.756 0.698 0.815
Traffic accidents 0.694 0.774 0.888 0.919

Disaster 0.617 0.779 0.776 0.850
Average Precision 0.658 0.770 0.787 0.861
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Abstract. This paper describes some experiments that used Genetic
Algorithms (GAs) for looking for important word associations (phrases)
in unstructured text documents obtained from the Internet in the area
of a specialized medicine. GAs can evolve sets of word associations with
assigned significance weights from the document categorization point of
view (here two classes: relevant and irrelevant documents). The catego-
rization was similarly reliable like the näıve Bayes method using just in-
dividual words; in addition, in this case GAs provided phrases consisting
of one, two, or three words. The selected phrases were quite meaningful
from the human point of view.

1 Introduction

The classification of generally unstructured text documents is an important task
also for physicians, who need to automatically categorize electronic text docu-
ments (mostly obtained from various resources in the Internet via different search
engines) into several classes—usually between relevant and irrelevant articles, re-
ports, abstracts, etc. Many experiments revealed that using methods based on
occurrences of individual words in the documents (e.g., the näıve Bayes algo-
rithm [2], [4]) generally worked very well. However, another problem is what
is actually really significant for the categorization in addition to the individual
word frequencies, and what could be used as, e.g., key-words for weighty charac-
terizations of the documents or for the Internet searching engines. One possibility
is to automatically look for significant word associations (phrases). In our case,
we were interested—in addition to individual words—in two- and three-word
associations typical for relevant and irrelevant unstructured text documents.
The described method, applied to the automatic searching for the phrases, used
Genetic Algorithms (GAs) in Machine Learning, see e.g. [1]. For the training
process, GAs used real medical text documents obtained from the Internet (e.g.,
the MEDLINE resource, and others)—actually the same data which were used
in [6] and [5] for experiments with topically very similar documents in one very
particular medical area, specialized gynecology.
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2 The Application of GAs to the Searching Process

The research work started with 639 medical individual unstructured text doc-
uments (each of them having very different numbers of words—from tens to
hundreds) that were used for creating a basic dictionary of distinct words. The
dictionary was reduced from the original 12,631 words (by cutting out selected
irrelevant words—prepositions, definite/indefinite articles, and so like, and by us-
ing an English lemmatizer) to the fundamental 2,593 words. This subset served
as a dictionary of possible key-words which could be associated by couples or
triplets (e.g., genetic and algorithms can create a specific couple genetic algo-
rithms). Then, every two and three adjacent remaining words (1th,2nd; 2nd,3rd;
3rd, 4th; . . .; 1th,2nd,3rd; 2nd,3rd,4th; . . .) represented a potential association as
being significant for relevant or irrelevant documents. The reason for this rep-
resentation was that a computer normally does not understand meanings of
words, so many associations were, of course, meaningless from the human point
of view. Altogether, there were 11,091 phrases having one word (2,593 phrases),
two words (5,651 phrases), or three words (2,847 phrases).

The goal of GAs was to find a vector of weights of the phrases to reveal
which phrases were—more or less—important for relevant documents and which
for irrelevant ones. The chromosomes were generated using the phrases and their
weights wi, −10.0 ≤ wi ≤ +10.0, i = 1, . . . , 11, 091. Thus, each chromosome con-
sisted of 11,091 weights (genes), initialized randomly in the zeroth generation.
For the correct categorization of a document, the sum of weights of its specific
words and word associations played the decisive role. The population size was
300, the number of generations was 500. So, each individual in the population was
set up from certain weights of all the possible phrases, and the best chromosome
within a population assigned weights to phrases from the best classification ac-
curacy point of view. After a chromosome decryption, a set of phrases with their
importance was available. The process of grading up looked for chromosomes
set up from certain phrases which would be able to categorize the documents
between the relevant and irrelevant class (the original classification was done
by a human physician). For the crossover operator, the algorithm selected chro-
mosomes using the roulette-wheel method, and the probability of the crossover
for an individual was 0.9. The mutation (taken from a Gaussian distribution
around the original value) was randomly applied to each chromosome for 1% of
its genes. The best individual within each generation was copied unchanged to
the next generation. A publicly accessible library of genetic algorithms [3] was
used for the implementation1.

3 The Results of Experiments

For the experiments of looking for a set of important word-associations to cat-
egorize the text documents, 40 text documents from 639 ones were used as the
1 The software for this work used the GAlib genetic algorithm package, written by

Matthew Wall at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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testing examples and 599 as the training examples. The evolution of chromo-
somes used a cross-validation method for testing to find the best chromosome,
i.e., the best vector of weights associated with phrases. The average categoriza-
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Fig. 1. The best classification-chromosome evolution on the training data.

tion accuracy for the testing documents (not used for the training process) was
75% which was quite similar to the results (using exactly the same data) of the
näıve Bayes algorithm published in [6]; however, significant word associations
were found here as the contribution of the method described above, and as the
main goal. The experiments revealed that omitting any word from the remaining
basic set of 2,593 words always decreased the classification accuracy of any of
the tested text documents. Therefore, each word—either individual or as a part
of a phrase—was somehow important. As expected, some words or phrases were
found to be far more significant than others from the specific classification point
of view—which, of course, depends on a human user.

Among the results, an interesting fact sometimes appeared: some frequent
phrases were not very much significant, e.g. a phrase have been, which was on
the fourth place among very frequent phrases, shifted down to the 98th position
as a significant association from the total 11,091 phrases. Also, many phrases
with high weights were expected as being significant. These phrases2 were of-

2 The shown examples of some resulting (and here emphasized) words have rather
distorted forms provided by an English lemmatizer.
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ten just one-word phrases, like improv (words as improve, improvement, etc.),
effect, surgeri, rheumatologi, diagnosi, neoplasm, ..., but many times two- or
three-word phrases (e.g., depress discord, manag program, med contract, testi
cure, benefit analysi, review tutori aim, orl head neck, benefit harm cost, ...).
The opposite side of the scale, i.e., less important significant words, really in-
cluded more common words (letter, train, infant, glucos, child, educ, letter aim,
correspond figur achiev, computer remind system, link between intervent, ...).
The similar situation was with phrases for irrelevant documents. Of course, the
same set of the text documents could have different classification for different
users, so different phrases would be found.

4 Conclusions

Genetic algorithms can be used for looking for word associations, which are im-
portant, e.g., for the classification of text documents. As a result, GAs provided
a set of one-, two-, and three-word phrases significant for relevant and irrelevant
documents, therefore supporting the automatic filtering of large amounts of un-
structured text documents, as well as automatically discovering important word
associations. The results are based on using a set of training examples classified
into two classes (relevant and irrelevant) by a human expert in the field of his
area and from his specific point of view, so the word associations also are specific
from his point of view.

More experiments should be done to discover a relation between the fre-
quency of words in documents (which supports tools based on other classification
methods) and weights of found phrases for possible combinations to improve the
categorization and filtering.
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Abstract. This paper investigates the effect of a cascaded feature se-
lection (CFS) in SVMs text categorization. Unlike existing feature se-
lections, our method (CFS) has two advantages. One can make use of
the characteristic of each feature (word). Another is that unnecessary
test documents for a category, which should be categorized into a neg-
ative set, can be removed in the first step. Compared with the method
which does not apply CFS, our method achieved good performance es-
pecially about the categories which contain a small number of training
documents.

1 Introduction

The World Wide Web continues to grow at an amazing speed. As the available
online documents increase, the inability of users to assimilate and profitably
utilize such large numbers of documents becomes more and more apparent. In
this paper, we focus on the demand for high-precision systems in real-world
applications [4]. When using a search engine, for instance, users can only afford
to read the top few documents retrieved for a query, and therefore a search
engine with high precision returns would be preferred to one with a high recall
but low precision. Similarly, when a classifier is used to help users to decide
the categories relevant to a document, again only a few candidate categories
can be read by the users. Published papers in the text categorization domain
have mainly focused on optimizing performance in the range where precision and
recall are balanced (where the break-even point or F1 is optimized), and do not
focus on precision-recall trade-off [4].

In this paper, we propose a cascaded feature selection (CFS) using Sup-
port Vector Machines (SVMs). SVMs are a machine learning method for solving
two-class pattern recognition problems and have been shown to yield good gen-
eralization performance on a wide variety of classification problems that require
large-scale input space, such as handwritten character recognition, face detec-
tion, and text categorization.

SVMs learn from the training set to find a decision surface (classifier) in
the vector space of documents that ‘best’ separates the documents into two
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classes (i.e. relevant and non-relevant). Although SVMs are a binary classifier,
we used ‘One-against-the-Rest’ version of SVMs to treat a multi-class (multi-
label) problem. This approach constructs k classifiers, one for each class. The
kth classifier constructs a hyperplane between class k and the k-1 other classes.

2 Our Approach

While many feature selection strategies, such as information gain, mutual infor-
mation, and χ2 statistic, have been applied to SVMs text categorization so far,
we propose a cascaded feature selection (CFS) using linear SVMs.

CFS has two steps which SVMs classify test documents either into a positive
or a negative set (Step 1), and then SVMs again classify the test documents
categorized into the positive set in Step 1 either into a positive or a negative set
(Step 2). Since we focused on Part-Of-Speech (POS) information, the difference
between Step 1 and Step 2 is that all types of parts of speech (ALL) are used in
Step 1 and only nouns (NOUN) are used in Step 2.

Taira et al. report that the best feature set (POS) greatly differs from cate-
gory to category [2]. Therefore we can expect high precision, if we select suitable
POSs in each step.

3 Experiments

3.1 Data and Preprocessing

We used the Reuters-21578 corpus (the ApteMod version, 90 categories) for
evaluating our method. We obtained the training set of 7,769 documents and
the test set of 3,019 documents. The average number of categories assigned to a
document was 1.3, and the most categories assigned to a document were 15.

All documents were tagged using Brill’s POS tagger. From the tagged docu-
ments, we obtained two sets, one consisting only of noun (NOUN), and the other
composed of all types of parts of speech (ALL). We added synonyms (NOUN)
of WordNet 1.7 in both steps1. We extracted only 300 words for each cate-
gory, which are handled by a threshold for high mutual information (MI)2. We
also used the word frequency (i.e. the word occurrence) in a document as an
attribute-value for each feature.

Reuters-21578 has a skewed category distribution. The most common cat-
egory has 2,877 training documents, but 82% of categories have less than 100
documents, and 33% of the categories have less than 10 documents. Takamura et
al. (2001) report that when training documents are few in number, SVMs often
fail to produce a good result, although several efforts against this problem have
been made [3].
1 After tagging, stemming, and stop word removal, the training set contained 38,958

distinct words (ALL) and 26,686 distinct words (NOUN).
2 We selected the words using five-fold cross validation [1], [5].
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3.2 Results and Discussion

We evaluated our method using precision (Pr), recall (Re), and F1(Pr, Re) =
2PrRe
Pr+Re . In our experiments, we paid attention to the following points: 1) whether
precision increased, 2) whether precision was higher than recall, 3) whether F1
value was constant or increased, after applying CFS.

Table 1 shows the comparison of our method (CFS) and NON-CFS method3.
In Table 1, the column ‘POS’ represents the part-of-speech we applied, while the
columns ‘Pr’, ‘Re’, and ‘F1’ represent precision, recall, and F1 value. As shown
in Table 1, we find that the precision of our method is 2.1% higher than the
precision of NON-CFS method, keeping F1 value constant. This improvement
was mainly achieved by the categories which contain a small number of training
documents. We show this in Table 2.

Table 1. The comparison of our method (CFS) and NON-CFS method (CFS/NON-
CFS)

POS Pr(%) Re(%) F1(%)
NOUN 92.4/90.3 73.4/74.7 81.8/81.8

Table 2 shows the top 5 categories which precisions increased. In Table 2, the
column ‘Category(Tr)’ represents a category name (Category) and the number
of documents assigned to the category (Tr). As shown in Table 2, we find that
precisions of the categories which contain the small number of training docu-
ments increased dramatically. We also find that F1 values of these categories
increased significantly. For example, the category ‘heat’ represents the valida-
tion of our method clearly, since precision increased and was higher than recall
increasing F1 value after applying CFS. Precisions increased in 75.0% categories
which contain more than 100 documents and also increased in 22.9% categories
which contain less than 100 documents. Furthermore, F1 values were constant
or increased in 76.6% categories.

Table 3 shows the results of the existing methods which were tested on the
Reuters-21578. Yang et al. (1999) chose 10,000 words which were handled by a
threshold for high χ2 statistic, and used TF-IDF as an attribute-value for each
feature [5]. Their precision and recall were 91.3% and 81.2%, respectively. Fuku-
moto et al. (2001) used synonyms and their hypernymy relations of WordNet 1.6
for representing documents. They extracted only nouns, treating the word fre-
quency in a document as an attribute-value for each feature [1]. Their precision
and recall were 83.3% and 89.9%, respectively.

3 We treated only 300 words (NOUN) for each category using MI threshold. The
attribute-value was assigned as the word frequency in a document.
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Table 2. The top 5 categories which precisions increased (CFS/NON-CFS)

Category(Tr) Pr(%) Re(%) F1(%)
housing(16) 100/50.0 50.0/50.0 66.6/50.0
soy-meal(13) 100/50.0 23.0/23.0 37.5/31.7

yen(45) 100/50.0 7.1/7.1 13.3/12.5
heat(14) 100/57.1 60.0/80.0 75.0/66.6
hog(16) 100/66.6 33.3/33.3 50.0/44.4

Table 3. Comparison to Previous Results

Method Pr(%) Re(%)
Yang et al.(1999) 91.3 81.2

Fukumoto et al.(2001) 83.3 89.9
our method 92.4 73.4

4 Summary and Future Work

We focused on the demand for high-precision systems and proposed a cascaded
feature selection (CFS) using linear SVMs. Compared with NON-CFS method,
we showed the validation of our method, especially about the categories which
contain a small number of training documents.

While we validated our method for the Reuters-21578 corpus, we have to
apply CFS to other corpora such as Reuters Corpus Volume I (RCV1) and
Japanese corpus.

Although we applied CFS to all categories, we have to consider automatic
variable CFS for each category.
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Abstract. In Text Categorization (TC) based on Vector Space Model, feature
weighting and feature selection are major problems and difficulties. This paper
proposes two methods of weighting features by combining the relevant
influential factors together. A TC system for Chinese texts is designed in terms
of character bigrams as features. Experiments on a document collection of
71,674 texts show that the F1 metric of categorization performance of the
system is 85.9%, which is about 5% higher than that of the well-known TF*IDF
weighting scheme. Moreover, a multi-step feature selection process is exploited
to reduce the dimension of the feature space effectively in the system.

1 Introduction

Text Categorization (TC) is to automatically assign natural language texts with
thematic categories from a predefined category set [1]. With the population of
Internet and electronic publications, TC has been studied extensively in the last
decade, and a growing number of statistical classification methods and machine
learning techniques have been applied to solving this challenging task, including
Bayesian classifier [3],[4],[5], neural network classifier [6], nearest neighbor classifier
[7], decision rule classifier [8], centroid-based classifier [9], Rocchio classifier [10],
support vector machine [11], classifier committees [12],[13], hierarchical
classification [14], etc. Originally, these efforts target at the English language. In
recent years, some works of TC for Chinese are reported [17],[18],[19],[21].

In TC, Vector Space Model (VSM) is often adopted to index texts [2]. In the
model, a text is abstracted as a weighted feature vector. All potential features usually
form a very high dimensional feature space, so feature selection is needed by
selecting the top significant features according to their weights almost without
sacrificing the categorization performance. Weighting features in feature vectors as
well as in feature space is thus a key problem in TC.

Term Frequency (TF, tf) and Document Frequency (DF, df) serve as the simplest
criteria for weighting features, mainly used in feature selection [1]. It is assumed that
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rare features are either non-informative or noisy. As most features have low tf/df in
the original space, feature selection with the criteria can scale the space dramatically.
But they fail to treat the features with high tf/df which contribute nothing to category
prediction. And, many informative features with low-medium tf/df may be eliminated
as the threshold increases.

Term Frequency * Inverse Document Frequency (TF*IDF) is widely used to
evaluate features in Information Retrieval [1],[2]. The frequent features distributing
evenly in the document space and the rare features will gain small weight with it. By
introducing a simplified version of information gain (IG’) into TF*IDF, Lu et al. [20]
proposed a method of TF*IDF*IG’ to reduce dimension and weight features for
feature vector. The experimental results on a corpus (6,518 documents) shown that it
does not improve the categorization performance considerably compared with the
standard TF*IDF.

Yang et al. [15] systematically compared the performance of DF, Chi-square
(CHI), Information Gain (IG), Mutual Information (MI), and Term Strength (TS) in
feature selection. The experiments on Reuters-22173 (13,272 documents) and
OHSUMED (3,981 documents) claimed that CHI and IG are most effective.

There is no explicit word boundary, like spacing in English, in Chinese texts, and
practical word segmentation system is still not available to date, N-Gram character
string is therefore considered as an alternative of index unit. Nie et al. [22],[23]
reported that, in Chinese information retrieval, the average retrieval precision of using
character bigrams as features (39.21%) is fractionally better than using words
(longest-matching segmentation algorithm) as features (39.04%). Using N-Gram
character strings as features can achieve satisfactory categorization performance [24].

By analyzing the influential factors of weighting features under the framework of
VSM, we further propose two formulae, i.e. TF*IDF*IG and TF*EXP*IG, and design
an automated TC system for Chinese texts based on the features of character bigrams.
In the system, we adopt a multi-step feature selection process with different criteria to
reduce the dimension of the feature space. Large-scale experiments indicate that our
methods considerably improve the categorization performance.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we analyze the
influential factors of weighting features through an example. In order to combine the
factors, we come up with our methods to evaluate features in feature vector. In section
3, we experiment the methods in a TC system for Chinese on a large-scale corpus, and
discuss the experimental results. Some conclusions appear in section 4.

2 Feature Weighting

2.1 The Related Formulae

For convenience of discussion, we list the related formulae here, and claim that all
feature weights should be normalized to eliminate the impact of document size. In the
formulae below, we omit this process.
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TF*IDF Weighting. There are several variants of the standard TF*IDF. We adopt
formula 1 which shows good performance in our experiments.

)/log()0.1log()(),(),( kkjkjkjk dfNtftIDFctTFctw ×+=×=  . (1)

where kjtf  is the frequency of feature kt  occurring in documents which belong to

category jc , kdf is the document frequency of kt , and N is the total number of

training documents.
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In the formula, )( jd cP  is the number of documents involved in category jc over

the total number of documents in the document collection, )( kd tP is the number of

documents containing feature kt over the total number of documents, )|( kj tcP  is the

number of documents of category jc which contain kt  over the number of documents

containing kt .

TF*IDF*IG’ Weighting. The original form in [20] is as formula 3.
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where kIG’  is a simplified version of IG, M is the size of the predefined category set,

S  is the total number of features.
Replacing TF*IDF of formula 3 with that of formula 1, we get formula 4 (We will

refer TF*IDF*IG’ to formula 4 throughout the paper):

kkkjkkjkjk IGdfNtfIGtIDFctTFctw ’)/log()0.1log(’)(),(),( ××+=××= . (4)
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CHI Weighting.
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As for the probabilities involved, please refer to formula 2.

(6)

Correlation Coefficient.
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where YX ,  are random variables, ( )YXCov ,  is their covariance, and YX σσ ,  are

their standard deviations respectively.

2.2 The Influential Factors of Weighting Features

In TC based on VSM, there are two phases where features need to be weighted: one is
to reduce feature dimension, another is to represent feature vectors for
documents/categories.

In order to study the influential factors of weighting features, we design an
example in the context of TC. Supposed that there are 2 categories {c1, c2}, each of
which contains 3 documents {dj1, dj2, dj3}, and there are 10 distinct features {w1-w10}
appearing in the document collection. The feature-document matrix is shown in the
upper part of Table 1. The task is to select a feature subset from the feature space (10
features) and create a proper feature vector for each category. With these two feature
vectors, the category of any free document can be predicted.

In Table 1, tfs and dfs of features w8-w10 are very small, indicating that w8-w10 are
likely to be noisy. Though w7 has high tf and may possess some degree of capability
in document discrimination, it is non-informative for category prediction due to its
even tf/df distribution over c1 and c2. Feature w6 occurs only in some documents of c2

with a high tf, so its occurrence in a document provides an evidence of assigning the
document to category c2. Features w1 and w3 have almost equivalent tf and df, but
their df distributions over category space are meaningful. The most documents
involving w3 appear in c1, so w3 is better than w1 for category prediction. Features w4

and w5 have high tfs and occur mostly in c2, so they should be powerful for
categorization. However, w5 should get a higher weight than w4, because the latter has
higher df. Features w2 w3 and w5 should have same categorization capability for
their almost similar properties in all aspects. With these analyses, we can reduce the
original feature space to {w1-w6}.

Now, upon the features {w1-w6}, we can create feature vectors for c1 and c2, and
measure the features in the vectors. From Table 1 we can see, in the feature vector of
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c1, features w2 and w3 should have high weights for their strong categorization
capabilities and high tf in c1. Although w4 and w5 are individually more powerful for
category prediction than w1, in the feature vector for c1, w1 should weight more for its
high tf in c1 than w4 and w5. Similarly, we can discuss the feature vector for c2.

Table 1. An Example of TC

w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6 w7 w8 w9 w10

d11 10 12 2 1
d12 5 10 1 10 1 1
d13 10 8 10 2 3 10
d21 2 1 20 10 10
d22 5 12 5 5 10
d23 2 10 20 20 1

tf 24 30 23 45 38 25 40 1 1 2
df 4 4 4 5 4 2 4 1 1 2

IDF 0
.2

0
.2

0
.2

0
.1

0
.2

0
.5

0
.2

0
.8

0
.8

0
.5

TF*ID
F

0
.2

0
.3

0
.2

0
.1

0
.3

0
.7

0
.3

0
.2

0
.2

0
.2

12 15 11.5 22.5 19 12.5 20 0.5 0.5 1
11.3 14.1 14.8 27.6 22.6 17.7 0 0.7 0.7 0

� 0.9 0.9 1.3 1.2 1.2 1.4 0 1.4 1.4 0
CHI 0 3 3 1.2 3 3 0 1.2 1.2 0
IG’ 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 0 0.1 0.1 0
IG 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0.1 0.1 0

In sum, the influential factors of weighting features in TC include: (1) tf; (2) df;
(3) the distribution of tf over category space; (4) the distribution of df over category
space; (5) relative tf in a document/category.

In order to measure these factors, we introduce several statistics shown in the lower
part of table 1. TF*IDF statistic combines tf and df distribution over the document
space, but it does not depict df distribution over category space. For example, w7 has a
��������	
�� ������ ���� ��� �������� ���� ������������������� ���� ���������� � � ���������
describes feature distribution in the category space very well (  and  are the standard
deviation and mean of a feature over category space), but it is weak to depict feature
distribution in the ���� �����!����������"� !��� � ����������� �������1 and w3, but
can not discriminate w1 and w2. Statistics CHI, IG and IG’ are criteria to measure the
categorization capability of features individually in the feature space. From the
example, we can see that CHI is the best of the three, and IG’ is the worst.

2.3 Our Methods of Weighting Features

According to the analyses in the above section, we proposed two methods of
weighting features for representing feature vectors: TF*IDF*IG, TF*EXP*IG:
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)()(),(),( kkjkjk tIGtIDFctTFctw ××=  . (8)

)()(),(),( kkjkjk tIGtEXPctTFctw ××=  . (9)

where TF, IDF and IG refer to section 2.1, )( ktEXP  equals to e k

kh
µ
σ×

, kk µσ ,  are the

standard deviation and mean of feature kt , and h  is a constant which is used to adjust

the proportion of the statistic in the weight and determined by experiments. By
introducing information gain into TF*IDF, formula 8 combines all the five influential
factors mentioned in section 2.2 into a single function. In formula 9, we further
���������� � ���� � ��� � !������� ���� ���������ion of a feature in the category space.
#������������$�������������� ������������������� � �intends to amplify its changes.

3 Experiments

In order to validate the new methods, we design a TC system for Chinese texts, and
experiment with a large-scale document collection. We use Chinese character bigrams
as features.

3.1 Training and Test Set

We adopt the categorization system of Encyclopedia of China as predefined category
set which comprises 55 categories. According to the categorization system, we build
up a document collection consisting of 71,674 texts with about 74 million Chinese
characters. Each text is manually assigned a category label. The number of documents
in the categories is quite different, ranging from 399 (Solid Earth Physics Category)
to 3,374 (Biology Category). The average number of documents in a category is 1303.
The average length of documents is 921 Chinese characters. We divide the document
collection into two parts: 64,533 texts for training and 7,141 texts for test in
proportion of 9:1.

3.2 The Multi-step Dimension Reduction

Because the number of extracted character bigrams is huge (about 1.75 million unique
brigrams are derived from the training set in our experiments), we carry through a
three-step feature selection process to reduce the dimension of the feature space. First,
we simply use tf threshold at 10 to eliminate the rare features (the number of unique
features reduced from about 1.75 millions to about 0.41 million, or, 76.4% of original
features are removed at this step). Second, we use df threshold at 10 to further
terminate 2.8% of the original feature space (see Section 3.4 for detailed discussion).
These two steps focus on terminating noisy features and avoiding over-fitting,
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removing in total 79.2% features from the original feature space. At last, CHI is
applied to reduce dimension, keeping the maximum 70,000 features as the feature set.

3.3 The Centroid-Based Classifier

In the TC system, we adopt centroid-based classifier which is a kind of profile-based
classifier, because of its simplification and fast speed. After bigram extraction and
dimension reduction, we build tf vectors for documents, then sum up tf vectors in each
category to get the tf vector of the category, and further weight the features based on
the summed tf vectors of categories with certain criterion, such as formula 8 or 9, to
create weighted feature vectors for categories. The resulting feature vectors are
considered as the centroids of the categories, as shown below:

( )sjj2j1j wwwV ,...,,=  . (10)

where kjw  is the weight of feature kt  in feature vector jV , S  is the total number of

features.
Then, classifier f  can be set up:

( )dVf j

M

1j

•=
=
maxarg  .

(11)

where d  is the feature vector of a free document.
For a category, classification performance is measured in terms of precision (Pr)

and recall (Re). For the whole category set, we adopt F1 metric with micro-averaging
of individual Pr and Re.

3.4 Experimental Results

Fig. 1 illustrates the changes of the number of retained features with the increasing of
the df threshold at the second step of dimension reduction. Fig. 2 shows the
categorization performance of four methods of interest when setting different df
thresholds at the second step. As can be seen, if the df threshold is above 10, the
number of features eliminated will increase very fast, and the categorization
performance drops down significantly. It indicates that in the feature space, most of
features are low frequent, and many of them are informative for category prediction.
Therefore we set the df thresholds at 10.

Fig. 3 reveals that with enough features, the two methods we proposed can
improve the categorization performance considerably, i.e., about 2% better than
TF*IDF*IG’, and 5% better than TF*IDF. As the number of retained features
decreases, the performances of all the tested methods converge to the same. It
indicates that if the feature set is too small, it can not properly represent documents
and categories. Upon the small feature set, we achieve neither satisfactory
categorization performances nor differences among the methods.
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Among the six methods in Fig. 3, TF*EXP and TF*IG are tested as components of
other methods. According to categorization performance, the methods can be
classified to three groups: Group 1 (G1) includes TF*EXP*IG and TF*IDF*IG with
the best performance; Group two (G2) includes TF*IDF*IG’ and TF*IG with the
moderate performance; Group 3 (G3) includes TF*IDF and TF*EXP with the worst
performances. Introducing IG into two methods in G3 can improve the performance
about 5%, signaling that IG is significant for categorization. The categorization
performances of TF*EXP*IG and TF*IDF*IG in G1 are about 2% higher than TF*IG
in G2 in the best case, suggesting that EXP and IDF can contribute a lot to
categorization as well. The performance of EXP is about 0.8% higher than IDF (but
the constant h needs to be adjusted in experiments. Here, h is regulated from 0.35 to
0.2 with the decline of the number of features). TF*IDF*IG gains a better
performance than TF*IDF*IG’, meanwhile the performances of TF*IG and
TF*IDF*IG’ are very close, implying that IG is more powerful for categorization than
IG’.

Fig. 1. Dimension Reduction with df Thresholds    Fig. 2. The Categorization Performance with
Different df Thresholds in Feature Selection

Fig. 3. Categorization Performance with Different Methods of Weighting Features
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As the influential factors of weighting features are not independent of each other,
and every statistic introduced does not usually describe a single factor exclusively, we
calculate the correlation coefficients among the statistics with formula 7. The results
are given in Table 2: TF is negatively correlated with other 4 basic statistics. IDF and
EXP have a positive correlation coefficient 0.69. It is amazing that the correlation
coefficient between IDF and IG reaches 0.91, and even surprisingly, the correlation
coefficient between IG and IG’ is near 1.0.

Table 2. Correlation Coefficients of Statistics

TF IDF EXP IG IG' TF*EX
P

TF*ID
F

TF 1 -0.97 -0.62 -0.86 -0.86 -0.49 0.52
IDF -0.97 1 0.69 0.91 0.91 0.60 -0.40
EXP -0.62 0.69 1 0.76 0.76 0.88 -0.27
IG -0.86 0.91 0.76 1 1 0.81 -0.27
IG' -0.86 0.91 0.76 1 1 0.81 -0.28

TF*EXP -0.49 0.60 0.88 0.81 0.81 1 0.08
TF*IDF 0.52 -0.40 -0.27 -0.27 0.73 0.08 1

4 Conclusion

This paper propose two formulae, i.e. TF*IDF*IG and TF*EXP*IG for feature
weighting in TC, after analyzing the relevant influential factors under the framework
of VSM. Experiments on large-scale document collection show that these two
formulae outperform TF*IDF. An automated TC system for Chinese texts is also
conducted based on Chinese character bigrams, and a multi-step feature selection
process is exploited to reduce the dimension of the feature space in the system.
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Abstract. This paper is a comparative study on representing units in Chinese
text categorization. Several kinds of representing units, including byte 3-gram,
Chinese character, Chinese word, and Chinese word with part of speech tag,
were investigated. Empirical evidence shows that when the size of training data
is large enough, representations of higher-level or with larger feature spaces re-
sult in better performance than those of lower level or with smaller feature
spaces, whereas when the training data is limited the conclusion may be the re-
verse. In general, representations of higher-level or with larger feature spaces
need more training data to reach the best performance. But, as to a specific rep-
resentation, the size of training data and the categorization performance are not
always positively correlated.

1   Introduction

With the emergence of WWW, more and more electronic documents are available. To
detect, extract, and summarize information effectively and efficiently from such a
huge text collection, many new technologies have been and have to be created and
developed. Text categorization is among these technologies. As the first step of ex-
ploring huge text data, automatic text categorization aims at assigning one or more
pre-defined category tags to free text documents [1]. In the past years, many machine
learning techniques have been applied to text categorization, including decision trees,
Naïve Bayes, neural networks, K-nearest neighbor, support vector machine, and so on.

Obviously, text that is already stored in machine-readable form (e.g. HTML, PDF)
is not suitable for most learning algorithms. It has to be transformed into some appro-
priate representation. Such a representation of text has a crucial influence on how well
the learning algorithm can generalize. It should capture as much information as possi-
ble from the source text and can be easily managed by computer.

In text categorization, vector space model (VSM) is frequently used for text repre-
sentation. That is, each document is represented as a vector of weighted feature
counts. The representing unit or feature can be a character, a word, a phrase, even a
sentence or a whole document. Choosing appropriate representing unit is the first step
of feature selection.
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In this paper, we will try to find if there is a more effective representation in Chi-
nese text categorization. Character based and word based Chinese text categorization
were both widely used in the literature, e.g. [2] [3]. But other representations such as
n-grams were rarely studied. Marc Damashek reported in [4] that n-grams are effec-
tive for document retrieval, sorting and categorization in English and Japanese.
Moreover, comparative study on different representations in Chinese text categoriza-
tion has not been found, whereas several efforts have been made to investigate the
relationship between feature selection and Chinese information retrieval [5] [6]. Text
categorization and information retrieval focus on different goals in feature selection,
although the former is usually regarded as a subfield of the latter. In Text Categoriza-
tion, the ability of distinguishing different categories is focused on, whereas in Infor-
mation Retrieval, the representativeness for a document is the greatest concern.

Some special difficulties should be considered in Chinese text categorization. Un-
like English, there is no explicit space between Chinese words in a running text. So,
word segmentation, which turns a Chinese character string to a sequence of words,
usually has to be done as the first step for a Chinese processing system. In addition,
there are several different Chinese character encoding systems widely used in Chinese
community, e.g. GB2312 and BIG5. Chinese web pages encoded differently co-exist
on the WWW. However, till now there is no such a Chinese word segmentation and
POS tagging system that can smoothly deal with all different encoding systems.

In this paper we present the empirical evidence for the influence of text representa-
tion on Chinese text categorization. We try to seek answers to the following questions:

� What are the strengths and the weaknesses of different Chinese text representa-
tions?

� To what extent can Chinese word segmentation and part of speech tagging mod-
ules affect the performance of a categorization system?

In section 2, we introduce the text representation issue in automatic categorization.
Then we briefly explain the kernel algorithm used in our experiments. Experimental
data, methods, and results are presented in section 4, followed by some discussion.

2   Text Representation in Automatic Categorization

Text representation has a crucial influence on how well an automatic categorization
system works. Ideally, to get better performance, it should capture as much semantic
and contextual information as possible from the source text and can be easily managed
by computer. Obviously, the text itself (e.g. HTML, XML, DOC, PDF) is not suitable
for computer processing. It has to be transformed into some appropriate representa-
tion. Different approaches to representing text for classification recognize or ignore
semantic information and contextual dependencies to varying extents. They can be
structured according to the level on which they analyze the text [7]:

(1) Sub-Word Level: decomposition of words and their morphology;
n-Gram is the most popular representation at this level. This representation has the

potential for dealing with multilingual texts. And it is robust against some spelling
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errors. As to Chinese, one character is usually represented by two or more bytes. Thus,
we can regard a Chinese sentence as a sequence of bytes and get n-grams from this
representation.

(2) Word Level: words and lexical information;
In many cases, words are meaningful units of little ambiguity even out of a context.

The word-based representations have been found very effective in text classification.
Only the frequency of a word in a document is recorded, while the logical structure
and the layout of the document and the word order are ignored. This representation is
commonly called the bag-of-words approach. And it appears to be a good compromise
between expressiveness and complexity.

Chinese character can also be seen as a representation at word level. As we know,
Chinese character is ideograph. Most characters are words by themselves. They can be
combined to form another word. In a sense, words consisting of two or more charac-
ters can be regarded as compound words. Therefore, it is understandable why charac-
ter based methods could obtain desirable performance in Chinese text categorization.
Because there is no need for word segmentation, character based method has much
advantage in time complexity. Furthermore, this method can easily process texts with
different encoding systems.

(3) Syntactic Level: phrases and syntactic information;
With efficient parsing tools available, some researches have been done using syn-

tactic structure information. Noun phrases are the most commonly used structure.
In a sense, the part of speech of words in running texts could be regarded as one

kind of syntactic information.
(4) Semantic Level: the meaning of text;
(5) Pragmatic Level: the meaning of text with respect to context and situation (e.g.

dialog structure);
Generally, the higher the level, the more details the representation captures about

the text. However, along with greater details comes an increased complexity in pro-
ducing such representations automatically. For example, producing semantic repre-
sentations requires substantial knowledge about the domain of interest and can only be
solved approximately with state-of-the-art methods. Due to higher cost and low per-
formance, representations recognizing the pragmatic structure of text have not been
explored yet.

Different representations have different sizes of potential feature space. There are
about 6,700 Chinese characters in GB2312 encoding system, whereas tens of thousand
words will be included in a lexicon.

In our experiments, we compared four kinds of text representation method, includ-
ing byte 3-gram, Chinese character, Chinese word, and Chinese word with part of
speech tag. They belong to different representation levels.

At sub-word level, we just selected byte 3-gram to evaluate. In fact, Chinese char-
acter representation can be regarded as a special representation of byte 2-gram, which
eliminates unreasonable 2 byte combinations. Higher n-grams, such as 4-gram, are not
experimented with because feature spaces of these representations are too huge and
we do not have enough data to justify the conclusion, if any.

In addition, to study how different word segmentation and part of speech tagging
modules affect the performance of automatic categorization, two different lexical
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analysis modules were tested. One is based on simple forward maximum matching
algorithm, and the other is developed by us in the past years and proved more effec-
tive than the former one.

3   Naïve Bayes Classifier

In our experiments, we use the Naïve Bayes algorithm to compare different repre-
senting units, because it is one of the most efficient algorithms in time cost [8].

The idea of the naïve bayes classifier is to use a probabilistic model of text to esti-
mate P(c|d), the probability that a document d is in class c. This approach assumes
that the text data is generated by a parametric model, and uses training data to calcu-
late Bayes-optimal estimates of the model parameters. Then, it classifies new test
documents using Bayes’ rule (equation 2) to calculate the posterior probability that a
class would have generated the test document in question. The class that achieves the
highest score is regarded as the class of the test document (equation 1).
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P(d i|c j) can be estimated by equation 4 and 5. In our implementation, we adopted
multinomial model, which in contrast to the multi-variate Bernoulli event model cap-
tures word frequency information in documents. F is the set of features. |F| is the
number of features in F. f t is the t-th feature in F. N  it is defined as the count of the
number of times feature f t occurs in document d i.
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4   Experiments and Results

4.1   Corpus for Training and Testing

We designed a web site directory for Chinese search engine (http://e.pku.edu.cn),
which includes 12 top-categories, and about 1,006 sub-categories. To train and test
our system, we manually extracted typical web pages for each class. This was done by
tens of selected graduate students with related background. Some search engines such
as Google were utilized in extracting typical web pages. Roughly, 20 web pages were
collected for each sub-category. We totally got 20,283 web pages. By removing the
incomplete web pages and web pages encoded not in GB23121, we obtained a corpus
containing 19,892 Chinese web pages and 278M bytes. Table 1 lists the 12 top-
categories and their distributions in the corpus.

In the following experiments, the collected corpus was evenly divided into 10 parts
at random.

Table 1. 12 top-categories and their distributions in the corpus

No. Category Number Percentage
1 Humanities and Arts 764 3.84
2 News and Media 449 2.26
3 Business and Economy 1642 8.25
4 Entertainment 2637 13.26
5 Computer and Internet 1412 7.10
6 Education 448 2.45
7 Region and Organization 1343 6.75
8 Science 2683 13.49
9 Government and Politics 493 2.48

10 Social Science 2763 13.89
11 Health 3180 15.99
12 Society and Culture 2038 10.25

4.2   Word Segmentation and Part of Speech Tagging

Unlike English, Chinese words are not explicitly delimited by white space. Therefore,
word segmentation is usually the first step for Chinese processing. In our experiments,
we tested two different Chinese word segmentation modules. One is based on forward
maximum matching and named FMM. The other is rule and statistic based and named
SEGTAG. These two modules share the same basic lexicon (about 79,000 entries) and
part of speech tagging module, whereas SEGTAG module utilizes some extra lexi-
cons. The two modules were used in the form of dynamic link library (DLL).

                                                          
1 Because the tested word segmentation and POS tagging modules can not deal with Chinese

texts in other encoding systems, we only conducted our experiments with Chinese texts en-
coded in GB2312.
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We evaluated these two modules on a large public available annotated corpus
(People’s Daily Corpus)2, which contains about 1,140,000 Chinese words. The
evaluation metrics used in [5] were adopted in our research.
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3

N

N
p =  . (6)

1

3
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N
r =  . (7)

pr

pr
rpF

+
××= 2

),(1  . (8)

Let S be the original segmented corpus, U be the unsegmented corpus, and S’ be
the resulted corpus by a word segmentation system. The precision, recall and F 1
measure are defined as equation 6, 7, and 8, respectively. Where N 1 denotes the
number of words in S, N 2 denotes the number of words in the estimated segmentation
S’, and N 3 the number of words correctly recovered.

Table 2 gives the empirical results of these two modules on the People’s Daily cor-
pus.

Table 2. Performance of two word segmentation and POS tagging modules

Module
Recall in Word
Segmentation

Precision in Word
Segmentation

F 1 measure
in Word

Segmentation

Precision in
POS tagging

FMM 90.13% 84.31% 87.12% 87.44%

SEGTAG 95.11% 94.59% 94.85% 89.10%

4.3   Scoring Text Categorization

For evaluating the effectiveness of category assignments by classifiers to documents,
the standard precision, recall, and F 1 measure are often used. Precision is defined to
be the ratio of correct assignments by the system divided by the total number of the
system’s assignments. Recall is the ratio of correct assignments by the system divided
by the total number of correct assignments. The F 1 measure combines precision (p)
and recall (r) with an equal weight as equation 8.

These scores can be computed for the binary decisions on each individual category
first and then be averaged over categories. Or, they can be computed globally over all
the n*m binary decisions where n is the number of total test documents, and m the
number of categories in consideration. The former way is called macro-averaging and
the latter called micro-averaging. It is understood that the micro-averaging scores
(recall, precision, and F 1) tend to be dominated by the classifier’s performance on

                                                          
2 This corpus can be obtained from http://icl.pku.edu.cn/Introduction/corpustagging.htm.
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common categories, and that the macro-averaging scores are more influenced by the
performance on rare categories.

4.4   Experiments and Results

We experimented with six different representing units, i.e. byte 3-gram, Chinese char-
acter, word from FMM module, word with POS tag from FMM module, word from
SEGTAG module, and word with POS tag from SEGTAG module. In the feature
selection phase of the experiments, we removed features that occurred only once3.

In addition to varying representing units, we also examined the relationship be-
tween performance in text categorization and the proportion of data used for training.
For example, in the 1:9 Chinese character experiments, we randomly selected one of
the ten sub-corpora as training data, and the others for testing. Each experiment was
conducted three times using different sub-corpora. The overall performance was cal-
culated by averaging three experiments.

Figure 1 illustrates the micro-averaging F 1 scores with different representing units
while the ratio of the number of documents used for training to the number of docu-
ments for testing varies. Figure 2 illustrates the macro-averaging F 1 scores.

In experiments based on Chinese character, micro- and macro-averaging F 1 scores
reach the highest when the ratio of the number of documents used for training to the
number of documents for test is 1:9. After that, the scores slightly decrease while the
ratio increases. When using word derived from FMM module as the representing unit,
the scores steadily increase until the highest points arrive at the ratio of 4:6. Then the
scores begin to decrease. The F 1 scores show the similar trends while using the other
four representations. It can be found that the higher the representing level or the larger
the feature space of a representation, the larger the size of training data for achieving
the best performance. As to a specific representation, the size of training data and the
categorization performance are not always positively correlated. After the size of
training data exceeds a threshold, more data will lead to a reduction in performance.

It should be noted that byte 3-gram achieves surprisingly high performance when
training data is enough. Its scores are higher than those of word from FMM module.
The macro-averaging F 1 scores of byte 3-gram are even closer to those of word from
SEGTAG module. It is out of our expectation. We try to give some explanations here.
Obviously, byte 3-gram can capture some contextual information. In the mean time, it
does not loss the ability of carrying semantic information. A byte-3-gram contains a
complete Chinese character. In fact, most Chinese words consist of one or two char-
acters. And the average Chinese word length in running texts is about 1.83 characters
[9], which is close to the length of a byte 3-gram. Moreover, the specific encoding
system for Chinese characters may also contribute to the final results. About 3008
Chinese characters in GB2312 are encoded according to their components, which
carry some important semantic information. For example, two characters beginning

                                                          
3 According to [10], document frequency is a simple but effective means for feature selection

in Information Retrieval as information gain and Chi-Square test.
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with a component “ ” may be given two adjacent codes in GB2312, and their mean-
ings are usually related to Fish.

Fig. 1. Micro-Averaging F 1 scores with different representing units while the proportion of
data used for training varies

Fig. 2. Macro-Averaging F 1 scores with different representing unit while the proportion of
data used for training varies

When the size of training data is small, representations of lower level or with
smaller feature space may obtain higher performance, e.g. in figure 2 the representa-
tion based on Chinese character achieves higher score than the representation based
on word from SEGTAG module at the point 1:9. However, when the size of training
data is large enough, the advantage of representations of higher level or with larger
feature space appears, e.g. in the same figure the representation based on word from
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SEGTAG module achieves higher score than the representation based on Chinese
character at point 9:1.

Fig. 3. Results of experiment 1(1:9), which takes one of the ten sub-corpora as training data,
and leaves the rest nine as test data

Fig. 4. Results of experiment 9(9:1), which takes nine of the ten sub-corpora as training data,
and leaves the rest one as test data

In our experiments, the representation based on Chinese word with part of speech
tag is slightly superior to the representation based only on Chinese word, although at
some points (e.g., point 7:3 in figure 2, FMM-WORD vs. FMM-WDPT) the former
achieves lower score than the latter. This suggests that part of speech tags contribute
few to text categorization performance. But it should be noticed that we used a small
POS tag set which contains only about 40 tags.
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Figure 3 and 4 illustrate the F 1 scores of each top-category with two different pro-
portions of training data, i.e. 1:9 and 9:1 respectively.

Fig. 5. Results of category 2 (News & Media)

Fig. 6. Results of category 10 (Social Science)

The documents of health category (No. 11) are correctly classified with the highest
accuracy, whereas the documents of news & media category (No. 2) are very difficult
to recognize. Maybe the phenomenon is not strange, because these two categorizes are
the most and the least common categories respectively in our corpus. However, it is
not predeterminate that categories with larger training data will result in better per-
formance than categories with smaller training data. For example, category 10 (Social
Science) is not more detectable than category 5 (Computer & Internet) in all experi-
ments. Some categories, e.g. social science and society & culture, fall into confusable
clusters.
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Figure 5 and 6 show results of category 2 and 10 respectively. In figure 5, repre-
senting units from FMM module demonstrate better performance than representing
units from SEGTAG module on average and in most cases. One reason may be that a
weak word segmenter accidentally breaks compound words into smaller constituents
[6] and these smaller constituents make important features overt rather than lose key
semantic information. Another reason may be that FMM module is accidentally more
suitable to deal with documents on news & media in the corpus than SEGTAG mod-
ule, although the latter achieves better performance than the former in experiments on
People’s Daily corpus.

Table 3. Top 10 features when using Chinese character and Chinese word from SEGTAG
module respectively as the representing unit. They were derived from the entire corpus accord-
ing to their TFIDF weights

SEGTAG-
WORD
CHAR

Table 4. Time costs of different representations (Unit: second) in experiment 1(1:9)4

In figure 6, representing units from SEGTAG module achieve much better per-
formance than others when detecting documents about social science, which is one of
the most confusable categories. For example, the averaging performance of using
word from SEGTAG module is over 13% higher than that of using Chinese character.
Chinese word other than Chinese character plays an important role in classifying con-
fusable categories, because bigger constituents like words or technical terms usually
carry more detailed and exact semantic information than smaller ones, which could be
easily observed from table 3.

Table 4 shows time costs of different representations in experiment 1(1:9). Using
Chinese character as the representing unit has obvious advantage over other options.

5   Discussion

It is interesting to compare the results of our experiments with those of related re-
searches on information retrieval although there are some differences between Infor-

                                                          
4 The experiments were done under Windows 2000, P-IV 1.5G CPU, and 256M memories.
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mation retrieval and text categorization. Palmer and Burger [5] observed that accurate
segmentation tends to improve retrieval performance. But, Peng Fuchun et al. [6]
found that the relationship between segmentation and retrieval performance is in fact
nonmonotonic and at around 70% word segmentation accuracy an over-segmentation
phenomenon begins to occur which leads to a reduction in information retrieval per-
formance.

In our experiments, the relationship between Chinese word segmentation accuracy
and text categorization performance is not monotonic. But we have not found similar
observation to [6] in text categorization. In fact, the size and the characteristic of
training data and test data play an important role in the overall system performance.
When the size of training data is small, poor word segmentation accuracy may result
in better performance (refer to figure 1 and 2). However, when the size of training
data is large enough, the advantage of good word segmentation accuracy appears. On
the other hand, evaluation on different data sets may be another factor affecting the
investigation of the relationship between Chinese word segmentation accuracy and
text categorization performance. That is, a system with poor word segmentation accu-
racy, which is evaluated on one data set, may achieve better performance when deal-
ing with another different data set.

Table 5. Comparison between different representations

Table 5 summarizes the strengths and the weaknesses of different representing units
that we have experimented with. In general, representing units derived from word
segmentation and POS tagging result in better performance. We got the highest per-
formance when using a good module for word segmentation and POS tagging. But,
obtaining such representing units usually need more complicated processing and pays
out higher costs of time and space than getting Chinese character or byte 3-gram.
Moreover, when dealing with documents in different encoding systems, we have to do
some extra work for the systems using these representations, such as reconstructing
lexicon, rewriting some rules, even rebuilding systems. On the contrary, algorithms for
recognizing Chinese character and byte 3-gram are very simple. They could be easily
used for processing documents written in different Chinese encoding systems. Using
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byte 3-gram as representation unit demonstrates quite good performance in our ex-
periments. It promotes our further investigation on n-grams with different n values and
at different levels (e.g. sub-word, word, phrase, and so on.) as representing units in the
future. The performance of systems using Chinese character is poor in general (when
the size of training data is large enough), although their time and space costs are lower
than those of systems using other representing units. In one word, there is no unique
best representation. When choosing the appropriate representing unit, we have to
consider several factors carefully according to the practical applications.
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we gratefully acknowledge comments from two anonymous reviewers. This research
was funded by National Natural Science Foundation of China (69973005 and
60173005) and 985 Projects of Peking University.
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Abstract. We have carried out experiments in clustering a news corpus.
In these experiments we have used two partitional methods varying two
different parameters of the clustering tool. In addition, we have worked
with the whole document (news) and with representative parts of the
document. We have obtained good results working with a representative
part of the document. The experiments have been carried out with news
in Spanish and Basque in order to compare the results in both languages.

1 Introduction

The document clustering deals with the problem of identifying sets of themati-
cally related documents. Document clustering has been investigated for using in
a number of different areas: information retrieval, browsing collections of docu-
ments, etc; and a number of techniques have been used [3]. We are investigating
the use of clustering techniques for addressing the linking of news documents
and we are working in two languages: Spanish and Basque. We have employed
partitional methods in our experiments. With partitional methods the clusters
generated contain objects that agree with a strong pattern. For example, their
contents include some shared words or terms; in each cluster there are objects
(news) that share a subset of the dimension space. In this paper we present
the results of the experiments that we have carried out with two different news
corpus, one in Spanish and the other in Basque. In the next Section we briefly
describe the documents; Section 3 describe the used clustering tool, the type
of parameters and the experiments; in Section 4 we present the results; finally,
section 5 summarizes the conclusions drawn from the work carried out.

2 Documents Description

In the project we are involved [4], we are working with a corpus of categorized
news. The categories are the Industry Standard IPTC Subject Codes [2]. We have
selected for the experiments the sport category in order to test the clustering
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of news of the same category. We have selected 37 news of 6 different sports;
in Spanish there are: football 16, baseball 2, swimming 2, athletics 6, cycling 7,
and skiing 4; in Basque: football 4, cycling 7, pelota 16, swimming 2, athletics
6, and handball 2. The news corpus in Spanish and Basque are not parallel or
comparable. The news selection has been random among news of the first days
of the 2000 year. The documents have been preprocess in order to work with
the lemmas instead of inflected forms. In addition, the words of a stoplist used
in Information Retrieval (with articles, determines, ...) have been eliminated of
the Spanish documents.

3 Experiment Description

The tool we have selected for experimenting is CLUTO [1]. In addition to the
different classes of clustering algorithms, criterion functions and similarity func-
tions, CLUTO can operate on very large datasets with respect to the number of
objects (documents) as well as the number of dimensions.In these experiments
we have varied 3 different parameters that control how the tool computes the
solution: the method, the similarity function, and the clustering criterion func-
tion.

– We have used two methods: RB and RBR. In RB method the k clustering
solution is computed by performing k − 1 repeated bisections. In each step,
the cluster that is selected for further partitioning is that one whose bisection
will optimize the value of the overall clustering criterion function the most.
The RBR method is similar to the previous one, but at the end the overall
solution is globally optimized.

– Two similarity function have been used: COS and CORR. These functions
determine how the similarity between objects will be calculated. COS rep-
resents the cosine function, and CORR the correlation coefficient.

– We have used three clustering criterion functions: I1, I2, H2. The I2 and H2
functions are told to lead generally to very good clustering solutions (see
formulas in [1]).

In order to determine if working with the whole document leads to better results
than working with a representative part of the document, we have experimented:
(1) with the whole document, (2) only with the title and the first paragraph, and
finally (3) with the title and the first paragraph but increasing the weight of the
title words. This aspect can be very important in reducing the computational
cost of the clustering when a large corpus of news must be clustered.

4 Results

We carried out a manual clustering in order to test the experiments results.
The manual clustering consisted of grouping the documents by sport category
(football, cycling, ...). This manual clustering is used by the clustering tool in
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order to compute the quality of the clustering solution using external quality
measures. The tool computes this quality in terms of entropy and purity (see
formulas in [6]). Small entropy values and large purity values indicate good
clustering solution.

The results of the experiments can be seen in Table 1 and Table 2. Each table
reflects the three best results in connection with entropy and purity showing the
parameters that have been used. In addition, we propose the coherence metric in
order to show other quality metric of the clustering solution. We consider that
a cluster is coherent if it has at least two clearly related objects (news). The
percentage of coherence is the percentage of coherent clusters in the solution.

Table 1. Results of the three best combinations of Spanish document clustering

Num. clusters & Method Similarity Criterion Entropy Purity %
Part of docu. Function Function Coherence

10 cl. & The whole RBR COS I2 0.256 0.784 100
document RB COS I2 0.320 0.730 100

RB COS H2 0.335 0.703 90
10 cl. & Title, First RB COS I2 0.292 0.703 80

paragraph RB CORR H2 0.298 0.703 80
RBR CORR H2 0.298 0.703 80

10 cl. & First parag. RB COS H2 0.292 0.676 70
weighted title RBR COS I2 0.342 0.676 90

RB COS I1 0.347 0.703 90
6 cl. & The whole RB COS I2 0.456 0.622 100

document RB COS H2 0.460 0.649 100
RBR COS I2 0.461 0.622 100

6 cl. & Title, First RB COS H2 0.401 0.676 100
paragraph RB COS I2 0.463 0.595 100

RBR COS I2 0.466 0.622 100
6 cl. & First parag. RB COS I1 0.445 0.649 100

weighted title RBR COS I1 0.445 0.649 100
RB COS I2 0.476 0.595 100

Working with a number of clusters equal than the number of different sports
the news belong to, that is 6, the best results are obtained taken into account
only the title and the first paragraph of each news. However, if the number of
cluster increases, the best results correspond to the whole document. The best
clustering solutions have been obtained in most of the tests with the I2 or H2
clustering criterion functions. With regard to the others parameters, there are
appreciable differences among both groups of news. Whereas in Spanish the RB
method is the best in most of the cases, in Basque the best is the RBR method.
With regard to the similarity function, the cosine function (COS) leads to better
results with the Spanish news, whereas the correlation coefficient (CORR) works
better in half of the Basque ones.

5 Conclusions

The best clustering solutions have been obtained with different parameters
(method and similarity function) in both groups of news. Each type of docu-
ment and language will require experimentation in order to determine the best
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Table 2. Results of the three best combinations of Basque document clustering

Num. clusters & Method Similarity Criterion Entropy Purity %
Part of docu. Function Function Coherence

10 cl. & The whole RBR CORR I2 0.293 0.730 80
document RBR CORR I1 0.303 0.730 100

RB CORR I2 0.323 0.676 70
10 cl. & Title, First RBR CORR H2 0.306 0.730 100

paragraph RBR COS H2 0.340 0.703 90
RB COS I2 0.347 0.676 100

10 cl. & First parag. RB COS H2 0.368 0.676 100
double title RBR COS I1 0.376 0.649 70

RB COS I1 0.376 0.649 70
6 cl. & The whole RBR COS I2 0.513 0.595 100

document RBR CORR I2 0.514 0.595 100
RB CORR H2 0.529 0.541 100

6 cl. & Title, First RBR COS H2 0.446 0.622 100
paragraph RB COS H2 0.448 0.649 100

RBR COS I2 0.479 0.541 100
6 cl. & First parag. RBR CORR I2 0.495 0.595 100

double title RBR CORR H2 0.525 0.568 100
RB CORR I2 0.528 0.595 100

combination of parameters.When reducing the computational cost is a critical
criteria in a particular clustering task, our experiments show that working with
the title and the first paragraph of the news leads to good enough results in
entropy in some cases. However, in other domain this conclusion could be un-
certain. With regard to the number of clusters, the more clusters there are the
entropy metric improves, but the coherence decreases in some cases, so working
with the whole document is required in order to obtain better results.
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Abstract. This study deals with information organization for more efficient
Internet document search and browsing results. As the appropriate algorithm for
this purpose, this study proposes the heuristic algorithm, which functions simi-
larly with the star clustering algorithm but performs a more efficient time com-
plexity of O(kn),(k<<n) instead of O(n²) found in the star clustering algorithm.
The proposed heuristic algorithm applies the cosine similarity and sets vectors
composed of the most non-zero elements as the initial standard value. The algo-
rithm is purported to execute the clustering procedure based on the concept
vector and produce clusters for information organization in O(kn) period of
time.  In order to see how fast the proposed algorithm is in producing clusters
for organizing information, the algorithm is tested on TIME and CLASSIC3 in
comparison with the star clustering algorithm.

1   Introduction

The document clustering method was first developed to organize the database text and
visualize it before the searching process is operated. Then recently, the method is
applied in studies to cluster the search result documents and automatically refine them
in order to make the search more efficient. Organizing document groups can be help-
ful for the user in browsing after classifying the related document group from the non-
related document group and also reduce the search range when the user has input a
query.  It is also convenient to scan through the texts of the document groups since the
search results provided by the search engine are organized.

The most recent study on information organization deals with star clustering [1].
The star clustering algorithm presents the information system by applying the undi-
rected, weighted similarity graph G=(���� ��and forms a dense subgraph G´=(V,E )
based on G in order to organize the information. Compared to the formerly used aver-
age link or single link algorithm, the star clustering algorithm scored higher in the
recall-precision measurement and is also capable of automatically determining the
appropriate number of clusters when the user has not input a specific digit. However,
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in order to form the similarity graph, which is required for executing the algorithm, the
required time amount is O(n², n is the number of documents). But the time period
O(n²) is too much time wasting when one has a massive amount of document groups
to process or search on real time.

The current study therefore suggests a new algorithm which retains the benefits of
the star clustering algorithm but only requires O(kn),(k<<n) amount of time in organ-
izing the information.

This study is organized in the following format. First, section 2 will describe the
newly proposed algorithm. Section 3 shall compare the test results of the two algo-
rithms.

2 New Clustering Algorithm That Supports the Dense Area
      Search

The key idea of the suggested algorithm is as follows. The concept vector [2] is used
to find the dense area.  Let’s say a single cluster contains a single document vector.
Then the cluster’s concept vector would be the normalized value of the document
vector. But if the cluster is to contain another document vector, then the normalized
value of the mean vector [2] of the two document vectors is the concept vector. Its
concept vector can represent the cluster. Due to this fact, it is more efficient to use the
concept vector when measuring the similarity between the cluster and documents.
Accordingly if one could perceive the concept vector among the related document
vectors gathered together in a certain area, then binding the vectors with high similar-
ity with the concept vector could produce a very refined cluster. 

The following algorithm is suggested based on this idea. 
First, among the document vectors amounting up to n, the ones with the most ele-

ments excluding zero are selected to form a cluster.

Cstt (1� t � k, k is the number of clusters)= {Vi (1� i � n): Vi has the largest number
of non-zero elements in documents set} .

The reason for selecting the document vectors with the most elements excluding
zero is because such vectors contain many words and so could have more connections
to other document vectors. By selecting such vectors one can find the dense area more
quickly.

When a cluster is formed, the concept vector of the cluster Cstt is set and the simi-
larities between the concept vector and the rest of the documents are measured. The
document vectors that show a similarity higher than a certain level are added to the
cluster and the concept vector is renewed after each document vector is added. Then
the next document vector’s similarity is measured with the new concept vector.

if  Sim( C(Cstt) ,Vj ) > (1�  j � n,� ����	
��	
���
��������),
then Vj ∈ Cstt  and recalculate C(Cstt ) ; C(Cstt) means the concept vector of Cstt  .

Once a cluster has been produced, the document vectors that are contained in the
cluster are excluded from the document group. (If the documents are not excluded, the
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same document can appear in several different clusters. Since the test results did not
show much difference under the two conditions, the present study executed the tests
excluding the existing documents.) Then the rest of the document vectors go through
the process described above repeatedly for k number of times to form clusters in the
dense area.  Table 1 shows the operation of the suggested algorithm.

Table 1.�The Suggested Clustering Algorithm

1. Convert the documents in the document group into vectors of L2 norm.
2. Set the document vector with the most non-zero elements as the core and form

a cluster.
 Cstt={Vi (1� i� n) : Vi has the largest number of non-zero elements in documents set} .

3. Measure the similarity between the concept vector of the cluster and the
documents included in the document group. Add the documents that show
similarities over a certain level to the cluster and renew the mean vector and
concept vector of the cluster.

if  Sim( C(Cstt) ,Vj ) > (1�  j � n,� ����	
��	
���
��������),
then Vj ∈ Cstt  and recalculate C(Cstt ) .

4. Exclude the documents that were included in the cluster by step 3, from
the document group.

5. Repeat the step 2 to step 4 for k times.

3   Test Results

Test was executed on the data sets of TIME and CLASSIC3 (ftp://ftp.
cs.cornell.edu/pub/smart/) in order to verify the efficiency of the proposed algo-
rithm. The TIME dataset is composed of 423 documents extracted from the TIME
magazine, and CLASSIC3 of 3893 documents extracted from the well-known docu-
ment data groups MEDLINE, CISI and CRANFIELD. 

First the data is vectorized. Here, stopwords and words of low frequency below
0.2% and high frequency above 15% are removed. As a result, 7704 words in TIME
and 4262 in CLASSIC3 remained to form 7704 dimensions and 4262 dimensions
respectively. Then the txn scheme is used to produce document vectors.

The results from applying the star clustering algorithm and the newly suggested al-
gorithm on the vectorized document groups are as shown in Table 2 and Table 3. The
clusters indicated in the table are listed in order starting from the one containing the
most data. The top five and eight clusters are indicated in the tables. The coherence
[2], which evaluates the quality of clustering, was measured and average coherence
value is shown in the table. The  indicated on top of each table indicates the thresh-
old value used in operating the algorithm. The  parameter has an impact on the num-
ber of data contained in the clusters, and the number of data should be almost equal to
compare two algorithms fair. So a little different  value are used for each algorithm.
The k is used to determine the number of clusters to form by the suggested algo-
rithm. For TIME k is 15 and for CLASSIC3 k is 60. Also the results did not improve
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by increasing k. This is because the clusters with the most non-zero elements are proc-
essed first as the standard value so the clusters formed later relatively have fewer
elements.

As observed in the test results shown in Tables 2 and Table 3, while the two algo-
rithms did not differ much concerning the number of data searched and the total and
average coherence, the newly suggested algorithm operated much faster. The gap
between operating speeds of the two algorithms becomes larger along with the in-
crease of documents to be processed.

Table 2. The Result over TIME ��������� �	
���star), 0.48(proposed)]

Table 3. The Result over CLASSIC3 ��������� �	
���star), 0.47(proposed)]
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Star Proposed
Coherence CoherenceNumber of

Data Total Average
Number of

Data Total Average
Cluster 1 25 15.225 0.609 25 15.225 0.609
Cluster 2 20 13.660 0.683 18 12.492 0.694
Cluster 3 16 10.576 0.661 16 10.384 0.649
Cluster 4 13 8.788 0.676 13 8.892 0.684
Cluster 5 8 5.192 0.649 7 5.187 0.741
Sum 82 48.249 79 46.993
Average 0.656 0.675
Run Time 4.89 seconds 0.47 seconds

Star Proposed
Coherence CoherenceNumber of

Data Total Average
Number of

Data Total Average
Cluster 1 69 43.109 0.624 66 38.534 0.583
Cluster 2 49 31.614 0.645 51 30.815 0.604
Cluster 3 34 21.407 0.629 36 20.768 0.576
Cluster 4 27 17.424 0.645 30 18.447 0.659
Cluster 5 27 18.447 0.683 26 15.695 0.603
Cluster 6 23 15.982 0.694 20 12.217 0.610
Cluster 7 21 13.267 0.631 19 13.187 0.694
Cluster 8 19 12.020 0.632 17 11.480 0.675
Sum 269 161.250 265 149.663
Average 0.647 0.625
Run Time 113.55 seconds 3.18 seconds
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Abstract. We propose in this paper a summarization method that creates in-
dicative summaries from scientific papers. Unlike conventional methods that
extract important sentences, our method considers the extract as the minimal
unit for extraction and uses two steps: the generation and the classification. The
first step combines text sentences to produce a population of extracts. The sec-
ond step evaluates each extract using global criteria in order to select the best
one. In this case, the criteria are defined according to the whole extract rather
than sentences. We have developed a prototype of the summarization system for
French language called ExtraGen that implements a genetic algorithm simulat-
ing the mechanism of generation and classification.

1   Introduction

With the rapid growth of online information, it has become necessary to provide im-
proved tools to find the real information according to the user interest. Actually, con-
ventional search engines are unable to give the user the relevant documents according
to his query. For example, there are 2340 documents matched to the query “automatic
summarization” submitted to Google engine. So there is a great need of any kind of
document abstraction mechanism to help user in their information search. Conse-
quently, summarization has become one of the hottest topics in the last decades, and
some summarization technologies are rapidly gaining deployment in real world situa-
tions.

Since their beginning [1] researches done about document extraction were empha-
sizing on the evaluation of the sentence’s importance in order to integrate these sen-
tences into the extract that summarizes the key ideas of the document. Improved ex-
traction of the most appropriate sentences from a source text would seem to be a mat-
ter of incremental tuning.  Unfortunately, however, a collection of extracted sentences
often shows a marked lack of coherence due to the rupture of the text discourse.

Considering these points, the method, proposed in this paper, evokes a new insight
of the extraction process by adopting a methodology based on the extract as a unit of
classification. The method proposes a generation of a population of extracts that are
evaluated and classified in order to choose the best extract according to specific crite-
ria.
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The organization of this paper is as follows: In the next section, we briefly present
related work. Section 3 exposes the bases of our approach followed by the discussion
of our interest in the extract as a whole, rather than its constituents. In section 4, we
describe the architecture of ExtraGen system and we present in section 5 the evalua-
tion of our system. Finally, we discuss the perspectives of our approach while focusing
on the considered extension.

2   Related Works on Document Summarization

We can classify recent works on automatic summarization into three main classes:

2.1   The Statistical Methods

These methods concern lexical and statistical features of the textual substance of the
electronic documents. The majority of these methods are based on the assignment of a
weight (a score) to each sentence of the document. This weight depends on the sen-
tence position or its abundance in keywords. As a result, researchers tended to con-
centrate their efforts on the clues including:

� The position of a sentence within the document or the paragraph [2],
� The presence of cue words and expressions such as “important”, “definitely”, “in

particular” (all positive), and “unclear”, “perhaps”, “for example” (all nega-
tive) [2],

� The presence of indicator constructs such as “The purpose of this research is” and
“Our investigation has shown that” [3],

� The number of semantic links between a sentence and its neighbors [4],[5],
� The presence of words that appear in title or subtitles [2], or in the bibliogra-

phy [6].

Other researches, [7] exploited the techniques of information retrieval in order to
calculate the sentence weight, or by using heuristics [8], or stochastic measure devel-
oped on a corpus of documents [9].

2.2   The Discourse Methods

These methods are based on the discourse analysis. They intend to determine a set of
labels according to the semantic features of the sentence. These labels, such as the
thematic enunciation, causality and definition are determined thanks to surface indi-
cators and interconnection words that bind sentences together. The importance of a
sentence is deduced from the importance of its  "semantic" labels, e.g.[10].

Other works exploit the representation of the speech of the original text in order to
take out rhetorical structure to determine the intra-sentence  [11] and inter-sentence
[12] relations. For example, the system proposed by Teufel is interested in the identi-
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fication of argumentative units such as background, topic, related work, purpose,
solution, result and conclusion.

2.3   Template Extraction Methods

An alternative approach, making use of techniques from artificial intelligence, entails
performing a detailed semantic analysis of a source text, and so constructing a seman-
tic representation of the meaning of the document. Those methods are based on prag-
matic knowledge and use predefined extracts depending on the original text.

These generic extracts, generally answer specifics corpora [13], which penalizes
their generalizations. Unfortunately, the knowledge base required for a system of this
kind is of necessity large and complicated, and is moreover specific to the domain of
application.

The system proposed by Mckeown summarizes a series of news articles on the
same event [13]. It uses summarization operators, identified through empirical analy-
sis of a corpus of news summaries, to group together templates from the output. In the
same context, the method proposed by Strzalkowski [14] generates extracts of news
by using the Discourse Macro Structure (DMS). His approach falls into the observa-
tion that certain types of text conform to a set of style and organization constraints. In
this case, extraction is based on DMS template filling, such as background and event
templates.

3   Characteristics of the Proposed Method

The method, proposed in this paper, evokes a new insight of the extraction process. It
consists in adopting a methodology based on the generation of a population of extracts
that are evaluated and classified in order to choose the best extract according to spe-
cific criteria.

This new vision of the extraction process, which can be characterized as a systemic
insight, operates on the extract on its totality and not on its independent parts (i.e,
sentences). Therefore, we can consider the problem of extraction as an optimization
one where the optimal extract is chosen among a set of extracts formed by the con-
junction of sentences of the original document. We propose to generate a population
of extracts that are compared with each other and classified in order to produce the
best extract. We define the best extract as the set of sentences maximizing the quality
of information and containing the essential concepts, while reducing incoherence and
redundancies.

To determine the criteria used to compare the extracts we performed a corpora
study. Our corpus is composed from 121 articles presented in the field of a natural
language processing. These documents are collected from major conferences (Like
TALN, ACM ) and associated workshops to make variability in our corpus. These
papers, initially in PDF Format are translated to Ms-Word with Acrobat Distiller, then
in Html Format with MsWord.
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We analysed the corpus articles according to their statistical, logical, linguistic and
discourse structure and we collected human judgment about relation between human
summaries and extract performed by judges (3 judges). The results of this study are
resumed in the following points:

� There is only 20.35% of agreement between author summaries and extract gener-
ated by judges

� Indicative extracts performed by judges contains a keywords that appears in title,
subtitle…

� The middle number of extract sentence is 7, (about 150 words)
� 86% of extract discourses structure respect a global schema that is composed by

the following thematic labels {topic, Background, related work, purpose, method,
solution, evaluation, conclusions, perspectives}.

This study allows us to define some criteria used in the classification of extracts in
this research:

� The extract’s length: the sum of the length of sentences composing the extract
must be close to a value fixed by the user.

� The coverage of informative words: this criterion permits the elimination the
redundant sentences. Indeed, if two sentences deal with the same concepts, only
one will be chosen in the extract. The probability to choose other sentences deal-
ing with other concepts will be higher avoiding all redundancy.

� The weight of sentences: the choice of the extract depends on the middleweight
of the extracts of sentences. This criterion permits to choose the extract having
the best weights.

� The discourse texture of extracts: The coherence of the extract can be evaluated
according to the discourse schema of extract.

� The cohesion between sentences: A first level of cohesion of extract sentences
can be detected by analysing conjunction words.

4   Design of ExtraGen System

We have implemented a prototype system named ExtraGen (EXTRAction using
GENitic algorithm). Extraction in ExtraGen is performed by generation and classifi-
cation of extract’s population. The latter process is achieved thanks to the aggregation
of statistics and rhetorical criteria evoked above. The implementation of these differ-
ent criteria requires a preliminary module, which constitutes the first module of the
ExtraGen system. The second and the third module are interested in the statistical and
rhetorical feature of sentences. The last module implements generation and classifica-
tion of extracts. In the following, we expose these modules implemented in ExtraGen
system (see Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. ExtraGen architecture

� Preliminary module: this module is composed of a parser that identifies the logi-
cal structure of the document based on the different tags that it contains (case of
HTML tags). The second step performed by the parser is to decompose text on
sentences. So, it determines the length of each sentence as well as the length of
the whole text.

� Statistical module: it produces lists of word frequency and lemma frequency by
using n-gramm similarity.

� Discourse module: this module labels each sentence of the document by a set of
rhetorical and cohesion tags. It uses a set of rhetorical rules that deduct the label
from the combination of key-phrases in the sentences. To determine cohesion, this
module uses a set of rule that explores conjunction word that appears in the be-
ginning of each sentence.

� User Interfaces module : it accepts parameters that determine extract length and
discourse schema recommended by user.

� Generation and classification module: this module allows to generate and to clas-
sify a population of extracts. This module is implemented by using a genetic algo-
rithm that simulates generation and classification. The classification is performed
by a function that aggregates statistical and rhetorical indicators determined from
the two previous modules.
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4.1   Statistical Module

This module is composed of two sub-modules: the first calculates the words frequency
in the document, whereas the second focuses on the sentences weight. The first sub-
module calculates the number of occurrences of each word of the document (except
stop list words). The second sub-module computes the weight of the keywords of the
document according to the hierarchy of the logical structure elements where keywords
are extracted from besides; it calculates the weight of each sentence by adding key-
word weights that it contains.

4.2   Discourse Module

This module identifies discourse labels of sentences. These labels allow us to assign a
semantic meaning to the sentence. The concatenation of discourse labels of extract
forms the extract schema, which will be compared with discourse schema base. This
base is constructed from corpora of abstracts of scientific papers written in French.
Discourse labels determined by our corpora are: Background, theme presentation,
related work, method presentation, problem, method, solution, experience, results,
evaluation, conclusions and perspectives. Each label is identified by a set of rules that
verify the existence of specific key-phrases in sentences. For example, when the sen-
tences begin with “cet article” (this article) and we find the verb “présente” “present”,
we can conclude that the rhetorical label of this phrase is “Topic”.

From our corpora we determine 52 rules that uses 532 key-phrases. We have also
determined 12 schema extracts that cover 86.3% of extracts performed by human
judges. Figure 2 represents the first and the second schema that occurs frequently:

In the other part, the discourse module uses a cohesion rules that determine which
sentences causes a cohesion rupture by analysing conjunction word. For example, if
the term “because” appears in the beginning if the sentences, this module mark this
sentences.

4.3   Generation and Classification Module

We have already highlighted the problem of extraction and how it can be considered
as optimizations one. The problem consists to choose the best solution from a set of
potential solution formed from the conjunction of sentences of the document. In this
case, the objective function maximizes criteria of extract selection already enumer-
ated. Among methods of resolution of optimization problems, we are interested in the
genetic algorithms [15].

Genetic Algorithms are powerful general-purpose optimization tools, which model
the principles of evolution. They operate on a population of coded solutions which are
selected according to their quality, then used as the basis for a new generation of solu-
tions found by combining (crossover) or altering (mutating) every individual (in our
case, a solution is an extract that formed by the concatenation of some sentences).
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Fig. 2. Two examples of discourse schema

A genetic algorithm starts by generating, randomly, a set of extracts (the initial
population: in our system there is 10 initial solutions). (see fig. 3). Each solution is
coded using an array that contains number of sentences that compose the extract

After applying genetic operator with a random value, we obtain a number of inter-
mediary solutions. The classification of this population is based on several layers by
using statistical and discourse indicator. Nondominated extracts (in sense of the pa-
reto) get a certain dummy fitness value and then are removed from the population
[SRI 93]. The process is repeated until the entire population has been classified.

We notify that Extract Ei is dominated Extract Ej (in sense of the pareto) if all fea-
ture fxi of the extract Ei are greater or equal to the same feature fxj of the extract Ej and
there is at least one x that fxi is greater then the same feature fxj.

Criteria used in the process of classification are:

� Length indicator: this indicator noted �1 is calculated as the following:
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where Lex is the length of the generated extract,
L: extract length desired by the user;

:m  number of sentences in the extract.
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Fig. 3. Generation and classification module

� Keyword Coverage indicator: This criterion, designed by �2, permits to gener-
ate extracts without redundancy. If two sentences deal with the same concepts,
only one is chosen. The indicator of this criterion is calculated as follows:

∑
∑=

doc

ext

M

M
2ω

:extM  number of Keyword founded in extract

:docM  number of Keyword founded in documents

� Weight of sentences indicator( 3ω ): We consider the weight of sentences as an

indicator of their semantic importance. So, the extract must contain sentences
with consistent information.

)( pop

ext

PMax

P∑=3ω

:extP  sentence weight  in extract.

:popP  maximal weight of extract in a population.

The division is used to normalize the result of the indicator.
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� Discourse similarity indicator: This coefficient designed by �4 is determined by
discourse module as the maximal coefficient calculated by matching the schema
extract and each of the 12 predefined schema. This indicator is calculated as fol-
lows:

CB

A

+
×= 24ω

where A is the number of present labels in the schema of the extract and present
in the compared schema in the base. B design the number of labels of the extract
schema and C design the number of labels in the compared schema.

� Cohesion indicator: This coefficient designed by �5 is determined by discourse
module and calculate the rate of sentence that presents a rupture of cohesion. This
indicator is calculated as follows:

B

A=
5

where A is the number of sentences in the extract that presents a cohesion rupture
and the antecedent sentences does not appears in the extract. B design the number
of sentence in the evaluated extract.

5   Evaluation

Evaluation is very important and necessary for automatic summarization, because it
permits to compare results and methods. As a consequence, there are many evaluation
conferences that were organized around standard corpora (like MUC, TIPSTER,
DUC) to directly assess developed systems and methods. In these conferences, the
only language used for corpora, is English, so work for French, Spanish or Arabic
language cannot be considered (Japanese is an exception with TSC evaluation confer-
ence).

The main difficult problem for evaluation is to define a set of summaries as a gold
standard [12]. There is, also the problem of contextual factor that must be considered
in the evaluation. For the first problem there are many attempts to build manual [12],
automatic [17] or semiautomatic [18] corpora for summarization. The challenge solu-
tion for the second problem consists to build several corpora for each combination of
factors. These corpora must be considered characteristic of the abstract, interest user,
etc.

Due to these limitations, we used a baseline method that considers a gold extract
formed by sentences in the document that matches author summaries. We define 4
relations as the following:

� Direct sentence match: minor modifications between sentence in summaries and
the text source
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� Direct join: when two or three sentences from the document cover one sentence
from summaries

� Incomplete sentence match: when one sentence from summaries cover one sen-
tence from text source

� Incomplete join match: when one sentence from summaries cover two or three
sentence from document.

We use as inputs 111 papers in French language, selected from different proceed-
ings published in international conferences related to computer sciences. In this intrin-
sic evaluation, we chose 5 experts to determine document sentences that match author
summaries we consider the best extract, the non-dominated extract generated in the
last generation. After, we compare recall and precision indicator performed by the
extract of our system, Micrsoft Autosummarizer, and Copernic summarize. We repeat
the experiences for several length and we calculate the recall and precision indicator:

misseshits

hits
Recall

+
=

mistakeshits

hits
Precision

+
=

where hits: sentences identified by the optimal extract and referenced by the baseline
extract; mistakes: sentences identified by the optimal extract but not exist in the base-
line extract; misses: Sentences selected by the baseline extract but not identified by the
optimal extracts.

Table 1. Average recall and precision for ExtraGen, MS-Autosummarize and Copernic sum-
marizer.

Extract
Length

System Average Recall Average Precision

ExtraGen 23.21% 17.21%
MS-Autosummarizer 14.82% 09.12%5 %
Copernic summarizer 17.85% 11.78%

ExtraGen 30.21% 24.81%
MS-Autosummarizer 17.08% 10.54%10 %
Copernic summarizer 20.31% 12.15%

ExtraGen 38.51% 26.94%
MS-Autosummarizer 20.27% 13.75%15%
Copernic summarizer 22.15% 14.91%

ExtraGen 43.38% 29.06%
MS-Autosummarizer 21.08% 16.00%20 %
Copernic summarizer 24.48% 16.33%

The result of this evaluation shows that for all rate reduction our system obtains the
best value of the recall and precision. This result can be explained by the weakness of
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using a greedy method (case of MS-Autosummarizer and Copernic summarizer) to
construct extracts.

6   Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a method of extraction based on the generation and
classification of a set of extracts produced from the text. For this purpose, we have
developed a genetic algorithm that simulates the two mechanisms of generation and
classification.

This method opens a new perspective concerning filtering and automatic extraction.
Currently, we have tried to search new criteria of classification of extracts and we look
for extending our systems to summarize a multiple documents.
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Abstract. This paper reports on the development of a finite state sys-
tem for finding grammar errors without actually specifying the error. A
corpus of Swedish text written by children served as the data. Errors are
more frequent and the distribution of the error types is different than
for adult writers. Our approach (following Karttunen et al. [9]) for find-
ing errors involves developing automata that represent two “positive”
grammars with varying degree of detail and then subtracting the de-
tailed one from the general one. The difference between the automata
corresponds to a grammar for errors. We use a robust parsing strategy
which first identifies the lexical head of a phrase together with the lexical
string which precedes it beginning at the left margin of the phrase. The
technique shows good coverage results for agreement and verb selection
phenomena. In future, we aim to include also the detection of agreement
between subject and predicative complements, word order phenomena
and missing sentence boundaries.

1 Introduction

Research and development of grammar checking techniques has been carried out
since the 1980’s, mainly for English and also for other languages, e.g. French [6],
Dutch [15], Czech [11], Spanish and Greek [4]. In the case of Swedish, the devel-
opment of grammar checkers started not until the later half of the 1990’s with
several independent projects, one of them resulting in the first product release
in November 1998 - Grammatifix [2,3], now part of the Swedish Microsoft Office
2000. Our approach differs from the other Swedish projects in that the grammat-
ical errors are found without direct description of the erroneous patterns. The
detection process involves light parsing and subtraction of transducers repre-
senting “positive” grammars at different accuracy levels. The difference between
the automata corresponds to a grammar for the errors to be found. Karttunen
et al. [9] use this technique to find instances of invalid dates and our work is an
attempt to apply their approach to a larger domain.

The rest of this paper includes a short description of the child data, followed
by the system architecture with separate subsections on each module. Then
follows evaluation of the system and comparison with the other Swedish systems.

A. Gelbukh (Ed.): CICLing 2003, LNCS 2588, pp. 635–646, 2003.
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2 The Child Data

The analyses of writing problems is based on a small corpus of 29 812 words (3
373 word types), composed of computer written and hand written essays written
by children between 9 and 13 years of age. In general, the text structure of the
compositions reveals clearly the influence of spoken language and performance
difficulties in spelling, segmentation of words, the use of capitals and punctua-
tion, with fairly wide variation both by individual and age. In total, 260 instances
of grammatical errors were found in 134 narratives. The most recurrent grammar
problem concerns the omission of finite verb inflection (38.8% of all errors), i.e.
when the main finite verb in a clause lacks the appropriate present or past tense
endings:

(1) P̊a
in

natten
the-night

∗vakna
wake [untensed]

jag
I

av
from

att
that

brandlarmet
fire-alarm

tjöt.
howled

– In the night I woke up from that the fire-alarm went off.

The correct form of the verb vakna ‘stop’ should be in the past tense, i.e.
vaknade ‘stopped’. This type of error arises from the fact that the writing is
highly influenced by spoken language. In spoken Swedish regular weak verbs
in the past tense often lack the appropriate ending and the spoken form then
coincides with the infinitive (and for some verbs also imperative) form of the
verb.

Other frequent grammar problems are: extra or missing words (25.4%), here
the preposition i ‘in’ is missing:

(2) Gunnar
Gunnar

var
was

p̊a
on

semester
vacation

∗ norge
Norway

och
and

åkte
went

skidor.
skis

– Gunnar was on vacation in Norway and skied.

word choice errors (10%), here the verb att vara lika ‘to be alike’ requires the
particle till ‘to’ in combination with the noun phrase sättet ‘the-manner’ and
not p̊a ‘on’ as the writer uses:

(3) vi
we

var
were

väldigt
very

lika
like

∗p̊a
on

sättet
the-manner

– We were very alike in the manners.

errors in noun phrase agreement (5.8%), here the correct form of the noun phrase
requires the noun to be definite as in den närmsta handduken ‘the nearest towel’:

(4) jag
I

tar
take

den
the [def]

närmsta
nearest [def]

∗handduk
towel [indef]

och
and

slänger
throw

den
it

i
in

vasken
the sink
– I take the nearest towel and throw it into the sink.

errors in verb chains (2.7%), here the auxiliary verb should be followed by an
infinitive, ska bli ‘will become’, but in this case the present tense is used:
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(5) Men
but

kom ih̊ag
remember

att
that

det
it

inte
not

ska
will

∗blir
becomes[pres]

n̊agon
some

riktig
real

brand.
fire

– But remember that there will not be a real fire.

Other grammar errors occurred less than ten times in the whole corpus, in-
cluding reference errors, agreement between subject and predicative complement,
specificity in nouns, pronoun form, errors in infinitive phrases, word order.

Punctuation problems are also included in the analyses. In general, the use
of punctuation varies from no usage at all (mostly among the youngest children)
to rather sparse marking. In the following example the boundary between the
first and second sentence is not marked.:

(6) nasse
nasse

blev
became

arg
angry

han
he

gick
went

och
and

la
lay

sig
himself

med
with

dom
the

andra
other

syskonen
siblings

.

– Nasse got angry. He went and lay down with the other siblings.

The omission of end of sentence marking is quite obvious problem, corre-
sponding to 35% of all sentences that lack marking of a sentence boundary. But
the most frequent punctuation problem concerns the omission of commas, left
out in 81% of clauses.

The finite verb problem, verb form in verb chains and infinitive phrases and
agreement problems in noun phrase are the four types of errors detected by the
current system.

3 System Architecture

The framework for detection of grammar errors is built as a network of finite state
transducers compiled from regular expressions including operators defined in the
Xerox Finite State Tool (XFST) [10]. Each automaton in the network composes
with the result of previous application and in principle all the automata can be
composed into a single transducer.

There are in general two types of transducers in use: one that annotates
text in order to select certain segments and one that redefines or refines earlier
decisions. Annotations of any kind are handled by transducers defined as finite
state markers that add reserved symbols into text and mark out syntactical
segments, grammar errors, or other patterns aimed at selections. Finite state
filters are used for refinement and/or revision of earlier decisions.

The system runs under UNIX in a simple emacs environment used for testing
and development of finite state grammars. The environment shows the results
of an XFST-process run on the current emacs buffer in a separate buffer. An
XFST-mode allows for menus to be used and recompile files in the system.

The current system of sequenced finite state transducers is divided in four
main modules: the dictionary lookup, the grammar, the parser and the error
finder.
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LOOKUP

PARSER

ERROR FINDER

Broad

Narrow

GRAMMAR

Lexicon
~160,000 w

Filtering

input text

output text

Fig. 1. The system architecture

3.1 The Lexicon Lookup

The lexicon of around 160, 000 word forms, is built as a finite state transducer,
using the Xerox tool Finite State Lexicon Compiler [8]. The lexicon is composed
from two resources, the SveLex project under the direction of Daniel Ridings,
LexiLogik AB, and the Lexin project [13]. It takes a string and maps inflected
surface form to a tag containing part-of-speech and feature information, e. g.
applying the transducer to the string kvinna ‘woman’ will return [nn utr sin ind
nom]. The morphosyntactic tags follow directly the relevant string or token. More
than one tag can be attached to a string, since no contextual information is taken
into account. The morphosyntactic information in the tags is further used in the
grammars of the system. The set of tags follows the Stockholm Ume̊a Corpus-
project conventions [7], including 23 category classes and 29 feature classes, that
was extended with 3 additional categories. Below is an example of lookup on the
example sentence in (5):

(7) Men[kn] kom[qmvb prt akt][vb prt akt] ih̊ag[ab][pl] att[sn][ie]det[pn neu
sin def sub/obj][dt neu sin def] inte[ab] ska[vb prs akt][mvb prs akt]
blir[vb prs akt] n̊agon[dt utr sin ind][pn utr sin ind sub/obj] riktig[jj pos
utr sin ind nom]brand[nn utr sin ind nom]

3.2 The Grammar

The grammar module includes two grammar sets with (positive) rules reflect-
ing the grammatical structure of Swedish, differing in the level of detail. The
broad grammar is especially designed to handle text with ungrammaticalities
and the linguistic descriptions are less accurate accepting both valid and invalid
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patterns. The narrow grammar is fine and accurate and accepts only the gram-
matical segments. For example, the regular expression in (8) belongs to the broad
grammar set and recognizes potential verb clusters (VC) (both grammatical and
ungrammatical) as a pattern consisting of a sequence of two or three verbs in
combination with (zero or more) adverbs (Adv∗).

(8) define VC [Verb Adv* Verb (Verb)];

This automaton accepts all the verb cluster examples in (9), including the
ungrammatical instance (9c) (marked by an asterix ‘∗’), where a finite verb
follows a (finite) auxiliary verb.

(9)
a. kan inte springa ‘can not run’
b. skulle ha sprungit ‘would have run [sup]’
c. ∗ska blir ‘will be [pres]’

Corresponding rules in the narrow grammar set represented by the regular
expressions in (10) take into account the internal structure of a verb cluster and
define the grammar of modal auxiliary verbs (Mod) followed by (zero or more)
adverb(s) (Adv∗), and either a verb in infinitive form (VerbInf) as in (10a), or
a temporal verb in infinitive (PerfInf) and a verb in supine form (VerbSup), as
in (10b). These rules thus accept only the grammatical segments in (9) and will
not include example (9c). The actual grammar of grammatical verb clusters is a
little bit more complex.

(10)
a. define VC1 [Mod Adv* VerbInf];
b. define VC2 [Mod Adv* PerfInf VerbSup];

3.3 Parsing and Ambiguity Resolution

The various kinds of constituents are marked out in a text using a lexical-prefix-
first method, i.e. parsing first from left margin of a phrase to the head and then
extending the phrase by adding on complements. The actual parsing (based on
the broad grammar definitions) is incremental in a similar fashion as the methods
described in [1], where the output from one layer serves as input to the next,
building on the segments. The system recognizes the head phrases in certain
order in the first phase (verbal head, prepositional head, adjective phrase) and
then applies the second phase in the reverse order and extends the phrases with
complements (noun phrase, prepositional phrase, verb phrase).

Reordering rules used in parsing allows us to resolve certain ambiguities. For
example, marking verbal heads before noun phrases will prefer a verb phrase
interpretation of a string over a noun phrase interpretation and avoid merging
constituents of verbal heads into noun phrases and yielding noun phrases with
too-wide range.

For instance, marking first the sentence in (11) for noun phrases will interpret
the pronoun De ‘they’ as a determiner and the verb s̊ag ‘saw’, that is exactly
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as in English homonymous with the noun ‘saw’, as a noun and merges these
two constituents to a noun phrase as shown in (12). De s̊ag will subsequently
be marked as ungrammatical, since a number feature mismatch occurs between
the plural De ‘they’ and singular s̊ag ‘saw’.

(11) De
They

s̊ag
looked

ledsna
sad

ut
out – They seemed sad.

(12) <np>De s̊ag </np> <np>ledsna </np> ut .

Composing the marking transducers by first marking the verbal head and
then the noun phrase will instead yield the more correct parse. Although the al-
ternative of the verb being parsed as verbal head or a noun remains, the pronoun
is now marked correctly as a separate noun phrase and not merged together with
the main verb into a noun phrase:

(13) <np> De </np> <vpHead> <np> s̊ag </np> </vpHead> <np> led-
sna </np> ut .

At this stage, the output may be further refined and/or revised by application
of filtering transducers. Earlier parsing decisions depending on lexical ambiguity
are resolved (e.g. adjectives parsed as verbs) and phrases extended (e.g. with
postnominal modifiers). Other structural ambiguities, such as verb coordinations
or clausal modifiers on nouns, are also taken care of.

3.4 Error Detection

The error finder is a separate module in the system which means that the
grammar and parser could potentially be used directly in a different application.
The nets of this module correspond to the difference between the two grammars,
broad and narrow.

By subtracting the narrow grammar from the broad grammar we create ma-
chines that will find ungrammatical phrases in a text. For example, the regular
expression in (14) identifies verb clusters that violate the narrow grammar of
modal verb clusters (VC1 or VC2, defined in (10)) by subtracting these rules
from the more general (overgenerating) rule in the broad grammar (VC, defined
in (8)) within the boundaries of a verb cluster (‘<vc>’, ‘</vc>’), that have been
previously marked out in the parsing stage.

(14) define VCerror [ "<vc>" [VC - [VC1 | VC2]] "</vc>" ];

By application of a marking transducer in (15), the found error segment is
annotated directly in the text as in example (16).

(15) define markVCerror [VCerror -> "<Error verb after Vaux>" ...
"</Error>"];

(16) Men <vp><vpHead>kom ih̊ag </vpHead></vp>att <np>det
</np><vp> <vpHead>inte <Error verb after Vaux><vc> ska blir
</vc> </Error> </vpHead><np>n̊agon <ap>riktig </ap>brand
</np></vp>
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4 The System Performance

The implemented error detector cannot at present be considerred as a fully
developed grammar checking tool, but still even with its restricted lexicon and
small grammar the results are promising. So far the technique was used to detect
agreement errors in noun phrases, selection of finite and non-finite verb forms in
main and subordinate clauses and infinitival complements. The implementation
proceeded in two steps. In the first phase we devoted all effort to detection of the
grammar errors, working mostly with the errors and not paying much attention
to the text as a whole. The second phase involved blocking of the resultant false
alarms found in the first stage.

In Table 1 we show the final results of error detection in the training corpus
of Child Data. There were altogether 14 agreement errors in noun phrase, 102
errors in the form of finite verb, 7 errors in the verbform after an auxiliary verb
(Vaux ) and 4 errors in verbs after infinitive marker (IM).

Table 1. Error detection in Child Data: correct alarms (C ), false alarms (F ), missed
errors (M ), recall (R), precision (P)

Error type No. Errors C F M R P
Agreement in NP 14 14 15 0 100% 48%
Finite verb form 102 93 94 9 91% 50%
Verb form after Vaux 7 6 32 1 86% 16%
Verb form after IM 4 4 4 0 100% 50%
Total 127 117 145 10 92% 45%

The error detection of the system is quite high with a recall rate of 92% on
text that the system was designed to handle. Only ten errors were not detected,
nine of them in the finite verb form and one in the verb form after an auxiliary
verb. The precision rate of 45% is not that satisfactory, but comparable with
the other Swedish grammar checking tools that report precision rates on adult
texts between 53% and 77%. The recall values are between 35% and 83%.

There are in general two kinds of false alarms that occur: either due to the
ambiguity of constituents or the “wideness” of the parse, i.e. too many con-
stituents are included when applying the longest-match strategy. The following
example shows an ambiguous parse:

(17) Linda,
Linda

brukade
used

ofta
often

vara
to be

i
in

stallet.
the-stable

– Linda used to be often in the stable.

(18) <Error finite verb> <vp><vpHead><np> Linda </np>
</vpHead></vp> </Error>, <vp><vpHead> <vc>brukade ofta
<np>vara</np> </vc> </vpHead> <pp><ppHead>i</ppHead>
<np>stallet</np></pp> </vp>.

Here ‘Linda’ is a proper noun and parsed as a noun phrase, but it also is
a (non-finite) verb in infinitive (‘to wrap’) and will then be marked as a verb
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phrase. Then the error finder marks this phrase as a finite verb error, due to
the violation of this constraint in the narrow grammar that does not allow any
non-finite verbs without the presence of a preceding (finite) auxiliary verb or
infinitival marker att ‘to’.

Some of the effects of the longest-match strategy can be blocked in the parsing
stage, as mentioned above, but some remain as in the following example:

(19) till
to

vilket
which

man
one

kunde
could

ringa ...
call

– to which one could call ...

(20) <pp><ppHead>till </ppHead><Error gender><np>vilket
man </np></Error> </pp><vp><vpHead>kunde <np>ringa
</np></vpHead></vp>

Here the pronoun vilket ‘which’ in neuter gender is merged together with
the noun man ‘man’ in common gender to a noun phrase, causing a gender
missmatch.

There are also cases where other types of errors are recognized by the detector
as side-effects of the error detection. Some split words and misspellings were
recognized and diagnosed as agreement errors. For instance in the example (21)
the noun ögonblick ‘moment’ is split and the ögon ‘eyes’ does not agree in number
with the preceding singular determiner and adjective.

(21)
a. För

for
ett
a

kort
short

ögon
eye

blick
blinking

trodde
thought

jag ...
I ...

– For a short moment I thought ...
b. För <Error number> ett kort ögon </Error> blick trodde jag ...

Others as errors in verbal group. In the example (22) fot ‘foot’ in the split
word fotsteg ‘footsteps’ is interpreted as a noun and is homonymous with the
(finite) verb steg ‘stepped’ and causes an error marking in the verb form after
an infinitival verb.

(22)
a. Jag

I
hör
hear

fot
foot

steg
steps

fr̊an
from

trappa
stairs

– I hear footsteps from the stairs.
b. Jag <Error verb after Vaux> hör fot steg </Error> fr̊an trappa

Further, sentence boundaries that are not marked out can be detected. The
diagnosis is always connected to the verbal group, where verbs over sentence
boundaries are merged together. Mostly it is a question of more than one finite
verb in a row as in the example below:

(23)
a. I

in
h̊alet
the-hole

som
that

pojken
the boy

hade
had

hittat
found

fanns
was

en
a

mullvad.
mole

– in the hole the boy had found was a mole.
b. I h̊alet som pojken <Error verb after Vaux> hade hittat fanns

</Error> en mullvad.
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Here the verb cluster boundary is too wide, including both a verb cluster and a
finite verb belonging to the next clause.

Preliminary results on arbitrary text also show some promising results. In
Table 2 we show the system evaluation on a small literal text of 1 070 words
(after updating the lexicon with words necessary to the text). We found 16 noun
phrase agreement errors, 4 errors in the form of finite verb and 1 error in the
verbform after an auxiliary verb in the text. The error detector found all the
verb form errors and most of the agreement errors, ending in a recall value of
81%. False alarms occurred also only in the agreement errors, resulting in an
overall precision of 85%.

Table 2. Error detection in Other Text: correct alarms (C ), false alarms (F ), missed
errors (M ), recall (R), precision (P)

Error type No. Errors C F M R P
Agreement in NP 16 12 3 4 75% 80%
Finite verb form 4 4 0 0 100% 100%
Verb form after Vaux 1 1 0 0 100% 100%
Total 21 17 3 4 81% 85%

5 Test with Other Tools

Three other Swedish grammar checkers: one commercial Grammatifix [2], and
two prototypes Granska[5] and Scarrie[12], have been tested on the child data.
Here we give the results of detection for the error types implemented in this
system (Tables 3, 4 and 5).

These tools are designed to detect errors in text different from the nature of
the child data and thus not surprisingly the accuracy rates are in overall low.
The total recall rate for these error types is between 10% and 19% and precision
varies between 13% to 39%. Errors in noun phrases seem to be better covered
than verb errors.

In the case of Grammatifix (Table 3), errors in verbs are not covered at all.
Half of the noun phrase errors were identified and only five errors in the finite
verb form. Many false alarms result in a precision rate below 50%.

Granska (Table 4) included all four error types and detected at most half of
the errors for three of these types. Only seven instances of errors in finite verb
form were identified. The number of false alarms varies among error types.

Errors in verb form after infinitive marker were not detected by Scarrie (Table
5). Errors in noun phrase were the best detected type. The tool performed best
of all three systems in the overall detection of errors with a recall rate of 19%.
On the other hand, many false alarms occurred (154) and the precision rate of
13% was the lowest.

Agreement errors in noun phrases is the error type best covered by these
tools. All three managed to detect at least half of them. Errors in the finite verb
form obtained the worse results. Granska performed best and detected at least
half of the errors in three error types with an overall precision of 39%.
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The detection performance of these three tools on child data is in general half
that good in comparison to our detector and the fact that the error type with
worst coverage (finite verbs) is the one most frequent among children indicates
clearly the need for specialized grammar checking tools for children. The overall
precision rate of all the tools including our system lies below 50%.

Table 3. Grammatifix error detection in Child Data: correct alarms (C ), false alarms
(F ), missed errors (M ), recall (R), precision (P)

Error type No. Errors C F M R P
Agreement in NP 14 7 20 7 50% 26%
Finite verb form 102 5 6 97 5% 45%
Verb form after Vaux 7
Verb form after IM 4
Total 127 12 26 104 10% 32%

Table 4. Granska’s error detection in Child Data: correct alarms (C ), false alarms
(F ), missed errors (M ), recall (R), precision (P)

Error type No. Errors C F M R P
Agreement in NP 14 7 25 7 50% 22%
Finite verb form 102 7 1 95 7% 88%
Verb form after Vaux 7 4 5 3 57% 44%
Verb form after IM 4 2 0 2 50% 100%
Total 127 20 31 107 16% 39%

Table 5. Scarrie’s error detection in Child Data: correct alarms (C ), false alarms (F ),
missed errors (M ), recall (R), precision (P)

Error type No. Errors C F M R P
Agreement in NP 14 8 133 6 57% 6%
Finite verb form 102 15 13 87 15% 54%
Verb form after Vaux 7 1 7 6 14% 13%
Verb form after IM 4 0 1 4 0% 0%
Total 127 24 154 103 19% 13%

These three tools were also tested on the small literal text, that reflects more
the text type these tools are designed for. The results given in Tables 6 – 8 show
that all three tools had difficulties to detect the verb form errors, whereas most
of the errors in noun phrase agreement were found. This means that the overal
coverage of the systems is slightly lower than for our detector (see Table 2) lying
between 52% and 62%.
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Table 6. Grammatifix error detection in Other Text: correct alarms (C ), false alarms
(F ), missed errors (M ), recall (R), precision (P)

Error type No. Errors C F M R P
Agreement in NP 16 12 0 4 75% 100%
Finite verb form 4 1 0 3 25% 100%
Verb form after Vaux 1 0 0 1 0% 0%
Total 21 13 0 8 62% 100%

Table 7. Granska’s error detection in Other Text: correct alarms (C ), false alarms
(F ), missed errors (M ), recall (R), precision (P)

Error type No. Errors C F M R P
Agreement in NP 16 12 0 4 75% 100%
Finite verb form 4 0 1 4 0% 0%
Verb form after Vaux 1 1 0 0 100% 100%
Total 21 13 1 8 62% 93%

Table 8. Scarrie’s error detection in Other Text: correct alarms (C ), false alarms (F ),
missed errors (M ), recall (R), precision (P)

Error type No. Errors C F M R P
Agreement in NP 16 10 4 6 63% 71%
Finite verb form 4 1 0 3 25% 100%
Verb form after Vaux 1 0 0 1 0%
Total 21 11 4 10 52% 73%

6 Conclusion

The simple finite state technique of subtraction presented in this paper, has
the advantage that the grammars one needs to write to find errors are always
positive grammars rather than grammars written to find specific errors. Thus,
covering the valid rules of language means that the rule sets remain quite small
and practically no prediction of errors is necessary.

The approach aimed further at minimal information loss in order to be able
to handle text containing errors. The degree of ambiguity is maximal at the
lexical level, where we choose to attach all lexical tags to strings. At higher
levels, structural ambiguity is treated by parsing order, grammar extension and
some other heuristics. There is an essential problem of ambiguity resolution on
complement decisions that remains to be solved. Sequences of words grammat-
ical in one context and ungrammatical in another are treated the same. The
system overinterprets and gives rise to false alarms, mostly due the application
of longest-match, but more seriously information indicating an error may be
filtered out by erroneous segmentation and errors overlooked. A ‘higher’ mech-
anism is needed in order to solve these problems that takes into consideration
the complement distribution and solves these structural dependencies.
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The linguistic accuracy of the system is comparable to other Swedish gram-
mar checking tools, that actually performed worse on the child data. The low
performance of the Swedish tools on child data motivates clearly the need for
adaptation of grammar checking techniques to children. The other tools obtained
in general much lower recall values and although the error type of particular er-
ror was defined, the systems had difficulties to identify the errors, probably due
problems to handle such a disrupted structure with many adjoined sentences
and high error frequency.

Further, the robustness and modularity of this system makes it possible to
perform both error detection and diagnostics and that the grammars can be
reused for other applications that do not necessarily have anything to do with
error detection, e. g. for educational purposes, speech recognition, and for other
users such as dyslectics, aphasics, deaf and foreign speakers.
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